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FOREWORD

James Henry Breasted was one of the most remarkable individuals in the history of American scholarship on the ancient Near East. He was the first American to receive a Ph.D. in Egyptology (in 1894) and was the first to teach the subject at the University of Chicago. He was a brilliant teacher, Egyptologist, communicator, and above all, an institution-builder who transformed the fundamental character of research on the origins of civilization.

Breasted’s greatest achievement was the founding of the Oriental Institute at the University of Chicago in 1919, through the generous support of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. The Oriental Institute embodies Breasted’s vision of an interdisciplinary research center that unites archaeology, textual studies, and art history as three complementary methodologies to provide a holistic understanding of ancient Near Eastern civilizations, and the ways that they laid the foundations for what we think of today as “Western civilization.”

Breasted’s legacy continues to flourish today, as Oriental Institute researchers conduct six to eight excavations every year across the Near East; write dictionaries of Akkadian, Demotic, and Hittite; and record and preserve the monuments of ancient Egypt through the work of the Institute’s Epigraphic Survey. The Oriental Institute Museum, built around both Breasted’s original acquisitions and the materials from the Institute’s extraordinary excavations in the 1920s and 1930s, is one of the leading collections of ancient Near Eastern art and artifacts in the United States.

Breasted’s life story, intertwined with the story of the Oriental Institute, makes for a fascinating narrative as recounted by his son, Charles Breasted, in Pioneer to the Past: The Story of James Henry Breasted. As the Institute celebrates its 90th anniversary, it is both appropriate and very useful for all of us to have available this re-printed edition of Charles Breasted’s biography of his father. Re-reading his engagingly written account both deepens our understanding and renews our admiration for the richly lived life and achievements of James Henry Breasted.

Gil J. Stein
Director of the Oriental Institute
University of Chicago
October 2009
To Martha

who called him “Dr. Pa,”

and whom he adored
August 26, 1908. I was thinking the other day what a secure possession the past is. The happiness and beauty that it had cannot now be spoilt or impaired: having had it one cannot be pessimistic either about this life or another.  

—Lord Grey of Falloden

A comprehensive study of the ancient orient reveals to us the historic epochs of European man for the first time set in a background of several hundred thousand years. In this vast synthesis there is disclosed to us an imposing panorama such as no earlier generation has ever been able to survey.

This is the New Past.

He who really discerns it has begun to read the glorious Odyssey of human kind, of man pushing out upon the ocean of time to make conquest of worlds surpassing all his dreams—the supreme adventure of the ages.

—James Henry Breasted, 1920

The life of man has become a struggle between the new ideals of self-forgetfulness that arose but yesterday, and the deep-seated passion for power, which is as old as the human race itself and has thus far been so dangerously victorious over new-born conscience and character that we are faced with the grave question of the survival of civilization.

—James Henry Breasted, 1933
"I MUST work at top speed," my father said in August, 1925. "I am rounding sixty—there is little time left to me, the flow of resources I have tapped might be shut off, the Near East might catch fire again. I must make the most of every moment!"

After his death, a crowded decade later, everything came about as he had anxiously foresensed it would; and today his era, and even the immediately succeeding years during which this story was written, belong as much to the remote past as the ancient world he knew and loved so well. Yet the historic Anglo-American conquest of North Africa, together with Anglo-American collaboration in the military defense and occupation of Iraq and Iran lend a curious immediacy to this personal chronicle of a vanished epoch, and especially to his accounts of his Near Eastern travels in 1919–20. With the exception of France, the same dramatis personae are again—or should one say, still—facing the same political and ethnical problems which they failed to solve during the intervening twenty-five years; and just as in 1918, the opening moves in the final, decisive frustration of Germany's vast ambitions have been initiated in northeast Africa. In 1918 these moves spelled the end of her Berlin-to-Baghdad dream. This time they have made a travesty of her geopolitical plan for conquering the "heartland" of Africa. Had they lived to witness it, neither Lord Allenby nor my father would have been surprised at this latest variation of an ancient theme: for each in his way understood better than most men the significance of the bridge-head between Asia and Africa.

The incidents in this story, including in its earlier portion the reconstructed conversations, the thoughts attributed to various characters, etc., are based either on original correspondence and journals, or on descriptions given me at various times by my father, by members of his family and by old family friends. Wherever my sources differed in important particulars, as they frequently did, I have followed those versions which seemed to be indicated by all the available evidence, or under the circumstances to be the most probable. My reasoning and conclusions cannot always have been correct; and for any resulting inaccuracies I must assume full responsibility.

The completion of this book adds a final punctuation mark to my
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father’s abruptly ended life, and to what must always remain one of the richest chapters of my own. It is impossible to enumerate here the entire list of those to whom I am indebted for helpful information and constructive suggestions in an unaccustomed task which has occupied me for over four years. But I cannot take my leave of it without expressing my gratitude to Professor Harold H. Nelson, my father’s old friend and one time student, and to Professor John A. Wilson, his successor as director of the Oriental Institute and also a former student, for their invaluable counsel; to Dr. Edith W. Ware—another of his ablest students, who for the last dozen years of his life assisted him in his researches and in the preparation of his books—for proofing and indexing this volume; to my friend, Maxwell Perkins, for his inexhaustible patience and helpfulness and his consummate editorial judgment in enabling me to reduce a two-volume manuscript to one; to my sister, Mrs. Bernhard L. Hörmann, and to my brother, James H. Breasted, Jr., for their careful reading of the manuscript; to Mrs. George Ellery Hale for permission to quote from Dr. Hale’s correspondence with my father, and to Dr. Frederick H. Seares of the Mount Wilson Observatory, and to the California Institute of Technology, for placing biographical material at my disposal. Finally I wish to add that even with the generous aid of all the foregoing, this story might have remained unwritten but for the understanding and inspiration of my wife.

The publication date of this book promises to find me once more in the Near East, minutely involved in the latest episode of an ancient and endless story. As I travel again across those long familiar regions in which my father was so altogether at home, I shall often sense his presence, and be reminded of the words he wrote a few months before his death, regarding man’s limited capacity for grasping the meaning of time: “We are like some frontiersman in the night holding up a torch over a dark stream and imagining that the circle of its hurrying current revealed by the torchlight is all there is to the stream. . . .”

Charles Breasted

Washington, D. C.
December 1, 1942
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HONORIS CAUSA

On the morning of May 31, 1878, in the two-room red brick grade schoolhouse at Downers Grove, Illinois, a slim thirteen-year-old boy sat at a shabby desk, writing in a copy book. His lips moved faintly—a habit they were never to lose—silently shaping the words which his already competent pen set down in answer to a list of questions chalked on the blackboard under the designation, "Monthly Examination in Geography and Arithmetic for the Third Grade Grammar Department."

His brown-grey eyes studied the second question under Geography. He was oblivious to the scratching of pens around him, to the voices reciting elsewhere in the room, to the thick brown hair which sagged over his forehead. The village bully had recently tied him in a potato sack, whipped him across a barnyard until he tripped and smashed his nose on the barn doorsill. Now the battered member, poorly set, lent a certain attractive asymmetry to a very vital face.

Question II read, "Name the bodies of water you would sail on, in going from Cairo [pronounced Kay-ro], Illinois, to Cairo, Egypt."

The youngsters wrote, "Mississippi R., Gulf of Mexico, Florida Strait, Atlantic Ocean, Strait of Gibraltar, Mediterranean [sic] Sea, and Nile R."

Question III read, "Tell something about the Bedouin." He wrote confidently: "The Bedouin are inhabitants of the deserts of Arabia who look with contempt on the inhabitants of the towns. They are wandering pastoral tribes, hospitable, but revengeful, and addicted to plunder."

More than sixty years have passed since the youngster handed in this examination paper, which lies before me as I write. Neatly entered on the printed cover is the name "James Henry Breasted," whose "General Average" on that day was 88 and whose "Rank in Grade" was "Fourth." Next comes the word "Remarks," followed by three blank
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lines; and at the bottom, printed in capital letters, is the name “J. K. Rassweiler, Principal.”

Apparently no “Remarks” occurred to Mr. Rassweiler about an average performance which rated neither censure nor praise. He had no more reason to suppose than did the boy himself that the answers I have quoted were written by a future Orientalist and historian whose name would become a byword for archaeological exploration and discovery, who would one day know the green plaid ribbon of Egypt and the lands of the ancient Near East as intimately as the prairie country of his Downers Grove boyhood; who would produce works to be translated into the leading languages of Europe and the orient; reap honors and renown, be consulted by soldiers and statesmen, and received by kings.

But though Jimmy accomplished all this and somewhat more, it left him incredulous, and at heart unchanged. Nearly fifty years after that morning in the Downers Grove schoolhouse, when a bewildering succession of honors had been conferred upon him, he wrote:

“All these things fill me with sudden apprehension, or seem like some grotesquely impossible dream—a case of absurdly mistaken identity—and I wonder who the other fellow can be for whom it was all without doubt intended. I felt the same way when I walked up in a scarlet robe before the Public Orator in the Sheldonian Theatre [when he received the degree of Doctor of Literature honoris causa from Oxford University in 1922] and listened to a lot of impossible nonsense in polished Latin, all of which was of course intended for somebody else. I saw a dusty, bare-footed youngster standing at the door of a cluttered smithy in a little village in northern Illinois, watching the big blacksmith shoeing his father’s only horse. And here was a learned Oxonian in a similar scarlet robe, saying all these ridiculous things to this lad! Of course somebody would find out about it, and then the whole Theatre would burst into roars of laughter—I looked about me in anxiety, thinking it might occur at any moment.”

For years I urged my father to write the informal story of his own human adventure. He was always surprised when publishers pled with him to produce such a book, astonished when they sent him substantial checks to bind their offers. He invariably returned the checks: the demands of his science, he said, took precedence over a book which was not essential and would entail “an unjustifiable interruption in his work.”
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In March, 1930, from the Mediterranean, I wrote him once again, entreatng him to let me help him prepare his autobiography. He was willing to admit that "the long climb from the provincialism of a prairie village to the command of an archaeological 'firing line' stretching from the Black Sea to the Sudan," might interest the biography-reading public.

"But you would have to do it, my son," he insisted. "I doubt very much if I could ever bring myself to believe my life of sufficient consequence to write my own account of it. As I look back across the years, it seems to me that you have always been in this work since you were a tiny lad. Your whole life is woven into the picture wherever I look at it. You have toddled as a baby into every great museum in Europe, to greet your father in the late afternoon and take him home to supper. In older years you voyaged into Africa and played your games and amused yourself with the natives. In every temple on the Nile you watched your father toiling on ladders and scaffolding to save the curious records on the walls. It is impossible to think of any of the work I have ever done in America, in Europe or in the Near East, without you. I will yield to you about the biography, and do all I can to help you. If it is published while I live, it will be called self-advertising: it ought not to be printed until after I am gone."

But each passing year only added to the far-flung array of new scientific undertakings engendered by his unquenchable enthusiasm. He was far too preoccupied with recovering "the lost chapters of the human past" to waste precious time in recording his own. In the presence of what most men accept as old age, the tempo and productivity of his life merely increased until at seventy he died young, of a streptococcus infection which at any age would have been fatal. And of his half-promised autobiography, all that I inherited were his good intentions, and the unsorted mass of his personal papers.

The volume of these papers was in proportion to the scope of his activities. I marveled that his enthusiasm had steadfastly survived the years of hair-splitting philological research and the quicksands of academic drudgery. His ardor gleamed through the dullest stretches of such labor. As I slogged through the mass of written words into which his vital being had now resolved itself, I could almost hear his vibrant voice uttering the words I read.

Gradually I discerned in this residue of a brimming life, a story in the tradition of Mark Twain, William Dean Howells, Howard Taylor Ricketts, William Rainey Harper, and a whole sturdy procession of
American country boys who had wandered out of Main Street into the world.

This book is the story of one of these provincial country boys who became an Orientalist and archaeologist, and a pioneer to the past. It is much less a biography than the self-revelation of an intensely American scientist who viewed “the rise of man from savagery to civilization” as “the most remarkable phenomenon in the history of the universe as far as we now know it”; and who envisioned, and by his invincible determination achieved, the first laboratory in the world for the investigation, recovery and reconstruction of this epic development.

He was an extraordinarily captivating and persuasive person, especially in his maturer years, with a gift for winning the most intrenched opposition over to his own views. Hence, in our exceptionally close personal relationship and eventual working association, I felt that much of my usefulness to him, such as it was, lay in remaining as objective toward him as I could possibly be. I carried this so far that on several occasions of great spiritual travail he exclaimed, “My son, how can you be so impersonal in matters affecting both our hearts and souls?” Perhaps I was wrong, but it seemed to me then, as it does still, that one of us had to remain so. As editor of his story, with which my own is inextricably interwoven, I have tried as before to remain objective. But I am aware that herein, and in most of what I have attempted in this book, the result is but a faint suggestion of the vision.

When he was gone, the world of those whose lives he had touched paused for its moment of tribute, spoken in many languages and often from great distances. It seemed to me that of them all, none spoke more understandingly than a friend of my youth, Donald Culrose Peattie. “I loved him,” he wrote, “for his beautiful voice, his smile and wit, something, too, peculiar to great American men, however cosmopolitan—some fundamental simplicity, integrity, saving sense of humor, personal accessibility such as we have idealized in, say, Lincoln.”

I can only hope that at least something of these qualities, and of his indomitable enthusiasm for creative achievement and the pursuit of truth, will emerge as James Henry Breasted reveals himself in this story of an American prairie boy.
CHAPTER I

An eccentric but engaging character named Thomas Garrison, of New Brunswick, New Jersey, possessor of a patient wife named Electa,* five daughters, one son, a tidy fortune, and real estate comprising, in addition to most of the "Jersey meadows," some pasture land just north of what is today Forty-second Street, Manhattan Island, was seized in the year 1853 by the epidemic urge to seek even greater opportunity in the West. The East seemed to him already moribund, while the West irresistibly challenged all his trading instincts.

So he sold at a loss the pasturage in Upper Manhattan, and all his other holdings, excepting the "Jersey meadows," which he let go for taxes; and with a household numbering seventeen persons, he joined the great westward migration.

Tom's only son was too young to be of much help in transporting this preponderantly feminine menage, and men were sorely needed. He was therefore quite pleased when the fiancé of his eldest daughter Harriet asked Tom's permission to throw in his lot with his prospective in-laws wherever they might go.

He was a nice young man, aged twenty-one, of Holland Dutch ancestry which had settled in New Amsterdam and the Catskills in 1637. His people were farmers, artisans and lawyers. He had just completed a three years' "apprenticeship at the Tin and Sheet Iron trade," with his uncle, who was a Master Tinsmith with a large establishment in Brooklyn. I have the young man's Account Book before me. For his first year, which began on St. Valentine's Day, February, 1850, he received $40.00, out of which he saved $6.45; his second year he received $50.00 plus $7.00 overtime, making $57.00, of which he saved $3.88; and his third year he received $60.00, of which he saved $9.37. Most of his evenings during his apprenticeship had been given over to reading, chiefly the dramas of Shakespeare and Plutarch's Lives. He had mem-

* Born in 1811, Electa (Walker) was a direct descendant (seventh generation) of George Soule, who came to America on the Mayflower, was the thirty-fifth signer of the "compact," and was listed as an apprentice to Governor Winslow of Plymouth Colony.
orized entire plays, and could quote whole chapters from the famous *Lives*. He was gently bred, well spoken, handsome, had an unfailing sense of humor, had learned a trade and the value of a dollar, and wanted to become a general merchant. Physically he was not robust, but on all other counts he seemed to Tom’s appraising eye an admirable prospective son-in-law.

His name was Charles Breasted, and when in 1853 he married Harriet Newell Garrison and so became my grandfather, he must have broken at least one heart. For with his Account Book I found a little packet of Valentines, all postmarked Catskill, New York. Each carries a verse burning with appropriately restrained Victorian passion, all are written in the same spidery hand and enclosed in white envelopes embossed with intricate designs and sealed with diamond-shaped wafers imprinted with a bar of music and two or three significant words. I have often wondered what my biological status, if any, might have been had Grandfather Breasted heeded these *billets-doux*.

The glowing reports of friends who had settled there in 1848, led Tom Garrison to determine upon the Rock River Valley of northern Illinois as the Utopia where his dreams were most likely to be realized. But I cannot find in the record a chronicle of that westward trek, or any description of the wedding of Charles and Harriet. Suffice it, therefore, that Tom led his numerous family to Rockford on the forest-and-meadow clothed banks of the Rock River, and there secured a large tract of land in the center of which was a hill commanding the village and its environs.

On this hill he built what was then considered a luxurious house. It was of wood, painted white, and had a *porte-cochère*, high ceilings, French windows with green shutters. In interior finish it was anything but primitive. The doors, imported from the East, were of paneled mahogany inlaid with various other woods. The floors were parquet, the hardware heavy brass, and most of the furniture had come from England.

Behind the house Tom built a large stable and carriage house, with a fenced yard on one side. This yard became a fascinating and chaotic sanctuary for the diverse oddments which Tom’s trading instinct could not resist collecting; and in the end, the graveyard of many of his fondest hopes.

His optimism and initiative were boundless. He had an exuberant faith in the future of the West and of Rockford in particular, and no land sale or auction was complete without his animated presence.
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among the bidders, his solid figure clad in a long coat and a high black hat. For a time his acquisition of property was in chronically inverse ratio to his cash position. But his florid jocularity hid a canny trader with a Midas’ touch, and presently the ’fifties found him recovering in Rockford what the ’forties had seen him lose in the East. He bought the largest interest in the water power from Rockford’s first major dam, he bought timber tracts and quarries and small factories, and managed somehow or other to slip one of his restless fingers into every new pie.

Again and again he bought and sold merely for the sake of buying and selling, regardless of profit. When Rockford’s wooden bridge, built of massive oak beams, was sold at auction as it stood, to make way for the first steel bridge, Tom bought it. He had to bear the considerable expense of tearing it down (the Rock River was broader in those days) and of carting the wreckage to his carriage yard where it was stacked in a great pile from which it was never removed. Dry rot and decay pocked the old beams, and after rains or the melting of snow, these cavities became little pools which trembled in the prairie breezes until they dried away. Grass and weeds, and even small bushes sprang up in the cracks. Field mice and barn rats, chipmunks and snakes found sanctuary among the jumbled mass of decaying timbers.

Tom Garrison’s five daughters had the reputation of being exceptionally comely, and one of them, named Sarah Elizabeth, was considered a great beauty. Far from being resigned, like her mother Electa, she was fanatically rebellious and uninhibited. Being congenitally fearless, and having passionately espoused the cause of temperance, she had, before she was twenty years old, already become famous for storming saloons everywhere at all hours of the day and night, and with the aid of an expertly wielded hatchet, smashing everything smashable within each establishment before rolling its beer kegs into the street, and while their diabolical contents gurgled into the gutter, delivering herself of fanatically emotional attacks upon the proprietor and his astounded clients. She always signalized her departure with a shower of leaflets and tracts (written by herself, and printed at Tom Garrison’s expense), whose fiery imprecations should have set ablaze the pools of liquor in her wake.

She met all objections to her conduct with the statement that she was “working for the Lord,” and from the Canadian border to the Gulf of Mexico she was known as very devout and very “cracked.” According to family history, “she was always dressed plainly in black, wore no personal adornment (not even a ring), long full skirts, a poke bonnet
and shawl. Jewelry she condemned as 'works of the Devil,' and in several instances she buried valuable family heirlooms so that they never could be found and worn again." She was so beautiful and so incredibly strong that the chivalry latent in alcoholics, not to mention the discretion engendered by the sight of a lovely young thing gone holy berserk with a hatchet, protected Miss Sarah from the whaling she deserved.

Tom was a convivial soul, but he cherished law and order, and Sarah Elizabeth was a constant source of embarrassment to him. Deep down, he had a broad streak of prankishness, and he secretly admired the girl's lionine courage and superlative impertinence. The years passed, and one by one his daughters married, excepting only Sarah Elizabeth, who struck many sparks, yet herself remained unignited. But at last, when she was long past fifty, she went to Minnesota to work among the Swedes, met there a Swedish Lutheran minister named Cederholm, and to the unbounded amazement of all who knew her, married him. Time failed to mellow her virulent antagonisms and she was still relentlessly crusading when death subdued this intractable prototype of Carrie Nation.

Charles and Harriet were warmly welcomed in Rockford. For lack of houses, and often the time and means to build them, the majority of young newly married couples in frontier settlements lived with the parents of either the bride or the groom. So for the first few years of their wedded life these two experienced the incessant family surveillance attending their occupancy of a corner of the Garrison house on The Hill. That the young couple survived this ordeal was largely due to Charles's gracious amenability and sense of humor, and to the fact that he worked like a beaver. He formed a congenial business partnership, and set up his establishment for "Hardware and General Merchandise."

Before me lies a quaint business card which reads: "Day, Breasted and Co., Hardware Stoves and Cutlery, All Kinds of Agricultural Tools and Manufacturers of Tin Sheet Iron and Copper Ware, Main Street, Opposite the Post Office (West Side of River), Rockford, Ill. Particular attention paid to manufacturing and putting up Tin Eave Troughs and Lightning Rods."

Presently the business began to prosper, and Charles was able to establish Harriet in a pleasant little house of her own. She was a good wife, but a little vague. The fact that her children survived her initial innocence of the biological and practical facts of life was simply another evidence of the resiliency of Nature.
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In practical matters she drove Charles to distraction. For instance, she had grown up to believe that anything made of iron was unbreakable. She had never learned to cook, and in the process of conquering this deficiency, she broke every item of iron in the kitchen equipment which Charles had selected with loving care.

His resources of humor were sorely tried while she gradually gained reasonable culinary proficiency. But she never became a good housekeeper. Whereas Charles was immaculate and neat in everything he did, she was careless and forgetful. He was integrity personified, while she was given to minor prevarication, more often harmless, but sometimes very irritating. He was of medium height, handsome, over-gentle and easily discouraged; she was petite, positive and doggedly tenacious. But her inexhaustible kind-heartedness equaled his, and her courage, on the whole, surpassed his. She loved fun, but had little sense of humor, and lived always in an anxiety of suspense as to what endearing nonsense or practical joke Charles would next foist upon her—a state of mind hardly alleviated by the birth in 1860 of her first child, a daughter, named May Garrison Breasted.

The beginning of the Civil War found Charles working so hard that his health began to break. "If I only labored when I felt well," he confessed, "I would not earn enough to buy my bread." All his friends enlisted while he anxiously awaited call before a draft board, which finally declared him physically unfit for active service. So he devoted himself even more feverishly to his business.

Meanwhile, Tom also continued to prosper. He had resisted the lure of gold in '49, and had never stopped upbraiding himself for his conservatism. Consequently, when he heard rumors in 1860 that gold and silver had also been found in Colorado, he vowed that this time he would be in the forefront and would make his everlasting fortune. He sold, sold, sold, liquidated, called mortgages, converted investments, he sold his water power, he almost sold his house on Garrison Hill. He equipped a bullock-drawn wagon train and set out for the treasure-larded mountains of Colorado.

While Tom was absent on this prodigal adventure, Harriet was preoccupied with her second child, a boy born August 27, 1865, and christened James Henry. At the same time, Charles's business developed so well that he and his partner transferred it to Chicago, where they bought a shop at State and Jackson Streets, on the site of what became The Hub Store. The new venture was immediately successful, but the effort it demanded of Charles finally broke his health so seri-
ously that Harriet brought him home to Garrison Hill in Rockford. From its peaceful height he looked back hopefully to his partner to carry on while he slowly regained his strength.

Thus it happened that little Jimmy Breasted’s earliest memories were of his Grandfather Garrison’s house and of the romantic carriage yard crowded with endless prizes. Through the long summer days, Jimmy sailed imaginary oceans, crossed mountain ranges, routed hordes of scalp-draped Indians. He swarmed over the weather-beaten covered wagons which Tom had brought back from his first trip to Colorado. The pile of wreckage from the old bridge became a forest-covered, Indian-haunted mountain of solid bullion. At night Charles would read to him—the Leatherstocking Tales, *Robinson Crusoe* and Captain Marryat’s sea stories, and Dickens’s *Pickwick Papers*. From Garrison Hill the boy looked down at the Rock River glinting and winding between the billowing skirts of its wooded banks. He watched it darken under summer clouds, turn sinister and pale with chattering whitecaps before the autumn storms, and grow silent and immobile in the prairie winter. Gradually it became a part of his life which none of the great rivers of antiquity would ever equal.

The first tangible evidence of Jimmy’s education which I have found is a bill dated “Rockford, 1871, Jan. 17. Mr. Breasted, Dr. to Mrs. Squire, for tuition for Master James, one term, $3.75. Rec’d Payment, (signed) Mary Squire.” He was five years old and at the end of his first year under Mrs. Squire’s expensive and exclusive tutelage, he was already in his Third Reader.

Charles’s health had been improving, and his business seemed at last to be leading him on to fortune. In the summer of that year (1871), a group of leading Chicago business men decided to form a new company which was to be one of the greatest hardware firms of the country. Charles was invited to become a charter member of the corporation. The prospect of this reward for all his long, often heart-breaking labors, thrilled him and filled him with self-confidence and courage. Then, on the evening of October 8, the flimsy, sprawling, tinder-built city of Chicago roared into flames visible almost as far as Rockford. Charles’s thriving business became ashes and twisted bits of metal. The insurance companies could not pay. His partner skipped his share of obligation. When a great firm was at last established, the proffer of membership was not renewed. He was now a ruined, broken man.

He and Harriet were still submerged in the gloom of desperation
when the news reached Garrison Hill that Grandfather Tom had died suddenly under mysterious circumstances in that same October of 1871, somewhere near Central City, Colorado. The boys, as the saying went, had taken him. Some of Tom’s executors did very well for themselves. Under their ministrations, his assets and resources dwindled and claims which were sold from his estate for hundreds of dollars, soon produced ore to the value of millions for their new owners. His associates, his lawyers and others were suspected of irregularities. But nothing was done about it and the Garrison fortune, too, was broken.

Then one winter day in 1873, the proud white house on Garrison Hill caught fire. The snow was deep and the Hill was beyond reach of the primitive fire department. The schools were closed so the children could watch the holocaust. After the first greedy roar of the flames had subsided, great hand-hewn timbers burned and smouldered for three days, until there was nothing left but an ugly black scar in the white snow.

Jimmy Breasted was sent to public school.

Jimmy Breasted grew up to be a curious mosaic of the most striking traits in his parents, his promoting Grandfather Garrison and his crusading Aunt Sarah Elizabeth Garrison. But while it was these who unwittingly determined his character, it was a person of no blood relation whose influence was to give him the initial impetus which was to determine his career. Her name was Theodocia and by a strange irony she was married to a man named John Backus.

These two old friends of the Garrison and Breasted families had been wealthy, but had sacrificed everything they owned on the altar of Seventh Day Adventism. Not long before the Garrison migration, a day had been set for “The Coming of the Lord,” and like their fellow-believers, John and Theodocia had given away their entire fortune and their home, and in the flowing white robes constituting their only remaining possessions, had awaited Our Lord’s coming. Instead of the Kingdom of Heaven, they had gained such broken-hearted disillusionment that Tom Garrison had kindly and firmly brought them West to begin life anew.

Few people guessed that “Aunt” Theodocia’s gracious amiability and gentle gaiety courageously hid a quiet tragedy. She had been a very pretty girl who gave the impression of great vivacity without once losing her innate poise. She was deeply but not fanatically religious, quite unworldly, but endowed with profound human wisdom. When
handsome John Backus had courted her, it was in the flowery, sublimated manner of the day. It had been a relationship devoid of physiological fundamentals and when she had promised John Backus she would marry him, she had capitulated to a romantic idealization with whose actual physical being she was hardly acquainted. She adored and craved children with all the passionate intensity of one who was by nature intended to be a prolific mother. Only in wedlock did she discover that what in courtship she had interpreted as chivalrous decorum and self-restraint, was in reality impotence. She was not in love with John Backus, but it never occurred to her to think of herself as legally entitled to divorce. The psychology of the day was that of noble resignation.

There was something about the youngster, Jimmy Breasted, which appealed to all her frustrated maternal affection. She took him into her life as if he had been her own son. In many ways she guided and helped him as his own mother was not able to do. “Pleasant Nook,” her brown frame house overlooking the Rock River, became the Mecca of his summer vacations. To her delight he filled it with the voices of his boyhood friends, he made it the starting point for canoe explorations up and down the river, and in later years, the quiet haven where he continued to teach himself ancient languages.

To Jimmy, Uncle John Backus remained always a vague, shadowy figure. He was immaculately dressed, very kindly and hospitable, quite successful in business—but as a personality always elusive, insubstantial. When he died, he left Aunt Theodocia very comfortably off—but childless, with the bloom of her life already faded. She became increasingly preoccupied with religion, quietly renouncing Seventh Day Adventism in favor of Congregationalism. She identified herself with many worthy causes, especially the Women’s Christian Temperance Union.

But above all, she found happiness in being the devoted mentor and slave of her appealing small “nephew.” He was constantly manifesting his admiration and love for her by grooming Dolly, her carriage horse, and by mowing lawns, running errands, pumping the church organ, and singing in the choir. But tacitly she relished especially the unexpected excitements with which his volcanic pranks shattered the monotony of her widowed life.

In the summer of 1873, when Jimmy was eight years old, Charles used some of the small means he had salvaged to buy a seven-acre tract in Downers Grove, Illinois, which he named “The Pines.” Here he
built a little house which fronted on a tree-lined road called North Main Street, and here Jimmy passed a typical middle-western boyhood. He milked a cow, looked after a horse, weeded the garden, collected birds' eggs and butterflies, helped raise asparagus for the South Water Street Market in Chicago. He made furniture (more noteworthy for its workmanship—an aptitude inherited from Charles—than for its graceful appearance), he designed and flew kites better than any other boy in the village, and he learned to play the flute.

In the evenings he read the books in his father's small library. To the set of Shakespeare and Plutarch's Lives which he had acquired as a Tinsmith's Apprentice, Charles had added a considerable number of "accepted" works. Jimmy devoured them all, but none left a deeper impression than Layard's Nineveh and Babylon.

At "The Pines" the family lived the happiest, most peaceful years they would ever again spend together. There among his cherished trees and flower beds, Charles, especially, found solace from his recent misfortunes; and when Harriet gave him another son, whom she insisted upon naming after him, he was filled with joy.

But with his health, he had also lost the courage to attempt to re-establish a business of his own. He became the senior representative of a large stove company. Though he never spoke of it, he felt keenly the implications of his change of status from that of employer to employee, and at an age when most men who had labored hard and honestly were tasting of success. As he traveled to every corner of a large territory, he grew more and more melancholy, until gradually whatever vestige of personal ambition remained to him became submerged in his high hopes for his children, and particularly his promising older son.

"My early 'education' was wholly haphazard and without a pattern," wrote my father years later. "I attended the little red schoolhouse until I was fifteen, when my parents sent me to Northwestern [now called North Central] College at Naperville, Illinois. But my studies at this place were sadly interrupted by ambitions in chemistry and botany, which I thought might be furthered by serving an apprenticeship in a pharmacy at Rochelle, Illinois, belonging to my brother-in-law, a druggist named Walter Clement Powell. I served him some six months, and divided the following year between clerking in the village drug store at Downers Grove, and attending Northwestern College, where I began studying Latin."

During several summers he acquired a practical rudimentary knowl-
edge of banking and bookkeeping, first by clerking, then by serving as paying teller in a small country bank. The whole banking system of America was at this time still in the heyday of unbridled license, and a bank which seemed flourishing one week would mysteriously evanescence the next. Clearing houses were distant, inadequate and functioned slowly, and the officers of remote country banks kept their fingers crossed while waiting for out-of-town checks to be cleared.

One day the president of Jimmy’s little bank could not find the envelope of checks and drafts for the evening mail. It was traced to the mail tray, where it had apparently vanished. No one was suspected, but everyone was anxious and troubled, for the envelope had contained some substantial drafts. The bank was not insured against theft and the president was personally liable.

For several weeks the tension grew, until one afternoon when the village carpenter, at work enlarging the counters to add a new window, pried apart two sections of the old counter. Out dropped the missing envelope, intact. It was immediately mailed, but during the elapsed interval, three out-of-town banks had failed, and the checks against them rebounded, entailing a loss of nearly four thousand dollars.

Jimmy never forgot such lessons, and when much later in life he raised and became responsible for the expenditure of millions for scientific research, the business men and especially the bankers with whom he dealt were incredulous that a man of science should possess such a comprehension of business.

Though he later returned for further study and eventually gained the Bachelor of Arts degree at Northwestern College, he seemed for a time to be definitely headed for a druggist’s career. For in 1882 he began attending the Chicago College of Pharmacy, and in 1886 graduated from it as a full-fledged registered pharmacist. Mr. Powell, who had meantime acquired a pharmacy in Omaha, Nebraska, now offered him a position as prescription clerk. Jimmy accepted it, and spent the following winter in Omaha, whence on election night, November 3, 1886, he wrote his mother a postal card:

“Trade has been good all this week, and has kept us pretty busy right along. This has been a long, busy day in the store. But I have spent the evening at home, playing the flute and reading, as Clem said there would not be much business election night.

“I find things come natural and the work is pleasant and does not seem irksome. But occasionally, when I go out in the sunshine, this
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glorious weather, I wish I might be outdoors a little while, as it is pretty dark and gloomy back of the R case, so that we have to keep a gas jet burning constantly. I put up a shelf for the drug book today. Clem says I may leave the store every eve. at 8:30.”

This picture of my father as a youth of twenty-one, standing behind the prescription counter of an old-fashioned, gas-lit drug store, with its glass vases of colored liquids in the windows, its medley of medicinal smells, its wall cases full of little drawers with porcelain pulls bearing enigmatical Latin abbreviations in black letters, has always possessed for me a curiously wistful and at the same time startling quality. He might so easily have drifted into the respectable oblivion of a pharmaceutical career.

I like to recall that Henrik Ibsen worked as a druggist’s apprentice from the age of fifteen until he was twenty-one. Ibsen loathed the experience, but my father rather liked it. It made a lifelong impression upon him, and the practical chemistry it taught him proved to be of superlative use to him in later years. The crow’s-feet of a physician’s prescription never puzzled him, and he could himself prescribe standard antidotes and first-aid remedies. Among the little habits and precautions which this apprenticeship indelibly impressed upon him were two which by his example became reflex habits of my own: the first was to read the label on any medicine bottle or container before using its contents; and the second was, when pouring from a bottle, to hold it with the label upward, so that no stray drops might deface it.

Although Charles and Harriet were Congregationalists, their attitude toward the performance of week-day activities on the Sabbath was still rather orthodox, and at this time was evidently shared by Jimmy. Apparently he wrote his father a letter (which I have not found) expressing serious distress of mind because Mr. Powell made him sell cigars on Sundays. In this instance, Charles’s usually adequate sense of humor seems to have abandoned him, for on November 14, 1886, he wrote to Jimmy:

“I notice all you said in a former letter relating to your feeling about selling cigars on Sunday.

“Advice on the question, as you are situated, is not easy to give. I am surprised that Clement should ask you to do anything that would cause you to do violence to your own conscience. I think I should in all candor say to C— that you could not willingly consent to do a thing that from your standpoint did not seem right or consistent, and that
although you did not want to do anything at variance with his wishes, you could not sell cigars on Sunday without an earnest protest—and then, should he still insist upon it, do as little of the thing as possible.”

In the spring of 1887, at his family’s urging, he returned from Omaha to Downers Grove. “I thereupon tried to secure a position at Batavia, Illinois,” he wrote, “in a combined grocery and drug store. The proprietor answered my application with a post card turning me down, so that everybody in Downers Grove knew it! After this I examined several drug businesses for sale in neighboring Illinois towns; until Father finally agreed to buy me a drug store on West Van Buren Street in Chicago. But in the midst of negotiations for its purchase, I suddenly fell very ill and returned to Rockford.”

He abandoned everything in favor of convalescence under the loving ministrations of Aunt Theodocia. She tacitly regarded this interlude as her Heaven-sent opportunity to win him over to “the service of God,” as she put it, for she was sincerely convinced that his greatest fulfillment lay in the ministry. For his own part he now experienced a complete apathy for the drug business. “I could never have anything to do with a business,” he said, “which makes up bread and sugar into pills costing a fraction of a cent per dozen, and sells them for seventy-five!”

There is good reason to believe that Aunt Theodocia’s insistent enthusiasm for the ministry may have influenced him more than he realized; but what finally precipitated his decision he described in a letter dated October 26, 1887, to his sister:

“Before I left Rockford I had an experience which was to me new and strange. On the third Sunday before returning home to Downers Grove, as I was sitting in the organ loft at the evening service with the chorus choir while Mr. Swift was preaching in his usual earnest manner, it suddenly flashed into my mind as if conveyed by an electric spark, that I ought to preach the gospel. From that time to this, this consciousness has never left me.

“I have not believed in special providences, and the idea was so new and strange that I thrust it from me and laughed at it, but day and night it was on me like an oppressive nightmare. I could hardly think of a verse of scripture but it was fraught with some occult message to me, and one followed me continually, ‘The Lord hath need of me.’

“I fought all this for nearly two weeks, yes, over two weeks, with every power and faculty within me, but it was of no use and finally I gave up and said, ‘Thy will be done.’ Then came a struggle such as
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I have never dreamed of; to which the first was nothing, i.e., to tear out selfish ambition and ride down worldly desires. I was in a wild tumult, stirred to the very depths, I was like a tree bending to the ground before a mighty wind. But the calm came; and now, my dear sister, what have been my dearest hopes are dead ashes and out of them has sprung a new, a holier ambition. And though it has cost me more than in my best moments I ever imagined I could renounce, yet by God's help, I am now where I can say, 'I would rather be a useful man than a rich man!' and I am happier, far happier than ever I would have been, since I am accounted to 'spread His banner upon the mountain tops.'

"The world appears very beautiful now that I have a mission in it, and life has a new meaning. I begin studying in Chicago, at the Congregational Institute [Chicago Theological Seminary], next Tuesday. Do not think me inconsiderate in one particular: I shall be of no expense to father."

That autumn of '87, under the guidance of a fine old scholar, Dr. Samuel Ives Curtiss at the Chicago Theological Seminary, James plunged into the language and literature of ancient Israel.

One might have thought that to a young man with the nervous energy and vitality of a mustang, whose life up to this time had been wholly preoccupied with his own provincial present, the contemplative somberness of the remote world of the Hebrew Prophets might have seemed alien and forbidding. Instead, it broke the chrysalis of his provincialism and aroused an altogether new man, an eager, insatiably avid scholarly mind for which the mastery of Hebrew became a devouring passion.

To be near him and to guard his health against his consuming enthusiasm, Charles and Harriet sold the little farm at Downers Grove and moved into a small apartment not far from the Seminary. This touched him greatly, and he interrupted his studies long enough to build for them a complete set of window boxes which he filled with flowering plants from the garden they had abandoned for his sake.

His parents now saw little enough of him. His single-minded determination to master Hebrew was invincible. He wrote Hebrew vocabularies, verbs, declensions, phrases and passages on one side of hundreds and hundreds of small cards; and on the opposite side, the English equivalent. Wherever he went, he would carry several packs of these in his pocket and at meal times, on street cars and trains, in
waiting rooms, whenever he could find two or three minutes, he would shuffle the packs and methodically run through them, first one side, then the other, incessantly disciplining his eyes to identify instantly the English or the Hebrew meaning. Whenever he made a mistake or found himself hesitating a moment too long, he would lay the unconquered card aside in a separate pack of “posers” for especially intensive drill. He would even wake up at night to run through this accusing pack. Then, when he felt convinced that his memory had inescapably imprisoned an elusive word, he would return the card to its regular pack. The pack of “posers” grew smaller and smaller as his competence increased, until his mind responded as easily to a Hebrew word as to an English one. With the same orderliness he attacked the Old Testament, until he could repeat whole Books, and instantly identify quotations and give their contextual and historical background. He began to think in Hebrew.

There was nothing new in this method, which almost every student of languages has used at some stage in his work. But no one ever employed it more conscientiously or persistently than James. By means of it, he eventually taught himself Greek, Latin, Aramaic, Syriac, Babylonian and Assyrian cuneiform, Arabic, ancient Egyptian, French, German, and a moderate facility in Italian.

Toward the end of his second year at Chicago Theological Seminary, a prize of one hundred dollars was offered as a reward for the student achieving the highest marks both in a written and in a public oral examination in Hebrew. Two of James’s prospective competitors approached him privately and asked him to lend them in advance all or part of this prize. He expressed astonishment that they should turn to him when they had an equal chance to win the amount they needed without borrowing it. “You will certainly win it,” they said. “If I do,” he replied, “it belongs to my father.”

Of the little community of people who knew of this contest, not more than a handful were much concerned with the outcome. But to James it loomed as a supremely important crisis in his life. The inner doubts which beset him and which he had not dared discuss with anyone, were not of his own ability to win a prize for proficiency in Hebrew but of his intellectual receptivity to the ministry which lay imminently beyond.

When the day arrived, spring was half-heartedly creeping into the vacant lots and back yards of a winter-sooted, unkempt Chicago, whose citizenry moved about their business, unaware of the grave
considerations confronting a little group of incipient ministers of the Gospel.

The ease with which James raced through the written examination made him fearful of hidden catches, and he spent the remainder of the allotted time checking and rechecking his answers. Then he went quietly to his room and slept. He dined alone before reporting at the lugubrious chapel where the oral examination was to be held. To his surprise the pews were filled with people. He had hoped so much that Harriet and Charles could be present. But Charles was away on one of his plodding, hateful trips among the straggling towns of southern Illinois, and Harriet lay ill.

The young men drew lots for the order of their inquisition. James was last. He sat listening with sympathetic distress to the faltering uncertainty and the egregious errors of the four men who preceded him.

His own name was called. The questions and his answers came so quickly that he was startled, almost fearful at the words, “That will be all, Mr. Breasted.” Surely they had been easier with him than with the others. The judges retired to confer, and there was a murmur among the audience.

The judges reappeared almost immediately, led by Dr. Curtiss, who said, “Because both his written examination this afternoon and his oral examination this evening have been without a single error, the judges have unanimously awarded the prize to Mr. Breasted, who will kindly step forward to receive it.” As he handed the envelope to James, he added quietly, “I would like to see you in my office tomorrow morning.”

James murmured his thanks, bowed to the judges, and as he turned to step down from the platform, many hands sought his. Among the upturned faces, he spied Aunt Theodocia’s, her eyes brimming but smiling. “One of us had to be here tonight,” she said. “You’ll be going so far from this beginning, Jimmy!”

“I lay awake all that night,” he told me many years later, “not because of the excitement of a modest victory, but because I intuitively knew what Dr. Curtiss would tell me the next morning, and that a grave personal decision lay before me, requiring courage and self-searching honesty. I dreaded it because I knew it would affect my whole future, and I lacked the experience and background for making it intelligently. I could look to my parents for unquestioning affection and blind faith, but not for the counsel I desperately needed. I felt
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dismally alone and inadequate, a feeling which has haunted me most of my life."

Dr. Curtiss greeted him with the gracious, paternal kindliness of a veteran scholar mindful of the exceptional promise of his ablest student. He rested his elbows on the arms of his chair, brought the fingertips of his outspread hands against each other, and came straight to the point.

"I have guessed, my young friend, that you are wavering away from the ministry. You are torn at the moment because the pulpit appeals emotionally to your imaginative and somewhat dramatic temperament. But intellectually, it confounds you with doubts which will only grow. You could be a successful preacher, but it would never satisfy you. You have the passion for truth which belongs to the scholar.

"You made a fine showing last night. You have it in you to make of yourself one of the outstanding Hebrew scholars of America. Hebrew would be only the beginning of a career in oriental languages, culminating, perhaps, in Egyptology—a vacant field. We have great need of Orientalists. The path is thorny, the positions are few, and the financial rewards are meager. But there is always a place for a first-rank scholar—and at best, scholarship is its own reward. If you decide upon this career, there is just one man under whom to continue your studies: Professor William Rainey Harper at Yale. He has already been told about you, and will give you every consideration. He is giving a course at Evanston next summer. I hope you will decide to make oriental languages your life work and will continue your studies under Professor Harper. Possibly he might eventually secure a fellowship for you. But whatever you do, I could not wish you greater success if you were my own son."

The older man's sincere tribute, his simple resolution of what through the endless night, and through months of driving concentration, had seemed to James an insuperable problem, was very disarming. His throat was disconcertingly tight and dry. He moved to a window which was murky and streaked with winter grime, and stared at the dismal frame houses across the way, dirty and colorless against a dead gray sky.

Dr. Curtiss's ancient swivel chair creaked as he rose and laid his arm gently on James's shoulder. "Something is giving you great anxiety," he said. "What is it?"

"Money. My family has lost pretty nearly everything, my father is almost an invalid, I may have to devote myself to supporting them—
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and now you propose my going to New Haven to study under Professor Harper.”

“Aren’t you crossing bridges before reaching them? I’ve observed a good many young men in my day. I’m convinced you’ll find a way, and that nothing will deter you in the end.”

James thanked him earnestly, and they parted.

The decision he had so dreaded now confronted him. “The richness and fullness of life as I saw it at your age,” he wrote me many years later, “were very much embittered by anxieties and complete unfamiliarity with the road I was attempting to travel. A single friend who knew the road, and could have put a reassuring hand on my shoulder from time to time, would have saved me years of suffering.”

During his two years at the Seminary, James had faithfully lived up to his promise to be of no expense to his father. He had a fine tenor voice, could play the flute, and had organized a very successful quartet which was much in demand in this pre-movie era, when the public craved recitations, Swiss bell ringers, medicine men, evangelists, Chautauqua lecturers and church socials. Its average honorarium was ten or fifteen dollars an evening, of which each member received one-fourth. During his second year, James had occasionally supplemented these earnings by delivering Sunday sermons for a modest fee at outlying churches in the absence of the regular pastors, who used thus to find substitutes among the Seminary’s abler students.

Up to this time, therefore, he had not burdened his father. But at New Haven, he would be unknown and friendless, and everything would be different. As he walked away from Dr. Curtiss’s office, his heart was like lead. He was quietly certain of only one thing: no matter what sacrifices it entailed he must abandon the ministry and train himself as an Orientalist.

He was deeply concerned whether his family, and especially Aunt Theodocia, would understand this decision. The ministry was a calling they comprehended, but the word “Orientalist,” which they had never even heard, would mean nothing to them. They would ask timidly if it was something by which he could earn a living, and it would be difficult to reassure them. To Aunt Theodocia, who regarded him as her personal contribution toward annihilating the wickedness of this world, his decision would come as a terrible shock. Only a short while before, she had written him in her usual vein:

“The young people [in Rockford] are going to continue the revival meetings, or secure the services of an evangelist. There has been a good
deal of interest in the meetings, and quite a number of conversions—but I tell you, Satan is holding high carnival here. I never knew such an unceasing source of dissipation: two evenings last week at the Opera House was presented a play that was absolutely low and obscene—and the house crowded to overflowing—with people, too, who claim to be respectable, and some even members of the ‘Christian Endeavor.’"

But whatever they said, he knew they would respect his decision, which he could not alter.

One afternoon later in the spring, James sat studying in his parents’ apartment. The King James Version of the Scriptures and a copy of the ancient Hebrew text lay before him, both open at the same passage, the Hebrew of which he had just retranslated.

Suddenly he turned to his mother, who sat sewing by a window with her feet on an old carpet-covered hassock, and said quietly:

“Mother, I’m going to tell you something which will trouble you, and you must try to understand: I’ve decided that I cannot be a minister.”

Her hands dropped into her lap and the bit of mending slipped to the floor. She stared at him with a look of grieved bewildement.

“Let me read you this, Mother.” He read aloud the translation he had just made of the Hebrew passage. “What I’ve just read is correct. Now listen to this,” and he read the King James rendering of the same passage. “Do you see that it’s full of mistakes which convey a meaning quite different from the original? I’ve found scores and scores of such mistakes. I could never be satisfied to preach on the basis of texts I know to be full of mistranslations. It’s my nature to seek the sources of everything I study. The Hebrew writers fascinate me, I shall never be satisfied until I know their entire history and what forces created them. Dr. Curtiss knew this without my telling him, and has advised me to become an Orientalist and to continue my studies under Professor Harper at Yale. Somehow I must find the money!”

Harriet sat very still. She was not thinking of the disparities between the King James Version and the ancient Hebrew text. Like all her family, she had been brought up to respect the Scriptures as infallible, the one perfect thing in a sinful world. What little she had read of them had always had a very pacifying effect upon her, and the thought that they might contain errors, she shunned less from incredulity than from fear that the very roof beams of the structure of her
simple faith might come tumbling down at this moment when she needed every mental and physical resource.  

James picked up the mending from the floor and laid it in her lap, and took both her hands in his.

"You do understand what I've told you, don't you, Mother?"

"I understand the part that matters, Jimmy: we must fix things for you to study at New Haven."

Like Harriet, Charles had blind confidence in their son's judgment regarding a world of which they knew nothing. Aunt Theodocia, however, was less tractable. For the first time in her relationship with him, she was grievously disappointed in a decision of her nephew's. But she wisely sensed that it was unalterable, and therefore resigned rather than reconciled herself to it. She shook her head dubiously at the news that James intended to begin his work with Professor Harper at Evanston that summer.

As if in answer to her murmured prophecy that no good would come of this plan, a strange tragedy befell the family.

Charles, Jr., now twelve, had developed an elusive, unpredictable temperament—lovable, submissive and sunny at one moment, impish, rebellious and morose the next. He adored his brother Jimmy, yet on an extreme occasion in one of his recalcitrant moods had shattered every bird's egg and torn apart every moth and butterfly which for years Jimmy had gathered and with unending patience had deftly mounted in glass cases of his own manufacture. Only old Charles seemed to hold the key to the boy's heart, and could usually quiet his stormiest outbursts—though even he sometimes stood helpless. But the boy worshipped his father, and their relationship was like no other in the family.

One morning in the spring of 1890, when he had been playing "Run-Sheep-Run" and was out of breath and panting, the boy flung himself down to rest in some tall grass, plucked a stalk of Timothy and put the stem into his mouth. Still panting to regain his breath, he rolled over on his back, and as he did so, the head of the Timothy stalk was drawn, stem downward, into his windpipe. His convulsive coughing and breathing made it creep relentlessly downward, just as a spear of wheat will travel up a man's sleeve.

The child suffered horrible agonies. His coughing broke the Timothy head into its component seeds, which crept everywhere, deeper and deeper into his lungs. He could eat nothing, and while the
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attending doctors gave him morphine and whiskey, his family stood by, utterly helpless. His parents never left the child’s bedside, and for a ghastly, timeless age of hot summer days and sinister nights they watched him steadily fading, until he died.

Harriet wept for weeks. Charles fell silent, and his gray hair went snowy white. . . . Several years later, when his father too had died, James found in his wallet an undated, unsigned penciled note, smudged and pocket-worn, which in a moment of quiet grief he had evidently written to his departed son:

“My Dear Little Boy—

“Oh, how my thoughts go out to you, and I wonder if you know how I miss you, and how often I seem to feel your presence. Sometimes it would seem as though your tender and confiding hand still nestled in mine, just as it used to during those hours of quiet and peaceful happiness we spent together at ‘The Pines.’

“Those times are passed and gone forever, and now my strange little Boy lives only in my memories—but how deep, oh, how deep they are engraved on my mind, and I ask myself—‘Shall I ever meet my dear Boy again?’ God help me to believe I shall!”

It was a somber summer, and James refused to follow Harriet’s urging that he should work under Professor Harper at Evanston, and leave them to grope their own way out of their deep sorrow. He stood by, doing all he could to re-inspirit them, and deferred to Harriet’s solicitude over his disrupted plans only to the extent of one day’s absence in Evanston in order to make himself personally known to the incredible, thirty-four-year-old human dynamo who was to be the first president of the already conceived University of Chicago.

“I’m gratified to see you, Breasted,” said Harper in a stolen moment between classes, seminars, and lectures. “Sam Curtiss has told me all about you, and I’m counting on you to come to me at New Haven this fall. He tells me money is a serious problem for you. So it is for all of us! But I’m sure we can arrange something—jot me a line of reminder a fortnight before the term opens. Good-bye!” He held out his hand, and raced off to his next lecture, to appointments, conferences, and Heaven knows what else.

That was Harper: an enthusiastic, noncommittal expression of confidence that “something could be arranged,” said with an infectious optimism and a personal warmth which sent the red blood of scholarly
ambition surging through every young man who came into his magnetic field. So, in the near future, he would collect entire faculties, make eminent names of young unknowns, persuade the dying rich to make deathbed wills naming his new university as their sole legatee. He slept little, and without planes, good roads or automobiles, his public appearances in the course of a few months covered the entire country more thoroughly than the combined schedules of all candidates in a presidential campaign. He understood better than most men the virtue of patience, whether in sound scholarship or in the development of character, but in the execution of his dreams he rebelled incessantly at the brevity of each day and the fleeting inadequacy of the calendar.

That afternoon as James strode homeward along old-fashioned sidewalks of slate slabs and resin-sweating boards, unmindful of the summer heat, his head was high among the clouds of future achievement. Only when he neared home at dusk did he suddenly remember the grief it held, so that he felt curiously guilty, and was so solicitous of his parents' comfort that they sensed his subdued elation. They smiled, a little wanly—not, as he realized long afterwards, at the news of his day, but at the resiliency of youth.

It was characteristic of the provincial, eager young man of twenty-five who walked from the New Haven station toward the Yale campus one morning in September, 1890, carrying two heavy bags and a threadbare overcoat, that he hardly dared to stop occasionally for a moment's rest.

Harriet had juggled her household accounts, borrowed small amounts from this source and that, and what with a contribution from Aunt Theodoria, had eked out the sum of nearly forty dollars per month for James's year of study at Yale. Charles was worried because her financial intricacies were too much for him, and he couldn't determine just what she had done. She had once, against his better judgment, jostled him into investing in Florida orange groves with disastrous results, and was now probably squeezing third mortgages out of what little they had left. But he was too ill and exhausted to curb her, and let it pass, thankful that the boy was doing what he really wanted to do.

Meanwhile James was finding his place in the sun of Harper's indefatigable and ubiquitous attention. "If I can ever get fifteen minutes with him," he wrote, "I may learn more definitely about his plans for me, but you can form no idea of how he 'goes it.' Carries
proof around in his pocket and reads it between classes—comes into
class with his grip—at the end of the hour is out of the room in a jiffy—
jumps into a waiting cab—is whirled away to the depot for his lecture
in Boston, Vassar, or New York. The only time you can surely get him,
when he is in town, is to make the round of his three studies at about
11:30 P.M.—then you can catch him, for he always walks down to the
post office and mails his letters at midnight. This is all the exercise he
gets—at 6 A.M. he is at work again.”

The atmosphere of Yale, a name James had hitherto known only
as a roseate legend, the diversity of his associates, the radiance of
Harper’s mind, the challenge of sharper competition, the romance of
new experiences and new horizons, these filled him with a sense of
exhilaration punctuated with moments of depression at the thought
of his own deficiencies.

“I sometimes get a little blue,” he wrote his father that January,
“over my lack of college training, which of course can never be made
up. Especially do I feel so among these Yale men. But when I look
back on where I was three years ago—or even a year ago—it takes my
breath away. If only there was a little money in it!—but a scholar never
makes any money.”

“Life is such a treadmill,” his father answered, “when one is toiling,
day after day, for the good of the body only. I have the same desire of
reading good, solid books as I ever had, and I crave to get into some
retired spot where my mind can absorb what I read. I am awfully
commonplace, and know it full well. But I also know that I have a
hungering after something more than the mere commonplace. I tire
of these things, that a common ditch digger talks of and thinks of. So I
am glad my boy can rise above my level, and I want to help him all I
can.”

James would meet his father’s chronic melancholy with a cheery
account either of the progress of his studies, or of some one of his infre-
quent ventures into “society.”

“I had a little outing last night,” he wrote on January 11, 1891.
“Lester Bradner [who eventually became a leading Biblical educator
of the Episcopal church], one of the post-grad. men, and a very nice
fellow, invited me to his house for dinner. His Father and Mother
moved to New Haven especially to be with him, as he is an only son,
and oh, how I envy him! After dinner, Bradner told me he had an
invitation for me to go out with him and spend the evening. I went,
and I have never before spent an evening just like it.
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“It was in an art studio, with four young ladies. I shall never forget the scene that greeted us as I entered—a large, high room, with raftered ceiling only dimly visible by the light of many candles here and there, and the flickering red glow of a broad-manteled fireplace.

“About the walls were numerous casts—the Gladiator, Mercury and the like, glistening white busts in many an unexpected nook and corner—while all the walls bore sketches in charcoal and colored crayon. A piano stood in one corner, reflected in the polished floor, which was covered here and there with sombre rugs. One or two ottomans were ranged about, and a guitar lay invitingly within reach. And in the midst of all, stood four young ladies in semi-evening dress, the ruddy firelight shining on their hair as they waited to receive us.

“I could not begin to tell you of it all—how we sang and talked, how they made chocolate for us, looking like priestesses of Minerva burning incense, as they bent over the shining brass service—till finally I found myself with one of them in a quiet corner on a settee, beside a little bookcase filled with tiny volumes in morocco and gold.

“She was very striking—her hair was done high in Colonial fashion, and she wore one of those petite high-waisted gowns much on the Colonial order, with short sleeves, wings over the shoulders, and cut low and square at the neck. She happened to mention Carlyle’s Hero-Worship and we immediately found a kindred theme, and there we sat in the dusky light for an hour, going from favorite to favorite, and I found she was a young girl of ideas, the true offspring of New England culture, with none of its affectation.

“Alas, I can see how a few such evenings under that firelight, amid those surroundings, might be very dangerous indeed. It was my first experience with the annoying restrictions of Eastern conventionality, for when I sailed very close to the wind on the subject of receiving callers, the young lady informed me that she was not yet allowed to receive calls from gentlemen, which I told her I thought was a barbarous custom, and she agreed with me.

“Bradner and I did not get away until 12 M. and two other men who were there left with us. This morning I learned that the young lady is Senator Hawley’s niece.”

When Aunt Theodocia, to whom all his family letters were sent, read this, she immediately caught its familiar ring. “My dear boy, don’t fall in love with any more girls,” she begged. “Do you know that you are an idealist? You don’t really fall in love as much as you think you do—’tis only an admiration for different styles of beauty—or rather,
different forms of attractiveness. You are an idealist. When will you get down to solid rock?"

She was quite right. He was and always remained an idealist, though eventually an extraordinarily practical one. He was to understand humankind in historical perspective better than most men of his day. His failure to acquire a more personal knowledge and understanding of his coevals, especially of the opposite sex, was partly due to his innate detachment and partly was the price of his intensive intellectual development during the years since he had begun to find himself. His industry left him little time for the normal social relaxation, the casual banter and easy give-and-take which most of his associates took for granted.

His un-understanding of women was accompanied by an increasing susceptibility to them. His attitude toward them then, as later in life, was essentially sentimental, a quaint mixture of knightly chivalry and circumspectly torrid Victorian ardor, the effect of which he never properly gauged, and the volatility of which his victims usually discovered too late. His visits everywhere, particularly in Rockford, had left a growing number of casualties, and since it had usually fallen to his Aunt Theodocia to rehabilitate these stricken hearts, she had become very adept at recognizing the symptoms of any imminent, new onslaught.

No less idealistic was his attitude toward men. It was his nature as a matter of course to regard as high-minded gentlemen virtually all the university men with whom he was now gaining a widening acquaintance. The effect upon his associates of this trustful and generous attitude was to elicit a sublimation of their normal selves, so that faults which would have cried warning to more Philistine minds, were not revealed to him. It was impossible for him then, and continued to be so until too late in his life, to realize that his own attributes and capabilities could arouse the bitterest jealousies, or to conceive of the extremes of intrigue, meanness and duplicity to which presumably high-minded intellectual men would go.

Quite naturally, therefore, James attributed no ulterior motive to the unwonted cordiality and friendliness shown him by Robert Francis Harper, a younger brother of William Rainey's and a fellow-student in Semitics. He failed to perceive that Robert Francis, the antithesis of William Rainey, was deliberately ingratiating himself with a future colleague whose abilities he already had good reason to fear. Still less did James recognize in him the most virulent enemy he would ever
have, who would do his utmost to ruin his career, and would teach him an unforgettable lesson in academic vindictiveness.

The progress of his work at Yale echoed, in a maturer way, his previous record. But the earnest young man who composed and solemnly read at his first meeting of the American Oriental Society (which he attended as a guest, not having joined because he felt he could not afford the five-dollar annual membership fee) a paper on "The Order of the Sentence in the Hebrew Portions of Daniel," now began to catch visions beyond the minutiae of syntax and philology, of worlds already ancient and rich in learning when the Hebrews were still nomads in the wilderness.

The innate historian in James had tacitly never accepted the fundamentalist belief that the Scriptures were the direct result of what forty years later he was to describe as "a spotlight of Divine Providence shining exclusively on Palestine." He had in fact already begun to discern what was to become one of the major theses of his career, that man himself had created the concepts he attributed to divinity, a spiritual achievement which seemed to him a far greater miracle. I cannot discover that he had read the *Spirit of Hebrew Poetry* by the German philosopher Herder, of which Van Wyck Brooks says: "Writing of the Jewish prophets, he [Herder] had abolished the distinction between the sacred and the secular, transferring to the credit of human genius all that had been ascribed to the divine. In the bards of Israel, all bards were glorified, a notion which, to the candid mind, far from drawing angels down, raised mortals to the skies. It recognized the creative powers of man." *

He became more and more aware that "incorporated in our magnificent legacy of Hebrew thought was a rich inheritance of cultural influences from much older neighbors, Babylonia and Assyria on the east and Egypt on the south"—and of these, Egypt enthralled him. William Rainey Harper watched the leaven working, and at adroitly timed moments, dropped suggestions and hints for the future. He himself was going to Germany to gather men and books for the University of Chicago, and was taking his entire family. Finally one morning, shortly "before the commencement of 1891," James wrote years later, "Harper overtook me as we were crossing the historic Yale Yard. He thrust his arm through mine in that friendly manner which so marked his intercourse with all his students, and asked me what I was proposing to do after leaving Yale. I told him I was hoping to go to Germany

to continue my studies in oriental languages, especially Assyrian, but I added a question which ran something like this:

"There isn't a single professorship in Egyptian in any university in the United States, and there never has been. Samuel Ives Curtiss once called my attention to this, and asked me why I didn't go into Egyptian. What do you think of this suggestion?"

"Professor Harper turned upon me with that quick, almost peremptory decisiveness of which he was sometimes capable, seized me by both lapels of my student jacket, and said:

"Breasted, if you will go to Germany and get the best possible scientific equipment, no matter if it takes you five years, I will give you the professorship of Egyptian in the new University of Chicago! Come to my office in North College tonight at twelve o'clock, and we'll talk it over."

"I appeared at the appointed time, and he offered to give me in writing his pledge that I should have the post he had promised. But I refused anything in writing."

Once again, more stringently than ever, the bitter question of money arose to fill James with gloom. A number of his fellow-students were planning to continue their studies at Leipzig or Berlin or Göttingen. His parents would do their very utmost, they wrote him, to give him one more year at Yale. But the funds for sending him to Germany for several years on end—that was another problem beyond their almost exhausted means.

The pleasant practice of devoting a year or so to "polishing off" in some leading German university, which had grown out of the discovery of German learning by George Ticknor and Edward Everett in 1815, had become by 1890 not merely a thriving tradition in American graduate education, but a very determining influence in the life of any young man seeking an academic career. For a German higher degree had much the same ameliorative effect upon a young American's chances for a desirable academic post in his own country that a dress suit made by the very best tailor might have exerted upon his social acceptability. The possession of either implied that the owner had presumably been exposed to the right intellectual or social influences.

But a far more important consideration made him desperately eager to work there—the fact that the teaching and research center of the world for oriental languages, and especially for Egyptology, was Berlin.

"You have volunteered to help me here at Yale next year," he
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pled in a letter to his father. "If I could do as some men do, I would refuse it, and work my passage. There is a man here, a Swede, a great strong fellow, who preaches on Sunday, waits on table during the week, tutors on the campus, and so makes his way. But that sort of thing is an impossibility for me. I cannot do it.

"I have always dreamed of helping my father, much less have I ever thought of taking his hard-earned money when I know he needs every cent of it. I am often wretched when I think of it.

"I ran across a sentence in St. Augustine's Confessions which I want to send you. It was in reference to his departure for Rome to pursue his studies. He says:

"'Who did not extol my father, for that, beyond the ability of his means, he would furnish his son with all necessaries for a journey for his studies' sake—for many far abler citizens did not so much for their children.'

"And so, since you have been so kind as to offer to help me in Yale next year, do you know that it would not cost me a cent more to take the same year in Leipzig or Berlin?"

To which his father replied:

"I think the question of your future course will have to be left open for a time. You know our disposition is to do all we possibly can for you, even if it compels a good deal of sacrifice on our part; and we mean to keep it up. But you must bear in mind there is a limit to all things.

"I am, and always have been loath to make a promise unless I saw a reasonable prospect of being able to fulfill it. I have felt my age and bodily ailments more during the last six months than I have for a long time. It taxes the strength of younger men than I am, to carry heavy Gripps and keep on the move, going from town to town, and endure the nervous strain requisite to sell goods as times are now.

"You must pardon me for naming these things, but I am forced to, especially when there is a promise to be considered. I know you will appreciate all I say.

"P.S. What studies would you take up in Germany?"

Charles now fell seriously ill, a fact which Harriet minimized to James, lest the anxiety affect his studies. With spring drawing on, his whole future hanging in the balance, the uncertainty preying upon him, he turned again to his mother in a final appeal:

"For a man who owes as much money as I do, to think of increasing
his debt seems very rash & foolish, & moreover is perhaps impossible. Yet can a man of my makeup stand on the verge of such opportunities, and not be shaken? These are golden bait, which I cannot see hanging continually before my eyes. I cannot dash it aside at one blow, & go to other work calmly, day after day, & say, ‘When the time comes, I will reject it if necessary.’ It is like holding a cup of water before a man perishing with thirst, and telling him that you cannot inform him until next week whether he may have any or not. The man would get along better if the cup were taken away entirely.

"Now, my dear Mother, all I wish to know is: Is there any way in which I can borrow enough money for this year without burdening father and you? I will turn ‘Pleasant Nook’ [which Aunt Theodocia expected to bequeath to James] over into your hands whenever it is mine—and may that be a long while—but I cannot let such an opportunity pass without at least telling you of it.

"And if I cannot go at all, Mother, I will finish my theological studies in America, and it will be all right. If you had not insisted on my pursuing what early studies I did follow, I would not now be where I am. I often & often thank God for a good mother, and I shall think of it as long as I live. Whatever shall be the outcome of these further studies, if there are any, will be owing to you."

When Harriet read this letter, death appeared to be hovering over Charles. “Your Father was too ill for me to read it to him,” she answered. “I have taken care of him for nine nights, and most of each day. If his life is only spared, we shall be so grateful.

“He has talked so much about what he would like to do for you, and before he fell ill, tried to make plans to help you go abroad with Harper. Everything is so unsettled in his present state of health, that it is hard to make plans.

“But I would make my plans to go.

“The only thing I fear is, that you will overstudy in Germany. It does not seem possible for you to get a Ph.D. in one year without breaking down, but the year would do much for you. I think there must be a way for you to go—there surely will be if it is best.

“When he feared that he was dying, Father asked me for a piece of paper, and wrote you this little letter:

“‘My Darling Boy:

“‘May God bless and keep you. I feel safe to leave you in His hands.

“‘I am sure He has in the past ordered all your life and not a part
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of it, but all. Be self-reliant, take the best possible care of your health, keep up good courage, and all will come out right.

"How much we want to see you!

"Your loving,

"Father"

Fortunately, Charles slowly recovered, and at last was able to write again:

"Well, my Boy, if it were my last act on earth, I should help you so long as I possibly could.

"The money question is a big one, but we will pull through somehow. You are going with Harper—that's settled, if we have to sell our furniture. Aunt Theodocia says 'Pleasant Nook' will have to be content with its old roof and shabby paint—so you see, there is earnestness in that. We shall have to forego a good deal, but it won't be so hard. Your Mother and I have great pride in trying to help you reach your degree in Germany.

"I need not tell you to stop giving oyster-and-champagne suppers!"

James saved the cost of a sleeping car berth by sitting up in a day coach from New Haven to Chicago, where he said good-bye to Charles and Harriet and Aunt Theodocia, feeling slightly like a young knight bound for the Crusades.

On the morning he was to leave, Harriet took him aside and placed a gold ring on the little finger of his left hand.

"Jimmy," she said, "you are going out into a world filled with temptation. If you are ever tempted to do evil, let this ring give you the strength to resist it."

He wore the ring until he died.

On July 30, 1891, with Professor Harper and his family and a small group of the former's students, he sailed for Germany on the steamship Normannia of the Hamburg-American Packet Company.
CHAPTER II

James inherited from his father a quality of melancholy which lay always just beneath the surface of his life. Whether it was a reflection of delicate health, or the echo of some vague atavistic yearning, the lonely, nostalgic note of the western prairies ran through almost all the personal utterances of father and son. As they wandered through the present, they saw the past with Stevenson’s “backward glance,” and in retrospect invested even the happiest moments of youth with an aching sadness. “In spite of its exuberant joyousness,” James wrote in later years, “all youth has always seemed to me to contain an element of deep pathos, because it is called upon to use wisdom which only years can bring and for which it cries out in vain.”

More than forty years after his student days in Berlin, he wrote of them: “I shall never forget the dark shadow of uncertainty that always hung over me—uncertainty as to my own ability to make good, and about following a science of which there was not a single professorship or post of any kind in any American university! I used to look in the glass and shake my head dubiously, and it took all the courage I could muster to stick. For while the realization that my father had been apprenticed to a master tinsmith made me honor him, it left me with no confidence that I could ever become a scholar.”

I suspect that memory deceived him, and that this “dark shadow of uncertainty” was only another manifestation of his chronic tendency to see the past “as through a glass, darkly.” For after his death I found an old trunk containing every letter he had ever written to his family during his student days abroad; and from these there emerged a very cheerful, socially inexperienced and intellectually fire-eating young man who, far from being inhibited by uncertainty of any kind, was almost militantly self-confident.

At Yale he had been merely another young Middle Westener. But the moment he stepped ashore at Cuxhaven one day in August, 1891,
he personified the patriotic, superior provincial given to hasty appraisals, disparaging comparisons, and aggressive defense of everything American. He "profaned inwardly and outwardly" because "everyone on the ship had to be tipped—bed steward, bath steward, deck steward, table steward, 'boots,' musicians, etc., etc.—till I despised the whole business and thanked God I was an American!"

He ran the gauntlet "between two long lines of staring, though jolly and smiling natives, through a wildly struggling mob of porters and tourists," to the Custom House "where some green-coated dutchmen, after sticking their beery-looking noses into our luggage, pasted blue labels on it, and let us pass.

"In Hamburg I could not conceive of the vast space of ocean which we had crossed." In one day he went everywhere, saw everything, until his mind was in a whirl of mingled amazement and amusement at this funny and in so many ways backward Old World he was entering for the first time. "One of the oddest sights on the streets of Hamburg is the milk wagons. They are simply a frame on two wheels, with the pails suspended below. A dog is harnessed underneath to pull the whole contrivance, and a man follows behind and steers. I have seen dogs no bigger than a black-and-tan, hitched to a cart as high as a man's chin! From the appearance of most of the proprietors, I should judge the dogs might run the business more successfully if their masters stayed at home.

"But only on settling down in Berlin do I begin to feel that I am in a foreign land, thousands of miles from home." His provincial loyalties came bristling to the fore. "The longer I stay here," he wrote after ten days in Germany, "and the more I see, the prouder I am of being an American. I feel six inches taller when they question me, and I say 'Ich bin Amerikaner!'"

The living habits of the Germans he found altogether exasperating—as for instance their national apathy to water, internally or externally. Without Aunt Sarah Elizabeth's militancy, Charles and Harriet had always regarded alcoholic beverages of any kind as wicked and had implanted in James the absolute conviction that their use, except medicinally in the most critical emergencies, spelled capitulation to the Devil. This was all very well in America. But in a land where beer was as much a staple food as bread, and consommation obligatoire was the rule, the observance of these homely precepts entailed a continual struggle between the intrenched forces of bibulous Evil and a lone young American rigidly addicted to water.
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"You cannot get water to drink anywhere in Germany without enormous trouble," he complained. "After ten days here, I haven't yet been able to get drinking water without the greatest difficulty, and frequently I could get none. And in almost all table d'hôte menus, an extra charge is made when nothing alcoholic to drink is ordered."

Aunt Theodocia was dumbfounded when she read of this inexplicable drouth. "Now, I want you to tell me if there is no water in Germany," she replied. "What does it mean that one can get no water? What do they cook with? Have they no fountains in the city? I am sure God will leave no community without water!"

Because Professor Harper had never learned to speak German or to understand it orally (although he could read it easily), it was James who had found comfortable lodgings for him and his family in a short street just off the aristocratic Buelow Strasse.

"Here he and I used to sit in the garden for long hours at a time," James wrote many years later, "while I read simple German stories aloud to him, in order to accustom his ear to spoken German. I used to admire the tenacity with which he stuck to the task in spite of his insistence that he 'hadn't the slightest ear for spoken language.' He liked especially the tales of Tolstoi, translated into German, which I used to read to him over and over again, often repeating sentences which he instantly understood in print, but did not recognize when spoken aloud.

"In the midst of these reading sessions, he would sometimes rise from his chair, walk up and down very rapidly, and set forth with great volubility some new idea for the development of the University of Chicago, which at that time was still on paper, or rising as a vision in the mind of its first president. He used to sit for hours at his window, with pencil and paper, writing out the thoughts and plans in which his mind was so amazingly fertile."

Harper was eager to discuss the future of this proposed new institution with the leading men of Germany, and to persuade at least some of them to join its new faculties. At the same time he planned to purchase the nucleus of what was destined to become one of the greatest university libraries of America, and invited James to accompany him on his jaunts throughout Germany. James enthusiastically accepted, but added that "the whole university world in Germany travels Third Class—and besides, my means won't permit me to do anything else!" Harper grinned, and agreed that Third Class it would be. "And to help
defray your expenses, Breasted, you can tutor my son in Latin." So they went off to Leipzig, Dresden, Göttingen, Frankfort, Munich, and a dozen other educational centers, and without a murmur of complaint, Harper sat on the hard and cushionless benches of the academically traditional Third Class.

They met men in every branch of science who were internationally known in the learned world, and whose names James had always unconsciously attributed to godlike beings upon some intellectual Olympus beyond the reach of ordinary mortals. It was therefore heartwarming to find them for the most part genial and unassuming humans, who received their American visitors most kindly in their book-and-paper-littered studies, or cordially invited them to afternoon coffee at their incredibly ugly suburban houses, always known euphemistically as villas.

When Harper took him to inspect a number of famous private libraries then being offered for sale by some of the leading booksellers of Germany, it seemed to him that he was personally witnessing an important event in the history of American education. For Harper expected to raise the funds to purchase the best of these for the new University of Chicago. It was exciting to watch an actual physical step in the steady westward expansion of learning.

But there was other history, too, in the making. Harper and James found themselves again in Berlin when Kaiser William II was holding his annual review of the German Army in commemoration of the twenty-first anniversary of the Battle of Sedan (September 1, 1870). Such a gargantuan display of military splendor, with all it implied of compulsory service, standing armies and competitive armaments, was as utterly alien to James as to any untraveled young American of his generation, and the spectacle fascinated him.

"By eight o'clock in the morning," he wrote, "the troops had already been arriving for two hours, and over the vast Tempelhofer Field, regiments were marching and counter-marching. New divisions in gorgeous uniforms and faultless order came onto the field in continuous motion, till the whole vast area was ablaze with one great glory of burnished helmets, bayonets shining in the sun, polished breastplates on the grenadiers, a forest of glistening lances borne by the mounted Uhlan and marked by the fluttering black and white of the Prussian pennant. They stretched away and ever away, till they were lost on the horizon.

"Nearby was the blazing red of the Kaiser's own regiment, and
farther off the deep orange of the heavy Dragoons.* Batteries went
dashing by at a hot gallop in dust and thunder. Whole squads of
mounted buglers came on at a trot, giving their thrilling call. Officers
and aides came riding furiously, buried in rich color and gold and
silver cord, and finally, in the foreground, the carriages of the foreign
embassies were attended to their places by mounted officers. It was
a scene I shall never forget.

“At last the Army was drawn up in two tremendous masses stretch-
ing clear across the field, at one end of which, in a gorgeous group,
were gathered hundreds of mounted officers. The continual restlessness
of their impatient horses made an ever-changing, fascinating riot of
mingled color.

“Then suddenly amid a clash of cymbals, came a company of
cavalry in uniforms of pure white and silver cord, and behind them on
horseback, the Kaiser and the Kaiserin. She was clad in pure white
and he in the uniform of his regiment—blue, with red cord. They rode
down the lines and clear to the end of the great field, then back to a
tree in the center, where they stood at attention while the troops went
endlessly by in inflexible regimental lines, and so marched from the
field.

“As we turned homeward, we passed mile after mile of streets lined
with an unending throng. Presently the Kaiserin came by with her
escort, and the people shouted. A short time later came the Kaiser at the
head of his regiment. I could almost have touched him from where I
stood. He saluted the people continually, and the ‘Huzzahs’ were
unceasing. He looked grave, and his face was almost melancholy. The
consciousness of the great responsibility resting upon him showed
plainly in his expression. No one could see him without conceiving a
deep respect for him, and he has unquestionably won the confidence of
his people. The papers in Berlin are much pleased at his removal of
Bismarck—they like his pluck.”

There were among the Kaiser’s counselors a few who recognized
that with his “plucky” dismissal of Bismarck, he had thrown overboard
his Empire’s supreme pilot, the guarding genius of its safety, and that
now, as Germany moved toward her unpredictable destiny, the voice
of statesmanship and reason would be lost in the intoxicating din of
Tempelhofer Field. Of all this, James was later on to learn much more,

* In these descriptive details his memory was not altogether accurate; but
since his errors do not mar or distort the general impression, they have been
allowed to stand.
but even now he realized that what he had just seen was filled with disturbing implications. He left the crowds and returned through deserted streets to his quiet pension, and as he walked up the stairs, found himself repeating, as if it were an involuntary little prayer of thanksgiving, "Ich bin Amerikaner!"

The summer fled, Harper returned to America, and on the ninth of October, with several of his American fellow students, James "went up to the University and matriculated, and so much red tape I have never yet experienced!"

"Along with about a hundred other young fellows, many of whom had upon their left cheeks numerous scars, and who wore across their breasts the badges of their different corps of the University societies, we found ourselves ushered into the awful presence of the University's officials and the Rector Magnificus. On the preceding day each of us had had to obtain a ticket which we had had to sign and to present simply for admission to this august tribunal."

The young men then passed under the scrutiny of innumerable frowning and guttural-voiced inquisitors, "filled out an interminable number of forms, and received in return the cards we had signed and submitted the day before. These omnipotent cards we are obliged under penalty of law to carry with us: They show that we are citizens of the University, they exempt us from arrest, or the slightest interference by the police, they answer as a passport, will carry us through the line of a military procession where ordinary citizens could not pass, and will procure us a rebate at theaters and concerts. And if we lose them, it will cost us 20 Mks!"

By virtue of these formalities and the prepayment of about twelve dollars in dues at the beginning of each term, James would for the next three years be known to the University's officialdom, to his professors, and to the local booksellers, as "Herr Kandidat der Philosophie Breasted, Hochwohlgebührer," or "Mr. High-and-Well-Born Candidate for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy Breasted."

Custom now required that he don his most formal attire and call upon the professors under whom he was to study. So it was that he met for the first time the greatest Egyptologist of Germany, and perhaps of the world, in his day—and certainly one of the kindliest, most benign spirits of his generation—Adolf Erman, of French Huguenot extraction, short-statured, black-bearded, thick-bespectacled, infinitely good-humored, and loyal unto death. It was Adolf Erman's great-grand-
father, Jean Pierre Erman who after the terrifying days of 1806, having been chosen at the age of seventy-one by the intellectual elders of Berlin to greet Napoleon the Great in the Royal Palace, had on that October 28 fearlessly interceded for his King and Queen. In addition to pleading for his sovereigns, old Jean Pierre had also unhesitatingly spoken his mind regarding many non-political subjects. At the close of the interview, he had seized Napoleon by the arm and said: "Sire, ce bras est victorieux, il doit être bienfaisant." ("Sire, it behooves this victorious arm to be beneficent as well.") That evening Napoleon remarked, "I met a man today who told me to my face the truth about myself!"

"Erman is very droll. He seats himself at his desk, and begins reading his lecture as if he were resuming where he had been interrupted ten minutes before. At the end of the hour, after taking his great, broad-brimmed hat and preparing to go, he continues to lecture, walks to the door still lecturing, jams the hat way down over his ears, delivers the final word, and closes the lecture and the door simultaneously by making a funny little bow as he backs out.

"And so the hieroglyphic war is on. Besides the work in Egyptian I have Coptic, Hebrew and Arabic. One is obliged to offer for his degree, three languages and philosophy. I will present Egyptian, Hebrew, and Arabic.

"I think that forty dollars a month, together with what I get from the Latin lessons [tutoring Professor Harper's son], will carry me through. It is remarkable how well I am—my memory was never so good, my power of acquisition never so rapid. I am now in the harness, and every minute must tell. Harper's last words to me alone were, 'Next to yourself, there is no man so concerned with your success as I am,' and whatever I can do to justify this confidence, shall not be wanting."

So began one of the most important periods of his life, a three years' struggle to win his spurs in Egyptology. It implanted in him the fundamentals of scholarship in what was then the highest Continental definition of the word, and subjected him to an intellectual discipline which became the keystone of his scientific career. The progress of his development was hastened by his aptitude for the German language which to the amazement of his professors he learned to speak and write like a native by the middle of his second year at Berlin University.

While he was thus striving for scholarly grasp of the ancient world, he could observe all about him the forces of modern history, which
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at times beat almost prophetically against the gates of the University itself. On a day in February, 1892, as he wrote his father that evening, "we were looking out of the University windows onto the plaza, when we heard cries gradually growing louder, till a great howling mass of humanity pressed their way into the square, crying 'Brod! Arbeit!' (Bread! Work!).

"We went down immediately, but found that the great iron gates of the University had just been closed. The mob now retreated toward the east, the police following with drawn swords. It smashed windows, plundered stores, hurled a policeman from a bridge into the river, had a bout with the Imperial Guards, and the uproar was tremendous.

"The vast machinery of the German Army will continue for many years to crush down this discontent, so that anything more than the breaking of windows is highly improbable. But in the next dozen years, the Army will be gradually permeated with socialistic principles, and then will come the German revolution! [the italics are his.] All is now quiet again, but one feels as if one stood in the midst of history in the making."

"Work has closed at the University and my first semester in Germany is over," he wrote in March. "It has pretty thoroughly initiated me into the methods of the German universities. I am ready to affirm that their great reputation is built up entirely by their individual scholars. Their methods as they affect the ordinary students, are simply abominable. After a semester or two, the wide-awake American student can stay in his room and do the work himself without going near the lecture.

"The exceptions are in studies like my own where the professor is often the sole textbook to be had and where the student must use the inscriptions and collections in the Berlin Museum. The only Hieroglyphic Grammar I have is a volume of lightning notes taken last semester. But to secure his degree the student must attend the lectures, and the signature of the professor must attest the fact of his attendance. The German students are glad to attend, for they know no other way of acquiring knowledge: most of them are simply jugs into which the professors are continually pouring information at a stupendous rate."

The German summer filled James with longing for Aunt Theodocia's hospitality. "What good times I have had at 'Pleasant Nook'! It almost seems like Heaven, as I look back upon it. I can hear the leaves rustle,
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see the sunshine flicker through the trees. I can see Dolly [Aunt Theodocia's ancient mare] stick her nose out and impatiently shake off the flies while waiting for the ladies to come out and drive off. I see the dining-room table—and visions of spring potatoes in cream, and pumpkin pie, and strawberry shortcake, come tempting my longing palate! Then I look up at the little window where I worked so hard many a long, hot summer day and I think of all I have built on the foundation laid then, and it seems very long ago and far away, and I am really homesick, and have to dig into my books.”

This summer nostalgia was dispelled by an unexpected, idyllic experience unlike anything he had ever known before. Its prelude occurred on a Sunday afternoon early in August when he rode out to Südende (then a suburb of Berlin) on Lester Bradner's American-made bicycle, to call on Professor Erman, whom he found in the garden.

"The Professor," he wrote, "was delighted with the bicycle, declared it excellent, and asked if he might try to ride it. So we went out into a field where he said 'kein Mensch' [not a soul] would see us, I lowered the saddle to suit his shorter stature, and held the wheel while he mounted. Behold a Professor in the University of Berlin, Director of the Egyptian Museum, paddling vainly in the air in futile efforts to catch the pedals, and flapping out his elbows like Ichabod Crane, in desperate attempts at balancing, till the wheel shied crazily and the rider tumbled ingloriously to the turf.

"'Oh, what a fall was there, my countrymen! Verbs and nouns and hieroglyphs fell down While dusty pant-legs flourished over them.'

"When we came home, the Frau Professor made me tell her all about it, and I explained that the path had been too narrow. 'Yes,' said the Professor without a shadow of a smile, but with a twinkle in his eye, 'it was because the path was too narrow!'

"Then Erman produced a hammer and some nails, a roll of wire and some pliers, and we went to the summer house where we began putting up wire leaders and training the vines along them. Presently the maid appeared with coffee and cake, and while we partook of them, the Professor penciled on the edge of a newspaper a hieroglyphic inscription of Ramses II which had just been discovered on the rocks on the east side of the Sea of Galilee. It was probably Hebrew written in hieroglyphics, and the Professor wished to see if I could make any-
thing of this Hebrew transcription. But I could make nothing of it—nor could he either.”

Toward twilight when James was taking his leave, Erman drew him aside and said with great friendliness: “Later this month I am going to the Harz Mountains [about 125 miles SW of Berlin] for a fortnight’s holiday. I shall stay at the home of a Royal Forest Ranger and his wife, who take paying guests. Herr Kurt Sethe [a brilliant student of Erman’s] and a few colleagues from other universities will foregather there at their own expense—and I would be most happy if you also would join me. You seriously need a rest, my American friend! And the cost,” he added thoughtfully, “is reasonable: your room and excellent board for M. 3.50 [then about eighty-seven and a half cents] per day. Will you come?”

James was astonished and embarrassed. Such an invitation was uncommon enough between a German professor and students of his own nationality, but when extended to a foreign student of less than a year’s acquaintance, it connoted exceptional respect and regard. He calculated hastily that the fortnight’s vacation, including railroad fare, would cost him about twenty dollars. He remembered that he still owed several dollars to a bookseller. “I have been saving for two months to buy a big Arabic Lexicon costing 50 Mks or $12.50,” he had recently written his father. “I had to run a little in debt for it, but the surplus on next month’s remittance will more than settle the balance.” Now he was proposing to add to his debts. But something told him his family would approve this extravagance, and that for once he must forget economy and go.

“You will come?” Erman asked again.

When James, beaming with gratitude, said “Yes!” Erman was jubilant. “Das wird ja aber grossartiger Spass sein!” [“That will be magnificent fun!”] He shook James warmly by the hand, and his eyes danced behind his thick lenses as he stood watching him pedal off toward Berlin.

On a broiling hot day two weeks later, having changed three times in seven hours to progressively funnier little trains, James and Sethe found themselves walking with rucksacks on their shoulders, up a steep little valley toward the Sonneberg in the Harz Mountains. “I was explaining a game of baseball to Sethe,” James wrote in his journal, “when we saw Erman, alpenstock in hand and wearing a broadbrimmed black hat, coming down the opposite slope to meet us. He was full of kindly greetings and good wishes, and happily excited
over the discovery of a new and important inscription of the Sixth Dynasty [of Egypt], from which we have very little in written form.

"We rose out of the valley to a summit whence we looked off across the blue hills toward a gleaming little lake marking the university town of Göttingen. Off to the west, making a glorious sweep up in the clouds, lay the Brocken [highest point in the Harz]. There is an indefinable magic about these mountains with their misty silence, long reaches of sunshine on distant summits, shadowy valleys buried in unbroken pine forest. It is unlike our Adirondacks and Catskills and Berkshires. As we sat there in utter peacefulness, breathing cool air rich with sun-distilled pine scent, we could feel the beneficent spell of these heavenly mountains creeping over us, shutting away the prosaic world out of which we had climbed, and freeing us from all sense of time and anxiety and responsibility. We breathed deep and knew we were in Elysium."

In the silence Erman suddenly began singing an old German student song. The others joined in, and the forest re-echoed to their overflowing spirits. Soon the three of them rose to their feet and in rhythm with the song, began marching single-file along a path leading down into a little branch valley. At the head of this, against a steep slope, lay a small clearing in the center of which, surrounded by a flower garden, stood a peak-roofed house with wide eaves and plaster-and-beam walls decorated with gay-colored sixteenth century designs.

Everything about the place was spick and span and neat, and even the air had a quality of exceptional clarity and stillness. The almost stylized precision of the encircling pines (which the Royal Forestry always planted in rows), the glow of their branches and of the forest floor of brown pine needles wherever the slanting afternoon sun touched them, the richness of the shadows, the cyclorama of cornflower-blue above the mountain—all seemed transplanted from one of Humperdinck's operas.

The beauty of this scene, and the ingrained German sense of academic decorum in the presence of officialdom, silenced the trio as they reached the edge of the clearing. But their voices had long since preceded them, and the tall, broad-shouldered Förster (forester) "a royal officer of the Government who discharges the centuries-old duties of preserving the forest and the game"—was already coming forward to greet them, respectfully carrying his feather-garnished hat in hand. He was a genial, handsome fellow in his early forties, clad in a uniform of Lincoln green with buck-horn buttons. His tanned face was wreathed
in smiles of sincere pleasure as he welcomed Erman and was presented
to his two new guests. He led them into the house, where the equally
genial Frau Förster took them to spotless rooms.

So began for James a fortnight in Elysium.

But the beauties of this sublime state did not consist alone of
heavenly landscapes and charming companions. “You should see how
they crowd food upon the table here!” he wrote. “At about seven A.M.
we have coffee and home-baked rolls. At ten or eleven, the dinner table
is covered with hot meats, cold roasts, chickens, pickled meats and
delicious sausage of Frau Förster’s own manufacture—huge rolls and
yellow butter—milk and foaming beer. This is the regular and ordinary
‘Frühstück’—really a second breakfast. Then at one P.M. we are called
to a dinner of things innumerable—soup and several meat courses,
vegetables and fruits!—the table groans under its load. And at four
P.M., coffee again, with crumbly cakes and raisin-covered disks of
sweetness. Finally at eight P.M., supper with an epitome of what we
had left unconquered at dinner!”

And the cost of all this, together with a comfortable bed, boots
blackened, buttons sewed on, clothes mended—was eighty-seven and a half
cents per day!

Each summer the same little group of faculty men from various
leading German universities returned to the Förster’s house in this
happy valley to spend their holidays with old colleagues and student
friends, and to recapture their own youth as they surrendered again to
the enchantment of a region which—to James—seemed Nature’s reflection
of the pleasantest and most appealing elements in German
academic life.

Wherever he and Erman and Sethe tramped along the mount-
tain trails, through brilliant sunshine, high clouds or occasional
drenching summer storms, they sang and yodeled and sang again.
Erman’s fund of student songs was inexhaustible—it was no effort for
him to sing fifty during a morning’s walk. James would counter with
the American songs that had helped him to earn his schooling, what
already seemed a long time ago. Of them all, Erman was fondest of
“Johnny Schmoker,” “Michael Roy” and “Shoo Fly”—he became so
obsessed with them as to insist that James write out the music and
lyrics, which he learned by heart and remembered to his dying day.

Out of valleys hazy with the rosin-heavy fragrance of sun-warmed
pines, where “the blue smoke of the charcoal burners rose slowly from
the mountain-sides,” they clambered up and up until they reached
sighty summit where they would lie down and feast their eyes on
entrancing distances. Like so many boys in their ’teens, they played
“mumble-ty-peg” and “duck-on-a-rock,” became absorbed in following
deer tracks, in catching the green-brown lizards which darted like
lightning through the grass, or in watching large green caterpillars
spin their silken webbing. It revived their antiquarian instincts to
come upon “a sunken, moss-grown, abandoned road dating from the
Middle Ages—for this region has been Royal Forest for centuries.”

When they found a lovely brook, Erman proposed that they dam it
up, and from bits of wood and a few pins, James made a water-
wheel. “It really did look pretty in the brook—but these academic
Germans, who have no mechanical ability whatever, thought this mill
a wonderful piece of work. ‘The Americans,’ said Sethe, ‘are simply
born mechanical geniuses!’ Then Erman took a trowel from a mys-
terious basket he had brought with him, dug from the brookside an
assortment of ferns and mountain flowers which he carefully wrapped
in damp moss and brown paper, packed in the basket, and carried to
Andreasberg where he sent it by parcel post to his wife.”

It was late afternoon when they turned homeward. The meandering
white houses and red-tiled roofs of the village, banked against the
hillside, glowed in a wine of sunlight distilled from the richness of the
whole summer day. As they climbed the tortuous little streets, they saw
far above them the serpentine procession of the village cows, each with
a bell tinkling merrily as they moved slowly and carefully, and at
steeper points, somewhat jerkily down their accustomed path. Their
sleek bodies, swinging along with a ponderous rhythm, shone in the
sun and cast long, fluid shadows. At the very last came the herder with
a dog trotting beside him.

“In the door of every cottage stood the good Hausfrau,” wrote
James, “waiting to make certain that her own patient, slow-going beast
would turn in at the correct narrow gate. As the tremendous bull
passed us, Erman suddenly threw up his hands in the ancient Egyptian
attitude of adoration. Sethe and I of course roared, and the villagers
stared in astonishment. . . .

“I cannot make these Germans out. They certainly have deeps in
their natures which are not sounded with a common lead—and yet they
live, in spite of it all, so much in the body. One evening as we sat about
the table after supper, the conversation drifted onto Hebrew, and
between great gulps of beer, Smend * began to set forth the incom-

* An eminent Old Testament scholar, one of the guests.
parable beauties of the Psalter. He pictured the outcast, suffering, captive people, and always punctuating his words with more gulps of beer, he quoted many exalted passages in which the stricken nation poured out its struggling but immortal faith. It occurred to no one that there had been the slightest incongruity between Smend and the picture he had drawn. But I am learning more of German university life from the professorial side than I ever knew before, and I tuck away everything I hear.”

On August 27, 1892—his twenty-seventh birthday—James wrote: “I derive no comfort from contemplating the progress I have made beside the years I have lived and the ideals I have tried to attain. But during these days upon the mountains, where the sky is nearer and the music of the pines seems to whisper of happy, useful years, and where silent, peaceful prospects breathe God’s ‘Benedicite’, the future appears less uncertain and remote. When Erman comes to me with a question of Hebrew grammar or Old Testament history which concerns a review he is writing, then I must find encouragement in recalling how far away these men of learning seemed to me just one short year ago.”

On the last day of August, the post-coach brought news which caused the Professor to pack his things hastily and hurry off for Berlin in a race with the stork. So James and Sethe also bade the good Förster and his wife farewell, and marched away into the eastern Harz. They stopped at castles and caves and historic sites, and finally came to Hildesheim, where Sethe also left him, to visit relatives in the provinces, and James found himself alone, lodged for thirty-five cents a day at an inn built in 1609.

Hildesheim was a mellow old town full of “winding streets, unexpected vistas, narrow lanes where the houses lean toward one another and converse confidentially. They are never guilty of being plumb. And in every doorway sits a funny old fellow with a visor cap who has just stepped out of a painting. Here, carved in a façade, is a row of Roman Emperors, all wearing burgher caps with a feather; there, a set of panels depicting the life of Samson, a worthy who is carrying two German gates of Gaza, and is himself rejoicing in a journeyman’s round-about of knit worsted. Yonder he is slaying with a terrific jaw-bone, three Philistines in 14th century armor; and further on, he has fallen asleep with his head in the lap of Delilah who wears a dress suited to ladies of ‘ong bong poing’ and an apron I afterwards met in the next street”

The following Sunday in Braunschweig (Brunswick), James at-
tended the services in the Cathedral. "It is a pity that the true fire which burned in Luther," he wrote somewhat sententiously, "should have turned to cold ashes. The consciousness of religion as a spontaneous outgo of self toward the best things, an upward development growing every day, has completely disappeared in Germany. Religion is looked upon as a formal institution, subsisting by itself, and the fact that it is a faculty of the human heart, is forgotten. I heard a religion preached today which was as impractical as it was ineffective in touching the people. The pure Saxon face which looked out over black cassock and white bands, was aglow with an enthusiasm which might have had its roots in the sixteenth century, and since then had found no larger or more immediate reason for its inspiration. The German church is dead."

He returned to Berlin mentally and physically revitalized, and plunged into his second year of work at the University. The superior and easily nettled young American of the year before was now much less conscious of being a foreigner. He already spoke German easily, the timeless fortnight of carefree companionship in the Harz had laid the foundation for at least two enduring friendships, the chronic feeling of being merely an outsider began to give way to an incipient sense of intellectual security and self-confidence. "What they can do, I can do," he had written in his journal. Nor had he ever been more sincere than when he had added his conviction that he could "make my own field of work like a sublime service for which the world will be my cathedral." From the friendly heights of the Harz he had caught a clearer vision of the scientific goal he had conceived for himself.

"Just one short year ago, I was painfully committing signs to memory through tedious, endless hours," he wrote that October. "Now I can read pages in a day—then things seemed somewhat dark and uncertain, now the reins are in my hands. Though it will be a very slow process, I no longer doubt that I can make something of myself. I must believe that I can, by and by, bring into the world a fact or two worth having. I begin to see that it is not so much the comprehensiveness of a man's learning, as his rational and careful method, which will bring reliable results, and I am very sure I have such a method.

"Yesterday, I heard Virchow's inaugural speech as Rector of the University. He is probably the greatest scientist who has held the place since Humboldt. His intensely interesting address touched German education in general, and disapproved of many features. One statement
especially interested me: he said that many foreigners have come into the universities here without having had the benefit of the severe training of the German 'gymnasium,' and have done just as good work as the Germans. Something, he therefore argued, is wrong with the 'gymnasium.'

"Do not imagine that the acquirement of the routine fundamentals of such a science as I am pursuing is any pleasure. But after long months of toiling drudgery, there come times when the consciousness of growing intellectual power, of irresistible grasp, is so uplifting that a day of the intensest effort is gone like a moment.

"Such is coming to be my feeling as I work—a keenness of enjoyment that is inexpressible."


It was an era when finishing schools were very much the fashion, and they had sprung up like mushrooms in all the leading musical and cultural centers of Europe, especially in Germany. Like so many honey jars, they attracted the males from every nationality and profession—young American students, the secretaries of all the diplomatic corps, German and French and Russian officers, young Englishmen down from Oxford and Cambridge.

Among such schools in Berlin, none enjoyed more impeccable social prestige than the Home School for American Girls. Mrs. Willard's Friday receptions, usually in honor of some visiting American luminary, became the meeting place for the American colony. "I attend them once in two weeks," James half-apologized to his parents. "They are simply delightful, and I go in order to keep 'alive,' and in touch with people. The other evening Mark Twain was there, and I had an exceedingly pleasant talk with him—and with his daughter, who is quite a pretty girl"—and who subsequently married the famous Gabrilovitch.

James and his two friends, Bradner and Kent, were at this time giving well-attended courses in Biblical history and prophecy at the American Church in Berlin, and Mrs. Willard easily persuaded them to give similar weekly lectures to her charges, who were less intrigued, I suspect, by popular Exegesis than by the presence among them of three attractive and eligible young American males. "We three are
awakening an interest in Bible studies,” James solemnly informed his family. “The young ladies are quite industrious in preparation—so you see, we are not merely students. It is an excellent thing for us, too. We are kept in contact with people and life and popular thought, and most of all, popular need, and thus from the danger of drifting into dry scholasticism.”

By curious coincidence, several of the young ladies for whom Aunt Theodocia had evinced such concern while James was at Yale, now began simultaneously to converge upon Berlin, prompted by a craving for the intellectual stimulus which only a sojourn in Europe—and especially Berlin—could gratify. He was soon more involved than ever in romantic complications which moved so rapidly from one little crisis to the next that letters with helpful counsel from Aunt Theodocia were always several crises too late. The extent of these entanglements was the more remarkable considering the little time he actually allowed himself from almost furious concentration on his work.

In the midst of these growing complexities, there had arrived at Mrs. Willard’s School a handsome widow from San Francisco, named Mrs. Helen Watkins Hart, accompanied by four daughters, to all of whom she was determined to give every educational advantage obtainable with what remained from her late husband’s fortune. She was aristocratic, courageous and genial, a democratized version of the Old World grande dame. She came of the Pitneys, who tended to predominate in New Jersey, and had behind them a proud record in the Revolutionary War. She herself had married an austere Virginian whose father had been mayor of Lynchburg for more than twenty years, and with him she had sailed around the Cape to settle in San Francisco before the railroads had reached the Pacific.

The four daughters were of as many temperaments, but had in common a strong family resemblance which ran to dark-haired, dark-eyed beauty, a nervous vitality, and a breezy and engaging Western sociability. The youngest, named Imogen, was a beautiful child of only six, and of the older sisters the most attractive was Frances. She was handsome, intelligent, a good listener, eager to learn, intuitive, and conscientious and proper to the point of prudery. At nineteen she was already a gifted pianist, and was studying for the concert stage.

Thanks to the little card certifying his citizenship in the University, James was entitled to student rates at the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and the Royal Opera. Tickets costing seventy-five Pfennigs were thereby reduced to forty Pfennigs or ten cents, and at such rates even
his modest living allowance permitted periodic musical splurges in feminine company, especially when—as did Frances and most of Mrs. Willard’s pupils—the young ladies paid their own way. When James casually mentioned to his family in December, 1891, that he had attended the Philharmonic with a “Miss Hart, a lovely California girl who is here studying music, and plays like an angel,” they paid little heed.

But his father recognized the familiar danger signal when less than a year later, James wrote him: “We turned to the Thiergarten, now in the glory of Autumn leaf, and walked on and on, forgetting the flight of time. Miss Hart is like a sister to me—as kind and thoughtful as if I were her own brother. She listens patiently to endless tales of my work and my ambitions. You know, it is true of all souls: like the ‘Ancient Mariner’, they reach a state when repression is no longer possible, they must recite their tale of hope and longing and ambition, and will not be stilled until they have found someone who will listen. It was such a morning for me, and ere I was aware, we had reached Charlottenburg. Then we came slowly back to the City through the forest, having gone entirely around the great wood.”

Ample precedents had caused Charles to mistrust his son’s fraternal capacities in relation to young women, but he found comfort in the thought that history was bound to repeat itself.

It did, but not as he had anticipated. In November, 1893, Mrs. Helen Watkins Hart announced “the engagement of her daughter Frances to Mr. James Henry Breasted.”

The ordeal of his Doctor’s Examination was at last set for the 19th of July, 1894. Early that month he wrote:

“Erman speaks encouragingly [of my work], advises me to ‘go to sleep’ till examination time. But the suspense is intolerable unless I am constantly employed, and so I am grinding now chiefly to occupy my mind. I am very conscious of being on the homestretch with the goal still unattained, and I dare not relax for an instant.”

Erman had noted the familiar nervous tension which afflicts almost every student approaching the finale of his long preparation for the doctor’s degree, and with friendly concern had urged James for the sake of his health and scientific future to visit Egypt as soon as he had won his doctorate. “While you are there, you can help us by collating a number of inscriptions for the Dictionary,” Erman added casually, knowing quite well how much encouragement his young American
student would derive at this critical time from the proposal that he should assist the commission of the Royal Prussian Academy which had been appointed, and was being financed by the Kaiser himself, to compile the first comprehensive dictionary of ancient Egyptian ever undertaken.

Such an invitation to a foreigner was, in fact, an exceptional tribute, and his spirits would have soared but for the realization that he simply had not the money for a journey to Egypt. Once again he turned to his family with a plea for funds: “Apart from its usefulness for my studies, the Egyptian trip would be a replenishing of the man, and a lifelong inspiration. It would be a godsend before settling down to the grind at the University of Chicago.” Furthermore, he added almost as an afterthought, now that he was engaged to be married, the Egyptian journey could also serve as a honeymoon.

Charles sent this letter to Aunt Theodocia, who wrote James:

“While I believe God would have used you to do a grand work for Him in the simple preaching of the Gospel, yet ’tis possible there may be a wider field of usefulness, upon which you have entered—that is, if there can be a wider field open to a man, than preaching the Gospel of the Son of God. I know there is more than one way of preaching it, and I do not know but the way in which you are being led is the best.

“If it is God’s intention for you to open tombs long since closed, and unearth secrets and thoughts of ages gone by, to perfect His plan for the education of this generation, then shall we not consider it an honor conferred upon you? Though it does call for sacrifice and hard work from you, and for us who love you, we will offer it cheerfully, joyfully.

“I think you ought to go to Egypt.

“I have therefore sent your Father a draft for four hundred dollars, that he might forward it to you, and I will later send five hundred more. I do not like to raise any more money on ‘Pleasant Nook’ because the interest is so imperative. I know you will care for it just as soon as you can. But my dear Boy, you will have to get on your feet first. Meantime I will take care of the interest. Your Father feels just as I do, that the money thus expended is the best investment he and I ever made. We know you will pay it back a hundred-fold—you are paying it back now.”

At last, on the evening of July 19, 1894, an unsigned cable containing only the two words, “Passed well,” informed Charles and
Harriet and Aunt Theodocia that the human investment into which for three long years they had unreservedly put all their resources of love, patience, hope and money, had paid its first substantial—if intangible—dividend. Then came an evening a fortnight later, when Charles read aloud to them, in a voice which he found it difficult to control, the following letter dated July 22, 1894:

"The long dreaded day is now three days past, and I do not feel at all top-heavy or inflated—only profoundly thankful and glad above measure for all your sakes at home.

"A formal card from the University summoned me to be at the Dekan’s [Dean’s] office at noon on the 13th, to be cited for examination. I found there five other men, among them Hancock [an American fellow student], and all six of us stood up in a row and were cited to appear before the faculty of Berlin University at 5:50 p.m. on the 19th of July. After receiving minute instructions, we all bowed low as if pulled by a string, and retired.

"I immediately went home and put on my dress suit and white gloves, and went about in a droschke to make the customary formal calls upon the professors who were to examine me—in this way each professor is formally invited to examine the candidate at the appointed date. I had never before seen Professor Zeller (Professor of Philosophy)—a venerable old scholar over eighty years of age, whose books are used the world over. He was very pleasant to me, and told me that if I could give an account of the Stoic School, he would require no more. Sachau (Professor of Arabic) was also very kind, and wished me every success. Professor Schrader (Professor of Hebrew) was equally courteous (Schrader is regarded as the founder of modern Assyriology).

"I then went home and crammed night and day on the Stoics. It was uphill business, but I learned by heart all that Professor Zeller ever had said about the Stoics, till I could grind it out with swing and rhythm, paragraph after paragraph, page after page, chapter after chapter, as I walked up and down my room. That was the reason I didn’t write last Sunday. Maybe it was wicked, but I spent all the morning on the Stoics, and in the afternoon I read Hebrew.

"That evening I had a delightful visit at the Ermans—we played German games and romped outdoors in the long twilight, like a lot of children. I fell down heels-over-head, got covered with dust, everybody laughed, and all was merry as a marriage bell. Erman showed me a card from the University, summoning him to examine ‘Herr Kandidat Breasted,’ and Frau Professor whispered in my ear, ‘I will squeeze my
thumps for you on Thursday evening (that is the German for ‘wish you luck’), but you need not worry at all.’

“The days went slowly by. Though I did not become nervous at all, I seldom slept well, for I was working intensely. I woke very early on the eventful day, and went through the Stoic philosophers again from beginning to end before my second breakfast came in. I was thinking, as I sat at my eggs and tea, of the newspaper accounts of the last days of condemned criminals. ‘The prisoner rose early and ate a hearty breakfast, etc.’

“Then I went to the Thiergarten and sauntered along its shady paths, thinking of the three years’ work I had put in here in Berlin, unable to realize that the final struggle was really at hand. As I passed the little lake, it looked so tempting that I rented a skiff and sculled away under bridges and drooping water-side trees, till I found a quiet and secluded inlet where I stretched myself out along the thwarts, and so floated idly, looking lazily at the blue summer sky, and doing my best to think of nothing at all, at which I succeeded surprisingly well. When I returned to my lodgings, a delightful meal was served for me alone in a private room, so that no one should disturb me. Then I lay down but could not sleep a wink, and only tossed about feverishly till Fräulein knocked.

“I dressed and went up to Hancock’s room, where I found him ready and bolstering up his courage all he could. We walked to the University through the Thiergarten and arrived just on time, finding the four Germans already there. We waited in an anteroom through which many of the Professors passed in entering the University Senate room.

“At six, a bell tinkled from the Dekan’s table within, the door opened, the pedell [beadle] stepped out and called a name. One of the Germans rose and went in at the fateful door, and this was repeated till they were all gone and I sat alone.

“The bell tinkled again, I pulled myself together and answered to my name, stepping in at the little door, and after a bow to the Dekan, I was met by Erman who conducted me to a small table at one side.

“He sat quietly down, spread out a text for me, and asked me to read. I was very nervous, and though I felt very confident, I could not pull myself together as I wanted to. It was a Pyramid text, the most difficult of all hieroglyphics. Still, it had but one knotty passage. As we approached it, Erman watched with interest to see what I would make of it, and when I gave him the proper rendering, he expressed his satis-
faction aloud. For the sake of appearances, he took on a brusque manner and to fill up the time kept up a volley of questions about many things as if they were entirely new, but with which he knew I was perfectly familiar. After my reading a passage from Papyrus Harris, he gave me a Coptic text.

“All this time the aged Professor Mommsen was walking up and down behind me, engaged in a quiet conversation with another colleague. Professor Erman’s last question was on the form of a rare numeral, which I gave him correctly, but which he said was wrong. Of course I did not contradict him. Now he gathered up his books and left me, and returned shortly to sit and listen as old Professor Zeller came slowly in and sat down before me.

“The philosophy seemed to go very well, and the old gentleman graciously beamed when I was able to contrast Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics successfully. I made one small mistake, but as the rest was all right I did not care. By this time I was ready for anything.

“As Professor Zeller departed, good-natured Professor Schrader came in and laid two Hebrew texts upon the table. I was tired, as the strain was considerable, and he asked me of his own accord to sit and rest awhile. Then he began. His third question was on the relation of the Hebrew to the other Semitic languages. I was pretty much at home in that field, and so I began to give a sketch of all the Semitic languages, starting down at the south end of the Arabian Peninsula. I knew my man. Sachau never would have allowed a man to begin so far back, but Schrader offered no objection at all, and I preached away for ten minutes on a subject with which I was perfectly familiar. I had to give him a pentateuchal analysis and divide Isaiah, chapter by chapter.

“Finally he laid a chapter before me to read. They think it the proper thing in Germany to be able to pronounce Hebrew very rapidly. I started in like lightning run mad, and Schrader called out, ‘Not so fast, not so fast,’—I cooled down and then translated the passage for him as if it had been German, and he retired, followed in a few moments by the dreaded Sachau.

“No one could have treated me more considerately and kindly. All went well. Without a moment’s hesitation I was able to translate and read the Arabic he gave me. The time for the end drew near, and I was exulting, for I knew I had passed.

“Suddenly Sachau turned in his chair and hurled a poser at me: he asked me to give an outline of the critical history of the Koran. I sat
dumb. I could read it as fast as if it were English, but I could not give its critical history. I faltered out a few words about one of the early Caliphs, and Sachau said sharply, 'I see you know nothing about it.' 'No,' said I, speaking frankly, 'I do not, Herr Professor.' It was the last question of the examination, and he rose and left me.

'‘I sat a few moments, feeling weighed down, for it was a bad miss, and then the pedell said, 'Herr Kandidat Breasted is at liberty to leave the room.'

'On going out, I found my five companions in misery, all walking nervously up and down the room, awaiting the results. Hancock was looking black, and said he had not done well in his major. Here, too, I found all my friends from the Museum, 'waiting to congratulate me,' they said.

'After about ten minutes, the bell tinkled again. The pedell appeared at the door, called a name, and one of the Germans went in, returning in a moment, holding a little card and looking happy.

'My name was then called. I stepped in, found the Dekan standing before the assembled faculty. I bowed, and he said, 'Herr Breasted, I have the honor to inform you that you have passed your examination cum laude (with praise).'

'It was the same grade Erman had received for his own Doctor's examination years before! He came forward, and with moist eyes, gave me a long hand grasp, then without a word stepped back again to his seat. I took my card from the Dekan's hand, somehow found myself among a circle of men who were all shaking my hand at once, and seemed as happy as I at the outcome.

'Hancock's name came last—poor fellow, I was sorry for him. He got 'sustinuit,' which means a bare scratch to come through. Then we feed all the 'supes' of the University, who stood about to bow and congratulate, and we came downstairs.

'As I stood in the great University gates, I could not realize it was all over. Within three feet of the spot where I had just been sitting to be examined, I had sat three years ago to be matriculated. We passed through the iron portal as I had done so many times before, but now for the first time with the dreaded ordeal behind me. As I stopped at the cable office to send you the good news there came over me a flood of recollections of years of toil, always with this distant goal in view, and I was filled with a deep sense of inexpressible gratitude for the happiness it would bring all my dear ones at home.

'Next morning I rose late, wandered in a dazed condition about my
room, finally dressed, and only later when my eyes felt uncomfortable, remembered that I had forgotten to wash my face! I went to the Dekan's office again, and received my dissertation and papers. I enclose you my card—at the bottom you will see the predicate [rating] which my dissertation received: 'sollertiae et sani iudicii specimen probabile.' It means 'an admirable specimen of critical skill and sound judgment.' It is one of the best predicates.

"On my way to the Dekan's office, I met Erman—his first word was that I was right on the Coptic numeral, in which he had corrected me. He told me Sachau reported me philologically first rate, but said I was historically lame! Everything else was good—so, that last miss with Sachau cost me a higher grade! Nevertheless, there is but one other American before me who has cum laude from Berlin.

"My next work is to autograph the thesis and get ready for the public exercises—this will take three weeks at least. But the test is passed, and there is no worry now."

True to the Victorian tradition of greeting glad tidings with tears, Aunt Theodocia and Harriet had wept throughout Charles' reading of this consummation of everything they had lived for during three long years. He had somehow managed to finish, but when the ladies, as he did so, began to sob outright, it was too much for him and he sought refuge among the flowers of the little garden which he had managed to acquire since James had gone to Germany. His own heart was very full, and at such times he liked to sit quietly among his flower beds, even though he could not see them in the darkness of the summer evening.

James was now technically a Doctor of Philosophy in Egyptology. But before the degree could be finally granted, copies of his dissertation (entitled De Hymnis in Solem, written entirely in Latin, the original copy in block letters with his own pen) had to be distributed among the faculty and officials; and on the morning of August 19, clad in a dress suit and white kid gloves, he had to appear on the platform of the University's great audience hall, and in a perfunctory ceremony spoken in Latin, had to defend his dissertation publicly against the pre-arranged "objections" of three of his fellow students. At last, with his own right hand clasped in that of the Dekan, he "took the oath of fealty to the University: 'To be a pure man, to serve the highest ends of scholarship, and to pursue and ever to declare the truth,'"—and was thereupon named a full-fledged "Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy."
CHAPTER III

As the day in October, 1894, which Frances and James had set for their wedding, drew near, the thought of imminent marriage frightened her, and by way of temporizing, she reverted to a plan she had had before their engagement, for spending at least a year in study at some women’s college in America. Such a separation, she told him, would be an ultimate test of their love, an enriching ordeal for them both, which would make their subsequent reunion all the more glorious.

James was somewhat bewildered by this decision, and by the prospect of visiting Egypt alone instead of on his honeymoon. But being by nature inclined toward *laisser faire* in human relations, he did not demur unduly.

Years later, from beyond a thousand other docksides, he was to remember the September morning when he brought her to the ship at Cuxhaven—the sudden burst of methodical, unexcited activity as the boat train crept to a halt in a great shed, the smells of caulking, fresh paint and new hawser, the echoing splash of water pouring from a port in the black wall of the ship.

A steward took the hand luggage, and James hurried off to find the trunks.

But the trunks were not to be found. James’s newly acquired title was invaluable: at the request of Herr Doktor der Philosophie Breasted, the trainmen, dockhands, ship’s officers, stewards and crew searched the ship and most of the Cuxhaven wharves as they never would have done for an untitled civilian. Still the trunks could not be found. At last the Freight Master, a heel-clicking Prussian official in a blue uniform with scarlet trimming and brass buttons, triumphantly brought forth a sheaf of bills of lading for the slow freight expected from Berlin during the next fortnight. Behold, one of these bore witness that the missing trunks had been dispatched by slow instead of fast freight, and were at that moment reposing on a siding somewhere between Berlin and Cuxhaven. It was to be hoped, said the Freight
Master, that the High-and-Well-Born Herr Doktor der Philosophie Breasted and the "gnädige Dame" this most-to-be-regretted and not-to-be-understood misdirection of "Grossgepäck" would graciously pardon.

Frances had ample clothing in her hand luggage for the Atlantic crossing, but apparently it occurred neither to herself nor to any one else that she might sail without two trunks which could easily have followed on a later ship. "Of course she could not sail without her baggage," wrote James laconically, "and so the steamship company sold her ticket, and we took the train back to Berlin."

I never knew whether they were happy or depressed during this curious, anticlimactic return journey. But I believe James was aware that it was leading him far beyond Berlin, to a point in his personal life from which there could be no retreat. As for her, whether because on quiet reflection she suspected that their engagement might not have survived a year's separation, or because her earlier fears had somehow been dispelled, she now abandoned all thought of returning to America in favor of early marriage.

But her hopes in this direction were somewhat over-sanguine.

"It is often almost impossible for an American to secure the papers necessary to make a ... marriage valid ... in Germany," said the Berlin correspondent of the New York Sun and Record in an article which appeared on January 5, 1895. "... [This] was illustrated [recently] ... in Berlin, when the happiness of two young Americans hung ... in the balance until German authorities finally consented to let them join hands and hearts. The young man was an Egyptologist, [who] hoped to take his bride with him [to Egypt]...."

"... As there existed in the cautious German mind the possibility that [the bride] might have gone through the marriage ceremony on some previous occasion, it was necessary to publish the banns weeks beforehand ... in the Berlin papers ... [and] in the journals of her native American town. Both parties were obliged to secure certificates of the birth and baptism of themselves and their parents, and to furnish an epitome of the family histories down to date. ..."

"All the papers finally arrived and the couple repaired ... [on October 22, 1894] with their friends and witnesses to the office of the legal functionary in whose hands their happiness reposed. The legal functionary, of course, had witnesses on his side—the Germans never transact any business except in the presence of witnesses. ... Papers were produced. The bride told all about herself ... the bridegroom
told all about both of them. The mother of the bride assured the assembled company that this man was not insidiously defrauding her of her daughter. The company began to breathe more freely. . . .

"But the legal functionary was not going to let them off so easily. He . . . [suddenly] turned on the whole crowd, . . . asked them fiercely for their passports. Of course no one had such a thing about him, so the jaded bridegroom had to rush off in a droschke to secure as many as were necessary.

"The bride . . . by this time was almost in tears. . . . [But the passports were found] and the Americans . . . were finally made man and wife. . . . [Whereupon] they had . . . to . . . be married again by a minister who spoke English, shake hands with . . . [some] 500 friends, and catch the first train for Egypt."

James and Frances were married the second time in the English Chapel of the Empress Frederick in Berlin. Most of the American colony attended the wedding reception, and all the young hearts at Mrs. Willard's School beat faster at the sight of one of their number setting out with a handsome young husband for a honeymoon in Egypt.

Under the brilliant ministrations of Lord Cromer, the Egypt which James and Frances were now entering was just beginning to show definite symptoms of recovery from some two thousand years of depredation, persecution, enslavement and warfare. In the whole history of mankind, probably no population had ever endured a longer, more relentless oppression than the fellahin, the ancient farming class of Egypt.

Superficially the land and its brooding wreckage of prodigal ancient glories had changed little through the centuries. The Nile rose and fell and sought the Northern Sea with the same majestic rhythm it had observed through geological ages before men defied its murky, enriching flow, and nations struggled for possession of its superlatively fertile banks. But everywhere among its drowsy adobe villages beneath their eternal palm groves, which had harbored poverty and wretchedness such as only the greed of oriental despots knew how to inflict, profound changes were beginning to take place. By 1879 the blood-wet lash of the kurbash (rhinoceros rawhide whip) in the hands of the Khedive Ismail’s tax collectors, enforcing a corvée tantamount to slavery, had wrung from the fellahin the utmost yield of their fields and the last ounce of their own undernourished strength. Starvation and pestilence had wasted village after village, provincial revenues
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had shrunk until the infinitely cruel, dissolute, shambling sovereignty of Egypt's foreign overlords stood bankrupt, and in 1882 England, with her eye on Suez and India, had by force of arms undertaken the rôle of receiver.

With the advent of Cromer, the faces of young Englishmen began to appear everywhere in newly organized government ministries and departments, and the chaos of the old order was beginning to resolve itself into the logical pattern of British administration under one of the ablest men the Empire has ever produced. The Turks and native officials who were thereby displaced or put under strict scrutiny and control, were bitter in their opposition and for once tireless, if only in their obstructionism. But for the most part, the native population welcomed the new regime, especially the fellahin to whom it spelled salvation.

British prestige was still in the ascendant. Commodities were incredibly cheap—in the country districts fresh eggs could be bought for as little as five cents a dozen, milk for three cents a quart, a turkey for twenty-five cents, a live sheep for a dollar. Craftsmen and artisans still followed traditional forms and techniques, happily without benefit of the alleged blessings of Western industrial civilization. The people still observed many habits and customs dating from Pharaonic times, and for the Europeans the daily life of Egypt had about it a medieval quality. In Cairo, the greatest city of the Moslem world, the carriages of the wealthy pashas and foreigners, drawn by superb horses, were still customarily preceded by barelegged saises (runners), their waists tightly bound with many colored silken scarves, who carried gold- or silver-mounted whips or rods with which they cleared the way for their lords and masters. Altogether it was a fascinating time to be in Egypt and to watch the passing of an era.

James had been so long submerged in Egyptian history that he felt almost as if in some previous incarnation he had lived among the scenes he was now beholding. From a thousand Egyptian inscriptions and Arabic texts he had pictured the clamorous actuality of oriental life with its extremes of drabness and beauty, disease and hardiness, its stenches and filth, its color and unconscious grace, its immemorial din of barking dogs, braying donkeys, wailing children, imploring beggars, chaffering merchants, pedlars calling their wares, muezzin chanting the call to prayer, fellahin singing to the rhythm of creaking well sweeps scooping Nile water into thirsting fields. His first reactions were nevertheless those of a tourist, and as the train neared Cairo, he
“discovered the Pyramids on the horizon with such a shout that our native fellow voyagers started from their seats in astonishment.”

“With our slim though united purses,” Frances wrote many years later, “it never occurred to us to go to the already famous Shepheard’s Hotel, or to the Continental Hotel. We went instead to the old Hotel du Nil [built in 1866] in the middle of the Mousky [the native quarter of the bazaars]. This seemed to us an oriental paradise. The balcony of our room looked down upon a beautiful garden surrounded by a high white wall and filled with tropical vegetation and tremendous palms, in the midst of which played a fountain. It was a cool, enchantingly peaceful oasis in the dust and turmoil of the native quarter. From an observation tower atop of the hotel, to which we mounted at sunset to look out upon the city so new and full of romance to our western eyes, we counted more than two hundred minarets.

“But even the Hotel du Nil was too great a tax upon our slender resources. We soon moved to a pension in an old Turkish palace in the Sharia Kasr el-Nil, where Professor Erman had stayed on his own honeymoon, a place kept by a strange, rather winsome though notoriously miserly little German widow named Frau Fink, who had lived in Cairo for thirty years without ever having been up the Nile.”

Among the guests currently gathered at Frau Fink’s cosmopolitan table were a gracious and well-born English widow named Mrs. Charles Smith (who sat on James’s right) and her daughter Gracilla, a startlingly beautiful golden-haired girl in her early twenties. Between the lovely Gracilla and Frances sat a tall, dignified, exceedingly good-looking Coptic gentleman of sunburnt complexion, who was dressed immaculately in European fashion and wore a fez. His name was Salib (pronounced Saleeb) Claudius. He was very well educated, came of a proud old family, and was a good friend of the eminent British Orientalist, Archibald Henry Sayce, Professor of Assyriology at Oxford, who was then in Cairo. Claudius was a junior official in the Egyptian Post Office, and being a man of great ability and absolute integrity, stood forth like a shining light in the naughty world of Egyptian politics. He and James liked one another from the first, and quickly became good friends.

It so happened that when the fair Gracilla, only a few weeks earlier in Rome, had seemed on the verge of succumbing to the practiced blandishments of a proverbial Italian count, Mrs. Smith had hastily removed her from Italy to the presumably greater safety of Cairo—and had thereby pushed her exquisite charge from the frying pan into the
fire. For handsome Salib Claudius, with his intelligent and appealing eyes wide open to the grave implications of his suit, had promptly fallen overwhelmingly in love with Gracilla. He informed James with disarming frankness and modesty that he loved her with all his heart and wished, she and God willing, to marry her. Mrs. Smith was desperate. She turned to Frances, begged her to exhort Gracilla to think wisely.

James recognized in Claudius a man whose love any girl should be proud to possess, and though fully aware of the traditional British attitude toward such a union, he was sincerely, albeit anxiously, impelled to wish him every success. For Claudius was a native-born Egyptian in the best meaning of the word. He was a Copt, and the Copts—whose very name stems from the ancient Greek “Aigyptoi,” shortened by the Arabs to “Kupt”—not only became the earliest Christians of Egypt but are today racially the most direct descendants of the ancient Egyptians. Even the language of their orthodox church ritual is a last remnant of ancient Egyptian. “I thought, how strange that of all the myriad arts and all the teeming life where this tongue was once spoken,” James wrote after attending his first Coptic service, “it has been preserved for five thousand years to be heard today only in praise of the one true God.” That the Copts survived centuries of political and religious persecution, adhering throughout to their pristine faith when it would have eased their sufferings and bettered their fortunes to abandon it (as a considerable number of their weaker brethren did), must be attributed to their inordinate pride and their superior business ability. The Copts were at this time and remain today among the largest landowners of Egypt, and have their fingers in almost every profitable economic enterprise in their country.

Salib Claudius embodied the best physical and mental attributes of his people. No one at Frau Fink’s table was therefore unduly surprised when Gracilla began to show symptoms of imminent and definitely pleasurable surrender to his quietly impassioned assault upon her heart.

Mrs. Smith perceived that her flight from Italy had been in vain, and confided to Frances that though she recognized his unexceptionably admirable qualities, she could not rid herself of a vague fear that Salib’s conquest of Gracilla would lead only to some misfortune.

Altogether, Salib Claudius had much to occupy his mind. Yet he found time, and it afforded him evident pleasure to assist James and
Frances in making their preparations for a two months' journey up the Nile. William Matthew Flinders Petrie, already famous British Egyptologist, had written cordially urging James to spend a week with him at his two excavations—Coptos and Nagada, below Thebes—and advising him that by far the pleasantest and cheapest way to travel through Egypt was by boat on the Nile. Claudius strongly confirmed this counsel, adding that by embarking from Assiut, 235 miles upriver, they could not only charter a dahabiyeh (lateen-rigged native house-boat) at less than half Cairo prices, but they would save this long stretch of sailing against the tremendous current of an unusually high inundation. Through a friend in Assiut (and the definition of a friend in the orient is one who, among other things, is good for at least 60 per cent off the asking price in almost any transaction), Claudius secured a satisfactory dahabiyeh. James was able to write his father that "our boat, with bedding, linen, kitchen equipment, a crew of four sailors, captain and second captain, dragoman, cook and boy, and including all table and household expenses and hire of donkeys at all stops, will cost us $4.84 each per day. Some unavoidable purchases of equipment will bring the daily expense up to $5.00 per person."

Even this seemed to him a "dangerously heavy expense" which he felt justified in assuming only because "the boat will enable me to continue my studies without interruption." He was apparently never inclined to regard a honeymoon as in itself at least partly a justification of this extravagance.

Long afterward, Frances remarked with pride rather than regret, that "theirs had indeed been a scholarly honeymoon." Indeed, it was. She erred, I think, on the side of understatement. James was ebulliently romantic, but the habit of work, the driving sense that he must succeed, his consuming preoccupation with everything relating to a land which symbolized for him "the first emergence of the human spirit," the realization that many years might pass before he would again revisit Egypt—all this had the effect of translating their honeymoon into a one-man expedition fortuitously accompanied by a bride. For while they saw and did everything usually seen and done by tourists, and had a good time, work took precedence over play.

Every morning in Cairo, while the boat was being conditioned at Assiut, they would mount their donkeys and ride three miles to the Egyptian Museum, then housed in an old tinder-box of a "palace guarded day and night with fire engines." The Museum had been
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founded in 1858 by a French savant bearing the regal sounding name of Auguste Ferdinand Francois Mariette, whom the "retired" Khedive Ismail Pasha had appointed as his Conservator of Egyptian Monuments. Mariette, the son of a town clerk at Boulogne-sur-Mer, was a pioneer of Egyptology, and though more notable for his dynamic energy than his scientific infallibility, had been the first European with any semblance of historical training to tap the incredible wealth of Egypt's buried antiquities. During the thirty years of his activities, he had excavated enough treasures not only to make the Egyptian collection at the Louvre one of the best in Europe, but to start the Cairo Museum on the road to becoming at once the finest Egyptian collection and the most remarkable record of an ancient civilization anywhere in the world.

By far the most exciting experience with which James had yet met in his science was to find himself each day surrounded with original historical records of Egypt's past, most of which had either been translated inaccurately or not at all by European scholars. Here was a challenge to his keenest faculties, now hypersensitized by the realization that he was a lone young American Egyptologist pitted against the rather self-superior complacency of Old World scholarship. With a sense of elation he set about copying and translating the historical inscriptions which Erman had designated in the Cairo Museum.

The more he compared any existent translations by earlier scholars with the original inscriptions, the more mistakes he found. Although he did not realize it at the moment, this marked the beginning of his first major scientific project: he would himself eventually copy, translate and publish every known ancient Egyptian historical inscription—in the Cairo Museum, the museums of Europe and America, and on the ancient monuments and temple walls of the entire Nile valley itself. This ambitious undertaking was to require a decade of incessant labor before it was completed in four volumes.

Before leaving Berlin, James had received word from President Harper of his appointment as instructor in Egyptology at the University of Chicago at an annual salary of $600; and in addition of the appropriation of the impressive sum of $500 for the creation of an Egyptian museum at the University. While he winced at a salary appreciably lower than Harper had originally held forth, the fact remained that this was the first and still the only chair of Egyptology in America, and therefore worth some sacrifice. As for the proposed
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Egyptian collection, Harper's instructions were characteristic: he was to begin it at once, was to rely chiefly on the generosity of excavators, and to draw on this appropriation only as a last resort.

Had he been single-handedly assembling the Egyptian section of the British Museum, he could not have taken his responsibility more seriously. He first methodically listed the types of objects from each age of ancient Egypt which an ideal museum collection ought to possess, then hunted for examples. Through the years he was to make the acquaintance of every important antiquity dealer in Egypt; of a horde of casual peddlars with endless stocks of “junk” which might contain some pearl of great price; and of innumerable fellahin who frequently found antiquities while digging among ancient ruins for fertilizer (sebbah). For the fellahin had long ago learned that the detritus from the ruins of ancient Egyptian towns made superlative fertilizer. It is in fact exceptionally rich in nitrates and other chemicals invaluable to agriculture which have been preserved because of the almost total absence of rainfall. As a consequence many of the most important archaeological sites in Egypt had in the course of centuries literally been scattered far and wide, and plowed into the soil.

Genuine antikas, as the natives call them, were at this time not only still incredibly plentiful but so cheap that the manufacture of forgeries had not yet become one of the major industries of Egypt. James was able to stretch the University's little appropriation to include a range and quantity of items which the sharply increasing prices of the next ten years would never have permitted. In addition, he persuaded Petrie and a few others then excavating in Egypt, whenever they found two or more similar objects, to donate one to the University of Chicago.

So, by wheedling material from excavators and additional funds from people of means, he created the nucleus of a modest though representative collection. It had only slight intrinsic worth, and even in a community still sparsely endowed with such synopses of human development, its value lay chiefly in what it taught him of dealing with orientals and of securing for archaeology the enthusiastic financial support of some of his wealthy countrymen.

He worked so intensively at all these commissions that by late afternoon his eyes needed rest, and he would take Frances on a busman’s holiday to visit the shops of antiquity dealers, or to pay his respects to the various Government officials or private individuals in some way related to Egyptology. On one of these occasions they called upon Professor Sayce, who lived aboard “his own beautiful dahabiyeh,
the broadest boat on the river, a perfect little palace,” as James wrote to his father. “He has a generous fellowship from Oxford, but he must have extensive means of his own to maintain a boat with such rich furnishings and luxurious appointments.”

Professor Sayce, James’s senior by twenty years, became during the eighty-eight years of his distinguished life not only one of the most eminent Orientalists of his time, but a unique British institution in the Near East, every corner of which he knew intimately. I vividly recall my own first meeting with him in Cairo in 1905 when I was a small boy of eight: he was a slight, genial little man with odd-shaped spectacles, who usually wore a Victorian black frock coat, a shallow-crowned ecclesiastical black felt hat, and a standing collar, and had a genius for keeping about his person precisely the trinkets and curiosities which would fascinate a small boy. The last time I saw him was again in Cairo, twenty years later, when he was over eighty and, still clad in his black frock coat and standing collar, was setting out alone to travel overland across Arabia, and taking his peregrinations as lightly as the train journey from London to Oxford.

He was known, trusted and honored everywhere by Europeans and orientals alike, was forever being consulted, or called upon to act as arbiter in disputes of every kind, remained always a bachelor, was godfather to many of the children of his countless friends, and became eventually an almost legendary figure. In many ways, he knew the Near East better than Lawrence of Arabia himself, but there was nothing of the military leader about this wise, gentle, kindly scholar.

“We sat on the upper deck and had tea in the cool afternoon breeze. I presented him with a copy of my Doctor’s dissertation and we talked for a long time.” Sayce knew every inch of the Nile for a thousand miles southward from Cairo and had at his tongue’s tip the answer to every question James put to him. They talked of Egyptology, politics, Cromer’s reforms, and finally of their mutual regard for Salib Claudius.

“He is showing high courage in his determination to win the hand and heart of Miss Smith,” said Professor Sayce. “He knows as we do that from the moment he marries her, the two of them will be ostracized from each other’s communities. Yet I devoutly hope he will succeed—for he has my friendship, and will have yours, I know, and that of enough others like us to carry him through. Only, we must stand by him—for I have a feeling he may one day need us rather desperately.”
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At last the sun sank into the desert, and they regretfully took leave of the Professor, who graciously guided them ashore through the tangled moorings of the river craft, and stood looking after them as they jogged away on their donkeys.

So began a friendship which endured until the Professor ended his earthly travels.

On the morning of November 21, 1894, James and Frances boarded the train for Assiut, whence their dragoman, a young Copt named Habeeb Ibrahim, had sent word that the boat was ready. The engine whistled shrilly; tardy natives rushed for third-class compartments, the babel of shouting and general excitement redoubled as the train moved out of the station into a brilliant Egyptian morning.

It wound its way out of Cairo, rumbled across a steel bridge to the west bank of the Nile, and chuffed along the top of a dike past the Pyramids, luminous in the morning light, until it lost itself in the dusty iteration of palms and fields, canals and villages and the monotonous fertility of the Nile valley.

 Everywhere the people stopped to stare at the train, shading their eyes with their hands. Men in breechcloths lifting water with well sweeps into irrigation ditches, black-draped women carrying children on their hips and great jars on their heads, little girls sitting atop of ponderous, mud-smeared water buffalo, old men on trotting donkeys, boys shooing birds from incredibly green ripening fields, all stopped to watch the train pass. Flights of pigeons rose and swept away, camels lifted their heavy-lidded, droopy-lipped faces and gazed cynically. A minor bedlam occurred at every station, with most of the local population and every chronic or train-time mendicant gathered on the platform to stare and jabber and shout, or to hold out withered hands and whine for baksheesh. Flies swarmed everywhere—insect, adhesive flies that had fattened on sewage and the unspeakable, putrescent filth of the orient—flies that clustered on the open sores of diseased men and beasts, in black patches on the eyes of little children, and in hordes upon everything and everyone.

But James and Frances minded neither dust nor flies nor filth, and saw only beauty in the world passing their compartment windows. They seldom saw the Nile, for the flood plain is wide between Cairo and Assiut, but often they caught glimpses of the western desert gleaming and trembling beyond the lush vegetation of the valley. He sat with a map of Egypt spread out on his lap, noted the name of every
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station, and exclaimed as he recognized historic sites or temples whose
inscriptions he had read with Erman in Berlin.

They drew into Assiut at twilight, weary, gray with dust, and glad
to let Habeeb take them in charge. Nothing in the orient is ever done
according to promise, and the Olga, as their boat was unpoetically
called, would not be ready until the following morning. They dined
pleasantly with the friend of Salib Claudius at a small European-
owned hotel, and neither its hard mattresses nor the eternal barking
of dogs kept them from sleeping soundly beneath a huge moustiquaire
(mosquito netting), which had the same curious acrid smell of dust
and stale starch as the lace curtains in all the Continental hotels and
pensions they had ever known.

They admitted to themselves a certain childlike excitement as they
walked to the river front the next morning for their first view of the
Olga. She was a typical little dahabiyeh in a reasonable state of repair.
She had an overall length of about fifty-five feet and a nine-foot beam.
The galley was forward of the mainmast and the crew’s deck. The
higher, after portion of the boat contained a dining room, a drag-
man’s cabin, two minute “master” cabins each with one narrow berth,
a bathroom with a much-dented home-made zinc tub, a toilet consist-
ing of an orthodox seat over a removable box of sand, a dressing room
and tiny after deck pierced by the rudder-shaft. The roof was a
deck covered with an awning and furnished with easy chairs. Above
the water-line the Olga appeared staunch enough, but as with most
native-owned craft on the Nile, the condition of her hull was prob-
lematical. There was little about her to remind one of Professor Sayce’s
trim and patrician vessel.

But to two young Americans at least nominally on their honey-
moon, she seemed little short of perfection. When Frances went
aboard, while the crew stood at attention, she was entering her first
marital home and beginning her first venture into housekeeping—for
before her marriage she had never so much as boiled the proverbial
egg. It was probably fortunate for James that her duties were light.
Habeeb bought all the supplies, and the cook in his innocently unhy-
gienic way prepared the simple meals.

There was not a puff of wind to fill the limp lateen sails when
James gave the order to cast off for the first day’s run. The reis
(captain) ordered the sailors to rig a tackle block halfway up the
mainmast, through which they ran a tow-rope, then set them to track-
ing the boat upstream. The men toiled slowly along the bank, shouting
and singing in a rhythmic chorus as they called upon the Prophet and all the local saints to aid them.

"Whenever we rounded a bend, the sweep of the current would boil and surge under the bow, and we would barely move. Then, shouting more lustily than ever to the Prophet, 'Ya Mohammed, yalla, yalla, ya Zaid, ya Mohammed!' the men would tug and strain at the ropes till the veins in their necks stood out darkly and their backs glistened with sweat. Once more the mud banks would begin to creep slowly past.

"At intervals a long shoal would appear, extending out into the stream, and the boat would have to head away from the bank. The captain would now send more rope racing through the block and tackle, the sailors would break into a run to take up the slack. As they ran, the heavy wet rope would sometimes be swinging free in the air, again would drop with a hissing splash into the swift current, and would tremble and gurgle as it cut through the brown water.

"So we crawled slowly onward until at last we struck an impossible shoal and a hopeless stretch of current. The sailors now fastened their tow-rope to an anchor which they put into the felucca [small boat], carried up stream, and dropped into the water. Then they hauled the dahabiyeh up to this anchor, dropped a second anchor to hold the boat, and once more carried the first anchor forward. They repeated this until they could move no further. The river was too swift.

"Suddenly the surface of the downriver water darkened as the north wind sprang up merrily. The sails billowed and filled, and despite the current we moved swiftly upstream while the sailors shouted, 'Praise to Allah, praise to Allah!'."

At sundown of this first day, the wind fell and the Olga moored for the night. "As we were finishing dinner," James wrote, "Habeeb entered the little dining room, hesitated for a moment, then said deferentially, 'My Doctor'—he always addresses me as 'My Doctor'—'I would like to tell you about this dahabiyeh.'

"'Is there anything the matter with it?' I said.

"Habeeb nodded. 'I fear, my Doctor,' he said, 'our boat she have acquired some water.'

"'He rolled back the matting from under our feet and lifted a plank: the hold was full to within a few inches of the floor!

"I summoned the captain. He gazed at the inky water with oriental imperturbability, then said, 'Allah has done this and there was no help
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for it. But at sunrise tomorrow I shall send for a diver to look for the leak!

"By bailing all night long, the crew kept us afloat, and the first streak of dawn found a native diving again and again under the sides of the boat, checking every seam from bow to stern, and coming up each time blowing like a porpoise. Working entirely by his sense of touch, the water being much too muddy to see through, the diver discovered and repaired an uncaulked joint amidships, and after another half day's bailing, the hold was all clear again."

It was James's plan to travel continuously southward to Aswan at the First Cataract, about 550 miles from Cairo, and then independently of the north wind, to drift downstream, stopping wherever he chose at ancient temples and tombs. The little Olga therefore moved steadily southward, sometimes by laborious tracking but more often before the prevailing north wind, until she was lost among the endless array of white sails forever moving up and down the river, like flights of great exotic birds from inner Africa.

"I cannot realize, as we sail along, that I am really here in this ancient land," he wrote to Aunt Theodocia, "nor did I ever dream of making the journey under such enchanting conditions. Here am I with my dear wife, monarch of all I survey on this boat—I walk the deck and feel like a naval officer in one of Cooper's sea tales, for I have only to raise my hand and eleven men [the crew had been increased] are ready to obey my slightest word! It is truly a lucky combination of circumstances which enables us without exceeding my stipend for the journey, to travel like a king and queen, and permits me to continue my work amid all possible comforts. It seems like a dream!"

But in this dream he never for a moment forgot the grim economic realities which awaited him in America. There was his debt to Aunt Theodocia, and Charles's imminent retirement, and now his own married state, a home to be furnished, expensive scientific books to be bought for his work, and all these liabilities to be financed by himself whose only visible source of income as yet consisted of a salary of $800 per annum! He faced a long period of lean years during which he would have to supplement this salary by giving popular lectures, one of the very few sources of outside income possible for a university man. "If I could have four or five hours a day to devote to it, I could within a year produce a book on the religion of Egypt," he wrote. "But I cannot do this, I fear, with University Extension lectures
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to give. However, they will bring me 'popular' reputation, and that
seems to be the chief requisite to 'success' in American education."

So, when he was not studying the passing country through his
binoculars and checking his observations against those of earlier schol-
arily travelers, or collating inscriptions, or reading historical com-
mentaries, he was assembling the lectures he would soon be giving
in the United States.

Early in December, the Olga reached Luxor—"glorious Thebes"—
where James could not resist stopping. "For three days, from dawn till
dark, I never lost a moment copying inscriptions—and on one night at
Karnak I copied by moonlight. The silver light streamed down through
the broken roof of the vast colonnaded hall, splashing with bright
patches the dusky outlines of the enormous columns. Figures are pro-
saic: but imagine a forest of 134 columns, the middle two rows sixty-
nine feet high and twelve feet thick, with capitals eleven feet high;
and carved upon them in deep relief the tall figures of gods and kings,
with legends in hieroglyphic, and myriads of royal cartouches [oval
rings within which were written the names of Egyptian kings]. I shall
remember that evening until my dying day."

From Luxor they pushed on before a steady wind, past "mile after
mile of palm-grown banks, with mauve and yellow mountains some-
times low in the distance, again rising bold and dazzling from the
water's edge, often honeycombed with rock tombs, long since plun-
dered, silent, empty." The limestone of lower Egypt had gradually
given way to sandstone, and now, as they reached Aswan, to an abrupt
and grandiose extrusion of granite, the first of six cataracts between
this point and Khartoum by which Nature, as if she had changed her
original plan, had vainly sought to stem the one great river flowing
from inner Africa into the Mediterranean.

"It was from Aswan that the granite for all the obelisks of Egypt
was quarried and transported downriver," he wrote. "For thousands of
years this place has marked the southern frontier of Egypt proper.
The country beyond was inhabited by black people over whom Egypt
usually ruled. On the rocks you will find the names of the Twelfth
Dynasty Pharaohs (about 1994 to 1780 B.C.) or the rude scratchings
of the Roman soldiers who for centuries were garrisoned here on this
distant frontier of the Empire.

"It is a noble sight to watch the angry, foaming Nile rushing
nadly through a gateway blocked with a thousand black and glisten-
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ing boulders.” On the island of Philae above the cataract they wandered through the famous, almost perfectly preserved Ptolemaic temples, the ineffable loveliness of whose original coloring would so soon be engulfed and irretrievably destroyed by the construction of the Aswan Dam.

Everywhere from cliffs and the walls of temples and tombs, inscriptions beckoned to James—upon one island alone, “over 200 are cut into the rocks of a valley. I traced the high priesthood of the cataract god Anek through three generations of priests who had recorded themselves there. With a little search, this could undoubtedly be carried much further. Oh, for the time to copy and publish these inscriptions!”

He examined the ancient Nilometer and wished that he might excavate the ruins at the south end of the beautiful, palm-covered island of Elephantine (pronounced Elephanteenee), opposite Aswan. He climbed the mesa-like cliffs on the west bank of the river and looked longingly toward the southern horizon where Nile and desert faded into sky. But he could not linger. “This is the southern limit of our journey. Perhaps some day I shall return.” Ten years would pass before he came this way again.

The little Olga’s main yard was taken down and lashed above the awning and a small yard was rigged in its place. Great, crude oars, one to each man, were set out at either side of the crew’s deck, and to the rhythm of an old river chant, the boat moved out into the swift current, northward bound.

“The oars fell with a splash, and after long slow strokes, rose dripping from their swills. We drifted with the current past all the changeless life of the river, hour after hour, till the shadows of the western mountains drew across the valley toward the purple east, and the boundless brilliance of the Egyptian night, as if begrudging the day its twilight, filled the sunset sky with stars. Slowly we moved under a high bank to moor for the night, and the cliffs beyond sent back the startling echo of the heavy maul as the mooring stakes were driven into the soil.”

Thus drifting, they came once more to Thebes, where James paid farewell visits to all its mighty ruins. On his last day he “visited the famous place [among the cliffs on the west side of the river] where in 1881 the royal mummies of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties were found. The tourists never go there, and I was the first visitor in years, for it is difficult to get down the shaft, which is halfway up the slope in a narrow valley of glowing, amber-hued rock.
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"Habeb and a guide begged me not to go down, but I ignored their nonsense and stripped myself of all superfluous clothing. As I could not trust them to let me down safely into the thirty-eight-foot shaft, I stationed them behind some projecting rocks, made them lie down, brace their feet as in a college 'tug of war' and hold fast to the rope. With a candle and some matches in my pocket, I swung over the edge and, hand over hand, let myself down to the bottom.

"I lighted my candle and began crawling along a very low passage, rendered smaller still by pieces which had fallen from the ceiling. After two right-angle turns, the passage led 195 feet into the mountain. The air, heated by the suns of thousands of years, was suffocatingly hot, and the perspiration poured from me. Behind and before me was inky darkness, and a silence so deep that even the burning of the candle flame became loudly audible.

"Suddenly there was a rushing sound, the candle went out, and in the first instant of darkness, something struck me full in the face. It was only a bat, but match after match failed to strike, and though there was nothing to be afraid of, it seemed an eternity in that horrible blackness till the candle flickered again.

"The passage ended in a chamber about twenty feet square. Here the priest-kings of the Twenty-first Dynasty had concealed the bodies of the great kings of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties. For even as far back as that time it had become impossible to protect their tombs against grave robbers. But here in this secret, rock-hewn chamber they had lain secure and undisturbed for nearly 3000 years, till modern natives—the descendants of those same early tomb robbers—in 1881 discovered them. The first indication that something extraordinary had been surreptitiously discovered was that the local fellahin were found to be selling gorgeous ancient ornaments. The already eminent Frenchman, Gaston Maspero, then 'Director-General of Excavations and of the Antiquities of Egypt,' investigated until he found this place. [The mummies, stacked in unceremonious piles, had been pillaged both in ancient times and by the natives who had recently found them. But even so, they represented a tremendously important find by which the Cairo Museum was greatly enriched.]

"Huge blocks had fallen from the ceiling till it was difficult to move about in the chamber (a small piece came down while I was there). A few years will see it completely choked. If I was not the last visitor, there will be few after me. I put the candle on a fallen block, and sat down for a few minutes while my mind tried to envisage the strange
scene which took place here 3000 years ago—first when the workmen cut this shaft and chamber into the limestone mountain, next when the most trusted men of the priesthood secretly brought the mummies (which to them already seemed very old) to this hiding place. If these walls could give out the voices which once reverberated against them, if by some miracle the full knowledge of a single member of that trusted group could be imparted to us, what a superlative chapter in the history of human development it would make! My heart thumped at the thought.

"I took up my candle again, crept back along the passage to the shaft, and pulled myself up into the heavenly brightness and relative coolness of the outer world.

"We rode back at twilight over the Theban plain, past the great Colossi of Memnon, and along dykes among mist-covered fields until we reached the broad river and saw, gleaming across the black water, the bright outline of our boat. She was hung with gay lanterns, for it was Christmas Eve! Habeeb had prepared an 'illumination' for us, and hung the boat with palm fronds and tamarisk branches. I shall long remember this first Christmas of our married life."

He anticipated with tremendous eagerness his visit with Petrie who had begun digging in Egypt in 1881. The moment the Olga reached Nagada, a half-day's run with the current below Luxor, he jumped ashore and without waiting for a donkey to ride, hurried off on foot to find Petrie. His eagerness and the warm welcome he received made him oblivious to the long, tiring walk.

Petrie was a man of forty-one, slightly taller than James (whose height was about five feet, eight inches), with a genial face, kindly eyes, and the agility of a boy. His clothes confirmed his universal reputation for being not merely careless but deliberately slovenly and dirty. He was thoroughly unkempt, clad in ragged, dirty shirt and trousers, worn-out sandals and no socks. It was one of his numerous idiosyncrasies to prefer that his assistants should emulate his own carelessness, and to pride himself on his own and his staff's Spartan ability to "rough it" in the field. He served a table so excruciatingly bad that only persons of iron constitutions could survive it, and even they had been known on occasion stealthily to leave his camp in order to assuage their hunger by sharing the comparatively luxurious beans and unleavened bread of the local fellahin.

Petrie made good-natured fun of colleagues like Professor Sayce "who paid more attention to luxuries than to their science, and had
the gout in consequence." It was never quite clear to those who endured his deliberately primitive regime why service to archaeology should necessarily entail the opposite extreme of rags, dirt, malnutrition, chronic dyspepsia and almost total absence of the most rudimentary creature comforts.

The fact remains that he not only miraculously survived the consistent practice of what he preached, but with all his eccentricities and despite numerous scientific theories not accepted by his younger colleagues, established in the end a record of maximum results for minimum expenditure which is not likely to be surpassed.*

He appeared pleased to see James, at once showed him what he was doing and all he had found. For several days James absorbed every detail of the technique of excavation, its supervision and cost. He learned that during the previous year, Petrie had paid "just five shillings a week for provisions for himself and his assistant," and that "to excavate the ancient city of Coptos, keeping seventy men at work for eleven weeks, had cost them £300 ($1500)."

Assignment of sites and permission to excavate then rested with a government "Committee of Antiquities" which met only once a year. The chief condition it exacted of an excavator was that he must give half of his finds to the government. But if a site proved unfruitful or worthless, the excavator had no choice but to wait a year for the Committee to grant him a new one. At this time the least promising sites were assigned to European excavators, while the richest sites were given to native antiquity dealers who were permitted to carry on haphazard digging solely for commercial purposes.

Responsibility for the incalculable loss to Egyptology resulting from this custom rested with the British, who as a government have traditionally neglected the cultural values of the lands they have ruled; with the French, who had arrogated to themselves the supervision of Egypt's antiquities; and with an unsavory individual named Emil Brugsch (brother of the great German Egyptologist, Heinrich Karl Brugsch), then in charge of the Cairo Museum. "Emil Brugsch is an unscrupulous adventurer," wrote James, "a bookkeeper who fled as an embezzler from Germany to America, went through '49 in California, came to Egypt when his brother [Karl] was in favor [with the Khedive Ismail Pasha], and though he knew absolutely nothing about science, was appointed to a position in the Antiquities Department. He married a woman from the harem of Ismail, and as every one is very cer-

* Sir Flinders Petrie died on July 28, 1942, at the age of 89.
tain, is now industriously stealing from the museum of which he is in charge."

This state of affairs was as discouraging to James, to whom it was comparatively new, as to Petrie, who had already been fighting it for some fourteen years. The more the latter saw of James, the more he sensed a rebellious kindred spirit who would not only be useful in the field, but could assist in America by raising funds for excavation. Petrie presently proposed that he and James should in the near future jointly share an excavation, dividing their portion of the finds equally between the University of Chicago and the British groups which Petrie represented.

"It would be great fun for a while, I think," wrote Frances, "but if we ever attempted an expedition, I should make many improvements and be at least tidy. This has been Mr. Petrie's life for at least ten winters—the summers he spends in England. He must have lost many of the niceties of feeling by so continuously 'roughing it.' I was sitting talking to him, when off came his shoe, right before me, while he shook out the stones. He wore no stockings and his dusty foot was exposed. I thought it a pity to be quite so careless in feminine company."

She laughed at herself in later years for such Victorian prudery. But at this time James ruefully admitted to himself that any joint enterprise he might undertake with Petrie could hardly survive her irrepressible missionary impulse to impose tidiness upon a man who would continue to expose his dusty feet and shake stones from his shoes before the Almighty himself. Petrie's proposal, however self-interested, was immensely flattering to a young Middle Westerner fresh from his doctorate; but he was mature enough to realize that a near-genius who had always run his own "show" would find intolerable the divided authority implied in a joint enterprise.

Though he bade Petrie good-bye without committing himself, this first glimpse of practical field archaeology had had the effect upon him of clarifying and confirming the conception of an ultimate scientific goal which had already been forming in his mind during those days in the Harz Mountains. He foresaw that his own most important work in Egypt would be the reconstruction of her ancient past rather than the recovery of the material remains of her civilization. Excavation seemed to him eminently worth-while but of secondary importance. Despite illicit or legitimate commercial marauding, Egypt's buried antiquities were reasonably safe and could wait. But the inscribed records on her
ancient monuments were exposed to weathering and vandalism, and even since the days of the scientific expeditions of Napoleon and Lepsius, had very perceptibly suffered. He was thinking in terms of Mommsen's mighty *Corpus* of Latin inscriptions which was begun in 1854, by 1895 had hardly progressed beyond its preliminary stages, and even today remains unfinished.

"I have tried to find some phrase which would sum up what I want to do, or *can* do," he wrote to his father. "It is this: I want to read to my fellow men the *oldest* chapter in the story of human progress. I would rather do this than gain countless wealth."

As he clambered up steep, tawny cliffs into silent tombs, or searched for inscriptions along the face of the desert plateau, or moved through the jumbled wreckage of fallen temples and the twilit stillness of those yet standing, filling his insatiable notebooks with swift, neat copies of hieroglyphic records which for him were not remote and silent but alive with all the surging immediacy of their time, he knew that he was gathering the story of human progress in Egypt, as no one had done it before him.

The provincial town of Minia, 150 miles southward of Cairo, marked the geographical and budgetary limit of their downriver voyage by boat. One evening late in January, 1895, the *Olga*'s crew disconsolately watched the northbound night train carry James and Frances into the darkness.

Cairo had shed its off-season lethargy and was swarming with tourists and well-to-do foreigners who spent their winters in Egypt. On the hotel terraces sat people from every part of the world, in gay clothes, wide brimmed hats, smart riding habits. Even Frau Fink's quiet establishment felt the pressure of the *haut saison* and could not have received James and Frances had not Salib Claudius surrendered his rooms and retired to a cot in a storage loft.

He would gladly have slept on the floor, so grateful was his state of mind. For while James and Frances had been upriver, he had not only won Gracilla's heart, but by his kindly patience and resourcefulness had transformed her mother's attitude of opposition into one of fond regard and even of dependence. Mrs. Smith had exacted of Salib only one condition, with herself to be the judge. She would take her daughter back to England for three months during which no letters were to be exchanged. If at the end of this period Gracilla's love for him should appear to have lessened in the slightest degree, she would
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forbid the marriage. But if the girl’s love for him remained unchanged, then she would unreservedly welcome him as her son-in-law. This not only seemed eminently fair to Salib but caused him to walk among the clouds of a seventh heaven, for his faith in Gracilla was absolute.

She and her mother saw much of James and Frances during these closing days of their Egyptian honeymoon. Together the ladies wandered a last time through the bazaars where like every tourist since Herodotus, they bought brass finger bowls, trays, and pen-cases, folding stands of turned wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl, pottery, garish tenta, textiles appliquéd with bits of looking-glass—oddmments of indifferent workmanship and smelling mustily of the orient—and which, out of their context, were certain to add an alien and depressing note to the cheerfulllest occidental living-room.

During his Berlin years, James had taught himself classical Arabic and had learned by heart large portions of the Koran. Since his arrival in Egypt he had by diligent practice also acquired modern Arabic. It amused him now to take the ladies to the finest mosques in Cairo, and by asking the attendants in purest classical Arabic supported by generous quotations from the Koran, whether he might show “his family” the architectural beauties within, to be accorded marked courtesy and special minor privileges. “These Moslem attendants are greatly impressed by the obvious quality and orthodox limitation of my harem,” James explained to the three ladies. “Old school Mohammedans, whether they possess one wife or the Koran’s limit of four, never speak of them in conversation, but refer with delicate indirection only to ‘their family’!”

When he took them to the great Moslem university of el-Azhar, and standing in the sun-flooded court surrounded by its countless slender columns, listened to the murmur and chant of pristine self-instruction by infinite and too often empty repetition, he was suddenly filled with the memory of his own boyhood and the red-brick grade schoolhouse in Downers Grove. Here before him as for a thousand years, old men and youths and little boys with ink-smereed faces were squatting in desultory groups and circles upon a vast expanse of polished stone. Some, sitting alone, were silent and deeply intent, others were swaying to and fro while reciting aloud, and others still were lackadaisical and distrait and not above asking for baksheesh, as in their several ways they responded to the rudiments or the profundities of medieval Arab learning which teaches that the earth is flat, the sun revolves about it, and the one true God is Allah.
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They went at night into the middle of Old Cairo to watch meetings of whirling and howling dervishes. Salib Claudius took them to a Coptic and a Moslem wedding. And in a final pour prendre congé to the antiquities, they rose before dawn to spend whole days at some of the most impressive ruins in all Egypt, which are among the oldest cemeteries in the world—Sakkara and the pyramids of Dahshur, on the margin of the western desert south of Cairo.

Their honeymoon drew to its end. "It has cost almost inhuman effort, and a dreary separation from my family, to accomplish all I set out to do," James wrote to his father on his last night in Egypt. "Now at last it is finished. I have not yet gained financially, though we shall all have enough. But I have acquired the equipment for a great work."

The voyage of the Senegal, a shabby little nondescript of the Messageries Maritimes which carried James and Frances second class to Marseilles, was somehow like a portent of the struggle lying before them in America. She lumbered out of Alexandria harbor into a howling northern blast which churned the Mediterranean into a foaming tumult of blue-black seas, and wrenched an icy, stinging rain from clouds scudding before the gale like tattered caravans.

She passed through the Straits of Messina and Bonifacio in stormy darkness, and late on the fifth day, in a gloom of rain and snow "which smote into our very marrow," she crept past the dismal grim fortress islands of Pomègue and Ratonneau, and by some homing instinct found her way through a spiky wilderness of shipping to her dock in that pesthole of the Mediterranean, the harbor of Marseilles. To James, entering France for the first time in his life on a stormy evening late in February, this seemed by far the bleakest, most forbidding land he had ever seen.

They waited in the railway restaurant of the Gare St. Charles for what was gallantly called the Paris Express, which would take nearly twenty-four hours to cover the 500 miles. The air was heavy with cheap tobacco, vin ordinaire, greasy cooking and the acrid smoke of switch engines. They were ravenously hungry after the five retching days from Alexandria—even now the station seemed to heave and sway. But before they ordered a light meal, they carefully brought their expense accounts up to the moment, and determined how much they would have between them to carry them to London and Chicago. At ten minutes to ten, beneath a sign marked "Aux Trains," one half of a tall
double door with glass panels covered with dirty-white starched curtains into which were woven the initials "P-L-M" (Paris-Lyons-Mediterrané), was flung open by a squat official in a mussy, unpressed uniform, with a whistle on a brass chain around his neck, who nasally announced as if intoning a mass, the imminent departure of the Paris Express.

They sat up all that night and all of the next day. Through windows "thickly coated with shining frost," as he described it long afterwards, they "saw little of the snowy hills and frozen rivers of France, so gaunt after the genial sun of Egypt. The French cars are heated only by long cylinders of hot water laid on the floor, over which one is constantly stumbling. Every three or four hours, with a horrible bang and a cry of 'Attention!' meaning 'Look out for your feet!,' new cylinders are pushed in. Fontainebleau, Melun—and at last, in the bitter cold darkness, with passing lights making grotesque animated hieroglyphs on the frosted windows, we entered Paris.

"Never in my life had I felt quite so miserable as when we finally came to a halt in a cramped room under the eaves of a melancholy little hotel. We crouched over a tiny grate in which a feeble flame fluttered hopelessly against the freezing night air dropping from the soot-ridden chimney. This return to Europe was a dismal awakening from a heavenly dream.

"In the dim morning the sky seemed to rest on the very roofs outside our single unwashed window, and Paris was hushed by the merciless cold. I walked shivering to the Louvre [Museum], and as I hurried toward the Egyptian Department—which of course I had never seen—my teeth chattered until they almost re-echoed in the great halls with their icy stone floors.

"Alas, the Egyptian Department was closed. In the shadow near the entrance, a motionless uniformed figure stood on a small square of wood, like a wax effigy from Madame Tussaud's. It suddenly stirred, and informed me that the doors would not open until eleven.

"I decided to find the Conservateur of the Egyptian Antiquities. The guard led me to a door in a remote corner, and in almost total darkness I climbed an endless winding stone staircase until I was far up under the eaves of the Louvre. Here in a honeycomb of tiny rooms had once dwelt the servants, minor courtiers and infinite hangers-on of the decadent French court, and here today, among their ghosts, was housed most of the administration of the Musée du Louvre. In an 'office' lighted by candles and an oil lamp, I found the Conservateur
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of the Egyptian Antiquities, Mons. Pierret—a dusty, musty relic of the
days of the guillotine. But he was reasonable enough. In dreadful
French (for he spoke no English), I explained my reasons for wanting
to enter the Egyptian Department before eleven in the morning. He
indulged in a few moments of official hemming and hawing, then gave
me a pass permitting me the run of the place from nine o’clock onward.

"It gave me a curious feeling to move about the solitary halls of
this vast old palace whose walls could recount such volumes of unwrit-
ten history. I could copy a tablet standing on a mantel upon which
Napoleon had often leaned, or an inscription hanging beside a window
from which this or that Louis of France was accustomed to look out
upon his people.

"I worked in the Louvre for a solid week from morning till evening.
I did spend an hour with Frances among the Asiatic collections, and
ten minutes among the Greek marbles, to see the Venus de Milo. But
I saw nothing of Paris and its environs, I learned almost nothing of
the French, and moved like a mole through the wintry streets between
a shabby little hotel and the Louvre. This was obviously not the way
to broaden one’s horizon or enrich one’s cultural experience. It was,
in fact, reprehensible and stupid. But I was trying desperately to make
myself an Egyptologist according to a concept I had evolved alone and
could not find words to impart to those around me."

"On the day before we were leaving [Paris] for England," he wrote
to his father at the time, "I took the time to call upon the great Gaston
[Camille Charles] Maspero. Scientifically he stands in France where
Erman does in Germany. He received me cordially, talked delight-
fully for more than an hour about his books, his purposes, his youth
and his present researches. I questioned him especially on his last book
[Les Inscriptions des Pyramides de Saqqarah], which I had been
asked to review. He told me that ever since he had begun it, when he
was only eighteen years old, he had worked at almost no other sub-
ject. I began to wonder at my own brashness in having consented to
review it.

"He was kind enough to ask about my own work, graciously giving
me the opportunity for presenting him with a copy of my Berlin
dissertation."

The instant liking which this meeting engendered between the
young American plainsman and the eminent, old-school Frenchman
grew into a long scientific friendship. Maspero immediately recognized
the younger man's ability, and thereafter greeted with patience and magnanimity his youthful readiness to point out his senior's errors of scholarship or take issue with his scientific conclusions.

Three years in Germany had created in James a deep distrust of French scholarship, and particularly of French Orientalists. "Their methods are inclined to be slipshod," he said. "The most obvious details escape them, and they hide their distaste for the drudgery of solid research behind a façade of facile, sometimes brilliant, but too often inaccurate generalization." It astonished him that not even Maspero was free of scientific errors unworthy of his proven ability.

While there was a good deal of justice in this criticism, it was also true that James had not yet recovered from the intellectual myopia and the new-broom complex induced by the long struggle for a doctorate under German scientific discipline. He could not resist the youthful temptation to tick off, in his reviews of their books and in occasional footnotes in his own publications, what seemed to him the mistakes or the false contentions of his French contemporaries. This naturally made him many enemies in France, who accused him of having fallen completely under the influence of German scientific methodology, which they publicly derided because it failed "to see the woods for the trees," and privately despised because its meticulous, plodding, unimaginative attack was at once so reliable and so fundamentally alien to their own volatile temperament.

His views softened as the years mellowed his judgment, but with the exception of a very small group amongst whom, years later, Franz Cumont and Georges Benédite stood pre-eminent, he never overcame his fundamental mistrust of French Orientalists. It was hardly surprising that France should have been slow to honor him. Only when he was sixty-five did the French Academy make him a corresponding member.

After Paris, the smoky gloom of London in March seemed to James and Frances supremely cheerful. The weather abated, coal was only sixpence a scuttle, and their dingy rooms in Bloomsbury near the British Museum were actually habitable. Though they were in England for the first time, they had the usual uncanny sense of having suddenly come home. The mere sound of spoken English was music, after four years among alien tongues. They roamed over London for a whole day without goal or purpose, reveling in the simple fact of being there. "I have stepped back into the world of Dickens, with its familiar streets
whose names I can still hear you pronouncing as you read aloud to me when I was a boy,” James wrote his father. “My most vivid memories seem to be of *Pickwick Papers* and *Master Humphrey’s Clock*, and at every turning I feel I shall happen upon Sam Weller, winking at the pretty housemaid.”

On their first Sunday they went to the great City Temple to hear a sermon by the almost legendary Rev. Dr. Joseph Parker; and to St. Margaret’s in Westminster to hear the famous Archdeacon Frederic William Farrar. “They were among the most eminent preachers of the day,” James said long afterwards, “and I listened to them with deep interest, both for what they had to say and for my own response to a calling I had abandoned in favor of the sequestered, precarious career of an Orientalist. I confidently believe that had I continued in the ministry, I could have preached as well as they. But when the services were ended, and the organ pealed somberly as I moved with the congregation back into the streets of London, I knew that I had no regrets.”

Inevitably he was drawn to the Egyptian Section of the British Museum. On his first visit he “fell in with a large group of people listening to an impressive young gentleman in a silk hat and long black coat, delivering a lecture on the monuments. I fear I took a somewhat mean advantage of him by acting the part of an ordinary inquiring tourist. He made more mistakes in two minutes than I would have thought possible in a volume, and while at first I was content simply to listen to the new and astonishing facts in Egyptian history which he uttered, mischief finally got the better of me.

“‘The sarcophagus before which we are now standing,’ said the young man, ‘belonged to King Apries.’

“‘How is this known?’ I asked.

“He flushed slightly and cleared his throat. ‘Well, in the first place,’ he said, pointing to a cartouche at the foot of the sarcophagus, ‘here is the name of King Apries.’

“‘Oh, then your system of hieroglyphics in the British Museum is new and unusual. On the Continent and in Egypt, this King is called Amasis II.’ Followed confusion in the British ranks, and a hasty retreat!

“But the young man was really not to blame: he was merely reciting what he had gleaned from the official descriptive label on the exhibit. During the next few days, I turned up innumerable similar blunders. So I went one morning to pay my respects to the Keeper, a pudgy, logy, soggy-faced gentleman named [Ernest Alfred Wallis]
Budge, whose hand when I attempted to shake it—he withdrew it half-shaken—had all the friendly warmth of a fish’s tail. He gave me no greeting and stared at me morosely, finally remarking that he had ‘heard of me.’ I was a little nettled and asked him to accompany me for a moment.

“I showed him one of the most important monuments in the entire collection, so ridiculously labeled that it was evident those who had installed it knew nothing about it. Budge himself now showed that he was ignorant of it. With the temerity of youth, I followed it up with one similar instance after another. It was embarrassing to watch the gentleman’s manner change under this barrage. He exuded attention and solicitude, pled the onerous duties of his office—the labels were old, put on before his time, etc., etc. But his own books, filled with egregious errors, belied him. The only Englishman who really knows hieroglyphic is Francis Llewelyn Griffith at University College in London. . . .”

“This was my first introduction to the great British Museum, which had always been held before me as the standard of solid reliability, a sort of scholastic Bank of England,” he said thirty years later. “But its Egyptian Section, like the silk-hatted young lecturer and Budge himself, reflected the state of Egyptology in the world at this time. In the whole of Europe it numbered only a handful of competent followers, and even these often disagreed violently among themselves in fundamental matters of chronology, philology, archaeology and history. It lacked commonly accepted textbooks and spellings, and all the useful apparatus, the ‘tools’ and ‘implements’ of any long-established science. The creation of these, and the future of Egyptology as an accredited science, rested in the hands of a few novitiates. In America, Egyptology really did not exist at all—and here was I, proposing single-handedly to introduce it into a Middle Western community which for the most part did not even know the origin of the names Cairo, Illinois, and Memphis, Tennessee. I was blessed with ignorance of what lay before me—headaches, derision, betrayals, battles with the bigotry of closed minds, relegation to the province of medicine men and county fair side shows. The future, as for all youth, loomed simply as an exciting adventure.

“As I wandered for the first time among the beautiful, peaceful Colleges at Oxford and Cambridge, I was less conscious of their being strongholds of a classical tradition soon to be attacked by a new humanism to which I would myself almost militantly subscribe, than
of their symbolizing the rich classical learning, the cultural opportunities and civilizing influences, the intellectual peace and security I had read and dreamed about, but had never experienced. As I watched the students, I wondered if they had the remotest inkling of their enviable privilege. For here was something I had not found in Germany. I could not define it, but it affected me deeply.”

This visit in England marked the end of his student days. On March 13, 1895, he sailed with Frances to begin the “exciting adventure” of assuming, with the humble rank of instructor, the first chair of Egyptology yet established in America.
CHAPTER IV

URING the second half of the last century, while Chicago was expanding and ramifying like a giant octopus, there had sprung up on the ancient lake bottom immediately west and south of the town, a miscellany of scattered settlements and four-corners whose life cycle followed a typical American pattern. The four-corners would become villages, the villages suburban towns. The tentacles of the octopus would reach out and touch their fringes, then steadily engulf them until nothing remained to distinguish them from their inexorable captor save a few islands of unfrequented streets lined with old shade trees and friendly frame houses whose depressing architecture was softened but hardly redeemed by tidy lawns and flower beds.

Such an island was Englewood, some seven miles southwest of the city's business center. Like its many contemporaries, it had once lain among open fields and possessed a modest suburban identity. Its Union Station had since the beginning been a regular stop on the main lines of the New York Central, the Pennsylvania and the Rock Island railways: when the town council had granted these their rights of way, it had stipulated that in perpetuity, all their passenger trains must continue to stop at the Englewood Union Station.

The day would come when this dismal red brick, slate-roofed edifice, this pride of a pioneer era, with its winding ramp for horse-drawn vehicles, its marble-floored waiting room, brass spittoons and golden oak benches, would stand forlornly among freight yards and towering gas tanks, starving little factories and shoddy frame houses, a sooty monument to an identity lost in the oblivion of Chicago's ravenous and ugly growth. Yet here everything from fusty locals and milk trains to sleek ripplesreamed Limiteds would continue, though with growing impatience, to halt beneath an epitaph in gold letters on a black ground: ENGLEWOOD—Chi. 7 Mi.—New York 954 Mi.—Kan. City 510 Mi.

Month after month while James had been abroad, Charles had come and gone at this old station. He was determined that no matter
what it cost, his boy should have the best education to be had anywhere in the world. Struggling against ill health, he had traveled his old rounds among the infinite little towns of Illinois and the surrounding Middle Western States. His catalogue cases had seemed to him to grow heavier and heavier as he carried them back and forth, almost two miles, between the station and his home—on foot, for he could not afford a carriage. He had found himself gradually succumbing to a mysterious, irresistible weakness which he had realized at last was simply old age descending upon him. Then there had come a morning in February, 1895, when he had started as usual through the snow for the station, and Harriet, watching him anxiously from the window, had seen him suddenly falter, put down his cases, and sink slowly beside them in complete collapse.

"I'm so ashamed of the old gentleman," he had murmured to her as she bent over him, "but I'm afraid he's played out, my dear!"

He lay for several critical weeks, disconsolately contemplating the implacability of the enemy which had finally defeated him. He found the strength to write cheerful letters to James, giving no hint of his plight. When he finally got on his feet again and looked at himself in the mirror, he saw a very frail old gentleman whose silver-white hair seemed now to signalize his dignified surrender to the inevitable.

"I think the time has come for you to stop traveling, Father," James had written him from Upper Egypt. "To me the dearest spot on earth is the home where you and Mother are, and at last I am daily drawing nearer to it. Though painfully small, my university salary, together with extension lectures, will keep the Englewood house going. Be sure of one thing, Father: barring enough for a suit of clothing and a few books, everything I can earn shall go toward running the home. Whatever comes, we stand together, and I shall have the joy of doing for you what you have so long done for me. Frances fully understands this."

Mingled with the emotions of profound gratitude and relief which welled up in Charles as he re-read these lines was the little chilling wonder whether Frances would fully understand. How wisely had his boy chosen? He would soon be able to see for himself.

But in the meantime, whatever the outcome, Charles knew that there was one step which in fairness to his long-time employers he must take. One morning without telling Harriet, he extended his customary convalescent stroll by boarding the newly completed cable-
car line and riding into the city to call upon the president of his company.

The president, like everyone who knew Charles, bore him a real affection. The two men were of the old school who after twenty years of business association still called each other by their last names. When they had talked of friendly commonplaces for a time, the president said once more:

"I'm delighted to see you in such good health again, Mr. Breasted. We are greatly looking forward to your return—if you are so minded."

"It is most generous of you to say so," Charles answered. He took a letter from his pocket and gave it to the president. "I suspect you can guess its nature," he said with a wan smile. "Let me only add verbally what I could not write: I know at first-hand how bad business has been, I know that the firm has for a long time not required my services, and has continued them out of personal consideration for me and my determination to let my son complete his education. He has done this with honors, and will soon return home to his position in the University of Chicago. And now Old Dobbin will go to pasture. . . ."

Charles could not finish, but shook hands and left abruptly. The president stood for some time looking after him, then slowly opened the letter. It was in Charles's familiar neat hand and tendered his resignation, effective immediately.

Soon after James had gone abroad, Charles and Harriet had acquired by one of her characteristically involved transactions, a typical frame house on a typical street in Englewood. It was solidly built, unpretentious, contained twelve rooms, one bath, one toilet and such modern innovations as gas light and a hot-air furnace.

It embodied the usual ugly structural and decorative conventions of Victorian America. The front and back parlors, embellished on one side with high stained-glass windows, and separated by sliding doors, were lugubriously twilit even on the brightest days. Upon the walls hung large reproductions of several of Gustave Doré's illustrations for *Paradise Lost*; a picture of terror-struck stallions on the eve of a storm; and an array of pale sepia photographs of the family in their more proprietary Rockford days. The front stairs debouched in a crescendo of radiating golden oak fretwork which reached its climax in the entrance to the front parlor, a room reserved for Sunday use. The front door contained more leaded panels of stained glass through which to
anyone answering the doorbell, visitors appeared to be suffering from a combination of the spotted plague and a sudden attack of St. Vitus's Dance. The somber black walnut furniture, the hardware and the gas light epitomized the knobs, cubes, beading, cornices, urns, swirls, plush and antimacassars for which this period was so unhappily distinguished. A curious mustiness pervaded this humbler though no less hospitable successor to the old mansion on The Hill at Rockford—the subtle melancholy of slow disintegration, of departed heyday and vanished prosperity.

Frances had written her mother from Egypt: "I rather dread going to that strange house in Englewood, to be scrutinized and later discussed and appraised behind closed doors. I pray they will be kind to me."

All her life afterwards she remembered the look in the faces of Charles and Harriet and Aunt Theodocia as they stood, clad in their Sunday best, on the familiar station platform that April morning when she and James arrived at Englewood. It was the look of truly good, selfless people, careworn and weary, upon whom Heaven had suddenly opened its portals in a flood of such ineffable beauty and light that their eyes glistened with tears of inarticulate happiness.

The old ladies took Frances in their arms and kissed her, then Charles took both her hands in his and said, quite unsteadily, "We are so happy and proud at having a new daughter——" and he too kissed her. During the tearfully cheerful confusion that ensued, James finally ushered everyone into the surrey which Charles had rented and was driving himself for this triumphal occasion. The emotional tension which for the moment had left everyone tongue-tied, quickly gave way to general volubility, while the stable-fragrant vehicle jolted down the station ramp and toward the house Frances had anticipated with "dread."

As the carriage drew up in front of the house, and James jumped out and hitched the horse to a ring held in the outstretched hand of a little negro boy made of cast iron, neighbors stood on their front stoops to watch the party's arrival. Soon they called in person to shake hands, and to leave little tokens of cordial welcome—greetings, potted plants and flowers, home-baked cakes, glasses of home-made preserves. Everyone was so eager to welcome Frances, and the family was so determined she should be happy, that her fears soon vanished.

Charles and Harriet had become so accustomed to disappointment
and misfortune that for some time after James’s return they were half-
afraid lest their years of wishful thinking had merely conjured up his
image, and that his corporeal self might still be residing in some remote
place across the water. They felt lost and vaguely neglectful at the
cessation of their Sunday letters to him, and of his to them. But there
was no mistaking the physical reality of his presence. The house was
ringing with his voice and newly alive with his laughter.

Frances was filled with wonder at the happiness James brought to
those about him. “It is a joy to see Charles and Mother Breasted and
Aunt Theodocia,” she wrote her mother. “They are simply radiant as
they watch James. I marvel that he is not completely spoiled, they
worship him so—Aunt Theodocia follows him about like a shadow.
But he is such a sweet-tempered, good person, it is easy to understand
their adoration, which I share. Of evenings he plays the flute while I
accompany him, and the old people simply beam with happiness. James
is their world and their Heaven all in one. They might well be a little
jealous of me, but were I their own daughter, they could not be
kinder or more loving.”

Charles said to Aunt Theodocia: “Jim is like a summer day full of
sunlight after a shower, with a southwest wind blowing white clouds
across a blue sky, and raindrops out of wet trees. If the dear Lord will
only grant me a year in my Boy’s company, I shall be ready to depart
this life.”

The Lord granted Charles his wish, and the cup of his happiness
overflowed. He spent the long summer days in his beloved garden, and
when James came bicycling home in the late afternoon from his new
duties at the University, Charles would be busy with watering can and
hose, filling the air with the cool smell of drenched lawns, wet loam,
and of old-fashioned flowers glistening in the setting sun. The sounds
of children playing, lawns being mowed, neighbors talking at open
windows, and far-off train engines tolling and chuffing and whistling
only deepened the peace of the garden as Charles would show James
what he had done that day.

They went together that August on private expeditions to visit
“The Pines” at Downers Grove; and to Rockford to see Aunt Theodocia
whose waning strength confined her more and more to “Pleasant
Nook.” (She smiled as she observed their eyes noting how badly the
house needed paint and the roof new shingles. “Their raggedness,” she
said, “is but a token of the joy my Boy’s Berlin degree has brought
me!”)
Almost before they knew it, the idyllic summer was gone, the air had become hazy and pungent with burning leaves, then still and cold, and filled with falling white feathers which whispered among the withered stalks and uncouth sleeping shapes of Charles's garden. As he peered at it through frosted windows one gray and shadowless afternoon, he said to Harriet, "When the old gentleman's gone, Hattie dear, don't neglect the garden. He'll bless you from every blossom and chide you from every weed!"

"James is so devoted to children," Frances had written her mother in April, "that I think he would be very pleased some day to have a child of his own. But we both realize how happy and carefree we now are, and we do not want that added responsibility for a long while to come. So you need have no worry about me."

But this Victorian era had not yet wholly subjugated Nature, and her self-assurance was considerably shaken when Frances discovered in January that she was with child. When at last she told James, he seemed highly pleased, yet with just a little of the same genial detachment and masculine un-understanding he might have shown had she told him of a new dress she had bought. But Harriet was overjoyed and full of homely advice, while Charles was jubilant, though with a trace of wistfulness.

James had always been slow to apprehend the physical indisposition of those about him, but he now had good cause for appearing somewhat distraught. He had begun the long, slogging ordeal by which any academic career was either made or broken. A young instructor's advancement depended upon his physical and intellectual endurance, his ability simultaneously to teach classes, serve as office boy to his older colleagues, supplement his minute salary with outside income from writing and lectures, and above all, to carry on and publish significant researches in his special field. James overflowed with enthusiasm, and his whole being responded to the challenge confronting him. "Harper is full of plans for me, and I myself have enough schemes for twenty men," he wrote, "If only I can earn enough to care for all those who now depend on me—!"

The University of Chicago at this time consisted of President Harper's magnificent paper plans, a small but extraordinary faculty, and a few new, austerely Gothic buildings standing in irrelevant detachment among the marshy, willow-bushed terrain which had
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bordered “The Midway” of the first Chicago World’s Fair. In two rooms on the fourth floor under the roof of one of these courageous structures called Cobb Hall, was housed the Department of Semitic Languages. “There was not even space for filing the photographs, much less for displaying the antiquities I had brought back from Egypt,” James wrote. “These had to be stored among the jumble of mineralogical samples in the basement of the Geology Building.” Amid the hurly-burly and travail of a great university’s birth Egyptology was a supernumerary item of antiquarian bric-à-brac to be laid aside until the rest of the house was in order.

President Harper was then working 18-hour days, bidding against old-established institutions with their great endowments and usually higher salaries, for the services of the country’s ablest men of science and letters; and cajoling Chicago’s wealthier citizens into matching, usually on a 4-to-6 basis, funds provisionally pledged to the University by John D. Rockefeller. The pressure under which he labored and which in the beginning had been merely self-imposed, had gradually increased as he became more and more the victim of the awesome and irresistible genie he had created. For with supreme confidence in the invincibility of his vision, he had committed himself to appointments, buildings, equipment, unprecedented curricula and researches for which the money was not yet in hand. In the midst of all this he was lecturing, preaching, writing, rushing to conferences at a hundred points in the United States, and periodically to Europe; and, as James charitably understated it many years later, making “heroic efforts both to conduct the administration of the great new University, . . . serve as the administrative head of the Department of Semitic Languages, [and] . . . as a professor in that Department. . . . It was, of course, quite impossible for one man single-handed to carry all these responsibilities. . . . Though President Harper was indefatigable in his efforts to promote research, a Department of Semitic Languages with insufficient books, with no original monuments of any kind, and with no building, was necessarily very limited in research activities.”

The lack of a building was unexpectedly remedied when in the late spring of 1894, a generous widowed lady named Mrs. Caroline E. Haskell, desiring to commemorate her late husband Frederick, had “arranged to give [to the University] one hundred thousand dollars for building the Haskell Oriental Museum.” † The cornerstone of this

* The Oriental Institute, by James H. Breasted, p. 27.
† A History of the University of Chicago, by T. W. Goodspeed, p. 297 ff.
edifice, which with its ponderous buttresses and graceless embellishments suggested a mésalliance between a bastard Norman chapel and a Germanic mausoleum, was laid on July 1, 1895. An inscription had been cut into each of the three exposed sides of the cornerstone. The first was in Greek and read, "He was the true light that, coming into the world, enlighteneth every man." The next was in Latin, reading, "Light out of the East"; and the third, in Hebrew read, "The entrance of thy words giveth light." The tenor of the principal address of the occasion, delivered by the Reverend Dr. John Henry Barrows, Mrs. Haskell's pastor, who was doubtless affected by the foregoing pervasive effulgence can be deduced from the following excerpts:

"I deem this a golden day," he said, "in the history, not only of the University of Chicago, but also of the University life of America. This, I believe, is one of the first buildings dedicated exclusively to oriental studies, those studies from which so much spiritual and intellectual light has come to mankind, and from which so much illumination is still further expected. . . .

"A century hence the Haskell Oriental Museum . . . will be surrounded by groups of academic buildings that shall repeat many of the glories so dear to Oxford. Two hundred years hence this University may be the crown of the world's metropolis. . . . We are pioneers of an immeasurable future, and the cornerstone that is laid today is a milestone in human progress. . . . All blessings on the generous benefactress whose gracious hand lifts this splendid structure toward the sky! All hail to the glorious and imperial future, rich with increasing spoils of learning and the multiplied triumphs of faith of which the Oriental Museum is a sure and golden prophecy." *

In accepting "the keys of Haskell Oriental Museum" at the dedicatory exercises one year later, President Harper concluded by saying that "I promise, on behalf of the University, that the building shall be sacrely set apart for the purpose indicated." † The purpose indicated was to include only a museum and the Departments of Comparative Religion and Semitic Languages. But to these was added the University's Baptist Divinity School, which from the moment the building was opened, and for thirty years afterward, absorbed so much room that the designation of "museum" could only be applied by courtesy to the small space so used.

† Ibid., p. 300.
James’s keen disappointment at this was hardly alleviated by the title of “Assistant Director of Haskell Oriental Museum” (the Director was Robert Francis Harper), which sounded impressive enough to those unaware that he now presided over a few plaster-cast reproductions, and a small group of exhibition cases containing the little collection of antiquities he had brought back from Egypt.

When the antiquities dealers in America, notably the orientals among them, learned of James’s museum appointment in an institution at the time largely supported by John D. Rockefeller, they besieged him with offers of collections and items of every description, at quotations usually based on the assumption that Mr. Rockefeller would be the vicarious purchaser, and that James would tacitly pocket a commission. Typical of these was the following letter from one Azeez Khayat, “Antiquarian from Tyre, Palestine,” with a shop then on Sixth Avenue, New York:

“Dear Sir: Besides that my prices are the best and my prices are the lowest and this you will know by examination: for preferring to secure my collection I will be glad to offer you a commission of 25/100 this will be understood between you and me only and would be kept in secret. If I sell for $2,500 you keep $500 and send me $2,000 and in answer I will acknowledge the receipt of $2,500. By this way I sold to many museums.”

In showing such letters to President Harper, James would remind him that his salary was still $66.66 per month. But his chances for an early increase were almost hopeless. The President was doing an unparalleled job of educational development, at a cost of what seemed to his Trustees appalling annual deficits. He was fundamentally a kind man who knew that to gain his larger objective he must be ruthless. “Have patience, Breasted,” he wrote, “your time will come!”

But patience alone would not repay James’s debts to Charles and Aunt Theodocia, or buy scientific books, or pay grocers’ bills. He turned inevitably, even desperately, to university extension lecturing. He possessed a rich vocabulary, a handsome and dignified presence, and a dramatic—almost melodramatic—sense of presentation. In the history of the United States, their people had never been as ravenous as now for lectures on every subject under the sun, and James was much in demand. To the lectures he had written during his first Nile journey, he added many others. His facile memory quickly learned them all by heart, and his reputation as a lecturer was soon widely established.
While this deepened the resentment of Robert Francis Harper, who accused him of neglecting his University duties, it gratified the President, to whom it offered another excuse for temporizing in the matter of a salary increase. "You are fortunate, Breasted," he said comfortingly, "to have the opportunity for simultaneously buttering your bread and dispensing light regarding a little-known field!"

The University's faculty during the next few years was crowded with young men whom Harper had discovered and groomed in anticipation of their possible appointment to the new University of Chicago. Like James, they now struggled to reconcile their scientific hopes and dreams to the grim economic realities of the moment.

Life was perhaps a little less arduous for the men in the natural sciences because the latter, as James later expressed it, "required neither justification nor defense, whereas Egyptology was then commonly regarded by the public and the press as something bizarre, an oddity at a county fair, a fakir's imposition upon general credulity. I lectured in every part of the country, before every conceivable type of audience, in every imaginable sort of auditorium, primarily out of sheer necessity for earning money for food and clothing, but always with the realization that I must dispel a thousand superstitions and misapprehensions about antiquity in general and Egypt in particular. Often I traveled several hundred miles to earn twenty-five dollars and expenses, and only after years of barnstorming was this gradually increased to what was known among University Extension lecturers as 'F.A.M.E.'—'fifty and my expenses!' I was young and vigorous enough to derive a sense of exhilaration and inspiration from learning to know at first hand the face and the mind of my own people. More than ever I was consumed with the desire to devote my life to serving my countrymen by bringing to this New World the intangible riches and the lost beauties of the ancient past."

"But I was also trying to continue scientific researches, write books based upon them, keep abreast of my own field and in touch with my European colleagues, and teach University classes. It was not long before I realized that I was caught in a hopeless economic treadmill. The waves of depression which almost engulfed me were deepened by chronic enteric trouble and the loneliness of one-night stands in provincial towns. I began to understand as never before what my father had patiently borne for almost twenty years; and with my whole soul, like a man on the brink of intellectual extinction, I resolved to achieve freedom for myself and those dependent upon me. I deter-
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mined at all costs to return to Europe for further scientific work, and I was even so bold as to hope that I might earn enough to take my parents with me."

In the spring of '96, when Charles began once again to cultivate his garden, he moved with a much slower step, and as his fingers touched the freshly thawed earth he loved so well, he seemed to feel its chill creep through his whole body. The days grew mild and balmily, but not even the warmest sun could dispel the strange cold numbness deep within him. He tired quickly, and sat quite still for long periods at a time, with a faint half-wistful, half-mischievous smile lighting his face, which wore a look of quiet expectancy. In the evenings, he talked happily to James of old times, of all the fascinating things they would see and do together in Europe, and of his imminent new grandchild. "If it's a boy," he said musingly, "perhaps we could call him Charles, after our little boy who left us," quite forgetting for the moment that the little boy had been named after himself.

With each passing day he seemed to grow wearier, until there came a morning late in June when he said apologetically to Harriet that the old gentleman felt too tired to leave his bed. A hush fell over the house, everyone tiptoed on the stairs, and even the children instinctively spoke in whispers. At last in the stillness of a hot midnight late in July, with Harriet and James holding his icy hands, Charles murmured something about "being so grateful to the dear Lord for this year with my Boy," and about "taking care of Harriet, and not overworking at the University—" and then slipped peacefully away.

While Frances remained at home and wept as her own father's death had never moved her to do, James and Harriet and feeble Aunt Theodocia buried him in the family plot at Rockford, overlooking the river.

On the evening of the thirteenth day of the following September, while Harriet stood by to comfort her and to assist the doctor, whose behavior seemed curiously unsteady, Frances lay in labor with her first child. The sound of her moaning reached James as he wandered through the house in a state of gripping, helpless anxiety, and of remorse at the realization that he had been too preoccupied and unhelpful during these last difficult months.

Two hours passed, the moaning ceased, and the faint odor of chloroform drifted down from the upper hall. The tension became
unbearable and James climbed the stairs, three steps at a time, and stood listening at the door of the room. The smell of chloroform was stronger now. The bathroom across the hall was cluttered with medical oddments hastily set down, and the jagged hissing flame of the gas jet was turned on full force. He stood for an unmeasurable time, waiting and listening. Suddenly there was a cry, the cry of a newborn child, and then silence. . . .

He could not remember, afterwards, just when he had become aware, first of the doctor saying thickly, "a pity, such a fine baby," and after he had gone, of Harriet putting her arms about him and resting her head against his breast; and finally, of Frances making no sound while her closed eyes ran with tears which wet his face as he knelt beside her.

It had been a boy, strong and perfectly formed. But the doctor had been intoxicated and in haste to reach another patient, and the child, which Frances never saw, died mysteriously a few moments after it was born.

"Don't pity me, my dear, 'tis not so very lonely," Aunt Theodocia had written James in the spring of his last year in Germany. "Very often, like Joan of Arc, I hear 'voices,' sometimes coming from the dear ones that are still on this side of Jordan, sometimes from those who have joined the innumerable host beyond. So you see, I have the very best of company—and I ought to improve, oughtn't I?"

The knowledge that she was helping James to win his doctor's degree, and the sense of participation in his life which she had gained from his letters, had enabled her to face with courage and equanimity the lonely evening of her life. It had required all the adroitness and wisdom she possessed to guide their relationship safely through these years of impetuous romantic entanglements toward the inevitable day when marriage would finally take him from her. She had seen enough of Frances to know that he had married a good woman: beyond this she preferred not to explore, for people, as she put it, were so often like Pandora's box.

She had tried to school herself to face philosophically the ironical fact that when four thousand miles of land and ocean had separated her from James, their relationship had been closer than it could ever be again when he returned to America with his bride and became absorbed in his career at the University, only a hundred miles from Rockford. The excitement of his homecoming, the wonder and comfort
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of his physical presence had sustained her during the precious weeks she had lingered in the Englewood house. Again and again she had slipped quietly into his little study, and while he pored over his books, she had lain on a couch and feasted her eyes upon him, striving to re-create within herself a breathing, sentient image which would abide with her through what remained of her now purposeless life. For she knew that she could not follow him into the world she had helped him to attain, and that henceforth she would seldom see him.

But the death of Charles, the onslaught of age upon her bodily strength, the consciousness of being a desolate old woman in an empty, lonely house had together so tried her spiritual fortitude that at last she turned to James in a gentle plea for help. "I wish I could look into your brown eyes," she wrote in a faltering, barely legible hand. "Please do not be hurt if I tell you that I miss from your letters the old-time tenderness so dear to my old heart. If you still have it, please give expression to it. I need it. I know I cannot see you often, but I want your heart to touch mine—always."

James was greatly moved by her appeal, which he answered from a full heart. But as he learned too late, his letter never reached her. For there had settled upon "Pleasant Nook," like vultures sensing prey, a pair of unctuous indigents from Texas named James Hervey and Hannah Bemis. Mrs. Bemis, a niece, was a sanctimonious and adhesive lady with executive capacities and broad sympathies which were singularly susceptible to the prospect of material gain. Her interest in her Aunt Theodocia's welfare dated from the receipt of news that she appeared to be entering her last illness. By the well-known expedient of peaceful penetration, Mrs. Bemis quietly took over the house, installed nurses of her own selection, controlled Aunt Theodocia's correspondence and even dictated the disposition of her estate.

Aunt Theodocia wilted rapidly under the leech-like ministrations of Mr. and Mrs. Bemis, who saw to it that for one inspired reason or another, none of her family was permitted to see her. The end finally drew near, and as they contemplated their work and saw that it had been good, they expressed their confident satisfaction by graciously permitting Harriet to stand beside Aunt Theodocia's bed at midnight of January 7, 1897, as she almost imperceptibly "joined the innumerable host" of her loved ones beyond Jordan.

In The Rockford Register-Gazette of January 30, 1897, appeared the following story:

"The will of the late Mrs. Theodocia Backus . . . was a surprise to
her many friends in Rockford. It had been the general impression that the bulk of the property, including the homestead ['Pleasant Nook'], would go to Prof. James H. Breasted of Chicago University. . . . All the wills made by Mrs. Backus up to and including one made last September, verified this. . . .

". . . The will admitted to probate was signed . . . about a week before her death, the signature manifesting total physical collapse. By this will the entire estate, . . . aside from mementos of associational value, passed to the nieces and nephews of Mrs. Backus.

"One of the [principal] heirs, Mrs. Hannah Bemis of Texas, attended Mrs. Backus the last five months of the latter's illness. Mrs. Bemis is a very amiable lady. Among the many inestimable services to her aunt, must be included the mechanical execution, if not the actual composition, of the will. . . .

"Although Mr. Bemis has compromised with his creditors a number of times, in all his vicissitudes . . . he ever exhibited a commendable fortitude. Mr. and Mrs. Bemis are to be congratulated on this testamentary accession to their fortune."

James was both stunned at this ironical finale of a cherished relationship and shocked at his first direct encounter with the kind of conniving depravity which had hitherto existed for him only in newspapers and novels. But what filled him with a sadness which time never wholly dispelled was the fact that Charles and Aunt Theodocia could not have lived to receive the interest on their human investment. With a heavy heart he turned again to his work and to the complications of the somewhat volcanic family of which he had now become the head.

The loss of her child had aggravated in Frances a tendency to extreme nervousness, to moodiness, and to unpredictable outbursts of querulous condemnation of those about her, followed always by fits of abject self-deprecation and remorse.

Without household duties to occupy her, she had tried to find solace in music and books. But in the end this had only saddened her and set her to brooding. She yearned for old Charles, who had always had a knack of keeping the family peace, and had filled the long hours of James's absence with his kindly, endearing companionship. He had given her a sense of usefulness by asking her to help him as he worked in his garden or mended something in the house. Now that he was gone, her black moods seized her more frequently and fiercely, until
they affected the whole household, and James would come home to find the air tense with anger, Frances locked in her room, and no one speaking to anyone.

He realized that if their marriage was to survive, not even the pinching, hounding need for economy must any longer keep him from giving her a home of her own, however small. So in the winter of that sorrowful year, he moved her into rented rooms on the top floor of a frame house near the University. The stairs were steep and in the heat of the withering summer which followed, the rooms under the roof became almost unendurable. But she was unmindful of any hardship, and a great calm rested momentarily upon her. For she was again with child.

On the night of September 13, 1897, a year to the day after the birth and death of her first child, I was born—if not, strictly speaking, in a trunk, at least as inevitably into the academic life as some children are born to the circus or the stage. And as might have been expected, I was called Charles.
CHAPTER V

DURING the year which had witnessed so many trials James had begun one of his most ambitious scientific tasks.

"In all the American universities at this time," he wrote in after years, "the study of the oriental languages was considered an end in itself instead of an incidental aid in the investigation of the ancient orient. I was filled with dread at the possibility of becoming a tuppenny, dry-as-dust teacher dispensing a smattering of oriental linguistics and philology.

"My salvation came in 1899 in the form of an invitation from the Royal Academy in Berlin to copy the Egyptian inscriptions of Europe for the Kaiser's great Egyptian Dictionary. The appointment carried with it living expenses but no salary, and my acceptance was made possible solely by the fact that I had gone barnstorming among the women's clubs and university extension lecture centers of America until I had saved enough money outside of my minute salary to enable me to return to Europe to associate with the men with whom I had studied, and to show them that at least I had not been standing quite still.

"In 1896 I had definitely launched upon one of the most arduous undertakings of my life, the plan for which had been steadily growing in my mind since my Berlin student days. I began the task of collecting all the historical sources of ancient Egypt, from earliest times to the Persian conquest, wherever they existed in the world; of translating them into English; and of creating thereby for the first time a solid foundation of documentary source material for the production of a modern history of ancient Egypt.

"To accomplish this was to involve copying the original texts both in Egypt and all the museums and private collections in Europe and America. The entire work occupied ten years, and the translations alone—not counting the copies of the original documents—filled ten thousand pages of manuscript."

The same Providence which was to protect us again and again in years to come, watched over us when in August, 1899—exactly eight
years after my father's first trip abroad—we sailed for Europe on the steamship *Patria*. We had with us all his scientific manuscripts and notes, and his working library of scientific books filled with his marginal commentaries and emendations. On her next voyage the *Patria* caught fire in the North Sea and sank with her entire cargo and a heavy loss of life. We might have survived, but the labor of years would have perished.

Now began a strange Odyssey in quest of every extant fragment of Egyptian history. When my father had taken photographs and made pen-and-ink copies of every ancient Egyptian relic in Europe bearing so much as a lone hieroglyph of historical import, we scoured the Mediterranean and Aegean world, and traveled southeastward to Egypt and the northern Sudan, where he copied and photographed every historical inscription along the Nile valley between Aswan and Khartoum.

For years we lived as scholar gypsies in an unending succession of dreary, grubby little hotels and *pensions*, in furnished rooms and apartments, in villas and inns and chalets, in tents and houseboats, trains and ships—always with the same objective: to ferret out the history of ancient Egypt. We were terribly poor. My parents skimped and denied themselves in a thousand ways, often going hungry that I might be properly clothed and fed (for years they habitually ordered only two portions of food at the back-street restaurants we frequented, gave one portion to me and divided the other between themselves). We crossed and recrossed the Atlantic—seven times before I was five—and our only home was under the roof currently sheltering our trunks and my father's travel-scarred box of scientific books and the gray canvas-covered telescopic case filled with his growing manuscripts. We belonged to a nomadic host of scholars and little academic families of every creed and description from every civilized corner of the world, who were enduring the extremes of economy and self-sacrifice in order to pursue the particular segment of research, the scientific grail to which their lives were literally consecrated.

The ubiquitous existence we led was possible only because life in Europe, especially in Germany, was so very cheap. Even in Berlin, the most expensive German city, a furnished four-room apartment, including kitchen and toilet but no bathroom, a convenience then usually found only in private houses, could be had for seventy-five marks, or twenty dollars per month. The wages of a *Dienstmaedchen* (maid-of-
all-work) were thirty-six dollars to forty dollars per year, while food and clothing were cheaper than in the country districts of America. At the same time, the incomes of most professional men, and the salaries of university professors in Germany, were by American standards inhumanly low. The average salary of most of the younger professors in universities like Göttingen, Leipzig, Heidelberg, Dresden, Rostock, Strassburg and others, were about $150 per year!

"Those of us who lived and traveled in pre-war [pre-1914] days," remarked James Truslow Adams in his review * of Clarence K. Streit's Union Now, "look back as to a golden age to the time when we went all over Europe—except Russia—with no passports, with stable currencies, and felt what we shall never regain: the sense of being a citizen of a larger world than merely our own nation." Whether or not it was a golden age, I know that the privations and inconveniences we then shared together as a family drew us closer to one another and to an approximation of happiness than did the comparative comfort and plenty of later American years.

The years of matching mind against mind which had passed since my father first landed in Europe, had taught him much about the fallibility of Old World scholarship. It no longer loomed as awesomely as in the beginning. But more than ever before, the experience of living in its midst and of pursuing pure research, was to him a high and exciting adventure—an adventure in the exploration of that vast river, the history of the ancient orient, which so long ago had mysteriously vanished beneath the Classical World.

"Behind all this preliminary work looms my history of Egypt," he wrote to his mother in the summer of 1900. "But before I write a history based on the original monuments, I intend to find out, to the last jot and tittle, what the monuments say. This is what the other fellows have not yet done. It is taking me years, but before I am forty, I propose to make myself the leading authority on Egyptian history. Had I been willing to compile a history out of the books of Germans, I could have finished it in six months. But I ask no odds of anyone, taking nothing second-hand from any middle man. I hope you will not think I am boasting: I have just been revaccinated, and perhaps this outburst is due to the virus!"

I was hardly aware that these years of my childhood were either lonely or in any way unusual. What few playmates I had were the
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children of my father's colleagues or the fleeting casuals one met on
ships, or in public parks and squares under the baleful eyes of chattering
English and French and Prussian governesses.

It was my bitter misfortune to have been born with pale gold, curly
hair which my mother took great pride in training into long curls
reaching halfway down my back. To add to this crown of thorns, which
I wore until my fifth birthday when my hair was bobbed Prince-John-
style, she dressed me in European sailor suits and hats. As long as we
lived abroad, these afflictions passed unnoticed. But the moment we
again set foot in America, every schoolboy and alley-rover who spied
me—even little girls—would stop and stare at me with incredulous and
mounting disgust which the young ladies vented upon me by jeeringly
repeating the most contemptuous and humiliating epithet in their
vocabularies, "SISSY! SISSY! SISSY!"; and the boys, by thrashing me,
smearing my insufferable head in the mud, and sending me on my way
with tears of anger and pain welling from my blackened eyes, while
gore dripped from my battered nose onto my unendurable sailor suit.
I derived little comfort from my mother's sympathetic indignation, or
from my father's logical suggestion that I must learn to defend myself.

It was a childhood filled with the sunless days, the eternal rain and
earthy smell of northern European winters; the clip-clopping on wet
pavements of passing carriages whose fluid reflections moved at night
across high ceilings; the odors of ships' corridors, and the creaking of
their wooden cabins in Atlantic and Mediterranean storms; the shrill
hysteria of Continental train whistles, and the beat of the old side-
wheelers' ferries in New York Harbor; the spring fragrance of the Bois
de Boulogne, of German forests and lilac-filled city squares, of English
meadows, Tyrolean vineyards and Swiss orchards, of violets among
Italian olive groves; the minor chant of peddlars drifting down into
quiet oriental gardens from beyond tawny, flat-roofed houses and
dusty palms stark against sapphire emptiness; the smell of burning
autumn leaves in America, of roasting chestnuts in the towns of
France, and the exotic scent of spice-filled coffee and strange commodi-
ties in the sun-slatted twilight of Eastern bazaars.

My recollections of that vanished world are steeped in the music of
all the great classical composers, the melodies of old folk songs and
the notes of my father's flute. For wherever we remained long enough,
my mother would draw upon her small inheritance to rent a piano, at
which she would practice as much as six hours a day. Her fingers were
still nimble and charged with a fiery strength, but she played—as I
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listen now in memory—with the passionate, almost desperate intensity of one who already foresensed the inevitable slowing of their limpid facility. The keys they caressed with such lyric gentleness or struck into sweeping torrents of storming chords were the only ones capable of opening, at least in part, the gates of the high-walled, shadowy garden of her self-imprisoned soul. There were times when she suddenly stopped in the midst of some molto espressivo or con amore passage, and I would open the door a crack, and see that her head was resting upon her arms against the music rack, and that she was sobbing bitterly. . . .

Of evenings, after I had had my supper, she would often accompany my father while he played the flute during a few precious moments stolen from his desk. Through some friendly connection, he had been able to secure for a trifling sum occasional lessons from Emil Prill, Kapellmeister to Kaiser William II, a charming man who was regarded in Germany as the greatest flutist of his day. I remember vaguely that his life was filled with tragic bereavements, and that his several children had died. One memorable day when my father took me to call upon him, Herr Prill gave me an armful of their toys. My father remonstrated, but he pushed them into my hands, saying, "Take them, my little Karl!—my children dwell in you and in all childhood. They will rejoice as I do in your happiness at what was theirs."

When we were not actually traveling, I usually saw my father only from five o'clock until six on weekday evenings, and for a few hours on Sundays. My whole day focused upon these gay, uninhibited moments with him, which in every possible way I tried to inveigle him into lengthening. I used to make miniature stages of cardboard boxes, and with little Tyrolean carved wooden figures, and toy villages from Berchtesgaden, I would set up for his edification tableaux depicting scenes from the tales of Hans Christian Andersen, the Brothers Grimm and the whole medley of Continental folk-lore and mythology I had absorbed. But he was usually less amused by these creations than by spur-of-the-moment games with my few toys, and by romps which left me weak from the utterly abandoned laughter of childhood. To quiet me, he would draw upon his inexhaustible fund of stories about the Tailor Who Hadn't Enough Money To Buy Cloth For His Business, and the Adventures which befell him when he closed his Shop, and with a bundle on a stick over his shoulder went forth into the World.

Yet again and again during these times together, his eyes would take on a faraway look, and he would seem to have forgotten my
presence entirely. This gave me always the same leaden sense of desolation as when I thought that in some crowded shop or station I had lost my parents. I would shake his arm or pull at his lapels until he rediscovered me. Then, when I had asked him accusingly where he had been, he would always answer, "Ich war in Nubien, mein Kind!" ("I was in Nubia, my child!"). It was a magic country, he said, to which he would one day take me: I could dig there in almost any spot and uncover the most fascinating treasures. This was enormously enticing—but even then I already vaguely understood that my mother and I shared his affections with this strange rival called Nubia; and I would fall asleep to the muffled thumping of his Hammond typewriter in the next room, as he resumed his incessant labors upon the manuscript which dictated the whole pattern of our lives.

We possessed few clothes and personal effects, but the quantity of our luggage was astounding. For though my mother spent most of her life in travel, she never learned the art of it, and was always obsessed by the fear that some emergency might befall us for which she had not prepared. She had a strange dread of insufficiency, whether of Castile soap, darning wool, hair curlers, dental floss, umbrellas, camels' hair blankets, hot water bottles, homeopathic remedies, or a hundred other sundries. As a consequence our luggage, which could easily have accommodated a small French traveling circus, suggested a cross between a private nursing home and the "notions" counter of an old-fashioned country department store.

Though I must have been less than four years old at the time, I can vividly recall my mother's triumphant satisfaction when she acquired a collapsible rubber-and-checked-cloth bathtub manufactured in England. It was a circular affair with vertically ribbed sides about one foot high, and when folded in its case, was no larger than a small pillow. At best it afforded only a "sponge bath," but the fact that it was portable, and that one could either stand or sit in it as one chose, was obviously a tremendous improvement over the still prevailing tin or zinc Sitzbad.

My father's baptism of this new contrivance revealed him to me for the first time as a fallible being whom sufficient force of adverse circumstance could actually topple from the grace of impeccable conduct. On that memorable occasion the room was filled with the warm, damp smell of "Lanolin" soap and new rubber, as he luxuriously scrubbed and splashed behind a screen, all the while humming random
snatches from *Parsifal*. Finally he dried himself, donned his Yaeger
robe and slippers, then grasped the sides of the tub and lifted it care-
fully toward the large waste jar. Suddenly one side of the sloshing
thing began to slip from control. In his effort to ward off disaster he
trod upon the soap, knocked over the screen, dropped the tub and
fell face downward into the flood of slithering gray water.

As he lay for a shocked moment prone and inert amidst the rapidly
spreading inundation my mother's sense of humor rushed to her tongue.
"'Save me, O God,'” she quoted with fair accuracy, “'for the waters
are come in unto my soul. I sink in deep mire, where there is no
standing: I am come into deep waters where the floods overflow me.'”

"Damn the dannable thing!” bellowed my father.

Perhaps it was their context, or perhaps the fact that they were
the first "swear words" he had ever uttered in my presence, which
indelibly impressed them upon my memory.

It is interesting to me now to discern that while I was thus growing
up in a world which was often confusing but seldom dull, my father
was maturing and mellowing, and laying the solid foundations of his
career. Each visit to another Continental seat of learning, each scien-
tific congress or meeting he attended, added new names to the widen-
ing circle of what were to remain his lifelong acquaintanceships and
friendships among the scholars of Europe. He began to acquire during
these years a modicum of that fragile by-product of indefatigable labor
and sound original research known as scientific prestige.

The Egyptian Dictionary Commission asked him in the autumn of
1899 to begin the copying of all the ancient Egyptian monuments in
Italy, and his first visit to that country stirred him deeply. “The culture
of this classic world is making a tremendous impression upon me, such
as I had not thought possible,” he wrote after a morning in the
Museum of the Diocletian Baths at Rome. “It is a long lacking chapter
in my education, and I am absorbing it like a famished man. A thou-
sand wonders have made the ancient Roman world live for me as it
never did before, but none of them more vividly than have the silent
streets of Pompeii.

“I have looked into the courts and shops of houses where matrons
sat and watched their children romping precisely as they do in every
Italian town today. I have seen a bakery where the flour mills stand
exactly as they were left, and have peered into the ovens from which
modern excavators have removed the loaves that were overdone nine-
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ten hundred years ago when the bakers fled before the deadly volcanic rain. I have passed along stone-paved streets deeply rutted by ancient chariot and wagon wheels, and have read upon the walls the painted posters of candidates for city offices, for which the elections were never held. I have wandered through charming villas whose colonnaded patios and flower-filled gardens embellished with bronze and marble sculptures brought or copied from Greece, smile again in the sunshine and resound once more to fountains whose water is drawn from ancient leaden pipes exactly like our plumbing of today, and all in perfect preservation. I have felt by turns awed and amazed and humbled by the practical and cultural contemporaneity of an unimportant provincial Roman town.”

It was an arduous year of frequent migrations and hampering poverty. “The Italian railways are hideous—they check no baggage free, hence everyone carries at least one trunk with him into the coupé. When the luggage racks are full and the seats already contain twice the humanity they were designed to hold, you can imagine what fun it is to have a porter dump your possessions into this vermin-ridden melange of crying, dirt-smeared children, garlic-reeking men who spit all over whatever portions of the floor remain exposed, and smoke foul tobacco whether you are in a ‘smoker’ or not; and peasant women who are usually not only nursing their latest born with unabashed candor, but who continually test their own lacticity by squeezing their udders with complete indifference to the effect of the resulting parabolic jet upon the immobilized victims sitting opposite!

“T could work much faster when photographing the museum collections, and be saved a great deal of labor, if I could afford to use film rolls instead of glass plates. I can only load for twenty pictures a day, and I spend most of each evening in darkness, unloading and re-loading plate-holders—and if I happen to use up my twenty an hour before a museum closes, of course I lose this hour, and must turn to other work. Another inconvenience of being poor!

“What I could do if I could only find some one ready to invest a few thousands a year in my scientific work! I shall find him some day. Meanwhile I would rather struggle on all the rest of my life to make both ends meet, than do anything else on a king’s income. I have worked so hard, I did not think I had much enthusiasm left, but I have. The universe is a big thing, but man is the most tremendous thing in it of which we know, and I am working away trying to restore a lost
chapter to his astonishing biography. I used to talk in toplofty fashion about devoting one's life to science, etc., etc. I presume it read well. After my first year of it in America, I felt like the English infantry in Buller's first battle. Now I have had more than five years of real service, I am already gray, and I say: I propose to devote the rest of my life to science. If that means twenty-five years more of the same kind of thing, very well. I ask only a little more time in my study, and an occasional nod of appreciation from a friend or two—for appreciation is a pleasant and inspiring thing. We Breasted's crave approbation, and failing of it, become despondent—like Dr. Johnson, who had no pleasure in completing his dictionary because all those who would have taken pride in his achievement were gone.

"I am now laying plans to copy not merely the historical, but all the inscriptions of Egypt and publish them. This will require $25,000 a year for fifteen or twenty years, and as soon as I have finished this commission for the [German] Academies, I expect to raise sufficient funds at least to begin. The only possible thing which could interfere would be the lack of money."

Before the end of this first year, "Their Excellencies, the Board of Trustees of the University of Chicago," received a formal communication from the Egyptian Dictionary Commission indicating that the latter "would recognize with especial thanks the University's relinquishment to them of the services of Prof. Dr. Breasted for another year." It was signed by "Erman, for the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences at Berlin; Pietschmann, for the Royal Society of Sciences at Göttingen," and "Brugmann, for the Royal Saxon Society of Sciences at Leipzig."

From St. Petersburg, Russia, where President Harper happened momentarily to be, my father received a penned note in characteristic vein: "... I think we must ... recommend that you be given leave of absence to do the work proposed, with your salary to continue at the rate of 2/3 the sum you are now receiving ... or $1066 [per annum]. ... I shall be in Berlin in ten days, and we can then eat sausage and settle the details. We have great things ahead of us now. Don't get so Europeanized that you will not want to work at home. ... Can the University [of Chicago] be recognized in any way in connection with this work? Think of this!"

The details were arranged not over sausage but at a dinner with Ambassador Andrew Dickson White at the American Embassy in
Berlin. Harper promised him an increase in salary and a roseate future. Our wanderings were destined to continue.

Long afterwards my father wrote: "Next morning the President and several of his friends paid me a visit [at the Berlin Museum] to see the Imperial Egyptian Dictionary and to meet Erman and his group of scholars. As soon as we were alone again, he said to me:

"Breasted, please call a droschke and come with me—I have two errands, one of which needs you."

"We drove first to an optician's where he bought a beautiful and expensive pair of binoculars. 'These are for Judson,' * he said. 'He has been working so hard during my absence, I want to take him something.'

"As we re-entered the droschke, he said, 'Do you remember where we used to live when we were all here in Berlin? I have forgotten the address. Please drive me there.'

"We drove across the city and down the Buelow Strasse into a familiar court, and stopped in front of the house he and his family had occupied in the summer of 1891. I waited for him to descend, thinking that he had some errand there. But he only sat quietly looking up at the window where almost a decade ago he had spent so many hours gazing at the dingy northern skies and seeing in them visions of the new university of which he was to be the first president. He did not speak, but sat for fully a quarter of an hour, staring musingly up at this window. Then we drove away in silence, and so far as I know he never visited the place again.

"It was always my impression that President Harper's early stay in Berlin had contributed essentially toward confirming his own conception of the function of a university—the prosecution of research. He had always at every opportunity stressed this view while teaching at Yale; and it had found its ultimate expression in his splendid dream that the University of Chicago should become the greatest research institution in the world. I believe this underlay his desire to see again the window through which his thoughts had soared so high; and I am certain it explained—with the exception of one subsequent strange and inconsistent interlude which he later deeply regretted—his consistent support of my own long years of research work in Europe."

President Harper now sailed for America, and we returned again

* Harry Pratt Judson, formerly professor of history and lecturer on pedagogy at the University of Minnesota, was then Harper's assistant, and was destined to become his successor.
to Rome, where my father interviewed "the Pope's Major Domo, His Excellency, Cardinal della Volpe, regarding a 'permesso' [to work on the Egyptian collections in the Vatican]. After long waiting in an anteroom, I was ushered into the presence of a splendid looking fellow in ecclesiastical robes, who received me very kindly. As my Italian was insufficient and the prelate spoke no English, we had to resort to mutually halting French.

"He asked me if I was officially appointed by the German Government. I said, not directly, but by the four Royal Academies, which are government institutions. 'And they appointed an American on such a mission?' he asked in surprise. (I have found it created comment wherever I have gone.) He said that he would do all in his power to assist me. Next morning I found my 'permesso' ready for me, a formidable document bristling with conditions intended to prevent publication of the material I was permitted to copy.

"My pass brings me in past the Pope's Swiss Guard, up many a staircase, through a court, up other staircases climbing the slope of the Vatican hill, till I reach the endless corridors (forming an L with St. Peter's) which are so long they diminish in the distance like a railway tunnel—and are lined on either hand with sculptures. Thence I go up a short staircase, past the marvellous torso of Hercules which Michael Angelo, when he could no longer see it, used to come and feel with loving fingers.

"All these vast passages and remote vistas are silent and deserted, and the echo of my footsteps is strangely loud, as I come at last into the sunshine of the beautiful Belvedere Court, the highest point on the Vatican hill. Here in the peaceful sunlight, with a fountain tinkling, I can look through a door at the right and see the glorious Apollo to which the court has given its name, occupying a chamber of honor by itself. Through another door I can see the Laocoon. I shall never forget the moments of silence I have spent before these as I go to and from my work. Beyond are several halls filled with the world's masterpieces, and then the Egyptian halls.

"The interview with the Major Domo and these long walks through the Vatican palace have impressed me deeply with the wealth and power of the Pope—the reality and vitality of the papacy are here so visibly embodied that I have felt them as never before."

But it was Florence which my father regarded as "the most charming of all European cities. I enjoy it more than any historical center of art I have ever visited," a generous avowal for one so partial to Egypt.
"On my way to and from the Museum I pass a lovely Madonna and Child by Giovanni della Robbia; a moment further, the house in which (in 1500) Benvenuto Cellini was born. Though I pass them all four times each day, my delight in them never lessens. I have but to turn my head to see from my window what Ruskin calls the most beautiful piece of architecture in the world, Giotto’s Tower. (Ruskin’s Mornings is my ideal of how to use technical knowledge; it is of no use in the head of a scholar. No German could ever have written such a little book!) Five minutes ’round the corner in one direction is Santa Maria Novella with the Madonna of Giotto’s master, Cimabue. Five minutes the other way is San Lorenzo, and in the adjoining chapel of the Medici’s, the Night and Day, and the Twilight and Dawn of Michael Angelo—the dawn and noonday of Italian art.

"Years ago, when I was a boy, I read Mrs. Oliphant’s Makers of Florence—and prompted by that book, I secured Vasari’s Lives of the Painters from the Rockford Public Library, and devoured it. The romance of the Florentine story has always fascinated me, and now I revel daily in its rich memories and glorious associations. Sometimes it all seems a dream to me—to be engaged in a mission requiring work which is a constant pleasure. I am devoutly grateful."

From Florence we moved on to Pisa, Naples, Syracuse, Palermo, Genoa, Turin, Milan, Venice, Munich, Vienna, Prague; back to Berlin, Paris, Marseilles, Lyons, Brussels, Leyden, Amsterdam, London, Manchester, Liverpool—on and on we traveled, with scores of intermediate stops, and periodic voyages to America. My father’s work acquired a steady rhythm and tempo, the telescopic manuscript case grew perceptibly longer and heavier, and his way of life and his personal comportment began to take on the quiet confidence and poise which comes from service under fire.

"I have compacted a peace with all my enemies, and have stopped fighting," he wrote to his mother. "I am even making overtures to Maspero! But I fear my German friends excepting Erman, Sethe and one or two others, are not as sympathisch as they used to be. I cannot abide their unreasonable hatred of the English, whom they hope to see whipped [by the Boers] in South Africa—just as they doubtless hoped we would be in our Spanish war. It is not they, but myself who have changed as I have come out into the practical struggle of life. They are no less kind and thoughtful than in the past, but they sympathize with tendencies to which I now realize I am fundamentally opposed. They are so unpardonably provincial—if I have any right to
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say so, who sprang from nothing else! But as I see it now, our life at Downers Grove was not all loss. For though there was little to stimulate one, and the 'cultural forces' were not powerful, the quiet life of the country worked its best for us. Yet I often wonder whence came the unquenchable ambition to grow beyond that little local world."

More than forty years later I wonder too, and have not found the answer. Though even as a child I was conscious of his incessant struggle, I was far too young either to understand its nature, or to realize that the fascinating and only world I knew, I owed to his unconquerable determination.

It was a world in which something unforgettable was continually happening. I remember the talk of Dewey and Manila, and of the Boer War. I remember a late afternoon in September, 1901, when my father was holding me in his arms as he stood on the deck of a ship nearing New York Harbor. A huge red sun was dropping into a glassy sea, and burning a path through intermittent tatters of fog. Our engines stopped, and the splash of water pumping from the side was loud in the stillness as we crept slowly abreast of the Fire Island Light Ship. There was no wireless then, and through a megaphone our captain reported his ship, while the passengers listened intently for the latest news from shore. I remember the silence, the moment of suspended movement, the hazy red path of the sun, and then a voice coming from the Light Ship: "President McKinley has been shot!"

I remember the death of Queen Victoria, the unprecedented mourning everywhere, and the sorrow which crept into people's voices, even in countries that disliked England. It was the end of an age, they said, which the future could never again equal. . . . Then I remember one October day in 1902, standing in the window of a London bank (a point of vantage for once probably won by my infernal curls), to watch the postponed coronation procession of Edward VII: and out of all the color and pageantry of that historic day, I still see more clearly than anything else the solid, speckled throng in the street below, doffing their hats to a column of officers and men newly returned from the Boer War, which had ended only that spring.

I remember later in Berlin standing beside my governess on the curb of a chaussée in the Thiergarten and watching the unhurried passing of an open carriage in which sat, like so many animated portraits, that same Edward VII in company with Kaiser William II, Czar
Nicholas and Emperor Franz Joseph. The sight of royalty and great folk and the gossip about them were common enough then so that without benefit of radios and newsreels even a small child like myself heard everywhere the jocose rumor that the Kaiser and the Crown Prince were nightly stumbling over one another at the stage door of the Royal Opera, as they vied for the favor of the beautiful American singer, daughter of a genial professional baseball player—Geraldine Farrar, to whom the crowned heads and all the capitals of Europe were paying romantic homage.

But to my young mind none of this could compare in importance and interest with such immediate personal experiences as being on a tiny ship in a horrible storm in the Tyrrhenian Sea, throughout which one had piteously entreated equally prostrated parents to "close one's stomach"; or the blessed relief of staggering ashore at Ajaccio on the Island of Corsica; or being lost in the Magazin du Louvre, and transformed by degrees from a terrified stray into a captivated and deliberately uninformative ward of the Paris Prefecture of Police while, in the absence of telephones, one's parents were on the verge of distractedly dragging the Seine; or feeding the pigeons in the Piazza di San Marco in Venice; or driving day and night in an open carriage from Botzen (Bolzano) over the Brenner Pass to Innsbruck; or watching sheep dogs, at an ancient country fair among the Lakes of England, obeying their shepherds with almost more than human intelligence by racing away like the wind to bring back tiny white specks that were sheep on a distant hillside; or standing beside one's father in the garden of a villa of Tiberius on the Island of Capri, with the sea incredibly blue and far below, and hearing him tell the story of the tragic death of the Emperor's little son. . . .

But perhaps even more vivid than any of these was the memory of the irresistible fragrance of chocolate which greeted one everywhere in the vicinity of a famous shop window in Berlin's Leipziger Strasse. This window formed one side of a white-tiled room filled with the shining machinery of a chocolate mill from which at frequent intervals white-clad attendants removed great mouth-watering masses of rich brown paste. On the rare occasions when I passed this delectable spot with my father, he would instinctively sense—I suspect because he experienced a similar assault—that my small stomach was in a state of convulsive yearning for just a taste of the heavenly stuff beyond the window; and with strict injunctions not to tell my mother what had spoiled my appetite, he would buy me a few pfennigs' worth of little chocolate disks
covered with white sugar-beads that crunched deliciously. But in company with my mother or my governess, I was always forcibly led past this seductive shop with the invariable and irrefutable admonition that chocolate was much too “verstopfend” (constipating)!

I remember ships, countless ships, the repetitive rhythm of ocean crossings at every time of year—the black-hulled, white-trimmed ships of the transatlantic lines coming into Plymouth and Southampton and Liverpool, Cuxhaven and Hamburg, Havre and Marseilles; the white ships of the North German Lloyd, plying between Genoa, Naples and New York, their holds laden with citrus fruit and sulphur from Sicily, with wine, olive oil, silks, cheeses and macaroni from Italy; and the steerage of every westbound ship swarming with emigrants from the remotest corners of Europe.

In all the westbound crossings of my entire childhood, what untold thousands of steerage passengers I peered at, through the railings of the upper decks! They were always a source of deep concern to my mother. We seldom completed a voyage without her going to the aid of at least one stricken or desperately needy family—she would sometimes even take up a collection for them among her fellow passengers.

My father was no less sympathetic, but to him steerage represented a fascinating sociological phenomenon, “one of the great mass migrations of history,” as he described it some years later, “with a crucial bearing upon America’s development. Undoubtedly a certain amount of new blood is stimulating and beneficial. But what shall determine the proper amount? American industry’s need for cheap labor? A House of Congress thinking of the nation’s future in terms of the next election? Our theoretical sociologists? Inevitably we shall close our gates too late. It remains to be seen whether the creative contributions of the Schurzes, Steinmetzes, Michelsons, Pupins and their rare kind, and the solidity of the better farming and lower middle class elements from northern Europe, can offset the retarding effects of great unassimilable masses of Mediterranean and eastern European populations.”

Today steerage is almost a forgotten word for the human cargo upon which all transatlantic steamship lines fattened for nearly two generations; a word once fraught with all the hope and promise of American opportunity, and with all the sufferings and tragedies, the births and deaths at sea, of beings who at best fared only passably in good weather, but in storms were crowded and tossed about like cattle
in their own verminous filth and blood and vomit, in the unspeakable bowels of ships which vanished long ago.

If I have dwelt overlong upon them, it is because such memories are the essence and all that remains to me of the pre-1914 world in which my father evolved the pattern of his later career and I gained my earliest, on the whole somewhat unhappy, impressions of life.

The effect of our mutual experience of that seemingly solid world whose dissolution we were so soon to witness was to draw me the more closely to him. For I cannot overemphasize the weight which my father attached to community of experience as a cementing element in all relationships. It was an attitude of mind which on the one hand fortified his loyalty to my mother during the forty years of their married life, and on the other strengthened his attachment for his son by virtue of all we endured together as a result of our own limitations and frailties in coping with the extremes of her mercurial temperament.

The bonds which these early years forged between us, and the seeds of the sympathetic understanding of his hopes and dreams which they implanted in me, were one day to bring us together in a working association such as is seldom permitted a father and son. Yet I was never able to conquer nor he to understand the overwhelmingly depressing effect upon me of the dead world which was his supreme inspiration. He found it incomprehensible that the vast material residue of the life of man on earth, neatly arranged in the tomb-like, musty silence of a thousand museum halls and galleries and basements, from which of late afternoons I had for years been taken to fetch him “home,” should gradually have filled me, even as a child, with an unbearable sense of death.

Until I was a man grown and he saw that it was in vain, he tried in every possible, however gentle way to persuade me to undertake a career like his own. I would have had to be moulded in stone for him not to have aroused my tremendous and permanent interest and curiosity. But not even the brightest fire of his genius for recapturing and revitalizing the dead past could overcome my involuntary apathy for it, or my profound predilection for the present.

There came a period of several months while we were in Europe in 1902, when my father’s daydreaming absences “in Nubia” became almost continuous, until they finally culminated in a practical plan
—which he drafted and redrafted at least a hundred times—for archaeological exploration and research in the Near East, including his cherished project for copying and translating all the ancient Egyptian inscriptions in the entire Nile valley.

He sent it off at last to President Harper in America, who promptly approved it and transmitted it to Frederick Taylor Gates, “business and benevolent representative” of John Davison Rockefeller in New York. “He wishes to see you as soon as you come home,” said Harper. “Please call upon him without fail.”

This interview with Mr. Gates marked an important turning point not only in my father’s scientific career, but in his social thinking as well.

Mr. Gates was a Baptist clergyman, a widely read, kindly man given to very decided opinions and possessed of an inflexible will, who was born in the town of Maine, Broome County, New York, in 1853. After being ordained at the age of twenty-seven, he had been called to one of the important pastorates of Minneapolis, where he had shown such an incisive understanding of the opportunities and problems of his denomination’s educational enterprises, that he had been appointed Corresponding Secretary of the American Baptist Education Society. He had thus become closely involved in the development and execution of the Baptist-promulgated plan for a University of Chicago.

His grasp of what this great project should comprise, his ability to cut through mazes of detail and bring order out of accumulated confusion, the clarity and wisdom of his reports and recommendations, and his effectiveness, despite a native bluntness, as a diplomatic negotiator, had quickly brought him to the attention of Mr. Rockefeller who, with his usual genius for selecting men, had asked him to come to 26 Broadway. Mr. Gates accepted, and within a comparatively short time after coming to New York in 1893, was not only acting as his employer’s representative in philanthropic and benevolent matters, but had become one of the more important members of his “inner cabinet” of advisers.

At this time not even the closest of these advisers was in a position to understand as did Mr. Rockefeller himself either the enormity or the uniquely paradoxical nature of the problem he was facing, a problem such as had never in remotely comparable measure confronted any other man in the history of the world: the judicious disposition of a fortune which was growing with unparalleled rapidity. He was acutely
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aware of the effect upon public opinion of what—as his proponents subsequently explained—he had deemed the only methods whereby, while momentarily enriching himself to an unprecedented degree, he could bring order out of chaos and accelerate what he regarded as an imperative and inevitable capitalistic and industrial readjustment in the United States.

My father definitely shared the public’s resentment of the ruthless business imperialism which, according to press exposés and government prosecutions of the Standard Oil Trust’s machinations, Mr. Rockefeller and his associates had purportedly been practicing for more than twenty years. Although he still believed in the theory of democracy, he had long since become convinced that the doctrine he had absorbed in the little red schoolhouse at Downers Grove, that all men were created equal, was, like socialism, “a sentimental contradiction of human experience.” Like his father and grandfather before him, he was at this stage still a Republican who looked with a deep, inherited mistrust upon anything relating to or advocated by the Democratic Party (a stand from which by 1912 he was to veer so far as to vote for Woodrow Wilson). On the other hand, he unconsciously lapsed into Socialist platform phrases whenever he bitterly denounced “the shameless exploitation of our natural resources and the prostitution of the people’s interests by the Republican robber-barons”—such as the railroad and lumber magnates, and the Standard Oil Trust.

He had found it increasingly difficult to reconcile these sentiments to his incumbency of a professorship in an institution which owed its existence to the success of business methods he so sincerely disapproved. His quandary was further complicated by the rumor that Mr. Rockefeller was definitely planning to give away during his lifetime the major portion of his personal fortune for humanitarian purposes. It was said that the carefully devised system of philanthropic giving which he had set up in 1890 was only the prelude to his gradual and large scale dedication to the public well-being of the wealth his detractors charged he had “wrested” from the people. Certainly there were many current developments, like the University of Chicago itself, which seemed to confirm this rumor. The amounts of his benefactions had already surpassed all precedents, and his wisdom in the selection of objectives had impressed even his most virulent critics.

The story of the creation in 1901 of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research was typical of his confidence in the judgment of
his advisers, and of his own response to a cogently demonstrated universal need. From reading Dr. William Osler’s *The Principles and Practice of Medicine*, written and published (1892) as a textbook but by instant public acclaim elevated to the rank of a classic, Mr. Gates had gained a vision of the realm of medicine as a vast dark continent beside which our present knowledge of it was as a grain of sand. He had given the book to Mr. Rockefeller with the solemn warning that it presented at once the greatest challenge and the noblest opportunity which had ever confronted a man with adequate resources to do them justice. From this had sprung an undertaking whose investigations were to benefit mankind in every corner of the world.

This story had made a very deep impression on my father. “As I walked the deck on our return voyage to America that year [the spring of 1903],” my father told me long afterwards, “I was full of daydreams about the plan which Mr. Gates wanted to discuss with me. But I could not shake off my anxiety as to whether or not I ought to see Mr. Gates at all, and kept reassuring myself that the ethical eccentricities of an ascetic capitalist who appeared to keep his business code and his religion in separate, water-tight compartments, were no concern of mine, and that it was obviously my duty to secure every penny I could for my university and my science. I was not cynical enough to condemn manifestly humanitarian benefactions as mere subterfuges for cloaking allegedly high-handed business practices. We have come a long road since then, and I can smile now at what seemed the momentousness of my final decision to see Mr. Gates.”

As a result of this interview, Mr. Rockefeller contributed $50,000 to the University of Chicago for the support of archaeological field work in the Near East, and President Harper immediately organized, under his own direction, the “Oriental Exploration Fund.”

It seemed to my father that at last the turn in his scientific fortunes had come, and that only the settlement of a few practical details intervened before he would return to Egypt to fulfill his most cherished scientific hopes. The elation this prospect aroused in him reflected itself in the enthusiasm with which he resumed his public lecturing, and the exuberance with which he greeted his colleagues. Word soon got about of the part he had played in securing additional Rockefeller funds, and what with his rather dramatic platform delivery, generally spirited bearing, and the frequent mention of his name in the press, he was locally becoming a somewhat public figure.

Scientifically he had already established an identity of his own
even among a faculty numbering such brilliant if slightly older men as the physicist Albert Abraham Michelson, the biologist Jacques Loeb, the philosopher John Dewey; and men of his own generation like the young astronomer George Ellery Hale, Michelson’s assistant Robert Andrews Millikan, and the bacteriologist Howard Taylor Ricketts (who discovered that the deadly Rocky Mountain fever was transmitted by ticks).

But to some of his colleagues it seemed as if the wine of early success had gone slightly to his head. Others merely envied him his long sojourns in Europe and resented what they appraised as his ephemeral popularity. The most outspoken of those who discounted Breasted’s potentialities and staying powers was a young instructor in sociology, endowed with a caustic wit, and generally regarded as among the most promising younger men in his field. Unaware that his victim was within hearing, he had once remarked to a group of colleagues, “Breasted—up like a rocket, down like a stick!” It had hurt my father’s pride at the time; but he later remarked “that perhaps a momentary ascendency of pride over humility earned me this rebuke.”

His critic, George Edgar Vincent (who had also been born in Rockford, Illinois, a year before my father), was to become progressively better known as president of the University of Minnesota and of the Rockefeller Foundation, and as one of the most brilliant lecturers and after-dinner speakers in America, than as a creative scholar. But twenty years later, when my father sought Rockefeller support for an increasing number of scientific and altruistic enterprises, notably one that elicited from Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., the proffer of one of the largest single gifts to which the latter had ever committed himself, he had no friendlier or stauncher supporter than Vincent.

At the moment, however, Vincent’s remark seemed almost prophetic. For President Harper suddenly informed my father that the University’s archaeological work in Babylonia was to take indefinite precedence over any plans for such work in Egypt. “I advise you to return to Germany,” he said without further explanation, “to complete your assignment for the academies there, as well as the several books from your own pen upon which you are now engaged.”

Thus almost casually the hopes of years were brushed aside. President Harper himself visited Constantinople to make the necessary arrangements, and in 1903 “the Sultan of Turkey issued a firman [permit] for the excavation of the ancient Babylonian city of Adab, called by the modern natives Bismayah.” The Rev. Dr. Edgar J. Banks,
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a man of curious reputation, was made field director of the expedition, in association with the President’s brother, Robert Francis Harper, to whose self-seeking intrigues my father realized too late these developments were in large part due.

As if to cap his discouragement, President Harper had also informed him that despite repeated promises, eventual publication by the University of his four-volume work, Ancient Records of Egypt—embodying the years of labor I have already tried to describe—would have to await a subsidy, the prospects for which appeared at the moment very dim.

Unable to understand these unexpected rebuffs, my father did his best to suppress a surging resentment at having apparently been “led on” for years, only to be suddenly deserted by his old teacher and friend whose change of heart so contradicted his hitherto unbounded optimism and enthusiasm. He was unaware of the sinister pathological enemy against which the President was already tacitly struggling.

One evening as he stood with his arms raised against a window through which the setting sun shone full in his face, my father said quietly to my mother, “Perhaps the little President has turned the tables because he feels that I have tried to move too fast at the expense of Robert Francis. But I have only to wait—you will see, his brother will defeat himself!”

That autumn of 1903 we returned disconsolately to Berlin, where he found some comfort in being warmly welcomed back by his German colleagues, and in resuming the familiar routines of his work. But he was heartsick and greatly disturbed, and tried to lose himself in completing the books which alone, as he now realized more clearly than ever before, would earn him the right to achieve his scientific goal in his own way. It had greatly encouraged him that Charles Scribner, the New York publisher, had shown a kindly interest in his History of Egypt.

“In a letter which is a model of courteous consideration,” my father wrote to his mother, “Mr. Scribner expresses the desire that they may be ‘privileged’ to examine my History when I return. I can only hope he does not expect a definitive history of Egypt to prove as fascinating as the latest summer novelty! After doing purely scientific work for so long, I have found it hard to strike the right style for such a book. I believe I have it now.”

But moods of deep discouragement continued recurrently to afflict
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him. “Eduard Meyer [the eminent historian of the Ancient World, successor to the great Mommsen] and I dined together the other night to talk over some particular points in Egyptian history.

“He sweeps the whole field of the orient down into Greek and Roman times, including also the history of these two peoples. I sometimes long to stretch my wings over such a field as that! If I could have foreseen my career twenty years ago, I should have done it. But now I lack the equipment, and it is too late to get it. The career of man down into Christian times—that is a fascinating study! As it is, I only get him started with all the material arts and a long experience in government, organization and law: and there I have to leave him—I can only study his early progress while regarding him in the mass. I cannot follow him into the ages of the development of the individual, when he discovers the worth of himself as a soul. This leaves unused in myself capabilities of comprehension and sympathy which I long to employ. I wonder if we get another chance somewhere else to do it all over again in the light of what we have learned here.”

Month after month the clatter of his typewriter began at half-past seven in the morning and continued far into the night. On Sundays we sometimes joined typical family excursions of the Ermans, the Sethes, the Eduard Meyers, the Heinrich Schaefers or other colleagues, on long walks in the Grunewald (near Berlin), which usually included a late luncheon at some Gasthaus (inn) deep in the forest, where in fair weather the tables were set out of doors, and—outdoors or in—were laid with bright checked cloths, and with a pungently beery cardboard coaster at every place. Once the meal was over, the men would invariably talk shop over quaint steins of Muenchner, and the women would discuss their children. And on the twilight walk through the forest back to the railway station, there would often be singing of the old student songs led by Erman, who never failed to render a duet with my father of his old Harz Mountain favorites, “Shoo Fly,” “Johnny Schmoker” and “Michael Roy.”

If my father “rested” during a weekday, it was usually to visit the Berlin Museum to confer with fellow Egyptologists regarding abstruse questions arising from his work on the great Aegyptisches Wörterbuch (Egyptian Dictionary) project. Sometimes this involved visits to other museums in Germany, and such excursions, albeit they were busmen’s holidays, at least had the virtue of a change.

There was one classic occasion when he and Erman and Seth, after a day in the Egyptian section of the Leipzig Museum, were still
deep in a philological discussion as they hurried aboard what they thought was a Berlin express, to discover themselves an hour later actually on a “Bummelzug” (“jerkwater” local or milk-train) on a spur line running in exactly the wrong direction. At the next way station they learned there were no more return passenger trains to Leipzig that night, but that if they were willing to travel as corpses, they could with special tickets board a freight train due shortly. With many appropriate and hilarious quotations from the Egyptian Book of the Dead they availed themselves of this unique offer. But when three decidedly animate “corpses” clambered out of a box car far out in the Leipzig yards, they were promptly arrested by the station police and led before the Stationmaster who accused them of criminal conduct. Erman and Sethe, despite their much higher rank in the Prussian official hierarchy, were humbly resigning themselves to these charges when to their awed gratification and astonishment their American member, in fluent and flawless German, not only refuted the pontifical Stationmaster, but reduced him to a state of abject apology.

But at best it was a slogging, unexciting life relieved very occasionally by little discoveries which served as comforting oases to punctuate the long barren intervals between. In February, 1904, my father wrote: “Schaefer [another former student of Erman’s, who later became Director of the Egyptian Section of the Berlin Museum] and I have made a startling discovery: in a list of Palestinian towns, which an Egyptian king Shishonk (called Shishak in the Old Testament) states he captured, we found a place called ‘The Field of Abram.’ This is the first mention of Abraham in any ancient monument outside the Bible. Otherwise the work goes on quietly as before. I am terribly weary of the struggle to finish my books.”

But one never knew what might prove to be grist to one’s mill. At a farewell dinner given that February by Eduard Meyer before his departure on his first trip to America, my father sat beside Professor Felix von Luschan, “one of the greatest anthropologists of our time. He has just returned from Egypt, where he has found prehistoric flint implements, the work of human hands, embedded in geological deposits older than the Nile itself, showing that man lived and worked there several hundred thousand years ago. This is all very valuable for my history.”

Just twenty-one years later, my father was to stand on the Mound of Megiddo in Palestine and read a weather-worn cartouche containing the name of King Shishonk, inscribed on a fragment of stone
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unearthed by the workmen of an expedition he himself had organized to excavate this historic place. And at the same time, another expedition of his own creation, the Prehistoric Survey in Egypt, would not only confirm but amplify with extraordinary new evidence the earlier conclusions of Professor von Luschán.

But I am anticipating.

A letter dated February 24, 1904, from President Harper in America to my father, contained the casual sentence: "I have been having a slight attack of appendicitis but am fully recovering."

On March 28 he wrote again: "As you have by this time learned [from the press], another attack of appendicitis came on and I was taken to the hospital and the operation performed. I will not go into details, but it is perhaps sufficient to say that it is much more serious than was anticipated. I was able [nevertheless] to be present at all the important meetings of the German celebration [referring to an official visit to the University of Chicago of a delegation of eminent German scholars, including Eduard Meyer, and the conferment upon them of honorary degrees]. We have had a great time with the Germans. I think they are more than satisfied. It has been the greatest event in the history of the University. . . .

"[My family] and myself will leave . . . in July for Berlin . . . to spend six months. . . . Will you give me some advice [on the best way to live there]? I shall hope to see a good deal of you. Pardon the brevity of this letter. I may write again more fully a little later."

It was the letter of an indomitable man in constant pain, who already knew that he had cancer and not long to live, but whose magnificent vitality and courage drove him to make plans for the future as vigorously and intrepidly as he had always done.

I can still hear the clatter of exclamatory conversation which swept through Berlin in February, 1904, when the Russo-Japanese war began, and the sound of my father's voice as he read aloud to my mother from the leading German papers, especially the old Lokal-Anzeiger. The whole of Germany, and above all the Army high command, gloated over every Japanese victory. For the sinister shadow of Russian rivalry had been stretching farther and farther across the path of Germany's Berlin-to-Baghdad ambitions; and this first major rehearsal of Japanese naval and military strength augured ill for the future of England's power in the Far East—and possibly India as well.

"I am fascinated by the Russo-Japanese war," my father wrote to
his mother that June. "Neither the average American war correspondent nor his editor at home has the slightest idea of the historical significance of the Japanese successes. The fate of a continent and the supremacy of a race is being decided every day. Already it is evident that whatever the eventual course of this war may be, Russian domination in eastern Asia is gone. To future centuries looking back upon it, the triumph of the Japanese over the Russians will be as significant as that of the Greeks over the Persians at Salamis or Marathon.—Please excuse this lecture, Mother: there is no charge—it went off by itself!"

I cannot find Harriet's response, if any, to this rather oracular declaration. But while her comprehension of the significance of Salamis and Marathon and the nascence of Japanese power in Asia may have been vague, I know that her son's invariable assumption that she understood all these things warmed her heart and filled her with pride in his command of knowledge she could never hope to possess.

That spring Eduard Meyer had persuaded us to move from our gloomy Berlin pension to rooms in Gross-Lichterfelde, a pleasant suburb where he and his family, by curious coincidence, lived in the Mommsen Strasse, named after his renowned predecessor at the University of Berlin.

Gross-Lichterfelde was far enough removed from the already feverish expansion of the city to have retained the Gemütlichkeit (genial, friendly intimacy) of a small provincial town, where people moved with a comfortable tempo, and where even the construction of a new house, and the ancient ceremony of affixing little flags and a bouquet or a flowering branch or shrub to the highest point of the roof-tree on the day that this was finished, was still a matter of genuine personal interest to the local populace. The streets ended in peaceful, gently undulating meadows and wheat-fields interspersed with little copses of aspens, lindens and birches glowing with fresh new leaves, and of dark pines mottled with fresh light-green needles; the air was full of birdsong and the rich fragrance of intermittent showers.

In the congenial detachment of Gross-Lichterfelde my father attacked the final portions of his History and his Ancient Records of Egypt. This might have been an interlude of ideally sequestered rural peace had it not been for the sense of pressure under which he worked, and his anxiety for the future. He was on the verge of completing the great task he had so long ago set for himself, and like a climber nearing a peak which had seemed to him always to be reced-
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ing, he now strained toward it desperately, utterly obsessed by the determination to finish.

His only interruption each day continued to be the brief interval before my supper hour, when he read aloud to me from Robinson Crusoe or Peter Simple or the Leatherstocking Tales; or strolled with my mother and me along an unfrequented country road past fields where I could find Prussian-blue corn-flowers nodding among the grain; and along a stream overhung by weeping willows from which, on red letter days, he would make me willow whistles. But whatever we did, however gaily he played with me, one had only to look into his eyes to know that his inner thoughts were still among his books.

So much that I could not then comprehend now stands out with sharp significance.

At the edge of the town, for instance, just where our favorite lane entered the open country, stood the famous Kadettenanstalt (military academy). Despite great trees, the buildings were angular and grim, with sentry boxes at the doors, and at the gates in the surrounding walls. We reached the place always in the late afternoon, and at this hour we would usually see staring out at us from the windows, all of which were barred, the pasty-white, shaven-headed, leering faces of what seemed more like trapped animals than young human beings. Often they would only stare silently as we passed. But again, they would shout and shriek and spit at us with hateful derision; and on one occasion, when I had foolishly lingered in order to vent my childish anger at them, the whole gruesome dormitory-ful, as if suddenly gone mad, burst into uttering and enacting the foulest obscenities. I was terrified, afraid to tell my parents what I had seen.

These caged animals were to become officers in the Imperial Army which during that baking August a decade later would almost engulf Paris as the first step in Germany’s proposed conquest of the West. There were other Kadettenanstalten in Germany, some worse, few better than this one, but their product varied little.

During his student days my father had been aware that tremendous social forces were at work in the great German nation beyond his immediate little academic world. But while he deplored what we had seen at Cross-Lichterfelde, he did not yet recognize it as symptomatic of the very social forces which would one day destroy the apparently imperishable world of German science and learning.

His eventual realization of all this was to plunge him into years of deep spiritual anguish. But in that summer of 1904 he looked upon
Germany as the land of his scientific salvation. "For no one in America, least of all the University of Chicago, appeared to care whether or not I ever returned," he wrote years later. "President Harper's rebuff still rankled, and I could see no hope of ever bringing my archaeological plans to reality. The only words of encouragement and appreciation I had yet received had come from my colleagues in Europe, particularly in Germany." Adolf Erman and Eduard Meyer had read large sections of the manuscripts of the two major works he was now completing, and had approved them so unreservedly that he felt alarmed lest the finished volumes should disappoint these high expectations.

One placid Saturday afternoon of that July, Meyer invited him to come in for a cup of coffee in his garden. "I would like to discuss with you certain confidential questions," he said in his message, "for which I would entreat your sympathetic consideration."

The Meyers lived in a villa whose typical ugliness was softened by a large and pleasant garden, which for once did not suggest the melancholy landscaping of an average German cemetery. There were whole areas of lawn upon which in summer one was actually permitted to tread, and at the back there were great elm trees from the tallest of which hung a high rope swing. Even the inevitable summer-house and rock garden seemed designed rather for the delectation of the living than as memorials to the departed.

Here in nice weather could usually be found—schoolwork and household duties permitting—the Professor's several sons and daughters (what with neighbors' children, I was never quite certain of their number), and his shy, pink-cheeked, buxom Swiss wife Rosina, who often asked me to join her brood at play. The girls attended their dolls, Frau Professor did knitting and mending, and the boys—by whom I was tolerated as an onlooker—spent every weekday hour they could spare, not to mention whole vacation days and their entire savings, on lead soldiers of which it seemed to me they possessed untold thousands. Over this ménage Eduard Meyer, a wiry, inflexible giant with a brown beard, massive head, thick gold-rimmed spectacles, frock coat, bull-of-Bashan voice and Olympian laughter—at heart a kindly and engaging human being—ruled with a hand of iron.

On this particular afternoon, however, Meyer was mellow and genial. With his mouth full of Rosina's coffee cake he told stories and joked with everyone until the garden re-echoed with his laughter. After a time he motioned to my father, and the two men wandered off
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to a secluded path where they walked slowly up and down while Meyer smoked a cigar.

In unwonted low tones he began asking my father the most searching questions regarding his future, his scientific hopes and expectations, and his probable earning capacity in America. My father answered warily, wondering what had prompted his friend thus to interrogate him as he had never done before regarding personal matters.

Meyer stopped suddenly and faced him. "You wonder, perhaps, why I appear to pry into your private affairs," he said. "It is not that I am curious, although I must admit that what you have been good enough to tell me, interests me greatly. It is that I have been asked in the strictest confidence to ascertain your attitude in the event that a some future time those in authority should consider offering you an appointment to a professorship in some leading German university."

He spoke only in general terms, and referred noncommittally to Berlin, Leipzig, Heidelberg, Göttingen. "No vacancies in your field exist anywhere at this time," he added, "but if the idea should attract you I have reason to believe its fulfillment would probably be only a matter of patience. Let me assure you that all your friends here in Germany would warmly welcome you! There is no hurry. Give the matter long and careful consideration, and whenever you wish, you can discuss it further with me—or with Erman, who is of course also familiar with the situation. And now let us speak of other things!"

"I tried to be as casual as I could," my father recalled long afterwards, "about a proposal which touched every loyalty and every instinctive tie of my life. I sensed that no matter who 'in authority' might have requested him to speak to me, my beloved old friend and teacher, Erman, must have played a large part in bringing it about.

"As we sauntered back to the summer-house and I took my leave, my mind was spinning with questions. What would President Harper, with all his respect for German science, say to this?—what would my colleagues in America say? Where lay my duty—to my family, my science, my country?—how could I best serve them? It seemed to me at the moment utterly unthinkable that even if I were to accept a professorship in Germany, I could ever renounce my birthright as an American: but how would years of residence there affect me? Where would my sympathies lie if she became involved in war against England or France?—or even the United States?—and would my son grow up as a German subject? What of my old mother and all those dependant upon me in America? Extension lecturing might be hateful, but
without it my family and I could never have survived—and in Germany this source of income simply did not exist. Could we possibly subsist even on the highest professorial salary then obtainable in Germany?

“The proposal was in the nature of an honor, a reward for years of hard work acceptably done. I confess it grieved me and hurt my pride that it had come from Germany rather than from my own country. I knew in my heart that I could never accept it, and yet the debate with myself continued for days and weeks on end.”

I remember so well that debate. In the midst of it he received a similar “feeler” from a colleague at the University of Vienna. During those weeks our afternoon walks grew longer, and late at night in my sleep I heard the low drone of my parents’ voices in the next room as they thought their way aloud, back and forth again and again over the same ground, with my father in the end always returning to the same simple conclusion. “Putting everything else aside, Frances,” he would say, “we are, above all, Americans!”

Early in September he called upon Meyer and with all the tact he could muster explained to him that for reasons wholly beyond his control he could not accept, were it offered to him, the honor of a professorship in a German university. Meyer took this decision in good part—having so recently been widely honored in America, he could hardly do otherwise. As for Erman, he fully understood. He put his arm through my father’s and said somewhat wistfully, “I did not dare hope we could win you away from your own country. But I am glad that you now know the feeling about you here.”

A few days later we boarded a ship for America, and during an equinoxial crossing my father wrote the last words of his History of Egypt. “A whole segment of our lives is invisibly embodied in this book,” he had written to his mother. “I have been too long and too deeply submerged in writing it to judge whether it makes good reading or bad. I know only that no one in my field has ever striven more conscientiously to be accurate. It is my own work, based throughout on my own study of the original sources—as I was from the beginning determined it should be; so that whatever its undoubted faults, they too are mine alone. I have only one great regret—that I could not have copied all the extant inscriptions along the entire Nile valley before completing both the History and the Ancient Records. But I can honestly say that excepting for any modifications this might have entailed, it is the best I could do. I shall feel strangely lost when these incessant companions of the last ten years have gone to the publishers.”
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He spent the last day of the voyage in fingerling through the mass of manuscript pages, making final minor changes and corrections. From time to time he murmured, "I wonder, Frances, I wonder . . ." At five o'clock the next morning, as we were entering New York Harbor, he wrote the concluding sentences of the book, and that afternoon, delivered it himself to Mr. Scribner.

Within a fortnight Mr. Scribner sent him a contract and a gracious assurance that his firm would esteem it a privilege to publish A History of Egypt.

Once he had returned to his University, it seemed to him that for years he had been moving in a great circle which had now closed. His books were finished, his mission for the Egyptian Dictionary Commission had been fulfilled; and therewith President Harper's arrangement permitting him to spend at least half of each year in Europe would automatically terminate. There was no telling when he might again be granted such opportunities for almost uninterrupted pure research. Once more he resumed the old routines of teaching and extension lecturing. But everything he attempted was now rendered doubly arduous by the bitter enmity and hatred of Robert Francis Harper.

The progress of President Harper's grave illness had prevented his intended visit to Germany that summer. Instead, he had worked more furiously than ever to complete a whole array of unfinished projects and to set in motion as many more which he had been merely contemplating. Opposition to his ambitious schemes and to his Napoleonic disregard of their cost had grown rapidly of late, but he was going down with his colors flying.

From time to time during this strange climactic period of his ebbing life he received ugly news about the Bismayah expedition. A serious disagreement between the Reverend Dr. Banks and Robert Francis Harper had developed into a smouldering, irreconcilable hatred, until finally the two men, who shared the same mess and the same tent, had ceased speaking to one another, and the morale of the camp had suffered accordingly. Since no member of the staff was an experienced excavator, the "scientific" work of the expedition had amounted to little more than promiscuous probing and loose pillaging for loot in an historic site rich in important antiquities. At last Robert Francis returned to America, followed shortly by the Reverend Dr. Banks, who left the enterprise to be run for a second season by the expedition's draughtsman.
Presently the Turks learned that a large number of the expedition's more valuable finds from the first season had disappeared from their country without being declared. The government demanded their immediate return; and when Robert Francis and Dr. Banks both disclaimed any knowledge of them, it severely reprimanded the University of Chicago, and canceled its concession. The expedition ended on June 1, 1904, under what might have been called, scientifically and financially speaking, a cloud.

From this abortive Babylonian venture Robert Francis returned angry and resentful. He vented his spleen by inflicting upon his colleagues, and especially upon my father, the sort of galling petty affronts and studied insults which a vindictive Upper Form bully in an English public school might have dealt his fag. With death already hovering over him, President Harper was too preoccupied with all he was determined to finish to heed his brother's behavior, and even delegated to him his own duties as head of the Semitics Department. Having thus become my father's acting chief, Robert Francis tried, by every badgering, dispiriting device his vengeful mind could conceive, to goad him into resigning from the University of Chicago.

For a time he almost succeeded. The pace of these last years and the fixed habit of overwork had seriously affected my father's health and left him gaunt and prematurely gray. He had often enough engaged in verbal battles with other scholars over scientific questions, and in the course of his career thus far had gained numerous enemies among them. But never before on either side of the Atlantic had he incurred such a virulent personal enmity—one which he only now realized must have begun when he and Robert Francis were students together at New Haven.

Then came a final blow which left him on the verge of a nervous and physical collapse.

At President Harper's express desire, he had submitted to the University of Chicago Press the ten thousand manuscript pages of his Ancient Records of Egypt. Now the President informed him that he had been unable to find the funds for their publication, which would have to be indefinitely postponed.

My father volunteered to find the necessary donors himself, and made only two requests: that if the book was published, he be permitted to dedicate it to his father; and that once it was in print, the original manuscript be returned to him.

"I am heartsick," he wrote. "After ten years of unremitting service
to my science in compiling what must for some time remain the standard reference work of Egyptian historical sources, if only because no other yet exists, my reward is the privilege of finding the money to publish the results!"

But in his discouragement he had forgotten the tenacity of President Harper's will. The fate of the Babylonian expedition might have deterred a lesser man from further ventures into Near Eastern archaeology. To the President it was merely a challenge to clear the record by engaging the University in some other archaeological enterprise the scientific value and conduct of which would be beyond reproach.

In the spring of 1905 he suddenly said to my father that "the coming autumn seems a propitious time to begin your proposed epigraphic survey of Egypt. You will be given leave of absence to undertake this project, which will be financed with the unexpended balance in the Oriental Exploration Fund. You may devote yourself to this work without concern over the publication of your Ancient Records: I believe I have now found the money for it."

Once again my father clambered up out of the slough of despond, and began to make his way back to the world of all his daydreams. But he was not jubilant. "Apparently I must accept as one of the invariable ironies of my life," he said, "that an opportunity to render a major service to my science must always find me too worn out with seeking it, to do it justice!"
CHAPTER VI

M y father’s characteristic bonhomie, and the self-assurance he consistently showed and genuinely felt in his profession, hid a lonely man of few intimate friendships, who looked upon his personal life as a failure.

As a result of long separation and the diverging tastes of maturity, the attachments of his boyhood and youth had largely atrophied; while from his years at New Haven and in Germany, almost the only American friendships which had survived the following decade were with William Horace Day and Lester Bradner—and as it was, he now seldom saw these two. He craved and delighted in human companionship, but my mother’s jealousy of those who were attracted to him in a world to which she felt unequal had led him to submerge himself more and more in his work.

At the University of Chicago he formed only two close friendships. The first was with George Stephen Goodspeed, an idealistic human being of rare sympathy and warmth, as well as an ancient historian and comparative religionist of great promise. They shared each other’s scientific views, fought each other’s battles, and together often played an equally mediocre game of tennis. Then, in February, 1905, when my father’s future loomed blackest and the fellowship and counsel of his beloved friend would have been as sunlight in a darkling world, George Stephen Goodspeed died.

Since the death of Charles and Aunt Theodocia, he had suffered no comparable bereavement. He seldom spoke of it, and betrayed his grief in curious little ways, such as never playing tennis again. Long afterwards he confided to a little note-book a reaffirmation of his gratitude “that work can so engross the mind as to make it unconscious of its pain, until time can transmute bereavement into inspiring memories. For the future I find no other hope, nor any solution of the Mystery, beyond this courage to look up undaunted, and to believe the struggle worth while for its own sake.”

The other friendship which began during this period was with
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George Ellery Hale. It was to become the greatest of his life, but was yet still too young to permit his turning to Hale for solace in his loss. Only some twenty years later did the two men outgrow their mutual shyness of discussing personal matters, or of expressing to one another their inner feelings, or even of calling one another by their first names.

But the development of their friendship was very natural. Both men were utterly devoted to the pursuit of truth, shared the same scientific creeds, the same conception of the place of scientific research in a civilized world. By somewhat different spiritual experiences they had arrived at the same reverence for the forces of Nature, which found no difficulty in reconciling science and religion. In their boundless intellectual curiosity, in the play of their imaginations, in their vision of the unlimited potentialities of the human species, whatever its eventual fate as a result of cosmic processes; and in their sensibility to the indefinable loneliness of service on the frontiers of knowledge—in these and a hundred other ways, their two minds reacted with extraordinary similarity.

Their backgrounds, on the other hand, were in marked contrast. For George Ellery Hale, as the son of well-to-do, cultivated New England parents, had been born (at Chicago on June 29, 1868) into a Middle Western version of the New England tradition whereby the sons of merchant princes often devoted themselves to the pursuit of science, arts and letters. From the outset he had been able, without thought of expense, to pursue whatever course of training he had deemed necessary or desirable, and to go abroad for further study whenever he wished.

Looking back upon the beginnings of his scientific interests when he was only a small boy, Hale wrote in 1933: "... I ... made the discovery that simple instruments sufficed to reveal new and wonderful worlds, hidden from the unaided eye. Here was the origin of a life of research. ..." From a Beck microscope and the wonders of infusoria collected from neighborhood ditches, he progressed quickly to astronomy. At fourteen he built his own telescope, and from this point onward the pattern of his brilliant career as an astrophysicist, rather than an astronomer, had developed with perfect logicality and astonishing speed.

In 1892, just as my father was beginning his studies in Berlin, President Harper had appointed young Hale as associate professor of astrophysics in the new University, for which Hale immediately envisioned an ambitious astronomical observatory. Harper was enthusias-
tic enough in his moral support but warned him that the University neither possessed the funds nor knew where to raise them for such an obviously expensive undertaking.

Hale’s indirect retort was to turn upon Charles T. Yerkes, a tough-skinned Chicago traction magnate from whom Harper himself had failed to secure a gift for the University, those gentle yet irresistible persuasive powers which during the next forty years were to enlist untold millions of dollars in the service of science. Mr. Yerkes first succumbed to the extent of giving the funds for the purchase of lenses for a forty-inch telescope (at that time the world’s largest); then, after flatly refusing to contribute another penny to the enterprise, gave the money for the telescope mounting, and finally for the observatory building itself. Hale next persuaded other Chicago citizens to donate appropriate land at Williams Bay, overlooking Lake Geneva in southern Wisconsin; and in the autumn of 1897 the Yerkes Observatory was completed and dedicated. Hale, only twenty-nine and already internationally recognized, was its first director.

His struggle to find funds to maintain this enterprise, to direct its researches, and to carry on his own, taxed to the utmost a physique which at best was never robust. But no sooner had he solved these problems than he began dreaming of new scientific conquests.

The story of his creation of the Mount Wilson Observatory in California, and of the long series of imposing undertakings which followed, should make his biography one of the most fascinating in modern science.

It was hardly strange that my father should have been so strongly drawn to this ingenious, charming, altogether modest, apparently invincible young man. Their paths had crossed infrequently. Yet it was typical of Hale that whenever they had met, he had never failed to minimize his own activities and to astonish my father with questions revealing a remarkably intimate acquaintance with the nature of his work.

“No summary of Hale’s many interests would be complete without some reference to the fascination that Egypt always held for him,” his colleague Frederick Haley Seares wrote after his death. “. . . The story is bound up in his friendship with . . . Breasted and is to be read in the hundreds of letters of the two men to each other over a period of more than twenty years. The correspondence is most remarkable. Each man was the confidant of the other. . . . Hale’s dreams for new telescopes and [new enterprises], . . . besides striking summaries of his
own work on the sun, went into his letters; and from Breasted there came fascinating accounts of the 'recovery of the lost story of the rise of man,' diversified by paragraphs in which with a flash of genius some intricate matter would be set forth in all clarity. . . .

"The association was a valued thing in the lives of both men. . . . Hale's historical sense was intensified, his synthetic view of events broadened; and in the evolutorial sweep of civilization he found the sequent of things beginning within the atom of the physicist. Breasted's instinctive approach to archaeological problems [was] through the methods of [natural] science. . . . Moreover, in certain respects the two men were alike. They had the same buoyant enthusiasm, the same imaginative grasp on broad fundamental problems, the same driving force to accompany great ends. . . ." *

He had already established what was to remain his lifelong residence in California and had taken with him several of his ablest Yerkes colleagues. Thus began a long hiatus in his relationship with my father, while their careers were preoccupied with activities which were eventually to bring them together again in a friendship and correspondence that only death would interrupt.

But throughout that summer of 1905 Hale continued vicariously to exert a powerful influence upon my father. For when he had learned that a doctor had advised my parents to take me to the country for the summer, he had quietly arranged for our occupancy of one of the houses at the Yerkes Observatory left vacant by staff he had taken to Mount Wilson.

Perhaps memory deceives me, and the heat of the summer of 1905 was merely average for the Middle West. Often since then I have sweltered in tropical climates, but I can still feel its withering days and nights, when not even the hour before dawn brought a faint stirring of air to ease one's pounding heart and breathe a hint of coolness into walls and floors and beds baking with fever heat. Our white frame house became overrun with ants, the woods luxuriant with poison ivy; all day long the parched, motionless countryside rang madly with the screeching whine of seventeen-year locusts, all night with the din of whippoorwills, katydids, and the frantic hum of gnats and mosquitoes.

The house looked out upon a great parched field that seemed under the pitiless sun to have become fluid and to be splotched with pools of dancing blue-white water out of which rose the tan brick, gray-
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terra-cotta trimmed mass of the Yerkes Observatory, with its one large and two smaller gray domes stark against the cloudless sky. It was a curious structure, partly grotesque, partly impressive, a utilitarian mixture of Mesozoic reptile and oriental mosque. Its halls were always cooler than the outer air and filled with the odor that clings to all observatories, a blend of the aromas given off by electrically driven machinery, physics laboratories and photographic darkrooms. The daylight hours I spent within this place, and above all, those superlative occasions when a gracious and gentle New Englander, Edwin Brant Frost—Hale’s successor as director, and a friend and student contemporary of my father’s in his Berlin days, whom a cruel and ironical fate was soon to afflict with blindness—permitted us to view the heavens through the large telescope in the mysterious gloom of the great dome which rumbled like distant thunder as its opening was turned toward the appropriate blue-black segment of starry sky—all these made a profound impression upon me. Never since then have I entered an astronomical observatory without a sense of having lingered for a moment at a way station to infinity.

But for my father the Observatory was something more than impressive, it had a very personal significance. It embodied all the earlier hopes and struggles, the trials and disappointments of his friend Hale who, even with the advantages on his side which the natural sciences enjoyed as opposed to the humanities, had had to fight for years for the right to extend the frontiers of his science by means of this great piece of physical equipment. It stood now as a monument to his patience and tenacity, to his gift for translating dreams into realities. To my father it was an inspiration to go forth and do likewise. . . .

By day from Mondays to Fridays all through that grueling summer, he taught classes and prepared for his imminent expedition to Egypt; and in the evenings, and during weekends at Williams Bay, he read proofs and made indexes for his History, his Ancient Records, and a popular book he had somehow managed to write in odd moments for Underwood & Underwood—a total of six volumes. Proofs bulged from his pockets, distended his briefcase. He read proofs wherever he went—at mealtimes, or walking to and from his classes, or in crowded day-coaches as he sat on filthy, acrid-smelling plush seats beside unclosable windows which belched soot and noise and dust.

On Friday afternoons when the train chuffed into Williams Bay, the end of a spur line, the wealthy citizens of Chicago with summer
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homes on Lake Geneva would emerge from their parlor cars and go aboard their steam yachts, or don long linen coats for a dusty ride in magnificent, today incredible, open automobiles, all bound for the even greater Victorian magnificence of rococo wooden summer palaces. My father, roused only by the thumping and banging of seats being turned back by the conductor, would always be the last to clamber from his day-coach, clutching proofs and a fountain pen in one hand, a suitcase in the other. Sometimes I would be waiting for him. But more often he would climb into a horse-drawn stage and for twenty-five cents be carried along the two miles of rutted, unpaved main road to the crest of a ridge where the Observatory road branched off. Here I would meet him, and carry his suitcase as we walked another half mile to our house, while he asked how my mother was, and what troubles we had had that week.

Visiting us were my Grandmother Harriet and a pretty young girl. Harriet was now a slim little old lady clad all in black, who subsisted on memories and on idolizing her son James so completely and with such a plaintive solicitude as to keep my mother—what with the inhuman heat, no maid servant, and all the cooking and housework to do—in a state of constant irritation. The pretty girl was Imogen, youngest of the Hart sisters, who had been a child of six when Frances and James had first met in Berlin. Now seventeen, gay and carefree, with a lilting laugh and dancing brown eyes, and not above playing with me, she seemed to my eight years the embodiment of everything desirable in an aunt. It did not trouble me that she was what my mother called irresponsible, or that except for the few hours during weekends when she helped my father in proofreading, she was forever darting away down a path into the woods leading to a summer colony of gay people whom my mother strongly disapproved—largely, as I now suspect, because of her own somewhat puritanical mistrust of gaiety, and because they apparently did not toil as she did. Her overserious, slightly evangelical efforts to instill in the girl a sense of responsibility beyond her years merely created tearful scenes and more frequent escapes down the path into the woods.

My father was seldom spared a recital of the week’s grievances and mishaps, including my own misdemeanors. Having listened patiently, and as often as not suffered the consequences of defense or palliation, he would quietly revert to reading his proofs.

So passed the summer of 1905, under the strangely potent shadow of George Ellery Hale’s observatory. Early that October we sailed again
for Europe, where he expected to leave my mother and me while he led his first scientific expedition up the Nile.

In Berlin my father fell gravely ill, so ill that we despaired of his ability to carry on. But when we had given up hope, his old invincible vitality reasserted itself, and shaking from fever and weakness, he dragged himself from his bed and resumed final preparations for the project of which he had dreamed so long. Later, in his official journal, he wrote almost apologetically that an eminent bacteriologist at Berlin University "forbade a man in my state of health to undertake a journey in tropical Africa without either a physician or at least my wife. I have therefore brought her and my son with me, of course at my own expense."

He knew quite well that to include my mother was to risk the success of his first expedition. I was still too young to sense the apprehension which filled his mind as we stood on the deck of a ship late one afternoon in November, 1905, and drew into Alexandria Harbor. I was aware only of the indefinable fragrance of the off-shore desert wind, and of the excitement of entering for the first time the land which had always dominated my family's life.

The bedlam of landing and the train journey to Cairo under a starry sky were for me like witnessing the actual performance of a play which had been read to me again and again. Sentiment led my parents back to the old Hotel du Nil deep in the native quarter, which seemed to me straight out of the Arabian Nights. But ten years had not lessened the pressure of economy which soon led as before to the pension of old Frau Fink. Personal misfortunes had greatly aged and embittered her, and though in a smarter neighborhood, her establishment was now much smaller. My parents looked hopefully for familiar faces but found none.

"What has become of Salib Claudius and Miss Gracilla Smith?" they asked her.

She shrugged her shoulders. "I scolded him for falling in love with her in my house," she said morosely. "He went away, and married her, and God punished them. I have not seen him since he left my house." She would say no more.

While my mother occupied herself with final purchases and preparations against improbable emergencies, my father took me everywhere on his business and to all the places and sights about which he had
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told me ever since I could first understand speech. We went deep into old bazaars smelling of incense, musk and sewage, watched native shadow theaters, listened to Arab storytellers, took off our shoes and entered all the great mosques in Cairo. We made the rounds of the antiquities dealers, and as my father with deft hands thoughtfully examined the medley of ancient objects laid before him, I became acquainted with a person I had never seen before—a dispassionate expert, as I realize now, in whom artist, historian, critic, detective and disingenuous trader were momentarily merged behind an inscrutable face which not even the canniest oriental could be sure of reading correctly. Even today in memory I have difficulty in reconciling the impersonal authority of this stranger to the Illinois prairie boy who happened to become an Egyptologist.

We went up to the Citadel during the paradoxical Fast of Ramadan (the month in the Arab lunar calendar during which from the moment at dawn that a good Moslem can distinguish a black thread from a white, until sunset, he is forbidden to eat, drink, or smoke), and I heard for the first time the far murmur, then the exultant human roar as the sunset gun ushered in another night of feasting in the greatest Mohammedan city in the world. We rode out southeastward of Cairo to the cathedral-like quarries in the brown Mokattam Hills whence came the facing stones of the great pyramids of Gizeh; and to the ridge nearer the river, on which stand the round, tower-like remains of the windmills which Napoleon erected in 1798 to grind flour for his army. And of course, though I had to be lifted from almost every tier of enormous blocks to the next, we climbed the Great Pyramid.

He took me to Sakkara, the last ancient place in Egypt he and my mother had visited ten years before, and here in government excavations being conducted by a colleague of Petrie's named Quibell, I saw for the first time antiquities actually being uncovered and removed from the ground. . . . That night in the white flood of a full moon we rode back on donkeys along the irrigation dykes across the fields to catch the last train for Cairo. As we came among the palm groves overgrowing the site of ancient Memphis, he told me very simply the history of this place and of the colossal granite statue of vain old Ramses II which we passed, now lying ingloriously on the ground. When he had finished, we drew up for a moment, and listened to the night—palm leaves overhead stirring dryly, and in a neighboring village, dogs barking, waterwheels whining. Suddenly he said, "Boy, some day when
you are very much older and your father is gone, you'll remember that once as a little fellow you rode with him by the light of a full moon through the palm-covered ruins of ancient Memphis!"

So I do—as if it had been last month's instead of a full moon more than thirty-five years ago. . . .

One morning we paid a courtesy call at a severely plain building in a high-walled tropical garden overlooking the Nile. (It was no coincidence that the Kitchener-built Kasr en-Nil Barracks, a few hundred yards downstream, also discreetly overlooked the river—a strategic advantage in the event of native uprisings.) British sentries guarded the gates, and the place wore an air of importance all the greater for being, architecturally speaking, understated.

This was the official dwelling of Consul-General Lord Cromer which later, as the British Residency, was to house a long series of High Commissioners for Egypt and the Sudan. As we entered the main gate, the sentries came to attention. "Whether or not they have any right to be here," my father said to me in a low voice—and a little grudgingly, I thought, "these people signify law and order in Egypt!"

At the porte cochère entrance a bawab (doorman) clad in Turkish white pantaloons, short gold-embroidered crimson jacket, and a tarboosh, respectfully addressed my father as "pasha," ushered us into the hallway where another servant led us to the visitors' book. My father signed his name, laid cards with corners appropriately turned down, on a silver tray, and we were returning as we had come, when the gorgeous doorman indicated the presence of someone behind us. We faced about, saw standing beside the visitors' book an extraordinarily handsome elderly gentleman with a gray moustache, who carried himself with the unconscious ancestral dignity of a Raeburn portrait.

He came forward and greeted my father in a most friendly manner. "I'm Cromer," he said. "It is most kind of you to have called—and high time we became acquainted. I've just ordered a copy of your newly announced History of Egypt, and a letter from Lord Lansdowne asks us to help you in any way we can. You must tell us what you need!"

My father thanked him cordially, and added, "I need at least six additional well-trained staff members for an expedition without the money to pay them!"

Cromer laughed, and the talk turned upon the difficulty of training young novitiates on his own staff, just out from England, to understand
the peculiar problems of administering modern Egypt. "The first textbook I now put into their hands," he said, "is the official report which your General Leonard Wood has written of his military governorship of the Moro Province in the Philippines. I consider it a model, both as a report and as a summary of the considerations which should guide any conscientious official in the administration of protectorates."

With a kindly proffer of future hospitality, and a handshake even for me, he turned and disappeared into his office.

This unexpected meeting helped to modify, if only slightly, the deep, righteous resentment which the British administration of Egypt had roused in my father, and in a host of other scholars and laymen, by flinging the mighty Aswan Dam across the Nile just below instead of just above the Island of Philæ, and thus dooming to destruction the loveliest architectural relic of Ptolemaic times. The controversy between those who deemed this sacrifice unnecessary and the engineers responsible for selecting the site had been a cause célèbre in which Egyptian agriculture, the national treasury, and what my father called "the fundamental Philistinism of the British government" had finally triumphed. "Mais, il y aura plus de champs de cotton," said Pierre Loti at the close of his book, La Mort du Philæ, and even the complacent British Foreign Office had winced slightly. But the incident, like the waters mounting above Philæ itself, was closed.

Except for this gigantic harnessing of the Nile flood, some lesser barrages, and a new sugar factory here and there, the face of Egypt had changed little since my parents' honeymoon on the river. But a highly romantic and portentous chapter of Empire history had been written, whose economic and political consequences were eventually to affect, among others, such diverse matters as the war of 1914, American cotton production, and the science of Egyptology. I believe that its effect upon the last of these deserves brief mention here, both for its inherent interest and its bearing upon my father's later activities.

In 1822 Mohammed Ali, an Albanian adventurer who had made himself master of Egypt, conquered the Sudan in hopes of reviving his empty treasury. His conquest proved to be only another liability; and the ensuing sixty years of Turkish graft and injustice rendered the already poverty-stricken Sudan utterly destitute, and ripe for rebellion under the insanely militant leadership of a religious fanatic named Mohammed Ahmed, who called himself the Mahdi of Allah—"one who is guided aright by God."
The initial victories of this self-appointed Messiah, who regarded all foreigners as Turks and promised in the name of Islam to exterminate them from the world, included the annihilation of an Egyptian force of over 10,000 men sent against him in November, 1883, and the surrender of the brilliant Austrian, Slatin Pasha, then serving Egypt as governor-general of the Sudanese province of Darfur. The Mahdi’s almost mesmeric influence now spread like brush fire among the tribes.

At this point England, following Cromer’s counsel, ordered the still insolvent and chaotic Egyptian government to evacuate the Sudan, a precarious task which was entrusted to a veteran of earlier Sudanese service—General Charles George (“Chinese”) Gordon. What followed is familiar history—the Mahdi’s siege of Khartoum, begun in March, 1884; England’s procrastination; and Gordon’s incredible defense until his tragic death on January 26, 1885, two days before the arrival of the British relief expedition. Like many others at the time, my father felt that Gordon had been the victim of Mr. Gladstone’s obtuseness, and delighted in quoting Henry du Pré Labouchere’s remark: “I don’t object to the old man keeping a card up his sleeve, but I do object to his asserting that God put it there!”

In June, when the British had withdrawn northward again and his victory was virtually complete, the Mahdi suddenly died, and his gory mantle fell upon a successor even crueler, if possible, than himself—Abdulla el Ta’aisha, whom he had long since appointed Khalifa. During the next ten years, while Abdullah’s rule of terror remained almost undisputed, Cromer quietly set the Egyptian economic house in order; and by 1896 had brought Egypt so far that England could enlist her co-operation in a reconquest of the Sudan before some other European power should attempt to gain control of the sources of the Nile.

That year Kitchener began the carefully planned campaign which culminated in his destruction of the Mahdist forces at Omdurman on September 2, 1898. The death of Gordon was thereby avenged, the Sudan reconquered—but as so often before, the Khalifa had once again eluded capture. Then at dawn on November 25, 1899, at Umm Debrekut south of Khartoum, the Khalifa and all his chiefs, surrounded in a surprise attack, knelt upon their prayer rugs and as they calmly faced their God of blood, were shot to death by a British flying column commanded by a young Colonel Francis Reginald Wingate; and the last vestige of Mahdist power had been broken.

Sir Reginald, as he became for his deeds, succeeded Kitchener as
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governor-general of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and sirdar (commander-in-chief) of the Egyptian army; and from his white-washed mud-brick palace at Khartoum, ruled like a king over a territory about one-fourth the size of Europe. When my father in 1906 led his little scientific expedition into the Sudan, Sir Reginald (again at Lord Lansdowne's request) accorded him "every possible courtesy and assistance." But again I am anticipating.

While Kitchener's campaigns had been steadily extending British control along the vast belt between Cairo and the Cape, France had looked on with increasing anxiety and imperialistic envy. Finally, in a badly timed and feebly executed effort to counter this progress, she had dispatched a little contingent of 120 Senegalese soldiers under the command of a Major Marchand, to hoist the tricolor on the banks of the White Nile.

Kitchener met him at a swampy, fever-infested spot called Fashoda, and probably saved him from annihilation by the dervishes, who had already attacked his force once and were then preparing a coup de grâce. To the accompaniment of flowery exchanges of courtesies and expressions of mutual amity, and the presentation of a supply of excellent French brandy to replace the Major's exhausted stock, Kitchener impressed upon him the impropriety, meaning the unequivocal impossibility, of raising the French flag within the dominions of the Khedive of Egypt. But while the Major was susceptible enough to these amenities to agree that the impasse could best be settled by diplomacy, he could not disregard his orders, and continued to fly the French flag. Kitchener countered by posting the British and Egyptian flags, and a force to guard them, at a point farther south, and took his leave.

Only after long, often crucial negotiations had made clear the untenability of the French claim, was Marchand ordered to withdraw, and the Fashoda incident—as it was thenceforth known—closed. But injured French pride was not mollified until the signing of the Anglo-French Declaration of 1904, whereby Britain recognized French control of Morocco, and France recognized British predominance in Egypt.

This agreement contained a clause which directly affected my father's science, and again drew his ire at what he considered another flagrant instance of British governmental Philistinism.

The French had always held that the great array of savants whom Napoleon had carried with him on his abortive campaign to Egypt (not to mention Champollion, the decipherer of hieroglyphic writing,
and the many others who had followed later), had by their scholarly industry established the scientific priority of France in that country. Hence they had insisted upon the inclusion of a clause providing that for the 30-year duration of the Anglo-French Declaration, the post of director-general of the Egyptian Antiquities Department (under whom also fell the administration of the great new Cairo Egyptian Museum, completed in 1902) should be held by a Frenchman. With its traditional apathy for the cultural values in the countries under its political domination, His Majesty's Government had welcomed the opportunity of conceding as a sop in return for more profitable advantages, a responsibility it had at no time desired.

Some twenty years later, this clause was to play an important part in blocking an unprecedented American philanthropy. But at the moment it appeared as nothing more than the formalization of an arrangement already long in effect. For Gaston Maspero, who had held if not actually created this position in the early eighties under the Khedive Ismail, and had resigned it to resume his professorial duties in Paris, had been reappointed to it in 1899 by the Khedive Abbas II.

My father was therefore confronted by an old friend when we called one morning upon the Director-General of the Egyptian Antiquities Department, to secure an official permit to photograph or copy all the inscribed ancient monuments of Upper Egypt.

Maspero sat in an office crowded with open boxes of recently excavated antiquities, some of which had come from the government's own excavations but most of which represented the fifty per cent division it required of all foreign excavators. I was entranced. Here, like treasure in a cave, was everything imaginable, all the things my father had told me I myself could perhaps dig up with my small shovel! This was my very first tactile encounter with ancient objects not formally laid out under glass cases in museum halls. I could actually touch objects fresh from their long burial in tombs and in the wreckage of vanished towns, the personal possessions of human beings who had lived thousands of years ago.

While the men talked their shop, I moved about among this haphazard, exciting display—the household and funerary effects of ancient Egyptians—wooden cooking utensils, pots and pans of baked clay, bits of wooden furniture, beads, cosmetic jars and “vanity” boxes of ivory and alabaster, fragments of colored textiles, rolls of linen mummy cloth,
ushabtis (little blue *faience* mummy-like figures put into tombs as "proxies" to represent the deceased's servants), alabaster vases, pottery sherds inscribed with household accounts, a miniature wooden boat painted in natural colors, upon which stood little wooden sailors who had held their oars in the same position for over three thousand years. Under a table I came upon several packing boxes filled with green-coated copper coins, and a smaller box of what appeared to be little silver coins.

At this point I must have exclaimed, for Monsieur Maspero came over to see what so interested me. He found me peering at the silver coins. "Ah, my young man, would you like to have some of them?" he asked. I was dumbfounded, and looked appealingly at my father, who dashed my hopes by saying quickly, "No! No! Under no circumstances—you must not even think of it, Monsieur Maspero!"

But Monsieur Maspero not only thought of it, he scooped up a handful of the little silver coins and said irresistibly, "You may choose six!" This time I avoided looking at my father, and did as I was told. The fact that I was simply speechless seemed to delight Monsieur Maspero all the more. He leaned over, scooped up a handful of the copper coins as well, and poured them into the pockets of my sailor suit. "Ce jeune homme doit se faire archéologue!" he said, patting me on the shoulder.

I can remember nothing more of this visit except the wonderful weight in my pockets as I walked home in a trance beside my enormously embarrassed father. . . . One day some twenty-five years later, when I came upon them again in an old family cabinet of miscellaneous antiquities, it occurred to me that four of the six little silver coins might make a pleasing set of cuff links for my father. I took them to a well-known firm of jewelers, and presently received a letter from its director, apologizing for their inability to execute my commission. "When our silversmith found the coins to be peculiarly susceptible to heat and immune to solder," he wrote, "he tested them for their silver content and discovered they contained almost none. We thereupon submitted them to a leading numismatist, who has informed us that they were probably struck in Alexandria during the reign of Emperor Aurelian, about A.D. 270, when provincial Roman coinage became debased until its content of precious metal was almost nil. The chief value of your coins would seem to lie in their tangible evidence of the decadence of governmental integrity during the decline of Rome."
After a quarter of a century, I could still hear old Maspero's laughter!

On the eve of our departure upriver, my father in accordance with Continental custom paid his respects to his numerous European colleagues then in Cairo, a rite to which with few exceptions I was again an involuntary party. They were all very kind to me, and I behaved reasonably well; for I was already a veteran at enduring eternities of my elders' cigar smoke and scientific shop talk. Conversations during such visits were usually so far beyond my understanding that I hardly listened to them. Gradually, however, they lodged in my subconscious mind a miscellany of archaeological lore, scientific and historical facts, geographical information and curious personal experiences which for me invested my father's world with a quality of enthralling romance in complete contrast to those other aspects of his work that repelled me.

But among all these rather stuffy archaeological visits, one in particular made a lifelong impression upon me.

Toward sundown one afternoon, both my parents took me to call on kindly Professor Sayce aboard his dahabiyeh. He seemed tremendously pleased, even moved, at seeing his old friends again. Across a silver tea service he beamed reassuringly at me, as the talk reverted to the days before my own brief time. For almost to the day and hour, ten years had passed since he and my newly married parents had sat on this same deck, and just as now, the shore, the overhanging palms and the river craft moored all about, had been set aglow by the rippling reflections and the ineffable glories of the Egyptian sunset.

The beauty of his boat, his perfect understanding of a small boy's appetite, and the antiquities he gave me "to add to my collection," would have been memorable enough. But it was the sequel he told us of the story of Salib Claudius and the lovely Gracilla which none of us was ever to forget. Its effect upon my parents was profound. For like Professor Sayce, they now felt almost responsible for what had befallen a romance to which from the beginning they had given their friendliest encouragement.

Soon after my parents had left Egypt in 1895, Mrs. Smith had taken Gracilla to England for the stipulated three months' separation. The girl had strictly obeyed her mother's wishes, and had uttered no complaint. But her health had betrayed the strain, and it was obvious that far from having undergone a change of heart, she was more than
ever in love with Salib Claudius, whose manifestly sincere cablegram on the ninety-first day of their silence showed clearly that his feelings for her had only deepened. Most of Gracilla’s relatives threatened to disown her if she insisted upon consummating this marriage, but Mrs. Smith now felt in honor bound to give it her consent—though she could not rid herself of a certain strange foreboding. Gracilla eagerly gathered her trousseau, and with her mother sailed for Egypt, where her reunion with Salib was so joyous as to allay for the moment all parental fears.

Before their wedding day, Salib said to Gracilla, “Please understand that when you have become my wife, you will have lost none of your freedom. You shall go and come as you choose, you shall visit your people in England whenever and for as long as you desire. This is my promise.”

They were married in Cairo, once in a quiet Church of England ceremony attended by Professor Sayce and a little group of mutual friends from the English colony; and a second time in a Coptic ceremony attended chiefly by Salib’s numerous relations, and again by loyal Professor Sayce. Everyone was especially kind—for everyone, as did Gracilla herself in a vague way deep in her heart, understood the implications of such a union. . . .

In the ensuing years, Salib rose rapidly in the postal service of his government. He was appointed postmaster of progressively larger provincial towns, and everywhere acquitted himself admirably. Those who knew the pattern of such things, said that without doubt he would one day become postmaster-general of all Egypt.

Meanwhile Gracilla with genuine enthusiasm gradually adjusted herself to wifehood under conditions for which nothing in her earlier life had prepared her. She acquired Arabic, familiarized herself with a whole new world of ancient customs and social usages, learned to keep house with native servants, to buy in the local provincial markets, and to dispense the hospitality expected of the wife of a locally important Egyptian government official.

In due course she bore Salib two daughters—each time, at his firm insistence, at an English-run hospital. They were charming children—though they had inherited their father’s sun-tanned complexion, and for all they betrayed of her Nordic blonde beauty, their mother might have been a Circassian. As time went on and the little girls grew old enough to talk, she realized that despite an English “nanna,” they were more quickly learning to speak Arabic than English.
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She realized, too, with a pang, that she herself had been seeing less and less of her own people—and not only of her own, but of Salib's as well. Subtly, almost imperceptibly, many of their old pre-marital friends had fallen away: not deliberately so much as on the usual, half-wishful assumption by the English that she now belonged to his people, and by the Egyptians that he had gone over to hers. Her love for Salib had grown steadily deeper. He was the most considerate human being she had ever known. Yet in a way she could never impart to him, she was lonely, and desperately hungry for her own people. The homesickness she had so long stifled, welled up within her. . . .

A day came when Salib was appointed postmaster of Alexandria, the port through which passed most of the mails between Egypt and Europe. It was an important promotion—only Cairo now stood between him and the postmaster-generalship of Egypt. Gracilla was very proud. For the moment she forgot her longings in the little excitement of moving to Alexandria, into a pleasant villa not far from the sea. But once the household had resumed its usual routines, her old thoughts crowded back upon her. She formed the habit of accompanying the children and their nurse to the wide seashore, solely that she might watch the ships moving in and out of the harbor, or crawling along the horizon to and from Port Said and the Suez Canal. Some of them, she knew, were always bound for England. . . . At last the longing to go home surged up irresistibly. She decided definitely to go to England with her children for a generous visit. She would be a better wife for having done this. She had never reminded Salib of his promise. It made her happy to realize there would be no need to—the mere voicing of her wish would be his command.

When she told him of her plan early in the spring, he said simply, "I have long known this was in your mind. It is right that you should go, and I shall arrange everything. You must stay in England until you can no longer resist coming back to me!"

He engaged passage on an English vessel, and on the sailing day saw his little family aboard in his official steam launch. He generously tipped the purser and those who would serve them, asked the captain to make certain that throughout the voyage they lacked no possible comfort or kindness. . . . Never once since their marriage had he referred directly to the difference in their blood. But his consideration of her at all times, and especially in public on occasions of parting or reunion, had told Gracilla more plainly than words that he never for a moment forgot it. It was she who asked to be kissed good-bye. . . .
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He made a handsome figure in his red tarboosh; standing in the bow of his launch beside the white crescent and green field of a fluttering Egyptian flag, and waving to Gracilla and the little girls as their ship gained speed at the opening of the breakwater, and then veered north-eastward into the purple-blue Mediterranean, bound for England.

Two months passed, the blistering Egyptian summer drew on, and all the legations in Cairo, the families of the wealthier upriver foreign colonies and of Cromer’s Anglo-Egyptian civil servants, every foreign national, Levantine and native Egyptian who could afford the time from his duties and the high seasonal tariff, fled from the merciless heat and sought the benign coolness of the Mediterranean. Some sailed north to France, others crossed to the pine-clad slopes of Mount Troödos on the island of Cyprus, a few went up among the giant cedars in the High Lebanon above Beirut. But a vast number stopped in Alexandria, where every available house and room in the city was rented. People spent their days beside the languid sea, and of evenings crowded the open-air restaurants and cafes.

But Salib went about his work as always, dining alone at night in the quiet English club of which, as a mark of exceptional esteem, he had been made a guest member. Afterwards he would walk home to his empty house, and write his daily letter to Gracilla.

Her own letters for the first fortnight had been almost daily, but gradually the intervals had lengthened. All her family, she wrote, had been reconciled to her marriage, and in their eagerness to make amends, had begged her to pay them lengthy visits. This incessant hospitality, which she had thought it best to accept, had left her little time for letters. She knew he would understand, and share her pleasure at this happy change. She repeated again and again that in future she would not revisit England without him—he must obtain leave of absence and accompany her. For she missed him constantly, each day would bring her twice the happiness if only he were beside her. He was so kind and generous, she said, to have granted her this sojourn in England.

Salib understood, and took great comfort in her happiness. But his aching loneliness for her grew until it required all his self-control to keep it from creeping into his letters. The longest summer he had ever known slowly gave way to early autumn, visitors began to depart upriver again, and still she made no mention of the date of her return.

At last he could bear it no longer. In a letter which was the more moving because it was written with the natural simplicity and dignity,
and the utter sincerity which characterized his whole life, he laid bare
his heart, confessed his desperate, pent-up loneliness, and expressed the
fervent hope that since without her his life was as a desert, she would
soon return to him. Lest he should reconsider his action and destroy
the letter, he carried it himself to the main post office, asked a night
clerk to cancel the stamp, and himself placed it in a pouch leaving on
the morrow for England.

When he found a cablegram lying on his desk, early one morning
a week later, he was at first afraid to open it, then ashamed of his own
lack of faith and courage. He slit the envelope, unfolded the message:
she was overjoyed by his letter—it dispelled the little mutual reticence
their long separation had created—she was hurrying back to him by
the quickest route—by rail to Marseilles, thence by a French steamer to
Alexandria—she could hardly wait. ... As he read and re-read the
cablegram, he experienced a sense of relief and happiness such as he
had known but once before in his life, on the day when Gracilla had
promised to become his wife.

He had only one small regret—that she was not returning on an
English ship. Long experience had taught him that the French were
undisciplined and inefficient at sea.

On the great day when the ship was due, he filled the house with
flowers, bought toys for the children, some pretty trinkets for Gracilla.
His launch lay ready at the government quay, awaiting only the
harbormaster’s signal that the ship had been sighted. He had not been
surprised when the local agent of the line had reported her several
hours late in leaving Marseilles—she should have arrived at dawn of
this day, but now was due toward noon.

Midday passed, the afternoon dragged on. At four o’clock when the
autumn sun was lowering rapidly, the harbormaster reported the ship
on the horizon but moving very slowly. The afternoon wind died down
and the sea turned glassy smooth. Salib boarded the launch, put off
for the entrance of the inner harbor and waited there as the French
ship with unwonted slowness approached the outer breakwater.

He peered at her through his binoculars. There was something
strange about her—she was not flying the proper signal flags, all her
portholes were covered, her railings were not lined with passengers
eagerly gazing toward the low shores of Egypt and the white and
amber houses of Alexandria glowing in a late sun which set windows
aflame and filled the sky with purple and mauve. He could see no signs
of life whatever, not even the crew.
Her bow made no ripple as she crept past the outer breakwater. Instead of continuing toward the inner harbor, she moved slowly inside the outer breakwater about a mile distant, swung gradually toward it, and stopped. There was a far rumble and a splash as her anchor dropped into the sea.

It was now dusk. Salib ordered his launch to approach the ship which save for a few glimmering lights, still appeared as if deserted. He drew abreast of the bridge, but no one looked over the side. He hailed the captain, and no one answered. After a long interval, the first officer came to the railing of the hatch-deck, and cupping his hands, said angrily in French:

“The captain requests you to cease molesting this ship, and to return to the harbor and summon the chief of police of Alexandria. He will permit no one aboard, nor confer with anyone but the chief of police.”

Behind the outward calm of a ranking official performing a routine duty, Salib struggled desperately to control his cold, frantic fear as to the meaning of all this for Gracilla and their children.

“I am Salib Claudius, postmaster of Alexandria,” he answered in somewhat guttural French, without a trace of emotion. “Your ship is anchored in Egyptian waters and carries mail which it is my duty to safeguard. Under the laws of Egypt I have the right to board your ship, and if the captain hinders me in the execution of my duty, he will be criminally liable. In the name of the Khedive of Egypt, I demand to come aboard!”

The officer made no reply, and disappeared. After a long delay, he reappeared, this time on the bridge. His tone was now more respectful.

“The captain has consented that you alone, unaccompanied by any member of your staff or crew, may come aboard,” he said. “But when you draw alongside, your boat must fasten no lines to his ship, and must stand clear while awaiting your return!”

A lantern appeared at the rail of the hatch-deck, and a rope ladder was lowered. While his sailors steadied the launch with boat hooks as best they could, Salib climbed aboard the ship. He was met by the captain who saluted him and without a word, motioned him to follow.

Preceded by the first officer with the lantern, they climbed to the first cabin deck, and halted before a door. The captain took a ringful of heavy bronze keys from his pocket, selected one, unlocked and swung open the door, stood aside for the others to enter. As Salib stepped over the high sill into a long passage, dimly lit by a few widely separated bracket lanterns, he noted that the stale reek of unwashed
humanity, uncleaned lavatories and rancid cooking was even stronger than usual—evidently all doors had been locked and the passage unventilated for many hours.

Having carefully relocked the door, the captain led the way past a number of short side-corridors, all identical and lined with cabin doors facing one another, until he reached a corridor approximately amidships. Here he stopped again, selected another key, unlocked a cabin door, pushed it open. Taking the first officer’s lantern, he entered, and stood waiting for Salib.

With the opening of the door, Salib became conscious of a horrible odor, felt himself growing ill and faint. But he controlled himself, and stepped in. The captain held the lantern over a berth covered with a sheet which he drew back.

In a jagged welter of dried and blackened blood, her throat cut from ear to ear, lay Gracilla.

As the ship had been on the point of sailing, its entire crew had walked ashore in response to a sudden general strike of the sort for which Marseilles has always been notorious. Unwilling to lose time, the line had adopted its usual expedient of combing the city’s soul back streets for a pick-up crew sans seamen’s papers, with no questions asked. It was well aware that the majority of the men thus acquired consisted of escaped or recently discharged criminals.

One of these, assigned as a waiter in the first class dining room, had noted that a middle aged American lady at his table was bedecked each evening with an extraordinarily rich array of jewels. Knowing that the ship was to reach Alexandria Harbor before dawn of the sixth day, where he could escape by swimming ashore, he had ascertained the lady’s cabin number, armed himself with a razor which he had stolen from the ship’s barber, and on the last night, taking advantage of the general disorganization and the absence of a regular night watch, had crept into her cabin to steal her jewel case. He had been unable to find it in the total darkness, and in his impatience and haste had made a noise which awakened her and caused her to cry out. To silence her, he had in his anger cut her throat.

Or so he thought. But by mistake instead of entering the cabin of the jewelled American lady, he had stepped into the one adjoining, which belonged to Gracilla. Her first shrieks awoke fellow passengers, but before they could reach the corridor, he had disappeared.

The captain had immediately reduced the ship’s speed, ordered his
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officers to confine all passengers to their own quarters, put the entire crew in irons, seal all port-holes. Gracilla’s body was left exactly as it had been found, for under French law it could not be removed except by authority of the police. It was soon discovered that the dining room waiter of the American lady’s table was missing, but in his bunk were found his neatly folded uniform, property of the line, and lying upon it a slightly blood-stained razor belonging to the ship’s barber. Certain that the waiter was the murderer, and was still aboard and being protected by fellow criminals among the crew, the captain had personally examined every man, and with his officers searched every inch of the ship from anchor chain bulkhead to rudder post.

But it had all been in vain. Then as a climax to his baffling failure, faced with the certainty that his line would make him the scapegoat of its own guilt, and the possibility, if not of a prison sentence, of relegation to the oblivion of tramp steamers for the rest of his life, the captain had been confronted by the one man in all the world he had least wanted to meet. The irony, at this critical moment in his life, of being outranked in authority by a native Egyptian government official who was also the husband of the murdered Englishwoman, filled him with a vindictive anger that expressed itself with Gallic cruelty by subjecting Salib to a horror which in that one night turned his hair snow white. And as if this were not enough, it was later discovered that even as Salib was being led into Gracilla’s cabin, the murderer had leapt overboard and escaped.

A fortnight later in Cairo, the American lady died of nervous prostration.

Salib begged Mrs. Smith to come and take his little girls to England until he could gather up the pieces of his shattered life. She came at once, and was a great comfort to him while he closed his house and resumed the simple ways of his bachelorhood. Her departure for England with his children on an English ship was like a tragic echo of that other day when he said good-bye to Gracilla—he saw them aboard in the same launch, waved to them as they sailed out of the harbor. Not long after they had reached England, the care of his children fell to others. For Mrs. Smith also died—of a broken heart, it was said.

My father had personally selected every item of equipment for this first expedition he had ever undertaken.

From America where makers of foodstuffs had not yet learned to
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pack for export, he had bought only “Triscuit” as bread (and even this was packed in thin pasteboard instead of hermetically sealed tin boxes); a few revolvers and rifles; some Ingersoll watches, cheap candy, wool sweaters, and jackknives, to give as baksheesh or to use for occasional trading with natives for chickens and sheep.

Most of our tinned food came from England—excepting tinned butter (terribly salty) from Denmark; and tinned milk and pure chocolate for emergency rations from Switzerland. Bottled water came from France; from Germany, Nuremberger Zwieback, camp equipment, glass photographic plates packed in sealed cartons enclosed in hermetically soldered tin cases. A large mahogany camera with a great bellows (which in this day of compact instruments would seem incredibly clumsy), using eight-by-ten-inch glass plates, had been superbly constructed in Vienna by Kurt Bentzin, one of the ablest camera builders of his day, and fitted with lenses by Carl Zeiss, who then produced the finest in the world. There was equipment against every emergency—tools, medical supplies, even dental instruments and gutta-percha for temporary fillings. My father had learned a great deal, especially negatively, from Flinders Petrie.

I have never forgotten the care with which he examined every article for its practicality and durability, the logic of his final choice, the orderliness of his lists, the clarity of all his instructions. Not until long afterwards did I realize what a difficult, creditable performance this had been for a scholar whose experience in such matters, except for an epigraphic honeymoon on the Nile, had been largely confined to philology and history. His example was always before me when years later I myself became responsible for fitting out many similar enterprises. But these were never again attended by the same exciting sense of anticipation which marked this first venture for which he had waited so long.

Everything had finally converged upon a vacant native shop in a narrow, unpaved street off Sharia Kasr en-Nil in Cairo, where on an evening early in December, 1905, I sat atop of an empty crate and watched him and his two assistants—an American civil engineer named Victor Persons, and a German photographer named Friederich Koch—checking the last of the more than one hundred wooden cases containing the gamut of a small expedition’s needs for a six months’ season.

In the dusk outside there passed a vague procession of natives, foreigners of many nationalities, push-carts, donkeys and camels with
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riders or loaded with packs, and ragged little urchins who held out filthy hands and whined for baksheesh. Within, the room was hot, the air thick with the pungent dust of excelsior and straw, and the odor of pinewood cut from northern forests. As my father and his helpers moved about, their shadows rose against the high walls of the dimly lit room like huge and grotesque genii. His earnest face was absorbed in lists held close to a lantern. An oversight might mean weeks or months of time lost upriver, awaiting forgotten equipment—and he had already waited too long. When he was positive everything was in hand, he straightened up wearily, ordered the last of the boxes sealed.

The December evening of our departure was not one of the three each week when the Luxor train carried sleeping cars, for we could not afford such luxury. In a downpour of rain—which loyal Cairo residents, like Southern Californians, always assure visitors is most unusual—we climbed sopping wet into a second-class compartment, and in company with three poker-faced Levantine gentlemen, sat up all night.

The winter rains of the Delta seldom extend far south of Cairo, and dust soon enveloped us in a choking shroud. The clatter of the train and the snoring of our companions induced a blessed semi-stupor finally broken only by the explosive opening of the door into the passage, and a guttural voice shouting, “Dee nex’ stashone LUUK-SORE!”

We pushed up slatted shutters, through darkened glass saw groves of leaning palms beyond irrigation-chequered green fields, smoke hanging low over adobe villages, flashes of the river touched here and there by a morning breeze like warm breath on gun-metal—the ruins of Karnak casting long shadows—dykes, houses—and the train drew into the station. Begrimed as so many newly exhumed, slightly animate antiques, we emerged stiff and bleary-eyed into the glorious morning brilliance of Luxor.

To my father Thebes was one of the most inspiring sites of the ancient world. On his first visit it had surpassed his most colorful preconceptions, had remained ever since one of the favorite haunts of his daydreams. Now that he was within an hour’s donkey ride of it, he could hardly wait.

He hurried us to a shabby hotel facing the Nile, then aboard areaking ferry, already laden with jabbering natives, donkeys, crates of distraught chickens, some naked little girls herding four sheep and
a family of geese. Sitting astern reading Baedekers as calmly as if in a peaceful French cathedral, were two green-veiled, seamy-faced English ladies convoyed by a possessive dragoman.

As our Noah's ark neared the west bank, a boarding-party of piratical donkey-boys, alternately reviling and pummeling one another, and shouting at the tops of their leather lungs the names and virtues of their respective mounts, waded out to capture our patronage by the immemorial oriental method of attrition. The moment the ferry touched the shore, their onslaught took on a lunatic fury. Even the English ladies, placing markers at "Section B, The West Bank at Thebes," looked up with impassive interest. Suddenly, in a cloudburst of sonorous Arabic, my father stunned the milling assemblage: "May ten thousand wild asses," he shouted, "bray for ten thousand years over the graves of your ancestors." In the silence following this dreadful curse, we chose our donkeys and trotted off across the Theban plain.

A sea of green stretched away toward a mountain of golden-brown limestone rising mesa-like above the jumble of temples and tombs at its base—the city of the dead of ancient Thebes. In his eagerness my father gradually drew far ahead, but when after some time he reached two gigantic seated figures of stone, the Colossi of Memnon now standing alone among the fields, he dismounted and waited in order to show me the one which each morning, as the first level rays of the sun touched its weather-worn, battered surface, gave out a strange melodic sound. He recalled how he and my mother had heard it on a morning eleven years before; and then with his arm resting on my shoulders, stood silent for some moments, as if hearing it again across the years of his struggle to re-achieve Egypt.

He was thinking less of the past, however, than dreaming of the future. With his first expedition hardly yet in motion, he was already planning another similar but more ambitious undertaking. As we wandered through the neighboring ruins—the huge temple of Medinet Habu, and the Ramesseum—he was so preoccupied with making copious entries in a note-book, he quite forgot his family. Years later he wrote of that day:

"My inexperience, and the inspiration of Thebes after so long an absence, perhaps inclined me to be oversanguine. But it seemed to me obvious that any successful effort to record and interpret this extraordinary place must be on a scale commensurate with its magnitude. I decided on that morning to do everything in my power to carry out, on a greatly expanded basis, a plan I had conceived during
my first visit, for the publication of all the monuments, tombs and buildings of ancient Thebes."

It was a day which twenty years later we would both remember well.

With boyish eagerness he led us in and out of countless tombs belonging to nobles and grand-viziers, through chapels and temples on whose walls he showed me endless portraits and scenes of kings and queens with long-familiar names. He knew the exact location of every inscription, every figure, took delight in pointing out his favorites—a succession of Amenhoteps and Thutmoses; Ikhnaton—a dreamer, he said, born over a thousand years before his time, who was the first man to believe in one supreme God; a beautiful, brilliant, incredibly energetic lady named Hatshepsut, with an uncommon flare for architecture and intrigue, who confused me somewhat because apparently she should have been born a man, was for some time married to a king who was also her half-brother, and finally became a king in her own right! He was inclined to resent a pair of boastful kings named Ramses One and Two who seemed to be everywhere, with a penchant for vast statues of themselves. Before one of these, hewn of granite brought from Aswan, which stood in a forecourt of the Ramesseum and now lay among the ruins in enormous tumbled fragments, my father recited for me—while we ate a lunch of dried dates and native bread—Shelley's *Ode to Ozymandias*.

By the time he had led me through Queen Hatshepsut's lovely temple of Deir el-Bahri, set in a vast bay of cliffs, where he showed me the famous wall reliefs depicting treasure brought back to her by a fleet of ships she had once dispatched through the Red Sea to the Land of Punt, far south toward Ethiopia, the shadows had begun to lengthen again across this strange ruined city of the ancient dead. My mother and I both begged for mercy: our legs and eyes ached, and what with sitting up all night in an Egyptian train, we had had our fill for one day of hieroglyphs and royal profiles and the acrid stench of bat-filled tombs. With a laugh he said that our patience would now be rewarded—and asked us to follow him on foot up the steep trail leading over the mountain to the Valley of the Kings' Tombs!

Only the magic of that name could have sent me scampering after him—up and up, until the temples below grew as small as the models I had seen in museums, and the whole valley of the Nile from horizon to horizon lay spread below us. Even my mother forgot her weariness at seeing it again. He pointed out to me the ruins of Karnak far across
the river, and from a still higher rock, showed me the gap in the mountains of the eastern desert through which passed the ancient caravan route between Thebes and the Red Sea. On very clear days, he said, one could sometimes see faint wisps of smoke rising from invisible ships.

We turned now and followed the crest until we looked down into a barren valley already steeped in twilight by the great cliffs which closed its western end. Jackal trails rose from it here and there, and disappeared over the high rim of the desert plateau above. Even to a small boy who had as yet witnessed death only in the shape of unwrapped, withered mummies irreverently displayed in museums, this silent, lonely place seemed a fit habitation for departed kings.

He had told me again and again of the forty and more great slanting shafts cut hundreds of feet into the solid rock at the bottom of this valley. They ended sometimes in a room, sometimes in a vertical well, in which had been placed the sarcophagus and mummy, and the richest personal belongings of a king. Each king had tried to insure his eternal rest in the hereafter by having his tomb made with the utmost secrecy and designed with false passages, impenetrable bulkheads of granite, deep, wide pits to serve as impassable moats, and other ingenuous devices to thwart rapacious posterity or even contemporaries. A few tombs, including that of a young king named Tukenkhamon, had never been found by modern excavators. But the known ones had all been robbed in antiquity, he said, by the remote ancestors of the modern natives whose little adobe villages we had seen clinging like birds' nests among the ancient wreckage along the foothills of the mountain.

Though I found all this mechanically fascinating, I could never understand what he meant by "hereafter"; nor why kings, especially, should have taken such tremendous trouble about their tombs. But as often as I asked him, he merely smiled and pinched my cheek, and said that one day I would discover the answers for myself.

As we clambered down into the shadows, we saw in the distance a great motionless cloud of dust, and in the stillness heard the rhythmic minor chant of native workmen singing, the shouts of their foreman upbraiding the laggards in a circling procession of small boys carrying away baskets of rubbish from an excavation.

This was an archaeological enterprise being conducted by an old friend of my father's, a retired elderly American lawyer and financier named Theodore M. Davis from Newport, Rhode Island, who had been visiting Egypt since the '80's. We soon came upon him, standing with
two or three other gentlemen, looking on with obvious excitement as his men dug at the entrance-shaft of a tomb they had discovered only a few hours earlier. He was smoking cigarette after cigarette, intermit-tently leaving the group to pace nervously back and forth, oblivious to the white dust which lent an eerie quality to the twilight of the place.

He seemed very pleased at my father's unexpected arrival, at once confided to him how much he hoped this might prove to be the first tomb of a king, intact and untouched by ancient robbers, ever to have been found in Egypt by an authorized modern excavator. But in the debris from the deepening pit—limestone chips made by the chisels of ancient stone cutters, detritus from the Valley slopes—the workmen were already finding the ushabtis, alabasters, beads and other intrinsi-cally valueless objects which warn an excavator that he has long since been anticipated by tomb robbers who tossed them aside in favor of richer plunder.

In the group beside Mr. Davis was a black-haired, black-eyed young English artist of medium stature who was one day to achieve unparalleled world renown. He had come out to Egypt a dozen years before as an archaeological draughtsman, had gradually been drawn into excavational work under both British and French auspices, and in 1899 had been appointed by Maspero as Inspector-in-Chief for the Monuments of Upper Egypt and Nubia, with headquarters at Thebes. His name was Howard Carter, and it had been at his suggestion and under his personal supervision that Mr. Davis had in 1902 undertaken the systematic exploration of the entire Valley of the Kings' Tombs.

Carter's Egyptian career had been anything but humdrum. In 1898 Loret had discovered among the cliffs facing the Nile the tomb of Amenhotep II. It had been robbed in antiquity, and subsequently, in an effort to protect them from further robberies had been used by the decadent priesthood of the Twenty-second Dynasty as a cache for the mummies of a whole group of kings. Most of the mummies were removed to the Cairo Museum, but the body of Amenhotep II was left in its sarcophagus. A guard was installed and the tomb was opened to visitors. One day a year or so later, gunshots were heard, the guard fled, and the tomb was rifled.

Though the chief guard had been absent, Carter held him respon-sible, immediately dismissed him, rounded up all suspects, forced the return of the loot, and brought the men to trial in Luxor. As this was unavoidably before a native court, the case dragged on interminably.
Despite flagrant obstruction of justice and repeated threats upon Carter's life, the suspected parties were proven guilty beyond the slightest doubt. But the native judge finally declared them innocent, dismissed the charges. Meanwhile the enemies Carter had made among influential local natives whom he had deprived of their usual "cut" from the proceeds of such plunder, brought about his transfer to the Inspectorate of Lower and Middle Egypt, with headquarters at Sakkara.

One day a party of drunken Frenchmen without the required official entrance permits demanded admission to the Serapeum (at Sakkara). The native guard dutifully declined to admit them, a Frenchman struck him, a general fracas ensued in which other guards joined. This was at full tilt when Carter arrived on the scene, remonstrated, and was met by insults. He thereupon ordered the guards to protect themselves, and a Frenchman was knocked down.

It was not surprising, in view of the peculiar relation of the French to the ancient monuments of Egypt, to which I have earlier referred, that a casual group of French tourists should have succeeded in covering their own drunken misbehavior under the charge that the honor of France had been insulted.

On their return to Cairo they lodged a formal complaint against Carter. The French Consul-General demanded an apology. Carter insisted he had only done his duty, refused to apologize, finally had to resign. Maspero was genuinely distressed, begged Carter's friends to persuade him to reconsider, and reassume his post. But he remained adamant, and though penniless, returned to private life.

He somehow made his way back to Luxor where the reis of the guards, whom Carter had dismissed, now took him into his house, fed him, gave him money, tided him over until he had painted some pictures to sell, and was finally employed by Mr. Davis as draughtsman for his work in the famous Valley. The added familiarity he thus gained with the place doubtless contributed to the later course of events by which his name was to become forever associated with the Valley of the Kings' Tombs.

Though the sky was still luminous, the night which in Egypt banishes the day with tropical suddenness had transformed the Valley into a chasm of fluid darkness. Mr. Davis ordered the foreman to fetch a lantern, and to spread out on a cloth upon the ground all the newly discovered small objects for examination by my father, who searched
eagerly among them for any that might be inscribed with the name of the occupant of the tomb. On an alabaster statuette he found the name of Merneptah-Siptah, a Nineteenth Dynasty pretender to the throne of Egypt, whose brief rule had lasted only from 1215 to 1209 B.C. Three days later, after we had gone upriver, this identification of the tomb was confirmed—but to Mr. Davis's bitter disappointment, it too had been robbed in antiquity.

We made our way by starlight out of the Valley, and from the crest of the ridge saw the distant lights of Luxor. As we descended toward the river plain, I remember the warmth which rose from the sun-baked limestone cliffs through the chill of the desert night; then the familiar rich fragrance of irrigated fields, the odors of musk and aromatic smoke drifting from groups of shapeless figures gathered about small fires before wattle huts as they guarded their crops; the sounds and smells of farm animals munching, off in the dark; the muffled clatter from our donkeys' feet, whose dust was constantly in our nostrils; and overhead, stars beyond anything I had ever known.

From a great way off, through the torpor of exhaustion which engulfed me, I could hear my father saying animatedly to my mother, "Frances, I could so readily be attracted to the sort of work Davis and Petrie and the others are doing—it's no trick to raise money for excavation—it captures the dullest imagination. But what I'm doing is equally important, perhaps more so—only it holds no appeal for men of means, and there are too few of us doing it. But I shall find the money, and it shall be done—you'll see!"

I remember nothing more of my first day at Thebes. For apparently, sitting up in the saddle, I fell asleep—as soundly as all the kings in the Valley behind us.

From Luxor we hurried southward to Aswan, stowed the little expedition aboard a passably waterworthy dahabiyeh (named the Mary Louise, which all the river folk pronounced Amir el-Wuz); and on Christmas Day, 1905, embarked for Wadi Halfa.

My father now entered upon another period of scientific drudgery at a self-appointed task the importance of which, he knew, would be recognized by scarcely a dozen men in the entire scientific world. As for the general public, the meticulous recording of long-known, steadily perishing, and largely unpublished historical monuments above ground had about it almost none of the excitement and fascination popularly associated with digging for buried ancient treasure. But he
was more than ever convinced that however much the excavations of men like Petrie, Davis, Quibell and others might contribute to Egyptology, he himself could render it no greater service than to copy while they were still legible the historical records on the ancient monuments of Egypt.

Just as ten years before, he constantly scoured both margins of the Nile valley with his binoculars and everywhere inquired among villagers for inscriptions. He had devised a new method of recording which, though simple and obvious enough, had never so far as he knew been employed before: Herr Koch would photograph an inscription, make blueprints from the negatives, which my father would then collate with the original, thus combining the accuracy of the camera lens with that of the expert epigrapher’s eyes.

Whenever reliable natives reported they had seen “writings” somewhere in the desert, we would make sorties into the rocky desolation beyond the river. The “writings” would usually prove to be crude, pre-historic rock-drawings of wild asses, ostriches, ibexes, dogs, giraffes, and—if they happened to be in the eastern desert along ancient trade routes to the Red Sea—of boats equipped with oars, and perhaps even with masts and sails.

It was on such an excursion that we crossed a battlefield where Kitchener’s troops had annihilated a great force of Dervishes. I never forgot the startling sight of white skeletons lying in the desert just as they had fallen, often in the grotesque distortion of death agony. Some were half-covered with drifting sand that hissed against them in the wind, while from many there still fluttered little tatters of the sky-blue, hand-loomed cotton cloth which all the Mahdi’s followers wore. I picked up on this battlefield the timing mechanisms of several exploded British shells, which for years remained among the proudest trophies of my younger travels.

Whenever we moored near a village, all the halt and the blind, the sick and the injured who could be carried or led, would gather on the river bank beside the boat and beg to be cured—for the impression persisted among them that every white person was a doctor. Ninety-five per cent of the population suffered from some form of highly infectious ophthalmia, predominately trachoma; while to the other diseases especially prevalent in the orient were added most of the ailments and injuries afflicting humanity in general. My mother was indefatigable in doing what she could for these sufferers, and in extreme cases my father would interrupt his work to draw upon his pharmaceutical
knowledge for such remedies as our modest medical supplies would allow.

The sight and reek of filth, blood, suppurating sores, leprosy, and the like often caused Herr Koch to grow faint and sometimes inhibited even my mother; so that it frequently fell to my father, Mr. Persons, and in a modest way myself to render first aid. It was a rigorous, often gruesome schooling—and sometimes heartrending, as when a weeping father would come hopefully leading by the hand his little boy, a handsome child, with one eye running from its socket down his cheek, the result of being accidentally struck by a stone from another boy’s rope sling as the two were frightening birds from a field. All this set my mother to dreaming of one day equipping and staffing several hospital boats which would minister to the ills of every village in the Nile valley beyond the reach of the few existing missionary infirmaries—a dream she was never able to realize even in part.

My father intrusted to her the duties of expedition housekeeper. She fulfilled these with a conscientious perfectionism which kept the little household in a state of chronic ferment and on several occasions provoked open mutiny among the Nubian servants and crew. She had a habit, whenever domestic crises occurred, of writing notes to my father, even though he might be in the very next room; and as far back as I could remember, I had been their involuntary bearer. How often that winter I brought such missives to him as he sat at his work, and watched the emotions in his face as he read them and with a sigh either slipped them into his pocket or jotted down a reply which I solemnly carried back to her! Again and again her messages would send him hurrying to the boat to retrieve the peace she had such a sad genius for dispelling. . . .

As we sailed, or with sweeps and current moved from one ancient place to another, the detached existence and the daily labors of the little group aboard the Amir el-Wuz gradually took on the indefinable rhythm of the river which incessantly murmured and tinkled against her hull. For long periods nothing marred the brooding beauty of the great valley. The sun rose and set like a vast bird of paradise. Unbelievable nights of full moon echoed with the far-off barking of dogs, the whining of water wheels, and with the immemorial chanting of sailors aboard black-hulled, silver-sailed boats.

Then again the spell would be harshly broken when for a fortnight at a time nerve-racking, howling sandstorms would hide our world in a deep, faintly amber twilight. Palm trees would bend their streaming
heads before the gale like supplicant hags. Dust and grit penetrated everything, even watertight watches, and the emulsion on photographic plates resembled emery paper.

Beside such storms, other annoyances seemed unimportant. Sometimes, with a high, shrill hum of almost deafening volume, like myriad tuning forks, clouds of gnats would engulf us, as thick as tar smoke and so tiny no screens could exclude them. Occasional scorpions and tarantulas would drop onto the deck from overhanging trees; and when we moored near native cargo fleets, roving swarms of ugly, vicious rats that defied poisoning or capture, and attacked one when cornered, would overrun our boat.

But week after week the work continued. Sometimes my father and his two assistants would be working high up on a rocky promontory overlooking a great stretch of the Nile, where three thousand years or so ago an official of an ancient Pharaoh had perhaps sat for many days, counting his sovereign’s cargo ships as they brought tribute or imports from inner Africa—ebony, ostrich feathers, ivory, captive animals, pygmies, and the like. A combination of boredom and vanity often led such a man to carve on the rocks an inscription which in the neat hieroglyphs of a practiced scribe set forth his rank and station, his honors, the year of his Pharaoh’s reign, and the date when he had sat counting the royal ships. Frequently he would add a few casual comments or facts of extraordinary interest and new historical significance. Despite the great lapse of time such inscriptions, especially if carved on granite, would often be as sharp and clear as if cut the day before.

Again, the men would have to work for days at a stretch in the suffocating blackness of the inner chambers of rock-hewn tombs or in the windowless storage rooms of temples, where the air which had never been changed was not merely hot but stank unspeakably from untold generations of bats hanging in regiments from fouled ceilings. Here all photographic adjustments had to be made by candlelight, for such commonplace modern equipment as electric dry-battery flashlights were still not yet practicable for the field. The bats would beat out the candleflame or fly into a burning magnesium tape during an exposure.

Under conditions like these, the men worked for forty days in the great rock-hewn temple of Abu Simbel with its four gigantic statues of Ramses II facing the rising of Re, the sun god. Only one item in the task of recording this huge place was a great inscription or stela just outside the temple to the south of the façade. It described “the mar-
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riage of Ramses II and the Hittite princess Manefrure,” my father wrote in his journal in January, 1906. “It is an enormous document of forty-one lines, each about eight feet long, [a total of] 328 feet of inscription! Only about one third is in good preservation. The sunlight is so dazzling that there are no shadows, and the badly weathered parts cannot be read by day. It is therefore necessary to copy it by lamplight, either under canvas or at night. Sixty years ago Lepsius copied and published the few upper lines then exposed [above sand drifts], and comparatively recently Bouriant made a copy of the remainder which he published very inaccurately and incompletely. Hence no usable edition exists.”

He worked at this inscription uninterruptedly for over fourteen days, usually till late at night, sitting on a tarpaulin-covered scaffold of ladders and planks. Toward the last, when he reached the bottom lines which were in a trench created by our clearance of drifted sand, he had to hang head-down, alternately holding a kerosene lamp at various angles to secure a reading, then entering the latter in his transcription.

At this point the twice-weekly Sudan government steamer arrived with its usual party of Thomas Cook & Son tourists. They were soon straggling about the temple, led by a bumptious dragoman who in an ecclesiastical drone of guttural, ungrammatical English delivered himself of astounding hyperboles of historical misinformation.

As they neared the scaffolding a dowageresque, black-satin-clad English lady could not resist drawing back the canvas and peeping through her lorgnette at whatever was being screened from public gaze. When she beheld a purple-faced gentleman hanging more or less inverted, with his head in a trench, copying chicken tracks in a notebook by the light of a kerosene lamp, she was obviously surprised and disappointed.

“Fancy,” she said with deprecating amazement, “fancy earning one’s living doing that sort of thing!”

He was accustomed enough to such ineptitudes from impervious English and American tourists. But during the ensuing months he was inclined to share the lady’s reactions.

On January 22, 1906, he wrote in his journal: “Through the London Times we have just learned of the death of President Harper. [The end had come actually on January 12th, but no one had thought to cable my father.] I have put the flag at half-mast with my own hands, and it will remain so during the rest of the voyage.”
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The little President had broken many promises to him, had often hurt him cruelly and apparently needlessly; and despite their old student-and-master association at New Haven and in Germany, had never extended to him the hospitality of the President's house at Chicago. But the fact remained that he had created for my father the first chair of Egyptology in America, and in his mercurial way had been a friend. Now he was gone—and with him the only restraining influence which even as a dying man, he had continued to exert upon his brother Robert Francis.

My father had not yet overcome the sadness and anxiety these developments had caused him, when one morning in March he received a copy of the first volume of his Ancient Records of Egypt.

"I have just turned to the dedication page," he wrote to his mother from Amada in Nubia. "I have had some black days in my life, but this is one of the blackest. I want you know what was on that page when I left America after approving the complete final proofs:

To the Memory of
My Father
CHARLES BREASTED
these volumes are
Dedicated

"For eleven years I toiled on this monument to my father. Without my knowledge they have removed his name and inserted those of three strangers. As I feel now, it is a matter of indifference to me when the other volumes appear, or whether they ever appear.

"The three names belong of course to those who gave the publication funds. They are in no way responsible. If I had no family dependent on me, I would resign from an institution from which I have suffered so much." (Only some months later did he learn that the University of Chicago Press had destroyed the manuscript whose margins for more than a decade he had filled with countless annotations and references for his own future use.)

He became very grave, seldom smiled, now threw himself into his work with a kind of quiet desperation. By the end of March, at a place called Gerf Husein, some fifty-four miles south of Aswan, the north wind suddenly dropped, and the temperature in the cabin of the Amir el-Wuz sometimes reached 140°. But still the work con-
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continued, until on April 3, 1906, he was able to state in his journal: “We have now finished [copying the historical inscriptions in] all the pre-Ptolemaic temples of Lower Nubia (between the First and Second Cataracts). Besides these temples, numerous historical stelae and graffiti have been copied and are ready for publication. Thus all the pre-Ptolemaic monuments of Lower Nubia are included and completed in this winter’s work.”

Just before reaching Aswan again, he received a sheaf of reviews of his History of Egypt. Typical of the more generous group was that of the London Times Literary Supplement, which appraised it as the most accurate, authoritative work yet produced in its field. Among the few unfavorable notices was one in the American Historical Review, which deprecated his having based his work entirely upon the researches of the German school of Egyptologists; and another in the Chicago Record-Herald, which characterized his style as that “of a high-school sophomore.”

But it was the reviews in the scientific journals of Europe, with a total circulation of only a few hundreds, which anticipated his future standing in the scientific world. Of these, the English reviews were cool but most favorable; those of the French—whose jealousy in Egyptology was all but insuperable—were surprisingly friendly; while the Germans rated the book as a new classic.

“I had an eerie feeling,” he wrote, “that they [the reviews] were discussing the work of a stranger unknown to me. We forget so quickly how much life-blood a long task has cost us! If only my father and Aunt Theodocia could have lived to read these tributes to them, and to hold in their hands the book they helped me to write!”

The expedition disbanded at Aswan, and at the end of April we sailed northward again, stopping briefly in Sicily. To come suddenly from the tawny barrenness and the hot winds of the Sahara into the Mediterranean spring in full bloom was like a benediction.

At Taormina, roses and wild flowers and lush grass were growing everywhere amidst one of the most enchanting of all Greek ruins. “I am sitting in the upper arcades of an ancient theater,” my father wrote to his mother. “More than two thousand years ago, when plays were being performed in it, Greek ladies and gentlemen in their white robes strolled here during intermissions. As they discussed the performance or exchanged news and gossip of the day, they could look out through these marble arches at a magnificent coast of capes and head-
lands green with olive and almond groves and vineyards, and fringed below with snowy surf which merged into the bluest sea the sun ever shone upon; while southward, beyond the stage, snow-covered, smoke-plumed Etna—just as today—made a vast sweep upward, as if to draw the whole of Sicily toward the highest heavens. I think this is probably the most beautiful spot in the world—and many share this opinion who are far more traveled than I."

The ruins of Greece and Rome mellowed by some twenty centuries of Mediterranean sun, rain and greenery, and standing among surroundings of ineffable loveliness, have about them an appealing quality of friendly familiarity and of belonging to our own past which is seldom conveyed by the strange alien beauty of ancient Egyptian ruins. The classical Mediterranean was one of the strongest of the broadening influences which led my father to become ultimately a historian not of Egypt alone but of the entire early world. At the moment, however, I understood only that his spirits were visibly rising, and that his eyes were beginning to twinkle again as they had not since before our summer at Williams Bay.

It will be recalled that in April, 1906, Vesuvius had on very short notice indulged in one of the most serious eruptions in its history, which blew off the old crater and formed a new one hundreds of feet lower and vastly larger. When we crossed to Naples we found many of the city's streets and roofs still covered with a deep layer of ashes, and huge piles of it lying everywhere, which hordes of laborers were gradually shoveling into an endless procession of clumsy two-wheeled carts.

Pompeii had received a much scantier rain of ashes than Naples, so that we were able to wander at will through the ancient town. Nothing my father had ever shown me from the ancient world had so enthralled me.

My mother and I noticed that he continually looked up at the new crest of Vesuvius, which against the lambent Italian sky appeared utterly peaceful and innocent. In the recent eruption, lava had overflowed and destroyed a great portion of the funicolare which used to run up to the old crater; and the government had announced that anyone who ventured up on foot did so at his own risk. Altogether the mountain presented a challenge which he was obviously finding it impossible to resist. Presently, with a mischievous expression, he left us, to reappear shortly with the triumphant announcement that he had
secured horses and a guide, and that early next morning we would climb Vesuvius!

The day of our ascent—May 28, 1906—dawned cloudless and perfect. But no sooner had we mounted what proved to be decrepit, bony, underfed nags, than from Vesuvius there rose straight toward the zenith a vast column of slowly writhing smoke approximately a mile thick, and as black and viscous-looking as boiling pitch. Our guide, our innkeeper, and the padrone from whom my father had rented the horses begged us not to go on this day. But my father pooh-poohed them, and off we went.

We rode for several hours across great lava streams which had burst from fissures in the slopes of the mountain and flowing toward the sea, had inexorably pushed before them or engulfed and covered all vineyards, houses, and villages in their paths. At several points the lava was still perceptibly moving—glass bottles or objects of soft metal when dropped into cracks would melt before one’s eyes. Soldiers stood guard at villages to prevent pillaging while the former inhabitants tried to salvage whatever they could from their smoking, crumbling houses.

The mountain at length became too steep for our pathetic Rosinantes, and we dismounted to climb the rest of the long way on foot. The slope appeared solid enough, but with every step we sank almost to our knees in volcanic ashes so hot that we could not stand still, and in self-defense continued clambering upward. Far above us the sinister column of smoke, still churning and boiling upward, had reached the higher atmosphere and begun to spread in a vast dark fan.

The sun on our backs and the heat burning our feet and beating up into our faces soon made us terribly thirsty, and we longed for just a small spot of shade. At last, near the crest of the crater, we spied a huge boulder which had been blown out by the volcano. We hurried toward the patch of shade it cast—but when we reached it, found the entire precious area occupied by a gigantic drunken Italian who rose up when our guide woke him and threatened us with a knife. So we contented ourselves with standing on some harder ground, and as it was now midday, sought comfort in what food we had brought with us. The innkeeper had forgotten to include drinking water. I can still feel the peculiar, dull ache created by the granular dryness of a hard-boiled egg immovably lodged like so much crushed stone at the base of my young throat.
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But these discomforts were forgotten when we reached the very edge of the crater. Behind us lay the crescent of the glinting Bay, tipped on the south by Capri and on the north by Ischia, with Naples spreading away from the far edge like a collar of ivory lace. In front of us we peered down through a twilight of smoke and vapor toward the beginning of the world. From the invisible depths came such a booming, grinding thunder that our efforts to speak became so many soundless grimaces. The guide became frantic with anxiety as we stood on the very edge, segments of which were continually breaking off and slipping into eternity. Now and again the smoke would clear slightly and we could see masses of tremendous stones and vast, tattered blobs of lava shooting upward and out of sight. What little wind there was momentarily blew away from us, and this deadly rain fell on the opposite slopes of the mountain.

The guide now broke into actual sobs: he would never desert us, he said, but if we had no regard for our own lives or his, would we not for the sake of his wife and bambini, leave the crater and descend the mountain?

This appeal moved my parents as none of his others had done. We looked a last time into the crater, and while he uttered thanks to the Virgin Mother, we started down the mountain. We were about halfway down the steepest slope, when the wind changed and freshened, and the column of smoke began to creep nearer and nearer until the choking sulphurous blackness engulfed us like a sudden midnight. The four of us clung together. We could hear a deep thunder, and all about, the thud of falling stones. We breathed only by tying handkerchiefs across our faces. At last it grew lighter, and we saw that we were as blackened as chimney sweeps. The wind veered once more, the smoke lifted, and as the lowering sun glowed across the Bay, we found the horses again, and at sunset reached the inn—which had no bath!

We were told later in Naples that we could not possibly have ascended Mt. Vesuvius on May 28, for that was the day of another serious eruption when a rain of ashes and great stones had fallen upon the town of Torre del Greco, which the government had placed under martial law and ordered evacuated!
CHAPTER VII

HARRY PRATT JUDSON, the new president of the University of Chicago, personified the reactionary conservatism of a Board of Trustees whose patience had been exhausted by William Rainey Harper’s splendid disregard of budgets in favor of the most brilliant men he could gather from either side of the Atlantic. In understandable deference to Mr. Rockefeller, Sr.’s righteous resentment at having had to make up deficit after deficit, the Trustees had selected a man who would be altogether “safe.” My father was therefore the more surprised and relieved when that summer of 1906, President Judson informed him he intended to carry out President Harper’s written promise that the Oriental Exploration Fund would finance the Egyptian Expedition for at least another two seasons of work in the Nile valley.

He began at once preparing for a second campaign, this time along the upper Nile in the northern Sudan.

Messrs. Persons and Koch did not return to the field, and my father engaged as their successors two men who could hardly have been more dissimilar. One was a great six-foot-four, happy-go-lucky, good-natured, inordinately boastful, tawny-haired and bearded Russo-German photographer in his middle thirties, named Horst Schliephack, who had been photographer on the German military expedition to Pekin after the murder there of the German ambassador in 1900. The other, a short, wiry, pince-nez-ed English Egyptologist of about the same age, named Norman de Carris Davies, was an excellent copyist and draftsman with a quick temper and a militant sense of the superiority of everything British, who had once been a parson in Australia.

That October all of us met in Cairo, and for a fortnight “from dawn till dark,” wrote my father, “I have had my head in packing boxes. Our needs for this campaign are more complex: large sums of money in gold, silver, and small change (the gold we carry in leather belts worn under our clothes, the silver and small change is packed in a special ‘treasure chest’); endless supplies properly distributed to dif-
different points between Khartoum and Wadi Halfa; a felucca, and a cargo boat fitted with temporary living quarters; camels wherever we cannot travel by boat. . . ."

Because the journey through the cataracts of the upper Nile would be too arduous for us, he firmly decreed that my mother and I would remain in Cairo: perhaps later, should it prove feasible after the expedition had again reached easier country, he might send for us to join him. She found poor comfort in this half-promise when at last a white train carried him into the darkness beyond the Cairo station. By the light of the street lamps as we rode in a carriage back to our pension, and again when we reached our now spiritless room and she lighted an oil lamp, I could see her tears.

I tried in vain to comfort her, and during the long weeks of waiting which followed, loneliness like an illness settled upon her. While her life revolved entirely about the arrival of my father's letters, the tedium of mine was somewhat relieved by attendance at a German Lutheran parochial school which at the time was regarded by the European colony—including, curiously enough, the English—as the best European school in Cairo.

Here I met children of a dozen nationalities, but all of us were made to speak German. I soon learned that the offspring of the diplomatic corps looked down their noses at those of the commercial colony. As the only American and the son of a scientific man I was tolerated, though with uncommealed curiosity, by both groups.

We sat in rows on long, well-polished benches at scarred desks, in my case too high because I had been flatteringly placed in an advanced form of pupils older than myself. The boys sat on one side of the room, the girls on the other. In front of us on the wall above a blackboard was a large, pale green-and-yellow map of "Das Vaterland"; and, above this, a photographic portrait of Kaiser William II in full military regalia with all medals and honors.

Our master, a youngish German with a pale face set in a sneer, always wore a dingy black frock coat and frayed striped trousers and carried a wide, flat rule with which he resoundingly slapped the faces of any German children who gave poor recitations. They accepted this as a matter of course. For the rest of us who failed to satisfy his requirements (among whom I seldom failed to be included), he employed subtler punishments—sarcasm, extra assignments, ignominious periods of standing face-to-wall before the class.

Of afternoons my mother and I walked everywhere in Cairo, until
we were recognized in the bazaars and along the main thoroughfares as residents, immune to tourist-mulcting. We often saw Lord Cromer in his handsome carriage, or the Khedive Abbas II attended by scarlet- and-gold-jacketed, white-pantalooned servants; or watched the afternoon opening of the Kasr en-Nil Bridge and the river boats moving up and down; or the rugger matches and the drilling of British troops on the parade ground beside Kitchener’s Barracks. At sunset we listened for the Citadel gun, and to the muezzin chanting from a hundred minarets. After supper she read aloud to me.

The repetitive effect of all this was almost hypnotic. It seemed to me we had lived thus for years. Then one afternoon I returned from school shaking with dengue, and all sense of time deserted me. For long days and nights while I tossed with fever, my mother for some reason read me Longfellow’s collected poems—amongst which Evangeline and The Legend of Hiawatha still stand out in my memory as infallible opiates. When the fever seized her also, our spirits went into total eclipse.

But the weeks which passed so slowly for us were crowded with new experiences for my father. His daily journal of his first campaign had been pedantic and stilted. That of his second was from the outset full of verve and enthusiasm. Not only was the Sudan more exciting than Egypt, but for the first time in his life he found himself without domestic hindrance in charge of an exploratory project in a great sweep of wild country the records of whose ancient history had never before been systematically surveyed. The prospect challenged and thrilled him.

The following summary of his explorations is quoted from journals and letters written under the rigorous conditions of expedition life ranging from desert camps at night to a felucca racing down the turbulent cataracts of the upper Nile.

“The two hundred miles between Aswan, at the First Cataract, and Wadi Halfa, at the foot of the Second, comprise a stretch of country so difficult that a railway has never yet been attempted. At Aswan therefore the expedition boarded one of the regular stern-wheel Sudan government steamers which bridge this gap.

“Five hundred miles south of Wadi Halfa the country gradually changed from the desert, which flanks Egypt on either hand, to heavily grown savanna plain with no trace of plateau, or to sparsely grown steppe with great patches of bare gravel. At length we crossed the
Atbara, the Nile’s only tributary—it was full to the brim, though it runs dry in summer. The bridge we passed over was furnished by American steel mills on a rush order from Kitchener, which the English mills could not fill quickly enough. Forty days after receipt of the cabled order, the bridge, ready for assembly, was on a ship in New York Harbor.”

First objective of the expedition were the pyramids and ruins of Meroë, situated in the desert about 150 miles northeast of Khartoum and some two hours’ caravan journey east from the Nile.

“Davies and I immediately began key-plans of the pyramids, which are in three groups, the eastern, the middle, and the western, each containing about thirty. He took the eastern, I the middle group. There must have been two flourishing dynasties here to have left such imposing tombs as these. They were the immediate ancestors of Queen Candace, whose eunuch was converted by Philip, as narrated in the Book of Acts. We now know that this land, long supposed to have been the source of Egyptian art and civilization, actually received its culture from the Egyptians and finally continued as an independent state of wealth and power long after Egypt had politically perished.

“My bedroom is the chapel of one of these pyramids, and I wake every morning with a fat Ethiopian monarch, some relative of Queen Candace, looking benignly down upon me, as he waves the palm branch he has been holding for over 2,000 years.

“The first capital of Ethiopia was at Napata, just below the Fourth Cataract, where we have yet to work. There in the days of Isaiah, and often the object of his philippics, reigned Shabaka (’So,’ as mentioned in the Old Testament), Shabataka and Tirhaka, the first and last being mentioned in the Old Testament. Napata was more exposed to attack from the North and was finally forsaken by the Nubian kings in the sixth century B.C., when they established their capital here at Meroë, where we are now working. Then began the long line of kings and queens in one of whose tombs I am now writing, and it continued until the early Christian centuries, as we see in the incident of Philip.

“Our first practical problem here has been sterilized water. One drinks perpetually in this scorching sun, in which the thermometer goes up to 130° or 140°! Luckily the air is so dry that a felt-covered flask kept wet on the outside furnishes a really cool drink in the worst heat of midday. One of our camel drivers spends every hour of daylight going to and from the river carrying four sheepskins of water each trip. Our supply is assured, but such water! Even when strained, it is so
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full of mud as to be almost unusable for photography. We filter and then boil it for drinking, but after it has sizzled and been churned all day in a vile sheepskin under a broiling sun on a camel's back between the river and our camp the taste is disgusting. We put in lime juice (supply going fast!) and make tea of it to disguise the flavor of ancient mutton, but it still comes through very distinctly.

"These pyramids are the sole remains of a great age here on the upper Nile. The people who built them, though still understanding Egyptian and using hieroglyphics on their monuments, nevertheless spoke their own Nubian language, which today remains their native tongue—though all the men also speak Arabic. The Ethiopians wrote this language in a system of writing not yet deciphered, of which there used to be many examples here at Meroë. But most of these have been carried away, some even by Lepsius to Berlin. We have as yet found none.

"We are in the very heart of the region fought over by the English several times in the last twenty-five years, but today the people here are friendly and harmless.

"The pyramids are in a sad state. They are very much smaller and are built with much steeper sides than those of Egypt; and as the core (within the shell of good masonry covering the outside) consists largely of loose rubble, they can be easily ruined. Not one of them has retained its apex.

"A hundred years ago they were ransacked by one Ferlini, an Italian who found a rich hoard of jewelry belonging to a Nubian queen. This was purchased by Lepsius and is now in Berlin. They have been visited by others—by an Englishman named Hoskins in 1822; by the Frenchman, Cailliard, at about the same date; by Lepsius in 1843; and, two years ago, by representatives of the British Museum.

"Lepsius was the only one who carried away an intelligent record and account of the place. Excavation and exploration have now long since ceased to be treasure-hunting. Mariette and Schliemann dug for treasure only. The conscientious scientist of today knows that an exhaustive record of everything stationary or movable found on the spot is the supremely important thing, including especially all inscriptions, reliefs, decorations, and the like, in facsimile. The search for fine museum pieces is mere commercial treasure-hunting. Ferlini's find of jewelry has been the ruin of this place. As far back as Lepsius' day an attempt on the part of Osman Pasha to penetrate these pyramids for treasure was avoided only by the wise appeals of Lepsius himself.
How often other native officials have attacked them, it is impossible to say.

"Imagine, then, our disgust at finding that someone has very recently been doing so-called 'excavating' here. Whole pyramids have been removed, till the interior has become a crater. Well-preserved chapels have in several instances been carried off block by block. The debris of the dismantled pyramids has then been thrown out over the fragments and blocks of fallen chapels, which we might have put together again had they not been thus hopelessly covered up. Huge excavations have been made under chapels and pyramids, so that they are sure to tumble in after the rains of a few years. Such shafts, galleries, and yawning holes have here and there been covered over or shored up from below with railway ties. These last are to my mind unmistakable evidence that the guilty parties were closely connected with the English government of the Sudan, probably Budge and Scott-Moncrieff of the British Museum. Nevertheless we may be able to save a large proportion of the records. I have had men at work for days clearing encumbered chapels and rebuilding others.

"It all keeps one going unceasingly. Hassan [the head servant] wants to know where to put the men next. Schliephack wants another list of negatives to be made, with limits of each chalked on the wall. Davies wants soft pencils & having forgotten to pack his ink bottle, wants to borrow my fountain pen bottle; the cook wants to know what we shall have for dinner, some native clamors for his pay, or Hassan needs money for eggs, or the camel drivers strike! Yesterday Schliephack exposed negatives all day, using the wide-angle objective, without computing that the great diffusion of a wide-angle lens demands five or six times the exposure of the ordinary objective. So a day's work was lost, and a lot of plates were spoiled when our supply at this place is already badly short! Our provisions are also low. In Cairo Davies packed one vegetable box full of celery, thinking it was peas, and also gave us an excess of jam. So we lunch on jam and celery and dine on celery and jam! What with this sort of thing, the heat, the copying, and a full scientific record of all that is going on, one is too tired at night to write a journal.

"Though we are constantly turning over stones and moving rubble, we have not seen a scorpion or a serpent. We are also surprised to find no flies here, nor any mosquitoes. But every day about noon, a cloud of gnats blows into the chapels and makes life intolerable until evening; and often at sundown, huge swarms of enormous grasshoppers, a
handbreadth long, fly in from the river, often rising 200 or 300 feet into the air. The bats are very numerous and troublesome—one of the pits dug by the eminent Budge is just before my door, the bats swarm into it, and when the wind is right, the stench is intolerable. The birds are numerous—hawks, vultures, and now and then an eagle; but most of them are unfamiliar to me. Gazelles appear often on these black standstone hills.

"One of the joys of staying here is the dust, especially when there is a high wind at night. One wakes with his hair full, and clothing and papers deluged. It is inches deep on the floor of one's room. When the pillow falls off the end of one's headless cot in the night, and all clean pillowcases have been sent to the boat which we shall not reach for three weeks; or when toothbrushes or stockings drop into it, or the wind blows one's towel around in it half the night, one's temper becomes somewhat frayed. Our great consolation is to erect a rubber bathtub in this sea of dust and have a glorious bath in two quarts of muddy Nile water perfumed with the odor of long-dead mutton!"

"November 5, 1906: The most important observation of our stay here has come out this morning.

"Ferlini avers that he found the Berlin jewelry in a chamber at the top of a pyramid. This has always seemed strange, and is an arrangement which was never employed in Egyptian pyramids. The Sirdar [Sir Reginald Wingate] spoke to me about it when we recently met in Cairo and said that he did not believe this, though he added that it was very strange the burial chambers could not be found.

"It is evident that in spite of all their deep shafts and long galleries into and under these pyramids the British Museum people failed to find the burial chambers. The reason is that Ferlini was right: this morning I found a window and other conclusive evidence of a burial chamber at the top of Pyramid 22! It was doubtless Ferlini who completely demolished all the others—which explains why the pyramids have all lost their tops.

"November 7, 1906: I spent the morning photographing the architecture of the East Group of pyramids. As I was passing the chapel of Pyramid 6, a block covered with fresh dirt caught my eye, for through the dirt glimmered a cartouche! It proved to be an offering tablet with a royal inscription running all around it. While Davies's back was turned our native workmen had thrown out among the rubbish the funerary dining table of a king whose name proved to be Ergamenes, known to the Greeks and the Ptolemies. I shall send this monument to
the authorities at Khartoum and ask them to give it to Haskell Museum. The inscription is well done, and royal monuments of this age are very rare.

"Grasshopper in the soup tonight—of course he was served to me! I crunched on him for some time, supposing he was a piece of dried herb. But finding him invulnerable, I pulled him out, still intact, but very dead!"

"Noon, November 10, 1906: We have finished making ground plans of the pyramids and chapels of Meroë and recording all extant inscriptions. It is a great satisfaction to be carrying away—for the first time it has ever been done—as much of the record of an entire age and people as has survived in the wreckage of a great kingdom which began planting its over 100 pyramids here in the sixth century before Christ, and existed down into the Christian age."

Traveling by caravan and train, the expedition on November 11 reached Naga, some fifty miles southwestward, "a group of five temples, and three great ruins which presumably were once the palaces of the kings and queens who were buried in the pyramids at Meroë. One's wonder continually grows that a town with such buildings could have arisen in the desert 2,000 miles up the Nile. But this part of the desert is middle ground in the transition from the arid Sahara to the fertile regions of the Sudan to the south. In the summer it rains here, and this is now caught in reservoirs by the natives, just as must have been extensively done in antiquity.

"On our way to Naga we stopped at the dwellings of some neighboring Bisharin [a widely distributed tribe of nomads]. The men were all away, and an impressive, aged woman came out to meet me, doing a solemn reverence as she advanced. I gave her my gun to hold and took several pictures of the curious skin tepees in which they lived.

"The women, clothed only from the waist down, were handsome and well-proportioned. They generally drew up a loose end of their garments and threw it about their shoulders as I approached. Their children, brown and chubby, were clean and fine looking. I offered several of the women money to let me photograph them with their babies, but they refused, perhaps because they did not understand Arabic. I tried to enlist the old woman in my favor, for she spoke a little Arabic; but she finally waved me away with a face so solemn and with such commanding gestures that I felt hypnotized and compelled to obey.

"This old lady would not even look at my money. Nearly ninety
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years ago, when the Italian, [Giovanni Battista] Belzoni, visited lower Nubia where we were last winter, the natives had never seen money and refused to take it. I am wondering if perhaps these Bisharin far out in the desert are also ignorant of the use of money. Often by barter and exchange one can get along without it. But in most places it is essential, and it is because there are no centers on our route from which to secure a supply that we have had to carry with us a 'treasure chest' containing cash for our entire winter's needs.

"November 14, 1906: We are at work at 6:00 A.M., and the sun is long down before we stop. I spent yesterday on a ladder, copying from a glaring wall upon which this fierce sun was beating in full force; and I rose this morning with one eye swollen shut. Even with dark glasses, I sometimes find work on a sunlit wall impossible.

"Today at sunset I climbed the neighboring mountains to make a bird's-eye view plan of the entire place. It was most impressive to look down upon these dismantled buildings, worn and weather stained, framed in the silent desert. I have never before seen such a landscape—rambling expanses of straw or pale-green vegetation separated by black and forbidding mountainous hills of desolate rock stretching on and on to the distant skyline. And yet this country furnished the economic basis for a city with five temples and a number of palaces. We have copied and photographed all the records now surviving here. Together with those we secured at Meroë, they comprise all that survives of the history of Nubia as an independent nation.

"November 15, 1906: After a caravan march of five hours we have reached the Nubian palaces of Mesawwarât, a mass of ruins lying in exactly the same kind of country as the temples of Naga. But there are unfortunately no inscriptions here to tell us what great ruler built this enormous complex of palaces, consisting of three colonnaded buildings, one of which is a temple with standing colossi of the king before it, in Egyptian style. The largest colonnaded building is of imposing proportions, and may have been a banqueting hall. Its rich and ornate columns, a bizarre mixture of Egyptian, Nubian, and Greek, are of a style which has never been studied. The masonry, a white sandstone which weathers red, is of the finest character.

"There has never been a large camera within these walls, and I soon had Schliephack at work exposing plate after plate. With a small camera I recorded the remarkable architectural details, while Davies made a sketch plan, beginning with the beautiful banqueting hall, at the rear of which I found the records of previous expeditions here:
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Caillaud in 1822, Linaut a little later, and Lepsius, the last, in 1844. We shall be much too busy to add a record of our own—and, alas, the times have changed!

“As I write, we are camped under the stars in one of the courts of this vast palace of the Nubian kings. The night air is soft and warm, and all is quiet save the distant voices of our servants and camel drivers, seated round their flickering fire. I should be glad if more of my notebook could be incorporated into these hasty jottings, written in the evening when I am very weary, by the unsteady light of a lantern with a broken globe, amid a constant bombardment of bats and of clumsy grasshoppers which leap into one’s face, eyes, and hair!

“Tomorrow we shall see blessed ‘pater Nilus’ once more and shall not be obliged to part company again till we leave him for the season.”

From Mesawwarat the expedition returned from the desert to the railway line. Schliepback with servants and equipment went downriver to Abu Hamed, while my father with Davies went upriver to confer with officials at Khartoum, where they arrived on “the greatest of Moslem feasts, Bairam, when they celebrate the close of their month of daylight fasting. We had no proper clothes in which to attend the Governor-General’s levee at ten o’clock in the morning, but we stood outside and saw the great sheiks from Darfur, Gondokoro and the central African provinces of the Sudan coming in gorgeous raiment to pay their respects to their ruler.

“The Governor-General’s palace stands on the same spot as that of Gordon, in which he perished. I have never seen a more impressive sight than the brass band of raven black Sudanese soldiers in spotless white uniforms, standing in the lovely palace garden and with their shining instruments serenading their immediate ruler. An hour later he himself issued from the palace where he had been receiving, walked over to the neighboring square, where hundreds of black women and children were gathered, and distributed to them Bairam gifts of money and grain. It is all very different from poor Gordon’s day—sanitary work, hospitals, the Gordon College, and much else which the British are doing to uplift a once hopeless country.

“I visited Omdurman, seat of the Khalifa’s misgovernment and greatest of markets for the products of central Africa. The town stretches for miles along the river front, but with the exception of the heavy walls around the Khalifa’s quarter, it is all wretched low mud houses. The dismantled tomb of the Mahdi, whom the Khalifa succeeded, still stands but is rapidly perishing.
"Abu Hamed, November 19, 1906: We are now encamped at the head of the Fourth Cataract, which is about 135 miles long.

A military officer who lived in the days of Egyptian Empire's greatest expansion placed in a quarry near Cairo an inscription which long escaped notice in modern times. It states that he erected boundary records for the Pharaoh in the Upper Euphrates country, fixing the Empire's northern boundary; and also in 'Karoy,' fixing its southern boundary. That 'Karoy' is the Fourth Cataract region can be proven from the known monuments. We must therefore explore the islands of the Fourth Cataract as the most probable place for the erection of these boundary landmarks. We shall thus be doing for the Egyptian Empire what Mommsen so long labored to do for that of Rome.

I hardly look for success. But to make the attempt, we must have some kind of boat in order to search the islands, while our camel caravan with our main supplies moves parallel with us along the bank. As the islands are often miles long and sometimes lie several abreast, we shall frequently find it difficult to work around them.

From Abu Hamed we shall follow the entire 600-mile westward swing of the Nile. We shall be able to travel by boat the 400 miles from the foot of the Fourth Cataract to the foot of the Third; but from the head of the Second Cataract, a wild stretch, we shall have to caravan again for some 135 miles to Wadi Halfa, where we began work last year.

The owner of the only felucca suited to our purpose is asking an exorbitant price for it. The Mamur (governor of the district) is under instructions from the Sudan government to help us and promises to bring the man to reason. As an extra precaution, the Omdeh (mayor) of Abu Hamed is sending for the only other available boat from a village fifteen miles upriver.”

While awaiting this alternative boat, he fell to thinking again of the future and of his dream of copying and recording not merely the historical but all the ancient monuments of the entire Nile valley, beginning with those lying in the 800-mile stretch between the First Cataract and the Mediterranean. President Harper had promised his expedition $7,000 per year for three years—an inadequate sum for field work alone, without providing for the cost of publishing the results. Under the University's new president he could not hope for an increase—he must look to himself to raise additional funds. It seemed to him that the only remotely possible source of further support to which he could address himself from the wilds of the northern Sudan was
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26 Broadway. On November 20 he wrote a letter to Mr. Gates, presenting certain general proposals, and posted it himself at the railroad station in Abu Hamed. On the 22nd he continued in his journal:

"Until almost dawn this morning I labored with Zubeir, owner of the felucca we want, trying to bring him down from his asking price of £25. But he remained adamant and in disgust I went to bed. Then the Omdeh, who labored with him for several hours more, came and woke me to say that Zubeir would accept £14! I got up again to give him his money, could not find him anywhere in the town—and this morning he went back on his word, now asks £20! Meantime the other boat is on its way. It is now early afternoon, the camels are being loaded. A man comes in to report that he can see the boat coming around a bend. When it arrives, the unspeakable Zubeir—who as I write squats beneath the palms before our tent—will probably agree to my terms. If so, he will receive much less than £14!

"Later. The other boat leaks like a sieve, will not do in water like the cataracts below us. So while Zubeir sits in triumph under his palm trees, the Omdeh once more belabors him with arguments. Thus is business transacted in the orient!

"Still later. He finally accepted my offer of £15 for his boat. A crowd of curious natives surrounded us as I ceremoniously counted out the gold into the hand of the Omdeh who with equal ceremony passed it to the now crestfallen Zubeir.

"The boat is about twenty feet long and eight feet wide, heavily built of acacia wood, can carry between four and five tons and is very steady. At last, after buying two heavy palm fiber tow ropes from the native market, we cast off, the Omdeh coming with us.

"The reis stood at the helm, and the oars were constantly kept going to avoid the frequent rocks on which we might have crashed to pieces instantly in the strong current. The Omdeh perched himself in the bow and never taking his eye off the river, warned the reis to steer this way or that. When we reached the worst stretch, he took the helm himself.

"We passed the first rapids immediately opposite Abu Hamed without trouble and came into smooth water again. The river is a stately stream here, often nearly a mile wide, dotted with many islands alive with birds sitting among the rocks or perched in the trees. I only wish I knew more of them. It is a splendid sight to see a huge blue heron poised motionless on a low rock, with long beak close to the water, ready to snap the next fish."
"At dusk we drew in under a high sandy bank on the east shore, where Hassan soon joined us with the camels all in good order. We shall sleep ashore in a little natural garden hedged in with thorn bushes, where I now write sitting on a camp-cot overlooking the broad moonlit river. These superb nights amply compensate for the heat of the day. There is a cool, lambent softness in the air, as if one were enveloped in a magic element not of this earth but derived from some new and youthful world. The stars come twinkling out so subtly that before one is aware they are all blazing with tropical brilliancy. The silvery sheen of the moon floods all the palms and the wide river from which floats up the faint roar of heavy rapids in the distance.

"My first scorpion today! I found him on my trouser leg and flicked him off a little too gently—he fell somewhere among our cargo and is still in the boat!

"November 24, 1906, en route through the Fourth Cataract: The natives of the Fourth Cataract region are real Arabs, of a tribe called Monasir. They pushed in here from the east some generations ago and displaced the Nubians. They have been a bad lot in times past.

"When Gordon was beleaguered in Khartoum he sent [Lt.-Col. J.D.] Stewart with dispatches of vital importance downriver in a little steamer accompanied by two other boats. He cautioned him to stay always in midstream, especially when tying up at night. Stewart made the trip at about this time of year, and I marvel that even shallow-draught steamers managed to get through such water as we have just passed. There must be greater depth than is apparent—but they must also have done some daring and skillful steering!

"Stewart was deceived by friendly assurances from these treacherous Monasir who suddenly rushed him and his party, murdered them all, secured the dispatches for the Mahdi. The latter thereby learned from Gordon’s own pen the exact predicament of his garrison and his own estimate of how long it could hold out without assistance.

"We have now reached the island of Um Duêma where the wreck-age of Stewart’s boat lies—it is on the north side of the upper end of the island, surrounded by scores of great jagged rocks. The woodwork has entirely disappeared. She was heading south: toward the north lie the boiler, nearly upside down, two cylinders and steam chests, the shaft of the starboard paddle-wheel with its hub, and some fragments. Southwest of these is the shaft of the other paddle-wheel and a large complex of plate iron which may have been the armored wheelhouse. We found rivet heads in great numbers so firmly imbedded in the
crevices of the neighboring rocks that we extracted them with difficulty.

"While we were examining these melancholy evidences of Stewart's fate, the men of the tribe who killed him and perhaps some who themselves had a hand in the deed, came out to see us. I believe the story they told me of his having been enticed from his steamer must refer to his forsaking it after the wreck. They said he was separated by stratagem from the other boats, which were driving with the stream—probably he had no choice but to go ashore. In any event his reis obviously took the wrong channel. Yet even so, had the steamer survived a few shocks more or had she not grounded completely, she would have passed safely, for a few rods farther on the channel is clear. Apparently a wrong quarter-turn of the helm one way or the other decided the fate of Stewart and possibly also of Gordon and Khartoum.

"These Monasir are now quite friendly—I talked with them about their crops and the fishing—I had a revolver under my coat and a gun in my hand, but there was nothing to fear for they are now thoroughly pacified. The head of the principal family who was the ringleader in the Stewart business perished, the tribe was decimated and badly punished, and they are now as docile as the Egyptian fellahin.

"November 26, 1906: This morning Gumar the cook pulled a huge scorpion out of his bed!

"Just above an island called Boni the reis failed to keep a sharp watch, we crashed on a rock in midstream, sprang a bad leak. As we raced onward, I managed to shoot our first goose—a needed windfall.

"The shores are now huge and irregular black granite rocks, rising fifty to seventy-five feet from the water, which is here very swift, winding in and out between small islands and alternating promontories.

"We have found that we cannot possibly search these rocky headlands for inscriptions from the land side, as they usually have deep, swift water at the base, passable only in a boat. We are therefore obliged wherever possible to select the main channels, and scan the rocks on both sides with binoculars. Our eyes are very weary, for we have been doing this all day, often amidst racing rapids where we would rather have watched for the main chance in case of a crash!

"Our camp tonight is in a little bay such as constantly recur between these headlands and cliffs—little pockets filled with alluvium supporting luxuriant fields of waving durra [millet]. One finds them far in the heart of the cataract, hidden among the intricate network of tortuous channels; and behind them is always a little group of mud
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huts or mere wattle shells, sheltering a few families whose sole support is drawn from the soil of such little rock-bound plots. These people are indeed far removed from the great modern world, and probably none of their children has ever seen a European. The men are fine looking, but weak and slight. The young women are very graceful, often handsome. They are shy and usually avoid us—though one day as I was sitting writing at the entrance of our tent at Abu Hamed, a willowy young girl passed us on her way to the river only a few feet below us, removed her clothing and leapt into the stream. She swam like an eel.

“November 27, 1906: This afternoon we entered the worst rapids we have yet encountered. The cross-currents and rip tides were terrific, often meeting in midstream and forming a powerful backwater upstream. The water piled up behind huge rocks like a peak roof and shot down each side, forming a line of heavy breakers extending obliquely across our course.

“The voice of our reis rose above the roar of the water as he shouted his orders, now encouraging now warning, again calling for a quick stroke on one side and back water on the other, never changing his mind or his orders, but making instant decisions at every critical point. At one moment when the oars had lost control of the boat, he quickly swung the tiller and shot us over into a backwater in midriver, where we stopped as suddenly as if we had been gripped in a vise. We lost our dangerous momentum, gained a few seconds’ breathing spell. In these cataracts such backwaters are often veritable havens of refuge—though wherever they are met on each side by the down-going current, they are surrounded by an interno of raging water, twisting in yawning whirlpools. A constant danger was that in avoiding one rock, we would strike another below it. At one time this seemed certain, but the men pulled for dear life, two men at an oar, with the reis fairly screaming the rhythm to keep them in stroke—and we just grazed past!

“My words cannot convey the blood-tingling exhilaration of such splendid moments when the boat darts with a bird’s swiftness down the tumbling, surging river.

“At sundown we came into quiet water, stopped at a tiny village where we found an empty house which some men and women working on a near-by threshing floor told us we might use—a welcome protection, for our tents are with the caravan. Though even in winter the temperature rises here at midday to 90° or 95°, the second half of
the night is bitter cold. Gordon remarks in his journal that the Dongola desert is 'bitter cold' at night, and we are finding it so.

"I talked with the people on the threshing floor about their life now as compared with the days of the Mahdi and the Dervishes. They said they were much happier, for the Dervishes used to take away all their grain, chickens and sheep, while today the English take only a few piasters.

"November 28, 1906, evening: Today I had a reckoning with our obstinate camel drivers who have been incessantly troublesome and mutinous.

"The English have built a narrow-gauge railway from Abu Hamed northwestward around this cataract to Kareima at its foot, but the intervening rugged country forced them miles away from the river. At a place called Shebebèt, however, they were obliged for the sake of water to run a siding down a wadi to the river. There is of course no station, but I found a native in charge of the water tanks; and while an expression of comprehension that they had been hoist on their own petards began to dawn in the faces of the onlooking camel drivers, I induced him to send our boxes by the next train up to the main line and so to Kareima. Then I sent the camel drivers away utterly crestfallen without their usual baksheesh!

"November 29, 1906: When we were almost within sight of the Hagar es-Salâma, 'the Rock of Salvation (or Safety),' so called by the natives because it stands at the end of the dangerous water in the Fourth Cataract, we again crashed upon a rocky head, took water, and the hull sprang another serious leak! But we can now hear the roar of the last rapid we shall be obliged to run. Tomorrow we shall reach Kareima.

"November 30, 1906: We have passed the Hagar es-Salâma, have emerged at last from the cataract region with all its islands and rapids, and entered the broad reach of unbroken river down which we are now floating to Kareima, less than two hours distant.

"It has been a fascinating journey through the Fourth Cataract. But we have found neither the record marking the southern boundary of 'Karoy' nor any other inscriptions. Our disappointment is not lessened for having been anticipated!

"Later: We have gained our first glimpse of the pyramids on the west shore, the tombs of the earlier Nubian kings against whom Isaiah declaimed in the streets of Jerusalem. Seven miles farther down river on the east shore rises the majestic table-mountain of Gebel Barkal, at
the foot of which are the temples and pyramids of this same family of kings. Here they had their residence, here Tirhaka of the Old Testament lived and built his temple which we shall copy and I hope excavate. This is classic Napata, possibly the Noph of the Old Testament.

"Kareima, evening: We are sleeping tonight in the deck-house of a boat prepared for us at my request by the Sudan government, on which we shall travel the 400 miles from this point to almost the head of the Second Cataract.

"Hassan reports that the leaky felucca I refused to consider at Abu Hamed has just sunk, drowning four native women!"

Lying at the upriver entrance to the rich province of Old and New Dongola, the little commercial town of Kareima—consisting of mud-brick houses, a few native shops, a market, and some government warehouses—presented a cross-cut of the Sudan. Along its busy waterfront, which included a small shipyard, clustered swarms of lateen-rigged native boats or giyassahs. Some were under construction or undergoing crude repairs, but the majority were loading and unloading a medley of cargoes—Dongola dates and grain, gun-arabic from the Sudan, timber from northern Europe, great unglazed earthenware jars from Lower Egypt, bolts of cotton cloth from Manchester, tins of kerosene from America, burlap-covered bales from India and China.

Milling about in the town and squatting along the waterfront were crowds of coal-black Sudanese, "fuzzy-wuzzy" Dervishes, Busharins, Nubians, Berbers, handsome old sheikhs from divers desert tribes. Like the Busharin, many of all these wore their hair in small tightly braided plaits, heavily oiled and smelling of musk. Naked black children with shaved heads and dusty bodies ran squealing in and out of the crowd through which cursing drivers prodded over-burdened camels and donkeys; while scrawny yellow dogs howled from the roofs, and itinerant sheep and goats added their inept baa-ing to the general din, and their pellets of dung to the acrid dust underfoot. The odor of Kareima was the odor of African humanity—warm, pungent, fetid, aromatic, unpleasant yet strangely stirring, and once breathed, never forgotten.

The lone English resident of this place presided over the shipyard. Here he had fitted out for the expedition a giyassah about fifty feet long and twelve feet abeam, by overlaying the after half with planking and erecting upon it a wooden framework covered with reed matting and tarpaulins. When this boat was found to be inadequate, another somewhat smaller one, similarly equipped, was added; so that
with the battered felucca, the expedition possessed a little fleet of three river craft.

My father now decided that with sufficient living accommodations on board, and with less arduous country ahead, his family might join the expedition for the remainder of its current campaign. From the moment my mother read his instructions to proceed at once via Abu Hamed to Kareima, her health underwent abrupt improvement, as if some melancholy spell had suddenly been lifted from her.

On our journey southward we were passed from one kindly British official to another, last of whom was the director of the Sudan railways, at the moment inspecting the Abu Hamed-Kareima narrow gauge line, a dreary run of 145 miles which a twice-weekly train took almost ten hours to make. He invited us to lunch in what he called his “private saloon,” and was greatly mystified when my mother, being unacquainted with this Anglicism, politely declined because “she felt it undesirable for a small boy to be taken into a saloon!” We were nearing Kareima before her scruples had been allayed and we joined him in nothing more sinister than a very primitive official private car.

It was starry-dark and very cold as the train crawled to its final halt. My father flung open our compartment door, lifted us down. Some of the crew, with a lantern among them, stood respectfully distant. The muffled crying of a child here and there, and the high-pitched howls, descending into full throated barking, of near-by dogs being answered by remoter brethren, only deepened the general stillness as we trudged through the town, picked our way down the river bank and boarded yet another in the unending series of our transient homes.

The three of us slept in what by day was the mess room. My bed was a camp cot suspended by wires from the ceiling beams above my mother’s cot. I soon grew accustomed to the patter of larger rats just overhead as they scurried across the matting-and-canvas roof. Sometimes a sharp blow would send a loiterer skyward and with a splash into the river. But he always returned; and nothing we could do would keep the little brutes from taking possession of the boat between sunset and dawn. “It was a very carnival of riotous rats,” wrote my father in his journal. “They danced and galloped across the roof in a constant tattoo, they dropped through a window onto my bed so that I would be awakened by one sitting on my face! They invaded the kitchen, rattled about among tins and frying pans, even managed to gnaw holes in theoretically unattainable bags of dried beans suspended from the
ceiling, so that their contents poured onto the floor with the sound of heavy rain.”

Messrs. Davies and Schliephack were militantly independent bachelors, and resented the inhibiting presence of a woman and an ubiquitous small boy, especially when my mother was again made expedition housekeeper. Gradually the nervous tension bred by sandstorms, personal idiosyncrasies and the unpredictable minor crises of expedition life increased until it flared and cracked—as my father later put it—“like an overcharged Leyden jar.” It was a peculiar little household. But such was my father’s patience and forbearance that the personal equation seldom impeded the expedition’s scientific work.

The volume of this grew rapidly. For as we moved away from the Fourth Cataract and deeper into territory once thickly populated and highly developed by the ancient Egyptians, the number of their ruins greatly increased. Sometimes we employed between fifty and a hundred men to excavate temple courts buried in rubbish and drifted sand; or to reassemble like jigsaw puzzles the reliefs on fallen walls; or to relocate and record by modern methods the inscribed monuments mentioned by earlier visitors like Lepsius, Caillioud and others.

Disintegration and destruction of monuments had since their day progressed at a startling rate, for reasons everywhere evident. For example, “one morning on our way to work at the Barkal temples,” my father wrote, “we came upon a typical scene—a group of natives grubbing out blocks of temple masonry to lay over the body of a dead man about to be buried in the cemetery of the neighboring village. We stopped them, though they were disinclined to obey; and I promptly sent a report to Colonel Jackson, British governor of Old Dongola province (and one of the principal figures in the Fashoda incident). I presume the mounds of this cemetery cover hundreds of inscribed stones which have thus disappeared since Caillioud’s visit. The governor summoned all the head men of the near-by villages, and his inspector read them the ‘Antiquities Ordinance’ enacted by the Sirdar, decreeing one year’s imprisonment and a heavy fine for removing such stones.”

The marvel was that any ancient Egyptian monuments were left at all, for such destruction and dispersion had been practiced both by the ancient Egyptians themselves and for several thousand years thereafter by the Greeks, Romans, Copts, Turks and Arabs, not to mention frequent European vandals. My father was only too aware that in the face of such a tradition, decrees threatening imprisonment and fines
were almost futile; and that his little expedition must redouble its efforts to record every significant hieroglyph before it should be lost forever.

The superlative fertility of the stretch of Nile valley now called Dongola which ever since prehistoric times has made it a fat prize of contention is due to broad flood plains of inexhaustibly rich silt so deep that during the low-water season the fields lie as much as forty feet above the river. As my father described it in his journal, “year in and year out the natives here raise three crops a year of maize, millet, wheat, barley, lentils, beans and some sugar cane—much of the time in the same ground, though they practice rotation of crops to a certain extent. As for date palms, one district alone contains more than 180,000—they are taxed by the Sudan government at two piasters or ten cents each per year.

“The necessary water for irrigation (which being silt-laden, continually revitalizes and enriches the soil) is raised twenty to forty feet from the Nile to the level of the fields by the animal-power bucket pumps called sakials which are used from the Mediterranean to Khartoum. An endless, openwork palm-fiber belt to which at one- or two-foot intervals are fastened heavy earthenware jars, passes over a large vertical wooden cogwheel geared to a still larger horizontal cogwheel with a projecting pole pulled round and round by blindfolded oxen, camels or donkeys. For miles along the river banks of Old Dongola these sakials are distributed at intervals of often no more than 100 to 150 feet. They are deliberately never greased so that their proprietors may know at a distance whether or not they are functioning. The resulting doleful creaking, groaning quaver from several score sakials simultaneously audible from both banks somewhat resembles the interminable tuning up of a symphony orchestra too vast and dispersed to achieve a common pitch. On moonlight nights (over half the time in these latitudes) they are operated continuously, and there is no escaping their din.”

But as we approached the headwaters of the Third Cataract the fields gradually grew narrower until they gave way altogether to the barren sandstone cliffs and tawny drifts of the inexorable Sahara. Occasional extrusions of black granite, rounded and polished like heaps of gigantic ripe olives, hinted of wilder country to come. Crocodiles and uncouth water lizards lay sunning themselves on shoals and sandspits. Birds were everywhere—wild ducks and geese flew over us constantly, their underwings more brilliant than those I
had seen in Albrecht Dürer’s drawings; and often great clouds of
migrant cranes and storks wheeled and circled far overhead.

To relieve our monotonous diet of tinned foods my father went
hunting as often as he could for geese, duck and snipe, taking me with
him as retriever. On one such occasion, amidst wild cataract country,
he shot three large geese on the wing. They dropped into a swift cur-
rent which swept them down a channel always just out of reach.
Suddenly they were caught by a whirlpool, and in our eagerness we
dropped our pith helmets, stepped into the water and had almost
touched the birds when the main current snatched them away again.
We waded across, clambered on over high rocks, and at last after a
long chase, salvaged them as they swung round and round the margin
of another great whirlpool.

We were gone so long that my mother came in search of us. In the
sand beside a wild rapid she found our helmets, and alongside them,
our footsteps disappearing in the water. The roar of the rapids drowned
out her shouts. When we returned as we had come, we found her in
a state of hysterical grief from the natural assumption that we had
perished in the river. To the end of her life she never wholly recovered
from the shock of this experience. . . .

As we drew nearer the Cataract every bend and headland revealed
enchanting hidden backwaters with little crescent beaches fringed with
thorn and castor bushes, and overhung by palms, acacias and tamarisks.
Occasionally, like those in the Fourth Cataract, such places sheltered
little patches of soil cultivated by a few Nubians, living in wattle huts,
who stared at us as we drifted past. Except for the fact that probably
none of them had ever beheld a white child before, they were never
surprised to see us: for by that mysterious way in which a native in
Khartoum would know of a happening in Cairo before the European
had learned it from his clicking telegraph, these remote, isolated people
had for days been informed of our whereabouts and almost hourly
progress.

We never ceased marveling at their ability to converse with one
another across great stretches of water. Again and again in places
where the Nile had suddenly widened to a breadth of almost two miles,
so that we would have to inquire locally regarding possible inscriptions
or ruins along the farther shore, we would watch a man address a
friend so far away on the opposite bank as to be a mere speck wholly
out of earshot. He would stand at the very edges of the river perhaps
ten feet above its surface, and cupping his hands some four inches in
front of his lips, would talk into the water at an angle of about 45°, in
a loud voice but without shouting. At intervals he would stop to listen
while the distant man evidently replied in kind. But we who stood
close by heard no sound. Presently the exchange would end, and he
would tell us in a matter-of-fact way what he had learned.

If all this interested my father enormously, it was utterly fascinat-
ing to me. I forgot almost immediately what they had tried to teach
me at the German Lutheran school in Cairo, but I can still recall as if
it had been yesterday every detail of our sojourn in the Sudan.

By the tenth of January, 1907, we had reached an island called
Tombos at the head of the Third Cataract. "On the black granite
boulders of the east shore, opposite this island," wrote my father, "are
engraved the triumphant memorials of Thutmose I.

"Here a vast dam or ridge of black granite boulders and headlands
sweeps out of the far horizon of the eastern desert and directly across
the channel of the river in an imposing rampart causing the obstruc-
tions to which the first bad rapids of the Third Cataract is due. Thut-
mose I, issuing here at the head of the cataract in the initial Egyptian
conquest of this region, found this the proper place for commemorating
his achievement. Five triumphal stelae adorn the boulders of the east
bank.

"The largest of these, containing 18 lines of inscriptions, is an in-
valuable historical document containing what is at once the earliest
mention of the river Euphrates in an Egyptian record and the earliest
evidence of Egyptian expansion thither.

"The inscription is on a huge conical boulder 25 feet high which
since the monument was engraved has fallen backward and on its side
at an angle of 45°, making photography exceedingly difficult. But by
spending a day building special equipment for double-tilting our big
camera downward and sideward we secured perfect negatives which
are the first facsimiles ever made.

"On the island of Tombos itself I found a new and unknown
inscription of a prince and viceroy of Nubia, probably in the 20th year
of Thutmose IV. It gives a list of the things he sent back to the palace
[at Thebes]: 'perfumes, ivory, ebony, carob wood, panther skins,
khety wood, incense of Mazoi.' This last item is an interesting refer-
ence to a tribe of Nubians who lived on the road from the head of the
Fourth to the foot of the Second Cataract, and hence received the
aromatic gums of the south and east, which they passed on in trade to
Egypt. Such commodities then took their names from the last people who immediately furnished them to Egypt.

"January 11, 1907: This morning I took on a local reis to act as our pilot through the headwaters of the Third Cataract. The wind proved favorable and we cast off early.

"The first rapid, called Hannek, is a cataract in itself, resembling those in the Fourth Cataract. At only one place have the waters been able to force through it a passage of any navigable depth—a narrow, sluice-like channel or mill-race which the natives call a 'bab' or 'gate.' The gates in the successive granite ridges are not opposite each other but are staggered; so that in shooting through one, there is great danger of being wrecked on the next ridge below.

"The method used by these Nubian reises in navigating such difficult waters is most interesting. They wait for a strong wind against the current, which is fortunately the prevailing north wind of the Nile valley. They then drift with the current to the head of the cataract where they hoist all sail. With the wind directly astern, their craft now begins to move slowly upstream; whereupon the reis loosens the sheets, spilling enough wind so that she moves slowly downstream, until she reaches the first rocks. Since she moves down much more slowly than the current, she still has plenty of steerage way. If he is opposite a 'bab,' he lets the boat slowly down stern-on till she passes safely through the gate. But the instant he has dropped through it he must haul his sheets tight again to prevent crashing into the next line of rocks and wrecking the boat.

"To aid him in thus maneuvering for position two enormous sweeps are shipped forward, each manned by two sailors. Simple as all this may sound, it is nevertheless thoroughly exciting—and today when one of our sweeps broke amidst the rapids, a spice of danger was added.

"The strain on rudder and rigging is heavy—many times today the reis struggled in vain to throw the heavy tiller, and shouted for help to bring it around. The current is terrific, and our nerves were exhausted from the tension of watching the boat hovering above the jagged reefs, every rope aquiver, the sails straining to burst, and the roaring water piling under the bow and threatening to demolish us on the rocks below. Often we would hang thus for several minutes, with the rudder but ten feet from the hungry rocks, when a lull in the wind would have meant total wreck.

"Our two reises showed great caution, judgment and skill in bring-
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ing us through—much more than I had thought possible—but my heart began to beat normally again only when I saw our boats emerge intact at the foot of the Hannek rapid.

"January 12, 1907: This has been a discouraging day. The north wind rose all night, by morning was blowing a gale the power of which increased hourly until by noon it was a hurricane. Had we not been under the lee of a high shore, our deckhouse would have been carried away.

"At midday a few inches of our badly battened mainsail escaped from its housings. The wind seized it instantly—the men scrambled frantically up the yard, but before they could reach it, the blast had wrenched out the whole upper half of the great canvas and ripped it across the middle like tissue paper. By desperate efforts of our combined crews the pieces were gathered in and housed before the whole sail had been torn to tatters. The huge canvas looked like an enormous serpent as it was brought down this afternoon, and under the protection of the river bank a beginning was made in repairing the damage.

"By two o'clock the storm had reached its worst. There were no clouds in the sky, but a gloom of driving dust and sand hid the sun and threw a ghastly grey light over the great river which was lashed into a heavy sea of strangely white rolling waves as the current fretted and fought its way through the stubborn masses of granite. The dust and sand sifted into our porous cabin and settled upon papers, notebooks, and photographs at a rate which not only made work impossible but endangered our negatives.

"January 15, 1907, in Kagbar rapid: This is the most dangerous rapid of the Third Cataract. Here again a colossal granite dam runs diagonally across the Nile, and at a distance of half a mile presents the appearance of an artificial work. The river has broken through it in the middle but in so doing has merely created a wild and impassable chaos of boulders and tumbling water.

"At one end of the dam, however, there is a mill-race such as I have described, about fifty feet wide, running at a zigzag much like a backward Z. It is very irregular, broken by numerous islands and boulders, and a tremendous current rushes through it.

"The population of this region is scanty and I could secure only sixteen villagers to supplement our own crews, making a total of twenty-six men. But the villagers were accustomed to the task before them, and confidently leapt into the rapids, swimming from island to island till they reached our boats lying at the head of the passage. With two ropes
from the bow and one from the stern, they first let the larger boat slowly down, stopping often and swimming to the next island below to throw a bight of the line around some convenient boulder further down.”

At this point my father ordered my mother and me into the felucca. With us went the “treasure chest” containing the expedition’s gold and silver cash; the most important records and photographs; and a few of our own most essential belongings. While he remained on board we were taken to a small rocky island to wait until the boats had passed through the most dangerous rapids.

“When we reached the worst rush of water, where there was a sudden drop of several feet,” he wrote, “it was impossible to hold the larger boat. The men were obliged to let her drive while the heaviest line was kept running around a bow-post on which it was slowly tautened and finally choked as the boat reached the greatest drop. But no boulder suitable for fastening the line on shore could be found, and as it tautened it dragged the fifteen men who were holding it headlong down a sand bank. They clung to it frantically and just as they were being pulled into the furious water, they brought the boat to a standstill in the lower angle of the Z—where we still lie, with the surging, roaring water under my elbow as I write. It was the narrowest escape we have yet had.

“The sheik of the villagers now told me he must go home with his men, but would come again in the morning to bring down the other boat. I differed with him, and after the usual oriental palaver they finally went back for the other boat and brought her alongside of us. But they refused to take us out of the last reach of the Z. After another long talk, I peremptorially ordered them to take through the smaller boat, though it was now late afternoon and the wind had risen again.

“They reluctantly obeyed but in trying to break out the mainsail got the sheet hopelessly tangled with the towline, with the result that the men holding the latter on shore were completely tired out, at the critical moment dropped it too soon; so that before the wind could fill the sails, the current seized the boat, swung her about, drove her into some rocks, then swept her down broadside-on. Yet by some miracle, despite striking several hidden rocks in the channel, she issued at the lower end without being wrecked!

“All this so demoralized the crews and so delayed us that as dusk drew on I made no attempt to carry the bigger boat through. I prom-
ised the villagers bakshesh for every man who appeared before sunrise the next morning."

My mother and I were now allowed to come aboard again. The journal continues:

"We went to bed with the roar and rush of the lower 'bab' directly under our beds. The wind had again risen to a gale which, as the boats lay, was directly offshore. It was difficult to sleep, but I finally dropped off, only to be awakened by a familiar sound even louder than the tumult of the rapid. Above the wind howling through the rigging I could hear the sharp crack of loose canvas.

"I ran out on the deck, saw the mizzensail whipping wildly in the gale. It had been badly housed as usual, the wind had ballooned it, and as the reis had neglected to throw out a stern hawser, the pressure of the gale had been quite sufficient to carry the stern far out into the fearful tide of the cataract. If the forward moorings gave way, we should be broken to pieces in an instant on the rocks a hundred feet below us!

"I shouted down the forward hatch, had the crew out in a jiffy, woke the old reis in the stern, and the lot of them somehow managed to house the sail without its being torn to tatters. But against the storm all of them pulling together were unable to drag the stern back to the bank.

"By the following noon the wind had abated enough to enable us to pass safely out of the lower 'bab'; but it was still a gale, and when the natives cast off the ropes we were blown across the river at high speed. As we neared the east bank the reis, instead of killing our motion by heading into the current and then again into the wind, merely rounded into the shore where we struck heavily on a hidden rock, then by good fortune immediately came to rest on a sand bank.

"Hearing a sailor exclaiming about water in the boat, I looked down the forward hatch, saw a torrent gushing into the hold which contained our entire winter's supplies and all our negatives! The crew at once obstructed this hatchway with their own chests of clothing and bags of millet flour. Luckily we had two other hatchways—at the point of my revolver I ordered several sailors below, and the boxes began coming up rapidly.

"We formed a line, passed everything quickly ashore. Ten minutes from the time we had struck, the hull had filled to the deck, but all our hundred boxes were safely on the river bank.

"As I write, the latter presents a ludicrous picture! The most diffi-
cult stores to save were our boxes of Triscuit which is our only bread and is packed American-style in flimsy pasteboard cartons.

"To prevent the boat from tipping over into the current we fastened lines from our two mastheads to a palm high up on the rocky shore.

"Tonight (January 16, 1907), the lower corner of this little room is nine inches under water and we are careening so badly that dishes will not stay on the table. The north wind continues to blow steadily, and with the waves rolling over our rail, the boat looks truly like a wreck. We are between 160 and 175 miles from Halfa where our campaign closes for this winter. We need the boat for at least another fortnight—to leave it now would be a catastrophe for our winter's work, even if we could secure camels here, which is very doubtful. Schliep-hack ripped his hand on a piece of strap-iron while handling boxes, cannot work in the dark room. Everything is at a standstill. Altogether, it is the most serious setback we have experienced this year.

"January 17, 1907, just below Kagbar Cataract: I sent at once for help from a village three hours distant, but no one appeared. It was obvious we would have to work out our own salvation.

"With all available man power tugging at the ropes from the mastheads we managed to right the boat a few inches. Next we plugged the hole in the hull from the inside with canvas rags, then set all hands to bailing. After hours of alternate bailing and hauling, the water in the cabin disappeared, the boat began to right; and the problem was to careen her sufficiently to reach the hole from the outside.

"A piece of extraordinary good luck now befell us. A number of natives appeared among the palms. I thought of course they were the help I had summoned. Instead, they proved to be members of a surveying party but half an hour away, led by two young Englishmen who were caravanning from the Second to the Fourth Cataract, making a survey in anticipation of the raising of the Aswan Dam! A message quickly brought them to us.

"Their men were from Shellal [just above Aswan] and quite familiar with such repairs as we were attempting. They found a wreck near by, pulled out timbers from it, laid them under our keel, and by putting plenty of men at the tackles, drew the boat up several feet onto the timbers, exposing the hole. A patch I had prepared was now tacked over it, the Englishmen secured from their stores a tin of water-cement with which we filled the hole from the inside, covering this in turn with a heavy board. The result is almost watertight and the very slight leakage can be bailed out twice a day."
"We rewarded the two Englishmen each with a cake of American maple sugar which they had never tasted before and greatly fancied! I gave the foreman of their men a sovereign with which to buy a sheep. But presently a messenger brought a note from the Englishman in charge saying that on second thought he believed he had followed a wrong principle in allowing me to reward his men for merely doing their duty, and he was therefore returning the money!"

As we reloaded our cargo we congratulated ourselves that at last we would be rid of the pestilence of rats. But we had no sooner settled on board again than despite every precaution against them they mysteriously reappeared, as arrogantly and numerously as ever!

"January 21, 1907, Dulgo: For hours before we reached it as we drifted slowly downstream against an ever-increasing north wind, we could see the three only remaining standing columns of the temple of Sesebi opposite this place.

"Upon our arrival I noticed that all three columns bore reliefs of Seti I, as Lepsius says they do. But I noticed also that on all three columns a deeply cut sun-disk penetrated through and interrupted Seti’s inscriptions.

"I could not fathom this, but finally conjectured it might be the work of Ikhnaton (Amenhotep IV) which had been covered with stucco and re-sculptured by Seti I. But no temple of Ikhnaton is known south of the vicinity of Thebes (500 miles north from here), so that this was a hazardous guess.

"I worked on, when suddenly behind the form of Amon on the column I saw dimly through the rough chisel marks of intentional expungement, the lines of the well-known figure of the great heretic. A dozen other unexplained peculiarities in the reliefs of Seti I were now immediately explained, and I could discern the figure of Ikhnaton on each of the columns, worshiping the sun-disk. This meant much: it meant the first discovery of a temple of the great reformer in Nubia; it meant the sudden extension of his sun-worship temple 500 miles farther south; it meant the possibility of identifying this place with the Nubian city founded by Ikhnaton and known as Gem-Aton, a hitherto unnoticed reference to which I had found at Barkal.

"New visions of the importance and power of the great reformer rose before me as through the defacement by his enemies I saw his figure emerging on the columns of his first known temple in Nubia.

"Unfortunately the wind blew so viciously as to make photography on a ladder almost impossible. But a discouraging day which had car-
ried us only six miles northward, had brought us the most important
discovery of the winter.

"Gurgot, January 25, 1907: This inexorable north wind has no mercy
on us. One feels like Van Der Decken trying to round Cape Horn. It
has been blowing fourteen days, but for the last nine days has raged
without a moment's cessation. For two days we have been unable to
move from this spot.

"Yesterday morning when I found that again we could not move,
I sent the unwilling crews ashore to the ropes and made them track
the boats. They made twenty-five yards, then the wind stopped them
completely. They could not budge the larger boat another inch. We
tried to secure more men from the neighboring village across the river
but found only feeble old men, women and children—the able-bodied
men are all either in Egypt or elsewhere in the Sudan. Not even the
one sakiah in the village was running.

"At noon today the wind quickened again into a furious gale which
buried us in vast clouds of dust and sand like ashes from Vesuvius.
There is a pungent odor of dust in the air, it grates between one's
teeth, one's ears are full, one's eyebrows and eyelashes are laden like
the dusty miller's, it sifts into all boxes and cupboards, penetrates
between glass negatives, ruins chemical solutions in trays in the dark
room.

"Amenhotep III's great temple of Soleb is only thirty miles away.
We could reach it on good camels in a day, but to face this storm on
the open desert would put out one's eyes!"

Despite the gale we reached Soleb on January 30th. A sufficient
portion of its high walls and columns were still standing to occupy the
men from dawn till dark for ten days, before we struggled onward
another thirteen miles against the howling north wind, to a temple at
Sedêinga on the island of Sai.

"Amenhotep III erected the temple of Soleb to himself as a god,"
wrote my father, "and several times he appears on its wall reliefs
offering to himself as a god. He built the temple at Sedêinga for the
worship of his queen, Tiy, as a goddess.

"On a fallen block Davies found the name of this place, heretofore
unknown, written in a rectangle signifying: 'Fortress of Tiy. Thus this
royal pair, the most splendid in the history of Egypt, became the
patron divinities of their great Nubian province, much as a Roman
emperor was worshiped in his foreign dominions. Only one column
stands in this small temple of Queen Tiy, which does not approach
the temple of Soleb for splendor. The fallen superstructure so encumbers the place that it is impossible to trace the ground plan. But this solitary column—which fortunately bears the dedication to Tiy—is splendidly fluted and strikingly resembles a Greek column of a thousand years later."

With each day’s progress the river was becoming wilder, the rapids more frequent. We were drawing into the headwaters of the Second Cataract which only our felucca could navigate. In anticipation of the moment when we would have to abandon the two larger boats and continue northward by caravan, my father had arranged with Colonel Jackson that some thirty-three camels were to be sent from Wadi Halfa to meet us in this region. On February 15 we finally came ashore at a place called Kosheh and in the face of a sand-blasting gale from the north we transferred our cargo to the backs of the waiting camels, and by caravan began the last stage of our journey.

Close to the next inhabited village downriver, called Firka, we saw “a sizable deserted village of the Dervishes from which they had been driven by Kitchener’s advance. The bodies of the slain still lie scattered in the streets and within the ruined houses.

“On the river bank at Firka two huge hippopotamus heads were hanging from a tree. They were killed here recently by the villagers. As far back as 1823 a hippo seen by Hoskins at Tombos above the Third Cataract was said by the natives there to have been the northernmost of his race and the only one they had ever beheld. Hence the appearance of these two beasts at the head of the Second Cataract is very remarkable. They must have been caught by the swift current at high water and carried down through the cataracts.

“This 135-mile stretch of country known as the Second Cataract was the first serious barrier to the southward progress of civilization in the Nile valley, and is strategically most important. The Egyptians had a canal through the First Cataract as early as 2000 B.C., and by about the same time had conquered the lower half of the Second. The forts—built in the days of Abraham—which guarded this old frontier still survive. The gold mines of Nubia and the rich traffic with what is now Dongola and the Sudan constantly lured the Kings of Egypt southward, but it was 500 years before they overcame the Second Cataract wilderness and added to their kingdom another 400 miles of this remarkable Nile valley.

“Today we passed two camel caravans laden with merchandise, including many cases of Standard Oil petroleum in 5-gallon tins, on
their way to the country above this cataract! Such has been the means of transport here for thousands of years. Records dating as far back as 2500 B.C. tell us that a caravan of 300 asses penetrated this region (the camel was unknown in ancient Egypt).

“Short stretches of clear river channel here alternate with long reaches thickly studded with rocks. Fierce rapids and dangerous cataracts recur every few miles. The shore on either hand offers little or no foothold for vegetation—the territory of the rare villages is hardly sufficient to maintain them—and for miles at a time the stream winds on between desolate black rocks rising sometimes to a stately height. The cliffs on the west side are clothed on their southern slopes with drifts of bright yellow sand dropped by the north wind—they stretch up shadowy clefts and gorges in long sunlit sweeps like the snow on the crests of the Alps. When this dramatic intermingling of black and gold is slashed by the sky-reflecting river fringed with the green of palm groves, the scene is beautiful beyond words. But when the beholder turns his back on the river, there is nothing in the forbidding prospect to gladden the eye—the awful desolation of tumbled rocks stretches on and on to the horizon.”

Travel by camel caravan is far less a romantic than an arduous, tedious business. For generally speaking, there is a much greater difference between a pack camel and a fine riding camel than between a pack horse and a beautifully bred riding mount. The camel’s motion being far more complex than that of the horse, the opportunity for continuous, and for those unaccustomed to it, diabolical discomfort is several times multiplied. The animals we rode differed from their freighted brethren only in that they appeared slightly less moth-eaten, and bore carpet-covered wooden saddles more impressive looking but hardly more amenable to the human anatomy than the pack frames of the others. A good riding camel can easily do thirty or forty miles a day. With our beasts we looked upon twenty as excellent, upon twenty-five as a record.

The drivers’ consistent cruelty to their beasts was often too unbearable to watch. They prodded and beat their flanks and hindquarters with sharp sticks and cudgels until open sores developed wherein would gather maggots and great, bloated, grey-green leeches which the men seldom removed, since it was easier to control an animal in this condition! Sometimes a camel would rebel, go berserk, and despite its load would dash off into the desert at astonishing speed, to be recaptured only with the greatest difficulty. This behavior was
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not due solely to the innate cruelty of most of their keepers, but to the fact that camels are among the most treacherous of animals and can never be trusted or tamed. There is an Arab legend that only the camel knows all the hundred names for Allah, and hence is so contemptuous of man.

I still shudder at the recollection of a gruesome scene I witnessed on the outskirts of Kareima, of a naked shaven-headed little Sudanese boy leading by a rope halter one of the largest camels I had ever seen, which for no apparent reason he was periodically beating unmercifully with a cudgel. When the boy spied me he stopped to stare, and as he did so the snarling camel towering behind him suddenly opened wide its great jaws, dropped and closed them over the child’s skull, crushed it like a black ostrich egg. . . .

But far less tolerable than pack camels was the incessant flailing of the north wind. Even with kerchief-masks the sand blast cut one’s face like infinite minute razors. Nothing one could apply would heal the bleeding cuts in one’s lips and the corners of the mouth, and on knuckles, joints and finger tips. The blast gradually gave one a curious fever, tautened one’s nerves.

Each night we camped in tents surrounded by the burbling, grumbling, eternally complaining camels. Water for washing was brought from the river in the usual evil-smelling sheepskins. Sand gritted in our food, in all our belongings, seemed to permeate our whole existence. All of us were weary, but there was no illness among us. Even my mother accustomed herself to this life—though as always, even when riding a camel, she dressed in the same Victorian clothes she habitually wore in Europe and America.

"February 21, 1907: A long march over the worst section of caravan track we have yet met has brought us to Kummeh," wrote my father.

"Below Ambugol and above Attiri the Nile winds till its wild and precipitous gorge reminds one of the fjords of the Norwegian coast. At Doshât the narrow tortuous trail high up along the face of the cliffs is like a pass in a miniature range of the Andes—at many points a false step would have sent the camels 200 feet down into the river below.

"As we began ascending this difficult gorge, the sheikh of the drivers raised a weird cry which rang along the valley, and the other camel drivers took it up far down the straggling line of the caravan, till the mountains resounded. They were repeating the name of their patron sheikh, a holy man named Abd el-Kâder whose tomb is at
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Halfa. They hoped thus to keep their camels from stumbling. Their invocation was effective and it was with great relief that I saw our heavy negative-boxes come safely down out of the pass.

"This place marked the southern frontier of the Middle Kingdom Pharaohs in the days of Abraham. Here still stand the fortresses—Kummeh on the east and Semneh on the west bank of the river—by which they commanded the narrowest point in the entire Nile. In each fortress is a temple of the Empire. The one on the east bank has been used for centuries by the natives as a dwelling—in fact, until quite recently, when the government at my request evicted them. The almost ceaseless wind deluges us with reeking clouds of the dust and filth which lie three feet deep on its floors. If we escape contagion we shall be thankful.

"February 22, 1907: This morning our baggage lay under drifts of sand like snow after a storm. In the Kummeh temple work was torment—the wind, whirling in furious eddies through the roofless halls, buried us in the foul residue of generations of native life. We look and feel like coal miners, but much dirtier—for coal is clean by comparison. The temple is surrounded by the squalid houses of the tiny village. Coats run about on the roofs baa-ing at us, and babies with fly-ridden eyes cry in our ears as we work.

"On the rocks under the walls of the fortress are the records of the Nile levels made by the Twelfth Dynasty Pharaohs, nearly 4000 years ago. They are of remarkable interest, since they average some twenty-five feet higher than the water ever rises today.

"From the felucca as I was crossing to the west bank, I could see clearly the gap through which the river here flows. A huge dam of granite three hundred feet thick, and thirty to fifty feet above present water level, lies directly across the bed of the river. In one place there is a gap only a hundred feet wide, and through this narrow but enormously deep breach pours the entire Nile!

"It is easy to understand why the Twelfth Dynasty Pharaohs sagaciously chose this easily guarded place as the southern frontier of their kingdom. The forts on each side completely commanded the stream, and no boat could descend the narrow gap without the consent of the garrisons.

"The west fort is an enormous structure with a moat fifty feet wide, carefully built of unhewn granite. The main walls, with towers projecting far beyond the curtain walls, show a thorough knowledge of
defense strategics. In one corner of this fort, Thutmose III built a temple of superb workmanship. In it Lepsius sixty years ago discovered the frontier landmarks of Sesostris III (Twelfth Dynasty).

"There are many graffiti on the cliffs of both shores—they line the road leading up to the east fort and are for the most part the work of idle soldiers and scribes. One’s imagination can easily picture a scattering of loafing guardsmen from the garrisons sunning themselves here, and inscribing the rocks with scrawls which in many instances appear as fresh today as when they were cut 4000 years ago.

"March 2, 1907: While at work on the ancient Nile levels recorded on the west shore I came upon an almost invisible record of Amenhotep I, placed on a rock by his viceroy Tura. We have known that he invaded Nubia, but this inscription is the first evidence of his invasion ever to have been found in the region itself. It is dated in the king’s sixth or seventh year and is the earliest record of the Empire yet discovered in Nubia.

"We have also found proof that the high levels of the Nile recorded here almost as early as 2000 B.C. give the actual level of the water. The highest of these is some thirty feet above the maximum Nile of today.”

During the night of March first the north wind again became a tempest which continued through the following day. In the morning of what was to be our last day at this place, while my father was standing on a ledge of granite cliffs above the camp, collating Davies’s copies of some graffiti, he slipped, lost his balance in the terrific wind, and pitched head foremost more than twenty feet down onto some rocks below.

By some miracle he was not killed. I remember seeing him come reeling into camp, bleeding and stunned. We gave him brandy, disinfected and bandaged his ugly lacerations, tried to persuade him to rest for the remainder of the day. But he quickly regained his composure and resumed work. “We finished the excavation of the temple in the east fortress this afternoon,” he wrote that night. “It brought us three inscriptions on the pillars and doorposts, and two stelae, all the work of Nubian viceroys. Tomorrow, having been here nine days, we take to the camels again!”

On March 3 his journal continues: “We left Kummeh this morning, soon came abreast of a lofty island called Uronarti which is crowned by the remains of a huge Twelfth Dynasty fortress like those at Kummeh and Semneh. I had just despaired of crossing to this island because the felucca had not yet arrived, when a native appeared and offered to
take me over on a float consisting of two long, cigar-shaped bundles of reeds exactly like those so often depicted in ancient Egyptian wall reliefs. I accepted, boarded his precarious craft and sat down virtually in the water. Holding the raft with his hands, he propelled it across with his feet. He was a powerful swimmer and except for the inevitable wind which created surprisingly high waves, we went along very well.

"Besides the barracks of the troops, the fortress contained a small stone temple or chapel of one room, built by Thutmose III. It was at this place some years ago that my friends Steindorff, Schaefer and Borchardt, pushing up by camel from Halfa, found a duplicate of the boundary stela of Semnch.

"Tonight we are only a day's march from Halfa where our work began last year.

"March 5, 1907: This morning I was detained by the sheikh and the camel-owners among our camel-drivers, who demanded to know for how many days they were to be paid.

"I shook them off twice, but the third time took out my daybook and gave them the total it showed. They looked very dark, told me they expected to be paid from the time they left Halfa to go south to meet us. As the caravan was costing nearly $15 a day, this meant a serious increase in the total charge. No compromise was possible: I told them I would not pay it, and that if they wished they could go and leave us in the cataract desert. Knowing we had plenty of provisions they thought better of it, and obeyed orders when told to strike the tents and load.

"The long baggage train finally disappeared through a defile to the north, and we followed on the most wearisome march we have yet had. Late in the afternoon we descried on a high rock on the other shore the tomb of the holy Abd el-Kâder to whose efficient protection we owed the safe passage of the precious plate-boxes through the difficult pass of Doshât. Then above the northern palms appeared the minaret of the distant mosque of Halfa; and presently we could discern as a faraway speck on the opposite shore the temple where our work of the previous campaign had begun over fourteen months before.

"At Halfa we were 1000 miles up the Nile. From a point nearly 1000 miles still further up, beginning with the southernmost ancient monuments in the Nile valley—that is, nearly 2000 miles from the Mediterranean—the expedition has this year carried the work of exploration and recording down to our last year's 1000-mile starting point.

"The notebooks and negatives produced by the expedition's two
campaigns will when published make a complete corpus of the monuments of Nubia in about sixteen folio volumes. There remain to be done next year the historical inscriptions in the 800-mile stretch between Aswan and the Mediterranean, including the temple of Philae.

"At sundown on March 5, 1907, we rode into Halfa, pitched our tents for the last time beside the steamboat landing; and the following day embarked on a freight steamer for Aswan."

Twelve years before, he had stood on the cliffs opposite Aswan and looking off toward the southern horizon had silently prayed that he might some day push far beyond this point to the southernmost reaches of ancient Egyptian power. Now at last his wish had been gratified. But though in future he was several times to revisit Wadi Halfa, he was never again to set eyes upon the fascinating, arduous country beyond.

The fat mail pouch which greeted him at Aswan contained a diverse assortment of letters.

For instance, an official communication from the Sudan government at Khartoum stated that their inspector of antiquities had just discovered, cut in unsightly prominence on the temples at Naga and Mesawwarât, the legend:

H. SCHLIEPHACK

1906.

They respectfully begged to inquire if an individual of this name was not a member of the University of Chicago’s expedition.

“When I had cooled down sufficiently to do so without unseemly wrath,” my father wrote of this incident, “I peremptorily discharged Herr Schliephack in writing, as is customary in Germany. He refused to be discharged, proceeded to seize as security the most valuable optical equipment of the expedition, worth probably $1000; and to write me that he would deposit it for safekeeping with the German Consul in Cairo!

“I summoned him and said: ‘I have your written admission of having taken property not belonging to you. If you return it immediately you will receive the kindest treatment. If you do not, I shall put this letter in the hands of a magistrate, and yourself behind bars!’"
“He saw what a fool he had been, surrendered the equipment, and departed. I could make no other amends to the Sudan government than to inform it of the man’s dismissal.”

There was a letter from Mr. J. A. Ramsey, secretary of the “Ramsay Family Association of America” at Topeka, Kansas. “I notice from press reports that you have unearthed an account of the marriage of Ramses II,” wrote Mr. Ramsey. “There is a tradition that our name originated with the Ramses. My theory is that some of their descendants went north and west. I would like to know if in your research you have found out what became of them, and whither you think they went. A man named Pharaoh Ramsey lives in Kentucky at the present time, which is to say the least a strange coincidence.”

But everything else was forgotten when he came upon a letter from Mr. Gates acknowledging the general proposals for further work in Egypt which my father had sent him from Abu Hamed.

“Before replying,” said Mr. Gates, “I should like [to have] such a bird’s-eye view of the financial part of the undertaking as will disclose the whole cost.

“I have not mentioned the subject to Mr. Rockefeller and so I feel at liberty to inquire of you whether, in case I should secure from him the necessary funds to complete this work, the [resulting] volumes . . . could be suitably dedicated to him as the patron of the enterprise. . . .

“I will confess this much—that the idea of perpetuation of all the monuments of Egypt for all time in this way is to me an alluring thought, as it is to you. . . . How far, however, it may attract Mr. Rockefeller we can only learn when we can place before him, in a reliable and final way, the financial estimates.”

My father’s spirits and hopes soared again, and for several weeks in Cairo he was wholly preoccupied with reducing the dreams of years to practical, easily comprehensible terms and figures: an itinerary and a plan of work covering fifteen years; a publication program providing for 100 folio volumes, each in an edition of 300 copies, a complimentary copy to be given to every great library in the world; estimates from Cairo shipyards for a floating laboratory on the Nile; and a total budget of $455,000.

On a hot day in May we sent off by registered mail from the Cairo general post office a bulky white linen envelope sealed with red sealing wax. As he methodically put away the registry receipt he said to
me, "Well, my son, whatever comes of it, I may as well hang for a
goose as a gander!"

Once again we traveled northward, this time through most of classi-
cal Greece, thence to Smyrna, up the coast of Asia Minor, and one
morning at dawn into the southern end of the Dardanelles where my
father showed me "on the Asiatic side, about three miles inland, the
large conical mound marking the ruins of Troy where we could easily
discern with a glass the heaps of rubbish from Schliemann's and
Doerpfeld's excavations."

One of the chief reasons for our visiting Constantinople was my
father's desire to examine in the museum there the magnificent alabas-
ter sarcophagus which some authorities thought might have belonged
to Alexander the Great. But for me the place was rendered unforget-
table by the prosaic fact that one afternoon while my parents were at
tea with President and Mrs. Gates at Robert College on the Bosporus,
the son of the prime minister of Bulgaria, then a student there, gave
me most competently my first lesson in American baseball, especially
in the art of batting, while a little crowd of Turkish and Balkan young-
sters looked on!

By June we had settled again in Gross-Lichterfelde outside of Ber-
lin. On the evening of the 13th he wrote to his mother:

"It makes my heart rejoice that you are still here with us to read
these lines, and that I am not condemned to feel with Dr. Johnson as
his honors came to him, that all those to whom he would have told
them, and who would have rejoiced in them, were gone.

"This evening at dusk on our return from a walk in the fields I was
told that two gentlemen had called and left a card for me. I found
lying upon my desk Prof. Erman's card, on the back of which was
written in lead pencil the following:

'Socio epistolario Academiae Regiae Berolinensis
hodie electo ex animo gratulamur.
Ad. Erman

Eduard Meyer"

"I could not believe my eyes as I read:

'To the corresponding member of the Royal Acad-
emy of Berlin this day elected, heartiest congratula-
tions from
Ad. Erman and Eduard Meyer'
"And these two men, once my masters and now my friends and colleagues, had come in person to give me this news! I cannot tell you, dear Mother, what a pleasure it is to sit down and write you of it first of all. To be elected by vote a member of the body where von Humboldt, Mommsen, Virchow and Helmholtz have sat—it is unqualified recognition from the greatest body of scholars in European science, and is the greatest honor Germany or Europe can bestow upon a foreign scholar. I can never expect anything higher.

"I can't believe it yet as the card lies here before me. Charles inquired if he wasn't a member too, but his mother told him 'No'—like the Irish sergeant's wife—'only me and your father!'

"How I should have loved to have Father know of this!"

A few days later he wrote her again: "I have received a formal letter from the secretary of the Academy informing me of my election. The Emperor signed the appointment—it went through without the least opposition, which is not always the case.

"There are two classes of members in the German Royal Academy: the first is called the philosophical-historical class; the second, the natural science class. In America there are two members in the former group—Prof. William James, the philosopher of Harvard University; and—I leave you to guess the other member! In the natural science class there are four members in America: Prof. Simon Newcomb, the great astronomer of Johns Hopkins University; Prof. Edward Charles Pickering of Massachusetts Institute of Technology; [Alexander Emanuel] Agassiz; and Josiah Willard Gibbs of Yale.

"I must confess great surprise at finding that among the Americans there are no other philologists, Orientalists or historians. With one exception they are all much older than I, and none of them happened at the very beginning to cut out as big a piece of work as I did—a piece of work about which nobody knew anything till it suddenly all appeared within a year, and was therefore likely to make an impression. So it has come about that the maturer and more deserving men have been overlooked in favor of a man who made a kind of hundred yards' dash."

Later in July, accompanied by his old master Adolf Erman, he formally took his place in the Academy for the first time, at a meeting which included an illustrated lecture by Eduard Meyer and was attended by the Emperor. My mother and I were permitted to sit in the visitors' gallery, whence we looked on when at the close of the lecture my father was presented to the Emperor who congratulated
him upon his assistance to the Egyptian Dictionary Commission, his various scientific accomplishments and his election to the Academy.

"For the first time in my career," he wrote later that day, "I have a feeling of quiet confidence in the future, of freedom from being always on the scientific defensive."

Hardly had he expressed this "feeling of quiet confidence in the future" when he received two blows in rapid succession which almost wholly destroyed it. The first was a letter from Mr. Gates, reading in part:

"We have concluded that we are not prepared to recommend to Mr. Rockefeller the taking up of this monumental work involving such great expense and covering so many years. We recognize in you the one man in the world who is qualified to do this work, but we think . . . it should be done by the Egyptian Government . . . and not as a private enterprise. . . ."

A few sentences dictated by an ecclesiastical old gentleman sitting in a lofty building overlooking New York Harbor had put an end to his great hopes. He had all along tried to steel himself against this outcome, yet in the back of his mind had unconsciously thought only in terms of success. The plans he had so carefully prepared in Cairo had embodied everything he had come to believe as a scientist and historian and all the practical experience he had gained in the field. But to Mr. Gates at 26 Broadway they had been merely another item in a daily assault of pleading letters from a host of dreamers like himself in every corner of the world.

Such a wave of exhaustion now overcame him that we went for a brief holiday in Switzerland, at a small inn on the Bürgenstock across the lake from Lucerne. The mountain meadows were thronged with crocuses, fruit trees were in bloom, snows were receding to the higher peaks and northern slopes, every brook and stream was singing, summer had re-conquered the Alps. We took long walks, climbed high ridges where my father sat for hours at a time, his arms around his knees, gazing at pine-clad distances reminiscent of his student days and of our sojourns in the Austrian Tyrol. He soon responded to the tonic effect of all this beauty, and though with something less than his old enthusiasm, began to think aloud new plans for the future of his work.

Then at the end of July, without warning or explanation, arrived cables from Robert Francis Harper (who had become head of the Oriental Exploration Fund) and President Judson, terminating the
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Egyptian expedition, and as if to soften the blow, granting him a year's leave of absence.

In his dazed astonishment he turned to an old friend and colleague, Ernest De Witt Burton, who was one day to become president of the University of Chicago:

"I have many times risked my life for this work on the Upper Nile," he wrote, "and my reward is a vote of 'no confidence.' A contract providing for three years' work in Egypt and signed by the president of the University and the committee of the Fund for which I myself raised the principal, has been broken without reference to me. I am seriously considering immediate resignation from the University of Chicago. But before I take this step I would be deeply grateful for your judgment and advice."

Professor Burton replied that the University's action had been forced upon it by the attitude of Mr. Gates, "a man of wide reading, decided opinions and strong will. He has been reading books on Egypt and on Assyria and Babylonia, and has come to the conclusion that Egypt's contribution to the civilization of which we are the heirs is much less important than that of Assyria and Babylon. Having made up his mind that further work in Egypt is a waste of money, he has requested that excavation in the former regions be resumed. I have no idea whether he is right or wrong, but this is his conviction. Could you have seen him face to face at the proper moment you might have convinced him that he was wrong.

"Since its financial support depends upon his word, the committee of the Fund had no choice but to accept his judgment. They have interpreted your three-year appointment to work in Egypt not as an inviolable contract but as an instruction, subject to modification as altered circumstances seemed to require it.

"I hope you will accept this disappointment as unavoidable, and will find a way to publish the valuable results of the work already done. As for your immediate course, on this I have no doubt: don't think of resigning! Come home, resume your place and work at the University. If there is any trace of feeling against you here, it is only that you have been so intensely interested and absorbed in your own special work that you have not thought a great deal of your department or of the University—a feeling which, if it exists at all, you can easily dispel by your personal presence. You have made a splendid record. There are years yet in which to work. Come home, my dear friend, and work with us!"
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Professor Burton's understanding and conciliatory letters finally dissuaded him from resigning, but his spirits and physical condition remained at low ebb. For nothing could persuade him that Mr. Gates's sudden loss of interest in Egypt was merely the spontaneous result of recent reading in Babylonian and Assyrian archaeology. He was convinced that the shadow of Robert Francis Harper's hatred had once again fallen like a blight across his career.

The Sudan had taxed his strength far more than he had realized and what with the anxiety and the heavy burden of paper work which these unexpected developments had caused him, he was struck down by bronchial pneumonia and serious complications. He lay ill for several months in a small hotel in Lucerne, and was twice at the point of death. My mother nursed him night and day, and I helped her as best I could. It was a grim time, filled with the mists and rains of the Swiss autumn.

At last when he began to convalesce I often walked alone in the surrounding country; from a young watchmaker named Gübelin on the Schweizerhofquai I learned much about the construction and assembly of watches; and on one occasion I was solemnly arrested for fishing from the old covered bridge across the river, with a hook I had made myself.

When he was strong enough to travel we returned to Berlin whence in November, 1907, he wrote to his mother:

"It does me more good than any medicine to be here again among the familiar scenes—it is the only spot on this side of the water where I feel at home. I look up with genuine affection at the windows of the room in the old university where for three years I heard Erman lecture. Just down a narrow side street is the telegraph office from which on an eventful evening nearly fourteen years ago I cabled you that I had passed the doctor's examination.

"When I think how often during those student days, with my arms full of books, I used to trudge past the door of the Royal Academy of Sciences, a few hundred yards down the Linden, I cannot credit my senses that I now have a seat there myself. I refer to it again only because this has been a very welcome encouragement. For I have felt like an office boy looking for a job, and have often found it difficult to convince myself that I have ever accomplished anything. Not till I returned here to the old scenes, and again laid eyes on the books I had written did I feel somewhat reassured."

But he could not seem to regain his old vigor, and the doctors
informed him he must spend at least a year of convalescence in a favorable climate like that of Bordighera on the Italian Riviera. At the combined insistence of my mother and his colleagues, he agreed to go; and presently we had established ourselves in a minute villa, appropriately named "Villa Modesta," overlooking the Mediterranean on the steep slope just east of the Citta Vecchia at Bordighera, on the estate of the widow of Charles Garnier, architect of the Paris Opera House. The rental with everything furnished including uniforms and headdress for the servants was $85 per month; while the combined wages of a cook and parlor maid, both exceedingly pretty, were $3.50 per week!

Each of the two floors of the Villa Modesta opened onto a little garden filled with olive and tangerine trees and beds of flowers. We bought fish directly from the nets of fishermen on the pebble beach below. The pretty cook was affianced to a young florist who kept the house filled with flowers.

As my father grew stronger we explored the mountainous hinterland with its fortified villages whose walls were still pocked with cannon-ball holes made by Mediterranean pirates when a century earlier they habitually raided this littoral for slaves. We visited most of the Roman remains along the coast from Ventimiglia to Genoa. I read insatiably from a little library left to the town of Bordighera by a long-time British resident—I used to curl up in water-carved niches among rust-colored igneous rocks overhanging the sea, and while friendly lizards scurried about in the sun, and likely as not a mirage of the Island of Corsica hung upside down along the southeastern horizon, I reveled in a patternless divertissement of everything from Cooper's Mediterranean sea stories to Thackeray's Pendennis.

By day my father worked at an abridged version of his History of Egypt, of evenings read aloud to my mother beside a fire of olive logs. The wash of the sea lulled us to sleep. Altogether the months we spent in this place were amongst the happiest which as a family we were ever to know.

Our return to the University of Chicago in the spring of 1908 was an ordeal for my father, whose state of mind was that of a man who had somehow failed in midcareer. His health was still so precarious that had he known he was beginning a twelve years' exile from Europe and above all from Egypt, I believe he would have suffered a spiritual and physical collapse. As it was, he survived on a diet of tenuous hope.
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After the blows which the University's administration had dealt him, he had anticipated an unfriendly reception. But even his former critics recognized that adversity had tempered his earlier aggressiveness and dramatic intensity, and without quenching his inner fire had invested his manner with a new, quiet gravity and poise. To his considerable surprise he was warmly welcomed by everyone—excepting of course Robert Francis Harper whose enmity had now become a psychosis of sadistic persecution.

Whatever encouragement this prevailing amity might have afforded him was vitiated, however, by familiar economic problems. The care of the Englewood household had largely devolved upon him. The cost of living in America was very much higher, while his salary remained the same; and in the autumn following our return my mother had given birth to another son. The old, griping anxiety of insufficient income began hounding him more persistently than ever—and as always in the past he turned again to public lecturing far and wide.

During the next few years he filled lecturship after lecturship, from Maine to Georgia, from the Atlantic to the Pacific. He had the curious experience of returning to New Haven and addressing a packed auditorium not far from a theater in which Eva Tanguay was playing to a poor house. He lectured in Omaha where, as he wrote my mother, "I revisited what had been Clement Powell's old drug store in which I worked as a youth of twenty-one. I seemed to be suddenly translated into another world. The store was now occupied by a dingy family liquor shop, the whole neighborhood was time-stained and rapidly becoming little better than a slum. It made me shudder. I am still wondering how I ever escaped it twenty-five years ago!"

Though he appeared to lecture with all his earlier fire and enthusiasm, any exhilaration and dramatic release this had in the beginning afforded him had long since given way to a sense of relentless economic pressure, of cold dread of the first day of each month which chronically nullified the slightest gain of income over expenditures.

"The strain on health and the discouragement of all this are intolerable," he wrote. "I am lionized to nausea at every corner, but my check-book is as impotent as before. Why isn't it all of some practical use in securing me a post where I can continue my scientific work without incessant financial anxiety?"

About 1910 my mother inherited a moderate sum of money from a gay and gout-ridden old uncle named Benjamin Hart who had lived
in Paris in a luxurious house which stood, somewhat ironically, in the
rue Galilée. His spreading white moustache, pointed beard, gleaming
eyes, broad-brimmed Western hat and loud tweeds had for more than
a generation been a familiar sight in every leading Continental water-
ing place. His legacy to her would probably have been appreciably
larger had she and my father not indignantly refused on a certain
occasion to dine with him in company with a piquant lady whose abode
by happy coincidence not only adjoined his own, but as if to empha-
size the general spirit of neighborliness, was connected with it by a
door on an upper story.

Knowledge of these things had come suddenly and with a dreadful
shock to my mother. "Thinking him suffering and alone, I had really
begun to cherish some sentiment for Uncle Ben," she afterwards wrote
in her diary. "But alas, it was like casting pearls before swine!"

Personally I had always rather fancied Uncle Benjamin—he used to
send me a hundred francs at Christmas and on my birthday. But after
that bitter time, the nature of which my ears were presumably too
young to hear, he never did again. Of course I did not dare breathe
that I was sorry.

Quite understandably, he changed his will following this estrange-
ment. But what may have seemed to him a punitively reduced bequest
was nevertheless sufficient to enable my parents for the first time in
their lives to free themselves from landlords and the treadmill of
rental payments. They used Uncle Benjamin's legacy, supplemented
by a mortgage, to purchase a plot of ground near the University, and
in 1912 to build a house. My father himself planned the interior; and
Howard van Doren Shaw, an eminent American architect in his day
and an old friend, designed its exterior after the villa of the poet
Ariosto which still stands in a narrow street in Ferrara, in northern
Italy.

On either side of Ariosto's door hung a great wrought-iron ring, to
hold torches at night, while the entrance steps were at each end
shielded from passing carriage wheels by a "sugar loaf" of stone. It
seemed to my fifteen years that our house, some four centuries later,
standing well back from a street already lighted at night, hardly needed
such provisions. But both Mr. Shaw and my father were enamoured
of the Renaissance, and took the greatest delight in reproducing these
archaic embellishments, including an inscription in third-rate Latin by
the poet himself, who had had it executed in terra cotta letters across
the entire façade of his house. In ours it was happily confined to a
marble plaque above the entrance. "Parva, sed apta mihi, sed nulli obnoxia," it read, the many "seds" giving it a curiously legal sound, "sed non Sordida, parta meo sed tamen aere domus"—which Mrs. Shelley translated thus:

"'Tis small but fit for me, gives none offense,
Not mean, yet builted at my own expense."

If the total effect of all this was rather distinguished, it was also somewhat unexpected and perhaps a little precious—and to my unsolicited way of thinking at the time, very disappointing. For I had always hoped that one day we would inhabit a Georgian or a Southern Colonial house, and never became reconciled to our irrelevant emulation of Ariosto. It lacked what my family needed above all else—the quality of sunlight.

For the first time my father now possessed an adequate study at home, and could with magnificent impunity drive nails into any wall in the house he chose. But he soon discovered that his hoped-for emancipation from rental payments and landlords was only a snare and a delusion—he had merely exchanged them for interest on a mortgage, and for personal responsibility for obsolescence, repairs, taxes. As for his study at home, it was to prove in the end the last stronghold of his Victorian wishful thinking. For the old familiar problem of managing a household, rearing children, and keeping them and herself presentable on an insufficient academic budget tended to make each day for my mother a scaling of Mt. Everest.

She could never grasp, for instance, that servants existed only by reason of the limitations she so deplored; and through our kitchen passed a succession of heterogeneous domestics all of whom, with a persistence unshaken by experience, she struggled to induct into the highly individual ways of her housekeeping. At a certain point in their emotional reactions, which long practice had taught us to predict with considerable accuracy, her pupils would usually erupt from our employ. Of the two or three who were obdurate enough to survive this discipline for as much as several years, the most memorable was a mad, sun-struck old Irishwoman whose unexpectedness fascinated my mother—as when on the morning in August 1914 that my sister was born, she poked her frizzled head resembling a caricature by "Boz" into the door of the natal room and said heartily, "Manny, Manny hoppy returnns av th' day, M'om!"

The fact that everyday life was for my mother such a constant
struggle caused my father the profoundest distress of mind. Yet by his own admission he "had not the courage to face the reality"; and as always, with a fine Victorian chivalry, he attributed to their relationship whatever it may have lacked. When household duties and insufficient practice had stiffened her fingers until she could no longer find solace and escape in the keyboard of her piano, he strove to bring her other, compensating interests. Evening after evening, year after year, while she did the family mending, he read aloud to her—Hamerton's *The Intellectual Life*; Mahan's three great works on The Influence of Sea Power; biographies of Agassiz, Disraeli, Huxley, Thackeray, the letters of Carlyle; and many, many others. The sound of his voice gave her a comforting sense of proximity to his mind, stimulated her powers of comprehension just as her music used to do. But when it had ceased, when he had inserted a marker, closed the book and risen from his chair to lock doors and windows for the night, she gradually sank again into the quicksands of tomorrow's household anxieties.

Almost twenty-five years later, I found the following undated entry in her personal diary, which soon after making it, she had interrupted and never resumed:

"Nowhere in these pages have I recorded that among my husband's trials and problems the greatest has been my peculiar temperament (for which I am not entirely to blame, for I inherited my strange disposition from my father). Not even my intense love for him has helped me to conquer it. I can never undo the harm it has caused him. Remorse will be to the end my punishment. Whatever I am that is worthy I owe to him. God helping me, I will make a little happier what remains of our life together!"

She tried desperately to do so, and by her very desperation largely failed.

Nevertheless he was able to write and in the spring of 1912 to deliver at Union Theological Seminary in New York the Morse Lectures, which were published under the title, *Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt*  * and were regarded by critics as the ablest, most penetratingly thoughtful work he had yet produced.

As for me, I had re-entered what in my case was ironically misnamed the School of Education, a part of President Harper's laboratory for the training of teachers. From this point until close onto my graduation from the University of Chicago a dozen desultory years later I

* Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1912.
never overcame my quandary as to the meaning of this whole undisciplined experience, nor the over-aggressiveness with which I attempted to cover the lack of self-confidence it bred in me.

The psychology of boys' gangs, their preference for inflicting a bloody nose to accepting an apology; the repeated theft—condoned as mere "swiping"—of my books and few personal belongings from my school locker, the casual way in which my schoolmates usually treated their elders, the absence of little Continental amenities and courtesies, yet the peace and calm of most of their homes compared to my own—these were only a few of the things which profoundly puzzled me. For I had never become really acquainted with my own people, or learned to play with my American coevals. The price of my years of interesting involuntary travel was a desolating sense of loneliness, and an overwhelming yearning for the Europe and the Mediterranean where after our gypsy fashion I had been at home. In America I was abroad. . . . I found refuge again in books, which on summer days I often carried to the highest eastern turrets of the newly built William Rainey Harper Memorial Library whence I could look off at the blue Lake and the mirage-lifted shores of Michigan. Even the rising and falling drone of trolley cars clanging through distant sun-baked streets was a reminder of travel and escape.

In August, 1912, my father wrote in an intermittent, curiously impersonal journal which he had reticently begun in 1908:

"The field of my life work is the early civilization of the whole Mediterranean Orient, including Israel. I selected Egypt as a base of operations for two reasons: first, it has left us the most plentiful monuments; and second, it possesses the most highly refined and developed civilization of the early orient—it was like Greece in the Classic World, Italy in the Renaissance. From the beginning of my career I looked forward to the systematic collection of the surviving historical material of the entire near orient, which I linguistically command. I am the first to appreciate the enormity of the task.

"William Dwight Whitney introduced comparative philology into America, a field now represented in every large American university. The study of the Mediterranean orient must be introduced in the same way—but must be transformed from a primarily philological to a primarily historical discipline—one in which art, archaeology, political science, economics, language, literature and sociology, in short all the categories of civilization shall be represented and properly correlated.
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“Just as Charles Elliot Norton for the first time articulated the story of art in its course from nation to nation, so the histories of the individual nations of the Mediterranean orient properly woven together into one whole, will present to a new generation of American students the human career as it rises behind the classic age. This can be made, and must become, one of the most important cultural courses in American universities.

“For seventeen years I have striven toward this end. During all this time I have earned between a third and a half of my income outside of the University. In a few days I shall be forty-seven years old. Yet in spite of incessant application and some measure of success, I am still in constant financial anxiety, still obliged to lecture at every opportunity. I cannot afford to attend scientific meetings in other cities, or to extend hospitality to visiting scholars. Since my return to America I have had no time for scientific research. My health is breaking down. Life has become a problem of maintaining my family—and I cannot even do that.

“I am in the last ditch!

“Under these circumstances I am again approached by a hard-headed New England neighbor, Henry Hoyt Hilton, a senior partner in the great publishing house of Ginn and Company, who has repeatedly asked me to write an ancient history for the high schools of America, to supplant gradually the ancient history of Myers which has an enormous circulation but is seriously out of date. Hilton assures me that besides being ‘a great educational opportunity,’ it means an additional income for me of at least $5000 a year and doubtless eventually more. They will advance me royalty to prepare the text of the book, and will agree to my radically new ideas for illustrating it sumptuously.

“I have always refused to turn aside from research to undertake pure popularization—thus far without having gained the time and strength for the former which the benefits of the latter might have brought me. How can I better rid myself of outside lecture trips from which I return completely exhausted, than by closing with Ginn and Company?”

Even at this point he could not bring himself to sign a contract committing him to at least another three years’ separation from his own researches while he laboriously produced a book as new to his experience as the vast audience of American boys and girls for whom it was intended. Having essayed every other means of persuasion, Hilton now sent him a copy of every ancient history textbook currently
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in use in the high schools of the United States. "It has occurred to me," he said casually, "that you might be interested to see for yourself what this country's children are being taught about the ancient world."

It was some months before my father found time to examine them. When he did, their effect upon him was precisely what Hilton had anticipated. With only two or three exceptions the orient was either cursorily passed over or elided altogether in favor of the traditional detailed treatment of Greece and Rome, the two cultures which the student was led to believe constituted ancient history. Almost without exception the summaries of preclassical oriental history were so filled with misstatements, inaccuracies, flagrant errors, false conclusions and general misinformation as to leave him at once astounded and righteously aroused.

"The hidebound classicists have done more to kill Ancient History than any other cause," he wrote. "These moss-grown brethren must learn that there is such a thing as the human career as a whole!" To Hilton he said: "I will write an ancient history textbook for you on condition that I be allowed to devote one-third of its pages to the early orient!"

No sooner was the contract signed than Ginn and Company asked him to produce first a short ancient history for a volume in collaboration with his old friend James Harvey Robinson of Columbia University, to be called Outlines of European History—destined to become one of the best-known school texts of America. Without benefit of an initial full-length presentation from which to make an abridgment, he found it enormously difficult to produce at the outset an abbreviated work embodying his concept of the rise of man. When the first draft was submitted to a selected group of America's outstanding teachers, they unanimously agreed that while beautifully written it was far too mature for children of twelve.

Having supposed that he had erred on the side of over-simplification, he was terribly cast down, almost humiliated to discover that he did not yet know how to write for children. But he was determined to learn, at once began rewriting the entire manuscript.

The result was a minor classic, accomplished once more, however, at the cost of his health. On June 1, 1913, he wrote in his journal: "When President Judson learned that I had been very ill again and was deeply discouraged, he urged a long vacation which I told him I could not afford. A few days later he informed me he had available
a fund ‘for special purposes’ which I was to use. Never before has the University shown me such solicitude!"

This generous arrangement enabled him to visit for the first time the Big Horn Mountains of Wyoming, an experience which deeply stirred his mind. As the westbound train crossed the great plains, he wrote to me:

“I can already feel the fascination of this open, broken country with its vast and expanding reaches framed by bold and noble buttresses so splendidly, they seem like Nature’s Statues of Liberty.

“I should call these grasslands a ‘steppe’ like that of southern Russia or northern Arabia. Such regions in other lands have played a great part in history. Men have always detached themselves from settled society and roamed them as wandering shepherds. Whenever anything has seriously disturbed their shepherd life they have overflowed from their pastures back again upon the civilized urban communities.

“So the Huns and Goths and Vandals and other Germanic tribes left the Russian steppe to overwhelm the Roman Empire. So the shepherds of Arabia under Mohammed’s successors nearly girdled the Mediterranean and brought the Moslem call to prayer within sound of Bordighera churchbells on the Italian Riviera, where you remember we found Arabic words like echoes of the desert across a thousand years, still audible in a north Italian marketplace. So the Hebrew nomads left their pastures on the east of Jordan to forsake their wandering lives; and it was the rugged, sturdy character of these people in conflict with the settled life of the Palestinian towns which in a social struggle of centuries brought forth the Hebrew prophets and their dreams of a righteous ruler, a Messiah, ushering in a golden age of social justice and personal righteousness.

“I should not want to live here—in spite of the distant prospects it must be a cramped and meager life. But it is a magnificent country in which to dream, and to catch visions of the broad earth as the shaping and fashioning power in the moulding of this tremendous social complex which it has been bringing forth through the historical ages. It stirs again the exulting sense of being not only a part of the vast process, but also of putting forth a hand to help it on.

“That, my son, is wherein we are a new age—the first age to realize the process, and that man may put forth his own hand to the lever which controls an infinitude of possibilities not even faintly suggested by the present!”
From a camp high in the Big Horn Mountains he continued:

"Amid this vast panorama of beauty one can discern with awesome clarity the natural forces which are still in operation exactly as they have always been. We see but an instant in an eternal process, are ourselves socially and individually a process. And what we work out today as experience and as vision is as valid for ourselves and for future men as any chapter of revelation penned by seer or prophet of old. All is part of this infinite process and all is divine, or none.

"I am happy and content in such a conception of life, deeply and reverently grateful for this brief glimpse—content, too, when it is done, to go out like a spark forever. Only let me live to the full, and as I merge for my little moment with these eternal forces, grant me a fleeting sense of the meaning of immortality!"

That August, when he had returned considerably improved, he wrote in his journal: "On July 1st my salary was advanced $500, making it $4500 a year! Perhaps in another two years, when I am fifty, I may be released from financial worry, and may even be able occasionally to revisit the orient!"

During these years the old friendship between my father and George Ellery Hale had been revived as the latter repeatedly traveled between California and New York in his effort to secure financial support for his many scientific projects. Despite all his own responsibilities he was always enthusiastic regarding plans for research in the orient. "You may count on all the assistance I can give in extending your investigations," he wrote again and again. "But you must not overestimate my powers," he would add, "for I have only dreamed as yet, and may be able to do little more!"

Hale looked upon excavation as the surest bait for attracting financial backing which could later be induced to support less appealing archaeological enterprises. While contemplating these possibilities his tireless mind had recently conceived of a scheme for probing deep into the alluvial flood plains of the Nile and into the river bed itself for possible ancient ruins and major objects which during several thousand years might have been buried under silt.

"For instance, the Nile once flowed close to the Temple of Karnak," he wrote my father in July, 1913. "Is it not probable that valuable inscribed objects may have been thrown into the river either by despoilers or merely in the natural course of loading and unloading barges, or building and expanding the great temple? Might we not
strike some evidence of them by probing with a special drill? I feel sure that if sculptors' studios existed at Tell el-Amarna during its short life, there must have been many on the Plain of Thebes. Those are words to charm with, and we must get below the Nile deposits on that glorious Plain?"

It was again characteristic of Hale that he contributed more to the advancement and recognition of humanistic research in the United States than any other American natural scientist, and in fact with only a few exceptions, than the American humanists themselves. He was at this time full of plans both for a building (to be erected either in California or in Washington, D. C.) to house the National Academy of Sciences, and for expanding the latter's membership to include the humanities. He discussed these proposals at length with my father who, while himself not yet a member, was peculiarly aware what benefits they implied for the field he had so aggressively championed throughout his career. "Our conversations," he wrote Hale, "have quite restored my enthusiasm for research in America. I owe you a great deal."

During the spring of 1914 Hale plied him with many fundamental questions which he answered in a series of letters from which the following condensed excerpts are quoted:

"The chief obstacle to the natural scientists' recognition of research in the humanities is the distrust they feel toward it. But the methods which aroused such distrust are now long since antiquated. Archaeological research, for example, is in close touch with the methods and results of natural science. Palaeolithic archaeology is furnishing the geologist with a sequence of forms in human industry which enable him to date natural formations by means of the artifacts contained in them just as if the latter were fossils. At this point you cannot draw a sharp line between geology and archaeology. As the period of time under investigation goes on and man advances, the two sciences of course part company. Social processes begin to emerge which are studied exactly as in natural science, with this difference: we are not able to repeat the experiment. But this limitation likewise attends many fields of research in natural science, such as astronomy or geology.

"Presentation of this undeniable progress in the methods of the humane sciences may have more effect on a body of natural scientists than a plea that the humanities need assistance to achieve improved methods. Nevertheless humanistic research in the United States sadly needs organized assistance and representation."
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"Its expeditions in foreign fields, for example, are very much handicapped as over against those of European countries which receive every help from their home governments. The following incident illustrates the advantages gained by official representation through an academy: When for lack of funds our work of recording in Nubia stopped some forty miles above (south of) the Aswan Dam in territory where the existing monuments were perishing owing to the backwater created by the great Dam, quick action was imperative. The Royal Academy of Berlin at once secured an appropriation from the Prussian Government, purchased our entire field equipment, and adopting our field methods, continued the work and photographed and recorded the tremendous mass of inscriptions on the Temple of Philae. Had the humanities in America possessed a center of influence like the National Academy of Sciences, I am inclined to think we should have been able to complete this work ourselves."

The two men kept one another constantly informed not only of the progress of their efforts to "educate" the leading philanthropic foundations and certain wealthy citizens to the financial support of each other's plans, but especially of their encounters with any new "hopefuls." Typical was a letter my father wrote Hale in July, 1914:

"Mrs. Henry Fairfield Osborn last March arranged on her own initiative for me to lunch at her home with Mrs. Edward Henry Harriman and Mrs. Elizabeth Milbank Anderson [who created the Milbank Foundation and] who recently gave two million dollars to Barnard College. Mrs. Anderson proved to be interested in some of my plans, but as I was meeting her for the first time, I did not have the courage to put up to her the large Nile plan [which had failed to win the approval of Mr. Gates]. I only proposed to her the establishment of an Oriental Institute in some American university, with an endowment of $200,000.

"She expressed much interest, but said she was now involved in a great enterprise in New York City—the daily feeding of 30,000 breakfastless and lunchless children! This seemed a sizable contract and I did not push my interests further. [Not long afterwards] she invited Mrs. Breasted and myself to go up the Nile with her next winter as guests on her dahabiyeh. Mrs. Osborn informs me Mrs. Anderson is enormously wealthy. I believe a winter on the Nile would give me an opportunity to convince such an intelligent woman as I find her to be, of the necessity for saving the records there. She must know that pres-
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sure would be involved in such a trip. Would she expose herself to it unless she expected to respond?"

On August 4, 1914, he wrote in his journal:

"The news of the appalling war in Europe has banished the Nile journey with Mrs. Anderson and all the hopes I had dared to base upon it. Yet how utterly trivial and insignificant such personal dreams and ambitions appear in the horrible light of this conflagration!

"Today I finished reading page proofs of my part of Outlines of European History. Those who have read it say it will be a great success. But what drudgery, all for the means to pay household bills! And now instead of reverting to research I must slog away at the large ancient history for Ginn and Company. I wonder whether I am capable of convincing a skeptical new generation of schoolchildren that the same processes which are destroying the European world of my generation lifted mankind from jungle savagery to what we hopefully call civiliza-

With that blistering August of 1914 he entered the somberest, most disillusioning and thoughtful years his already overserious career had yet experienced. He looked on helplessly while the forces he had observed as a student began to engulf the old academic Germany which had trained him and been the first to recognize and reward his subsequent labors. He was shocked to find his loyalty to these old German academic associations and friendships condemned as pro-

Germanism by colleagues whose dispassionate, peace-time detachment had given way to hysterical bitterness and hatred; and was humiliated to find that his own powers of cool reasoning were themselves no longer immune to such corrosive influences. Like almost every other great American university, Chicago seethed with differences of opinion and sentiment to the point where old friends would pass one another without speaking.

It seemed to him that he was watching the preposterous, futile destruction of everything upon which his life had been built—the human relationships, the idealistic values, the fine freedom of roving minds in the unboundaried world of scholarship. Never before in his darkest moments had he suffered such anguish of mind. It was therefore hardly strange that he should have dismissed as no longer relevant or important, and as no more than a fortuitous reminder of an ugly forgotten dream, the news that on August 5 in London Robert Francis Harper had died.
The wide correspondence he had for so many years carried on with colleagues in Germany was presently reduced to that with his beloved old master Adolf Erman, who wrote in November, 1914: “I have always cherished my old friendship with you as something unto itself. I pray with all my heart that despite profound differences of opinion, despite any future strife between our two peoples, this old bond may only draw us more closely together. And I pray that everyone in our field of science may be guided by the ancient maxim: in necessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in omnibus caritas.”

As the War drew on, death one by one took the sons of my father’s European colleagues, youths I had known and played with as children: Peter Erman; the sons of Eduard Meyer, whom I had so often watched as they campaigned with lead soldiers in the garden at Gross-Lichterfelde; the sons of George Adam Smith, and of so many British friends; the son of Gaston Maspéro.


“Jean came back from Egypt to take his place in the French army on the 1st of August. He was very heavily wounded on the 23rd September, at Cheppy in Argonne, and returned to the front the 31 of January; the 17th February, he received a ball full in face, while leading his section at Vauquois, and died outright. . . .

“Though we grieve so much on his death, his mother and I, we feel consolation in the fact he helped defeat the invasion, when it was really dangerous. When the final victory comes to us, as it will in the end, then we may weep on him and be mortally sad that he is no more amongst us to rejoice in it: il a été à la peine, ça sera grande pitié qu’il ne soit pas a l’honneur.

“I oblige my mind to work as in ordinary times, not to feel my loss too much. You will see very soon in the Receuil a part of my recent work. Meanwhile I thank you for your kindly words.”

In July, 1916, my father received a black-bordered, printed notice (in German) from Adolf Erman and his wife Käthe which read: “On the morning of July first there fell with seven of his comrades on the Western Warfront our beloved, promising son who was our happiness and joy—Johann Peter Erman, non-commissioned officer in Reserve Field Artillery Regiment No. 40 and Knight of the Iron Cross.”
“Peter was with us at home only a few days before he fell,” Adolf Erman wrote my father (again in German) soon afterwards. “He had become a man almost overnight. After the monotony and frightfulness of war he seemed inexpressibly happy to be breathing again the clean, friendly air of civilization and home. They tell us that when he returned to active duty he was still in his happy mood, and that he whistled and sang as he served his gun himself during the seven days’ continuous shrapnel fire which brought about his death. When a boy has spent twelve years in school and two years in the war with never an opportunity to fulfill the rich promise he held within himself, the fact that he died a hero’s death is empty comfort. It is so unnatural that boys of twenty like Peter should die, and the old like ourselves should live on.

“I bury myself in my researches, and crave to live only long enough to leave the Dictionary completed, and perhaps see the world once more at peace. But news of the war has become so sinister, my dear old friend, I begin to fear that you and I may never meet again in this life. Now that it appears almost inevitable that your country also will soon be at war with ours, Käthe and I both wish to tell you once more from our hearts how much we have always loved the Breasteds, and come what may, always shall. Once more, while yet there is time, let me assure you that my affection and loyalty will endure to the end of my life. When this Deluge of Evil has at last receded, may those of our children who remain alive be reunited, and may they carry on the friendship of their parents!”

Like these colleagues, my father too tried to lose himself in his work, and in preoccupation with the remote past wherein one already knew the worst which had befallen every age and nation, and one was untroubled of such anxiety for the future as rendered the present almost unendurable.

On August 14, 1916, he wrote in his journal: “Ancient Times was published today. I feel like a convict suddenly set free after years of weary labor and bondage.”

That year he attended the annual meetings of the American Historical Association and met for the first time its current president, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt. Their immediate mutual liking for one another soon developed into warm friendship which often drew my father to Sagamore Hill, and was reflected in the Colonel’s enthusiastic review of Ancient Times in The Outlook for February 14, 1917.
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At about this same time my father received, to his considerable astonishment, a letter from Mr. F. T. Gates which read in part:

"In the midst of reading your Ancient Times I am irresistibly moved to express my gratitude to the Author. My business, my correspondence, my friends and my family are all being neglected while I give first place to your book.

"It meets my want, answers innumerable questions on my lips for years, is written in a fascinating style and for the first time gives me some measure of the debt we owe to ancient times, and enables me to distribute the debt with a reasonable degree of justice to the ancient nations. Every page and every paragraph is full of interest to me. The illustrations with their lucid explanations are not less valuable than the text. This is a book to read, to re-read and to read still again, and to commend to every lover of books, of men, and of the story of human progress—which ought to be the soul as it is the only worthy theme of History. Thank you in the name of multitudes of high school youth and their parents for this truly great book."

These were the words of a man who had once held that nothing good could come out of the land of Egypt; had forbidden the University of Chicago to continue its investigations there; and had not only shattered my father's most cherished scientific hopes, but so crushed his spirit that for a time he had even considered permanently abandoning his scientific career.

While Mr. Gates's unexpected enthusiasm on the whole reflected the majority of opinion, there were inevitable exceptions. The die-hard classicists, and those teachers of ancient history who had been trained in the tradition that the cultures of Greece and Rome were the result of some divine spontaneous combustion, found it difficult, often impossible, to accept the author's revolutionary re-appraisal of the importance of the orient in the development of civilization. It was only to be expected, too, that the fundamentalists everywhere, especially in the southern States, should resent his evolutionary approach to history, an attitude which received curiously antithetical expression in 1925 at the famous "Monkey Trial" of a young biology instructor named J. T. Scopes who had committed the crime of teaching evolution in Tennessee. Clarence Darrow, who defended him, cited Ancient Times in substantiation of the truth of such teaching; while William Jennings Bryan pilloried the book as a consummate example of the kind of iniquitous falsity which he insisted was destroying American religious faith.
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Nevertheless Ancient Times was soon generally accepted as a classic in its field, and steadily achieved a sale which at its height, in its various editions and abridgments, approached 120,000 copies per annum.

The production of the book had necessarily taken its author further than he had ever before ventured into geology, palaeontology, anthropology and the whole pre-history of Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, Asia, and the orient. It had illuminated and invested with a new perspective his long-cherished, ever-maturing plan for a definitive history of civilization. "In the whole range of writing," he wrote me, "I have found nothing so inspiring as the life of vanished generations of men when we have marshaled them one after another, until there is disclosed to us a deep vista of the human past issuing from the midst of the geological ages. It stirs my blood and is the moving inspiration of all the work I do."

There was an interesting if modest analogy between the production of Ancient Times and of Sir William Osler's The Principles and Practice of Medicine (see p. 120). Each author undertook his writing reluctantly and under duress; neither appreciated upon its completion the potential influence of the volume he had compiled; and both books were eventually directly responsible for eliciting large—in the case of medicine, enormous—financial support from the same source. In his Life of Sir William Osler (vol. I, pp. 340–341), Harvey Cushing quotes Osler as having written on a flyleaf of an interleaved copy of his Principles "the following statement of how the book had been written: ‘On several occasions . . . I was asked . . . to prepare a work on Diagnosis, and had half promised one; . . . but [I had] continually procrastinated on the plea that up to the 40th year a man was fit for better things than text-books.'"

But whereas Osler's book had appeared when he was forty-three, Ancient Times was published when its author had turned fifty-one. "I have only some fifteen years left," my father wrote on his fifty-first birthday, "in which to accomplish the work of half a dozen lifetimes!"

It was several years before he discovered that nothing he had ever done, least of all the abstruse researches he had so reluctantly interrupted in favor of the ungrateful task of writing a high school textbook, had been of greater service to his science. For Ancient Times was something more than a contribution to the education of untold thousands of school children in America and England—and, as respective translations appeared, in China, Japan, Malay, Palestine, Syria and
Iraq. Its implications made it at the same time perhaps the most forceful and convincing statement of the case for humanistic and especially archaeological research which had yet appeared. At a singularly appropriate moment it served to acquaint the boards of the leading philanthropic foundations of the country with the untouched opportunities for recovering the story of mankind's struggle to achieve civilization. It was undoubtedly among the strongest influences which, together with the enormous popular interest later aroused by the discovery of Tutenkhamon's tomb, helped to secure for Near Eastern archaeology such unprecedented financial support as to enable my father to set in motion enterprises and projects on a scale far exceeding his most sanguine earlier hopes.

But in 1917 all this still lay in the future; and when, that April, America declared war on Germany, the future of such scientific endeavors appeared indefinitely remote. "I shall have to wait until after the War before they can dream of undertaking my plans," he wrote later that month, after conferring with the officers of the Rockefeller Foundation and the Rockefeller-created General Education Board. "But I believe I have their attention, interest and confidence. They will grow accustomed to my plans, and I believe I shall see them carried out some day—at least as a foundation for younger men to build on."

One day soon after America's entry into the First World War, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, on his way from the Pacific Coast to Sagamore Hill, stopped off in Chicago to discuss a certain matter with my father at an early morning meeting which I was privileged to attend.

The hallway leading to the Colonel's hotel suite was guarded by "plain-clothes" men who passed us quickly from one to another until we reached an ornate sitting room into which he immediately stepped from his bedroom. He had only just dressed and breakfasted. He beamed, his eyes danced, he radiated electrical energy and captivating geniality, said "Simply de-lighted to see you!" exactly as he was so famous for doing—but I can still remember my astonishment at his short stature as he shook my hand. He was in fact quite a small man. Yet from the first moment of meeting I somehow completely forgot the fact, and always thereafter found myself thinking of him as an imposing figure.

Waving his hand deprecatingly at the stuffy near-grandeur of the
sitting room, he led us into the bedroom. "It's much cheerfuller!" he said. The bedclothes lay just as he had tossed them aside upon getting up. He motioned my father to a chair, himself sat down on the bed, asked me to sit beside him. He began at once to question me about my age, bents, interests; told me with evident enjoyment how his son Quentin had recently "fibbed" about his age in order to enlist in the United States Air Service, and only a few weeks later had appeared in the sky over Sagamore Hill at Oyster Bay, and flown in great circles about the house. "He wanted to allay any fears I might have had about his ability to fly at such a tender age," said the Colonel with a grin.

Then he turned again to my father. "Only wait—your son will be doing something similar one of these days! For we are truly at war. Think of it!—think of the irony of our having been led into war within thirty days of the re-inauguration of a President who got himself re-elected on the slogan, 'He kept us out of war!'—and who knew, even during the campaign, that our entry was inevitable!"

He rose as he spoke, walked up and down between us, and with a characteristic gesture of the right hand, added: "I believe it will go down as one of the greatest ironies of American history!"

He sat down again, and became very businesslike. "This is the question I wanted to discuss with you: I am trying to persuade the President to authorize me to raise a division of troops under my command, for service abroad, in a region with which you are peculiarly well acquainted. I have already selected my chief-of-staff in the event I succeed—he is probably waiting outside, for I invited him to join us in this discussion."

He went to the door, spoke to an attendant, and in a moment a fine looking Army officer entered. The Colonel introduced us.

"This is Captain Steele who went up San Juan Hill beside me."

After a few friendly exchanges the Colonel fetched from an attaché case a map of the Near East, spread it out on the bed, and the three men bent over it as he continued talking.

"I'm convinced the War will be won in the Near East—by blasting the Germans' Berlin-to-Baghdad dream. After reading your Ancient Times, I was impelled to re-read the description in your History of Egypt of the strategic importance of Kadesh in the control of northern Syria, and of Ramses II's battle with the Hittite king, Metella, who almost defeated him, and really ought to have done so. I studied detailed maps of the whole region, and it seemed to me obvious that if control of Kadesh once spelled control of northern Syria, then surely
the seizure today of Alexandretta, followed at once by a northeasterward thrust cutting off the Baghdad railway, would simultaneously strike the Germans and the Turks at the most vulnerable point in their flank, isolate their southern forces, and by achieving control of Syria and Palestine, destroy the Berlin-to-Baghdad plan. I fully realize that a single American division couldn’t turn the trick alone—but covered by the British Mediterranean fleet, and assisted by a force of Australians, it would almost certainly be successful.

“All this seems so obvious that of course it must long have been in the minds of the British and the French. Hence I want to ask you, Professor Breasted, whether in your opinion I have analyzed the strategic situation correctly, and whether this would be the very best possible use to be made of my division—and if so, why hasn’t it already been done?”

“I believe you are correct in every particular,” my father answered, “including the inference that such a plan has long been in the minds of the British. I have been told confidentially that at the very beginning of the War they proposed precisely such a plan to the French, who replied that they would construe any British move into Syria as an act unfriendly to France. The matter was therefore dropped. I can’t understand why the French should be so blindly jealous of British activity in Syria. But you are popular with the French, and an American expedition under your command would be a guaranty of ultimate withdrawal, even if the Australians assisted you, for we obviously have no colonial ambitions.”

There followed a long discussion which touched upon ancient and modern politics, history, imperialism, science; upon hunting and exploring in Africa, Asia and South America. I sat enthralled. After more than two hours, a secretary anxiously reminded the Colonel of another appointment before train time. As we rose to leave, he said to my father, “If this thing goes through, I shall need to confer with you further—and meanwhile you must both come to stay with us at Sagamore Hill!”

But of course it never went through; and when years later I visited Sagamore Hill, it was to stand at his grave.

In the midst of the Second World War it is curiously difficult for me to recapture the emotional quality and tension of that first one, and especially of a morning in October 1917, when I stood among a
group of men—all of us naked as God made us—in a medical examining room of the U. S. Army Post at Columbus, Ohio, and solemnly took the oath of enlistment “for the duration.”

For my father, the implications of my enlistment were at once sad and ironical. It signified for him a final break with the Old World: his son would now face the sons of his former German colleagues in the battle for civilization itself.

“How different from mine, twenty-six years ago, will be your departure for Europe,” he wrote me in camp. “I went as a raw western boy, seeking the culture and the science which only Europe possessed; while you go as a soldier of the new world, to protect civilization from destruction by the very nation which had the most to offer me.

“I am proud that you have felt the call to go. I know you will not flinch, will always do your duty. But whenever you honorably can, avoid danger. Think of your father, and never run a risk unless it is your duty to do so.

“I cannot grapple with the fact that you are no longer at the desk in your room. I thought I knew something of loneliness and renunciation, but I am only just beginning to learn. Your old father salutes you in humility and unworthiness!”

He sent me—bless him!—the little German dictionary he had used as a student—he had had it rebound, and had written on the fly leaf, “Dictionary of the Enemy’s Language.”

At Camp Devens in Massachusetts I fell gravely ill, underwent a major operation. A few days later my regiment sailed for France. For months I lay in the Base Hospital, staring out at snow-laden pines and a wintry sky as limitless as the sense of futility which engulfed me. Patients came and went, departing more often on foot, but sometimes in a long wicker basket. I could never decide which were the luckier.

Early in the spring of 1918, with an honorable discharge in my pocket and an open mastoid wound in my head, I crept ingloriously back to civilian life. “Will you give my hearty regards to your son Charles?” Colonel Roosevelt wrote my father. “He is entitled to exactly the same credit as if he had received his wound in action in France!”

That was characteristically understanding and kind—for Quentin was already gone, killed in action over France.

When the wound had healed and the army had accepted me for re-enlistment, my papers were cancelled by the Armistice. My father was full of gratitude, and of plans for our future together. But I was
utterly disconsolate, and found no solace even in the Colonel's brave and generous words.

The advent of peace found my father trying to reflect, at least outwardly, the optimism which a war-wrecked, hardy-perennial world was daring to feel again. For the War which had so blighted his plans and hopes for the advancement of humanistic research had afforded his colleagues in medicine and the natural sciences an unparalleled opportunity for demonstrating once again the practical and vital relevance of research in these fields.

During his twelve years' exile from Europe and the Near East he had never for a moment relaxed his efforts to enlist for his science the financial support of wealthy individuals and of every conceivable philanthropic foundation; and to overcome "the inertia of the humanities which for generations," as he ruefully put it, "have been preoccupied with nothing more important than the history of the dative case." But thus far he had struggled in vain. The interest in his plans which the several great Rockefeller foundations had earlier evinced had apparently lapsed into apathy. The failure of Mrs. Elizabeth Milbank Anderson's health had finally precluded the long contemplated Nile journey from which so much might have resulted. Even after twelve years' effort he had been unable to secure either from the University of Chicago or from any other source the money for publishing the results of his first two expeditions in Egypt.

And now that the defeat of the Turks had thrown open the countries of the ancient world as never before to scientific exploration and archaeological investigation, he stood helpless for lack of funds.

His profound discouragement was hardly alleviated by the fact that under President Judson's negative administration the exhilarating spirit of educational and scientific pioneering created by President Harper had steadily given way to an atmosphere of resigned stagnation. It was Judson's proudest boast that he had not only kept the University within its budget but had ended each year of his administration with a substantial balance. The antithesis of Harper, he wholly lacked the latter's gift for inspiring his associates and arousing in the citizenry of Chicago and the whole Middle West a sense of pride in and financial responsibility for their great new University. He possessed on the contrary a curious genius for rebuffing the natural enthusiasm of creative scholarship, and for alienating financial support.
He was convinced that any deliberate effort to befriend the daily press could result only in permanent loss of the University's academic dignity. The idea of a Department of Public Relations, which Harper's attitude had already anticipated and which is today a matter of course in almost every American educational institution, would have been to him sheer anathema. The cumulative effect of this policy was to isolate the University so effectively that the greater part of Chicago's inhabitants altogether forgot its existence; and to enable other universities to carry on increasingly successful forays among Harper's concentration of great minds, which in twenty-five years had made the University of Chicago one of the three greatest research institutions of America.

Faculty members who attempted to ameliorate this situation by seeking on their own initiative to enlist financial support outside of the University to further their researches, were reprimanded and reminded that "the solicitation of funds was strictly a prerogative of their president." The plea of Nobel Prize physicist Albert A. Michelson for a moderate extension of his outgrown laboratory was opposed on the ground of unnecessary luxury, and was finally successful only when Michelson defiantly circumvented the president.* My father had himself combatted this attitude too often not to realize that no matter how friendly his personal relations with Judson, whatever he might accomplish in the interest of his own field would be despite and not because of the president.

Nor could he hope for improvement in any other American institution. The Department of Oriental Languages and Literatures at Chicago was anything but brilliant, but the fact that such studies had been consistently neglected elsewhere in the United States had left it without any serious American rival. His own scientific destiny was therefore inextricably identified with that of an institution which he felt had requited his loyalty with broken promises and inadequate pay. No academic honors or prestige he had gained in the outside world could assuage the sense of rebellion and wounded pride which this bitter realization had aroused in him.

He was heartsick of the obstructionism and littleness, the bickering and quarreling of university departments and administrative offices

* It was in the resulting expanded laboratory that Robert Andrews Millikan, and subsequently Arthur Holly Compton carried on experiments for which they also were respectively awarded the Nobel Prize in physics.
filled with sterile minds. At the age of fifty-four he felt prematurely old and weary, a pedant shackled to the stultifying iteration of teaching and academic routine. In his own eyes he was a failure whose star stood in the East whither he could not follow.

By February 1919, having reached a state of hopeless discouragement, he determined to make a final effort to secure the funds for seizing an opportunity which would almost certainly never come again. He decided to address a plea—the first of the kind he had ever sent him—directly to his friend, John D. Rockefeller, Jr. It was a matter of public record that because Mr. Rockefeller, Sr., had indicated he would make no more gifts to the University, his son had in deference to this decision declared that he personally would make no further gifts to it during his father's lifetime. The chances of success therefore appeared hopelessly remote. But with nothing to lose, there were immeasurable new scientific frontiers to be won.

He wrote Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., a letter accompanied by a verbal blueprint for the organization at the University of Chicago of an Oriental Institute, "... a laboratory for the study of the rise and development of civilization... [which began in] the ancient lands of Western Asia, ... the unexplored areas of history.

"The materials out of which we can recover and put together... [the] lost chapters [of the career of early man]," he wrote, "lie scattered among the buried cities of the Near East. This whole region has just been delivered from Turkish misrule, and for the first time in history the birth-lands of religion and civilization lie open to unobstructed study and research. In the entire history of knowledge, this is the greatest opportunity that has ever come for the study of man and his career.

"In confronting such a situation as this, the individual historian, fettered by a program of university teaching, and without the funds or the time for work in the ancient world, is of course absolutely helpless. I am... enclosing herewith a plan of work devised to meet this situation... [and to] enable us to follow among early men just those processes in which you are so interested at the present day.

"Let me explain.

"You are today one of the great forces in... social, economic and industrial history. The very principles of justice and fair treatment which you are so admirably applying... first grew up in the minds and hearts of men in that ancient world of the Near Orient around the eastern end of the Mediterranean. The noblest task in the study of
man is to recover the story of the human career, which culminated in the emergence of a religion of divine fatherhood and human brotherhood.

"It is evident that the opening of Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia and Babylonia to modern business and to enlightened exploitation in mining, railroad-building, manufacturing and agriculture, means the rapid destruction of the great ruined cities and buried records of early man, with which these lands are filled. They must be studied soon before they are lost forever.

"The university teacher is as unable single-handed to cope with a situation like this, as would be the astronomer to study the skies without his observatory or his staff. A laboratory containing all the available early human records in systematically arranged archives is as necessary to a study of man's career as is an astronomical observatory with its files of observations and computations in the study of the career of the universe. The methods and the equipment of natural science should be applied to the study of man.

"While the Oriental Institute might accomplish much in suggesting and encouraging excavation, its plan does not contemplate supporting from its own budget any costly excavation campaign. Its budget is therefore a modest one. It could be set going for about $10,000 a year."

At the same time he earnestly besought Mr. Gates, still senior watchdog over Rockefeller benefactions, to support this plan. "Your powerful influence," he wrote, "will settle the question for or against [it]. Will you not save the enterprise and put it on its feet?"

"It is very distasteful to me to appear at all in such a crusade for funds. But do you not think I ought to do it, rather than to rust out during the last fifteen years of my life, thousands of miles away from the human records I ought to be saving and using?"

When more than two months had passed without so much as an acknowledgement of these letters, he said: "I find it impossible to admit defeat—yet I suppose there is no other name for it. I shall not try again. For by the time I could summon the courage for another attempt, I would be too old to do justice by success if it came. Whether I can philosophically revise the whole plan and content of my life work remains to be seen."
CHAPTER VIII

ONE morning early in May, 1919, my father was sitting at breakfast reading his mail and as usual evincing his academic sales resistance by segregating all advertisements and flinging them across the dining room into a great Sudanese basket reserved for this idiosyncrasy, when his eye fell upon an envelope bearing an old-fashioned drawing of The Homestead at Hot Springs, Virginia.

This, he thought to himself a little resentfully, would be another personalized letter from some effusive managing director brimming with cordiality, inviting him to spend the sort of vacation for which he had never had either the time or the money. He was about to crumple it and toss it unopened into the basket, when curiosity got the better of him, and he slit open the envelope.

I remember so well hearing him suddenly exclaim in a low voice, “Good Lord—at last!”—and then after a pause, “Oh, if I were only ten years younger!” His face wore a look of mingled sadness and elation, as he handed me the following letter from Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., dated May 2, 1919:

“I owe you an apology for not having replied earlier to your letter of February 16th. . . . The pressure of many other things and absence from my office must be my excuse.

“I am greatly interested in the project which you have in mind. . . . I fully agree with you that the present opportunity should be availed of as fully as possible. . . . Because I believe that no one is better fitted to lead in this enterprise than yourself, I shall be happy to finance your project on the basis of the annual expense outlined [$50,000 at the annual rate of $10,000] for a period of five years, through the University, in whose name and under whose direction it would, I assume, be your wish to have the enterprise carried out. . . .”

A confirming letter to President Judson ended with the precautionary warning that the pledge “should not be construed to imply any commitment on my part towards the enterprise beyond the five years’ period.”
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To my father these letters were like a reprieve from the slow hemlock of endless frustration. He had kept his flag flying because, as he once wrote his mother during his student days in Berlin, “I am a proud fellow, proud as Lucifer, and my pride and my will, will carry me through almost anything.”

But now suddenly, in the shape of a few typewritten paragraphs which he had almost consigned to the wastebasket, had come emancipation and the beginning of a great scientific adventure.

Upon learning of Mr. Rockefeller’s gift, Mr. Martin A. Ryerson, then president of the University’s Board of Trustees, pledged himself personally to contribute an additional sum for the first year, gave assurance that the University also would appropriate a similar amount. Nor did the implications of Mr. Rockefeller’s letters escape President Judson, who even committed himself to secure further supplementary funds.

My father at once set about organizing a reconnaissance expedition with a staff (which was to meet him in Cairo) comprising a colleague and four younger men, with himself as leader. Its purpose was to determine what archaeological sites in the Near East could profitably be investigated or excavated; and to “secure by purchase at least a share of the ancient documents of all sorts which during the War had been accumulating in the hands of antiquity dealers both in Europe and the Near East.” As soon as they learned of his imminent departure, a number of leading American museums desiring to expand their collections of Near Eastern art, sent him substantial letters of credit to cover such purchases in their behalf.

For years, through all the seasons, he and I had taken late afternoon walks along the shore of Lake Michigan, and always the talk had turned to his dreams of exploration and excavation in the orient, and to the future journeys we would surely make together. We would look off eastward—always eastward—across the water, and watch the great ore boats hull-down on the horizon of this tantalizing, un-salty sea, with its fickle moods and its dissatisfying smell of fresh-water marsh life. On days when the wind stood northeast and the sky was washed clean as a Wedgwood plate, the sunlit dunes of Michigan, floating miragelike beyond the farthest water, became for a nostalgic moment a southeastern Mediterranean coastline where Nile and Sahara greeted the sea, and the ships of the world threaded the needle’s eye of Suez.
There was one journey above all others which we had promised to make together: to Egypt, up the Nile to Victoria Nyanza, eastward to Mombasa, by small steamer across to Karachi in northwestern India, up the Indus River to Alexander the Great's farthest east; back again to the Persian Gulf and north to Basra, up the Two Rivers, across the Kurdish mountains to Trebizond, where the remnant of Xenophon's Ten Thousand had cried, "The sea! The sea!" when in 400 B.C. they had beheld the Euxine (Black) Sea; thence to Istanbul, and by the Orient Express back to old haunts in Western Europe.

But this was to remain always an unfulfilled dream. The journey he now faced promised to be the most important he had ever undertaken. There was about it only one regret—that we could not make it together. Because he knew that at times it would be unavoidably dangerous and that something might befall him, he asked me to remain at home to look after my mother and the two younger children.

We were fully agreed on the wisdom of this decision. But if the prospect of his going depressed my mother, it spelled for me one of those disappointments which to youth seem almost irreconcilable. His realization of this impelled him despite a tremendous burden of work and the most difficult field conditions, to capture in his letters and journals and so to share with us his adventures during the anxious year of his absence.

He sailed that August for England, in London found it impossible to secure transportation to the Near East.

 Ahead of him was "a waiting list of over 500 especially recommended personages, over and above the great body of officers in uniform, civil officials and troops of the line, who must take precedence over these 500. The Peninsular & Oriental Line is allowed only ten berths for civilians on each ship."

Western Europe was too preoccupied with its own rehabilitation, and the United States was too remote for either to be really aware that their so-called peace had hardly penetrated the Near East, where the war was still sporadically continuing, and where Wilson's Fourteen Points had imbued the Arab world with high hopes for an independence which Britain and France between them were to resolve into a mirage.

Because of constant fighting in Transjordan, one could not reach Mesopotamia by traversing the 850 miles directly overland from Cairo to Baghdad. Instead, one had to follow the two long sides of a triangle
with its apex at Bombay, a distance of over 5000 miles. To the American Embassy in London, American archaeologists rash enough to venture into this still chaotic part of the world were a nuisance to be deliberately impeded rather than encouraged. “Our Embassy at this time has no interest whatever in assisting American scholars in the service of science,” he wrote. “The fate of this venture will depend entirely upon the attitude of the British Government at home, and of their Army high command and their political officers in the field.”

So he hurried from one lethargic Government office to another, waiting on the slow reflex-reactions of outer-office clerks, checking the infinite details of transport, food, permits, visas, equipment, and seeking above all the benediction-in-principle of the highest authorities in the Empire.

He was just beginning to make progress, when all the railways of the British Isles called a general strike, and England philosophically took to its feet, or salvaged ancient vehicles, until the crowded streets and country roads resembled a pageant of the history of transportation.

But the tide turned when he rediscovered the potency of that “open sesame,” that recipe for surmounting the insuperable, that infallible lubricant for accelerating the ponderous machinery of the British Empire—the letter of introduction. He had forgotten how seriously the English regarded such missives until, somewhat reluctantly and by way of experiment, he had presented one or two of the many which had been generously urged upon him by influential British friends.

Typical was a staccato note of introduction from the eminent archaeologist and Orientalist, Professor D. G. Hogarth, Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, to Sir Edmund Allenby, who had recently been made High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan and was then on leave in England, awaiting his viscountcy. Allenby replied at once, enclosing two more letters—and so it went. From London to Bombay, through No Man’s Land among the sworn enemies of England and France in northern Mesopotamia, and across the Syrian Desert, his road was paved with similar letters of commendation.

Their number was augmented again when his old friend Lord Carnarvon (patron of Howard Carter) invited him and his still older friend and colleague, Alan Gardiner, an Englishman whom he regarded as the ablest technical Egyptologist of the day, for a stay at Highele Castle in Hampshire, “one of several great Carnarvon family estates—13,000 acres in this one.

“The Earls of Carnarvon are a branch of the ancient Pembroke
family, prominent in English history. Highcliffe Castle—a tremendous house, portions of which are a thousand years old—is full of fine paintings of the Carnarvon ancestors, many of them by Gainsborough and Sir Joshua [Reynolds].

"Carnarvon himself is very friendly, democratic and unpretentious, but has never taken any part in public life, and is not popular in England. He goes about in ill-fitting clothes—always with a dog, and always in a jovial mien. He has wonderful horses, and is an ardent photographer of great ability. He is devoted to Egypt, and through Howard Carter has been excavating at Thebes for years. But his really good mind flits incessantly from one subject to another, unable to follow any one of them through."

My father and Gardiner "were in conversation on a terrace in the last rays of the afternoon sun, when Carnarvon returned with his guests from the races [at Newbury], and sent for us to join them in the library—a magnificent room of tremendous dimensions, embellished with many rare old paintings, works of art, and historical curios. These last include the office desk and chair of Napoleon I, the right arm of which is scarred with the scratching and whittling he habitually did with his pocket knife while discussing important matters with his callers!

"We found the room filled with guests moving about between sumptuous silver tea services, and chatting of the races as they drank their tea and nibbled their cakes and scones. Amongst them were Sir Valentine Chirol, member of the Royal Commission on Indian Public Services; and Sir William Garstin, for many years one of the leading British officials in Egypt, and the man who is chiefly responsible for the destruction of Philae. I was determined, however, to feel no prejudice!—and Garstin was most friendly. I suspect my liking for him may have been influenced by his seeming to be greatly impressed by my views on the strategy of Great Britain’s position in the Near East, especially in Egypt and Suez! He and Chirol asked me to let them write on my behalf to Sir George Lloyd, Governor of Bombay Presidency.

"Garstin was an intimate friend of Kitchener, and confirms what I have long known, that K. urged the occupation of Alexandretta as the first step in the attack on Turkey, and Grey [Lord Grey of Fallofon] would not let it be done for fear of trouble with France who threatened to turn against England should the latter set foot there. The feeling against France, in view of the incalculable cost of such
deference to her foolish sensitiveness, is very strong on the part of
those who really know. Garstin, incidentally, has had access to all the
papers concerning the sinking of Kitchener’s ship, which according to
every indication was caused by a mine.”

Back in London, he found an invitation from H. G. Wells to stay
with him at Easton Clebe in Essex. Wells was “writing a universal
history, for which he says he has ‘stolen a lot from Breasted and from
James Harvey Robinson,’” and wanted him to read the sections on the
Ancient Orient.

Fellow guests were two “grizzled proconsuls of the British
Empire”—the great African explorer, linguist and naturalist, Sir Harry
Johnston and his lady; and Sir Sidney Olivier (who became Lord
Olivier of Ramsden, and Secretary for India in the Labor Governmen).

“Wells is keen and penetrating, jolly and democratic. As he himself
told me, his father was a professional cricket player, and his family
were quite uneducated people.” The men talked of science and
Empire, religion and history, and during the first evening the whole
party played at the inevitable charades in “Mr. Britling’s” barn.

Next day they walked “to the neighboring estate of Lady Warwick
—Wells says she is ‘an unusually intelligent woman for her social
class!”—and visited the big glass houses where she keeps a lot of
monkeys. Sir Harry named all the various breeds for us, but was not
content till he had entered their cage to play with them. Three of them
climbed to his shoulder, knocked off his hat and sat on his head. One,
a female, showed him the deepest affection. She insisted on parting
his scanty locks in a solicitous search for invisible cooties, and occasion-
ally seemed to capture one, which to our unspeakable delight she
would hold up in triumph.”

At odd moments he ran through the earlier chapters of the new
universal history which Wells had given him to read. They had a
curiously familiar ring, and he was a little startled to discover that
with his usual urbanity Wells had adopted the method and illustrative
scheme of Ancient Times, applied its historical approach also to a
treatment of modern times, and given to the completed work the title, The Outline of History. A series of volumes by James Henry
Breasted and James Harvey Robinson was entitled Outlines of Euro-
pean History.

Nevertheless, when Wells’s The Outline of History appeared, my
father wrote: “I enthusiastically favor anything which will arouse ‘the
man in the street’ to become interested in the history of mankind.
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Wells has done it admirably, and if I have helped him, he is more than welcome."

Soon after his return to London, the railway strike suddenly ended, and a cancellation on the fabulously crowded Orient Express made possible a sailing from Venice.

At last, on November 1, 1919, after a twelve years' exile, he landed again in Egypt. "A thousand memories and associations throng to my mind as once again I see and hear and feel old Egypt all around me—the rich Egyptian sunshine, palms nodding in the Nile breezes, the mournful, eerie cry of kites as they wheel in great, slow circles against the luminous sky."

The years had wrought dramatic changes and differences. A letter from Allenby, written in his own hand from the King of England's castle at Balmoral in Scotland, "was magical" in obviating customs and all other retarding formalities; while another from Arthur James Balfour to his successor, Lord Curzon of Kedleston, had moved the latter to request "His Majesty's High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan . . . to accord you every assistance in his power as regards your proposed journey from Egypt to Basra."

"What with the cordial cooperation of Mr. Hampson Gary, Diplomatic Agent of the United States in Egypt, I have no anxiety about our journey," my father commented. "But to bring all this about has taken no end of nerve and effrontery on the part of a backwoods boy from the Illinois prairies."

NOTE TO THE READER

[The narrative from this point to the end of Chapter VIII is entirely drawn from my father's journal-letters. For the sake of clarity and simplification, quotation marks are omitted and editorial comments are enclosed in brackets.]

I am trying to do the work of several men [he wrote on November 10]. I spend hours a day looking over the materials in the hands of dealers. It is endless—each stock is like a museum which has to be gone over. I have also begun going through the basement magazines of the great Cairo Museum itself, where there are vast masses of things doing
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nobody any good, of which I am trying to secure a few for the University of Chicago. In addition I must spend as much of each day as I can, copying the unpublished inscriptions among the Museum’s displayed collections; keep up a heavy correspondence, and maintain all the essential, unavoidable social and official relations.

When the Allenbys arrived from England, they invited me to a dinner at the Residency. It was very pleasant, not a bit stiff and formal, despite the numerous important official personages present. Lady Allenby is most charming, natural, unaffected, animated and interested—asks intelligent questions, leaves no one neglected.

After dinner, Allenby to my great surprise led me to a chair apart from the company, and seating himself, began to take up a remark I had made referring to Clemenceau’s *bon mot*, “Le bon Wilson avec ses quatorze points et le bon Dieu qui n’en a que dix.” He continued to talk to me for the rest of the evening, without interruption or addressing a single word to his other guests.

Only a few months ago Allenby dealt the final annihilating blow to the leading oriental Empire [Turkey], which had ruled the Near East for about six centuries. He is at the moment the greatest man in the East, virtually king of the territory from the frontiers of India to Greece and Inner Africa. The quiet, matter-of-fact way in which he spoke of the momentous events wherein he played so great a part, his directness and unquestionable sincerity, made a profound impression on me, the more so because the simplicity of his manner at first quite veiled the greatness of the man.

“My impression of Wilson differs from yours,” he said. “To me he seemed a man of conviction, with a good deal of strength and courage. I heard him tell the Peace Commissioners what he had come for, what he expected to see done, and that he insisted it be done. I had to deal with him in the matter of Syria and its future, ... when I was asked to come to Paris to confer with the Peace Commission before the Peace Treaty was ready. President Wilson asked me what would happen if Syria were at once turned over to the French. I told him it would immediately result in a terrible war with the Arabs, which would ... spread far into Asia and set the world on fire again.

“Wilson said to me, ‘Will you state these opinions before the Peace Commissioners?’ I replied that I could not do that, but would be glad to answer any questions put to me. The next day he asked me the same questions in the presence of the Peace Commissioners, and the French—including Clemenceau—heard me make the same answer.
Wilson then asked me how the wishes of the peoples of the conquered areas of the Near Orient might be ascertained. I told him, by asking the people openly and directly, to which he replied that a commission should be sent out for this purpose.

"Later, when I was called to Paris after the conclusion of the Peace Treaty to discuss with Clemenceau the future disposition of Syria, I could talk with the latter very frankly because I have known him for a long time and we are good friends. I said to him: 'You must believe me when I tell you that there is absolutely no occasion for all this French sensitiveness about Syria. We don't want it, [and] shall be glad enough to get well rid of the responsibility. We are quite ready to retire our troops as fast as you can move yours in, but when this transfer has taken place, we want peace in the whole region. Your people out there have been deliberately trying to stir up trouble and excite pogroms, in order to give you a chance to take possession of territory you want. You know it is going on, and it must be stopped!'

"Clemenceau replied, 'Yes, I think you are right!' 'Well, then,' I said, 'if you think I am an honest man—and I think you do—then shape your policy accordingly.' Clemenceau responded, 'It isn't as simple as that! I do believe you are an honest man, but I do not believe that the British nation is honest, and I do not trust them.'

"This is the situation," Allenby continued, "as I am now withdrawing my troops from Syria. Fortunately, the French have appointed an excellent man to assume control there—General Gouraud, a man often wounded in the present war, and lacking one arm.

"I am leaving for Beirut tomorrow so that he and I can ride together through the streets—you know," (Allenby's eyes twinkled) "for public consumption—so that they will understand that they can't hit Gouraud without hitting me. But a much more important reason for my going is to urge him to concede one thing to avoid trouble: to let me keep my troops in the northern Buka'a [the valley between the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon mountains]. If my posts are removed and replaced by French troops, I fear there will be a serious outbreak, for the commander of all the [Syrian] Arabs has openly said he would not submit to French control, and that he would fight us too if we support a French mandate over them. . . . Of course I could not let such defiance pass. . . . I sent troops at once to arrest him, take him to Haifa. I expected a violent outbreak over my taking this action against him, and for the last twenty-four hours, while awaiting the trouble, I have been in an awful funk—my worst in the entire War,
I think! I ran a great risk. But nothing has happened, and I am very glad I did it for the sake of the French. Under Gouraud, however, I look for improvement, in spite of the unfortunate memories left by Picot.”

J.H.B.: “Wasn’t Picot the man who fled from Beirut at the outbreak of the War without destroying his confidential correspondence, so that the best friends of France among the Syrian natives were incriminated, and numbers of them were shot or hanged?”

“Yes, You can therefore understand the resentment of the Arab leader whom I have just arrested.”

I cannot now recall what shifted our conversation at this point to the battle of Megiddo, but Allenby evidently took pleasure in talking of it.

“When they gave me a peerage, they wanted me to add ‘Armageddon’ to the title, but I refused to do that. It was much too sensational, and would have given endless opportunity to all the cranks in Chris-
tendom. So I merely took Megiddo.”

J.H.B.: “Probably only the Orientalists know that it is identical with Armageddon, and the public will never discover the identity.”

“Quite true,” he answered, “and if such titles are to be used at all, Megiddo has had its appropriateness.

“You know, I went straight through the Pass of Megiddo, and at the crest I sent the infantry through to make a hole for the cavalry. They found a few battalions of Turks in possession of the height, killed thirty or forty of them, and captured all the rest. The cavalry got through the hole, and went forward with orders not to do any fighting, but to ride across the Plain of Megiddo and get astride of every road leading north, along which the enemy could retreat. I wanted to get old Liman von Sanders [the brilliant German general who commanded the Turkish Army in the Dardanelles and Palestine campaigns] and for three hours we had him bagged, with no possible way of escape.

“Then some of our men across a road to the northwest were sum-
moned to help some comrades, and got into a fight which for a short time drew them off. Evidently von Sanders heard of it at once, for he slipped by in his automobile and escaped. I got my ‘lie’ out first and reported that von Sanders had at once fled northward as we advanced. But von Sanders got out a wireless which was probably nearer right than my dispatch, saying that after severe fighting, he had retired. Indeed, he did get together some of his clerks—his personal
following—and he gave us a jolly good scrap before he got out of the net.

"Curious, wasn't it, that we should have had exactly old Thutmose's experience in meeting an outpost of the enemy and disposing of them at the top of the Pass leading to Megiddo! You see, I had been reading your book and [George] Adam Smith [Historical Geography of the Holy Land] and I knew what had taken place there."

J.H.B.: "Unfortunately we have too few in America who know the Near East or realize the obligation of the civilized world to keep order there."

"That is true, your country is at present behaving very badly!" he said with an engaging smile.

At that moment Lady [Gilbert] Clayton, who had sat on Lord Allenby's right, by rising gave the signal for all to go. Lady Allenby came forward to her husband and said, "I have asked Mr. Breasted to go with us to Abu Roash." He responded at once, "How would you like to go? Do you ride?" I said, "Yes, but I presume not after the rules of the approved British School—though if need be, I can still pick up my hat off the ground!" He assured me I would not be called on for any stunts, and bade me a very kindy goodnight.

You can now understand the complicated military and political situation we shall encounter when we leave Mesopotamia and come westward into French territory. I made no preparations for dealing with the French authorities, for I had expected that the British would be in control throughout the whole region until after our journey was over.

The War has indirectly affected the price of Egyptian antiquities. For a growing spirit of defiance, the knowledge that foreigners attach great value to the survivals from Egypt's past, and the possession of unprecedented amounts of money, have led the wealthier inhabitants to buy antiquities as never before, on a speculative basis. Through competitive buying, men of means like Mr. J. P. Morgan, Lord Carnarvon and others have inevitably played into the situation, so that Egyptian antiquities will increasingly command the high prices such men have been paying. I have therefore been delving into the collections of the antiquity dealers here in Cairo. Most unexpected things turn up, and the quest is fascinating.

For example, while keeping the doors of his shop tightly closed, one of the oriental rug merchants a day or two ago secretively showed me two stone statues of sitting figures. They represented an Egyptian
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noble whose name and titles were inscribed on the edge of the seat or base.

Twenty-five years ago, in my student days, I had read ten contracts inscribed on the walls of the tomb of a great noble at Assiut, which were intended after his death to provide him with gifts of plentiful food, drink and mortuary tapers on all the chief feast days of the Egyptian calendar. Now, these things were to be delivered not only to his tomb, but also to three statues, portraits of himself, one in the temple in the town, one in the temple outside the town, and one at the foot of the long stone stairway leading up to the [ancient] cemetery of Assiut. The contracts were written in the days of Abraham, some 4000 years ago, and the statues provided for in the contract had been lost and forgotten these thousands of years. But here before me, pulled out from under the rug-dealer's dusty counter, were two of these very statues, with the great Egyptian feudal baron's name still plainly legible on the side! The native asked an exorbitant price for them, and they are still slumbering under his counter.

I have also been devoting days and days to an enormous collection of antiquities belonging to a wealthy Syrian Jew named Nahman, who is cashier at the Crédit Foncier, and lives in a former gambling casino!

At the end of one of my recent visits to him, when I was dusty and tired and it was time to go home to dinner, he brought in a mass of torn and fragmentary papyri. As I went wearily and rather indifferently through them, I came upon a roll containing 16 columns of beautifully written Greek, each column about as large as the page of an octavo printed book. It was all in a fine book hand, and evidently a roll from an ancient library, not merely business documents like the other papyri at which I had been looking.

I examined it carefully, and saw at once that it was filled with numerals, written of course with Greek letters. Then I noticed the words, "from the Lion to the Virgin," and among many gaps in the worm-eaten papyrus, I recognized the words "to the Archer," then "star," "moon," "observations"—it was evident that I held in my hand an old Greek treatise on astronomy, which the character of the writing showed might be as early as the Third Century before Christ, and might have come from the lost Alexandrian library. It might well have been written by a member of that group of Greek scientists to which Euclid and Archimedes and Eratosthenes belonged. It made one's fingers fairly tingle!
One day I was in the shop of a particularly hard-headed Levantine with the Italian name of Tano, of whom I had bought a good many things. He told me he had a papyrus which was very fine, but as usual I discounted his glowing description. This papyrus, he said, was just across the street at the rug dealer's (where the statues were stowed away under the counter). After some parleying, he brought a mysterious box back to his own shop.

I thought of the ragged, tattered masses of papyrus which I had handled at Nahman's—the kind of thing we always expect when we hear of papyri just out of the ground. For usually they survive only as worm-eaten fragments, rarely showing any resemblance to a roll. And when the natives do find a complete, intact roll, they usually divide it by breaking it in the middle, like a stick!

So when Tano after carefully locking his shop door, began to open his box, I was only moderately interested. As the lid came off I saw a lot of mummy cloth bandages lying under it, and said to myself, "Of course—the usual mess of tatters!"

But when he removed the mummy wrappings, he uncovered a beautiful brown roll of papyrus as thick, fresh and uninjured as a roll of new wall paper!

It was difficult to maintain a "poker face" as he laid it on the table and giving it a fillip, exposed a perfectly intact bare surface before the beginning of the writing. It was the first uninjured beginning of a papyrus I had ever seen, as well as the first roll in such perfect condition that one could still unroll it exactly as the original owner had done.

And then came the writing!—an exquisitely executed hieroglyphic copy of the Book of the Dead, with wonderfully wrought vignettes, one of the finest copies to have come out of Egypt for many years!

Tano now wanted to go no further, lest he should injure the roll. I said: "If you wish to do business with me, I must see all of it!" So he unrolled, while I steadily rolled up, a constantly changing sequence of lovely vignettes done with wonderful delicacy and detail. Among the many chapters, I saw one toward the close of which the scribe had added a remark that it [probably the original from which he had made this copy] had been found in the day of Menkure, the great Pharaoh who built the third pyramid of Gizeh, nearly 2000 years before this [the scribe's copy of the] papyrus had been made.

Great beads of perspiration stood out on Tano's forehead. It was
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a long and painfully delicate task, for the roll was about thirty-five feet long! But at last I had seen it, and it was rolled back without mishap.

I knew that at this juncture I was in no state of mind to bargain with a canny oriental. Pleading weariness, I went home without saying a word about buying the papyrus.

I waited two days, doing much thinking. Lord Carnarvon’s agent was due very shortly, and probably old Tano knew it. And after him there was Budge of the British Museum, and both of these men would want it, and outbid me if they could. So I was bound to move at once. As I write, the beautiful papyrus is safely packed in a tin tube in my trunk, Tano has 500 Pounds,* and both of us are happy.

Major-General Percy Hambro, Quartermaster General of the British Army in Mesopotamia, writes me cordially that he will arrange all transport as soon as we reach Basra, and will give us the privilege of buying our supplies as we need them from the British Commissary Stores. This means plentiful, cheap, good quality food wherever we may be in Mesopotamia. A staff officer from the Residency here in Cairo is under orders to secure our transportation from Egypt to Babylonia by way of Bombay. I must say these Englishmen have treated me splendidly—I have found universal cordiality, kindness and readiness to help.

This uncertain period of waiting for transport is trying, but I have more to do each day than I can possibly finish. Two days ago Nahman again sent word he wanted very much to see me—the old fox likes to show me things. He had some, of course, but he wanted especially to tell me about the collection of an old Swiss gentleman, Mr. André Bircher, whose house in a little side street off the Muski [the old street—now demolished—and district of the bazaars] I remembered having visited years ago.

It is an ancient house, some 450 years old, with wonderful old Saracen carvings and antique glass in the openwork of the fretted stone windows. Here André Bircher has lived for nearly fifty years, and in a little office just off the spacious court below, has carried on an importation business which has reputedly netted him a fair-sized fortune. He has been buying antiquities for nearly forty years and has accumulated an immense collection which is looked after by an elderly woman, a Madame Serveux, who acts as curator. After serving

* Contributed by Mrs. Elizabeth Milbank Anderson for the purchase, as a gift to the University of Chicago, of what was christened the “Milbank Papyrus.”
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us oriental coffee in the afternoon light coming through the wonderful ancient glass and shimmering over a fountain in marble mosaic in the floor, he left us to go back to the office where he has spent half a century, and Madame Serveux showed me the collection. To look systematically through it is an immense job, for it contains over 17,000 numbers!

I am in the Museum the bulk of the day, grinding my eyes out on new fragments of royal annals like those on the Palermo Stone [the earliest known list of ancient Egyptian year-names and kings, covering a period of some 700 years, beginning about 3400 B.C.—so called because it is in the Museum at Palermo, Sicily]. I have made some good finds on these Cairo fragments—a whole row of kings of a united Egypt before the dynasties, all wearing the double crown, which none of the Frenchmen saw! I showed them to Petrie, who was very much pleased, as they corresponded to his Dynasty O.

At lunch today [December 15] at the Residency, before the excursion to Abu Roash, we talked of the present situation in Egypt, and from Allenby’s quiet unconcern you would not have imagined that only three hours earlier, an attack had been made on the life of the Egyptian Prime Minister. He made some wise remarks about the danger of mere school learning such as the little Egyptian effendis get, without any real knowledge, and admitted that the English were very much to blame for this. I told him about Booker T. Washington’s ideas of training for such people, and suggested that a series of Tuskegees up and down the Nile would be of great value. He agreed.

As we drove off after lunch, two men in khaki on swift motorcycles swung into their prescribed positions exactly one yard to the left and right, and one yard to the rear of Lord Allenby’s car, and rode thus all the way out to the Pyramids where horses were awaiting us. I soon found myself astride of one of Allenby’s big Australian chargers which he had ridden in the Palestine campaign!

I had never ridden so powerful a horse. He was a handful! The animals had not been exercised for a day or two, and were full of ginger. Mine was pulling hard as we started off at a rapid canter along the desert north of the Mena House [near the Great Pyramids of Gizeh]. Being a great cavalry officer and a superlative horseman, Allenby promptly noticed my discomfort, stopped the whole company, and had his A.D.C. loosen the curb and let out the curb reins. Though it was easier after that, I had all I could do to manage the animal.

Allenby led the way around the little village of Abu Roash, five
miles north of Gizeh, then out into the desert where after a time we turned south until we stood looking up a vast artificial causeway leading from the desert level to a high promontory dominating the whole landscape. Here stood the substructure of what had been the Pyramid of Dedefre, successor of Khufu (Cheops). It is a remarkable sight. We rode up this causeway, soon coming to fragments of granite, which is not native north of the First Cataract, and at length we reached the top and stopped in the midst of a great stone-yard where mighty blocks of granite had been cut into shape for the pyramid. Allenby was very much interested, asked many questions.

After tea back at the Residency he showed me the new map of Jerusalem as it has just been laid out to protect entirely the old walls and city from encroachment by any modern buildings whatsoever.

[While awaiting accommodations for Bombay, my father re-visited various districts of Upper Egypt, and was amazed to discover the changes which had taken place in the economic life of the country since he had last seen it in 1907.

The wealth which cotton and sugar had brought to the larger landowners suggested] the rise of a local nobility like the feudal barons who built their tombs at Benihasan, 4000 years ago. It is a new Egypt which we who knew it before can hardly conceive.

Imagine a whole group of fellahin with an income of as much as £1,4000—practically $20,000—per year! The price of cotton is at the moment so high that it pays about £E100, or nearly $500 an acre per year. Hence if a farmer owns 40 acres, his income is nearly $20,000 a year—and many a native hereabouts has 40 acres. Quiet and stately old omdehs [mayors, or head men] in little towns of Upper Egypt you never heard of, are making as much as $50,000 a year.

There are 40 million dollars' worth of cotton now on the docks at Alexandria, guarded by British troops till shipping can be found for it; and the present crop is bringing in a total return of $500,000,000 (five hundred million) dollars to the Egyptian landowners and farmers.

[At Luxor, 450 miles southward from Cairo, news had preceded him that he was buying antiquities, and he was "waited on by rows of finely dressed natives who with oriental blarney" addressed him as pasha—or basha, as they pronounce it. He visited first the house of an old dealer named Yussuf Hassan, whom he had known since 1895.]

Nahman had told me in Cairo that Yussuf Hassan had bought from
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a village dealer at Kenneb near Luxor, four splendid prehistoric and early dynastic stone vases of white and black mottled stone, one of them bearing the name of a very early king. Coffee came in and we talked of old times, and of everything else but the real subject which each of us knew was in the back of the other’s head.

He brought out a great bronze statue of Osiris, over two feet high, much oxidized, but incrusted with semi-precious stones and overlayed with gold, most of which were gone. He showed me also a lovely bronze mirror, with a Hathor head on the handle. I took it to the window and under the oxidization I could just read the faintly visible hieroglyphs spelling the name of the great queen Ahmose-Nofretete. I was holding one of her toilet mirrors in my hand! Old Yussuf knew it was valuable, and despite the best I could do to preserve the poker mien of my buying face, I must have betrayed gleams of interest as I realized that I was holding in my fingers a mirror which over three thousand four hundred years ago had reflected the image of this famous and beautiful queen of the East! He wanted £300 ($1500) for the mirror and the Osiris statue together!

Thereupon he rummaged in a crazy old safe built into the thickness of the walls of his house, and brought out one treasure after another. Among them were a lovely little hand and foot carved with marvelous refinement in deep blue lapis lazuli—part of a wondrous statuette wrought by some forgotten master living at the imperial court when Egypt was ruling the whole eastern Mediterranean world, and Thebes was the great capital of the East.

And so I could go on indefinitely. Suffice it that I secured these things and many others for the University. But what I wanted most to see were those archaic stone vases, one bearing an early royal name. When I asked Yussuf if he had any early stone vases he looked quite uninterested. So I in turn developed complete indifference toward all the prehistoric stone vases in the world, and bidding old Yussuf a cordial farewell, I departed.

Next morning I went over to pay him and make arrangements for packing the things I had bought. When this had been completed and the eternal coffee had been drunk and we had discussed everything in the universe except archaic vases, I rose to go. We went to the door and there at last old Yussuf finally asked me quite casually if I would come upstairs and see some “things.” I replied that I was very busy and had not the time. Then he could not conceal his anxiety to have me see
these "things"! So after he had warned his harem to keep out of our way, he went up.

On a divan in an upstairs room were six prehistoric and early dynastic vases, one of them almost as large across as a bushel basket. They were cut of black and white mottled stone, possibly diorite—exceptionally hard—and were of the very best workmanship. It was evident that old Yussuf thought more of their size than of the inscription which one of them bore. I turned it around to find the inscription, much obscured by the mottled color of the stone.

I had to assume an ostentatious indifference, and carry the vase casually to the window, where I discerned the inscription—a delicately traced palace front, and surmounting the palace the figure of the royal Falcon, the earliest of the royal titles of the Egyptian King; and below it, a little lost in the intricacies of the mottled surface, I saw to my delight the name of Menes, the first of the dynastic kings of Egypt, dating from about 3400 B.C. I was holding in my hands a piece of palace furniture of the earliest sovereign in the world of whose history we know anything at all—who ruled 5300 years ago!

The ensuing jockeying I could not begin to recount. Old Yussuf says he paid Girgia, the Keneh dealer, £E500 for these vases, and J.H.B. tells him he paid far too much, etc., etc., etc. Yussuf says he is proud of the high price he paid, that he has made all the dealers in Egypt very jealous by outbidding them, including his wealthy old competitor in Luxor, Mohammed Mohasseb (who owns nearly a thousand acres of land from which he derives an annual income of nearly $100,000).

I am dealing with shrewd men not in need of money, who know when they have stuff which cannot be duplicated, and to whom the profit from such traffic in antiques is but a fraction of a much larger income.

[He finally closed his numerous bargains with the Luxor dealers, including old Yussuf, and returned to Cairo on the morning of December 24, 1919. On Christmas Eve he wrote:] Three weeks ago I cabled President Judson, asking him for $5,000 more for antiquities purchases. Today [December 24] I had a cable from him: "Sending twenty-five thousand more." I wonder what has happened! And a cable from Mr. Charles L. Hutchinson [then president of the Art Institute of Chicago] reads: "Spend ten thousand more." Had I known this purchasing work would be so heavy, I would
have brought a secretary. For the listing and invoicing is very burdensome, involving detailed vouchers and expense accounts for something approaching $100,000.

I have been at work in the Cairo Museum on the magnificent gold incrusted coffin of Ikhnaton [the first monotheist], endeavoring to recover its inscriptions which are of the greatest interest. I rejoice that I am not puzzling my brains over the unspeakably bad copies of Daressy, but have before me the sheet gold on which the original inscriptions are charmingly incised.

I was told by the Museum authorities that nothing had ever been done about the body of Ikhnaton, since its examination by Elliot Smith [a leading British physiologist, who had studied hundreds of ancient Egyptian skeletons and mummies for ancient evidences of present-day pathology]; and that it lay in a packing box in a storage magazine. I was shown a rough box under a table, and on opening it, I found the bones of Ikhnaton.

It was a strange experience to lift his skull from the box, and endeavor to imagine all it must once have harbored. I turned over the lower jaw and found that one wisdom tooth was still embedded in the gum which had partially shrunk away and exposed it. The teeth were powerful and in splendid condition, except that someone had recently let the skull fall and had broken the lower front teeth. I have persuaded the Museum authorities to set an anatomist to work on the body, and it will soon be properly prepared and restored to the coffin down the front of which, wrought in a band of sheet gold, runs Ikhnaton's mutilated name, followed by the words: "The Beautiful Child of the Sun (Aton), who lives here forever and forever, and is true in the sight of earth and sky."

I have also spent a wonderful day among the tombs and pyramids of Sakkara. As I looked about, I wondered where my faculties of observation had been slumbering in all my former visits, for now I was seeing so much more than ever before. If my health and strength are spared, I shall be able to improve my History of Egypt immensely, and also to write a preliminary book on the Origins and Early History of Civilization which will go far beyond anything now available.

The Royal Air Force has shown me hundreds and hundreds of air views of Egypt, Palestine and Syria, but practically nothing of use to us archaeologists. The Air Commodore gave orders to his flyers to
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make special photographs for us of the whole margin of the Desert from Gizeh to Dahshur; but I wanted to take some of my own. He informed me that the regular charge for flying a civilian was £E20 ($100) an hour! When Allenby learned of this he said it was absurd—the purpose was scientific work, and it must be done without charge!

I promptly received an official order, and went out to Heliopolis whither my R.A.F. ship was being flown from the airdrome at Helwan [twenty miles south of Cairo]. The young officers were inclined to regard my experiment as a joke but I was not in the least disturbed, and waited until a speck rising over the southern horizon grew into the ship which circled and landed just in front of us.

The pilot asked me to don a fur-lined helmet, fur-mounted goggles, a pilot’s huge leather overcoat, and a large pair of heavy gauntlet gloves! I looked like Peary in the Arctic! Then the young officers assisted me into the cockpit, and the pilot, after telling me he had fastened a notebook and a pencil over my seat for writing him my instructions, disappeared over the top of his covered perch.

We went slowly down the field, swung around and with a tremendous roar, rushed back into the wind. As the young man put on full power, we lifted and went off over the roofs of the hangars and the buildings of New Heliopolis.

It was impossible to utter a word in the crashing noise of the engine and the roaring vortex behind the propeller. I opened my mouth to find myself gasping and choking, and quickly realized that one could only breathe through the nose. The pilot had a glass windshield, but the observer was not protected in any way except that he sat deep in his cockpit. I began seriously to wonder whether I could stand two hours of this.

We climbed rapidly, headed directly westward across the southern apex of the Delta. Then the full splendor of it all broke upon me, and it was thrilling beyond words. Five thousand feet below was spread the green carpet of the Delta, with the misty wilderness of the desert visible for a hundred miles to the east and west. At this point the pilot wrote me a nice little note, asking how I felt and if he was headed correctly. Before I knew it we were sailing over the margin of the western desert, and I was looking obliquely down on the ruined pyramids of Abu Roash and the vast causeway up which I had ridden with Lord Allenby only three weeks ago. It had seemed a long ride
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up that causeway then, but now it looked like a child’s sand bridge on the seashore!

I had the camera all ready for the first shot. But when I lifted it above the edge of the fuselage, the blast crushed the bellows into the field of the picture. No matter what I did, I could not prevent it, and had to make the exposure with much of the view thus cut off. The five miles from Abu Roash to Gizeh were passed in less than as many minutes, and we hovered over the Great Pyramid.

The pilot veered and banked the machine sharply so that as we tilted far over to one side the camera was somewhat protected. My eyes now looked five thousand feet straight down upon the Gizeh group—a wonderful and uncanny sensation. Then came Zawiyet el-Aryan and Abusir, Sakkara and Dahshur, and far to the south, Lisht and the Fayum.

As we passed the grand pyramid group at Dahshur I turned and looked northward along a magnificent thirty-mile line of pyramids with the giants of Gizeh towering in the background—a vista I shall never forget. I snapped the camera twice on this, hoping devoutly that the bellows might not have spoiled the pictures.

Now I had to reload the camera. The air was very lumpy and we kept dropping with a sickening fall into air pockets. This had been going on for nearly an hour and I was getting groggy. But I stuck to my pictures and to studying the terrain as we moved from one great pyramid cemetery to the next, grinding my teeth and swearing I was not going to give up. Alas, it was all of no avail—I leaned over the edge of the cockpit, and surrendered a very good lunch to the Sahara. The pilot tactfully refrained from further correspondence about my health.

I was unashamedly grateful when we turned northward and sailed away homeward. I tried to continue with the camera but I was pretty seedy. Nevertheless, as we swung northward I shall never forget the panorama of the eastern desert illuminated by the low afternoon sun behind us. It was in marvelous contrast to the rich, glowing green of the valley in the foreground, behind which the desert cliffs and ranges rose in one yellow sand-drift after another.

At Gizeh we turned northeastward, sailing over Cairo and the Citadel at 6000 feet. A few moments later the pilot shut off almost all his power, the awful roaring and terrific wind blast ceased, and with our first really pleasant sensation of buoyant flight we spiraled downward until we glided onto the landing field and the wheels regained
the ground so gently that I was hardly aware of it. My first flight was over. We had been up nearly two hours—and they now told me that on the first trip they rarely keep anyone up more than twenty minutes!

[At last the British Residency reported it had secured passage to Bombay for him and his party on the P. & O. steamship City of Benares, sailing on February 18 from Port Said.

When he bade the Allenbys good-bye, the High Commissioner took him into his office to write him a promised letter to Feisal, momentarily King of Syria.]

Allenby was clawing about amongst the drawers of his desk, and was dropping half-whispered expletives as he failed to find writing paper, when he came upon some typewritten sheets clipped together, which he passed over to me, saying, “That is confidential, but you ought to know it.”

My eye fell on a big rubber-stamped mark “SECRET,” then on the heading: “Armée Française en Syrie,” and I quickly found myself deep in a report from French Headquarters. It is evident that the whole middle section of the Fertile Crescent from Baghdad to Aleppo and Damascus is on fire, and a concerted effort is being made by the Turks and the Arabs to throw the French into the sea. I fear we shall not get far from Baghdad, but we shall run no risks, and whenever it seems too hazardous to go further, we shall return by the route we came.

While I read this report, Allenby wrote me a kind note to Feisal. When he had finished his letter, he said to me, “You know, I told old Clemenceau this was coming [referring to the French report], and when he asked me why, I said, ‘Because you are so unpopular,’ and when he asked me why again, I said, ‘Because you keep your religion exclusively for export, and when you take a territory, you at once turn it over to your Catholics. That’s the first reason. The second is that a Moslem woman is never safe whenever your army is around.’ Though Clemenceau and I are old friends, he didn’t like that very much!”

He handed me the letter, and bade me an earnest good-bye and bon voyage.

[When I myself revisited Cairo two years later, and paid my respects at the Residency, Lord and Lady Allenby each told me that they had only with the greatest reluctance and anxiety complied with my father’s request for transport and other facilities; for the High
Command in Mesopotamia had reported conditions there as so dan-
gerous that they had not expected to see him alive again.]

As I write [aboard the S.S. City of Benares], I am passing through
the Suez Canal for the first time in my life.

Arrangements for packing of antiquities purchases scattered in four
places in Luxor, and in six places in Cairo, with different kinds of pack-
ing required by varying conditions and sorts of objects; full invoices
to be submitted to the Cairo Museum for clearance of these purchases;
lists for the packers, lists for the consular invoices, lists for the shippers,
accession lists; endless bills to pay with a constant eye on my budget;
calls on the men who could help us in Asia; correspondence with
diplomatic and government officials, etc., etc., etc.—all this, known only
to me and necessarily done by me, made the last weeks in Luxor and
Cairo pretty much a nightmare. I still have a huge mass of work to
clear away on this voyage, but I fear we shall reach Bombay before
I have finished.

[February 19:] If you will take the map in my History of Egypt,
you will see the copper mines marked in Sinai, and will understand
what an epic-making bridge-head this region has been. As we left the
100-mile Canal and passed down the Gulf of Suez, we had on one side
the fine jagged ridges of the desert east of Egypt, and on the other the
great rock masses which rise skyward above the desert of Sinai. The
highlands along the Egyptian side are broken now and then by wadis
through which the earliest Egyptians reached the Gulf of Suez. The
greatest of these is the Wadi el-Araba.

Along the low shores afforded by these wadis, the Egyptians built
the first ships that sailed the Red Sea. They were thus perhaps the
earliest—certainly among the earliest—men to navigate salt water.

At noon today we had Mount Serbal and Gebel Musa rising grandly
behind the rock-bound coast of Sinai. It was good for the soul to hear
the First Officer devoutly explain to a passenger, that yonder was
Mt. Sinai where “the Sermon on the Mount was delivered!”

A little north of Serbal is the Wadi Maghara, where the earliest
known copper mines still survive, and all about them the inscriptions
of the earliest kings who ever carried on such an enterprise. It was
from these operations that Europe first received her knowledge of
metal.

The Red Sea was to me intensely interesting. When I was a little
fellow in the tiny red brick schoolhouse at Downers Grove, I used to
look at the Bab el-Mandeb on the map, at the south end of the Red Sea, and to wonder and wonder how such far-off lands and places looked and how it would seem to be there. Even to an old-timer such as I have come to be, it is very far from a matter of course to pass through this famous Strait. For here were the desolate rocky islands so long infested by Arab pirates, the scene of many an adventure of our friend Sindbad. One of them, the Island of Perim, is held by a British garrison and is used as a large and important coaling and oiling station, although it is entirely without water, which has to be obtained by distilling sea water.

The African side of the Red Sea is the Land of Punt, which the first Egyptian ships began to visit some 5000 years ago, and here lived the fair fat queen who was visited by the fleet of Queen Hatshepsut which is so beautifully sculptured and painted on the walls of the Temple of Der el-Bahri at Thebes.

Apart from the American commercial men—one of the coarsest and most vulgar lots I have ever come across, who spend most of their time in the smoking room playing cards for drinks—there are some interesting people on board. One of them is a big, ponderous, florid-faced Briton named Major Pratt-Barlow. He is very taciturn and modest, but we have at last induced him to talk. He was Chief Liaison Officer between Allenby's Headquarters and the famous Colonel Lawrence.

Lawrence was a student of Hogarth's in archaeology at Oxford, who went to the Near East and became familiar with the Arabs and their life. He rapidly gained intimate acquaintance with Arabic dialects, and with the most prominent Arab leaders. The latter all liked him, and he had a strange and unprecedented influence over them. When the War broke out and it was evident that the Arabs only needed proper leadership to rouse them against the Turks, the English sent Lawrence out to undertake this task.

What followed reads like romance. This young Englishman roused all Arabia, and marched with the Arab leaders at the head of thousands of desert tribesmen on Allenby's eastern flanks as he advanced northward against the Turks. After reaching the head of the Red Sea at Akaba, he left the bulk of his Arabs behind, and advancing northward with only a thousand of his best men, flanked the Fourth Turkish Army on the east of Jordan, and cut all the four railway lines which connected the Turks with their northern base at Damascus. In prob-
able danger of being overwhelmed by a sudden onslaught of the Fourth Turkish Army—some 20,000 strong—he maneuvered so cleverly that he kept out of harm’s way, while constantly harassing the discomfited Turks, until he had their whole Fourth Army on the run. He killed about 5000 of them, took about 8000 prisoners, and scattered the rest completely. His triumphant entry into Damascus reads like a story from the Crusades.

While Lawrence was operating on the east of the Jordan valley, Allenby’s Army was pushing north on the west of it. Lawrence cut the only railway line of retreat open to the Turkish forces facing Allenby, enabling the latter to capture, cut up and destroy practically the whole Turkish Army in Palestine. He took some 90,000 prisoners, and in addition killed a great multitude.

Major Pratt-Barlow has in his attaché case the original manuscript of Lawrence’s confidential report to Allenby, covering his own part in the foregoing campaign. The French are so insanely jealous of Lawrence’s power and influence among the Arabs, that the British have not published his report for fear of offending them. It is a pity, for it is an extraordinary document. Barlow has given me permission to make an abstract of it.

Lawrence subsequently wrote a book of several hundred thousand words, recounting his work in the Near East. I was told in London that one day he was carrying the manuscript in a bag on a train in England, and on arriving at his destination, did not discover until after leaving the station that the bag he now held in his hand was not the original but an exact duplicate of the one he had had on the train—identical even to labels, and marks of wear and age. The question arises as to who would have had reason to suppress his book—and Major Pratt-Barlow, who told me the story, answered the question without hesitation.

The bitter feeling I have found here between the English and the French has surprised me greatly. There is open talk of a future alliance between England and Germany, whenever English public opinion will permit. They call France the bully of Europe, and they are sick and tired of kowtowing to the French. France on the defensive was magnificent, but France victorious is thoroughly disappointing.

[In a chapter omitted from The Seven Pillars of Wisdom and published in May, 1939, Lawrence said of his campaigns with the Arabs: “I had to join the conspiracy, and, for what my word was worth, assured the men of their reward. In our two years’ partnership under
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fire they grew accustomed to believing me and to think my government, like myself, sincere. In this hope they performed some fine things, but, of course, instead of being proud of what we did together, I was continually and bitterly ashamed.

“It was evident from the beginning that if we won the war these promises would be dead paper, and had I been an honest adviser of the Arabs I would have advised them to go home and not risk their lives fighting for such stuff.”

* Under these circumstances he considered himself unentitled to honors, all of which he declined, and in his discouragement he sought sanctuary by enlisting as a private soldier, first in the Tank Corps, then in the Royal Air Force.

On the day this omitted chapter was published, G. B. Shaw was quoted by the British press as saying that “with regard to the Arabs, at first Lawrence thought they had not been well treated, then he felt they had been given rather more than they could manage, and finally he gave the impression that it didn’t matter either way. The truth is that Lawrence had no political sense at all. He was like G. K. Chesterton: he was a great boy who never grew up.”

† There is good reason to believe that he never grew up and that, as is so evident in the limited edition of The Seven Pillars of Wisdom, at least one of the causes of his reputedly mysterious influence over the Arabs lay in their characteristically ready response to the turbulent adolescence of which he remained always a prisoner.]

Under a blistering midday sun we steamed into crowded Bombay, where not a bed was to be had in any hotel. But by dusk I had found five vacant cots in a public building which during the War had been used as a hospital, and owing to the shortage of hotel space had now been turned over by the Government to Thomas Cook & Son to be run—after a fashion—as a shelter for travelers.

Our cots were among at least fifty others in a huge open room about 150 feet long. The night was hideous—men coming and going till daylight, indifferent that others were trying to sleep. There was nothing to allay the withering heat save a filthy shower bath at daybreak, and some vile tea brought by an unwashed native boy.

Recurrence of serious trouble in Mesopotamia has compelled the

* Oriental Assembly, ed. by A. W. Lawrence, Williams and Norgate, 1939, p. 145.
† New York Herald Tribune, May 24, 1939.
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British to reinforce their garrisons on the Tigris and Euphrates, so that space on ships has suddenly been absorbed again. But at last, after hounding steamship company offices and the British Embarkation Officer, and refusing to be put off, I have secured berths for our party on a ship sailing tomorrow.

This morning I drove out along the beautiful waterfront of Bombay, past the Towers of Silence to Government House, to hand in letters which Sir Valentine Chirol and Sir William Garstin in London had made me promise to deliver to Sir George Lloyd, the Governor of Bombay Presidency.

The sea was washing the sands below, palms nodded in at the windows, and scarlet-clad native attendants made splotches of brilliant color against masses of tropical foliage, as I sat and waited in this paradise of a garden office at Malabar Point. Soon one of these gorgeous displays entered to tell me H.E. was awaiting me. I was led across a superb garden to a young A.D.C., who presented me to the Governor of sixty million orientals.

Sir George Lloyd is probably under 50, looks much less. His manner was informal and engaging as he led me to a sofa, where he sat down with me, expressed great interest in my mission, and asked many questions about my work.

The talk quickly turned to the world situation. He seemed anxious to justify British stewardship in India, and charged me with messages for my countrymen.

"In managing the public revenues of 60 million people, how many white men do you think I am able to put over the task?" he asked.

He held up two fingers. "Just two," he said, "and the native personnel is practically worthless. We are absurdly understaffed, and endeavoring to carry on heavy responsibilities in a very exhausting climate. My private secretary, who brought you in, has been serving out here for twelve years with only three months' leave in all that time. I myself have been on duty for six years without leave. We are very weary of our heavy load, and believe that if the United States understood the nature of our task and of our motives in carrying it, they would come in and help. I wish you would tell your people this!"

As I was leaving, I referred to the tragic collapse of Wilson's statesmanship, and Lloyd reminded me of Frederick the Great's dictum that "the most brutal conceivable punishment for a guilty people whom he wished to chastise, would be to put them under the rule of a
philosopher!” This was an infelicitous answer for an Englishman, but I fear the United States have laid themselves open to such barbs.

[It was not until several years later, when Lloyd had succeeded Allenby as High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan, that my father discovered the disingenuous nature of this disarmingly engaging diplomat, whose aggressive ambitions for the Vice Royalty of India were destined for defeat.]

Along the southern coast of Persia, desolate pale-gray cliffs rise directly from the sea, and the coastal ridges westward of Jask are flanked by distant mountains 6000 to 10,000 feet high. The entire littoral is a desert except where occasional transverse rifts in the mountains have permitted the rains to wash down a little alluvium in which have sprung up a few lonely groves of trees and clusters of tall palms. I could understand why Darius had failed in his great effort to make Persia a maritime nation, and why Alexander the Great’s terrible march westward along this very coast on his return from India had cost him a large part of his army.

This noon we entered the Strait of Ormuz, where the ship left the coast of Persia and headed straight northwest for Ras (Cape) Musse-ndom on the projecting coast of Arabia. The backbone of this Cape is a north-and-south ridge of great mountains dropping abruptly to the sea, and continuing northward in a straggling group of craggy islands extending many miles out into the Strait.

A week after leaving Bombay we have sighted the light at the mouth of the Shatt el-Arab, the stream formed by the united Tigris and Euphrates as they flow into the Persian Gulf.

The sixty-mile stretch from the mouth of the Shatt el-Arab to Basra—which did not exist in ancient times but has since been laid down by the river—seems to be one vast palm plantation—at first we could see the desert beyond, but soon it receded behind an ocean of palm tops. The Shatt el-Arab is an imposing river of pale fawn-colored, very dirty water. Every hundred yards or so an irrigation trench leads back among the palms, alternating with larger ditches and occasionally extensive canals. The many sailboats resemble those of the Nile, but the smaller feluccas are long and narrow and turned up at both ends like the kaiks of Constantinople and the Venetian gondolas.

At Abadan, where their pipe-lines come down from the Persian
mountains, we passed the huge tanks, the docks and far-reaching works of the Anglo-Persian [now Anglo-Iranian] Oil Company. Their general offices are at Muhammera, a little further upstream. The Sheikh of Muhammera has long been a protégé of the English. Their arrangements with him would have prevented the Germans from reaching the Persian Gulf with their Baghdad Railway. British policy in Iraq, just as in Persia, is largely determined by oil.

In a few days it will be seven months since I left home. It seems a century. I am grateful for the responsibilities and the pressure of work which keep my mind mercifully preoccupied. Yet even in the busiest moments—in banks and consulates, on docks and boats, in custom houses and hotel lobbies—thoughts of my home and my loved ones sweep over me and shut out everything around me, and there is an ache that will not be quieted.

Basra itself is a vast military camp extending for four miles along the Shatt el-Arab, with native and English shipping stretching practically the whole distance in mid-stream or along the docks. This place marks the first lap of our Western Asiatic campaign.

The new railway from Basra to Baghdad passes right through ancient Ur of the Chaldees (modern El-Mukaiyar), our first important stop. From there we shall zigzag by car and boat and caravan from place to place, keeping near the Euphrates and the railway line in order to use them as much as possible.

[On March 14, 1920, he wrote from General Nepean’s Headquarters at Basra G.H.Q. of the River Command:] A Lieutenant-Colonel Venning came on board, brought me cordial letters from Major-General Percy Hambro in Baghdad, and from General Nepean, in charge of the River Command, extending from the Persian Gulf up both sides of the river to Amarah. In a few minutes we were bowling down a concrete automobile road between miles of palm trees among hundreds of military, administration, and store buildings, with an enormous radio installation towering over everything.

We finally drew up in front of a buff-colored brick building with many oriental awnings, facing the River. Colonel Venning took me to a spacious guest room, and invited me to join the Staff Mess. He showed me a file of papers, dispatches and orders concerning our expedition, and the arrangements for our advance from here to Baghdad. Everything possible was being done for us.

In the Mess Room hung a large autographed engraving of the
Kaiser in hunting costume—the familiar one we have so often seen in Berlin. When I expressed surprise, the young officers told me we were sitting in the German Consulate. I sit writing these lines in a German chair at a German table, and I shall sleep in a German bed!

The job of preparing for our caravan trip would have been utterly impossible had I not been supplied with a car. All stores and equipment are classified by kinds and are in scattered depots usually miles apart—tents in one place, oil stoves in another, field candlesticks somewhere else, tableware and kitchen canteen in a remote warehouse, camp equipment in the officers’ store, provisions in a different canteen; and so on for everything. And my driver is a turbaned East Indian who knows almost no English!

The Indian troops to which this driver belongs had a great deal to do with the conquest of the region we are about to go through. The authorities insist that we shall not go anywhere without an escort either of such men, or of shabana, the native Arab police who are already very smart and keen on their job.

[Ur Junction, Babylonia, March 18, 1920:] I sit writing in a freight car, in which I slept last night on a field cot. Not far away, looming high against the setting sun, is the temple tower of Ur of the Chaldees, the traditional home of Abraham.

Ur Junction—what would Abraham say to that!—consists of a group of tents, a mess house, quarters for the army officers in charge, a post office, and three tents in a row serving as a railroad restaurant. It lies on the new main line from Basra to Baghdad over which the first train passed shortly before our arrival, and which we are the first archaeological expedition to use. There is a little branch line running from here up to Nasiriyeh, and hence the name, Ur Junction!

It required only a little manipulation of the official wires to produce two Ford vanettes in which we were soon rolling along the desert at twenty miles an hour. Before us in the early morning sun lay the ruins of our first Babylonian city—chiefly the temple tower of the Moon-God of ancient Ur, and adjoining larger buildings such as the palace of the ruler and its administrative buildings which form a nucleus at one end, beyond which some low mounds mark the houses of the unpretentious town. There is none of the architectural grandeur of the Egyptian buildings with their vast stone superstructures and magnificent colonnades. For there was little or no stone in ancient Babylonia, and everything had to be built of burned or unburned brick. Still, I found
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it very impressive to be standing in the first ancient Babylonian city I had ever visited. The bricks of the temple tower lying all about are marked with the name of Nabonidus, the father of Daniel's Belshazzar; while the older lower court of the tower contains bricks bearing the title of Urnammu, who lived in the twenty-third century B.C., almost 1700 years before Nabonidus.

We next drove to ancient Eridu (sixteen miles south of Ur Junction, today called Abu Shahrerein), once on the Persian Gulf but now some 150 miles from the nearest shore line. It was strange to be riding across desert over which once rolled the waters of the Persian Gulf, and to cover in an hour and a quarter a distance for which a caravan would have needed a full day!

[From Ur—which Sir Leonard Woolley later excavated with brilliant results—the party zigzagged northward, traveling alternately by railroad, Ford vans, river launches and horseback, visiting one ancient historical site after another, many of them unidentifiable.] Often we searched in vain for an inscription—especially a brick stamped with a dedication which might reveal the name of the place. We wandered far and wide among mounds which in the rain would become morasses of sticky mud. Usually we could find no inscribed material on the surface of the ground. It was strange and tantalizing to look out over a once populous city, and endeavor to re-people its vanished houses with the life that once flourished here and had now passed away, leaving not even a name to give it identity. Doubtless excavation would in most cases have disclosed it.

[At a modern town called Kalat es-Sikkar, roughly midway between the Tigris and Euphrates, the local British Political Officer (as the civil administrative officer of a district or region is called), a Captain Crawford, "aged 26, with a wound in one leg not yet entirely healed, a bullet through his stomach, and part of his right hand shot away," joined them on March 23d in a ride to a great ancient city mound now called Tell Yokha.]

Captain Crawford had horses assembled on the west side of the river [Shatt el-Hai], and we rode off southwest for Tell Yokha. Five of the neighboring Sheikhs had signified their desire to ride along with us, and to these were added five Arab guards armed with rifles, so that our cavalcade numbered 16 horsemen.

At the first group of over 100 dark, camel's-hair tents which we encountered, there was a strong mud fort with tall rounded towers,
intended as a place of refuge for the tribes when one of the incessant tribal wars was on. The sheikh came out to greet us, accompanied by a servant bearing coffee—the never failing symbol of hospitality. As we rode on, two more sheikhs from a turbulent tribe which had been recently bombed by British airmen, came in and assumed a friendly attitude.

All around us on the plain were the distant mounds of unknown ancient cities. One of the Arabs who could read, gave me their current names and I have recorded them all with the correct Arabic spellings. About 1:30 p.m., having been in the saddle nearly five hours and ridden twenty-three miles, we came among the vast mounds of Tell Yokha. I had galloped on ahead, with Captain Crawford following me, so that we were far in advance as we began ascending the mounds, which were encumbered with great sand dunes that had drifted in from a stretch of desert four hours’ ride to the north.

A strong north wind was driving the sand into our eyes, and visibility was difficult. Shelton [one of his staff members] had managed to stay pretty close, and now joined us. A moment later he touched my sleeve and said, “Who are all these?”

Looking where he pointed, I saw a body of thirty or forty Arab horsemen sweeping up the slope directly upon us. Crawford was fifty paces away and did not see them. I walked over to him, asked him to look around. His face never changed and with the utmost composure he asked our own Arabs who these horsemen were. They replied, “They are the Beni Ghweinin.”

In a moment the riders halted, drawn up in a line like a platoon of cavalry on parade. The Beni Ghweinin had recently been bombed by British airmen, their sheikh, named Mizal, and many of his followers had been outlawed—and these were the men before us a hundred paces away!

Crawford was splendid. He folded his arms and quietly contemplated the horsemen. We had five rifles and they had thirty or forty. We were completely at their mercy.

Four sheikhs dismounted, left their horses in the line and came forward to us. The sheikhs in our party introduced them, and they all stepped forward and kissed Crawford’s right shoulder, at the same time dropping from their heads their rope-like agalas [headdress] arranged in coils over their headcloths. To let the agala fall down to the shoulders is a token of complete submission. It was quite evident that his had all been arranged beforehand by the sheikhs who accompanied
us. Crawford told Sheikh Mizal that he must come with him [Crawford] to Kalat es-Sikkar and afterwards to Headquarters at Nasiriyeh, to make his formal submission there and stand his trial for his misdeeds.

Mizal was not expecting this and the palaver which followed was long and interesting as one sheikh after another took up the word. Mizal did not assent, but rode with us to the tents of his tribe. Throughout a two hours’ ride eastward toward the river, the Arabs shouted, raced at wild speed, caracoling their horses in wide curves, and brandishing their rifles.

On our arrival we were taken at once to the madhif, or guest tent of Sheikh Mutlaq, Mizal’s brother who is now sheikh in his stead. The big, black tent, open on one side, was carpeted with gay rugs, and at the right were cushions where Crawford and I seated ourselves. The rest of the party sat on our right, then the sheikhs who were with us, and then the notable men of the tribe. Tea and cigarettes were at once brought in and passed by Sheikh Mutlaq himself.

Four men now appeared carrying between them an enormous tray heaped high with boiled rice on which lay two whole roast sheep. It was set down in our midst, together with a smaller tray of rice, numerous roast chickens, pieces of roast mutton, bowls of clabbered milk and generous piles of Arab bread. As we fell to, the leading sheikhs gathered around the big tray, and bevies of dark hands began carrying the food to a great circle of dark faces.

The food was really well cooked and delicious, but I shrank inwardly from drinking clabbered milk from a bowl the outside of which under the rim was caked with deposit from legions of Arab mouths. But being hungry and thirsty (for we had had nothing to eat since early morning), I shut my eyes and drank. Circle succeeded circle around the big tray, until finally it was carried out to the women and children. At last there remained only the skeletons of the two sheep among a scattering of rice.

There was now a stir in the assembly, and suddenly where the big tray had just been, appeared two holy men (sayyids), accompanied by Sheikh Mizal. All three knelt before Crawford. Mizal at once prostrated himself with his forehead to the ground, and with words of contrition begged forgiveness while the two holy men interceded in his behalf. An Arab is a very proud man, and it was an extraordinary sight to see a sheikh thus humiliate himself before his whole tribe.

Along the open side of the tent, the tribesmen thrust anxiously forward with expectant faces whose contrasting features and highly
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varied types defied description. Other sheikhs also pled for Mizal, but Crawford was quite unyielding. The sheikh, he said, must ride with him to Kalat es-Sikkar and afterwards stand trial at Nasiriyeh.

The scene continued thus for half an hour. This imperturbable young Englishman, sitting here unarmed in the midst of a wild Arab tribe who outnumbered us fifty to one and could have slaughtered us all in a few minutes, swayed them like a king.

As he concluded the interview by rising and going out to his horse, the whole tribe surged about us. All at once they opened a passage, and five women passed rapidly up to us. They were Mizal’s four wives and his mother, who had come to plead for him.

I mounted my horse and rode out of the throng to snap a photograph of the extraordinary scene. As I rode away I found Mizal’s mother and one of the wives at my elbow, wailing out appeals for the outlaw. We all rode off rapidly, Crawford looking back at intervals to see if Mizal was following. But his people were evidently advising him not to go, and we saw no more of him.

Another two hours’ ride, the last half hour in darkness making the network of canal trenches and embankments treacherous, brought us to the river where after some delay we found Crawford’s launch. We had been in the saddle nearly nine hours, had ridden nearly forty miles.

[On March 31 he reached the ruins of ancient Babylon, where a German expedition led by the eminent Professor Robert Koldewey had excavated during the fourteen years preceding the First World War.]

I am sitting on the balcony of Koldewey’s deserted house as the sun sets and the evening light settles over the quiet Euphrates, with a bright moon sailing over the palms.

We have had a wonderful afternoon examining the enormously extensive ruins of Babylon. One of the things which interested me most was the bridge-head and the piers of the ancient bridge once connecting Babylon on the east side with the city’s suburbs on the west side of the Euphrates. The river has since shifted westward at this point, and its former bed is now so dry that one can trace the scanty remains of the piers in midstream. Though only from the sixth century B.C., it is the oldest known dated bridge of which parts still stand.

I spent a morning in the Festival [or Procession] Street—the pavements of this gorgeously adorned street of Nebuchadnezzar’s are some thirty feet higher than the floors of the Assyrian buildings which lined it. This is because he raised the palace quarters high above the level
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of the Assyrian restoration which followed the complete destruction of Babylon by Sennacherib, Emperor of Assyria, who, weary of constant rebellion on the part of vassal Babylon, utterly destroyed the city and turned a canal over the wreckage.

His successors restored the venerable city, and a generation later after the destruction of Nineveh [612 B.C.] and the fall of the Assyrian Empire in 606 B.C., Nebuchadnezzar, the brilliant young king of a revived Babylon, raised his vast palace over the Assyrian restoration of the city, and crowned the whole with the famous "Hanging Gardens." It was all done in the time of the Babylonian captivity of the Hebrews, after Nebuchadnezzar had destroyed Jerusalem in 586 B.C.

I also examined the Ishtar temple where, according to Herodotus, every woman was obliged to sacrifice herself. Wonderfully interesting is a tremendous and massive mound at the extreme northern edge of the city, still called by the modern Arabs, "Bab-il" or "Gate of God," which preserves the venerable name of the ancient city. We do not know what this vast foundation supported, but the natives and uninformd visitors call it the "Tower of Babel."

It was fascinating also to look over the scanty remains of a Greek theater erected by Alexander the Great's successors after his death, which you remember took place in Babylon in 323 B.C. For such ruins mark the extraordinary interfusion of East and West which had already been going on for some time, and culminated in the western spread of Christianity, an oriental religion.

I returned alone through the palms growing in thick groves where once stood the crowded houses of the great city. A native with his son and three donkeys came up behind me and insisted on my mounting his own donkey. We chatted as we rode on through the palms, talking of his crops, of his children and of his little blind daughter.

"Sahib," said he, "we are very glad the Turks are gone, and the English are here. The Turks were very bad. They hanged us, and they cut off our hands if we did not let them steal our crops and our sheep. Oh, yes, Sahib, things are much better now!"

Eyeing my wrist, the little boy said to me, "The Sahib carries two watches, one on each wrist!"

He had discovered my wrist compass.

[The expedition reached Baghdad on April 6 where my father was the guest of Major-General Percy Hambro, Quartermaster-General of the British Army in Mesopotamia.]
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Hambro is a prince of a man. Though independently wealthy, he has spent 27 years in the Army, and despite serving in France throughout the War, has come out to one of the hottest regions on the globe (to which he cannot bring his wife and children) to help his nation carry a huge new burden of responsibility.

Being deeply interested in antiquity, he gladly joined me in a visit to Ctesiphon, 25 miles down the River, on the same bank of the Tigris as Baghdad. This was the residence city of the New Persian Kings, which they built after their sudden and remarkable rise to power soon after the overthrow of the Parthians in the third century A.D. All that remains standing is a portion of the great White Palace, a marvelous building of burned brick with a vast Throne Room crowned by a gigantic arched roof—the greatest arch in Asia today.

I am a fairly hardened observer of great buildings, but I found this magnificent hall simply overwhelming. One’s pygmy figure seemed like some contemptible little insect gazing up at the sky, as one crawled along under this colossal crown of arching brick masonry! Without any wooden centering to support the masonry such as all western builders are always obliged to use, this vast arching roof was flung out over the colossal void as if it floated buoyantly on the atmosphere, till it had been keyed into place and the whole enormous hall had been covered. No other architectural relic of the past, except the great pyramids of Egypt, has filled me with quite the same consciousness of human achievement...

I have come upon very important antiquities among the native dealers in Baghdad—especially a large six-sided baked clay prism, eighteen inches high, bearing the Royal Annals of Sennacherib.* But many obstacles lie in the way of its purchase—the owner’s exorbitant price, an export permit from the government, etc.

Later: Hambro has just stepped into my room to tell me that he has invited Gertrude Lowthian Bell to be our guest at dinner this evening—she is an Englishwoman who, like Lady Hester Stanhope, has been out here among the Arabs for some 25 years. He added: “Tell your wife that an English general who knows without being told how the Arch of Ctesiphon was built, says you are looking very well.” It is true. Before we went out there, he explained to me his idea of how the vast arch was put up, and he was quite right. He is therefore qualified, I think, to report on the exterior of an archaeologist!

* This historical treasure is now on exhibition in the Oriental Institute Museum at the University of Chicago.
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[The meeting with Miss Bell—explorer, administrator, archaeologist and author—began a cordial friendship which ended only with her death in 1926. She was set down as a virulent blue stocking by her enemies, of whom her brilliance, bluntness and almost masculine aggressiveness made a good many. But far truer is the statement that she "was one of the most remarkable women of her time," whose political and diplomatic influence was such that she was frequently referred to as the "unofficial Queen of Mesopotamia." Those who have read The Letters of Gertrude Bell, edited by her stepmother, Lady Bell (1927), are aware of the richness of her adventure-filled life.

At this particular time, she was Oriental Secretary to Colonel (later Sir) Arnold T. Wilson, then Civil Commissioner, or tantamount to king of Mesopotamia. To my intense regret I have been unable to find a journal-letter of my father's describing his excursions in company with Miss Bell, Major-General Hambro and General Haldane, then Commander-in-Chief of all the British forces in Mesopotamia, to various archaeological sites in the environs of Baghdad. Her energy was incredible, and she ran her male companions ragged. On one historic occasion when sunset found the party's two cars still far from Baghdad, she sprang on the running board of General Haldane's car and over the Commander-in-Chief's protests, ordered the drivers of both cars to push on at high speed farther out into the Babylonian plain to the tents of a recalcitrant Arab tribe whose sheikh she had befriended, and who was now restrained from molesting these gentlemen of the Army only by his personal loyalty to and trust in this amazing Englishwoman.

She insisted that the party must enter his tents and partake of his proffered tea and cigarettes, the acceptance of which he at once construed as a flattering and deliberately planned gesture of friendship from Great Britain. In the dim glow of a brazier, the sheikh failed to observe that the Commander-in-Chief was all but apoplectic with stifled indignation—and from that day forward he and his tribe became devoted auxiliaries of the Empire.

During the last three years of her life, Miss Bell served as Honorary Director of Antiquities in Iraq.]

This morning [April 12] I received my first home letter in nine weeks. It makes an immense difference to me as I take the trail again this afternoon for the trip up the Tigris. I hope you may never be in
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a situation where letters mean so much. All this is part of the price to be paid for results. My compensation lies in the conviction, right or wrong, that it is service to science—nothing great or brilliant, but the best that I am able to offer, and done at a cost to be measured only by the extreme sensitiveness, loneliness and almost morbid love of home with which I am unfortunately encumbered.

[Late that afternoon, the expedition boarded the new "Mesopotamian Railways" and started for Mosul, near the site of ancient Nineveh on the upper Tigris. The roadbed had been completed only as far as Shergat, something over 150 miles north of Baghdad, which the train took nineteen hours to cover! From the Military Rest Camp at Shergat, my father wrote the following day:]

One could feel the difference in the air as we passed from the dead alluvial flat of the parched Babylonian plain only 100 feet above sea level, to the uplands north of the prehistoric shores of the Persian Gulf. The air now became fresh and invigorating, and the country was clothed in a pale green mantle of succulent steppe grass several inches high. Its dewy morning fragrance recalled to me a thousand old associations.

At intervals we could see the Tigris between us and the eastern highlands, from which a long spur extends northwest, directly across the course of the river. Long ago the latter cut through the northwestern reach of this spur, leaving the elevated tip as an isolated height on the west side of the stream. On the summit of this elevation, the men of Assur some 5000 years ago built their earliest home, a fortified town called Assur, from which the Assyrians took their name. Assur became a kind of Rome of the early orient, from which its war-like people spread until eventually they dominated the whole Near East. It was fascinating to me to see it all for the first time.

The indolent train suddenly swung around a headland and disclosed to us the ruins of this first Assyrian capital.

[The journey from the railhead at Shergat to Mosul, some eighty miles, had to be made by automobile and wagon train over a dreadful road.]

Rest camp below Shergat: My typewriter is mounted on a provision pannier, and I sit writing on a camera trunk while we wait for our convoy.

As I look through the tent door down upon the broad river plain of the Tigris, it vividly reveals to me the sources of material life on which the men of Assur depended for centuries, while they were
beginning the development of a great nation on this height com-
manding the plain. I had no adequate idea of it when I wrote about
the place in my Ancient Times. It is an indispensable element in history
writing to be acquainted by actual contact with the lands of which
you write.

I have just been watching a long train of 125 wagons, manned
entirely by East Indians, deploying from their night’s camp and
winding slowly away across the plains toward Mosul. Two such trains
totaling 250 wagons, constantly moving between Shergat and Mosul,
complete the transportation link between Baghdad and Mosul, the
northernmost limit of British control on the Tigris.

Beyond Mosul everything is unsafe, for the Arabs here are not as
well under control as in Babylonia. A big Rolls-Royce armored car
fitted with a machine gun will head our column.

Assur was entirely excavated by the Germans in a twelve years’
campaign completed a few months before the [First World] War. It is
the only place in this Assyro-Babylonian world which has been wholly
cleared, and the Germans have published the results in a series of vol-
umes which are models of what such work should be. The slopes of
their great excavation dumps are now grass-grown, but in many places
their shafts, tunnels and lateral trenches look as fresh as if made yester-
day. I followed the ancient city walls—from whose crevices were
growing blood-red anemones, like little red poppies—down the water-
course and along the Tigris waterfront, then climbed up into the city.
Here the Germans had cleared and recorded everything down to the
native rock, where they found the oldest settlement yet discovered in
this northern region—archaic remains reaching back to about 3000 B.C.

All members of this German expedition were given commissions at
the outbreak of the War, and served here until the collapse of the
Turks. As we descended again from the city walls, we found several
hundred unexploded Turkish shells lying beside excavated gun
emplacements—part of the ammunition supplies abandoned by the
Turks in their final retreat from the place.

From Assur we drove northward about eighty miles up the Tigris
to Nineveh, Assyria’s later and most splendid capital, just across the
river from Mosul.

We soon rose to the breezy and spacious Assyrian uplands, grass-
grown and carpeted with far expanses of wild-flowers in every hue of
the rainbow. The hills began to show outcroppings of coarse alabaster,
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or a stone very much like it, which the Assyrians used in finishing and adorning their palaces. This hilly and broken steppe was flanked by ranges of the Persian mountains, rising to 10,000 feet. As we moved northward, we had before us the dim contours of the snow-clad range to the north of Nineveh.

After a four hours’ drive over this highly varied and interesting country, we climbed to the crest of a massive ridge from which we suddenly looked down upon Mosul on the west side of the winding Tigris, with the widespread mounds of Nineveh on the opposite shore. Our eyes could follow the lines of the ancient walls, within which lay fields of grain and at one end, the little village of Nebi Yunas (“Prophet Jonah”), perched on the great platform where once stood the palace of Esarhaddon.

In four hours we had driven practically the whole length of ancient Assyria before it was more than a little kingdom stretching for 80 to 100 miles along the Tigris, and we had passed from its earliest to its latest and final capital. The journey had been one continuous demonstration in the economic and historical geography of the early East, and I had learned more in these four hours than I had gained at home from the most intensive study of local topography through maps, photographs, and the descriptions of other travelers.

[From Mosul, where he was the guest of General Cecil Fraser, in command of the region, he wrote on the evening of April 15:]

A wonderful day at Nineveh!

The prospect northward from this high palace area of Sennacherib and Assurbanipal reminds one very much of the view in Lombardy from Turin to the encompassing ranges of the snow-covered Alps. The Persian mountains rise on the north and east, purple and blue in the hazy distance, and above the gaunt arêtes [sharp ascending ridges], a procession of gleaming snow peaks marches among great trooping clouds. What a situation for the imperial city of the Assyrian conquerors!

Around me is an endless carpet of daisies under a blazing sun, but across them plays a cool south breeze such as must once have proven as refreshing to Sennacherib among the palms of his terraced palace gardens as it is to us on this very warm day of 1920 A.D.

The vast palace platform must be at least twenty-five acres in extent, and today’s waving fields of wheat probably cover almost half of this spacious area. It is perforated with frequent shafts made by the old-time so-called “excavators,” when excavation consisted solely
of grubbing for museum exhibits. But the whole of great Nineveh awaits systematic and long-continued investigation like that at Assur.

From below the palace platform clear out to the distant walls of the city stretch wide fields of grain and vegetables. This lower area, once covered with dwellings, markets and bazaars, has evidently been cultivated for a long time, doubtless for centuries—perhaps from the days when Xenophon saw the place as a complete ruin two centuries after the fall of the city in 612 B.C.

At sunrise on April 17th we crossed the Tigris once again on the tedious and precarious old ferry, to visit Khorsabad, our last historic site here in the north.

The ferries are large, clumsy, heavily timbered boats open at one end for the entrance of horses, donkeys, and crazy old Turkish coaches comically askew and threatening instant collapse. The old sheikh of the ferry sits at the open shoreward end of the boat, and receives from every entering passenger a fare which varies according to his financial status or momentary inclination. Crowds of shouting orientals all the while swarm up and down the river bank like so many ants, overflowing into the boats and from the boats again inundating the shore—a multitude of lunatics, all shrieking directions, advice, orders, messages to friends, abuse, billingsgate and revilings of your father and your father’s father, your mother and your mother’s mother—vileness which would cause the speakers’ instant arrest in any civilized community, but to which every one here—including crowds of women—listens with the utmost unconcern.

Water carriers are filling their jars or waterskins with the filthy river water, a group of convicts with heavy shackles on their legs come pushing a cart bearing a metal tank which they fill with water for the public offices and then drag up the steep slope, prodded by riflemen following close behind. Higher up the bank is a line of curious earthenware stills, with fires under them, tended by a native who watches the distillation of arrak, a wickedly intoxicating beverage. And beyond stretch the bazaars, where artisans and merchants are selling every known commodity of the East.

Once across the Tigris we turned northeastward on the “road” to Khorsabad—a rock-strewn, almost impassable trail—and by noon had covered the fifteen miles to the tiny modern village now perched on the palace platform of the northernmost residence of the Assyrian King, Sargon II, who came to the throne in 722 B.C.
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[Some seventy-odd years ago,] Botta and Place, both of whom were French Consuls at Mosul, excavated this palace platform and took away everything of value. While it seems to have been completely gutted, I learned from the sheikh of the village that the Frenchmen did not excavate the great gates of the city [which was about one mile square]. Just below one of these gates, near the southern corner of the city, I found a large building—which also had not been excavated by Place—and still in position under a few inches of soil, a mighty stone paving block about five by ten feet in size, bearing in stately cuneiform characters the annals of the great King. They are of the greatest importance, for Sargon came to the throne during the Assyrian siege of Samaria, whence he sent the so-called Ten Tribes away as captives. The excavation of these gates alone would bring a fine return in museum monuments—but in the meantime, this particular block will of course be broken up and sold in fragments by the Arabs!

[Torrential rains driven by hurricane blasts and accompanied by “thunder suggesting the spacious mountain wilderness across which it was rolling down upon us from the snowy north,” delayed the return to Baghdad. News from the south was ugly: bridges were washed out, the Arabs had undermined the railway at several points and were shooting into the rest camp below Shergat.

Nevertheless on April 20 the expedition left Mosul as part of a convoy of twenty cars which crawled through the deep mire and had to be pushed by man-power across wadis wherever the bridges had been swept away. Repair crews were constantly mending broken wheels and springs. But the wearied convoy finally reached Shergat, a train got through from the south, and the party boarded it for Baghdad whence on April 25th from the house of Major Bowman, Iraq’s first Director of Education, my father continued:]

Our plans are suddenly undergoing an altogether unexpected change which promises to fill our return journey with new interest and excitement.

Yesterday General Hambro showed me some sketches of wall paintings just discovered by the British officer [in command of a troop of the Black Watch, General Arthur Wauchope’s regiment] stationed at Salihiyah on the upper Euphrates in the course of digging trenches. The Civil Commissioner proposes that I go out to examine these paintings for him, and bring back full records before they suffer damage.
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(As the British military frontier moved northward from the Persian Gulf, the country was transferred as fast as practicable to civil authority under a British Governor called the Civil Commissioner, who is momentarily virtually king of this immense Tigris-Euphrates region. The "Political Officers" we have been meeting during our journey are his local representatives.)

Now, Salihiyah is approximately 250 miles upriver, or about halfway to Aleppo! This has suggested the feasibility of our avoiding the long, wearisome journey back as we came via Bombay, by pushing straight on across the desert to Aleppo and the Mediterranean—a saving of almost 5000 miles!

The Political Officer in the Salihiyah region is Lieutenant-Colonel G. E. Leachman, a well-known explorer and student of the Arabs who has been among them for years. His name appears repeatedly on most of the recent maps of North Arabia. He will receive me at some point part way up towards Salihiyah, and let me know as to the possibility of continuing on to Aleppo.

A curious combination of events may perhaps make possible our crossing of the Syrian Desert. Salihiyah is right out in the fighting—the extreme outpost of the British occupation of the Upper Euphrates. When I first proposed a trip up the Euphrates to the military men, they were unwilling to let me go even as far as Anah, far below Salihiyah. But the discovery of the wall paintings and the lucky fact that my arrival happens to coincide with very important negotiations between the British and the Arabs regarding the Anglo-Arab boundary, has induced the authorities to send me there!

You may have read in the press that the Arabs had seized Der ez-Zor, the uppermost British post on the Euphrates. The Civil Commissioner revealed to me how this came about: His Majesty's Government in council with Arab representatives in Europe, agreed to give up Der ez-Zor into the custody of the new Arab State—but H.M.G. entirely forgot to notify their own authorities in Mesopotamia of this change! When the Arabs went to take over Der ez-Zor, the British officials, not knowing of the new arrangement, resisted, and were captured and imprisoned.

The Civil Commissioner then added: "In strictest confidence, let me explain the exact situation on the Euphrates: No one but the Commander-in-Chief—not even General Hambro—knows that I am about to evacuate Salihiyah, and even Anah, and turn them over to
the Arabs. These places are both so far from our bases that it is better to hand them back to the Arabs.

"While you are in Salihiyah, Maulud Pasha, the Arab Governor of Der ez-Zor, will be holding a conference with Colonel Leachman to arrange this transfer. The Arabs will be on their good behavior. If Leachman suggests that they show their good will by furnishing safe conduct to an American party as far as Aleppo, it is highly probable that Maulud will cordially agree to do so. There is some risk, but it is a very favorable opportunity. Only, you must not delay!"

When I saw General Hambro about transport, it was very awkward to be unable to explain to him why the overland trip to Aleppo might be feasible!

Syria is supposed to be absolutely cut off from Baghdad by hundreds of miles of hostile country. When we first reached Iraq, via India, no one dreamed that it would be possible to return to the Mediterranean overland. We are putting our heads in the lion's mouth, but I am taking every precaution. I shall go beyond Salihiyah only if Colonel Leachman advises me to do so. General Haldane thinks we shall get through all right—he and Miss Bell hope we shall return soon to undertake excavation, for which they promise every possible help.

The Arab Governor of Aleppo, Nadji Beg Suwedi, is a native of Baghdad, where his wealthy and aristocratic old father still lives. I called on the old gentleman and mentioned casually our imminent overland journey to Aleppo. He said at once, "I will give you a letter to my son!"

Meanwhile the purchase of some of the most valuable ancient historical records ever to have been brought to America, awaits reply to a cable I sent to President Judson a fortnight ago. I asked for $50,000 more!—a piece of effrontery for which he may blame me. But we must have this amount if we are to take advantage of an extraordinary opportunity.

Good-bye, my dear ones! I know you trust me to see my duty and to meet it faithfully. God bless you all! Should anything happen to us in the desert, I shall be thinking only of you.

[On April 28, with the sun rising behind them, a string of seven dusty Model "T" Ford vans chugged westward out of Baghdad, crossed the Euphrates on a bridge of boats above Fallujah, and headed northwest.]
Toward sunset of the second day, all traces of the road disappeared—we had lost the trail, and before us stretched the endless desert. The last gleam of sun faded into twilight which was suddenly transformed into moonlight and across the level river flats we saw Bedouin campfires. We avoided them, but invisible eyes were doubtless watching us as the cars drew up for the night in a circle wherein we set up our field beds. Each of us stood watch for an hour and thirty-six minutes; and a little before 5 A.M., we were up and away again.

[On the night of April 30, he wrote:] With the automobiles around me, I sit again in misty moonlight, looking down across a half-mile of desert to the Euphrates, the murmur of whose full flood I can faintly hear. The others are all asleep, and I am keeping the first watch of two hours. I write by the light of a carefully masked globe candle, and every fifteen minutes make the round of the camp with my gun in one hand, a shillalah in the other.

This afternoon one of the Indian drivers stalled his engine on a short hill, let his car run back out of control, smashed a rear wheel. After two hours’ hard work no one could remove the old wheel. So we abandoned this van, carefully dividing its load among the six remaining, already overloaded cars.

Because we were paralleling the Euphrates, we were obliged to cross all the ancient drainage channels flowing into the river. We plunged into wadi after wadi, only to climb painfully up the other side over rough and jagged rocks.

Suddenly with an ominous grinding sound another car stopped, and the driver reported trouble in the differential. Meanwhile against orders, three of the drivers had pushed on ahead and disappeared over the top of a desolate ridge on the distant northern horizon. It was an hour before we could signal them to turn back again—the infidels would have carried away all our food and bedding, and left us in the desert!

They were ugly and sullen as they drove up. One of them who had been offensive before, not only came back at a pace which sent his load skyward at every bump, but as he angrily rejoined us he collided seriously with one of the other cars. I stepped over to him, drew back and gave him a first-class smash in the jaw. His reactions were numerous and audible, but thereafter his behavior improved. I warned the others that any who might be similarly inclined, would go into the guardhouse at the next post if they didn’t cease their deviltry, and they all promptly quieted down.
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As I jiggle away at my journal by the light of a masked camp candle, I hear voices faintly from the trail just beyond a great cliff: a caravan is passing, trying to avoid the Arabs by moving at night.

[From dawn till dark the little string of Ford vans clattered on, through dust storms, across desolate, roadless terrain, again along good military roads, until they drew up at Anah,] a beautiful, palm-shaded village straggling nearly five miles along the Euphrates, filling the narrow strip between the cliffs of the desert plateau and the river below. Most of the houses had been wrecked by the explosion of a huge ammunition dump placed here by the Turks and blown up by the British after their capture of the place. The ground was littered with large-caliber shells—a number of over-curious Arabs who had tinkered with them had been abruptly gathered unto their fore-fathers!

At Anah we joined a convoy of 34 vans for the trek to Abu Kamal, one of the last British strongholds here in the northwest. There were many rumors of trouble with the Arabs, and as we swung our machines into line, the Colonel in command greeted me cordially, told me to keep constantly with the big convoy: their shabanas [police escort] had been fired on the day before from across the river. The Arabs of this region happen to be excellent marksmen.

Leachman greeted the convoy at Abu Kamal, took us at once to the Military Headquarters where we were welcomed by the Commanding Officer, General Cunningham, who had recently beaten the Arabs here in a first-class battle. For lack of accommodations anywhere, Leachman made us set up our field beds in his own office.

Next morning the General asked me to drive with him the twenty-seven miles upriver to Salihiyah to see the newly discovered paintings in which he was greatly interested. A rifleman sat beside the driver. Our road crossed the scene of the recent fighting, and the General pointed out to me on the surrounding high cliffs the positions of the British guns which had decimated the Arabs.

This vivid picture of current imperial history was still in my mind as we drove into the ruins of Salihiyah—ancient Doura—a tremendous stronghold of the late Roman Empire on the Euphrates—in the midst of which were now pitched the tents of British East Indian troops.

A body of these troops under a sergeant was placed at my disposal and everything was made ready so that we could devote the entire following day—May 4th, the last day before the British withdrawal from this region—to clearing and recording a group of wall paintings
which was to prove of the utmost importance in the history of Byzantine art.

This morning [May 4] at Abu Kamal we bade our British friends good-bye, and moved on to Salihiyah where we dismissed our faithful British Army Ford vans. Drawn up beside our camp were five arabanahs (springless native wagons)—three for our baggage, and two for ourselves—which I have engaged to carry us from Salihiyah to Aleppo.

Leachman gave us a native police escort which will accompany us tomorrow for about ten miles to the last British frontier guard post. Turki Beg (or Bey), a border friend of the British, will send some horsemen to meet us at this point and conduct us upriver until we are joined by another contingent of horsemen from Meyyadin, the first border post in the Arab State, who will take us on to Der ez-Zor.

We immediately set to work on the paintings. The one originally found by a British officer was on a high wall, and depicted in many colors a life size group of eleven people reverently absorbed in worship. With our East Indian troops we now excavated further, and found some additional paintings. Although they are in a sanctuary which has every appearance of being Christian, they do not contain a single unmistakable Christian feature. One of those we uncovered shows a Roman officer standing before an altar with fire burning upon it, and conducting worship for a group of Roman legionaries behind him. His name and title have been inserted by the artist in Roman letters before his figure, thus:

IUL. TER.

ENTIUS. TRIB.

If I had a glossary of the thousands of Roman officials now known, it is possible I could find this Julius Terence, Tribune, and thus date the building at once. It must have been built either just before the official recognition of Christianity by the Roman State under Constantine, or during the reversion to the pagan gods under Julian. For the above group of people are standing before three statues of oriental gods and two figures of goddesses of fortune whose names are written in Greek alongside their figures. This scene of Roman legionaries at worship is the easternmost representation of Roman troops thus far discovered.
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The huge fortress with its surrounding ancient city—whose name, Doura, I found in a Greek inscription in one of the paintings—was part of the Eastern Roman Empire in the third or fourth centuries of the Christian era. The sanctuary was visited by many people, and the painted walls are covered with scribblings, scratched in chiefly by Greek visitors in ancient days. I regretted that there was no time to copy all these—but they were in a rapid, cursive hand, very difficult to read. While my colleague Luckenbill took photographs, the younger men made a ground plan of the place, and I spent the day in making as full notes as possible on the paintings and inscriptions.

When we had finished, I suggested to the young British Officer commanding the Indian troops, the wisdom of covering the wall paintings with rubbish again, to protect them from destruction by the Arabs. He at once gave orders that this be done, and before the British withdrew, everything was again safely buried.

[Later study of the extraordinary paintings at Salihiyah, or Doura-Europos, as the Romans apparently called it, showed them to be “the first of the oriental ancestry of Byzantine painting as yet found in the Near East,” the direct antecedents of such Byzantine mosaics as those in the Church of San Vitale at Ravenna in northern Italy. When Syria became a French Mandate, Salihiyah came under the jurisdiction of France, whose Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, in association with his old friend Professor Franz Cumont, the great historian of religion, shortly afterwards asked my father to collaborate with them in excavating the place. But the Oriental Institute was then not yet equipped to undertake such operations, and he declined the offer in favor of Yale University, which sent out an expedition headed by Professor Mikhail Ivanovich Rostovtzev. Unfortunately before these arrangements materialized tragedy befell the paintings: heavy rains settling the debris with which they had been re-covered, until the heads of an entire row of eight figures were exposed, and “strolling Arabs, practicing the barbarous iconoclasm which they regard as prescribed by the Koran, smashed and disfigured all these faces. The only record of them in any state of completeness remained in Luckenbill’s photographs and my notes!”

As I was working away at the walls, with the wind whirling dust and filth all over me, a young British officer suddenly appeared and handed me an envelope, saying, “A wire from below for you, Professor!”

The sun was just setting, and tipping with golden light the tents
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of the outermost forces of the greatest of modern empires in a stronghold of the greatest of ancient empires.

I opened the message. It was a cable from Chicago, relayed from Cairo via Bombay to Basra, telegraphed to Abu Kamal, telephoned by the Army to Salihiyah, and finally handed to me in this ancient Roman fortress on the edge of the ancient world. It read: "President Judson cables quote you may draw immediately for twenty five thousand dollars unquote."

That was pretty heart-warming news, after a day's grubbing in the dirt and grime for a few details in the long story of this great Eastern world!

I wish President Judson could know the benedictions I call down upon him tonight, as I sit at my little typewriter beside my camp bed, while the full moon pushing up the eastern sky sheds a wonderful light over this grand old Roman stronghold.

[On the evening of May 5 from Meyyadin on the Upper Euphrates, he continued:] This morning at dawn our little train of five arabanahs wound slowly out of the old Roman fort and bore due west into the No-Man's-Land between the British Empire and the new Arab State. Just as we were pulling out, Turki Beg's five riflemen joined us in accordance with Leachman's request, to guard us until we had been taken over by the Arabs. When our road dropped down from the high plateau to the level of the river plain, we stopped to fill our drinking water tank, which was still half-full of chlorinated water—we trusted that this would disinfect the river water!

An hour later a motor car overtook us, followed by a Light Armored Motor Battery machine, commonly called a "Lamb" after the initials of the organization. It was Leachman and a fellow officer going out into No-Man's-Land to meet the Arab representatives headed by Maulud Pasha, Governor of Der ez-Zor (to whom Leachman had given me a letter), to arrange for the British withdrawal from nearly a hundred miles of Euphrates country to the vicinity of Anah. There was but one time for our adventure, and that was today: we were at the critical spot at the exact moment when the negotiations were being carried on.

Leachman had advised me from the outset to fly an American flag on our wagons. At Meyyadin we drew up in a khan [quadrangular inn or shelter for caravans], and were at once surrounded by a crowd of natives. One of them proudly took our flag and held it aloft on its
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crude staff while a police officer led the way to a house where a room had been prepared for us. Here I immediately hung the flag from our window, for now we were truly in the hands of the Arabs, with Leachman miles to the rear.

[Less than three weeks later, Lt.-Col. Leachman was murdered by the Arabs in the desert outside Fallujah, near the spot where the expedition had spent its first night after leaving Baghdad.]

I had hardly hung out the flag when one of the soldiers appeared on the roof outside our door. My servant Ali whispered to me that he had come to receive his bakshesh for accompanying us. As I had surmised, our so-called protection would have to be purchased. I asked the soldier if he and his companions were accompanying us tomorrow. He replied that they were to take us to Der ez-Zor. So I gave him three rupees for himself and two for each of his men. That was about $5 for one day's safe conduct by the Arab State. We shall pay at least that for the next ten days, all the way to Aleppo!

My companions on this expedition are all such fine fellows that I feel almost ungrateful for craving an occasional snatch of peace and privacy. There is never a moment's quiet, for of course the party is incessantly around me—and when I am not doing something for them, or making their arrangements, the natives besiege me. For instance, the drivers have just come up to demand money: I gave them 250 rupees, they went off to the bazaar. But rupees are not accepted here in Meyyadin. So during another half-hour of oriental palaver I had to compute in Turkish gold the amount due them, and send them off a second time.

I much need a bath, but as the only available water has to be brought a very long way from the Euphrates, this luxury must be indefinitely postponed. I can only hope for enough filthy water in which to shave before we "dine" on our first hot meal today, which Ali is now cooking over a wood fire.

We had no sooner tumbled into our field beds, dead for sleep, than the soldier who had brought us to these lodgings, knocked at the door and announced that his chief, the Arab army officer in command of Meyyadin, was waiting below and desired to pay his respects. I longed to take the wish for the deed, but of course invited him to come up.

He was a pleasant fellow who presented me with a picture postcard displaying Haroun al-Rashid receiving the ambassadors of Charlemagne, showed me his commission with his photograph on it, gave me his card bearing the name of Ahmed Nadji, followed by a
number of titles in Arabic. I was appropriately edified by all these exhibits. He said he had telephoned (God save the mark!) to his chief, Maulud Pasha at Der ez-Zor, who would be ready to receive us. He apologized profusely for the plain accommodations given us, said it was absolutely all they had, and laughingly referred to the great hotels in America about which he had somehow heard. I asked him a few searching questions about his country’s problems, which he answered intelligently and with un-oriental brevity. He had the good sense to observe that our eyelids were leaden with sleep, and saying we must be tired, gave us a friendly goodnight.

In any Arab town the night from twilight till dawn is one unbroken pandemonium from legions of barking, yapping, howling dogs. They run the gamut from high-pitched, staccato yelps or minor whines, down through every note to the deep booming and re-echoing raucous basso of a thousand empty wine vats being pounded in a cooper’s yard. The noise rolls over the town in frantic waves as one group of savagely barking mongrels answers another, and if the bedlam dies down for an instant, it quickly breaks out again. A large cat began to forage among our provisions, and a soldier searching for one of his fellows began hammering at the door of our house, shouting to wake the dead. Sleep became a pearl of great price.

At dawn there was a clatter of horsemen in the street below. A body of cavalry with several field guns were on their way to take possession of the territory newly evacuated by the British. Our friend Ahmed Nadjji of the evening before was at their head. He looked up, and seeing me at the window, waved his hand and shouted good-bye—in English!

As we rode out of Meyyadin, there was only one horseman accompanying us—one rifle instead of the five who rode with us yesterday! And this single symbol of protection promptly relinquished his horse to our servants, climbed into one of our wagons, and was soon rapturously snoring on top of our bed bags, with his rifle stowed away below!

But near Der ez-Zor a troop of armed horsemen joined us, and we made quite a procession as we drove through the marketplace. Swarms of children ran alongside, and curious townsmen thrust their heads out of the bazaars and fairly into our wagons, as they examined us and our outfit.

We drove to the serail, where an Arab officer took my letter from
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Leachman to Maulud Pasha, and then, with half the town accompanying us, led us to the "hotel," which was nothing more than an ordinary khan with shopworn urban trimmings.

I had hardly entered my comical little room when Ali appeared at the door, looking ridiculously doleful: some Arab ruffians had waylaid him, and finding no money on his person, had playfully stolen his cap and breeches! Would I by the grace of Allah give him forty rupees to replenish his wardrobe at the bazaar? I ran through my accounts, found I owed him more than this, gave him his forty rupees; and with a grateful smile he hurried away to re-clothe his extremities.

I had just sat down again to my typewriter when an orderly appeared with an invitation to dine with the Pasha. I conveyed my acceptance in Arabic properly garlanded with the flowery compliments so dear to orientals, and was again reverting to my typewriter when two soldiers brought in a fine-looking, richly clad old sheikh, wearing a huge silver-hilted sword. The sheikh desired to furnish us with a guard to Aleppo. I asked him if he came from Maulud Pasha, and the soldiers answered that he did not. I explained to him that I must see the Pasha before I could make any such agreement, whereupon the sheikh stalked out, very angry.

This of course started one's imagination: Where did the old villain live, and would he be on the road waiting for us? But I could not risk offending the Pasha by employing a guard furnished by some one else, and thus slighting this figment of an Arab State!

And so as a matter of important etiquette, I first called on Maulud Pasha. He was at his desk in the serail—a young, fine-faced Arab clad in desert attire which appeared incongruous behind an office desk.

A number of natives waiting on divans watched us curiously, listened attentively to our greetings and my story, and especially to the Pasha's long oration in the finest Arabic, on the state of the new Arab Kingdom and the difficulties confronting it.

I asked the Pasha whether it was proper for me to call on Nadji Beg Suwedi and discuss with him our journey to Aleppo. He replied: "Most certainly! Nadji Beg is probably himself returning to Aleppo tomorrow morning, and would be glad if you would accompany him. Besides, I shall send some of my own soldiers with you."

Then the Pasha sent a messenger for Nadji Beg, who promptly appeared, expressed great pleasure at receiving the letter from his father in Baghdad, graciously confirmed what the Pasha had said,
adding only some apprehension lest our wagons should be unable to keep pace with him: he expected to make the trip to Aleppo in four days.

The news (which I had given out with Leachman's permission) that the British were withdrawing nearly a hundred miles southward, raced from lip to lip among the populace of Der ez-Zor, until we were looked upon as almost its official bearers. When I returned to our lodgings, I found Arab sheikhs, Army officers, Government officials—young men and old men of every description—all waiting to discuss with me the political future of the Arabs, and the destiny of the new Kingdom of Syria. With childlike eagerness they sought information regarding the intentions of the British, toward whom they bore a growing resentment and mistrust.

I plied them with questions in Arabic, French and English, and soon found myself favored with a hundred conflicting confidences concerning the domestic and international ambitions of the Arabs, and immersed in the infinite complexities of Near Eastern politics. The air of my room was solid with smoke and heavy with the musky odor of oriental bodies and the tobacco-and-coffee reek of guttural throats. The one invariable leit-motif throughout their confusion and uncertainty was always their hope of assistance from America, and their complete confidence in our ability to help them.

At dinner with Maulud Pasha, attended by his officers and staff, I listened again to endless protestations of admiration and affection for America where they begged me upon my return to intercede in their behalf.

I tried as best I could to explain to them America's own difficulties, but failed to make any impression upon them whatever. We were so tremendously powerful, we had such unlimited wealth, ours was the land of liberty and human rights, where all men were treated justly and fairly: surely we could secure—or help to secure—the same things for the Arabs who had so long endured despotism.

Maulud Pasha had been the first Arab officer to go out with Lawrence, and while he expressed appreciation of the latter's services and of the fine qualities of the English, he said quietly that just as the English necessarily serve their own state and people, so he must likewise serve his. As the evening progressed, the Pasha and his guests became increasingly frank. I confess I was greatly surprised at their expressions of deep-seated resentment toward the British, and of
unconquerable determination not to permit their domination. They told me the detailed personal histories of Feisal, so recently proclaimed King of Syria; of his father, the King of the Hejaz; and of his brother Abdullah, whose proclamation as King of Iraq had been immediately disallowed by the British.

The Pasha was pale, and his refined spiritual features showed suffering. On my noting that he ate scarcely anything, he confessed that he had just been through a long sickness and was only that day out of his bed. I took my leave of him with sincere regret and with a curious feeling of anxiety at the importance which he evidently attached to our visit.

Because our safety would be guaranteed all the way to Aleppo by Nadji Beg's presence, I was eager to join him promptly on the road as we had agreed. So I roused our party at 3:45 A.M. But the scoundrelly drivers had made a night of it in the town, came staggering in at 6:00, mounted their boxes and went immediately to sleep. We crawled along at two and a half miles an hour, and Nadji Beg completely outdistanced us.

Toward noon we passed the tents of a large tribe of Bedouins known as the Al bu Sarai, whose sheikh, Ramadhan Beg Ibn Shallash, sent out a messenger urging us to join him for coffee. At this time I knew only enough about Sheikh Ramadhan to make me suspect it would be wise to accept his invitation.

The sheikh's entire story was later given me by General Waters-Taylor, Chief Intelligence Officer of the British Imperial Staff in the Near East. Ramadhan was an officer in Lawrence's army, and during his active service there had suffered a facial disfigurement (a part of his nose was shot away) which made him flatly decline to be photographed. After the Armistice, Feisal gave him large sums of money to carry on propaganda on his behalf in the North among the Kurds and the Turks. It was then discovered that Ramadhan was carrying on propaganda in the interests of Mustapha Kamal, the renegade Turk who is head of the rebellious Young Turk Party in Asia Minor and is leading a powerful army there. Thereupon Feisal recalled Sheikh Ramadhan and afterwards made him Governor of Der ez-Zor, where he led the Arab seizure of that place, including the imprisonment of the British officers, of which I wrote from Baghdad.

The sheikh gave us a cordial welcome at his big, black madhif
[guest tent], and asked warmly after our welfare and that of America. "For we Arabs all love America," said he, "and without America, the English and the French could not have won the War."

"Well," I said, "the War is over now!"

The sheikh looked at me shrewdly, and said, "Between the Arabs and the English?"

Thereupon there was a loud murmur of approval from the old men and from a score of wild looking Arab riflemen who sat around the big madhif. We chatted most amicably, the sheikh assuring me again and again that the Arabs loved America. His words were comforting as I looked about me and realized that we were alone in this Arab wilderness, without a soul who could have raised a finger to help us. He and his tribe all spoke approvingly of our American flag, the first they had ever seen.

When coffee had been passed around twice, I suggested that we be allowed to take a picture of the assembled Arabs. They all assented with evident pleasure, for the Arabs love to be photographed. But because of his disfigurement, the sheikh himself refused to be included.

As we crowded back into the tent, a huge Arab raised a massive tent-pin mallet over my head. For an instant I thought we were in trouble, but the Arab explained that "that was what he would do if I were an Englishman!" He smote the ground several times with all his strength, repeating that "that was how he would treat the English if he had the chance!"

As I thanked the sheikh for his hospitality and took my leave, he informed me he had an important letter he wished to send to "a newspaper in Aleppo," and that he knew he could trust an American to deliver it. I assured him he could. One of his servants fetched the letter, which the sheikh handed over to me, and all the Arabs stood watching me in silence as I laid it carefully in my wallet. Only much later, when I learned that Ramadhan had again been flirting with Mustapha Kamal's Turks (this time apparently in the interests of the French), did I understand his not having used Nadji Beg, an official of Feisal's government, to carry his letter to Aleppo.

Then the sheikh accompanied us to the arabanahs, and ordered one of his riflemen to accompany us to the next khan.

[From a khan in a village called Kishlak Sabkha on the Upper Euphrates, he wrote on the evening of May 8:]

Despite my best efforts, we have been unable to catch up with Nadji Beg who at the end of each day has always been just one khan
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ahead of us. We have been making over four and a half miles an hour, and are now about 130 miles from Aleppo and something over 400 from Baghdad, which we left ten days ago. By getting up at three in the morning and contenting ourselves with cold food all day, we should reach Aleppo in three days from this point. These pre-War Turkish springless wagons are made for orientals, sitting as they are accustomed to sit, cross-legged on the floor. The owner furnishes a few rugs and cushions, and by adding some of your own bedding you can lie down and make yourself reasonably comfortable. But the rough road keeps knocking you violently about, a pretty wearisome business when kept up day after day from 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning till evening!

As I was writing the foregoing words, the aged sheik of the Sabkha Arabs named Suwan, came in with a note left this morning by Nadji Beg, asking us to take the old fellow along—I suppose for our protection. He is an intelligent old chap, and shares the prevailing Arab affection for America.

At five this morning, when we had already been up for an hour, old Sheikh Suwan appeared at my door. We had to find a place for him in one of our passenger wagons, for to put him in a baggage wagon would mortally have offended all the Arabs of his tribe, who gathered to bid him farewell! We had no choice but to put him in the same wagon with Luckenbill and myself.

The old chap of course sat cross-legged, and soon began to spill about promiscuously, gradually spreading over the whole wagon. When his knees were not in my ribs he was sitting in my lap, or on my typewriter, or in the lunch basket. It is amusing enough in retrospect, but toward the end of twelve actual hot, dusty, flea-ridden hours it loses its humorous aspect!

A few miles outside of Sabkha we passed a large group of Bedouin tents a hundred rods from the highway.

“My tents!” said Sheikh Suwan. “Come in and have something to eat!” But the other wagons were already far ahead, and I declined.

A handsome boy whom the sheikh introduced as his nephew, now appeared running beside our arabanah, and told me with great glee that he too was going to Haleb (Aleppo) with us and his uncle. This was protection with a vengeance!

An hour later at a group of huts which the sheikh called Mazar, we stopped to feed and water the horses. Here, he said, his territory ended.
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A fine looking Arab splendidly attired, carrying a new Mauser rifle and mounted on an excellent horse, suddenly rode up and was introduced by the sheikh as his son, Rakaan Ibn Suwan. “He has come riding after you,” said Suwan senior, “to see you safely out of our lands, and to wish you safety and health!”

Rakaan greeted us cordially with the same gestures and expressions of amity toward America to which we have grown so accustomed: the Arabs hold up one first finger with the thumb turned in toward the palm, and then doing the same with the other hand, they lay the two first fingers together, and say: “Thus are the Americans side by side as brothers.”

He asked me why no American rifles had ever appeared in Arabia, although the Americans do everything by machinery. Thereupon I unlimbered my typewriter, and while a crowd of curious Arabs gathered about, I typed the name “Rakaan” on a leaf torn from my notebook, and gave it to him. He said at once, I must also write my own name with his, which of course I did. He was profoundly interested to know that the Americans wrote in this way, and he put the sheet carefully away in his mantle. They were still more astonished when I told them there were houses in America with fifty windows, one above the other! Many were the grunts and the “By Allahs,” which greeted this information. Rakaan assured me that if any Americans ever came that way again, he would be wholly at their service. He kissed his father’s hand and laid it against his forehead, and with many an “In Peace” and “In the safety of Allah!” we left him, gazing after us.

I am now much amused at my apprehensions before we entered Arab-ruled territory. An Englishman would be in the gravest danger here, a Frenchman more so. But Americans may now travel where they like in Arabia, for the Arabs know we are not looking for some advantage out of them. Everywhere they utter the same sentiments: “We Arabs love the Americans, we would like to live with them like brothers. We hope they will come here to help us.” The one thing that might befall us would be robbery by highwaymen—but I can recall such occurrences even in America!

I have seen no Bedouin tents on the plateau we are now traversing. It is only the beginning of May, and the winter rains have just ceased, but the ground is parched and dusty, the grass withered and brown, and all the Bedouins are down on the river plain of the Euphrates. The color of the soil in the river valley is exactly like that of the desert
plateau—a dusty, faded terracotta, the color of the Missouri River at flood-time. Thus far I have not seen a single square foot of black soil anywhere in Western Asia. There is no contrast as in Egypt, between the tawny desert and the rich black loam of the flood plains. Even the richest and most productive soil is of this same light color, which Americans would at once misjudge as very poor and clayey.

As I write [in the khan at El Hammam on the Upper Euphrates, late in the afternoon of May 9], we are preparing to spend the night in a filthy hole beside which a pigsty would be palatial! Nothing I have ever seen approaches it—our life in the Sudan was luxury and cleanliness compared with it. An English report on the Baghdad-Aleppo route, made before the War, says of this place: “Bad khan, 1908.” I shall not go into details, but would like to add: “Worse, 1920!”

The khan is entirely full, and old Sheikh Suwan will have to sleep on the floor beside me. He has just wandered in, and would have wrecked my field bed completely had I not tactfully enthroned him on a duffle bag, where he is contemplating my typewriter with much curiosity. His nephew sits at my other elbow. My only privacy is derived from their ignorance of English.

[From the khan at Nahr ed-Dahab on the afternoon of May 11, he continued:] Yesterday I got everybody out at 3:00 a.m., and the caravan off at 5:00 for a stage of forty-five miles, the longest we have yet made in a single day.

This carried us from El Hammam to Meskeneh, where the Euphrates begins to swing eastward toward the Persian Gulf. From Meskeneh we rose to the Syrian upland, and as the river and the road parted company, we looked back for the last time on the Euphrates. We had entered the Mediterranean East: a new chapter in our experience and exploration was about to begin.

We thought we had struck the worst of all habitations at El Hammam, but this khan of Nahr ed-Dahab which means “golden river”! sets a new “low.”

The only second-floor room in this hole is already occupied. We are down among the horses and their attendant mess. The rustic flavor would be bearable but for a swirling wind which picks up all the dried horse droppings in the khan and with fiendish accuracy deposits them on ourselves and our belongings. My field bed is already deluged, my bag is full. A delicious touch was added to this bouquet of flavors and aromas when the drivers thoughtfully set a leaky petroleum tin on top of my bed-roll.
Especially effective and penetrating is the smudge from the burning dung, the only available fuel. The disconsolate Ali has just carried a huge tray of it past my door. Our dinner is being cooked over it, and thanks to the wind, quantities are being cooked in it as well. To add to our domestic comforts, swarms of crickets infest the place and enormous black beetles as large as silver dollars come droning in and plop down alongside our camp light like so many flying toads.

You can form no conception of the filth of these people. Our drivers sit in the dung heap around the khan court. Here they eat with the greatest enjoyment. They drink out of buckets in which they have just watered the horses. They use the same buckets for washing down the sweat-begrimed animals, omitting no part of their anatomy. Then they swab off the beasts with their own bandana handkerchiefs which they afterwards spread out on the horses’ backs to dry.

They sit at dinner and sleep all night—stretched out on the horse droppings in the yard—on the same cushions and rugs upon which we ride all day in the arabanahs. We are simply alive with fleas, and existence is one long scratch. You incessantly feel them crawling all over you, and resign yourself to misery as best you can.

But all this is a minor incidental to exploring in Western Asia. Tonight in this execrable den of filth (which we have christened “The Golden River Hotel”), we are only twenty-five miles from Aleppo!

Later: The drivers were so anxious to reach the end of our journey that they woke Ali soon after 1:00 o’clock [the following morning, May 12] and he called Luckenbill and me to tea at 2 A.M. I not only heard our escort of soldiers tramping about overhead but felt them—for with every step they shook down a shower of filth and vermin from the blackened ceiling above my bed. We were so glad to be leaving this foul den that we quite forgot the difference of an hour and a half in time between Baghdad and Aleppo—we were actually getting up at about 12:30 A.M.!

When I stepped out into the court of the khan, all the other wagons were gone. The stars twinkled with marvelous brightness. A half-moon hanging just above the western horizon threw a ghostly light over the huge court, and our wagons made long, broken shadows across the litter and filth of this desolate caravanserai. All at once the place was beautiful, and the spirit of the never-changing East seemed to brood over the long arcaded court of this station through which the life of the orient had so long ebbed and flowed.
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A ruddy light came through a door by the main entrance, and as I stood in the silence of the night listening to the munching of the horses, the low sound of voices reached me faintly. Our drivers were sitting inside, earnestly talking with the khanji (the keeper of the khan). The scene was like some old Dutch painting of the kitchen of a wayside inn, with the coachmen gossiping with the landlord. The candlelight behind them brought out in illumined silhouette the weather-beaten, glistening features of their rugged faces enveloped in the smoke of cigarettes at which they puffed almost rhythmically.

I walked through the great gate of the khan and looked down across the silent Syrian Desert touched here and there by the fading moonlight. Beyond lay civilization and home, and behind me, the great Arab wilderness of the Tigris and Euphrates through which we had come. In a few hours we should be safely through this adventure—in a few weeks I could embark for home!

Over there in the dark wagons was a trunk filled with nearly a thousand old Babylonian and Assyrian documents of the greatest value—some wonderfully cut cylinder seals, some sculptures, and a bronze statuette from the archaic Babylonian age of which only a few exist. Better still, in another trunk beside my cot in the terrible room which I had just left, was a six-sided terra-cotta prism eighteen inches high, bearing in fine cuneiform the royal annals of Sennacherib. It reports among all his other achievements the campaign against Jerusalem which called forth the greatest oration of Isaiah—the campaign in which he lost a large part of his army through a terrible plague, rendered classic in English literature by Byron’s poem, The Destruction of Sennacherib. This piece alone costs 19,000 rupees, nearly $9500, but there is nothing like it in any museum in America.

As I stood there in the moonlight, I forgot the years of struggle to bring about this venture, the hardships of our journey, the filth of this oriental khan. I was suddenly filled with renewed courage, with confidence in the future, and with gratitude that we had been able to secure these historical treasures for America, and for our own university.

[That afternoon the rickety wagons trundled into Aleppo, whence he wrote:] It would be impossible to convey my feeling of deliverance as I entered our hotel and ordered a bath! From head to foot I am one mass of red blotches—but I believe that actually I am now no longer entertaining a single flea.
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We have come almost 600 miles from the northern reaches of Babylonia, up the Euphrates valley to the heart of Syria. We are the first non-Moslems to have crossed this Arab State since it was proclaimed.

[He at once cabled to America news of the party’s safe arrival. The French authorities, sensing a reflection upon their ability to control this region, completely censored the messages which were never received. But the single innocent word, “Greetings,” telegraphed to General Hambro in Baghdad, went unintercepted and elicited from him the prompt reply, “Elhamdulillah,” the Arabic for “Praise to Allah!”

He omitted from his journal that he reached Aleppo with a raging fever and so seriously ill he could hardly muster strength to deliver Sheikh Ramadhan’s letter, and find the American consul, a Mr. Jackson, who immediately summoned the best available medical attention. He recovered sufficiently to continue the journey, but the malady—which not even the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research was able to identify—afflicted him intermittently for years. Long afterwards it was discovered that he had acquired, probably somewhere along the strenuous trek from Cairo to Aleppo, a rare dysentery amoeba.]

Mr. Jackson gave us the first news of the mandates here in the Near East: Mesopotamia to Great Britain, without condition; Palestine to Great Britain on condition that there shall be room for a Jewish State; Syria to France; and Armenia to the United States. I would consider it dangerously unwise for the United States to assume the responsibility for the defense and maintenance of Armenia.

The Turkish border is only seventeen miles north of us. I am eager to examine the ruins of ancient Antioch [east of Aleppo] and Mr. Jackson tells me that by putting us in charge of an old native friend, a bandit who lives in Aleppo and controls all the country between here and the Gulf of Alexandretta, he could get us “safe conduct!” One of the most important places I came to see in western Asia is ancient Carchemish,* about seventy miles N.E. of Aleppo on the Euphrates, just above the point where we had to leave the river. But all this region is entirely out of the control of the Arab government.

News has come this morning that a French force of 3500 men sent to relieve a besieged French garrison at Aintab, just north of the

* Before the First World War, T. E. Lawrence served as a young archaeologist on the staff of a British expedition which excavated Carchemish under the directorship of D. G. Hogarth.
Turkish border, has been beaten back. Two young Americans doing relief work there were shot down on the highway, and twenty more Americans are without food, protection or way of escape. To embarrass the French the Arabs will if possible cut the railroad south of Aleppo (they have just cut the line connecting Damascus and Haifa, on the coast by Carmel).

Under these conditions I consider it my duty to get our little expedition as quickly as possible out of this war zone. I have asked Nadji Beg Suwedi to give us safe conduct by railroad southward to the great mound of Kadesh on the Orontes, just south of Homs; thence to Baalbek and near-by Rayak, whence a little cogwheel railway will carry us across the Lebanon Mountains to Beirut on the Mediterranean.

[The Governor immediately approved this itinerary, placed a railway freight car at the party's disposal, and for their protection assigned them a guard of Arab soldiers.

My father had never before seen Kadesh where in the thirteenth century B.C. Ramses II had beaten the Hittites in one of history's major battles; but years before, he had analyzed its strategy in a treatise * which had found its way into most of the military reference libraries of the West.]

It is a privilege [he wrote on May 15] now for the first time to look out upon the places mentioned in Ramses' war records, and to recognize point after point over which I worked at such a disadvantage without having seen them. I can now well understand how this great rich valley between the snow-clad Lebanons must have excited the greed of Ramses II and the other Pharaohs who so repeatedly plundered this region.

[I have spoken of the mysterious way in which natives in widely separated places like Khartoum and Cairo have always been able within a few hours to communicate news to one another. While this was an old story to my father, he was nevertheless startled when as the train reached the ruins of Baalbek at twilight on May 20, two Bedouin accosted him and asked him bluntly whether he had delivered the letter which Sheikh Ramadhan Beg Ibn Shallash had given him to take to Aleppo. He realized now even better than before that day and night the Arabs had been watching every step of his journey from Salihiyah and Meyyadin onward—and he speculated to himself what might have befallen him and his party had he for any reason failed to deliver the letter.]

* See also his A History of Egypt, p. 427 and ff.
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[Shortly after midnight of May 20, the expedition reached Beirut and heard once more the wash of the Mediterranean along the rocky shore below the American University. Here he stopped with his former student and old friend, Professor Harold H. Nelson, who long ago had made his doctorate under him and was now a pillar of what had become one of the most influential institutions in the whole Near East. Two of its alumni were members of Feisal’s cabinet at Damascus, and the college was “doing its best to avoid being compromised by the political activities of its graduates scattered over this entire part of the world and vehemently demanding independence.”

Professor Nelson, who knew every corner and a host of the habitants of Syria, was permitted by the college to join the expedition during its Syrian explorations. He guided the party northward along as much of the ancient Phoenician coast as was still under the control of the Arabs.

My father’s first visit to Jebail, ancient Byblos, “oldest city of the Mediterranean of which we have any knowledge, whence the Egyptians brought cedar in the thirtieth century B.C.,” reminded him of what he had written of this place in Ancient Times: “The Greeks received from abroad papyros, designating the Egyptian paper on which they wrote, and we remember that this word has in its English form become ‘paper.’ Much of the papyrus used by the Greeks was delivered to them by Phoenician merchants from Byblos. The Greeks often called papyrus byblos after the Phoenician city from which it came. Thus when they began to write books on rolls of such paper, they called them biblia. It is from this term that we received our word ‘Bible’ (literally ‘book’ or ‘books’), once the name of a Phoenician city.”

On May 27, his last day in Beirut, he conferred with General Gouraud, High Commissioner of France in Syria.]

He asked me when I was expecting to come back for archaeological work in Syria. I answered, “Not until all is quiet and safe here.” This was not a wholly diplomatic answer, but I could not dissemble. I mentioned the discontent of the Arabs, and Gouraud replied, “The power of France will subject them. Il faut se subir!”

This was a soldier’s answer. His business is force. But French subjection of unwilling Syrians among whom are many educated men who understand something of what self-government means, smacks of Germany’s subjugation of the Belgians. Conditions just now in French Syria are terrible, public safety is far worse than under the Turks, corruption and bribery are just as common. The only difference is
that it now costs more to buy what you want from a civil official than it did under the Turks!

[From Beirut the party recrossed the Lebanon mountains to Damascus, where he was formally invited to attend a meeting of the Chamber of Deputies of the new Arab (Syrian) State, and was consulted by "a stately Syrian named Riza," the Chamber's President.]

Discussion was quiet, orderly and interesting: the old turbaned sheikhs favored enforcement of completely centralized government with no local independence; while the younger men in European clothes and red tarbushes (fezes) pled for local autonomy and wide local liberty.

A deputy who—as Nelson told me—had flunked out of the American University at Beirut, then matriculated at Columbia in New York and graduated easily, said to me:

"Why did the United States enter the War? Was it not to protect the small nations?"

I said, "We went into the War to beat the Germans!"

"Well, if that is all," he answered, "then you have simply enabled other nations to do what Germany would have done had she won!"

In the light of Syria's experience, this statement was difficult to refute!

[When Feisal, then still King of Syria, heard that my father was in Damascus, he asked the American Consul, a Mr. Young, to bring him to his house for an interview.]

Feisal has a palace also, but prefers the informality and simplicity of his own house, to which we were driven through the narrow streets in his car, with a terrible noise of exhaust and siren. Young aides took us to a rear balcony overlooking a luxuriant garden filled with richly laden fruit trees overhanging a sparkling fountain. Below us spread the houses and minarets of Damascus.

The King stepped quietly out on the balcony, greeted us as any European would do, sat down and began talking with us in French—which he speaks even more haltingly than I.

Conversation was quite commonplace until I brought up the situation of the Arab State. He said bluntly that his present unhappy position between French and English aggression, the one in Syria, the other in Palestine, was America's fault! The Consul and I both demurred, but failed—I think—to alter his feelings.

I then told him of our journey from Baghdad. He asked me particularly about conditions in Iraq, and the feeling of the people
about their rulers. I was very careful in what I said about their attitude toward the British, but spoke unsparingly regarding the feeling there toward his own brother, Abdullah, who claims the kingship over Iraq, just as Feisal has gained it over Syria. I told him frankly that the hero of Iraq was not his brother, but the great Sheikh Ibn Sa'ud (a superb Arab who some years ago led his people across the desert and captured Mecca. He is a Wahhabi, one of the sects of Puritan Moslems who do not revere the saints, will not tolerate the sacredness of tombs, not even that of Mohammed at Medina, or of revered objects like the sacred Black Stone at Mecca. They do not even allow smoking, so universal among Moslems.)

Feisal did not take offense at my frankness, and when the audience closed, invited the Consul and myself to dine with him a few days hence.

Later: As I write the sunset gun has just boomed and muezzin cries float over the city from all directions, for it is again the Fast of Ramadan.

The dinner with King Feisal [on May 31] was this time at the Palace. The good Consul had not been using his dress clothes for so long that he was late, and I think we were a little tardy at a King's dinner!

We passed through three anterooms in succession, filled with innumerable sentries, aides-de-camp, adjutants, chamberlains and attendants, amongst whom we were introduced to the King's younger brother, Zaid Pasha, regent in the King's absence in Paris, and to Nuri Pasha, his chief general, who seemed little more than a boy.

The King immediately came out of his private apartments and greeted us with noticeable weariness, though very courteously. On account of Ramadan, he explained, it was necessary to have dinner early, so we went in at once. He motioned me to the seat on his right, which I was reluctant to take, since Uncle Sam was officially present, but of course I could not demur.

The dinner was simple—about what one would find in a fair hotel. It ended with the famous Damascus pastry and really luscious fruit. I avoided politics and we talked of other things, ancient and modern, and especially of his possible visit to America. It was all pleasant and friendly enough, but unrelieved by a single flash of the wit he had taught us to expect of him—like his sly remark during his recent visit to England, that the nations of the West and the Peace Commission
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resembled a caravan. In the Near East, a caravan is always led by a donkey!

After dinner he led the way to a balcony overlooking the palace gardens and the entire city. There was a full moon, and below us lay Damascus, a sea of silvery houses, minarets and gardens. At my side stood the founder—perhaps—of yet another new dynasty in the long history of the orient.

Because the King seemed worn and weary with the Fast of Ramadan, we took our leave early, and drove back through the moonlit streets.

When we entrained for Haifa early the following morning, we experienced at first hand some of the problems confronting the new Arab State.

Of the two first-class compartments reserved for us on the train, one had been pre-empted by Syrian Army officers, and the other by a group of Bedouin in full desert regalia. These Bedouin were relatives of Sheikh Nuri Shaalan who took a distinguished part in Lawrence's campaign which destroyed the Fourth Turkish Army along the very railway line we were traveling. One of the party was a black Sudanese. All of them said they did not see why Bedouin should vacate for mere Turks—they apparently regarded all wearers of European clothing as Turks! One of them threatened to plant a dagger in the train official's bosom if he attempted to enter the compartment. All the officials available could not free the compartments for us. The Bedouin had a note from the King!

Had there been time, we also might have procured a note from the King—but as it was, we had to retire ignominiously to the third class, where a harem [women's] compartment was vacated for us!

Everybody is in mortal fear of the Bedouin. Their services in the War make them a strong group as opposed to the townspeople and the educated modern class, and they terrorize the towns much as did the cowboys of a generation ago on our own frontier in the West.

Vermin-infested natives tried to climb in with us at every station, were kept out by the considerate train official. The paymaster was also on our train, and held it half an hour at each station to pay two or three employees their wages, then engage them in a leisurely conversation!

The railroad runs directly southward from Damascus, and was
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built by the Turks as part of their Mecca line which they call the Hejaz Railway. At Deraa, where a line branches off toward Haifa and the Mediterranean end of the Carmel Ridge, the bellicose relatives of Sheikh Nuri Shaalan climbed out. They had themselves no doubt participated in Lawrence’s campaigns, and I would have been glad to talk with them—but they shouldered their packs and marched off toward the desert.

From Deraa we swung westward down the beautiful gorge of the Yarmuk River which flows into the Jordan just south of the Lake of Tiberias (Sea of Galilee). When we reached Samakh at the south end of Lake Tiberias, we had dropped nearly 3000 feet from Damascus, which is over 2260 feet above the sea, to Lake Tiberias, 680 feet below sea level.

Near Samakh we saw hanging from a telegraph pole beside the railway line the body of one of the Bedouin who had been cutting the Haifa-Damascus line! He had shot two Jews, resisted arrest, and been properly quieted by the Indian troops sent to bring him in. Such methods are possible in Palestine, but the Arab State [of Syria] cannot treat the Bedouin in this way. At Muzerib I saw the wreckage of one of the airplanes which Lawrence said were shot down by the Turks at this place.

From Haifa on the coast, we drove along the northern edge of the Carmel Ridge toward Megiddo, the fortress commanding the middle path across the Ridge. These Carmel hills form the first transverse barrier which an army met when advancing from Egypt to Asia. The first battle ever fought there of which we have any knowledge, was that of Thutmose III in the early fifteenth century B.C. For 3300 years since then it has been the great battlefield between East and West, down to Allenby’s victory over the Turks on the same ground. The New Testament name of the place is Armageddon—which means simply “Mount (har or ar) of Megiddo.”

[At Haifa, Professor Nelson turned back to Beirut, for it had become evident that due to the prevailing turbulent conditions, further exploration in Palestine and Syria would for the moment be impossible.]

When Major-General Sir Louis Bols, formerly Allenby’s Chief-of-Staff, and now Commander-in-Chief of the British Forces in Palestine learned that I had reached Jerusalem, he asked me to lunch. He is one of the finest men in the British Army—Allenby has often said in public
that it was Bols who suggested the plan of the final and the decisive battle with the Turks at Megiddo.

The British Headquarters are in a magnificent hospice which the Germans built on the Mount of Olives—a large and showy stone building with a lofty tower. In the court are two high niches containing life-size bronze statues of the German Emperor and Empress in the attitude of adoring saints. The building also contains a sumptuous Byzantine church with a large ceiling fresco showing the same two august personages enthroned side-by-side. The Emperor holds in his right hand a large model of the building.

I went up to the tower, from which one can see the whole region from the misty blue mountains of Moab in the east, the Dead Sea and the Jordan Valley, to the desolate ridges of the Judean highlands in the west. From no other place in the world is such a view obtainable, for the point of observation is some 2600 feet above sea level, while the lower Jordan Valley and the surface of the Dead Sea are 1300 feet below sea level; so that in relation to sea level it is the deepest chasm known to us in the earth. The surface of the Dead Sea, about 15 miles from the observer, is thus nearly 4000 feet below him. On his campaign through here, Allenby one day puzzled the War Office in London by reporting that “two of our bombing planes, flying 600 feet below the sea, today bombed the enemy’s camp!”

The scene is not only geologically fascinating but arouses the religious emotions of one’s childhood, as one stands on the Mount of Olives looking out over Bethany, the hills of Bethlehem and Tekoah, the home of Amos, the Valley of Kidron near which was Gethsemane, and behind it Jerusalem itself, with a Moslem mosque where once the Temple stood.

After lunch I took General Bols into a corner and told him what I knew of Arab hostility to the British. I had chaffingly remarked that the Arabs did not want the French because to get what they wanted they had to pay them twice as much as they had formerly paid the Turks; and they didn’t want the English because they couldn’t get what they wanted at any price!

Bols asked me with great earnestness whether I thought Feisal was really in control of the Arabs. I am confident that in this question lies the chief English difficulty: they have long been subsidizing Feisal, and make no secret of it. But while all that is supposed to have ended, I would be willing to wager that on the quiet they are still subsidizing
him, and are anxious to know whether in holding Feisal loyal, they are also holding the Arabs.

I told Sir Louis I could not answer his question, and did not think anyone could, but that the sheikhs with whom I had talked had shown little enthusiasm for Feisal. Our conversation then turned to the situation in Palestine, where the position of the English seemed to be growing steadily worse. The Arabs of the desert on the east, and the Moslems of the towns are deeply disaffected, and trust none of the Allies.

"Consider their grievance," said General Bols. "When practically everybody at the Peace Conference had agreed to give Syria and Palestine a plebiscite, and to send out an international commission to ascertain what their people wanted, Clemenceau suddenly said, 'If this is done for Syria, it must also be done for Mesopotamia.' Miss [Gertrude Lowthian] Bell and others representing English interests in Mesopotamia vigorously protested. As a result first France said she would send no commission, then Italy, and finally Great Britain. Although it was by this time entirely futile, President Wilson sent out the Commission representing the United States to go through the country and study the situation.

"What shall we then think of a government," the General continued, "which after such a beginning, solemnly promises the people of Palestine that they shall have a British government, and proceeds to give them a Jewish government in a country only 10 per cent of whose population are Jews!"

He is quite right. The money of wealthy Jews everywhere is inundating this country, and is augmented by the money of western Christians who are caught by the idea of restoring the Jews to their Promised Land. Almost none of these donors themselves come, or want to come to Palestine—they are vicariously patriotic through subscriptions; with the result that the Christians and Moslems forming ninety per cent of the population of this ancient land, have been suddenly subjected to the supremacy of a Jewish minority.

But the British feeling is the smallest part of it. The appointment of a Jewish High Commissioner [Sir Herbert Samuels, an exceptionally able and gifted administrator] by the British politicians at home is not a blunder of merely political consequences; it is almost certain to kindle a conflagration of the most serious proportions. Within the last few weeks strong anti-Jewish demonstrations have already been made, many Jews have been killed and many more wounded.
And the Commander of the British Army in Palestine asks a passing American archaeologist, How could anything else be expected?

The evening before I left Jerusalem [June 8], General Waters Taylor [Chief Intelligence Officer of the Imperial Staff in the Near East] called on me, asked me to tell him of Sheikh Ramadhan's letter, carefully jotted down in his notebook the dates I gave him, then said: "Count de Caix [an important member of the French diplomatic corps in the Near East upon whom my father had called in Beirut, only to be informed that he had left for Paris] had not left for Paris when you were in Beirut—he had probably gone to Aleppo to get Ramadhan's letter!"

We tried to conjecture what it may have contained, and to what tribe belonged the Bedouin who had cross-questioned me at Baalbek.

Next day Waters Taylor and I traveled in the same train from Jerusalem to Cairo [a 300-mile journey which then took nearly fifteen hours]. During the day's long and intensely interesting conversation he gave me among much else, the history of Sheikh Ramadhan (which I have already mentioned) and of the present situation in Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Iraq.

Once again in Cairo, I called at the Residency on expedition business, and when they heard we had come overland from Baghdad, they said they must tell Lord Allenby, who sent out word he would like to see me at once and asked me to a lunch intended for a lot of diplomats and soldiers—Waters Taylor was there, General Congreve, Commander-in-Chief of the Army in Egypt; Brigadier-General Ronald Storrs, Military Governor of Jerusalem; etc., etc. Allenby made me talk about our journey.

After lunch we wandered out upon a broad balcony at the rear of the Residency where Allenby fed a plateful of small raw fish to a comical, serenely smiling Marabout (stork), while General Congreve talked to me about conditions in British territory in Western Asia. I expressed grave apprehension regarding Palestine if the present British policy were continued. Then Allenby joined us and drew me into his office.

In his direct way he led at once to what was on his mind, saying: "Look here, Congreve has just suggested to me that H.M.G. ought to hear what you know of Western Asia. I wholly agree. Would it be possible for you to go home by way of England and have a talk with the Prime Minister and the Foreign Minister?"
I told him that although after great difficulty I had finally succeeded in engaging passage for the United States, I would be glad to do anything I could to bring the facts before the Government in London. He sat down and with his own hand wrote two notes, the first to Prime Minister Lloyd-George, the second to Lord Curzon, Minister for Foreign Affairs.

He then called in his A.D.C. and said, "Tell G.H.Q. I regard it as very urgent that Professor Breasted should be given passage to England at once, if possible on the same ship on which Lady Allenby is sailing."

Turning again to me, he added, "I've repeatedly warned the people at home that their present policy is steering straight for trouble. But they won't listen to me. Perhaps they will take it from you!"

So I left him, clearly troubled by the outlook—I had walked into the Residency to attend to a minor routine matter, and had come out charged with an errand which might conceivably have something to do with saving Palestine from civil war, and the whole Near East from another conflagration.

On my passport they put the big Diplomatic Visa, with the seal of His Majesty's High Commissioner, which means that my baggage goes in and out of every port and station on the way to England without examination or delay. My visions of a quiet, restful trip home have vanished. But I could not have refused to go.

[On the afternoon of June 15, he boarded the special train on which Lord Allenby was escorting Lady Allenby to her ship at Port Said on her return to England for the summer.]

At the request of Colonel Allen, U. S. Military Attaché, I prepared this morning a full statement about my recent journey for dispatch to the War Department in Washington. On my way to the station I picked up at a dealer's the official cylinder seal of King Snefru, builder of the first great pyramid just preceding Gizeh; and also another seal belonging to a great official of King Menkure.

Along the entire length of the Cairo station platform, a sumptuous red carpet runner had been laid down, which expanded into an ocean of red beside the train itself. I was joined in the drawing-room compartment of the High Commissioner’s car by Dr. Llewellyn Phillips, the leading physician in Cairo, who had inoculated us all for cholera last February. He was going to Port Said to see the little daughter of General [Sir] Gilbert Clayton, Internal Adviser to the Government of Egypt. (Clayton’s two little daughters were with their mother at Port
Said when one of them was suddenly taken ill with a strange infection and died forty-eight hours later. Clayton had this morning buried the little girl at the English cemetery in Cairo, when a telegram arrived from Port Said, saying the other child was similarly affected, had a temperature of 106! These are the unsung sacrifices of service to the Empire.)

A few minutes later, Clayton appeared on the platform and came into the train, direct from his first little girl’s funeral. With the usual English reserve and self-command, he engaged in conversation with us, and no one would have known there was any trouble.

The entire station was deserted, for no one was allowed to come in. Presently Lady Allenby appeared, coming down the long red carpet alone. Her husband soon followed, conversing animatedly with General Congreve. As Allenby came forward to greet me, Congreve said to me, “I am very glad you are going on this errand—but, I say!—you seem to have scared Gouraud to death! He seems to be frightened out of his wits.” I asked him to explain, but he insisted he was only joking, and would say nothing more. I am sure he had just received some private intelligence which he finally decided not to impart to me.

Even though the car windows were fitted with bluish glass, and large electric fans were running, the trip was very dusty and hot. At every stop a guard of Tommies climbed out and patrolled each side of the entire length of the train. No one was allowed to come near. As we reached the twenty-five or thirty-mile stretch between Kantara and Port Said where the railway runs beside the Suez Canal, we passed our ship, the Mantua, steaming along only a hundred yards from our train.

During dinner Lady Allenby said to her husband, “You must tell Dr. Breasted of the curious coincidence of our visit a fortnight ago to the battlefield of Megiddo.”

“You know, for you have very fully written of it,” Allenby said, “how Thutmose III crossed the Carmel Ridge, riding through the pass to meet the enemy in a chariot of shining electrum. We had your book with us, and we had just read the account of it, so we knew the dates: Thutmose went through on the 15th of May over 3,000 years ago, and on the same day I took Lady Allenby for the first time to see the battlefield where we beat the Turks, and like Thutmose III, we also went through in a chariot of shining metal—for our machine had wheels of aluminum and was all covered with polish metal. So she saw the scene of our victory on the anniversary of the earliest known battle
there, and also approached it in a chariot of glittering metal. I wanted her to see it, for as I have told you before, I took my title from there—Allenby of Megiddo—because it was a cavalry operation which broke the Turkish line, and I am a cavalry officer."

Later, after we had boarded the ship and he and the A.D.C.'s had settled Lady Allenby in her cabin, he came to my quarters and having satisfied himself that everything was satisfactory, strolled with me toward the gangway for a last word on the nature of my errand. He quite embarrassed me with the kind things he said, and I told him so.

“Well,” he said, “you must live up to the reputation I have given you!”

I purposely misconstrued him, saying, “You mean on board this ship?”

“No, in London!” he responded. “All joking aside, it is of the highest importance that the facts you have told me should be plainly brought before the Prime Minister and Lord Curzon, and you have an opportunity to do a very important piece of work—for they do not understand that Arab feeling, once so friendly to us, is now stale and hostile toward us. Or that the Arabs and the Christians are now united against the Jews, and that the present policy is aggravating this anti-Jewish hostility to a dangerous degree. Do not fail to make this clear to them as you have done to me. And above all, tell them what you have told me of the danger of Arab union with Bolshevism in the north.”

It was now long after midnight. Above the shouts of men, the clanging rattle of chain hoists, the crunching of avalanches of coal, the smell of coal dust—the quiet stars looked down with serene indifference. I went up to the top deck beyond the dust and noise, and walked there for some time, supposing I was alone. But as I rounded a deck-house, I suddenly met the Allenbys having a last little stroll together. A few minutes later, in the glare of great electric lights, his launch pushed off from the side of the ship, and as he stood waving at his wife, the boat glided away and disappeared in the darkness.

As I contemplated the responsibility he had placed upon me, I had a depressing sense of complete inadequacy—a pedagogue meddling minutely in the vast game of the imperial powers. I have terribly "cold feet," and can only hope for at least a hearing in London. The spectacle of England and France plotting against each other in the Near East has cured me of any vestige of such idealistic visions of international amity as I may still have been cherishing when I left America.
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[On June 16 he wrote from the S.S. Mantua:]

It seems quite impossible that I am really embarked for home—on a heavenly Mediterranean summer morning, and a wonderfully blue sea! And before me ten whole days with no responsibilities, no telegrams, no packing cases, no checkbooks, no antiquity dealers, no Arabs, no palavers—only fresh sea air and sunshine and rest on a summer sea!

Just ten months ago I reached London, outward bound, and now the circle has closed again. Scientifically I have not accomplished a great deal. But in the matter of museum pieces, and the practical foundation necessary to establish our work in the newly organized Near East emerging from the Great War, I am quite satisfied. It is also gratifying to learn that the Milner Commission has put into its report to H.M.G. all the recommendations they requested of me regarding the antiquities of Egypt. [The Milner Report was eventually scrapped.]

But whatever the journey has yielded has been, I fear, again at the cost of health. My head throbs, I am alternately full of fever, chills and vertigo—probably due to malaria, for despite precautions I was badly bitten by mosquitoes in two malarial regions through which we passed.

[As a possible partial solution of the servant problem in the United States, he had brought back with him the expedition's little Iraqi cook, Ali, who had become "as devoted as a faithful dog." Ali no longer had any ties in Iraq, for his family had all died of privation during the War. He continued, of course, to wear his native dress, and made a quaint picture when upon their arrival in London my father] took him for a walk along the embankment and showed him Waterloo Bridge and the Obelisk, whose base was still deeply scarred and disfigured from German bombs during air raids in the War. Ali was greatly interested when I showed him the Houses of Parliament and told him they were the seat of government. He said, "You mean the house of the Sultan?" Otherwise his reply was always, "Na'am!" meaning "Yes!"

We walked to the Foreign Office, where I delivered Allenby's note to Curzon; and into famous old Downing Street, where I handed the porter at dingy No. 10 the note to Lloyd George—who, as I learned, was absent at the Spa Conference.

Lord Curzon has a reputation for devastating rudeness, but in almost an hour's conference with him, I found him the personification
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of courtesy and thoughtfulness. He immediately discarded his usual austere official reserve, and made no effort to hide his eagerness to hear what I had to say. I summarized our journey through Iraq and across the Syrian Desert; referred to the incident of the letter from Sheikh Ramadhan which probably reached the Count de Caix; described the Sheikh’s probable relation to Mustapha Kamal; summarized what I had told Feisal, Bols, Waters Taylor and Allenby, prophesied imminent disaster if the French continued their present policy of intimidation in Syria, and murderous inter-racial strife if the British adhered to the Balfour Declaration in Palestine.

I was about to end with an expression of doubt as to whether what I had told him had justified my imposition upon his time, when he startled me by throwing back his hands and exclaiming, “My God—to think that at such a time His Majesty’s Minister of Foreign Affairs should have been ignorant of the facts you have brought me!”

At this point there was a commotion somewhere below, outside the building. A secretary entered quickly, layed a chit before Curzon, who nodded without looking up. As I rose to go, he stepped from behind his desk and said:

“In the Prime Minister’s absence at the Spa Conference, I am under promise to interview a labor delegation which has already been waiting more than an hour and refuses to be put off again. It is with the greatest regret that I must therefore close our interview in which you have given me facts and views of the most critical value. Even if—as I fear—they have reached my Government too late to forestall imminent catastrophe, they will nevertheless fortify us in any eventual modification of our Palestinian policy which circumstances may force upon us.”

He thanked me in behalf of his Government for what I had done and for what it implied of Anglo-American amity, and we parted.

[For the first few moments after reaching Whitehall again, he walked rapidly, still exhilarated and buoyed by the apparent importance of everything he had returned to London to tell Curzon. But now that it had been told, the sustaining sense of elation suddenly left him like the receding effects of a drug, and weariness engulfed him. The great Government buildings of the British Empire looked inscrutably down upon him, careless of his little sortie across a segment of currently troublesome Empire terrain. The interview had set his head to throbbing again with fever, and he surrendered to the leathery gloom of an antediluvian taxi which trundled him back to his hotel and the sumptuous and lonely suite engaged for him by the Foreign Office.]
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Next day he dashed "back to Paris where I have got track of an ancient Babylonian King's golden diadem bearing a long inscription. I hope to get it!" But the price was exorbitant and he failed. His return to America with Ali ended his journal letters.

The year of my father's absence had been a serious trial for my mother. The blank weeks of waiting between his letters, the dread of every cablegram, the lengthening months of anxiety, and above all the deep, unabating pain of separation from one who embodied her world and was her reason for living—these had cruelly aggravated the strange neuroses which had always enslaved her.

She had constantly followed his progress with pins on a map, had kept a log of his journey on a calendar, and each evening had subtracted one from the total number of days before his promised homecoming. She had thought of little else.

But as the day of his return had drawn nearer, the possessive nature of her affection for him had become more and more intensified, and her profound involuntary jealousy of all he had seen and experienced without her had grown until it had consumed her and made her—as usual—physically ill. On the July afternoon when he was to arrive, she lay anguished in a darkened room.

I stood alone on the platform as a long, dusty, sun-baked train screeched to a halt among the same sordid tangle of tracks and antique railroad architecture labeled Englewood which for so many years had witnessed our family partings and reunions. In the distance I saw him climb down, followed by the small figure of white-clad, turbaned, impassive Ali. The porter dragged out a mass of battered duffle bags and luggage from which, even through the acrid smell of hot brakes and Pullman vestibules, there rose an indefinable aroma of the orient. The conductor waved to the engineer and swung aboard. In a crescendo the train thumped and rumbled past, and in the sudden silence we faced each other.

He had aged and grown thinner, and around his eyes were the little wrinkles men get from staring across great distances under a glaring sun. He was tanned and weatherbeaten without looking healthy. But he was at home again, and I thanked God. He asked about my mother. She had been suddenly afflicted with one of her "sick headaches," I said, and was bitterly disappointed that she could not have come with me. He looked at me gravely for a moment. I could see in his eyes the never-say-die Victorian vanquishing the realist. The re-
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Responsibilities he had placed upon me such an interminable, exasperating year ago, were his again; and for the fraction of a moment he was wondering—I knew—whether coming home did not perhaps demand greater courage than the rigors of the field. . . .

The year of reconnaissance had greatly clarified his vision of the project to which he now hoped to devote what with uncanny prescience he correctly anticipated as the fifteen remaining years of his life. He was travel weary and still fever-ridden, but too aware of the enormity of his task and the brevity of the time left for its accomplishment, to stop for rest.

By way of signalizing his return, the University invited him to be the principal speaker at the Convocation which closed that Summer Quarter. It so happened that on this same occasion I was to receive my delayed college diploma. Knowing that he had thus far failed to win me to his calling and that I was about to take wing into a world of my own, he composed an address, entitled The New Past, which was at once a statement of the responsibility of American science for "the recovery and reconstruction of the career of man," and an appeal to American youth to enter this field of research.

On a sunny September afternoon I sat among rows of capped-and-gowned students in a crowded auditorium, and listened to his splendid voice uttering with swinging cadences his melioristic credo of the rise of man. Only he and I among all that audience knew that he was making a final appeal to his son. As I looked up at his earnest face I was terribly torn between affection for him and the rebellious urge of pulsing young blood to escape the grim drudgery, the gloom, the atmosphere of all-past-and-no-future with which in my immaturity I had come to associate the career he envisioned.

"A comprehensive study of the ancient Orient," he said, "... reveals to us the ... historic epochs of ... European man for the first time set in a background of several hundred thousand years. In this vast synthesis ... there is disclosed to us an imposing panorama ... such as no earlier generation has ever been able to survey.

"This is the New Past.

"Lord Acton has well said that 'next to the discovery of the New World, the recovery of the ancient world is a second landmark that divides us from the Middle Ages and marks the transition to modern life.' . . .

"What was the ancient world ... to which Lord Acton refers?
We listen now not only to the voices of Cicero and Socrates, of Isaiah and David, as did the men of the Renaissance, but also to the voice of Sennacherib in the proud story of his victories, to the voice of Cheops telling in terms of colossal masonry architecture the triumphs of the first great organized state, to the voice of the earliest smelter of metals singing in the tinkle of his primitive anvil the song of man's coming conquest of the earth, to the voice of remote and long-forgotten aeons heard now only in the message of ever more carefully wrought stone implements, to the voice of geological ages muttering in the savage gutturals of incipient human speech which we seem to hear resounding through prehistoric forests re-echoing to the first inarticulate utterances of . . . creatures about to become men. . . .

"Such a vision of the New Past, just beginning to dawn upon the minds of modern men, has values as yet all unproved. . . . He who really discerns it has begun to read the glorious Odyssey of human kind, disclosing to us man pushing out upon the ocean of time to make conquest of treasure unspeakable, of worlds surpassing all his dreams—the supreme adventure of the ages. . . .

"I have seen the ruined capitals of the ancient East slumbering under their gloomy mounds at sunset, and many a time as the sun arose and dispelled the shadows, it has seemed as if the banished life that once ebbed and flowed through those now rubbish-covered and dismantled streets, must start forth again. With a regret so poignant that it was almost physical pain, I have realized the years that must elapse before these silent mounds can be made to speak again and reveal all the splendid pageant . . . which transformed our father-man from savagery in some remote cavern where at most he could count five by the aid of his fingers, into a godlike creature who reached out to the stars on those Babylonian plains and made the first computations which have at length enabled us to plumb the vast deeps of the universe. . . .

"The inspiring task which confronts America in the Near East cannot be achieved without the aid of a new generation of young Americans who are willing to spend the years necessary to gain the training and equipment without which the work cannot be done. . . . It will be a life of some sacrifices. Those who elect to undertake it must set their faces to the East, feeling a deep reverence for the life of man on the earth, and highly resolving to devote their all to this new crusade. To such spirits . . . the recovery of the unfolding life of man will not be a toilsome task, but rather a joyful quest, the modern quest for the
Grail, from which arduous journeys and weary exile in distant [oriental] lands will not deter us. For . . . we know what the first crusaders could not yet discern, that we are returning to ancestral shores. And in the splendor of that buoyant life of the human soul which has somehow come up out of the impenetrable deeps of past ages and risen so high, . . . [we] shall find a glorious prophecy of its supreme future."

His words moved me deeply, filled me with a vague sense of disloyalty for failing then and there to stand up and announce firmly my enlistment in this "new crusade."

But I could not—I simply could not.

Afterwards, during a quiet evening walk, I told him so, as kindly as I knew how. He put his arm through mine and said he understood; that in whatever I chose to do I would have his blessing, and the best training to be found anywhere in the world; and that for my own sake he hoped I would not waste precious years in trial and error as he had done.

He never failed me—nor gave up the secret hope that eventually I might still become an Orientalist.

That July of 1920, a French Army had driven Feisal out of Syria; and during the ensuing year uprisings occurred throughout the country which culminated in an attempt—nearly successful—to assassinate General Gouraud. This was the prelude to years of recurrently bloody struggle between France and her Syrian Mandate; while from the moment Great Britain announced the appointment of Sir Herbert Samuels as High Commissioner for Palestine, the Arabs of that Mandate began the long series of angry protests which, fomented by the Balfour Declaration, were to grow at last into country-wide murder and rebellion.

What followed is history which my father, like scores of other intelligent men who could read obvious portents, had prophesied to the British Government. In May, 1939, just nineteen years after his conference with Curzon in London, His Majesty's Government cut the Gordian knot by renouncing the Balfour Declaration in a White Paper which, far too late, terminated a tragic experiment in irreconcilable economics, sentiment, politics and creed.

Both England and France were guilty of bungling, procrastination and bad faith in their diplomatic and political treatment of the lands they had freed from Turkish misrule. But even at their worst, the
Allied Powers represented a revolutionary improvement over the
Turks, whose former dominions were now accessible as never before to
Western commercial and scientific enterprise.

This state of things happened to coincide with the beginning in
America of that Baron Münchhausen decade following the First World
War which witnessed an accretion of excess income, especially by
the great private fortunes, the like of which we shall probably never see
again. All the elements were ripe for a brief Golden Age for those
so-called idealistic projects, institutions and pursuits which depend
upon prosperous times for their existence. Among these none pos-
sessed more potential appeal than archaeology, which needed only a
champion and the impetus of a timely discovery to arouse public inter-
est and enlist financial support on an unprecedented scale.

But in 1920 the United States was well advanced into its first post-
War depression, and such developments still belonged to the future.
My father shared the general conviction, however, that prosperous
times were in the offing, and at once began preparing for their advent.
What he had seen in the Near East had convinced him that if he hoped
to bring into actual being the great research organization which had
so long been taking shape in his mind—a laboratory of which the newly
created Oriental Institute was only the beginning—he must secure
sums beyond anything he had heretofore dared to think possible.

He took up with George Ellery Hale the feasibility of attempting
to raise, from a combination of private donors and philanthropic
foundations, a working endowment of $5,000,000. In reply Hale out-
lined a campaign of fund raising, but emphatically advised against
attempting to achieve such an amount in one lump.

"You would perforce become a mere administrator," he wrote, "with
no time . . . for your own [research] work. . . . I can speak from
the heart . . . because I have refused [administrative posts] through
my desire to carry on research personally—and even now [I] find al-
most no opportunity [for it], . . . though the [Mt. Wilson] Observa-
tory requires far less administrative work than the vastly greater
project you have in mind. . . . Your own health is none too good, and
I can say from experience that the worry of making effective use of
large sums of money . . . breaks one down. The one important thing
. . . is the preservation of your health and the conservation of your
time for your own researchees. (Verb. sap.!)"

Insofar as it pertained to fund raising, my father heeded Hale's
sound advice. But in the matter of health, each man remained as
incapable of following the other's periodic solicitous counsel as of practicing his own preaching.

In October, 1920, my father wrote me at Harvard (whither for reasons which now seem very remote, I had gone for graduate study in the history of the English drama under George Pierce Baker):

"I have submitted to the President and Board of Trustees of the University of Chicago a plan for the logical and natural expansion of the Oriental Institute. What I am now proposing is almost beyond my strength to cope with: at least one field expedition to work in each of the cradle-lands of civilization at the eastern end of the Mediterranean; all these expeditions to be responsible to an administrative, scientific headquarters at Chicago, where their findings would converge and gradually become the source for writing the greatest drama ever conceived—all the greater because it would unfold a tale of actual facts—the story of the most remarkable phenomenon in the history of the universe as far as we now know it, the story of how man came to be what he is.

"My blood simply tingles at the thought of what such a laboratory could accomplish! Perhaps it will come about, and in time for me at least to lay the foundation for younger men to build upon.

"But if it does not, I shall not be cast down. I have made up my mind that this is the last time I shall try to carry out these larger plans. For I feel some confidence that in the fifteen years remaining to me I can carve out single-handed, here at my desk, a piece of work foreshadowing what might be achieved by such a laboratory; and that even with our present state of knowledge, what I have done for Egypt I can at least begin to do for the whole group of civilizations from which ours is descended."

Meanwhile he continued to organize new research enterprises, among them the first comprehensive dictionary of cuneiform, which he called the Assyrian Dictionary Project, patterned after the great dictionary of ancient Egyptian at Berlin and the English dictionary at Oxford. He began also a research task of his own which for the next ten years was to occupy every moment he could spare from his other responsibilities—the translation of what he discovered to be "the earliest known scientific document," the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus belonging to the New York Historical Society, which asked him to undertake its publication.*

* This remarkable papyrus was purchased in 1862 at Luxor, Egypt, by Mr. Edwin Smith, an American who resided there for more than twenty years, beginning in 1858; and in 1906 was presented by his daughter to the New York His-
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With the end of the year 1921 he reached a definite turning point in both his personal life and his career.

At the close of that November, in her eighty-fifth year, Harriet fell asleep for the last time. Even in her younger days she had only vaguely understood the nature of his work; and during the latter years when with inexhaustible patience he had in his gratitude tried always to tell her about it (in the same simple words with which he used to tell me stories in my childhood), she had been too ill and frail to do more than relish the sound of his voice and the warmth of his presence. She had had no need to understand his work: her instincts had long ago told her that he had justified a hundredfold whatever sacrifices she and Charles and Theodocia had made for him. This realization filled her with a profound contentment and peace of mind which in her final sleep banished the years from her face, until she looked like a young girl again. He laid her beside Charles in the cemetery at Rockford, overlooking the River; and returned to his work "with that added sense of loneliness," he wrote, "which one feels on suddenly becoming the oldest generation."

That winter was my family's last in their cherished replica of Ariosto's villa. Homesickness and the alien climate had finally driven mad the tragi-comic little Ali, and he had had to be deported to his native Iraq. What with her failing health and the scarcity of servants, my mother no longer felt equal to the burden of managing the house. So, with a heavy heart, my father put it up for sale. On Christmas Day, 1921, he wrote me:

"I look about my dismantled study and realize that this is the end of my home at a time when most men can look to the spiritual shelter and peace of theirs. Of the three great things which constitute a man's life—his home, his friends and his work—the last must for me henceforth largely take the place of the first two. I am always thankful for work, which does not destroy feeling nor render it callous, but is like a faithful friend who gently leads one into a lovely garden of consolation and noble interest where aches and anxieties are soothed into sweet forgetfulness."

Historical Society. In 1920 Dr. Caroline Ransome Williams, one of my father's ablest former students, while engaged in the study and publication of the Society's Egyptian collections, came upon "a large and beautifully written papyrus in a stately ancient book format," and brought it to his attention. "It was found to be . . . not only the earliest known surgical treatise but at the same time the earliest document in the history of science." Printed by the Oxford University Press, it was published in 1930 as Vols. III-IV in the Oriental Institute Publications Series issued through the University of Chicago Press.
CHAPTER IX

MY FATHER'S visit to Egypt in 1919-20 had impressed him more than ever "with the dire need of epigraphic work* to save from destruction . . . [the] fast-perishing written records.

"[For example,] in forgotten storage in the unfloored basement of the Cairo Museum lay beautifully painted wooden coffins bearing precious . . . texts which were submerged in [Nile] water whenever there was an inundation above the normal level. . . . [While] the need for copying the records still surviving on the tomb and temple walls . . . gave me the greatest anxiety, . . . the resources of the Oriental Institute were still too limited to undertake such work on the great temple buildings, [hence] I cherished the hope . . . that [we] . . . might . . . save and publish the Coffin Texts.” †

The significance of these in the history of man's developing ethical consciousness he described thus:

"The religious documents of Egypt are of commanding importance [because they disclose] to us . . . man's earliest surviving ethical ideals. The Egyptian Book of the Dead has become, in title at least, a household word in the Western world. The Book of the Dead, however, is but a late group of religious documents, compiled out of similar but far older material. Because of the excessively corrupt state of the manuscripts, existent translations of the Book of the Dead are of little or no value. In order to build up a sound original text, its older constituent elements must be completely collected and carefully studied and compared.

"The oldest body of literature yet known in any language is a large group of religious texts employed for the benefit of the later kings of the Pyramid Age or Old Kingdom (about 3000–2500 B.C.) and for

* As used in modern archaeology, the term "epigraphic work" refers to the recording of ancient inscriptions for the sake of their preservation, study, etc.

† The Oriental Institute, by James H. Breasted, University of Chicago Press, 1938, p. 37.
their exclusive use engraved in their pyramids in the cemetery of Memphis. They are therefore termed the Pyramid Texts. These include literature which had descended from an older period at least as far back as the thirty-fifth century B.C., while the latest of the Pyramid Texts are a thousand years later than that date.

"With the extension of a blessed destiny in the hereafter to include less exalted folk than the kings, the nobles began to record excerpts from the Pyramid Texts in their tombs and upon their coffins. After the twenty-second century B.C. the barons of the Feudal Age (the Middle Kingdom) were more and more interested in having such literature available after death. The popularization of a blessed hereafter not confined to the kings produced many pictures of happiness for humbler folk in the next world. Much of the resulting body of religious literature concerning the life beyond the grave probably owed its origin to the Feudal Age, though some of it was older. Such texts, then, form a mortuary literature suited to the people of the Feudal Age, whereas the Pyramid Texts had been intended for the king only. Much of this later body of mortuary texts passed over into the Book of the Dead, which therefore consists of selections from a humbler and more popular mortuary literature.

"The position of the Coffin Texts both chronologically and socially is between the Pyramid Texts and the Book of the Dead, though they are quite like the latter in character. Hence they contribute essentially to the understanding of both the other groups.

"These forerunners of the Book of the Dead, including copious extracts from the preceding Pyramid Texts, were written on the inner surfaces of the heavy wooden coffins of the Feudal Age. Every coffin-maker in the towns up and down the Nile Valley was furnished by the priests of his town with a local version of these utterances. Before the coffins were put together the scribe in the maker’s employ filled the inside surfaces of the cedar planks with pen-and-ink copies of such texts as he had available. The work was commonly done with great carelessness and inaccuracy, the effort being to fill up the planks as fast as possible. In the same coffin the scribes might write the same chapter two or three times; in one instance a spell is found no less than five times in the same coffin.

"... It is now quite evident that the moral sensitiveness of the early Egyptian has made his religious documents the earliest literary expression of man’s ethical consciousness. In the Coffin Texts we find
the first clearly outspoken convictions of moral responsibility in the life hereafter. They therefore mark one of the most important stages in the evolution of civilization." *

He "therefore decided [during the winter of 1921–22] that the first project of the Oriental Institute in Egypt should be the formidable task of copying the thousands of surviving lines of Coffin Texts in the Cairo Museum and [together with those in the museums of Europe.] preparing them for publication." The University granted him a year's leave of absence in which to inaugurate this undertaking and attend to many other scientific matters in Europe and Egypt.

At about this same time the French government, through the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, invited him to attend the centenaries of Champollion's decipherment of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, and of the founding of the Société Asiatique, to be held in Paris in July, 1922. And later that spring he received a penned letter from the Registrar of Oxford University which read: "The University . . . intends to celebrate, on October 24 next, the Tercentary of the Camden Professorship of Ancient History, by the admission of Scholars distinguished in Ancient History to the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Letters. I am directed . . . to invite you to attend a Convocation to be held . . . at Oxford [on that day], in order to receive the Degree of D. Litt., honoris causa."

He arranged for his family to accompany him during this year abroad, which was to include, beginning that November, a dahabiyeh journey up the Nile as far south as Abu Simbel. This would be a rather heavy responsibility, he wrote me: would I lighten his load by taking charge of the family's travels till the end of the Nile voyage?

His letter found me in North Wales, absorbed in a first attempt to write a play. My transition from George Pierce Baker's precious "47 Workshop" at Harvard to the windswept isolation of a minute sixteenth century cottage atop of one of the craggy, rust-colored, high-mowed mountains overlooking Cardigan Bay and the Irish Sea, is of no relevance to this story beyond the fact that for the first time I had a sense of doing what I had always wanted to do.

When I wrote him, begging off, he replied in his most appealing vein that he had made his plans on the assumption of my help without which he must give them up. Knowing that I should not, I surrendered. On my last night in the cottage I burned the manuscript, which de-

served no better fate. But I realized as I did so that in the heap of
crinkling black flakes edged with smoldering glow had vanished a free-
dom I had never succeeded in defending against my affection for him—
a freedom I might be long in regaining.

Late in June my family left the Ariosto house for the last time,
and sailed for France; and as their ship touched Plymouth on the

“It is thirty-one years,” my father had written in his journal during
that Atlantic crossing, “since I bade my parents good-bye and sailed
for Germany to study oriental languages. Thanks to textbook royalties,
I am for the first time in my life leaving America without financial
anxiety—and for the first time leaving behind me not one of those
to whom I owe everything, including such incidental recognition as
these years have brought.”

The summer was a continual reminder of the transformation his life
had undergone. As he moved about in Paris from one to another of
the many official meetings and social functions commemorating
Champollion’s historic achievement, and the founding of the Société
Asiatique (which he was obliged to attend as an official American
representative appointed by the Department of State), he noted that
“everything was characterized by the inevitable politics, the tinsel and
glitter, the dramatized hospitality, and at the same time the unexpected
bursts of graciousness and warm cordiality with which the French
imbue such occasions as naturally as they breathe.”

He stood one afternoon before a meeting of the Académie des In-
scriptions et Belles-Lettres and read a paper on his findings at
Salihiyah. “I remembered again,” he wrote later, “my first visit to Paris
and the Louvre Museum, that bitter winter of 1895. The intellectual
stature of the men now sitting before me had then seemed awesomely
great, and the scientific world which they inhabited very remote indeed.
Except for grayer beards and heavier figures, twenty-five years had
hardly altered them. It was their minds that startled me—somewhere
during the interim, most of them had ceased to expand, and premature,
inflexible old age had settled upon them like a blight.”

For the first time since 1907, he re-visited Germany and met his
old colleagues again. He found them “the same loyal friends I had
always known—all save Eduard Meyer, who sent me a message through
Erman that he had nothing against me personally, but that he could
have no intercourse with an American!”

His research on the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus had revealed
many words wholly new to Egyptology, which together with a large number of familiar ones in unusual contexts investing them with unaccustomed meanings, required several weeks of daily conferences with his colleague and one-time fellow student, Kurt Sethe, now an eminent authority and professor of Egyptology at the University of Göttingen.

When they were nearing the end of this intensive work, my father invited him and his family—excepting Frau Sethe, who was gravely ill—to join us on an automobile excursion of several days to their former haunts in the neighboring Harz Mountains. He and Sethe found old familiar paths, they sang again and reminded one another of that sublime August of exactly thirty years ago, the full flavor of which they might almost have recaptured but for the absence of Erman whose failing sight and strength had kept him in Berlin.

My father ordered for his old friends the best that was available of everything—which was easy to do, for the mark had already fallen to over 3000 to the dollar. But at the final midday meal together on the last day of our outing, when everything should have been at its gayest, the Sethe family suddenly fell silent, and one saw that their eyes were brimming. When my father, surprised and troubled, asked them what had happened to sadden them so, they smiled as best they could and said it was nothing, only the effect of much happiness coming to an end.

The day after their return to Göttingen, Sethe was noticeably subdued when he joined my father for their usual period of work together. Finally he said: "Forgive us, old friend, for our behavior yesterday. We ought not to have gone on your excursion, which you meant so kindly. America is a land of such plenty and so untouched by the War, that you would find it difficult to understand the effect upon us when you ordered as a matter of course, all sorts of dishes—meat, good bread, butter—and plied us with second helpings of everything which for years we have disciplined ourselves to do without. It is for lack of the very things which you take for granted, that my wife is now in her last illness!"

During the weeks that my father consulted the Egyptian Dictionary in connection with the Surgical Papyrus, "working in the familiar, gloomy, dungeon-like rooms filled with cold-storage air antedating the Franco-Prussian war," he saw much of old Erman who soon put him au courant again with the great project for which twenty-five years ago he had labored so long and we had traveled so widely. He found his "admiration stirred by the quiet perseverance with which
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throughout the War my old colleagues had continued their work on the Dictionary, and in the face of inflation and the most discouraging post-War conditions, are now planning for its publication."

With his visit to Oxford in October, 1922, to receive his honorary degree (an experience he described in a passage quoted toward the beginning of this book), one of his most memorable sojourns in Europe since he had first beheld it in 1891 came to an end; and once again, this time with his entire family, he returned to Egypt.

None of the three books Howard Carter published on his discovery of Tutenkhamon's tomb made any mention of an incident which was virtually the determining factor in bringing about his superlative find. He personally described it to me, and when I asked him why he had omitted it, merely shrugged his shoulders.

In the summer of 1922, he said, soon after he had returned to England from still another unsuccessful season of excavation for Lord Carnarvon in the Valley of the Kings' Tombs at Luxor, his patron summoned him to Highclere Castle to discuss the question of whether they should continue this expensive and thus far fruitless task. Carnarvon rather dreaded the interview which as it then seemed to him could end only in a decision even more saddening for Carter, if possible, than for himself.

He had in mind the fact that throughout his career in Egypt, Carter's one great hope had been "to dig in The Valley." When their association in excavation had begun in 1907, "it was in the joint hope," as Carter later recalled, * "that eventually we might be able to get a concession there." The latter was then and until 1914 continued to be held by Mr. Theodore M. Davis; and during the interim, Carter "dug [for Carnarvon] with varying fortune in other parts of the Theban necropolis." † The concession had in that year become available to


At this point let me anticipate the reader's quandary by noting that soon after the discovery, the spelling "Tutankhamen" was adopted and given out to the American press by the Egyptian Section of the Metropolitan Museum of New York. It differs slightly from "Tutenkhamon," which my father and many other Egyptologists had been using for upwards of 25 years, and which simply for that reason is used in this book. The difference is due partly to the arbitrary individualism of a younger generation, but largely to the fact that Orientalists and field archaeologists in the Near East have never unanimously agreed upon a consistent system of transliterating ancient or modern oriental languages into English.

† Ibid., p. 117.
Carnarvon only because Mr. Davis in his discouragement, after finding nothing for several seasons, had relinquished it. The Valley, he had insisted, was dug out. Even “Sir Gaston Maspero,” said Carter, “[then] Director of the Antiquities Department, who signed our concession, agreed with Mr. Davis that the site was exhausted. . . . However, . . . we were quite sure that there were areas, covered by the dumps of previous excavators, which had never been properly examined.”

Despite the duties in which the First World War involved him, Carter had been able during those years to excavate intermittently in The Valley. To make absolutely certain that not a square inch of its floor and slopes should escape his examination, he made a large-scale map of it upon which he subdivided the entire terrain into convenient sections; and as his excavation of an actual area progressed and he had completely satisfied himself that it contained nothing of value, he checked off the corresponding sections on the map. The real campaign began in the autumn of 1917. But the results consistently failed to justify the expense and effort they had involved, until by the spring of 1922 Carnarvon had about concluded that Davis and Maspero had been correct, and that the only sensible thing to do was to abandon further digging in The Valley.

Carter also anticipated their interview with anxiety, for he better than anyone knew that thus far the record warranted no other conclusion. His one hope resided in a simple plan which he proposed to lay before Carnarvon.

When they finally met at Highclere, Carnarvon reviewed the history of their work, expressed again his appreciation of the years of effort Carter had given to it; and with genuine regret, stated that in view of the post-War economic stringency, he would find it impossible to support further this obviously barren undertaking.

In reply Carter said that their consistent failure to find anything had not in the slightest weakened the conviction he had held for years, that The Valley contained at least one more royal tomb, probably that of Tutenkhamon, the existence of which was strongly indicated by circumstantial evidence. He granted again that perhaps even this problematical tomb might have been robbed in antiquity—but there was always the possibility that it had not!

Carter now laid before him the familiar map which showed, season by season, the record of their probing and excavation. At first glance not a single square meter of Valley floor and slopes appeared un-

checked, but Carter reminded him that just below the entrance to the tomb of Ramses VI there remained a small triangular area, clearance of which they had postponed for some later, off-season time because it would temporarily prevent visitors from entering the foregoing tomb. In this area he had noted the foundation remains of a row of crude stone huts, evidently built by ancient tomb workmen, which he would have to remove in order to probe the terrain beneath them.

Now, said Carter, only when this triangle had been cleared would he feel that their work in The Valley had been absolutely completed. He therefore wished to propose that Carnarvon grant him permission to undertake one more season’s work at his—Carter’s—own expense, using Carnarvon’s concession, and the same workmen and equipment he had employed for years; and if at the end of this final season he found nothing, he would of course, and with a good conscience, agree that they should abandon The Valley. But if on the other hand he should make a discovery, it should belong to Carnarvon exactly as under their long-standing arrangement.

Carnarvon was by nature a sportsman, and Carter’s proposal appealed to him as eminently fair—in fact, as too generous. He would agree, he said, to another and final season of excavation; but it would be at his own, not Carter’s expense. They shook hands upon it and that autumn Carter returned to Egypt for what was to be his farewell season in the Valley of the Kings’ Tombs.

“Would he find the missing tomb of Tutenkhamon?” my father later wrote of this extraordinary quest. “The tombs of all the great emperors had long ago been found. But at the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty there was a gap caused by the fact that the revolutionary Pharaoh, Ikhnaton (Amenhoph IV), after annihilating the old gods, especially Amon, and introducing the exclusive worship of a sole god, the sun-god Aton, had forsaken Amon’s imperial city of Thebes and built for himself a new capital at Tell el-Amarna, some 228 miles downriver. There he had established the earliest monotheism, and there he had made his tomb. Dying without a son, he was succeeded first by one and then another son-in-law.

“The second of these sons-in-law, Tutenkhaton (‘Living Image of Aton,’ as his name signified), was unable to maintain the religious revolution against priestly opposition. The priests of Amon at the old capital forced him to return there and resume the worship of the old gods, especially Amon. They obliged him even to change his name by inserting Amon in the place of Aton. He became Tutenkhamon, ‘Living
Image of Amon, and his wife, the princess Enkhosnepaaton (‘She Lives by Aton’), was likewise constrained to renounce the name her great father had given her, and to become Enkhosnamon (‘She Lives by Amon’). Tutenkhamon reigned for only a few years somewhere between 1375 and 1350 B.C.

“During the season of 1907-1908, Mr. Davis’s workmen had found a cache of large baked clay jars containing funerary equipment consisting mainly of bundles of linen but including many of the things used in funeral processions. He dismissed the discovery as unimportant, and it might have been forgotten altogether had not Herbert E. Winlock of the Metropolitan Museum noticed that seal impressions in the closures of the jars, and a marking on one of the pieces of linen contained the name of Tutenkhamon. This, together with other indications, made it credible that the King himself lay buried somewhere in the Valley of the Kings’ Tombs.

“The astonishing revolution which Tutenkhamon had survived had carried the art of Egypt to a level of beauty surpassing anything before known in Egypt or anywhere else in the early Orient. If the missing tomb existed at all and had escaped the post-Empire robbers, perhaps it might contain some of the artistic splendor of this remarkable period. Who could say?”

As in previous years, we sailed from Cairo almost continuously southward. On November 26 we stopped for an hour at Luxor only for provisions, without ourselves even stepping ashore, before pushing steadily on to the temple of Abu Simbel which we reached one evening just as a sunset of Sahara rose-quartz was giving way to the white glory of a Nubian moon. By December 7 we had returned again to Aswan, at the foot of the First Cataract, where a large sack of accumulated mail was brought aboard.

Among the letters was a note from Lord Carnarvon, written as he was hurriedly departing for England, expressing great regret that before a messenger could reach my father while we had stopped at Luxor on November 26, the day of “the opening of a tomb or cache which Carter has found,” we had sailed southward beyond his reach. “I wish I had known earlier [that you were arriving], for I might then have persuaded you to stop a day and behold a marvelous sight. Still, there is another sealed door to be opened, and I hope I shall then have the pleasure of seeing you there!”

“He did not say what it was,” my father wrote soon afterward,
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“for he knew I would understand that Carter had found what might be the tomb of Tutankhamon”

When we reached Luxor again a few days later, Carter was absent in Cairo. There were vague rumors in the town that he had discovered a tomb, but the press had not yet received the full story, and the name of Luxor had not yet been spread to the remotest corners of the earth.

My father was eager to see the exact location of the find, and on the day before Carter’s return we visited the Valley of the Kings’ Tombs, approaching it by the usual road which enters it from the river flood plain. As we neared the mouth of The Valley, we passed on our right the one-story adobe houses in which Carter had lived all through the years of his fruitless quest. I thought back to my boyhood visits to this strange burial place of ancient kings, and to my first meeting with him on the day when Davis’s workmen had uncovered another royal tomb which like all the rest had been robbed in antiquity. But now at last Carter had apparently earned his reward.

Immediately below and slightly to the right of the entrance to the tomb of Ramses VI, we came upon a freshly excavated pit which had been walled on three sides with newly laid, unmortared rubble. In the middle of this pit there was a pile of debris topped by a crude slab of limestone upon which had been hastily drawn with black paint the coat of arms of the house of Carnarvon. Guarding this pile of debris sat a Mr. Callender, one of Carter’s assistants, a loaded rifle across his knees. Three trusted native carpenters were busily constructing a small shack for housing watchmen, protecting equipment, and the like; while at intervals along the rubble retaining walls stood native soldiers, also guarding the place with loaded rifles. An occasional passing tourist would peer perfunctorily into the pit and in the gleaming hot sun would note chiefly the huge beads of perspiration upon Mr. Callender’s uncovered and balding head. At this particular moment of calm before an unparalleled deluge of world-wide publicity, the scene of Carter’s discovery was singularly unimpressive.

Next morning, on his return from Cairo, Carter came directly from his train to our boat, where for two hours which flew like as many minutes, he sat telling us the story of his find.

He had reached Luxor on October 28, he said, and by the morning of November I had made up the payroll of his old workmen, and was ready to begin trenching southwards at the northeast corner of the entrance to Ramses VI’s tomb. By late afternoon of the 3rd his men had again laid bare the foundation stones of the row of ancient work-
men's huts beneath which he had never probed. When he arrived at the "dig" the next morning—the 4th—he found the men impatiently awaiting his arrival: for, a little more than two feet under the very first hut they had attacked, they had come upon a step cut into bed rock; and in accordance with the rule always observed by well-trained workmen on every archaeological excavation, they had stopped their digging pending the arrival of their chief.

"Think of it!" Carter exclaimed at this point in his story—"twice before I had come within two yards of that first stone step! The first time was years ago when I was digging for Davis, and he suggested that we shift our work to some 'more promising spot.' The second was only a few seasons ago when Lord Carnarvon and I decided to reserve clearance of this area for a time when we wouldn't interfere with visitors to the tomb of Ramses VI."

Another day's work laid bare more steps and the rectangular opening of a descending stairway passage; and presently, the upper part of a doorway sealed with rubble which in turn had been covered with mortar wherein had been made many seal impressions. Very carefully, without destroying any of the latter, he broke a small hole at the top by which he was able to determine that the space beyond was filled with the same kind of limestone chips and debris which his men had been removing up to this point.

He now re-sealed this hole, ordered the men to re-fill the entrance passage up to the former surface level, posted a strong guard over the place. His excitement allowed him little sleep that night, and early the next morning he hurried to the telegraph office in Luxor to send Carnarvon a cable (which Carter showed my father), reading, "AT LAST HAVE MADE WONDERFUL DISCOVERY IN VALLEY; A MAGNIFICENT TOMB WITH SEALS INTACT; RE-COVERED SAME FOR YOUR ARRIVAL; CONGRATULATIONS."

Later that day he took further precautions against robbery by having his workmen pile additional debris over the site of the discovery, and by posting a squad of Egyptian soldiers at the spot. On top of the heap of debris he had his workmen place some of the large stones which had composed the ancient workmen's huts; and on one of these stones he had himself daubed an approximation of the Carnarvon coat of arms.

With his daughter, Lady Evelyn Herbert, for years his companion on his visits to Egypt, Carnarvon made the journey to Luxor as
quickly as he could. In anticipation of their arrival on November 23, Carter had re-excavated the pit; and by the afternoon of the 24th, Carnarvon and Lady Evelyn had witnessed the clearance of sixteen steps, as creamy white as if they had just been cut, leading down to the new completely exposed sealed doorway.

"It was toward midday of the 25th," Carter continued, "that Lord Carnarvon and I would have been especially grateful for your presence, for we had spent the morning in carefully studying and photographing the seal impressions which had been made while the mortar was still soft, immediately after the door had been blocked shut in antiquity. We noted that the upper part of the doorway was covered with one set of seals, and that at the bottom there was evidence of the tomb having been broken into and subsequently re-sealed and stamped with another set of seal impressions. It appeared certain that the tomb had been broken into in antiquity!"

The next stage of the work was to remove the blocking of the door in sections, with a minimum of damage to the seal impressions, so that they could be more carefully studied by my father and others at a later time. By the afternoon of November 25, the blocking of the first doorway had been completely removed and the workmen had begun clearance of a descending passageway beyond it.

November 26th—when we had stopped briefly at Luxor, and Carnarvon’s messenger had failed to reach us in time—proved to be what Carter called "the day of days." All morning the clearance of the descending passage continued, and by mid-afternoon, at a distance of thirty feet from the first doorway, the workmen now came upon a second one, almost identical in the matter of seal impressions and evidence of having been broken into in ancient times. With Carnarvon at his side, Carter now made a small opening in the upper left hand corner of this sealed doorway. As a test for any possible deadly gases, he inserted a lighted candle. It only flickered in a rush of hot, musty air which had been pent up for almost thirty-three centuries! Next, he broke away a little more of the rubble closure, and inserting an electric flashlight, leaned forward and looked through the opening.

As Carter spoke, his imagination recaptured the emotion of that first moment, and his voice failed him. He paused for a moment, and then remarked that he had been similarly moved when he stood peering in at the ineffable wonders of the first chamber, and thought back over the long barren years which had led up to this unbelievable
consummation of all his hopes. We understood—for as he sat describing in a low voice what he had seen in those first moments, we too found ourselves deeply stirred.

He did not yet know the extent of the wealth he had found. On the back of an old letter which he pulled from his pocket, he hastily sketched as much of the ground plan of the tomb or cache as he could remember, and while doing so, described briefly some of the treasure and its location in the antechamber. The stark simplicity of the room and the total absence of decoration or even of any finish on the walls might indicate that this was a cache where the King’s funerary treasure had been hastily hidden at his death, which must have occurred in politically troublous times; and that the actual burial of the King might have been performed elsewhere.

Some years before as Chief Inspector of Antiquities for Upper Egypt, Carter had supervised the installation of an electric generator in the Valley, and of lighting in most of the tombs. He was therefore now able to set his men to work connecting the foregoing system with the new find. But this was only one detail among a thousand important problems confronting him. He and Carnarvon immediately arranged an official opening of the tomb, to which important personages from the Egyptian government and the British administration in Cairo were invited, including the Cairo correspondent of the London Times. Immediately after this Carter once again re-sealed both doorways with very heavy timbers, re-filled the entire pit with debris, and took further precautions to safeguard the area. Carnarvon and Lady Evelyn Herbert hurried back to England to make countless arrangements necessitated by the discovery. Carter himself went to Cairo to gather all the cotton batting, collodion, paraffin and other preparatorial equipment and preservatives available there on such short notice; and to have built a massive grated steel door for installation in the entrance to the first chamber.

“We shall now re-excavate the entrance,” Carter said, “install the steel door—which was shipped on my train—and make many other preparations which will consume three days. On the third day from today, please cross the river as if on a routine visit to the Theban temples, climb the mountain as if for the view—and then drop down into The Valley. Plan to reach the tomb at three o’clock in the afternoon. Bring with you a complete change of underclothes—the temperature in the tomb is still such that after only a brief stay in it, one comes forth dripping with perspiration!”
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Thereupon with an abrupt good-bye he climbed into his waiting felucca and soon disappeared on the west bank of the river.

On the third morning thereafter we did exactly as he had told us, casually crossed the river, mounted donkeys and rode to the great temples and ruins along the margin of the western desert. Presently we left our donkeys at the foot of the cliffs, and as if merely to get the view, ascended the old familiar trail. With no one following us or aware of our errand, we continued climbing to the crest of the great ridge, thence descended at once on the other side.

At the entrance pit of the new find we were met by Howard Carter and his assistant Mr. Callender; and Mr. Harry Burton, expert photographer, and Mr. A. C. Mace, field archaeologist, respectively from the Metropolitan Museum’s Expedition at Thebes and Lisht, the services of whose entire staff had been lent to Lord Carnarvon by the Museum. Also awaiting us and their first view of the tomb were Mr. Winlock, Field Director of the Metropolitan Museum Expedition, Mrs. Winlock and one of their daughters.

The appearance of the entrance pit had changed greatly since our earlier visit. The little shack had been completed, the entrance passage to the tomb had been cleared of the tons of protective debris, chairs had been placed at the head of the stone stairway, and everything wore a purposeful, businesslike air.

To relieve the curious tension of the moment, we exchanged perfunctory commonplaces, while the men took off their coats. Carter now stepped to the head of the stairway and said, “Are we ready? Come, please!”—then turned and began the short descent.

My father and the other gentlemen followed him down the sixteen steps which ended in an inclined passage. The place was not deep—not more than forty feet from the open air to the grated steel door now installed in the final entrance. In front of the latter had been hung a white sheet upon which a flood of radiance from behind cast shadows of the steel bars in silhouette. All my life I shall remember the picture of that little group of men as they stood waiting with glowing eyes while Carter paused with his left hand at the upper corner of the white sheet, then suddenly drew it away.

Through the steel bars we saw an incredible vision, an impossible scene from a fairy tale, an enchanted property-room from the opera house of some great composer’s dreams. Opposite us were three couches upon which a king had lain, all about were chests, caskets, alabaster vases, gold-embellished stools and chairs—the heaped-up
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riches of a Pharaoh who had died some three thousand two hundred and fifty years ago—before Crete had passed her zenith, before Greece had been born or Rome conceived, or more than half of the history of civilization had taken place. In the brilliant light, against the white limestone wall, the colors of all these things were vibrant yet soft—a medley of brown, yellow, blue, amber, gold, russet and black.

Carter stepped forward, unlocked four large Yale locks, removed several steel chains and smaller padlocks, then swung open the barred gate. Not even the harsh rattle of steel against steel could break the spell upon us all; and when Carter said to my father and Winlock, “Will you not enter?” they were reluctant to move lest everything vanish like a mirage.

Still hesitant, they went in very slowly, followed by Carter. The former two stood for some time as if transfixed, their incredulous gaze taking in the entire room. When at last they turned and looked into Carter’s face, one could see tears in the eyes of all three men—even for Carter, to whom it was no longer new, the experience was overpoweringly moving. Words failed them, and by mutual instinct they all shook hands and laughed a little sheepishly as they rubbed their eyes, and my father and Winlock began examining the wealth about them.

“I could only utter one exclamation of amazement after another, and then turn again and shake Carter’s hand,” my father wrote afterward. “Emotion struggled with the habit of years to observe and to understand, a struggle in which my critical faculties were for the moment completely routed. All about us lay a totally new revelation of ancient life, transcending anything we had ever known before. Here was the magnificence which only the wealth and splendor of the Imperial Age in Egypt in the fourteenth century before Christ could have wrought or conceived—and as it at first seemed, with everything still standing as it was placed there when the tomb was last closed. Never was anything so dramatic in the whole range of archaeological discovery as this first view of what must surely be Tutenkhamon’s tomb.

“Against the rear wall of this first chamber—which was about 14 feet wide and approximately 26 feet long—and extending almost its entire length, were placed head to foot three magnificent couches all overwrought with gold. As one faced them they were breast high—his majesty probably required some sort of portable step when he climbed into bed. The couch at the right was made in the form of a
standing panther, the creature’s head and legs forming respectively the bedposts at the head and the supports beneath the couch. The middle couch had the form of a mottled cow with four horns, while the third couch at the left was a grotesque typhon-like hippo with mouth open showing the grinning teeth.

"Under the couches were chairs and caskets, chests and boxes. On the inside of the back of the finest of these chairs there is a representation of the King and his Queen standing together. The work is executed in gold and silver with incrustation and inlay of semi-precious stones in bright colors. In art and craftsmanship it is one of the finest pieces of work now in existence from any age of the world.

"In a corner at the right I knelt before a lovely casket containing part of the royal raiment. The outside of this casket was painted with scenes in miniature, representing the Pharaoh and the royal suite engaged in hunting and in war—a dying lion clutches with his mighty paw at an arrow which has entered his open mouth and hangs broken from his gnashing teeth, while his wounded jungle comrades lie about him in postures of pathetic suffering. The marvelous refinement of detail, especially the depiction of the hairy manes, reminds one of similar work by Albrecht Dürer.

"In the left corner of the front wall lay the dismounted wheels and other parts of a number of royal chariots. Like the back of the royal chair, and fully equal to it in art and craftsmanship, they were adorned with sumptuous designs in gold and with incrustation of semi-precious stones. The wheels bore traces of having been driven over the rough streets of Thebes. They were therefore not show pieces especially prepared for the King’s tomb, but vehicles intended for actual use—and nevertheless, adorned like this! Not vulgar and ostentatious magnificence, but the richness of matured and refined art, formed the daily environment of these great rulers of the Nile in the fourteenth century before Christ.

"The splendor of Nineveh and Babylon seems now but a rough foil for setting off the civilization of Egyptian Thebes, which could boast such craftsmen as had produced this royal furniture—men quite worthy to stand beside Lorenzo Ghiberti and Benvenuto Cellini. I felt the traditional ‘culture values’ of the ancient world shifting so rapidly that it made me fairly dizzy!

"I aimlessly fingered notebook and pencil. Of what use were notes made in such a state of mind, with myriad details and whirling thoughts crowding to be recorded all at once? There, between two of
the couches, stood four alabaster vases carved with open-work flowers growing on each side and forming the handles. No one had ever seen such vases before. Yonder was a casket of jewelry, and under one of the couches lay a courtier’s magnificent baton with a superb handle of gleaming gold, the designs being done in filigree and lovely chevrons made up of tiny spheres of gold, laid—scores of them to the inch—on a background of sheet gold.

"Just beyond this casket was a door in the back wall of the chamber, opposite the chariots and accessible only by crawling under the left-hand couch. Carter handed me a portable electric light, and I crawled under the tall couch to peep through the door. It had originally been sealed with masonry like the other doors, and like them had been broken through at the bottom. Beyond this breach, I could see a second room which Carter had christened ‘The Annex.’ This was so filled with royal furniture, it was impossible to enter the place without injury to its contents.

"Leaning against the wall to the right, and immediately beside the door as one entered the antechamber, was a large, now brown and desiccated bouquet of what on the burial day had been exquisite, gay-colored flowers.

"Farther to the right, and facing each other like silent sentries on either side of a still unopened sealed doorway in the right end-wall of the chamber, stood two life-size statues of the King, each resting upon a reed mat. Each wore a regal kilt overlaid with gold, a crown of gold, and massive golden sandals. From the forehead of each rose a royal asp of shining gold, each held in its right hand a baton of gold, and in its left a golden staff. The statues themselves were of oiled wood, blackened with age. In spite of their sumptuous gilding, oxidation had invested the royal figures with something of the ‘somber livery of the burnished sun’ under which the King had lived.

"A second glance had quickly dispelled my initial impression that the royal tomb equipment had never been disturbed: evidences of disturbance and robbery were unmistakable. Openwork designs in heavy sheet gold which had filled the spaces between the legs of the finer chairs had been wrenched out and carried away. The chariots had suffered similarly, and when the robbers had finished with them, they had thrown the parts aside in disorder. They had also left the inner or ‘Annex’ chamber in great confusion. One of two shrines under the right hand couch had been broken open, and when the robbers found that the statuette of the serpent goddess within was not of solid
gold, they had troubled neither to reclose the tiny double doors, nor to open its companion shrine of identical design and size, upon the doors of which the clay seal remained unbroken.

“As the robbers left, they found in their way a common couch for ordinary household use. They tossed this hastily aside—possibly as they hurriedly escaped from the tomb, where they may have been interrupted at their work—and it still lies on top of the couch resembling a cow, with one of the cow’s horns sticking through the plaited thongs which had been tightly stretched across the couch frame. The marauders must have taken with them many vessels and other objects made entirely of gold.

“It was now important, besides being a ‘Sherlock Holmes’ task of unusual interest, to determine who these early tomb robbers were, or at least to gain some rough approximation of the date when they forced their entrance. The holes they had made in the two outside doorways to the tomb had not been large. Carter had of course carefully preserved the plaster with its precious seal impressions, which had covered the masonry closure. When I mentioned this problem to him, he urged me to return the next day for an intensive study of the seals.”

As Carter had forewarned us, the air in the tomb, heated by almost thirty-three centuries of Egyptian sun, was insufferably hot. But so exhilarating had been this amazing experience that when we emerged into the cool air of the oncoming twilight we were unaware of being utterly wilted and weary, and conscious only of a sense of elation and of moving in a dream as we returned in the dusk over the cliffs and across the plain and the river to Luxor. I kept remembering that evening years before when as a small boy almost dead for sleep, I had ridden home along this same route from my first visit to The Valley.

The next day (November 18) my father returned to examine the seal impressions in the plaster which had covered the first two doors to the Tomb—the sections of plaster were now stored in a neighboring tomb which Carter was using as a workshop and laboratory.

“The ancient officials who had made the seal impressions had unfortunately neglected to use enough dust on the seal,” my father wrote. “The plaster had consequently stuck to the seal, and when it was pulled away, the plaster under it had come away with it, leaving an almost or totally illegible impression. But as the same seal was used many times it was possible to read the four different seals on the two doors by combining the impressions of each. Three of the seals con-
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obtained the name of Tutenkhamon, and the fourth was that of the cemetery administration, and not necessarily post-Empire. The re-sealing after the robbery had not been marked with the name of any post-Empire king. These facts in themselves seemed to confirm that we were dealing not with a cache merely containing the King’s mortuary furniture, but with the tomb of Tutenkhamon.

“There still remained to be studied the seals on the unopened doorway guarded by the King’s statues. Carter asked me to return again the following day, to examine this doorway.

“As I rode across the Theban plain the next morning, my mind was absorbed with the problem on which we were engaged. If Tutenkhamon’s tomb had really escaped the post-Empire robbers, who could have robbed it under the power and wealth and efficiency of the great Pharaohs of the Empire—rulers who were quite capable of protecting the tombs of their ancestors?

“At Carter’s house I found him with a mass of telegrams and letters from all sorts of people who were trying to gain a glimpse of the wonderful tomb. When he had disposed of these as best he could, we rode together up the wild and impressive Valley. Under the brilliant morning sun the rocks and cliffs glowed with a fabulous light, a splendor worthy of the sepulchres of Egypt’s greatest dead, the ‘Sons of the Sun,’ as the Pharaohs called themselves.

“A mountain of sunlit limestone rose above the tomb of Tutenkhamon. We descended into the ante-chamber, and as the sound of our footsteps ceased, we stood for a moment in the silence in which the King had slept for over thirty-two centuries.

“I turned to the sealed door at our right. The floor before it was encumbered with small objects which it was unwise to move before the preliminary record of the conditions in the tomb had been made. To bring my eyes close enough to the seal-covered mortar, I had to stand on the ancient reed matting on which the two statues of the King had so long ago been placed.

“Carnarvon and Carter had decided at the very outset that the tomb had been robbed under Ramses IX, and Carnarvon had published a statement to that effect in a letter to the London Times. But it was inconceivable to me that post-Empire robbers could have left so much untouched treasure in the tomb. I now said so to Carter; and when he replied that there were no robberies known in the royal cemetery before the close of the Empire, I showed him that the seal which he and Carnarvon had read as ‘Ramses IX’ was actually a seal
of Tutenkhamon; and that both the other sealed doorways, covered with scores and scores of seal impressions, bore only the name of Tutenkhamon or of the cemetery administration.

"I also reminded him that the tomb of Thutmose IV, which Carter himself had excavated, had after a robbery been restored by Tutenkhamon's almost immediate successor, King Harmhab, who had left a record of this pious deed on a wall of Thutmose IV's tomb. If another royal burial had suffered robbery soon after Tutenkhamon's death, might not the same robbers, I said, also have entered his tomb? At this point Carter exclaimed, 'My God, I never thought of that!'

"He repeated these words when I further recalled to him that the huts of the workmen who excavated the tomb of Ramses VI were built directly across the mouth of Tutenkhamon's tomb, showing that the latter had been covered over and forgotten long before Ramses IX's reign and the post-Empire robbers of the latter's time!

"Carter now left me to myself and as I became absorbed in the detailed examination of one imperfect, almost illegible seal impression after another, I began to hear strange rustling, murmuring, whispering sounds which rose and fell, and sometimes wholly died away.

"These sounds were evidence of the melancholy changes already taking place around me. For the air in this chamber had remained absolutely still and undisturbed for over three thousand years, until Carter had entered it. Now the incoming outside air was altering the temperature and the quality of the atmosphere in the tomb. Physical and chemical changes were being accelerated, and the wood in the furniture was adjusting itself to new strains, with resulting audible snapping and fracturing. All this meant that the life of the superlatively beautiful things around me was limited: a few generations more, and even in the protection of a museum, the objects not of pottery, stone, or metal will steadily deteriorate.

"Looking down upon me on either hand in quiet serenity, as I puzzled over seal impressions made but a short time after his death, was the benign face of a ruler who had dominated the ancient world in the days when the Hebrews were captives in Egypt and Moses, their leader and liberator, had not yet been born. Only the brilliant rays of the electric light suggested the modern world into which these amazing survivals from the remote past had been so unexpectedly projected.

"As I sat copying the 150 or so seals, a curious incident occurred. I happened to glance up at the face of one of the statues of the King—and as I did so, he clearly and unmistakably winked at me!
"For a moment this was strangely disturbing, but I quickly found the explanation. Attached to a virtually invisible filament hanging from the King’s eyebrow in front of his eye, was a tiny piece of the dark pigment which had been used in coloring the statues and was now dropping off in small iridescent, shiny, mica-like flakes. In the faint movement of the air from the doorway, the suspended flake had caught and reflected the light in a manner exactly resembling a wink!

"This incident and the continuing sounds put me in mind of the story I had just heard of an occurrence which had taken place soon after Carter’s return that October to his house at the mouth of The Valley.

"Before leaving England he had remarked to his friends that he was tired of living alone in Egypt, as he had done for nearly thirty years. They had assumed he was about to take unto himself a wife. But all that he acquired was a canary bird!

"He hung the bird in its cage from the ceiling of the portico in his house. There are no song birds in Egypt, and the carolling of the canary was very pleasant, especially for the natives who had never heard anything of the kind before and who came flocking for miles to hear it sing. They all said, ‘The bird will bring good fortune!’ Not very long after this, Carter uncovered the first step of the flight of stairs leading down to the tomb of Tuteukhamon.

"When they heard of the discovery the natives said, ‘We knew it would be so—the bird has done it, the bird has brought him to this tomb!’ And they promptly christened it ‘The Tomb of the Bird.’

"Word soon spread through the villages of the region that a statue of the King stood guard on either side of a sealed doorway to what must of course be the burial place of the King himself. And on the King’s forehead, they said, just as on his statues, would be found the sacred cobra with his hood spread and his tongue darting out and threatening to poison the King’s enemies, exactly as the ancient Egyptians believed it did.

"One day soon after the discovery Carter sent an assistant to fetch something from his house which happened to be empty, the servants having gone to the weekly market at Luxor. As the man approached the house he heard a faint, almost human cry. Then all was silent again—even the bird had stopped singing.

"Upon entering, he looked almost instinctively at the cage and saw coiled within it a cobra holding in its mouth the dead canary.

"News of this spread quickly and all the natives now said, ‘Alas,
that was the King’s cobra, revenging itself upon the bird for having betrayed the place of the tomb—and now something terrible will happen!"

"There was obviously nothing sinister or occult about the presence of a cobra in the cage. But as I sat there between the two already legendary statues of the King and heard the strange noises all around me, I could not help recalling this story.

"I continued working until I had examined every seal impression from the top of the doorway to a point near the bottom where the small objects and the reed matting interfered. It was already evident that this mysterious unopened doorway contained the same seals I had found on the other two doors; and in addition, fifteen impressions of a new seal (which did not appear on the other two doors) containing the name of Tutenkhamon himself. Whatever robbery had occurred had not been post-Empire.

"The hole made by the robbers at the bottom of this doorway was obviously much too small to have permitted the removal of anything but quite small objects. Almost certainly, therefore, the body of the only Pharaoh of the Empire which may have escaped the destruction of post-Empire disorder and lawlessness, lay beyond this doorway.

"Carter invited me to return from Cairo to Luxor as soon as he should have cleared the antechamber and have made ready to open the burial chamber.

"On the morning of February 14, 1923, as I sat working on the Coffin Texts in a long skylighted gallery which had been assigned to us in the Cairo Museum, I received a telegram from Lord Carnarvon summoning me again to Luxor; and by the middle of the following morning I found myself once more seated before the mysterious sealed doorway.

"The antechamber had been cleared, which greatly facilitated a re-examination of all of the 150 seal impressions. Again the evidence was unequivocal. Every seal belonged to Tutenkhamon’s reign. The robbery must have been only slight and cursory, and must have occurred very soon after his burial.

"The next afternoon, February 16, in the presence of Lord Carnarvon and Lady Evelyn Herbert, several high officials from the Egyptian Government and various notable representatives of England, France and the United States, Carter with the assistance of Mr. Mace broke open the last sealed doorway. For three hours the little group sat utterly enthralled while the men methodically removed stone after
stone, until they had revealed a great catafalque or shrine built of wood covered with sheet gold and inset with plaques of blue faience—the outermost of a series of shrines within the last of which the King lies buried.

“When we opened the doors of this first catafalque or shrine, we found that the seal on the next inner shrine was still unbroken. The evidence of the seals on the doorway to the burial chamber was thus corroborated.

“The floor of the burial chamber, which was approximately 12 feet wide by something under 20 feet long, was about four feet lower than that of the antechamber. Carter’s subsequent measurements showed the outermost shrine to be about 17 feet long, 11 feet wide and 9 feet high; so that it almost completely filled the burial chamber. When Carter permitted us to enter, two at a time, we were therefore barely able to make our way between this outermost shrine and the walls of the room over to the farther right hand corner where another doorway, in this instance unsealed, opened into what Carter called a store chamber. This room, approximately 10 by 12 feet in size, contained a great array of chests (most of them with their seals still unbroken), furniture, models of ships, and above all, a miniature shrine exceeding in beauty and quality even the loveliest things we had seen in the other rooms.”

Carnarvon asked my father to make translations of the seals on the shrines and chests, and so far as possible of the inscriptions on the furniture and other objects which might possibly yield immediate information regarding Tutenkhamon’s death and burial and perhaps his reign.

“He also formally requested me,” my father added, “to do all the historical work involved in the discovery and its eventual publication. Although this was a staggering assignment, I agreed to undertake it. He appeared to be quite pleased and relieved—reactions which I told him frankly I could not share! At the same time, Carter asked me to his house for a conference during which he formally made the same request, stating that he would confirm the arrangement in writing.”

The discovery of Tutenkhamon’s tomb—the most romantic and thrilling story of archaeological exploration and discovery since Schliemann’s revelations at Troy and those of Sir Arthur Evans in Crete—
broke upon a world sated with post-First World War conferences, with nothing proved and nothing achieved, after a summer journalistically so dull that an English farmer’s report of a gooseberry the size of a crabapple achieved the main news pages of the London metropolitan dailies. It was hardly surprising therefore that the Tutenkhamon discovery should have received a volume of world-wide publicity exceeding anything in the entire history of science. Almost overnight Carter and Carnarvon became international figures.

Their fame brought with it a host of unaccustomed and extraordinarily harassing problems. Carter was suddenly faced with the most enormous and difficult task which had ever confronted a field archaeologist, and with an inundation of visitors such as Egypt had not experienced since the Persian invasion. All day long a continual procession of messengers brought him sacks of telegrams, notes, letters and messages from hundreds upon hundreds of individuals entreating or demanding the privilege of viewing the tomb.

The seasonal volume of mail at the Luxor post office was doubled and trebled. The telegraph office at the station was completely buried under a deluge of newspaper despatches. Tourist shops quickly sold out their stocks of cameras and films, and of books on the history of Egypt. The two leading hotels of Luxor set up tents in their gardens, where many guests were fortunate to be accommodated for a single night on army cots. Each day the hordes of visitors swarmed across the river and into The Valley, where they gathered around the pit at the opening to Tutenkhamon’s tomb and lined the path along which, once the work of removal had begun, the contents were carried to an incompletely tomb set aside as a workshop and preparatorial laboratory.

Carter, by nature nervous and high-strung, was now working inordinately long days at top speed under an inhuman strain, and his normally quick temper became tried in the extreme. Carnarvon himself was less actively involved in the work of salvaging the contents of the tomb, but he too suffered the inescapable tribulations which the discovery had thrust upon him. In their effort to ameliorate a situation unique in their experience, both men committed errors of judgment, the consequences of which were to extend far beyond the discovery itself.

By far the most complicated and vexatious of all their problems was that of coping with the press of the entire world. From the begin-
ning Carnarvon had favored the London *Times*. Over Carter's emphatic protests, he presently entered into an agreement with his friend, Major John Jacob Astor, chairman of the London Times Company, Ltd., whereby the *Times* was given a world copyright on all news, pictures, etc., from the tomb. Under this arrangement the *Times* sold its Tutankhamon news to all newspapers which cared to buy it, and turned over any profits over and above expenses, to Carnarvon to help defray the cost of the work on the tomb.

The net effect was to give to the London *Times* what seemed to the rest of the English-speaking press an unearned and continuing "scoop" on a story which belonged to the history of the entire civilized world. Whether justly or unjustly, the *Times* gained for itself widespread editorial condemnation and resentment both in England and the United States. The resulting feuds and enmities affected even the scientific men in their relation to the tomb, contributed to the growing misunderstanding and eventual breach between Carter and the Egyptian government, and played a definite part in the legal battle and the various other complications in which the tomb presently became involved.

All this was in itself unfortunate enough. But the discovery had created still another serious problem toward which Carnarvon's attitude, however justifiable on legal grounds, also resulted in regrettable consequences.

As stated in an earlier chapter, permission to excavate a given site in Egypt was granted by the Department of Antiquities to accredited individuals and institutions in the form of a concession, renewable annually. Carnarvon's concession to excavate in the Valley of the Kings' Tombs contained among other stipulations the following:

"8. Mummies of the Kings, of Princes, and of High Priests, together with their coffins and sarcophagi, shall remain the property of the Antiquities Service.

9. Tombs which are discovered intact, together with all objects they may contain, shall be handed over to the Museum whole and without division.

10. In the case of tombs *which have already been searched* [the italics are mine], the Antiquities Service shall, over and above the mummies and sarcophagi intended in Article 8, reserve for themselves all objects of capital importance from the point of view of history and archaeology, and shall share the remainder with the Permittee.

"As it is probable that the majority of such tombs as may be
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discovered will fall within the category of the present article, it is agreed that the Permittee's share will sufficiently recompense him for the pains and labor of the undertaking."

Because the tomb of Tutenkhamon was unique in the history of Egyptian archaeology, and despite the fact that beyond question it had been "searched"—an ambiguous phrase presumably meaning "entered and robbed in antiquity"—the Antiquities Service contended that everything it contained came under the heading of "objects of capital importance" which the government had reserved the right to retain. On the other hand, Carnarvon held that as stipulated in Article 10, the Service was contractually bound to share with him a large portion of the tomb's contents.

Just as Carter had flatly disagreed with him over his arrangement with the London Times, so he now disagreed with him over this knotty question of a division of a portion of the tomb's contents to which, he contended, Carnarvon should unreservedly renounce any rights or claims whatsoever.

"This painful situation," my father wrote on March 12, 1923, "resulted in such strained relations between Carter and Carnarvon that a complete break seemed inevitable. Alan Gardiner and I succeeded in pouring oil on the waters, but in so doing we both fell from Carter's good graces. The man is by no means wholly to blame—what he has gone through has broken him down."

Finally Carnarvon one day called upon Carter at his house to discuss the various matters upon which they could not seem to reach an agreement. Carter was on the verge of a nervous breakdown, and his patron's usual good nature had for once deserted him. Bitter words were exchanged, and in anger Carter requested his old friend to leave his house and never to enter it again.

Soon after this, an insect, probably a mosquito, stung Carnarvon's face. When he shaved the following morning he slightly cut the small welt raised by the sting, and for several succeeding mornings his razor scraped off the little scab which had formed each day over the original cut. He neglected to apply a disinfectant; and one morning an ordinary—which is to say, unspeakably filthy—Egyptian fly settled upon the tiny wound just long enough to infect it.

Carnarvon thought nothing of it, and went about as usual until he became aware of a high fever. He casually called in a doctor who instantly ordered him to bed and to follow a strict diet from which alcohol was absolutely excluded. But he still refused to take the matter
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seriously. Genially disregarding these instructions, he continued his former diet, supplementing it each evening with a bottle of the favorite vintage he had had sent out to him from his cellars at Highclere Castle.

Carter called to see him, and the two men were reconciled. But Carnarvon never crossed the former’s threshold again. He was taken by train to the cooler climate of Cairo, and though attended by his personal physician who had been summoned from England, his condition grew steadily worse. Ever since an almost fatal automobile accident which he had suffered many years before while touring in Germany, Carnarvon’s health had been greatly impaired. He was therefore the more susceptible to the present infection, which soon weakened his system until pneumonia set in; and from this on April 5, 1923, at the age of fifty-seven, he died.

The press attributed his death to an ancient curse, and sensationalized this superstition until it became a legend inseparably identified not only with the names of Tutenkhamon, Carnarvon and Carter, but with all the other dramatis personae and the entire history of the tomb episode. What could better explain, for instance, the untimely death in September, 1923, of Carnarvon’s younger brother, Colonel Aubrey Herbert? Or the story of Carnarvon’s friend, an eminent X-ray specialist who arranged to come to Luxor with equipment for making an examination of the sarcophagus before it was opened, to determine whether it contained the King’s mummy—and who died en route to Egypt? Or the lingering illness and eventual death of Carter’s foremost collaborator, Mr. Mace? Or of the English trained nurse who attended Carnarvon when he died—and within three years afterwards, having married a rubber planter in Tanganyika, herself died in childbirth? Or of Richard Bethell, only son of Lord Westbury, who during the second season following the tomb discovery, served as Carter’s social “door-keeper”—and whose sudden death in 1929 was followed three months later by the tragic death of his father?

It is as useless to argue with individuals who believe in the “curse” theory as with the press with its “morgues” crammed with Tutenkhamon “curse” stories which during that mad era of the ’twenties sent circulation soaring until for reader interest, archaeology was editorially rated second only to murder and sex. Since people believe what they enjoy believing, it is futile to remind the “curse” addicts that of the men who had any active connection with the tomb, a number were already elderly, and several had for a long time previously been
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in frail health. Contrary to tourist bureau propaganda, the climate of Egypt is not benign and Riviera-like but tropical and sinister. The salvaging work on the tomb and its contents was enormously exacting and trying, and lasted for some eight years. Whatever befell those who were involved in any phase of the Tutenkhamon discovery merely reflected mortality averages which are a commonplace to every insurance actuary.

Apart from his brief visits to Luxor in connection with Tutenkhamon's tomb that season, my father worked intensively in the Cairo Museum on the Coffin Texts project, which he described as "the most formidable task I have ever undertaken." At the same time he continued his research on the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus; his study of the Palermo Stone (see p. 254); wrote the section on the Egyptian Empire for the Cambridge Ancient History; and the manuscript of a volume on the Salihiyah paintings which he entitled Oriental Fore-runners of Byzantine Painting. Before the heat of the early Egyptian summer came on he sent his family back to America; and in their absence worked even longer hours. By mid-April he was tired and could hardly have been in a more receptive frame of mind or have felt more gratified and encouraged than when he received a cablegram from George Ellery Hale, congratulating him upon his election to membership in the National Academy of Sciences (it was Hale himself who had proposed his name), and conveying an invitation to meet him in Florence for a visit with Mr. James W. Ellsworth at the latter's historic Villa Palmieri. He eagerly accepted this invitation.

"The Villa Palmieri," he wrote after his arrival there, "is where the Boccaccio tales were staged and by way of contrast, where Queen Victoria spent two vacations when the Villa belonged to the Earl of Crawford. Mr. Ellsworth, the present owner (the father of Lincoln Ellsworth, the Polar explorer), has modernized the house only to the extent of electric lights and luxurious plumbing, and has transformed the whole estate into a veritable paradise.

"He is at once a kindly, generous host, and a crotchety, eccentric old gentleman full of inflexible rules—his guests must be absolutely punctual for meals, are forbidden to smoke even in their bedrooms, and the like; and for infractions are scolded like children. On the other hand, when their visits end he insists upon presenting each guest with a ticket to his destination, even though this be as remote as the United States. His one great hobby is clocks of every age and descrip-
tion—he has about sixty in the Villa Palmieri, and at least a hundred in an ancient castle which he owns at Lenzburg in Switzerland. They are all kept running, they all strike, and as there are often several clocks in one room, the resulting din is to say the least startling!

"Hale and I have adjoining rooms in the oldest part of the Villa, which dates from 1259 A.D.—the rest of the house dates from 1350 and later. We breakfast together on a balcony overlooking the glorious gardens; and presently, with the song of the nightingale in our ears, we march up and down, thinking out loud to each other, exchanging experiences, plans and projects innumerable, and dreaming our dreams together. It is an inspiring experience—our spirits take wing and soar into other worlds."

It was one of these flights of practical imagination on Hale’s part which brought about an unforgettable experience, described by my father in a letter to my brother:

"One moonlight night, led by Hale, we visited the government observatory which stands on the hill overlooking the city of Florence. Close by on the next hilltop is the villa where Galileo lived the last ten years of his life, imprisoned by the Roman Catholic Church for having made such discoveries as it believed were not in harmony with its religious views. We could even see the window of the room he occupied.

"We mounted into the dome of the observatory where we were received by Signor Abetti, the director, who had studied with Hale at Mount Wilson, and also at the Yerkes Observatory at Williams Bay, where years ago I had met him.

"Hale had asked Signor Abetti to bring up from the museum in the town Galileo’s two telescopes and attach them with metal clamps alongside the eye-piece of the observatory’s own 12-inch telescope, an old-fashioned instrument perhaps 20 feet long. You can imagine how tiny they looked—approximately 40 inches long, with lenses only about an inch in diameter!

"Now followed an experience such as none of us had ever had before—for so far as we know, no one since Galileo’s time had looked at the skies with his telescopes. Through them we saw the mountains on the moon, the curious 'handles' on Saturn, and the four moons of Jupiter which he discovered (I believe some 8 or 9 are now known); and we could share his own wonder and amazement as he realized that his eyes were the first ever to have beheld these marvels.

"Apart from his desire to afford us an inspiring experience, Hale
had arranged all this for an altruistic purpose. The Italian government had begun the construction of a new and more modern observatory, but lacked the money for its completion. Having already contributed as much as he could from a memorial fund left by his father for the support of science, Hale was bringing his inimitable persuasive powers to bear on Mr. Ellsworth in order to secure from him the rest of the required funds. Now, in the dome of the old observatory where we were standing there was a unique and most curious clock which Mr. Ellsworth was eager to possess. It was of no scientific value to the observatory, and Hale had suggested to Signor Abetti that its presentation to Mr. Ellsworth at the right moment might induce the old gentleman to help finance the new observatory. This proposal had filled Signor Abetti with great hopes, but at the same time with dread of jeopardizing his position by thus disposing of government property. Hale assured him that he would personally assume all responsibility.

“As usual, Hale’s strategy succeeded. We were on the point of leaving the dome when Mr. Ellsworth announced that he would contribute the money for the completion of the new observatory on one condition, that he should be given the curious clock which he now saw before him. Hale and Abetti exchanged glances, and the latter, swallowing hard, assured Mr. Ellsworth that the clock was his for the asking. What a genius Hale is, and what an evening this had been!

“We came out again and looked over at the villa where the heavy hand of a blinded priesthood had imprisoned one of the world’s greatest scientists, and as we drove home through the moonlight we were all too deeply impressed to say very much.”

The pattern of their lives never again allowed Hale and my father another such idyllic period together of mutual freedom from workaday cares and scientific responsibilities as this stay in Florence had permitted them. It had been a communion of their spirits, a sublimation of their friendship, that made a permanent impression upon them both. As long as they lived they never ceased referring to it in their correspondence, and always with nostalgia. It marked, incidentally, the beginning of their addressing one another by their first names.

To Mr. Ellsworth’s great chagrin, both men surreptitiously bought their own tickets to their next respective destinations. My father, bound for America, traveled to London where the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain, of which he had recently been made an honorary member, was celebrating its one hundredth anniversary.

On July 19 he wrote from London: “Yesterday at a reception given
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by the Lord Mayor at the Mansion House, Lord Chalmers, President of the Royal Asiatic Society, drew me into a corner and said, 'You are to be taken to the King tomorrow morning!'

'So this morning, in company with my old friend, A. V. Williams Jackson, Émile Sénart, President of the Société Asiatique of France, and the Norwegian Orientalist, Sten Konow, I was driven to Buckingham Palace. Guard mount was just taking place, with much music and ceremony all of which we appropriated to ourselves as we passed through the lines of stunningly uniformed guardsmen. Lord Chalmers met us at the door of the Palace, led us across the great court and through the entrance of the King's apartments, past the grand staircase up which the lucky ones go to make their curtseys at levees.

'Presently great doors were opened, and we were ushered into the King's [George V's] presence. He was dressed in a dark gray Prince Albert suit, and came forward to meet us with the utmost simplicity and cordiality. We remained standing, of course, while with much animation and interest he engaged each one of us in conversation. When he came to me he asked at once about Lord Carnarvon and said that he wished there were time for us to talk at length about the tomb of Tutenkhamon. I was much impressed with his quiet self-possession and keen intelligence, and I shall always cherish the memory of my one meeting with the gracious and kindly gentleman who is the King of England.'

During my father's absence in Egypt, President Judson had retired, and in July, 1923, was succeeded by Dr. Ernest De Witt Burton, who at the age of sixty-seven brought to the presidency such vigor and splendid vision as the University had not known since the best days of William Rainey Harper's administration. Hardly had Burton taken office when he was once again involved in a critical development in my father's affairs.

Mr. Rockefeller's original five-year pledge for the support of the Oriental Institute was to end in June, 1924. In anticipation of this, my father in the autumn of 1923 presented to him a plan for the permanent development of the Institute on a budget of $50,000 a year. This proposal, as he wrote Hale, "greatly surprised Mr. Rockefeller who stated that he had several times written [President Judson] that he did not expect to continue his contributions [to the Oriental Institute] after the first five years. None of these statements had ever reached either Burton or me. The Institute had been allowed to come within a
few months of the end of its support without my being informed of the
fact or given an opportunity to meet the crisis.”

The letters from Mr. Rockefeller, it appeared, had simply been
pigeon-holed, together with an unacknowledged pledge of an addi-
tional $25,000 for the purchase of certain antiquities, of which my
father had also never been informed.

At this critical point he was suddenly stricken with an attack of
acute arthritis which, as he wrote me, left him “little better than a
cripple. It is not easy at my age to acknowledge that one is down and
out, but I seem very near it. Such an ordeal just at this time is little
short of a tragedy for me, and I have moments of indignant protest
and rebellion. But then I look up at the driving autumn clouds and am
filled with peace, and with wonder and gratitude that I have been given
a place in this marvelous universe, where I can at least pick up a few
pebbles and pluck a flower here and there. If I suffer, it is only by
virtue of those cunning laws without which the whole would be
unthinkable. Whatever happens I am ready to bow my head and give
thanks. On the other hand, I am not piously resigning myself as utterly
down and out. I cannot walk to my office: but I am going to Egypt
again, if I go on a stretcher! I shall play the game as long as there
is any strength left in me—I am playing for a big scientific stake and I
must win!”

Ignoring the advice of his doctors, he accompanied President Bur-
ton to New York to confer with Mr. Rockefeller, who as a result wrote
them in due course “agreeing to support the Institute for an additional
year at $50,000, and stating that he would take up de novo the question
of a second five-year pledge.”

Having gained at least a reprieve for the laboratory he had fought
so long and hard to establish, my father now not only set out for Egypt,
but despite his condition made plans for undertaking that winter a
journey of archaeological exploration into the Sinai Peninsula, which
he had been contemplating for years. For several days before boarding
his ship in New York he was Mr. Rockefeller’s house guest.

“The night before I sailed,” he later wrote George Hale, “Mr. R.
went up with me to my room, and leaning against the foot of the bed
while he made me sit down on account of my lameness, he told me
he had made his decisions as to the Institute: he would support it for
a second period of five years at $50,000 a year. He would not be inter-
ested in furnishing a permanent endowment or building (I had asked
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for a $750,000 building), because he was supporting a man, not a recognized branch of science, and . . . [because my successor] might regard the work very differently if it was permanently endowed. He said he was quite convinced of the worth of the work I was doing, was interested to support it, and wanted to tell me [this] as soon as possible, so that I could go on with my plans.

“I feel much encouraged. In five years more we shall get on so far that they will not be willing to see us shut up shop.”

From his ship as he traveled eastward through the Mediterranean he wrote to my mother:

“I have just finished The Life and Letters of Walter H. Page. Here was one of the greatest Americans thrown up by the vortex of the [First World] War. The radio this morning [January 13, 1924] announced the death of Page’s former teacher, Gildersleeve of Johns Hopkins, at the age of 93!

“Page was a fellowship man at Hopkins under Gildersleeve, who to be sure gave the youngster a valuable acquaintance with Greek literature and thought. But when it came to researches, Gildersleeve set him to investigating the detailed history of a Greek adverb from Homer onward! That is the kind of thing our classicists have been steeped in, and in spite of Gildersleeve’s great services to learning and research (his students hold professorships all over the U. S.), he never contributed anything toward a broader view of ancient Greek life as a chapter in human development.

“When I am gone, there will not be much to say about me, for my students will never be scattered through all the leading universities of the country. But at least it can never be laid at my door that I taught and studied the ancient languages as an end in themselves, forgetting that they are merely a means of recovering the content and significance of ancient human life for us of today. It is the life of ancient men which I am trying to recover and to picture to the men of today, because I believe it will enrich our lives. In spite of Gildersleeve’s eminence and scholarship, poor Page couldn’t shackle his soul to the dreary career of a Greek adverb, and he left Johns Hopkins to mingle with modern life.”

On reaching Egypt, he went at once to Luxor at Carter’s request, to assist him again in an advisory capacity in the many complex problems involved in the removal of the shrines from the burial chamber of Tutenkhhamon.

I now rejoined my father who had asked me to take practical
charge of his projected expedition to Sinai. Since our previous year's Nile voyage together, I had served as a journalist in America and England and in this connection had (with my father's knowledge) arranged with Mr. Victor F. Lawson, then publisher of the Chicago Daily News, and with the Christian Science Monitor, to cover for them, in disregard of the London Times monopoly, the further developments which we anticipated in the Tutenkhamon story. We were all agreed that Carnarvon's contract with the Times was eminently unfair to, and legally not binding upon, the rest of the press. But to protect my father from involvement, it was understood that initially I would file my cabled dispatches over an assumed name. I informed Carter in confidence of these arrangements. He replied that whatever I did was my own affair, and that he would forget what I had told him.

When my father revisited The Valley for the first time after his return to Luxor, "Carter called off the men working in the tomb of Tutenkhamon," he wrote, "and spent the whole morning going over the situation with me.

"He is still far from the point where he can open the sarcophagus. He has lifted the roofs of the first three of the four shrines. These roofs were in sections joined together by heavy tongues alternately of wood and bronze. To take them apart was exceedingly difficult—the tongues penetrate at least six inches into each section on either side of a joint, and are often pierced at right angles with invisible bronze pins.

"The four shrines (which we have numbered from the outside inward) are fitted one within the next, like a nest of enormous Chinese boxes. Between the first and second shrines there was a broader space which was occupied by a heavy frame of gold-covered wood supporting a beautiful pall of black linen studded with golden rosettes, like a night sky spangled with stars. The roof of the fourth or innermost shrine was made as a single piece, over three meters—over nine feet—long. It must weigh many tons, for the shrines are massively built of especially heavy wood ranging from a minimum of two inches to almost five inches in thickness.

"It is extraordinarily interesting to reconstruct the approximate order of events after the King's body, sumptuously encased in a close-fitting coffin, had been lowered into the sarcophagus to the accompaniment of solemn ceremonies.

"The tomb must then have been turned over to the cabinet-makers, carpenters, mechanics, engineers and their foremen, who with their numerous slave helpers stood waiting outside amidst the gorgeous
array of glittering golden shrine sections. In order to allocate every piece to its proper position in the tomb, a foreman had hastily scratched or written in black ink on each section a catchword such as 'front,' 'back,' 'north,' 'south,' 'middle,' 'second,' etc.; and these indications are as legible today as when the ancient craftsman put them there 3250-odd years ago.

"There must have been a diverting exchange of compliments between the chief of the cabinet-makers and the chief architect of the tomb when a group of slaves carried the first section down the entrance stairway to the antechamber, and it was found to be much too large to go in! The stonemasons were quickly summoned and ordered to cut out the lintel at the top of the stone doorway, and also the steps leading down to its threshold. But when the shrine sections were by this means admitted to the ante-chamber, it was found that the largest of them were too big to be introduced into the burial chamber! Here followed another exchange of salutations between the officials, and another attack by the stonemasons!

"Amidst this confusion the engineers proceeded to lower the parts of the innermost shrine into the burial chamber, only to find that they had mis-read or overlooked the cabinet-maker's marks. The shrine now stands with the entrance door facing the wrong way. One can imagine the chief cabinet-maker with laborious dignity climbing down to read the marks, and finding 'south' at the north end!

"There the thing stood, still in sections to be sure, but 'wrong end to.' Between the sarcophagus and the walls of the room there was not enough space to permit of turning the sections around. To do this they would have to be lifted out again—and they weighed tons and tons. It was at last agreed to leave them as they were, and today we find the word 'south' still at the north end.

"In the course of these troubous events, someone discovered that the chief cabinet-maker had marked the third shrine with the word 'second,' and the sections of it had been let down too soon. One hesitates to contemplate the remarks of the chief engineer who had to pull them out again!

"By this time the staff must have been much demoralized—the chief cabinet-maker may even have washed his hands of all responsibility and called off his men. In any case, the beautiful joinery of the woodwork at the corners of the third shrine was barbarously hammered together by clumsy mechanics.

"When Carter and I opened the doors of the third and fourth
shrines and beheld the massive stone sarcophagus within, I felt for the first time the majesty of the dead Pharaoh's actual presence. As we explored with a flashlight the space between the still standing side walls of the second and third shrines, we found lying there exactly as they were left on the day of his burial, several of the King's bows with a supply of arrows, and beside them a long object which we did not at first recognize. This last proved to be one of the Pharaoh's large ostrich plume fans which his slaves bore on his either hand when he went abroad in his palanquin or sat in state on a high throne. It was a handle some five feet long, surmounted with a sumptuously wrought half-disc of gold from which once radiated the long plumes forming the fan itself. But these had crumbled to gray-brown dust which lay in little heaps under the now naked ribs of the plumes. It suggested the scenes of oriental splendor in which it had been used at the Pharaoh's court."

My father had succeeded in defying the arthritis which that autumn had threatened to end his active career. But even before his arrival in Luxor he had begun to feel again the same feverish malaise he had experienced upon reaching London after his reconnaissance journey through the Near East in 1919–1920. This condition now grew worse. Each afternoon a fever returned to plague him with an aching throat and with alternate chills and periods when his blood burned in his veins and throbbed in his head. He assumed that he was suffering a recurrence of malaria acquired somewhere in Iraq, but laboratory tests by the attending English physician failed to identify or quinine to allay the malady. The doctor ordered him to bed where he remained for more than six weeks throughout which with clocklike regularity the fever continued to return every noon and to recede in the early hours of the morning. He was permitted to get up only when Carter urgently required his presence at the tomb for consultations. On such occasions, with a linen mask over his mouth and nostrils to guard against dust, he would make the ten-mile round trip to The Valley in an open carriage (which had to be ferried across the river), to return utterly exhausted and shaking with the fever.

But while awaiting completion of Carter's preparations for the opening of the sarcophagus, he persisted in his work on the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, and continued to make plans for the expedition to Sinai Peninsula and for new Oriental Institute projects now possible as a result of Mr. Rockefeller's extended and increased support. One morning before the usual daily visitation of fever, he dictated to me a
letter to his former student and old friend, Harold H. Nelson at Beirut, outlining the immediate organization and inauguration of "The Luxor Epigraphic Expedition," and inviting him to become its field director. So at last was born the enterprise which on that day in 1905 when he and I had stood together looking up at the Colossi of Memnon on the Theban plain, he had determined to make one of his chief scientific goals. It was to become in its time the largest archaeological enterprise in Egypt as well as the largest of all the Oriental Institute's projects.

These efforts to carry on his normal work were hardly facilitated by the fact that Luxor was again thronged with visitors of whom a larger number than ever brought him letters of introduction or on their own recognition sought his attention, usually in the hope of his gaining them admission to the tomb of Tutenkhamon. With few exceptions they failed in this, yet he somehow succeeded in giving almost every such caller the impression of having experienced some little hospitality or courtesy at his hands.

At the same time he was being more and more frequently interrupted by visits from Carter and his various collaborators, in their concern over the fact that the growing stream of official government visitors to the tomb and the government's increasingly unreasonable demands were rapidly bringing their work in The Valley to a virtual standstill. My father's room and mine on the ground floor of the Winter Palace Hotel became the clearing house for most of the complications and difficulties which now began to overtake Carter and his discovery.

Luxor was also filled with the correspondents of the leading papers and press associations of America and Europe, all aggressively trying to nullify the London Times world copyright. They habitually divided their time between The Valley and the terrace of the Winter Palace Hotel, hoping for some new rumor or inadvertently dropped crumb of news which could be expanded into a cabled dispatch. Presently a number of them, including the London Times correspondent, received from their home offices clips of dispatches date-lined Luxor and signed by George Waller Mecham, which had begun to appear in the Chicago Daily News and the other American papers then subscribing to its foreign news service. Mr. Mecham, their editors commented, often seemed to have access to fuller information than the London Times itself: it might pay to make his acquaintance.

Night after night, somewhere between midnight and four in the morning, I wrote Mr. Mecham's dispatches, took them in a carriage
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through the streets of sleeping Luxor to the government telegraph office in the railway station, where I filed them with a drowsy, tarbooshed effendi. Occasionally I would encounter here some of the other correspondents, particularly Valentine Williams of Reuter's, the ablest and most attractive of them all, who wrote very successful detective stories as a hobby but who failed to identify Mecham until subsequent developments rendered further anonymity unnecessary.

Despite his condition, my father was absolutely determined to carry out his proposed expedition into the interior of Sinai. We were going, he said quietly, even though the doctor forbade it, and he had to be carried!

Early in February there arrived in Luxor a cultivated and pleasant-spoken professor of English literature named La Fleur, from one of the Canadian universities—a frail man, tall and slim, with a pointed brown beard and a quick sense of humor. Quite by chance he was given a room directly alongside my father's. We met him, were much attracted to him. He had letters to Howard Carter, which I delivered for him. Soon after his arrival he fell ill with influenza from which he was just beginning to recover when he received an invitation from Carter to come at once to see the tomb. He was still abed with a fever but being loath to miss such a rare opportunity, he got up and visited the tomb.

That night he became desperately ill with pneumonia. The muffled sound of his hacking cough echoed along the white, high-ceilinged hallway, and was audible in my father's room. Our English doctor attended him—a very ill man, he said.

At about three o'clock of the second morning I was sitting at my desk writing my daily cable-dispatch. My room door stood open. Suddenly I realized that the coughing had grown much fainter and less frequent. I stepped down the hall to La Fleur's door and listened. The coughing had stopped, everything was still. The doctor came out, closed the door softly after him, answered my questioning look with a slow nod, and wearily went off to make arrangements.

As I stood waiting in the stillness, I thought: there is something especially sad about dying alone in the night in this strange country, beside the great, ageless river, in a hotel crowded with unknowing fellow humans. I wondered whether La Fleur's final silence had awakened my father—and it swept over me again that we must prevent his attempting the journey to Sinai.
The doctor returned with two native servants carrying a long wicker basket in which the four of us bore La Fleur away. Afterward the doctor and I packed his things. When we had finished, he said abruptly, "We must keep your Pater from going on that journey—he might start, but he would never return!" Then he went off to catch an hour or so of sleep before the morning train arrived with its usual quota of sick tourists. I finished my dispatch, and when I took it to the telegraph office, the air was cold, the stars were already fading in another desert dawn, and life was beginning to stir again in the towns and the villages, and across the fields and along the river.

The early morning sunlight was flooding my father's room and he had finished his breakfast abed when the doctor and I entered to plead with him again. He lit a cigarette and was just beginning a little prepared speech, when my father interrupted him.

"I know quite well what you're about to say." He smiled at us both. "You two gentlemen are in league against me and I ought not to yield to you, but—" and he turned to me and added with quiet gravity, "I think I appreciate your concern a little better after what occurred last night." He nodded toward La Fleur's room. "I heard our friend's silence. We'll abandon the Sinai venture—but only temporarily!"

The Department of Antiquities was at this time under the Ministry of Public Works which was currently headed by a stolid Egyptian named Morcos Bey Hanna, who in the recent course of his political career had been tried and convicted for alleged treason. For this he had served a prison term which, far from stigmatizing him, had merely invested him with an aura of martyrdom, so that he had thereafter resumed his career with his prestige definitely enhanced. Judged by the abysmal standards of Egyptian politics, he was far better than most of his contemporaries. His mistakes in connection with the work on the tomb were attributable to an understandable dislike of Carter and a total and pardonable inexperience of everything implied in this unique discovery.

But one could not so charitably condone the attitude toward the Tutenkhamon affair of the Director-General of the Department of Antiquities, Mons. Pierre Lacau, a handsome and scholastically able French Jesuit and Egyptologist with a great beard, magnificent brown eyes and a torrential volubility which was exceeded only by his bureaucratic futility as an administrator. While admitting that no one in the world could have been carrying on the work in the tomb more
efficiently or faithfully, Mons. Lacau interfered with Carter at every turn, and in disregard of his proverbially difficult temperament deluged him with an endless stream of arbitrary instructions relating to every phase of the work from the question of communiques to the press and the exact number of visitors and the times when they were to be admitted to the tomb, to government surveillance of his scientific collaborators.

Despite this obstructionism Carter was ready by February 12 for the opening of the King’s sarcophagus. My father was by this time so weary and unwell that his doctor joined me in urging him not to make the effort to leave his bed for another visit to The Valley. But nothing could have stopped him. He went, and by February 14 had recovered sufficiently from the hectic events of the previous forty-eight hours to write, as he lay abed, the following description which, as he put it, was “likely to be the only available record of the observations and impressions of an eye witness” to the opening of Tutenkhamon’s sarcophagus:

“I reached the tomb late on the morning of February 12th,” he wrote, “and sat down to rest in the shade and quiet of the little sunken area at the head of the entrance stairway where I had so often sat with Carnarvon but one short year ago. I could hear Carter at work on his final adjustment of the tackle in the burial chamber below.

“At one o’clock he and Callender came out, tired and dusty. Carter looked ill, said he felt so. We walked together down to Tomb Number 41 [an incompletely tomb which Carter and his staff used as a dining room and meeting place] and sat down to lunch. I looked about me: the same group was sitting in just the same order as when we lunched with Carnarvon on the memorable day almost exactly a year before, when the burial chamber was opened. But now Carnarvon’s chair at the head of the table was occupied by Carter who was at the moment busy with a batch of correspondence and papers. One of these was a communication from Moreos Bey Hanna, decreeing the tomb program for the next two days.

“Carter said again that the whole affair had made him ill. When I examined the document myself, I found it prescribed the identical program which the Minister and Carter had amicably agreed upon a few days previously: it was simply offensive in phraseology.

“A few minutes before three, we walked to the tomb where we found awaiting us Mohammed Pasha Zaghlul, Under Secretary of State for Public Works, representing the government, with a group of the invited archaeologists. Presently we were standing in the limited
space still available at the north or right end of the antechamber, which was now filled with the cumbersome roof sections, cornices and doors from the four burial shrines.

"Here the entire end wall had been broken out across the full width of the antechamber. We looked down into the burial chamber as if it had been the short end of an L, the floor of which was 4 feet lower than that on which we stood. The tall sarcophagus was below us, its lid not much higher than our feet.

"Around three sides of the sarcophagus the detached walls of the four shrines were leaning four deep, like sections of stage scenery, against the walls of the burial chamber, leaving barely enough space for a person to pass by moving sidewise. The foot—for us the right end—of the sarcophagus was clear, so that there were some six feet of space between it and the wall. On the side toward the antechamber where we stood, we leaned with our elbows on the top edges of the detached shrine walls, and looked down on the thin granite lid of the sarcophagus.

"A crack across the middle of the lid had caused trouble. But by prying it up sufficiently to insert angle-irons on each long side, and fastening timbers across each end, Carter had secured it in a cradle at the head and foot of which he had rigged a multiple chain hoist, each fastened to an ingenious scaffolding. Since the lid was unexpectedly light—it weighed no more than 1½ to 1¾ tons—the raising promised to be an easy process.

"There was a few minutes' delay while Burton adjusted the movie camera. The intense heat was increased by two enormous electric light bulbs. Everyone stood in hushed expectancy, a silence broken only by an occasional low cough or the rustle of our slight movements.

"From where I stood I could see on the opposite wall of the burial chamber, beyond the heavy timbers of the scaffolding, a painting of Tutenkhamon's successor, King Eye, in the act of concluding the burial services over the body of the departed young Pharoah. The painted Pharoah on the wall seemed to me at that moment to take on a strange reality. I felt a puzzling sense of unworthiness as I looked up at him. Why did he seem so calmly superior? On my left and looking down upon the sarcophagus of his ancient ancestor, stood a representative of the government of modern Egypt. He beamed upon the preparations below with an expression of smug assurance and sluggish curiosity and the general air of good-natured inefficiency so characteristic of the modern Egyptian. Over on the wall stood Eye, still calmly
extending his censer, still burning the last incense to the soul of his departed predecessor.

"When the movie camera was finally ready, Carter took his place at the hoist nearest the King's feet, while Callender stood at the other hoist. Carter now gave the word, the hoists began to click, and we heard the faint rhythmic buzzing of the movie camera.

"The sarcophagus lid trembled, began to rise. Slowly, and swaying uncertainly, it swung clear.

"At first we saw only a long, narrow, black void. Then across the middle of this blackness we gradually discerned fragments of granite which had fallen out of the fracture in the lid. They were lying scattered upon a dark shroud through which we seemed to see emerging an indistinct form.

"The ropes at the ends of the cradle were stretching, and when the hoists had been drawn up as far as the low ceiling of the burial chamber permitted, the granite lid was swinging not more than twenty-two inches above the sarcophagus. Carter turned a flashlight into the interior and announced that the burial was supported upon a golden bier in lion's form.

"Burton now set up the camera first at the foot, then at the head of the sarcophagus and made a record of the undisturbed interior.

"There followed a complete silence which had in it something of the oppressiveness of intervals of sudden stillness at funerals of our own day. In the midst of this, and reminding one for all the world of the routine efficiency of modern undertakers' assistants, Carter and Mace stepped quietly forward to the head of the sleeping figure and loosening the shroud on either side, slowly and carefully rolled it back off the head toward the feet.

"The once white linen was scorched and blackened as if by fire, and in some places it crumbled in their fingers. Under it was a second or inner shroud, less dark and discolored, and beneath this, half revealed and half concealed, lay the King. Through the veil of the shrouding linen we could recognize the contours of his arms crossed at his breast, could see the profile of his face, and above it, at the forehead, an irregular prominence as of the projecting royal insignia.

"I was only dimly aware of Carter's and Mace's efforts to lay the tattered shrouds across the foot of the sarcophagus. For there at last was the King who had slept thus in the silent heart of the mountain for some three thousand two hundred and fifty years.

"He had hardly begun his long sleep when the darkness of this
place had been filled with the apprehensive whispers of the ghouls who robbed it and were forced to hurry out before they could reach the royal body.

"So those who had laid him to rest had last seen him lying—a youth unable to cope with the forces of a revolution not of his making. So he lay at rest when his girl-wife, Ikhnoton's third daughter, stepped down into this burial room for the last time. Was it perhaps she who then took from a waiting servant's hand an exquisite ivory writing palette, and placed it between the forepaws of the splendid sentinel jackals guarding in the innermost doorway, just where a year ago we found it lying? It had been brought from the palace of Amarna, and had been made in the days of power and splendor when the great state temples and the palace chapels were echoing for the first time in human history with hymns in praise of the Sole God. And now the hostile priesthoods of the old gods, who perhaps had caused her husband's death, had swept away all the glory of the new faith, and the young King, her husband, had perished in the downfall of her father's great dream.

"Did she then perhaps with her own fingers gently draw over him the shrouds beneath which he had ever since lain asleep—and then, standing exactly where I was standing, had she turned and looked back upon him again for the last time? And in a final gesture of affection and grief, had she perhaps placed beside the entrance of the ante-chamber a bouquet of delicate wild flowers—just where we had found it standing?

"And as she went forth again to face the struggle for the preservation of her venerable house upon the throne of Egypt—a slip of a girl pitted against two of her father's ablest servitors—one, a crafty old courtier, the other, a sagacious and powerful man of affairs who held the army in his hand—did she wonder whether the great Hittite Emperor, to whom her couriers were already speeding across the mountains of western Asia with messages she had written beseeching his intervention and offering herself in marriage with one of his sons, would bring about her salvation?

"All these momentary fancies and many more went thronging through the mind of an Orientalist as he looked down for the first time upon the undisturbed burial of an ancient oriental sovereign who had died in the dawn of man's first spiritual emancipation.

"Carter and Mace were now investigating the inner shroud. Presently, beginning at its lower end in the region of the knees, they rolled
it slowly upward. The shroud being double, the King's figure, as they progressed, was still covered with the nether fold. When they reached the top of the head, they began to roll the under fold downward toward the feet.

"As they did so, we suddenly saw the gleaming gold of the vulture's head and the up-reared cobra on the King's forehead. We saw his eyes, which seemed to look out upon us as in life; and soon the King's whole figure was revealed to us in all the splendor of shining gold. His gold-covered arms and hands were crossed upon his breast; in his right hand he grasped a crook or staff, wrought of gold and colored stones; in his left, he held the ceremonial flagellum or scourge, also of gold. His figure was swathed in the gilded plumage of a protecting goddess.

"What we saw was the outer coffin, some seven feet long and thirty inches high, cunningly wrought by the sculptor with the aid of the lapidary and the goldsmith, into a magnificent portrait figure of the King lying as if stretched out upon the lid like a crusader on his tomb slab in some European cathedral. His face bore a striking resemblance to the wonderful figures which had guarded the sealed doorway of the burial chamber. The hands and the insignia they bore were wrought entirely free and in the round, and the eyes were inlaid of black and white stone. No anthropoid coffin lid heretofore known can approach it as a work of art.

"It did not occur to me till afterwards that as the King lies with feet to the east and head to the west, the Vulture, the Goddess of Upper Egypt, is on the Upper Egyptian or south side, and the Cobra, the Goddess of Lower Egypt, is on the Lower Egyptian or north side of the royal forehead. This is of course intentional.

"There are probably several inner coffins within the last of which lies the embalmed body of the young King—the size of the sarcophagus and the outer coffin does not favor the conclusion that he was a mere child. But this and other important questions can be settled only when the coffins themselves have been opened.

"I looked at my watch—scarcely an hour had passed since we had entered the tomb, yet we came away with a sense of having glimpsed the era and the last rites of Tutenkhamon!"

Early the following morning Carter burst in upon us, intensely excited and carrying dossiers of papers from which he had extracted a telegram from Morcos Bey Hanna, peremptorily forbidding him to admit into the tomb of Tutenkhamon the wives or families of the col-
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laborating scientists, as he had planned to do on this morning of February 13. The Minister had underscored these instructions by despatching an additional force of police to the tomb, so that if any American or English ladies invited by Carter had appeared, they would have been forcibly prevented from entering.

The scientific and technical men affected by this order answered it by unanimously refusing to continue their work.

Carter, fuming and pacing nervously up and down my room, dictated while I typed at least a score of different versions of his proposed announcement of the closing of the tomb, each one, as his anger ebbed, a shade less vitriolic than its predecessor, until under the pacific influence of my father and the group of eight or ten American and English scientists who had gradually joined us, the following finally met his approval and was posted on various bulletin boards in Luxor:

February 13, 1924.

NOTICE

Owing to the impossible restrictions and discourtesies on the part of the Public Works Department and its Antiquity Service all my collaborators in protest have refused to work any further upon the scientific investigations of the discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamen.

I am therefore obliged to make known to the public that immediately after the Press view of the tomb this morning between 10 A.M. and noon the tomb will be closed and no further work can be carried out.

(signed) HOWARD CARTER

Accordingly, after the press view, Carter locked the tomb. Because he assumed that his difficulties with the government would be settled within a few days, he left the coffin lid suspended exactly as when it had first been raised.

The government now forbade him to re-enter the tomb pending his agreement to resume work within forty-eight hours on the government's terms, and warned him that his failure to do so would result in cancellation of their authorization to Lady Carnarvon. Carter countered by applying to the Mixed Tribunals in Cairo to have himself appointed sequestrator of the tomb, which he asked Morcos Hanna's permission to re-enter in order to lower the sarcophagus lid. The government refused his request, charged him with carelessness for having left the sarcophagus lid suspended, cancelled Lady Carnarvon's authori-
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zation, and indicated it would formally take over the tomb on February 22.

Throughout these developments he was constantly in our midst, reviewing his grievances and seeking counsel which for the most part he was nervously too exhausted and emotionally too upset to follow. The scientific men agreed that however injudicious and temperamental his behavior had been at times toward the Egyptian government, the latter’s treatment of him had been so inconsiderate and unjust as to have forced remonstrative action upon him.

On the morning of February 22 I went to The Valley to witness the government’s seizure of Tutenkhamon’s tomb. As I sat waiting on the familiar wall above the entrance, I thought of the irony of what was about to happen.

Since I had first met him in 1905 near this very spot, Carter had spent most of his career searching for this tomb. Its discovery was not only his own supreme achievement but had brought Egypt greater prestige and hordes of visitors than anything which had befallen that country in modern times. He had sacrificed health and large financial returns as a result of his insistence upon personally superintending almost every phase of the removal and preservation of the objects in the tomb. He had quarreled with his old friend Carnarvon because of his belief that the entire find should remain in Egypt. And now the same soldiers he had had posted to insure the tomb’s safety were marching up and down before me, under orders to prevent his access to it. “The arrogant, self-conscious, sweepingly victorious Nationalists at the moment in unchallenged control of the Egyptian government,” as my father described them, had in fact already dispossessed Carter—the imminent ceremony was merely a gesture of political bravado.

Toward two o’clock the government’s representatives, led by Mons. Lacau, arrived at the tomb, accompanied by several native locksmiths sweating under a great load of tools, most of which were irrelevant. While the members of the party disposed themselves about the entrance and lawyers attached to the Ministry of Public Works made copious notes on every step of the procedure, Mons. Lacau read aloud a letter from Carter in which he refused to surrender the keys to the tomb.

The locksmiths now set to work and despite superlative clumsiness and many bleeding fingers, succeeded within less than an hour in sawing through the padlocks on Carter’s outermost door to the tomb. They experienced somewhat more difficulty with the steel grated door
to the antechamber, but by mid-afternoon the rape of the locks had been completed. It was found that the sarcophagus lid had not fallen but that the rope had stretched until the lid with its supporting cradle almost rested again on the sarcophagus. The party next proceeded to the tomb used by Carter as a preparatorial laboratory, broke its locks and formally took possession.

The sun was setting as I rode back along the Valley to Carter's house where I found him waiting for news of the day's developments. He looked disconsolate and worn but was quite calm and evinced no rancor as I described the latest in the long series of strange episodes which had attended and had finally deprived him of the greatest archaeological discovery in the history of the orient. As I was leaving, he thanked me and said, "Tell your father I am going to Cairo where I have retained legal counsel to fight the government in the Mixed Tribunals until they appoint me sequestrator of the tomb!"

The government had now created a curious and complex legal situation. The discovery had transformed Carnarvon's concession into a contract presumably committing the government to a division of the tomb's contents: with his death, Carnarvon's executors therefore found themselves legally bound to sue the Egyptian government for his Estate's interest in the contract.

To the Egyptians in general the significance of Tutenkhamon's tomb was entirely political and financial. It was further proof of their past and present glory, it offered a superlative excuse for another burst of crowing over their newly acquired independence. Most important of all, it contained golden treasure and attracted great crowds of tourists to be bled of their cash. This was something the Egyptians could understand; whereas the proper salvaging of the objects in the tomb, the solicitude of the entire scientific world, and the legal rights of the discoverer and his late patron were wholly academic matters which they neither comprehended nor cared about.

Two days after reaching Cairo, however, Carter telegraphed my father—who was still fever-ridden and confined to his bed in Luxor—that the Egyptian government, the Carnarvon Estate and he himself desired him to act as mediator in an effort to settle the case immediately by friendly conferences out of court, before it came up for trial in the Mixed Tribunals.

The doctor agreed that a shift northward to the slightly cooler climate of Cairo was more likely to benefit than harm my father. So he accepted the rôle of mediator, and we returned to Cairo.
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The conditions under which he was expected to effect a friendly out-of-court settlement were hardly auspicious. Carter had wisely summoned from California, where he was sojourning in his retirement, Carnarvon’s chief executor, old General Sir John Grenfell Maxwell. The General’s long military career had included a generous period as commander-in-chief of the British Army in Egypt where even the extremist and anti-British factions held him in warm esteem. But Carter offset this advantage and added to the general confusion by retaining in behalf of the Carnarvon Estate a reputedly able English lawyer named F. M. Maxwell—the man who only two or three years previously had publicly prosecuted for treason and had demanded capital punishment for Morcos Bey Hanna and a number of his political associates!

My father drew up and submitted to the government a set of reasonable conditions under which Carter should be permitted to return to his work on the tomb; and to allow for their consideration, got the lawyers on both sides to agree to a postponement of the trial. The government countered with conditions of its own in the form of a new authorization to Almina, Countess of Carnarvon.

At this point Carter, so overweeningly confident of a complete victory that he spurned a compromise, declared the conditions of the proffered authorization unacceptable and against everyone’s advice including his lawyer’s, withheld his consent to further postponement of the trial.

“He lost all control of himself and became very high-handed and arrogant,” my father wrote. “He appears so overcome by his misfortunes as to be incapable of major decisions. I would withdraw from this thankless assignment but for the vital importance of a just settlement to the future of science in Egypt and the Near East.”

Negotiations were broken off and the hearings now began in the suit of the Carnarvon Estate vs. the Egyptian Government. They immediately precipitated verbal exchanges so bitter that near-riots occurred in the court room. At the same time the vernacular Nationalist press scathingly denounced the plaintiffs.

During the first hearing the government suddenly agreed to accept my father’s conditions providing Carter would renounce any claims in his own behalf to any of the objects in the tomb. He had of course never made such claims, and though correspondingly incensed by this demand, was persuaded by my father to sign a brief statement of renunciation.
The government now stated that before it would accept the mediator's conditions, the lawsuit must be withdrawn. Carter rightly refused to do so without a written guarantee that the government would thereupon accept the conditions.

The trial was proceeding when the government indicated for the third time that it would accept the conditions providing Almina, Countess of Carnarvon, and the executors of the Carnarvon Estate would in turn renounce their claims to a share of the tomb's contents. My father got Sir John Maxwell to sign a letter addressed to Morcos Bey Hanna, renouncing "all claims to the antiquities found in the tomb," calling the government's attention "to the enormous value of the discovery to Egypt," which had gained it without cost, thanks to the services of Howard Carter and the Metropolitan Museum staff; reminding it of "the large number of duplicate objects in the tomb," and suggesting "the appropriateness of... recognizing... the above services... by presentation of some of these duplicates to the British Museum and to the Metropolitan Museum in the name of the Countess Carnarvon."

When my father on March 11 met with the Egyptian government's representatives, a complete accord appeared to have been reached by all the parties on every point involved in the litigation. Pens were poised for affixing signatures to an agreement whereby Carter was immediately to resume his work on the tomb, when Abd el Hamid Bedawi Pasha, one of the government's legal counsellors, hurried into the conference room to report that Mr. F. M. Maxwell while addressing the court late on the previous afternoon, had referred to the Egyptian government as having broken into the tomb of Tutankhamon "like a bandit!" and that as a result of this insulting language, the government was breaking off all further negotiations, effective immediately.

At this point my father, utterly disheartened, handed his resignation as mediator to Sir John and Carter, who declined to accept it and insisted upon his making still another effort to reach a settlement. He reluctantly agreed on condition that he be permitted to give to Morcos Bey Hanna a note stating that "I wish to disassociate myself absolutely from the use of the word 'bandit, and to express my profound regret that such language should have furnished the just occasion for the termination of our negotiations."

Sir John and Carter both approved this note. Mr. Maxwell hesitated for a time but finally agreed to it, and even accompanied my
father to the door of the Minister's home when he delivered the missive in person that same evening.

To have been publicly characterized as a bandit by the very Englishman responsible for his recent imprisonment had roused his Excellency to an apoplectic fury of righteous resentment. While my father listened patiently, Morcos Bey Hanna strode up and down the room, uttering a tirade against the haughty injustices of the British, the insufferable behavior of Carter and F. M. Maxwell, etc., etc. He spoke alternately in Arabic, guttural English and thick French.

Finally when the Minister paused for a moment to collect his thoughts and replenish his lungs, my father rose and approached a low bookcase on the top of which among other things stood a large photograph of a group of seated gentlemen all clad in the broad-striped suits worn by Egyptian prisoners. The photograph had obviously been made in a prison yard, and one of the gentlemen was unmistakably his Excellency.

My father looked at the picture and began chuckling. "Regardez!" he said. "Ce sont les bandits!"

His Excellency also peered quizzically at the photograph. Suddenly and for the first time he saw himself not as a martyr-hero but as a captured bandit. His belligerency vanished in a mutual burst of hearty laughter. The Minister's mood appeared so friendly and receptive that my father tried once again to win back the tomb for Carter.

Morcos Bey Hanna replied that the government finally and flatly declined to entertain such a proposal. But even more emphatically than he had done on no less than two previous occasions, he now urged my father himself to take over the tomb of Tutenkhamon, and in addition offered him any other archaeological concession he might desire in Egypt. "It is of course utterly unthinkable," my father wrote, "that I should accept."

Thus ended the negotiations.

By way of anticlimax, Mr. F. M. Maxwell thereupon informed my father that after thinking over the implications of his letter to Morcos Bey Hanna, disassociating himself from the use of the word "bandit," he—F. M. Maxwell—was contemplating suing him for defamation of character. Finally after further reflection, Mr. Maxwell assured him in writing that he would take no action against him.

"Heaven deliver me," wrote my father wearily, "from ever again attempting to act as peacemaker in a lawsuit over the possession of a royal tomb of ancient Egypt!"
The Egyptian government declined even to acknowledge Sir John's letter, on the grounds that this might have been construed as an admission that the Carnarvon Estate had had a claim upon the contents of the tomb, which it had voluntarily renounced. The government did not propose to put itself in the position of accepting from the Carnarvon Estate something which the latter had never owned. The Estate dropped its lawsuit and the issue was never finally decided. My father therefore eventually effected the surrender of Sir John's letter.

Carter returned to England disconsolate and more embittered than ever. It is conceivable that he might never have been allowed to resume his work on the tomb but for the stupid and brutal assassination of the Sirdar, Sir Lee Stack, in Cairo on the following November 20th. As a result of this, England drastically re-established her hold upon Egyptian affairs, the Nationalist party suffered defeat, and while everyone's attention was preoccupied with matters affecting the very destiny of Egypt, the government quietly re-admitted Carter to the tomb, although under conditions far less favorable than those which during the previous spring my father had endeavored to secure for him.

After devoting another year to the many objects in more urgent need of immediate attention, Carter finally sought the body of Tutenkhamon.

"Inside the first coffin was a second one," my father wrote of this final revelation, "over which copious libations of various oils had been poured during the funeral ceremonies. These libations had eventually hardened into a dark bituminous or pitch-like mass which covered the second coffin and was almost impervious even to a steel chisel.

"Within the second was the third and last coffin—of solid gold so heavy that four men together could barely lift it!

"The lid of this solid gold coffin, as did that of the outermost one, again represents the King in all his splendid regalia: the face is a portrait; his garments above his crossed arms are encrusted with many-colored semi-precious stones such as carnelian, turquoise and lapis-lazuli; while below his crossed arms he is enfolded by the protecting wings of guardian goddesses whose lovely forms are elaborately graven in the shining gold, and envelop him with a luminous net of golden plumage.

"The lid is again a consummate blend of sculpture, modeling and portraiture, including the art of the lapidary and the skill of the graver. Coffin and lid were wrought out of solid gold equivalent to about $243,000 in bullion. How the portrait-face of the King was executed in
the mirror-polished gold of the lid without leaving anywhere even the faintest traces of toolmarks, is a great mystery.

"Within the solid gold coffin lay the jewel-bedecked, mumified body of Tutenkhamon himself—he appears to have been about eighteen years old when he died. The head and shoulders were covered with a magnificent golden mask like a knight's helmet. No other relics of the goldsmith's art surviving from the ancient world, or from Tutenkhamon's tomb itself, can compare with this coffin and mask. I looked upon them with amazement and reverence."

The Egyptian government ignored the suggestion that an appropriate way of rewarding Carter for his discovery and of recognizing his subsequent services and those of his American collaborators would be the presentation to the British Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of duplicate objects from Tutenkhamon's tomb. It gave nothing to either museum.

After the scientific examination of Tutenkhamon's body, and the removal from it of all jewelry, it was replaced in the stone sarcophagus in the burial chamber. The entire contents of the tomb—which did not include so much as a single fragment of the inscribed papyri so eagerly hoped for by scholars everywhere—was taken to the Cairo Museum where most of it was put on display.

The government by way of evincing its appreciation of the work of foreign archaeological expeditions, now decreed that henceforth everything found by excavators would belong to Egypt, unless the Department of Antiquities saw fit to make a division. The eventual effect of this was to put a virtual stop to excavations by American and English expeditions—almost the only foreign groups who had been able to resume such enterprises in Egypt after the First World War.

Camarvon's proposal, repeatedly seconded by Carter, that my father should do the historical section of the eventual comprehensive scientific publication of the discovery, was never formalized or consummated. Carter himself published only preliminary, purely popular and altogether inadequate accounts of his find. Today after a lapse of twenty years, no scientific publication of Tutenkhamon's tomb has yet appeared.

My father felt greatly discouraged over his failure to defend what he called "the rights of science in Egypt" by winning back the tomb for Carter. It augured badly for American scientific enterprise in Egypt. But his spirits quickly rose again as he realized that due largely to the
almost incredible popular interest in archaeology aroused by the Tutenkhamon discovery as a whole, the moment he had so long awaited and of which he had so often despaired was at hand when American wealth and scientific leadership and Near Eastern political conditions were convening to make possible the execution of his long cherished plans for the investigation of the origins of civilization.

While the tomb negotiations were still in progress, George Edgar Vincent, then president of the Rockefeller Foundation, paid his first visit to Egypt.

My father personally conducted him through the Cairo Museum, quickly demonstrated to him that here were not only the most remarkable collections of their kind in the world, but that they were housed in a shabby, inadequate, abominably planned and lighted, and actually dangerous building. He told him the sordid story of scandal and graft involved in its design and construction by a French architect and a French contractor; pointed out where the roof leaked in the winter rains, where the plaster of ceilings and walls had crashed down upon and damaged irreplaceable historical items; showed him rooms which had been closed off because they were unsafe, basement storage magazines which were regularly flooded at high Nile. With the Egyptian government hard up because of the low post-First World War price of cotton, there was no prospect that anything would be done toward improving this building in which were already being displayed some of the treasures from Tutenkhamon’s tomb.

Vincent was greatly surprised and impressed. “This might greatly interest Junior,” he said. “I shall tell Raymond Fosdick about it on my return to New York.”

Raymond Blaine Fosdick, then only just turned forty, had already achieved a record of brilliant legal practice and public service, and as one of the most intelligent and enlightened Americans of his generation had become one of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.’s closest advisers, especially in philanthropic matters, much as Mr. Gates had been to Mr. Rockefeller, Sr. My father once described him to me as “the eyes and ears of his chief in discovering places for the investment of one of the greatest private incomes of modern times, so that it will pay human dividends.”

Both Mr. Rockefeller and the trustees of the several Rockefeller boards were now earnestly seeking new fields of human endeavor which they could safely support. Under these circumstances, when a scholar of established scientific standing, endowed with vision, prac-
ticality, humility, absolute integrity and great personal charm laid before them a coherent program of logical enterprises in the virtually untouched field of archaeology and the investigation of the origins and development of civilization, it was more welcome than its author at the outset realized.

He soon perceived, however, that ambitious plans involving great sums were more likely to arouse favorable attention than small plans entailing modest expenditures. He became adept at presenting his ideas for new undertakings in concise briefs which while describing their nature, purpose, duration and estimated cost, were often brilliant thumb-nail summaries or appraisals of historical processes awaiting scientific investigation.

Success begot success, one project led to another until with anxiety he saw himself becoming, as George Hale had warned him he might, "a desk functionary with little prospect of ever doing anything but adjust budgets and solicit funds!"

But never had any humanist faced such a golden opportunity to serve science. "I must work at top speed," he wrote, "I am rounding sixty—there is little time left to me, the flow of resources I have tapped might be shut off, the Near East might catch fire again. I must make the most of every moment!"

In the midst of the Tutenkhamon tomb negotiations he had arranged for the construction of a headquarters building for the Luxor Epigraphic Expedition near the Temple of Medinet Habu; had worked out with Professor Harold H. Nelson (see p. 358) its field director, the most accurate method ever evolved for making facsimile copies of ancient wall inscriptions and reliefs, and had laid out a program of publishing the entire vast temple of Medinet Habu in a great series of folio volumes.

"The thousands upon thousands of square feet of historical inscriptions and reliefs carved on the walls of Medinet Habu," he wrote of this undertaking, "reveal to us the contact of Egypt with the tremendous mêlée of Asiatic peoples caused by the Indo-European invasion of Western Asia, the devastating overthrow of the Hittite Empire about 1200 B.C., and the great migratory movement that carried the Etruscans out of Asia Minor and the Aegean region into Italy. For the first time these early human records are being accurately preserved for posterity.

"By the conquest of Western Asia in the sixteenth century B.C Egypt entered upon her Imperial Age. Enormous wealth gathered from Asia and Nubia enabled the Pharaohs to glorify their reigns by vast
temple buildings which marked a new and splendid chapter in the history of architecture. I felt from the first that the work of the Epigraphic Expedition on the great temple of Medinet Habu was making increasingly clear the character of that imposing building as a human document. To us of the present day it proclaims in terms of great architectural forms the age of imperial conquest. As soon as funds permitted, an Architectural Survey was therefore also organized and associated with the Epigraphic Expedition.” *

When he returned to America in April, 1924, his fever had vanished, the arthritis had much abated, and he resumed his accustomed pace.

In the accumulation of correspondence awaiting him on his desk in Chicago he found a letter from Adolf Erman (whose seventieth birthday was to occur on the coming October 31) in which the latter referred with melancholy resignation to the fact that publication of the great Dictionary of Ancient Egyptian, the scientific project to which he had devoted his whole career and which he had hoped he might live to see completed, had finally come to a standstill for lack of funds. My father immediately inquired of Fosdick whether he thought Mr. Rockefeller would be willing to help. “Find out how much is needed,” was the reply.

Some weeks later he and Fosdick met in New York to “prepare for submission to Mr. R. a constructive plan for improving the Cairo Museum situation,” he noted in his journal. “Out of this grew a $10,000,000 project to provide a magnificent new museum building (to be controlled for thirty years by an international commission, this being the period which it was estimated would be required for training a generation of young Egyptians to take over the responsibility themselves); a smaller building alongside the museum to contain administrative offices, a great scientific library and a research laboratory for the study and publication of the museum’s collections; and an endowment to maintain all of the foregoing.”

When they had agreed on these major points my father mentioned the comparatively insignificant amount needed for completing and publishing the Berlin Egyptian Dictionary. Fosdick answered at once that Mr. Rockefeller “considered it a privilege to be able to assist in such a great scientific undertaking.”

“At the period when I was carrying out the commission of the German Academies to copy all the Egyptian inscriptions in the museums of Europe for this Dictionary,” my father wrote me later,

* Adapted from The Oriental Institute, by James H. Breasted, p. 169 ff.
“Germany was annually pouring out millions of marks for science. Had anyone then told me that I would one day be securing the funds for its completion, I would have thought it utterly preposterous!”

While evolving the plans for a new Cairo Museum and for several other major projects, he tried as best he could despite extended absences abroad to carry on a modicum of teaching. At the same time the University of Chicago was launching a campaign to raise $17,500,000 of additional endowment funds, and as one of the University’s veterans he was called upon for a series of public addresses. “My personal researches are at a complete standstill,” he wrote disconsolately, “and I try to find comfort in the belief that the scientific enterprises I am endeavoring to put through will achieve greater and more valuable results than I could ever accomplish single-handed.”

Although Mr. Rockefeller had never visited Egypt or any part of the Near East, he showed the keenest interest in the project for a new museum in Cairo, without hesitation accepted the figure of $10,000,000 as only logical and necessary for the proper execution of such a major undertaking. He proposed that his architect, Welles Bosworth, then his representative in the work of restoring Versailles, Rheims Cathedral and Fontainebleau, should meet my father in Cairo to study the situation and prepare tentative plans for the proposed new buildings. It was agreed that the whole project should be confidentially presented to Lord Allenby, to ascertain whether it would meet with British official approval.

It was also agreed that the most appropriate site for the new buildings would be that of the old Kasr en-Nil Barracks and their parade ground immediately adjacent to the existing Museum. Many years before, the British themselves had condemned these Barracks as no longer fit for human habitation (if they ever were!), and had agreed with the Egyptian government to evacuate them, providing suitable substitutes were erected elsewhere. The Egyptians had kept their part of the bargain, put up much more extensive new ones at Abbassiyeh which the British had promptly taken over without evacuating the old ones. But Kitchener had not regarded the military situation as favorable for the promised evacuation, which had therefore never taken place. Hence it was hoped that both the British and the Egyptians would welcome an American offer to the King of Egypt of a new museum building to be erected on the site of the mooted barracks. Responsibility for the diplomatic negotiation of all this and much else implicit in the Project would rest with my father.
Mr. Rockefeller now also pledged $60,000 for the excavation of the
great ancient stronghold of Megiddo in Palestine, on condition that
other interested donors should subscribe a like amount annually for
three additional years. The problem of meeting this condition was
complicated for my father by the fact that the University of Chicago’s
campaign for additional endowment funds precluded his soliciting the
support of Middle Western friends of the University for the work of
the Oriental Institute. He therefore sought from the veteran Mr.
F. T. Gates “a list of a few names of Eastern men of means who might
be interested to finance the Megiddo project.”

“I am compelled to say,” replied Mr. Gates, “at the risk of whatever
esteem you have for me, that I cannot try to help you promote the
Megiddo scheme.

“I am in touch as you cannot be with the overwhelming needs of
this suffering world, and I know—or think I know—that the money this
will cost can and ought to be used for more immediate and exigent
needs.

“With the museums of Europe stuffed for years with material that
is not even unpacked, much of which can be utilized only by you and
your personal staff—with this and other things you already have on
hand, enough to keep you overwhelmed with work of the highest
importance as long as you live—I cannot find it in my heart to approve
anything that can divert you at all.

“What yet lies under Eastern soil if fully disclosed, cannot throw
any valuable light on the problems that confront the civilization of
today. No important changes will ever be made in your great book,
Ancient Times.

“The origin and historicity of the Old Testament is of course fasci-
natingly interesting, especially to old preachers like me! But it has
been a generation since modern men have lived by anything in either
Testament but the words of Jesus. Megiddo and all its neighbors are
curious, but no longer vital. Civilization can save them up like other
choice dainties of its luxurious table, for times of leisure.”

“I like your forthrightness,” my father answered. “It is obvious
that we do not agree, but I am sure that in half an hour’s personal
conversation I could present a brief in my case which would prove
convincing.

“Coming generations will hold ours responsible if we fail to save
from destruction the vast body of records which we have inherited
from the Ancient Near East, many of which have come down and
almost reached our eager fingers, only to be snatched away and to perish at the hands of modern vandalism.

"I am entirely in sympathy with you regarding the need for the alleviation of human suffering. But it is a mistaken assumption that funds contributed for research in the Ancient Near East might be made available for such purposes.

"The boyhood village of Jesus looked directly down upon the Megiddo plain. We shall never know how often his own visions of future peace and brotherhood may have been clouded by contemplation of that great battlefield where the fate of world empires had been decided for thousands of years by the brutal force of physical power, which he proposed to displace by the rule of love. It is the task of those who look back upon his wonderful life to piece together the marvelous development which culminated in his teaching. And we cannot do it without Megiddo."

In January, 1925, my father returned again to Egypt.

"The proposed Museum building," he wrote from Cairo, "promises to be a superb thing. It will be almost 900 feet long, one very tall story in height; and in style a restrained and beautiful adaptation of ancient Egyptian, with great colonnaded halls surrounding four lovely courts.

"I showed Bosworth's drawings to Allenby who expressed cordial interest and promised to forward the entire proposal to the British Foreign Office with his approval and support. We foresaw two difficulties: the clause in the Anglo-French treaty whereby the French hold the director-generalship of antiquities in Egypt,* and the question of demolishing the Kasr en-Nil Barracks. He advised my visiting London to confer directly with the Foreign Office on these points."

When it became apparent that the Cairo Museum Project was to be added to his other responsibilities, my father wrote me in anxiety, pleading his need of help. So once again I left my own work, this time in California, and came to his aid.

His activities following his return from Egypt anticipated the pace of the next ten years.

He hurried to Cornell University, inaugurated the newly established Messenger Lectureship on the evolution of civilization; between lectures conferred with Secretary of State Kellogg in Washington regarding the Cairo Museum Project; and in New York with the offi-

* See p. 148 ff.
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cers of the several Rockefeller foundations "on the question of largely increased support for humanistic research as contrasted with the foundations' enormous contributions to natural science." He persuaded Fosdick to review Mr. Rockefeller's conditional pledge for the excavation of Megiddo, and in an hour early one morning in Washington drew up a plan calling for $215,000 distributed over five years, which the donor accepted.

"The hobgoblin that now haunts me," he wrote in his journal, "is the question, Where am I to find the young men to staff the projects for which the funds are coming in so fast?"

"On reaching Chicago I found that my dear friend [Ernest DeWitt] Burton [President of the University of Chicago] lay dying of cancer. Instead of conferring with him as I had so eagerly anticipated, I served as one of his pallbearers—a desolating blow in the midst of the exhilarating progress of all the plans he had so loyally supported."

Impressed with his success in raising funds, the University's Board of Trustees now voted that he should be relieved of all teaching in order to give his entire time to the development of the Oriental Institute. While to be sure he had done very little teaching since before his reconnaissance expedition to the Near East in 1919–1920, he found it difficult to realize that henceforth he would never teach again, and that on the eve of his sixty-fifth birthday he stood responsible, scientifically speaking, only to the research enterprises of his own creation.

On the night of June 5, 1925, we boarded a ship for England, where pursuant to Allenby's counsel he was to confer with the Foreign Office regarding the Cairo Museum Project. In his briefcase my father carried a letter which Mr. Rockefeller had written to him that afternoon from 26 Broadway:

"I am enclosing herewith a draft of a letter to His Majesty, the King of Egypt, expressing my willingness to contribute ten millions of dollars for the purpose of providing and maintaining a new and adequate museum for the housing of the great treasures now contained in the present Museum at Cairo. This letter I am prepared to sign and send you upon receiving word from you that the matter is in shape to go forward."

As we watched the glowing honeycombs of Manhattan receding into the American summer night, and felt the warm land breeze giving way to a cool one smelling of the open Atlantic, my father said, "We've traveled a long, long way since that broiling day in Cairo in the spring
of 1907 when you and I went to the postoffice to mail a letter to Mr. Gates at 26 Broadway, over there beyond the Battery! I remember how profoundly disappointed I was when old Mr. Rockefeller, Sr. turned down the plans it contained. But if he hadn’t, the Oriental Institute might never have been founded, and probably you and I wouldn’t be sailing tonight on a fascinating errand!"

The American Ambassador to St. James, Alanson B. Houghton, was under instructions to do everything in his power to further the project. Lord Balfour, at the time President both of the Privy Council and of the British Academy, and Austen Chamberlain, then Minister for Foreign Affairs, both strongly favored it.

Lord Allenby was retiring from Empire service and Sir George Lloyd, whom my father had first met in Bombay (see p. 266), had just been appointed to succeed him as High Commissioner for Egypt and the Sudan.

"Lloyd asked me whether our plans would require immediate evacuation of the Kasr en-Nil Barracks,” my father stated in his journal. “I smiled to myself as I listened to the incoming British Commissioner to Egypt inquiring of an American citizen when the British Army would be required to evacuate their Cairo barracks!

“When I recall with what awe I used to ride past these barracks on my donkey as I went to and from the original Egyptian Museum (predecessor of the present-day French structure) during my first visit to Cairo thirty-one years ago, I find it hard to realize that I am now negotiating for their evacuation and eventual demolition. If I succeed it will be an achievement hardly less formidable than securing ten million dollars for a new Cairo Museum!”

While Lloyd professed interest in the Project, his reluctance to approve evacuation of the barracks was evident from the outset. His attitude, as later frankly characterized by members of his staff, remained throughout one of “malevolent neutrality.” This slowed the negotiations; but toward mid-July we received a letter from the Foreign Office “assuring us,” my father wrote, “that it was not anticipated that the transfer of the site of the Kasr en-Nil Barracks to the Board of Trustees of the proposed Museum Project would cause any serious difficulty.” Its timing was deemed very important, however, and was to be determined by the new High Commissioner to Egypt. Our proposed international commission was approved; and it was stipulated that I
need not consult the French until after the project had been accepted by King Fuad."

True to Foreign Office tradition, most of the points on which they had *verbally* committed themselves to us positively and unequivocally had been deftly emasculated in being reduced to writing. But in principle the Project now had the British government's approval, which at this stage seemed enough; and so we returned to America.

George Hale was following the development of the Project with the keenest interest, for just at this same time he had succeeded in persuading Mr. Henry Edwards Huntington to re-define the great Huntington Library and Art Gallery in Pasadena as a research institution, thus placing "it far in advance of the Morgan Library [in New York] and the great Rylands Library in Manchester, in a position beside the British Museum itself."

"It seems to me that the United States embodies much of the spirit —though often crudely expressed—which came into the world with the Italian Renaissance," Hale wrote my father in August 1925. "At any rate, the roots of the civilization of Great Britain and the United States rise from Italian soil, though they reach back to Greece, Assyria and Egypt. If we concentrate at first on the late period, we must ultimately go back to the true origins, not merely through the classic MSS. but also through a study of certain phases of Egyptian and Assyrian civilization, perhaps especially in the fields of art and science.

"I am, therefore, anxious to establish the closest possible liaison with the new Museum and Research Institute in Cairo."

Mr. Rockefeller became more and more interested in the development of the Project.

From its inception, legally speaking, until the keys of the completed building should be handed over to an international commission to be composed of two Egyptian, two American, two British and two French representatives, the Project was to be under the control of a board of three trustees consisting of his old friend V. Everit Macy, Raymond Fosdick and my father, whom he asked to serve as chairman. The J. G. White Engineering Corporation was chosen to do the construction; and at Mr. Rockefeller's request a survey was made of the newest museums in the United States in order that the proposed new Cairo Museum might embody the very latest and best developments in American museum planning.

Finally at noon on October 2, 1925, Messrs. Fosdick, Macy, Chaum-
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cey Belknap (the lawyer who had been chiefly responsible for drawing the complicated documents involved) and my father and I were ushered into Mr. Rockefeller's office at 26 Broadway.

"This has been one of the greatest days of my life," my father later remarked in his journal. "While the rest of us sat looking on, Mr. Belknap took from his briefcase four copies of the bulky trust document creating the Board of Trustees and conveying to them ten million dollars. One of these copies was adorned with showy seals and red ribbons and was intended for the King of Egypt.

"In his quick, businesslike way the donor asked a few questions regarding one or two points on which he was not quite clear. He then drew out his fountain pen and methodically signed three of the documents. As he came to the fourth, he paused for a moment with his pen poised, and peering at us over his quaint half-spectacles, he observed dryly. "This, gentlemen, is rather an expensive signature for me!"

"The Trustees then signed, a notary witnessed our signatures, and the Cairo Museum Project had legally come into existence. It is a very sobering thought to realize that I am now one of three men responsible for the expenditure and proper use of the greatest single sum ever donated for humanistic research."

Mr. Rockefeller also gave to my father the following letter to the King of Egypt:

"The present transition period in the national life of Egypt has necessarily created many new responsibilities which are to be met by the Egyptian people for the first time. Among these there is perhaps none which has aroused wider interest and sympathy among the other peoples of the world than the responsibility for Egypt's marvelous heritage from the past. . . .

"Because of my profound interest in this matter I should count it a privilege to make a gift of ten million dollars to be primarily devoted: first, to the erection of a new and more commodious building for the Cairo Museum and an additional building for archaeological research; and second, to the maintenance of these buildings and collections, with special reference to their educational value and their usefulness as a great treasury of materials for scientific research.

"In proffering this gift to the Egyptian people and to Science, I venture to hope that the program of cooperation which it would permit may prove acceptable to Your Majesty and to the Egyptian Government."
The plan of procedure from this point onward was that my father should secure from Lord Lloyd (as he had now become) a written statement of the British Army's readiness to evacuate the Kasr en-Nil barracks in favor of the new Cairo Museum; and thereupon should present to the King of Egypt Mr. Rockefeller's letter of gift accompanied by an especially bound copy of a brochure describing the Project, the ribbon-embellished copy of the indenture of trust, and a set of preliminary plans for the proposed buildings.

If the King accepted the gift, he or his appropriate representative was to sign a contract (already drawn) between the Egyptian government and the Project's Trustees, covering the construction of the new Museum and its adjacent archaeological research building, and the appointment of an international commission to be responsible for the operation of the Museum for a period of thirty years from its completion. In anticipation of the legal problems inevitably attending negotiation and consummation of so complicated a matter, Mr. Rockefeller arranged for Mr. Belknap to serve as our adviser in Egypt.

When a few days later we sailed again for England, our fellow passengers included Mr. and Mrs. Rockefeller, who in company with the architect Welles Bosworth were bound on one of their periodic visits to France to observe the progress of the rehabilitation of Rheims, Versailles and Fontainebleau; and the eminent brain specialist and surgeon, Dr. Harvey Cushing, on his way to England to confer with Lady Osler regarding the biography he was then completing of her late husband, Sir William Osler. My father had brought with him photostatic copies of the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus together with all his pertinent research materials and paraphernalia, now packed in special boxes which enabled him to set up his "workshop" on a moment's notice wherever he happened to find a few hours of available time. Dr. Cushing was greatly surprised and impressed when my father showed him, among other things, that this oldest known scientific treatise in the world contained the earliest known occurrence of a word for "brain." All this deeply interested Mr. Rockefeller too, and when occasion offered, he questioned my father closely regarding both his own work and the program of the Oriental Institute. What with scientific discussions, architectural conferences and the generally enlivening exchange between these men, it would have been an exceptionally happy voyage without a characteristic incident which made it for my father unforgettable.
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Mr. and Mrs. Rockefeller were disembarking at Cherbourg. As they were leaving the ship, his private secretary took me aside, gave me a sealed letter with the request that I should hand it to my father as we reached London.

Dr. Cushing sat with us during the run from Southampton to London. As the train neared Waterloo Station I gave the letter to my father, who asked us to excuse him while he opened and read it. An expression of embarrassed incredulity came into his face, and without a word he handed me the letter.

"The most important factor in the advancement of the well-being of Mankind," it read, "is men and women, well-trained, with high purpose and fine spirit... You are such an one—unique in your field.

"The contributions which I have made to the Oriental Institute have been based partly upon my interest in the field which it covers—largely because of my belief in you. Clearly your training, your experience and your knowledge can be put to larger usefulness, and with a minimum of added burden to you if additional workers and sums are made available.

I will be happy to add the sum of Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to my present pledge to the Oriental Institute for each of the remaining... years this pledge has still to run... I should like to have the first draft upon it made to provide such... help for you as will reduce to a minimum the manual and detail work which you are now doing. The balance may be used... in any other way which in your judgment will add most to the productiveness of your work..."

"With the assurance that I count it a high privilege to have even a small part in this extraordinary work which you are doing, and with the hope that you will make the careful preservation of your own health of paramount importance, I am, etc."

My father tried to continue his conversation with Dr. Cushing, but was obviously so distraight that the latter said, "I hope you have not received bad news?"

"On the contrary," my father answered, "the news is so good it overwhelms me!"

The brochure my father had prepared to assist King Fuad in visualizing the Project was printed by the Oxford Press, which functioned with its proverbial efficiency. Toward the end of October we left London for Egypt.
On the morning of our departure there appeared in the Times the historic dispatch which had been smuggled out of Beirut and cabled from Cairo, describing the revolt of the Jebel Druses in Syria and the French bombardment and partial destruction of Damascus with 75's planted in the surrounding hills.

This drastic step had been ordered by the notoriously brutal and impolitic High Commissioner and former general, Maurice Sarrail, because the French had no garrison in the city, which had consequently been invaded and pillaged by bands of Druses before troops could be brought in. The dispatch made it clear that had there been French forces stationed within the city, its bombardment could have been avoided. (Many authorities considered it needless despite the absence of troops in the town; and Sarrail was promptly recalled for his actions.)

This incident bore directly on our Project; for apart from the Citadel which overlooked and commanded Cairo, the Kasr en-Nil Barracks were the only ones within the city itself. With the grim example of Damascus before them, would the British be likely to evacuate Kasr en-Nil? And without this "trump card" could we still interest the Egyptians in a new Museum?

Upon locating our deck chairs on our ship at Genoa, I found that my father's stood beside one to which had already been affixed a card bearing the name "Professor Eduard Meyer."

I moved away and waited. Presently I saw approaching the same tall, bearded man of my Gross-Lichterfelde childhood, but now aged and obviously less aggressive. As he seated himself, he happened to glance at the card on my father's chair. Visibly startled, he pointed it out to his Rosina who as for at least the past forty-five years was still beside him. His last message to my father, through Erman, had been: "I can have nothing to do with any American!"

My father was standing at the rail in conversation with friends when Frau Meyer approached him and gently touched his arm. He turned. She held out her hand and said in German, "I want to greet you and give you my hand!—and so does my husband! May he also come to you?"

"There were tears in her eyes," my father wrote afterwards. "Meyer was standing in the background. I stepped forward at once and he likewise. He seized my hand in both of his, and his face glowed with his old friendliness. With glistening eyes and all his one-time hearti-
ness he said, 'Es freut mich ungemein Dich wieder zu sehen!' [It makes me extraordinarily happy to see thee again']

"It was the old Meyer, now a kindly, gentle old man of seventy-two. I confess I was deeply touched by the 'Dich' ['thee']. Good Frau Meyer beamed with joy through her tears. She had done it. Well—it is better so."

When my father sought from Lord Lloyd the written statement of the British army's readiness to evacuate the Kasr en-Nil barracks in favor of the proposed new Museum, which the Foreign Office in London had confidently anticipated "would cause no serious difficulty," it caused very little else, and there followed weeks of consideration and discussion between the Residency, the Foreign Office and General Sir Richard Haking, then commander-in-chief of the British army in Egypt. The French bombardment of Damascus and the revolt in Syria had produced a serious impression in London, and after weeks of negotiations and delay Lord Lloyd conveyed to us, with a show of well simulated regret, the General's flat refusal to give up the Barracks.

Mr. Rockefeller's attitude was characteristic. "While I have been keenly interested in this matter [the Museum Project]," he wrote my father on November 30, 1925 from Cannes, "I shall take it less to heart than you if its consummation must be delayed or the whole project ultimately abandoned. Our one purpose is to render service and at the same time to promote good-will. . . . If these two elements cannot come hand in hand, it were better to abandon the project. Do not let this situation worry you at all. . . ."

With Mr. Rockefeller's consent the cherished site was now abandoned for the south end of the Gezireh, the lengthy island in the Nile opposite Cairo; and out of consideration for the British we never mentioned to the Egyptians the fact of our having tried to dislodge the former from the Kasr en-Nil Barracks.

We first approached King Fuad through Ahmed Bey Hassanein, one of the finest of the younger Egyptians—a Balliol graduate who had recently served as first secretary of Egypt's first legation in Washington, and was now junior royal chamberlain. The Museum Project, said Hassanein, had "greatly impressed and gratified His Majesty." The moment appeared to have come for a personal meeting between the King and my father. Etiquette required, however, that the latter must first be formally presented by the American Minister.
America's diplomatic representative in Egypt at this time was a retired physician named J. Morton Howell from Dayton, Ohio, whom his old friend President Harding had thus rewarded for political services—and whom the State Department had verbally instructed us to avoid save for inescapable protocol. Hence on the morning of January 4, 1926 my father in full evening dress and top hat accompanied Dr. Howell to the Abdin Palace and was presented to Fuad I, King of Egypt—until recently a penniless prince, whose selection the British had promoted not on account of his ability or fitness but because, as the only extant son of Khedive Ismail Pasha, he was nearest in line for the throne. . . . The King gave no indication of ever having heard my father's name before, and his acknowledgment of the presentation was perfunctory to the point of rudeness. Not until a week later did Fuad grant him an audience at which to deliver personally Mr. Rockefeller's letter of gift.

"The King's conduct was astounding," my father wrote later that day. "He read the donor's letter hastily, barely glanced at a summary of the Project which for his convenience we had prepared in French. He thrust aside with hardly a look the beautifully bound copy of the descriptive brochure.

"He ridiculed the Project as visionary and impossible, said that the sum proposed for the building was not enough; boasted of Egyptian wealth, and remarked on American readiness to interfere in Egyptian affairs as illustrated by ex-President Theodore Roosevelt's speech at the Egyptian University!* It required the utmost self control not to tell His Majesty that I could no longer listen to such insults. My indignation was handicapped by the necessity of speaking French, but I did say to him that there seemed no further reason for continuing the interview, or for making any further efforts to consummate the Project. To my surprise he changed his attitude at once, requested me to bring the matter before Ziyar Pasha (the Prime Minister), and said he himself would instruct the latter to discuss the matter with me.

"He is obviously disgusted that he cannot get a single finger on any portion of the funds, and resentful of a project which took for granted that the Egyptians had nobody who could do this thing. Probably he also realizes that the Americans have discerned a magnificent opportunity of which he himself should have taken advantage. The superb golden coffin and golden portrait mask of King Tutenkhamon, for

* Delivered in 1910. In this speech Roosevelt had denounced the recent assassination of the prime minister Boutros Pasha by a member of the Nationalist party.
instance, have just arrived at the Museum, where they have been installed for public inspection in a storeroom filled with packing boxes."

Under instructions from London to render the project every possible assistance, Lord Lloyd now personally informed the Prime Minister that the British government desired to see the matter favorably consummated. The King tardily endeavored to give the impression that he welcomed the gift, and that its acceptance rested with his council of ministers.

Ziwar Pasha was a genial, remarkably honest (he was partly Circassian), enormously fat man whose obesity was the subject of countless jokes—native café wags were at the moment remarking that Tutenkhamon’s solid gold coffin “weighed two and a half Ziwarss”—but whose courage was in scale with his size. He had taken office soon after the assassination of Sir Lee Stack, and though several attempts had been made on his own life, he had continued to go about his business in Cairo in an open car unattended by guards.

“He has from the beginning cordially supported our Project,” my father wrote of him. “At the end of my first conference with him he followed me to the door and said: ‘You know, Egypt has no civilization except what comes to us from Europe and America. We must rely on foreign scientists—but I cannot say that in public! Therein lies our chief difficulty in carrying out your project.’”

Mr. Belknap, our legal adviser, now conferred at length with the same members of the Egyptian government’s legal department with whom my father had dealt in the Tutenkhamon tomb dispute. After the government had consumed weeks objecting to every constructive suggestion from the American side, he asked that they themselves draft a contract incorporating the conditions to which they would be willing to subscribe. Among those whose counsel was especially helpful at this difficult stage was the late Neville Henderson, then Great Britain’s first minister plenipotentiary to the new Kingdom of Egypt.

At last the government lawyers evolved a draft of a revised contract which Mr. Belknap considered acceptable, and which they asked him and my father to transmit to the gentlemen in New York, together with a covering letter from Ziwar Pasha stating that if this document proved acceptable to the American side, he in turn would recommend it to the council of ministers for signature. Mr. Belknap left at once for New York.

By this time the matter was known to so many individuals that
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rumors of it had reached the press, necessitating our announcement of the offer while Mr. Belknap was still en route. We made the grave error of failing to state in our release that the contractual conditions governing the proffered gift had been drawn by the Egyptian government itself.

Without exception both the foreign and vernacular press of Egypt greeted the offer with the most flowery praise and adulation, and urged the King and his ministers to accept it promptly. Of the approximately twenty-four English, Arabic, Syrian, French, Italian and Greek papers then being published in Cairo, only the editor of the leading French paper approached me to suggest that his enthusiastic editorial approval of the offer surely entitled him to some tangible financial reward. He remained baffled and incredulous when I explained that the donor never bought approval of his benefactions.

Because the status of the thirty-year Anglo-French Treaty of 1904 (which as explained in Chapter VI, stipulated that for the effective duration of the treaty the Director General of the Antiquities Department should be a Frenchman), had been rendered somewhat uncertain by Egypt’s recent achievement of nominal independence, the British had counselled us to await the King’s decision before discussing the Rockefeller offer with the French. Our desire to cooperate in every way with the British led us to follow this advice, by doing which we made a further serious mistake. For long in advance of our press announcement, garbled news of the offer had reached the garrulous and excitable M. Lacau and his French and English staff, all of whom accepted his interpretation of it as a grandiose scheme for ousting them from their posts and bringing the antiquities of Egypt under American control. M. Lacau therefore fought against it tooth and nail, and being in the good graces of the King, did his utmost to antagonize the latter’s already prejudiced mind still further against a gift which he claimed would entail the virtual sale of Egypt’s ancient monuments to America.

“It is amazing,” my father wrote while at Luxor that February, “what an amount of smallness and petty jealousy this Museum plan has uncovered! I am growing very thick-skinned and philosophical, and shall quietly continue to keep my wagon hitched to a star. But it is a great relief to turn again for a brief time to my own researches.”

Throughout the weeks of conferences, negotiations and waiting he had continued at every opportunity to work on the Surgical Papyrus, so that on February 8 he was able to enter in his journal: “Finished
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translation and commentary on Surgical Treatise in Papyrus Edwin Smith. Magical text on verso [a later interpolation written on the backs of certain pages] will take but brief time."

He had also devoted a great deal of effort to the organization of a prehistoric survey of the entire Nile Valley—a fundamentally important item in his great pattern of Near Eastern research which project by project he was now steadily carrying out.

"Two outstanding problems in the career of prehistoric man have long awaited solution," he wrote. "One of these is the genetic and chronological correlation of the remains of prehistoric man in Africa with similar remains, geologically dated, in Europe. (The same problem exists as between Western Asia and Europe.) The second is the correlation of the enormously ancient—presumably very early Paleolithic—remains on the plateau of Northeast Africa with the earliest stages of human development on the alluvial floor of the Nile Valley. . . .

"It is [also] of vital importance for our understanding of man's early career in these regions to know when the overwhelming catastrophe of desiccation overtook him. The correlation of this tremendous transformation with the human career in the Nile Valley, and in the wide plains and plateau of Egypt and the Sudan is now becoming possible.

"I have made arrangements for a systematic survey of the traces of early man in Northeast Africa and in Western Asia, which will correlate these with geological periods, and wherever possible find the leading types of flint implements in stratigraphic deposits. The project will be called the Prehistoric Survey Expedition, and will begin work in the autumn of 1926."

While he was at Luxor, Mr. Julius Rosenwald, then a trustee of the University of Chicago, arrived there on his first visit. Mr. Rosenwald's philanthropic interest lay chiefly in negro education among our Southern States, and the work of the Oriental Institute held little appeal for him. My father showed him all the important monuments of Luxor and Thebes, and explained to him the nature and purpose of the Epigraphic Expedition, and its need of a larger building. "He stoutly resisted, suggested all sorts of difficulties, said the problem should be put up to the Rockefeller Foundation; and when I finally took him to lunch on his second day," wrote my father, "I felt that he cared little about our problems.

* Adapted from The Oriental Institute, by James H. Breasted, pp. 73; 129 ff.
"But after lunch Mr. Rosenwald said, 'Where are the plans of the new building you told me about?' I laid them before him. He asked a few more questions, then said quietly: 'My son William [who had also recently visited Luxor] wrote me that if I did anything for your new building he wanted to give $5,000. I have decided to contribute $25,000—so I will give you my check for $30,000.' Later I persuaded him to increase this to $37,500!"

At about the same time Mr. Abraham Flexner, then secretary of the General Education Board, re-visited Egypt, and at Luxor familiarized himself with the work of the Epigraphic Expedition to which my father desired to add a scientific library that would be open to students and scholars throughout the world. When Flexner returned to America, the General Education Board approved my father's request for $250,000 for the purchase of books and for library maintenance endowment.

"A man like me ought to have nine lives and the strength of a Goliath," my father wrote from Luxor. "I often wonder where I shall land with all these argosies I am loading with such reckless disregard of the fact that there is only one captain for the whole fleet—which means that he is spread out pretty thin and will evaporate in the next ten years, leaving very little behind, especially in the way of junior mariners to bring the fleet into port!"

He was convinced nevertheless that the greatest service he could now render his science was to continue to load as many argosies as the present golden opportunities would permit.

Within ten days after Mr. Belknap's arrival in New York we received a cable stating that Messrs. Rockefeller, Fosdick and Macy had approved the Egyptian government's revised version of the contract without a single change, and had signed and despatched to us a new document drawn accordingly.

While this was on its way we visited Palestine and Syria on Oriental Institute matters. In Jerusalem, with the cooperation of Bernard Flexner and the (Rockefeller) International Health Board, we made the first moves in a campaign against the malarial mosquito on the marshy Plain of Megiddo—a campaign which a few years later was to become a model for all Palestine.

When my father saw the old house in which the Palestine government was then attempting to display and store its share of the antiquities now rapidly accruing from the excavations of the annually increas-
ing number of archaeological expeditions working in Palestine, it occurred to him that in Jerusalem too there existed a great need for a museum building. He found an admirable vacant site overlooking Gethsemane and the Mount of Olives, between the Jericho Road and the Mosque of Omar; and ascertained confidentially that the British Mandate of Palestine, of which Lord Plumer was then High Commissioner, would welcome the gift of a museum and gladly expropriate the foregoing site.

From Jerusalem we drove northward to Beirut to secure from the new French High Commissioner, Henri de Jouvenel (who had succeeded the hated Sarrail), permission to purchase and export to America one of the finest collections of Phoenician sarcophagi in the world, which had been gathered by an astute old American fundamentalist missionary named Dr. George A. Ford during almost half a century’s residence at Sidon. We spent a prayer-and-scripture-filled night as his guests; and as we parted from him he solemnly reminded us not to travel on the Sabbath as we expected to do on our return.

De Jouvenel remained unmoved by the combined pleas of my father, of American Consul General Paul Knabenshue, of old Dr. Ford himself, and of our oft-time host, President Bayard Dodge of the American University, one of the most respected and the most influential of the Americans in Syria. The collections, said de Jouvenel bluntly, would stay in the country: France had already suffered enough criticism for her administration of the Syrian Mandate without incurring the charge of having permitted historical treasures to be removed from it. Realizing that his efforts were in vain, my father suggested that the collections in the Louvre Museum in Paris hardly constituted a shining example of such a policy. The High Commissioner, unable to make any answer, merely reiterated his regret, and by rising indicated that the interview was ended. It was obvious throughout that he resented the American offer of a museum to Egypt.

So we turned south again, traveling as it happened on the Sabbath. Guiltily we passed through Sidon without re-visiting Dr. Ford whom we suspected of thinking bitter, un-Christian thoughts about the French High Commissioner whose arbitrary decision had deprived him of the $25,000 we would otherwise have paid him for his collection, a sum with which he had hoped to ease his last years of retirement. We were congratulating ourselves on having escaped his pietistical hospitality and were just passing through the historic town of Tyre when retribution overtook us. With the noise of artillery, two of
our tires blew out, and to the delight of my father, who had a weakness for such puns, we were forced to wander through Tyre in quest of two new American tires.

We pushed on to the mound of Megiddo where despite vicious malaria and impassable roads, worsened by an exceptionally long rainy season, the staff of the Oriental Institute's new expedition had built a house and had already begun excavation.

The mound of Megiddo was typical of hundreds upon hundreds of similar ancient sites scattered through Palestine, Syria, Anatolia, Iraq and Iran. It was actually a "layer cake" of ancient cities, one built upon another as its predecessor was destroyed, or as houses merely crumbled with age, fell down and were rebuilt—a process which archaeologists call "urban stratification." The modern archaeological method of excavating such a mound is to survey it, laying out upon it a "grid" of, ordinarily, twenty-five-meter squares; and while always retaining the intersection points of this "grid," to expose and record every layer, each of which is of course older as the digging proceeds. The lowest layer of Megiddo might well prove to be a Stone Age settlement—for there was good reason to believe that Stone Age men lived among these hills perhaps a hundred thousand years before the Hebrews entered what is today Palestine.

Here on March 23, 1926, my father wrote the foreword of a forthcoming library edition of his Ancient Times, called The Conquest of Civilization, the closing paragraphs of which I quote below because they are at once pertinent and in his best vein; and because, since they embody so much both of his own spirit and of his attitude toward the ancient world, I have always loved them:

"As I write these lines, the broad Palestinian plain of Megiddo stretches before me; behind me rises Har-Megiddo, 'the Mount of Megiddo,' or as known to the Western world in its Hellenized form, 'Armageddon.' Towering high over the plain, Armageddon was an imposing stronghold, ... now deeply covered by the rubbish of thousands of years, green with billowing grain and bright with nodding anemones.

"Our first trenches have been thrust into the vast mound, ... [and] already ... [our] workmen have brought out an inscribed block bearing Egyptian hieroglyphs. As I went into the court of our new Oriental Institute house on the slope of Megiddo this morning and the early sunshine illumined the block, it became evident that the fragmentary signs, scarred and weathered until they were scarcely
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legible, were those forming the name of Shishak, called by the Egyptians Sheshonk, a Pharaoh of the tenth century B.C.

"Instantly there rose before me the vision of a Sunday school in a little church on the far-off prairies of Illinois, where nearly half a century ago a group of village boys with heads together over a Bible were struggling with the difficult proper names of an old Hebrew chronicle: 'And it came to pass in the fifth year of King Rehoboam that Shishak, king of Egypt, came up against Jerusalem: and he took away the treasures of the house of Jehovah, and the treasures of the king's house; he even took away all: and he took away all the shields of gold that Solomon had made' (1 Kings 14, 25–26). And today under the shadow of the great fortress mound, it was with some emotion that one of those boys was reading the name of the old Egyptian conqueror, who carried away Solomon's treasure from Jerusalem [sixty miles to the south] nearly 3,000 years ago..."

"It is an impressive illustration of the fact that for ages Armageddon has been the gate between two continents, for possession of which the emperors and kings of Asia and Africa have struggled. Through the pass which it commands, the armies of Egypt marched for a thousand years. Its battlements, now covered by the great mound, were black with terrified Canaanish throngs, who pulled their fugitive king up the walls to temporary safety after the rout of the Asiatic allies by Thutmose III in the fifteenth century B.C. Across the plain to which Armageddon has given its name, swept the battles of Canaanite and Hebrew, of Hebrew and Philistine; and on the walls of Bethshan at its eastern end the Philistines hanged the bodies of Saul and Jonathan, slain on the slopes of Mt. Gilboa, to which our expedition house looks out. At the seaward end of the plain the Crusaders landed at Acre; from the hills of Nazareth on the north, the child Jesus must often have looked down upon this battlefield of the ages. And through this same pass upon which Armageddon still frowns down, Lord Allenby pierced the Turkish line and won the last great battle of Armageddon in 1918.

"The cloud shadows creep slowly across the misty hills of Nazareth eight miles away. For ages they looked down upon scenes of conquest and blood-shed on this plain—ages whose highest gods were divinities of violence and carnage, the delight of such fierce prophets as Elijah; and after the slow eclipse of such bloody gods, there dawned among those hills of Nazareth a God of brotherly kindness—the vision of a Jewish carpenter's son, whose tiny Galilean village lies just beyond
the brow of the northern hills so clearly visible from the battlements of Armageddon. Of all the transformations which thrill the modern visitor to this region, there has been none like this from Elijah to Jesus, from Carmel and Armageddon to Nazareth. It was the culmination of that long commingling of ancient oriental civilizations gathering from Egypt and Asia and forming that Egypto-Asiatic culture nucleus which eventually transformed the life of once savage and barbarous Europe. What more fitting scene in which to write the foreword of a sketch which endeavors to trace in its main contours the unfolding life of man—the Conquest of Civilization!

As our train clattered hour after hour across the desert from Palestine to Kantara at the Suez Canal on our return to Cairo, he was reminded of all that had happened during the five years since he had made this same journey in company with General Waters Taylor at the weary conclusion of the reconnaissance expedition which had signalized the birth of the Oriental Institute. I spoke of the earlier years when he used to think aloud to me his day-dreams, of which so many were now rapidly coming true.

“I can't fully grasp the change,” he said. “The reality is wonderful, but the dreams were on the whole much more beautiful and satisfying. I remember my own father's dreams and visions—air-castles that were never built—and now that some of mine have become fact, I no longer regret that he never realized any of his.”

Inevitably his thoughts reverted to the Museum Project. “If it fails to go through,” he said, “I shan't grieve, for I have about concluded that its consummation would probably mean my extinction as a scientist.”

Late that night we drew into the familiar Cairo Station, and on a morning one week afterward the revised contract for the Museum arrived from New York.

I took it at once to Ziwar Pasha, who asked that my father see him that afternoon. When they met, Ziwar appeared agitated and ill at ease. He rose in all his bulk, and holding the contract in one hand while nervously tapping it with the other, said in French:

“We cannot sign this document! The conditions are absolutely unacceptable, they infringe upon the sovereignty of Egypt! My colleagues in the council of ministers decline to consider the matter until the conditions of the contract have been fundamentally revised!”

My father replied quietly: “There can be no talk of any further
revision of a contract drawn by the Egyptian government itself. The only alternative to its signature by the council of ministers is withdrawal of the offer. I am leaving in a week's time for New York. If upon my arrival there I find no cable reporting its acceptance, I shall advise Mr. Rockefeller to withdraw the offer."

Wherewith he bade Ziwar good-bye.

The following day there appeared in the Egyptian press a communiqué from the office of the Prime Minister, stating that Professor Breasted had submitted to it a contract embodying the conditions attached to Mr. Rockefeller's offer, and that these were wholly unacceptable to the Egyptian government.

When no message from Ziwar awaited our return to New York, Mr. Rockefeller sent King Fuad a friendly, brief note withdrawing his offer; and so ended the Cairo Museum Project.

Once again I went about my own affairs, this time permanently—I thought.

The failure of the Cairo Museum Project left Mr. Rockefeller with ten million dollars which he had signified his readiness to contribute to the support of archaeology. He soon made it clear that he intended Egypt's loss to be archaeology's gain elsewhere.

When my father late that spring laid before Raymond Fosdick a proposal for a museum in Jerusalem, he was promptly authorized to explore the matter further with the Palestine government. At the same time the Rockefeller foundations, while steadily augmenting their support of the Oriental Institute, were becoming more and more interested in the whole field of Near Eastern and Mediterranean archaeology, toward the development of which they now asked him to draw up large-scale plans.

"The program I first submitted," he remarked in his journal, "totalled over thirty million dollars." Neither the boards nor Mr. Rockefeller appeared to be taken aback by this figure, but simply as a matter of practicality it seemed to them wiser to begin on a more moderate basis. He therefore drew up for their consideration a modified plan, involving an outlay of eleven million dollars.

With only a few changes it proposed what he had been advocating for at least a decade: a new, completely equipped headquarters at the University of Chicago; greatly expanded teaching facilities, with endowment; the establishment of at least one field expedition in every important cultural region of the ancient Near East; the maintenance
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by these expeditions of racial, cultural and anthropo-geographical researches; the correlation of the resulting discoveries and observations to furnish the basis for the historical reconstruction of the causes of early human development; and, finally, one of the most ambitious publication programs ever undertaken in the field of humanistic research (see Appendix B, p. 419).

Upon his return to New York in the spring of 1927 from another Near Eastern journey (during which he had secured from the Palestine government through Lord Plumer the gift of the land for the new Palestine museum), he received a confidential indication that his proposed archaeological program would in the main almost certainly be approved and financed by the Rockefeller boards. At this point he sent for me, and during one entire day thought aloud to me his vision of what lay before him. As always he drew an exciting and inspiring picture. Finally he said: “I am standing at a forking of my road. I can leave the Oriental Institute at its present stage and devote my remaining years to my own researches and historical writing—or, putting these aside, I can endeavor to make it the leading humanistic research organization in America and perhaps the world. That is where I know my duty lies. But to attempt this I must have help during the next critical years of expansion. The men around me are competent scholars but administratively futile. Your life has trained you for the task, you are the only person to whom I can turn. Is it too much to ask your help again?”

It seemed to me at the time, and I still believe that nothing in my own life then mattered so much as that while he was yet in the fullness of his powers, his argosies should be brought safely home, and from their rich cargoes he should produce the books which he alone could write.

So I answered that far from asking a favor he was offering me a magnificent opportunity which I would be honored to accept providing he would promise me to continue his own researches and historical writing, and to confine himself as nearly as possible to the scientific work of the Oriental Institute, leaving its physical expansion and administration to me. I added that if the arrangement proved to be mutually satisfactory, I would undertake to carry on for five years.

He promised, we shook hands on it, and in July 1927 I entered my “new” office in Haskell Oriental Museum—a building crowded with memories of the years I have described in earlier chapters—and dusted
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out a decrepit roll-top desk once used by my father's departed enemy, Robert Francis Harper.

In its broadest terms, my job consisted of bringing Western man's latest, most efficient methods and devices to bear upon recovering the story of his conquest of civilization in the oldest lands of history. Specifically this meant the unification and systematization of the Oriental Institute to function both as a division of a great Middle Western university accustomed to domestic American routines, and as a research organization whose foreign operations already extended from Anatolia on the north to the Sudan on the south, and were soon to expand eastward into central Iran. It meant journey after journey to the Near East; the construction, equipment and operation of a whole series of expedition headquarters at remote locations (at Persepolis we rehabilitated the harem palace of Darius!); the purchase of supplies and the correlation of transport for units scattered through six oriental countries; the employment, safeguarding, victualing and seasonal movements to and from the field of personnel; the lease or purchase of archaeological sites through third and fourth trustworthy parties in order to keep down their price; the obtainment of permits to excavate them; the cultivation of friendly relations with the frequently changing governments of the countries in which we were working; the balancing of budgets in the face of fluctuating exchanges in some twenty different currencies; and the infinitude of details implicit in the conduct of ramified scientific enterprises operating along a 2500-mile front, 6000 miles from their American base, before the era of two-day air travel between the United States and the Near East.

It was an exciting, challenging, often exasperating job, simply "cut out" for Americans: and precisely therein lay our greatest tribulation. Americans trained in Near Eastern field archaeology were so few at this time that at the outset, as my father put it, "the greatest majority of our field directors and staffs were drawn from Austria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, England, Germany, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Norway, Palestine, Portugal, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland and Syria! It was obvious that the Oriental Institute's responsibility for training a future generation of young American scientists in every phase of oriental archaeology was as important as the maintenance of its field operations."

"The fundamental difficulty which besets me in this work at every turn," he wrote to George Hale, "[is] . . . the lack of personnel.
Well-equipped astronomers are being created by a great many efficient institutions or observatories, but historically minded archaeologists and field research men are not being produced anywhere. The personal equation is so difficult that I sometimes wish I had never dreamed any dreams."

Nevertheless the job was done with the ablest people available, regardless of nationality or temperament.

From 1927 onwards my father’s career moved more and more swiftly. That autumn Mr. Rockefeller pledged himself to give two million dollars for the construction and maintenance endowment of a Palestine museum at Jerusalem.* A year later the Rockefeller boards approved his larger plans by appropriating for the work of the Oriental Institute an initial sum of more than seven million dollars.†

He was of course enormously elated by this unprecedented support of everything he had so long championed. But as he contemplated the array of still uncompleted projects in which he was already engaged, and the many others he was now in a position to launch, he could not forget that he was already sixty-three. Again and again he would exclaim, “If only I were twenty years younger!”

In January 1929 Mr. Rockefeller, with a family party which he had invited my father and me to join, for the first time visited Egypt, Palestine and Syria. He wanted especially to see the work of the Oriental Institute’s expeditions. Long experience had taught him that incautious self-exposure to the enthusiasms of scientific men was too often a costly business, hence before the party sailed from New York he sent his guests through Raymond Fosdick a friendly but frank request to raise no financial questions during the voyage.

My father was greatly amused, for he had planned a much subtler attack upon his host’s interest. He brought with him in a special trunk hundreds of glass slides with which of evenings he illustrated informal presentations of the historical significance of the ancient places and ruins the party would soon be seeing. A month’s voyage by private

* After the retirement of Lord Plumer, who had given it his enthusiastic and most effective support, the Palestine Museum project was side-tracked by British officials in Jerusalem, in favor of a palatial new British residency and other public works. Though my father lived to see the building virtually completed, he died before it was opened, nearly nine years after the funds had been given.

† It was a source of great mutual satisfaction to my father and George Ellery Hale that the boards at this same time appropriated approximately $6,000,000 toward the construction and maintenance of Hale’s projected two-hundred-inch telescope.
steamer up the Nile became a vitalized synopsis of his History of Egypt, and a motor journey through Palestine and Syria, a vivification of his Ancient Times. By indirection he accomplished far more for his science than he would ever have done by direct solicitation.

From the outset it proved to be Mr. Rockefeller himself who continually led the conversation on to forbidden ground. Throughout the three months' journey he plied my father with questions about the work and expansion of the Oriental Institute and its expeditions, and about his own personal researches. As we were nearing New York on the homeward voyage, he reviewed the matters which would require additional support.

The trip had been for my father an exhilarating but very tiring experience. One morning a few weeks after his return, when in the midst of a characteristic swirl of activities he was inaugurating the Flexner Lectures at Bryn Mawr College, his left arm suddenly became enormously swollen and turned purple in hue. But being in no pain he continued his work, and on the following day went to New York at Mr. Rockefeller's request to confer with him about the pending financial matters.

During a long interview with Mr. Rockefeller and conferences with foundation officers, he tried to keep his left hand from being seen "lest a rumor get about," he wrote later, "that I was unwell just at this critical juncture when everything was going so splendidly." He ended an arduous day by "inspecting some Egyptian antiquities for Mr. Rockefeller at a New York dealer's shop," returned late at night to Bryn Mawr to resume his lectures.

Only the following morning did he consult a physician. The latter on discovering his condition rushed him to Johns Hopkins Hospital for complete immobilization, with his arm in a horizontal position and packed in ice. "They called the thing thrombosis," he wrote George Hale, "but I could not [have] cancel[led] the New York engagement, which was a matter of millions."

I hurried to his bedside, found him quietly at work on the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, to resume which he had good-naturedly but firmly defied the foremost medical men of Johns Hopkins, including the late Dr. William Henry ("Popsy") Welch. "I intend to recover promptly and completely," he said to me with a sparkle in his eyes. "But whatever happens, I shall finish this Papyrus if it's the last scientific work I ever do!"

During his subsequent convalescence, Mr. Rockefeller and the
foundations between them appropriated another two million dollars for the work of the Oriental Institute. "I cannot suppress my constant amazement," he remarked in his journal that September, "at the confidence these men are showing me."

By 1932 the Oriental Institute was at work at strategic points along the entire Fertile Crescent.

An expedition in central Anatolia and another in northern Syria were excavating groups of city-mounds once inhabited by the ancient Hittites and by peoples who preceded and followed them.

In Iraq a large expedition in three units was clearing cities of ancient Assyria in the north, and of Babylonia in the south.

The Megiddo Expedition in Palestine had laid bare the foundations of the city of Solomon's time, and in probings at the base of the mound had found flint implements of Stone Age men.

The observations and findings of the Prehistoric Survey Expedition in Egypt were completely revising the geological and early human history of the Nile Valley and of northeastern Africa.

The Epigraphic and Architectural Survey Expeditions at Luxor, now established in a new, greatly enlarged permanent headquarters (including the most comprehensive archaeological library in the Near East) on the east bank of the Nile near Karnak, were producing a series of monumental folio volumes which for accuracy and comprehensiveness were setting a standard never before considered possible. In addition, with funds volunteered by Mr. Rockefeller, three enterprises were recording for publication in color the most beautiful wall paintings in Egypt, including the tombs of ancient Thebes, the painted wall reliefs in the superb temple of Seti I at Abydos,* and the relief paintings in the finest masonry tombs at Sakkara, the cemetery of ancient Memphis.

And finally, in Iran, an Oriental Institute Expedition was excavating Persepolis,† capital of the ancient Persian Empire, which Alexander the Great had destroyed in 331 B.C.

The results of these, and of a score of research enterprises being carried on at home, were now converging upon a long work table in a study such as he had never imagined he would ever occupy, in a beau-

* This was a project of the Egypt Exploration Society of England toward acceleration of which together with reproduction of the resulting color plates in a joint publication, Mr. Rockefeller contributed funds through the agency of the Oriental Institute.

† With funds contributed by Mrs. William H. Moore of New York.
tiful new building for which, as he had observed at its dedication and opening on December 5, 1931, “we would find no parallel . . . in any other university either in America or abroad, . . . a laboratory devoted . . . to the evolution of . . . civilization.” Spread out upon this table were the latest reports from the field; the manuscripts and proofs of the newest volumes in the rapidly growing list of Oriental Institute publications,* piles of correspondence with investigators in related branches of science throughout the world; the materials for his own current researches, including the manuscript of a new book to be called *The Dawn of Conscience*, tracing the first appearance and the development of higher moral aspirations in mankind, and, after a lifetime of contemplating human history, summarizing his conclusions regarding the past and his conjectures as to the future of man; plans for yet more scientific undertakings—a photographic air-survey of the entire Near East, an expedition to excavate ancient Amathus on the island of Cyprus, an offer from the Iraq government to give to the Oriental Institute the entire site of biblical Calah-Nimrud and everything it might contain in return for one million dollars for a new museum in Baghdad. . . . And so on, endlessly.

*The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus*, which it had taken him ten years to complete, had at last been published and was already considered a landmark in the history of medicine. A cabinet beside him was filled with notes on new discoveries and historical data for inclusion in revisions of his earlier books.

Everything he had ever sought for his science was now a reality.

“Whether a man is a creative artist or a constructive scientist, his ideas are rather like arrows in a quiver,” he said to me one day at about this time, as he stood before the fireplace in his new study. “He has just so many of them, and when he has used them all, he has delivered his message. Whatever else he does is iteration. The books I have written, the ideas embodied in this building”—he made a sweeping gesture with his arm—“are my arrows. When I have finished *The Dawn of Conscience* and a preliminary volume or two of *The History of Civilization*, my quiver will be empty!”

With all their success these were years of deepening sadness in his personal life, and of belated and growing disillusionment in his experience of his fellow men. He watched my mother’s strength gradually waning before the steady advance of some sinister enemy which doc-

* See Appendix B, p. 420.
 tors could not identify. He saw the post-1929 depression threatening the permanent endowment of the laboratory he had devoted his life to creating—in a university which had become a huge, impersonal corporation, in a city which had become perhaps the principal cesspool of American politics. He noted anxiously the continuing paucity and with few exceptions the prevailing mediocrity and self-interest of the young men seeking a career in oriental studies. He observed the mounting envy of colleagues not only in other institutions but in his own university who, while deprecating the Oriental Institute as a luxury enterprise, avidly availed themselves of its facilities and results. With philosophical detachment he watched the most ambitious and the least qualified faculty members of his staff already jockeying for position as his successor.

Above all, he saw the nations of Europe, with the negative assistance of the United States, “building,” as he expressed it, “the funeral pyre of the civilized world.”

It was with an awareness of these and a great many other sobering considerations that in the late autumn of 1932 he completed The Dawn of Conscience.

“The more I have worked on the materials, the more I am convinced that the subject is the greatest theme that has ever dawned on human consciousness,” he wrote me. “Whether the world will realize this or not is a dubious question; and if it does, that will be very good reason for finding my treatment of it wholly insufficient. My horizon is not limited, but I am so completely unacquainted with the history of human thought that I am quite unaware whether or not other men before me have had the same ideas and seen the same truths.

“Summed up in a single sentence, the significance of the book lies in that it will furnish the first historical demonstration that the evolutionary process which seems to have operated so largely in the rise and development of material forms, has culminated in ideals of human conduct and has thus produced an age of character which we have little more than begun. For the first time our world, if not the universe, is historically demonstrated to possess a value and a meaning.

“If Oswald Spengler had possessed even a glimmering of knowledge of the early Egypt he essays to bring into his picture of The Decline of the West, he could not have written the book.”

In February 1933 after a four years’ absence from the Near East he returned to it with my mother (who never once betrayed what
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effort it cost her) on the most thrilling journey of their entire lives. In a chartered Imperial Airways plane they flew from Cairo across Palestine, Trans-Jordania, southern Iraq and the Iranian Gulf to Bushire, and over the Iranian Mountains to Persepolis; northward again to Baghdad, and omitting only Anatolia, back into Palestine, and finally up the Nile. In a matter of hours they passed over the wide terrain—the banks of the Tigris and Euphrates, the villages and towns, the desert trails—which, thirteen years before, his reconnaissance expedition had taken laborious weeks to traverse. It was the supreme experience of his scientific career to trace from the air the pattern of the entire Fertile Crescent, and to see his expeditions at work in each of its ancient civilizations.

On the way home to America he re-visited Berlin, saw again the aged Erman, now virtually blind, and Sethe and the other colleagues of younger days. “To my surprise, all these German friends, who in the past abhorred politics,” he wrote, “are now deeply interested in Hitler’s new leadership, and are all in favor of him! If their judgment is to be accepted, Hitler has united Germany—an amazing and ominous achievement!”

This was my parents’ last visit to Germany. From Tempelhofer Field, where on a September day forty-two years earlier he had stood beside William Rainey Harper and watched Kaiser William II review the German Army, they now boarded a Lufthansa plane for England.

Soon after their return to America, Hitler furthered his deliberate destruction of the sources and traditions of German higher learning by appointing as rector magnificus of Berlin University (the equivalent of our “president”) a thirty-five-year old veterinary, who wore the insignia of his once distinguished office over the brown shirt of naziism.

My father saw in this upsurge of barbarous ignorance, with its contempt for the past, an extreme example of that same inclination to discard human experience which, as one of the consequences of excessive materialism, was already dangerously apparent in America.

“The most pressing need of America at the present critical juncture is not more mechanization but more character,” he wrote that June of 1933. “Over four thousand years ago the social prophets of Egypt were hurling the same truth regarding their own land at the ‘technocrats’ who built the pyramids, the greatest feats of engineering ever achieved in the ancient world. The process of mechanization,
which America has carried further than any other people, will and of course should go on, but shall it go on at the cost of character?"

This he discussed further in his Foreword to *The Dawn of Conscience*: "The most fundamentally important thing in the developing life of man has been the rise of ideals of conduct and the emergence of character, a transformation of human life which can be historically demonstrated to have begun but yesterday. . . . Man began as an unmoral savage. How did it come about that he ever gained any moral dictates or eventually submitted to the moral mandate when once it had arisen? How did a world totally without any vision of character rise to social idealism and learn to listen with reverence to voices within? . . .

"Like most lads among my boyhood associates I learned the Ten Commandments. I was taught to reverence them because I was assured that they came down from the skies into the hands of Moses, and that obedience to them was therefore sacrely incumbent upon me. I remember that whenever I fibbed I found consolation in the fact that there was no commandment, 'Thou shalt not lie,' and that the Decalogue forbade lying only as a 'false witness' giving testimony before the courts where it might damage one's neighbor . . . when I was much older, I began to be troubled by the fact that a code of morals which did not forbid lying seemed imperfect; but it was a long time before I raised the interesting question: How has my own realization of this imperfection arisen? Where did I myself get the moral yardstick by which I discovered this shortcoming in the Decalogue? When that experience began, it was a dark day for my inherited respect for the theological dogma of 'revelation.' I had more disquieting experiences before me when as a young Orientalist I found that the Egyptians had possessed a standard of morals far superior to that of the Decalogue over a thousand years before the Decalogue was written. . . .

"The fact that the moral ideas of early men were the product of their own social experience is one of profoundest meaning for thinking people of today. Out of pre-historic savagery, . . . [and] his own experience, man arose to visions of character, . . . to a world of inner values transcending matter. . . . Not projected from the outside into a world of unworthy men by some mystic process called inspiration or revelation, but springing out of man's own life two thousand years before the theologians' ‘age of revelation’ began, illumining the darkness of social disillusionment and inner conflict, a glorious vin-
dication of the worth of man, the dawn of the age of conscience and character broke upon the world. No conception of a spotlight of Divine Providence shining exclusively on Palestine shall despoil man of this crowning glory of his life on earth, the discovery of character. It is the greatest discovery in the whole sweep of the evolutionary process as far as it is known to us. . . . The human adventure has no value or significance except as we see it rising . . . toward . . . the Age of Character."*

While the body of the book was a deeply thoughtful presentation of the processes and stages by which man became imbued with conscience and what is commonly called a soul, the "Epilogue" of the book, from which the following passages have been selected, was also a revelation of the scientist whose story I have tried to tell:

"Ours are the first minds so placed as to realize that the emergence of conscience and the rise of a sense of social responsibility after 3,000 B.C. . . . were events of yesterday. . . . [They] marked our Father Man's approach to the frontiers of a New Country. Today we his children have hardly crossed those frontiers to begin the exploration of the New Country beyond. We stand in hesitation upon its outer margins, the beauty and sublimity of its distant prospects are hidden from us by the mists of human frailty, or blackened by the stifling smoke of greed, selfishness and World War. Blinded and dismayed we have stumbled and faltered with the foothills of the New Country all before us, while beyond them, if we would but lift our eyes, are glorious glimpses of the Delectable Mountains. Towards their still unscaled heights points the long and rising trail behind us, revealing to us, as it has risen from savagery to character, an unconquerable buoyancy of the human soul that has somehow issued from the deeps and risen so high.

"In using the words 'unconquerable buoyancy of the human soul' I am not employing a meaningless rhetorical phrase. I first used those words years ago . . . after returning from a journey among the buried cities of the ancient orient,† when I felt as never before the meaning of the great fact that in the life that once pulsed along the streets of those now long vanished cities, man had for the first time risen from the conquest of material resources to visions of social idealism so vital that they have continued to be a power among us who are building

* This concluding sentence is taken from the Epilogue of the Dawn of Conscience.
† See p. 316 ff.
Western civilization in the light of the great truths which still shine out of the East.

"That phrase 'unconquerable buoyancy of the human soul' . . . represent[s] a reality, an irrefutable fact in human life, whether past or present, a fact with which such men as Oswald Spengler and all the other pessimists do not deal, for they seem totally unconscious of it. It is a thing as demonstrably present in the spirit of man, as the circulation of the blood in his physical body. What other force has been the driving power in that amazing transformation from savagery to character, the beginnings of which we have been following? What carried the early man from purely material conquest to a recognition of the inner vision and its irresistible attraction? A philosopher like Bergson proclaims something which he calls the *élan vital*; but I am not dealing with philosophical conceptions, for I am not a philosopher. I am discussing the history of man and . . . [of] a force visibly present and operative for several hundred thousand years, . . . which I believe is still at work. No one can define it, or tell what it is, but like the force of gravitation, we can observe what it does. . . . We have only to look around us . . . to realize that the historical buoyancy of the human soul is still with us.

"From that dim and distant day when a human creature struck out the first flint implement, through all the ages until now, . . . the course of human life has prevalingly been a career of material achievement. For several hundred thousand years this Age of Material Conquest has gone on and still goes on. But yesterday, . . . through the dust of an engrossing conflict our Father Man began to catch . . . faintly the veiled glory of the moral vision, and to hear a new voice within, responding to a thousand promptings, old and new. It was interfused of love of home, of wife and children, of love of friends, and love of neighbors, of love of the poor and lonely and oppressed, of love of country and veneration of the Sovereign; and all these which were new, mingling with a vastly older reverence, the love of cloud and hilltop, of forest and stream, of earth and sea and sky, and not least of the earth's green mantle which every year burgeoned with life and nourishment for the children of men.

"Thus the old nature gods were shifted into a new world of social forces and . . . were fused into one with a god of human needs and human aspiration, a Universal Father in whom men began to see all the highest values that their own social experience had revealed to them. . . ."
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"The surviving [ancient] documents demonstrate historically that the thing which was long called 'the moral consciousness of mankind' has grown up with each generation out of the discipline and the emotions of family life, supplemented by reflection and the teaching of experienced elders. The supreme values which lie within the human soul have therefore, as a matter of historical fact, entered the world for the first time through . . . those gentle and ennobling influences which touch us continually in our family life. Whether in the beginning they were anywhere else out yonder in this vast universe, we shall never know; but they were not anywhere here upon our globe until the life of father, mother and children created them. . . ."

"Bertrand Russell . . . tells * us that the most important change which communism would introduce is the abolition of the family and, throwing human experience entirely overboard, he advocates this change. Notwithstanding the revolt of the new generation, human experience cannot be annihilated, nor can the traits it has produced in us be obliterated or ignored. . . . There is one supreme human relationship, that which has created the home and made the family Fireside the source out of which man's highest qualities have grown up to transform the world. As historical fact, it is to family life that we owe the greatest debt which the mind of man can conceive. The echoes of our own past from immemorial ages bid us unmistakably to venerate, to cherish, and to preserve a relationship to which the life of man owes this supreme debt.

". . . The life of man . . . has become a struggle between the new ideals . . . and the deep-seated passion for power, which is as old as the human race itself. . . . It has thus far been so dangerously victorious over new-born conscience and character that we are faced with the grave question of the survival of civilization. . . . That the vision of the New Past may influence the conduct of the individual I am profoundly convinced. Whether nations or mankind as a whole, realizing this vision, will find in it a really potent influence toward quenching international hatreds, or better still for building up international feelings of brotherhood and generous regard, may seriously be doubted. . . ."

"In wandering for years through the ancient lands of the Near East, I have been impressed with this outstanding fact: the insistent monuments now surviving in all these distant lands have been primarily expressions of man's power. It is as if his struggle with the

forces of nature, . . . which has now been going on for perhaps a million years, had imbued him with a defiant consciousness that he could win only by fighting his way through as he met the opposing forces of the natural world which challenged him on every hand. It was with this same attitude of relentless force that he met his own human fellows when the long struggle for supremacy eventually arose among the earliest nations.

"Today you may enter one of the lonely valleys of Sinai and find there, suddenly confronting you, the tall figure of an Egyptian Pharaoh carved in relief upon the face of the rock wall. There he has been standing since the thirty-fourth century before Christ, the oldest historical monument in the world. With uplifted weapon he is about to crush the skull of an Asiatic captive whom he had thrust down upon his knees before him. A monument of brutal force, it was a declaration of possession by right of conquest, serving imperious notice on the Asiatics that the king of Egypt had crossed from Africa into Asia and had taken possession of the surrounding copper and turquoise mines. Here, then, at the beginning of historical monuments and written records, the conquest of natural resources emerges as a fundamental motive of national action, and the monument which reveals it strikes the note of force which has dominated human history ever since. . . .

". . . In the lands of the Ancient East we . . . look out [today] upon the works of nature and the works of man, and in a New Crusade of scientific endeavor, we are striving to recover the story of both. . . . Already we have discerned enough to realize that . . . the processes of nature and the unfolding life of man are but chapters of the same great story; that . . . the culmination of a developing universe is character; [and] that the process of human advance which brought [it] forth . . . is still unfinished, . . . still going on. The possibilities of the future are unlimited. . . . Just as the light of character once dawned in a darkness which had never known such light before, so there is no reason to doubt the growth of that light to illumine realms of being that still lie all unrealized in the unfathomed ages toward which our limited vision of today looks out but does not see."

Thus wrote one who for more than forty years had lived in daily contemplation of the unending struggle of man within himself, of the incompatibilities of the human race, and of the inexorable and unaccountable rhythm of the rise and fall of nations.
Pioneer to the Past

The air-journey through the Near East had taken my mother's last strength. From the moment of her return she steadily declined; and at last it was found that throughout her life she had been waging a hopeless battle against a fatal malady of the heart.

She was not told, but she knew; and as her physical strength waned, the chains of anxiety, of household responsibilities, of over-conscientious devotion to self-imposed duties in which illness had so long imprisoned her, fell away, and like a sunset after a great storm her spirit emerged in all its beauty and calm fortitude, and for a final strange, timeless period during which she suffered greatly, the magnificent person she had inwardly always been stood forth free and triumphant.

On a morning early in July, 1934, she summoned each of us in turn, and speaking slowly and with infinite gentleness, asked us to forgive her her failures, for which she could never make amends: for though she longed to stay with us now that she had escaped from a lifetime of morbid shadows and had discovered the true beauty of life, she must soon leave us. She wished for us supreme happiness, and bidding us to cherish one another, she quietly said good-bye. Thereafter she fell into a sleep from which she never awoke.

I persuaded my father to take a journey with my sister to regions he had never seen—through the Panama Canal to Alaska, homeward through the Canadian Rockies. From his ship on the Pacific he wrote me:

"Your life now reaches further back into mine than that of any other soul. My world has passed away, and a new and totally different one has engulfed me. With youthful vigor and ambition gone, I am rather blindly and helplessly groping to find a place in this new world to which you belong. But I shall carry on—and, as I begin to do so, I want to tell you that henceforth my needs and my work must no longer keep you from whatever you desire to undertake. I say this with a chilling dread in my heart, yet with inexpressible gratitude for the help you have given me and the beautiful companionship which has been ours."

The momentum of almost half a century of unswerving devotion to his work helped him to carry on; and outwardly his life betrayed no change. He was soon re-absorbed in the scientific progress of his expeditions, in the ever-growing number of their publications filled with new discoveries in every phase of man's Near Eastern career.
Beginning with Ancient Times, he set about incorporating this wealth of new material in his earlier books, and laying out the larger pattern of the first volume of his projected History of Civilization.

But his talk now turned more frequently to the old days in Europe and Egypt, to the experiences of his boyhood. He found and hung on the walls of his room old photographs of Charles and Harriet, of "The Pines" at Downers Grove, of the Garrison house on The Hill and of Aunt Theodocia's "Pleasant Nook" at Rockford—where, as he had done more and more often of late years, he revisited the family plot in the old cemetery and lingered for an hour of quiet self-communion. "It gives me peace and comfort," he wrote, "to find the fresh green growing over the graves of my father and mother in a spot beautiful with trees that murmur in the wind."

In the midst of this increasing consciousness of his own past, he met again, after a lapse of years, one whose memories of it (as he had for the moment forgotten) reached farther back than mine—Imogen Hart, my mother's younger sister, whom he had first known during his Berlin student days when she was only a child—she whom I had so adored, that far-off summer in Williams Bay. She was gray-haired now, and since that carefree time had come a long and arduous road. But there was about her the same quality of gaiety and unquenchable girlhood, now tempered with wisdom... Almost apologetically, as if gray heads had forfeited the right, they found a happiness together which was beyond words; and in due time they were married. Thereafter they set out for Italy and the Near East.

I bade them good-bye with a deep sense of fulfillment and happiness. Still youthfully vigorous, with his mind never more alive and tireless, with years of his maturest scientific productivity before him, my father was returning happily to the far-flung enterprises which together we had set going, and which now were at the peak of their development. I did not begrudge the years it had required beyond our contemplated five to bring all this about; and I was full of gratitude as I turned Westward to resume my own life.

But again this was not yet to be.

"I am as keen as a boy to get back to my desk and to begin the revision of my 'History of Egypt,'" he wrote on November 21, 1935 from Genoa Harbor on his homeward voyage.

In mid-Atlantic a sore throat he had acquired in Italy flared up with a high fever which he mistook for a recurrence of his old malaria, and which the Italian ship's doctor treated as such. When the ship
reached New York he was desperately ill with what was found to be a virulent hemolytic streptococcic infection which at this time, before the advent in America of sulfa drugs, was still invariably fatal. Though they marvelled at his magnificent refusal to surrender, the attending doctors, and the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research which Mr. Rockefeller placed at their disposal, were helpless. I reached him before he died on December 2, 1935.

His ashes lie buried beside the graves of Charles and Harriet in the cemetery at Rockford; and over them rests a block of rough-hewn granite from the ancient Egyptian quarries at Aswan in Upper Egypt.
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1. The following, in chronological order, are the principal honors which were conferred upon James Henry Breasted:

1907 Prussian Royal Academy of Sciences of Berlin—corresponding life membership.
1918 American Oriental Society, president
1918 LL.D., University of California
1919 American Philosophical Society, member (vice-president, 1927–1938; committee on nominations 1933–34).
1919 Society of Antiquaries of London, honorary membership
1920 Art Institute of Chicago—Honorary Curator of Egyptian Antiquities (lifETIME).
1920 National Academy of Sciences, member, Division of Anthropology and Psychology
1922 D. Litt. honoris causa, Oxford University
1922 American Geographical Society, corresponding membership
1923 Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, honorary life membership
1926 History of Science Society, president
1927 American Schools of Oriental Research, trustee 1927–1933
1928 American Historical Association, president; life membership
1929 Chicago Geographic Society, gold medal
1929 LL.D., Princeton University
1929 Rosenberger Gold Medal, for contribution to history of civilization
1930 Ernest De Witt Burton Distinguished Service Professorship (emeritus 1933)
1930 Holland Society of New York, gold medal
1930 Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, Institut de France, Foreign Membership
1931 American Council of Learned Societies, member of Advisory Board, 1931–34; chairman, 1933 till death
1931 Archäologisches Institut des Deutschen Reichs, honorary membership, 1931–
1931 Bavarian Academy, honorary membership
1931 Belgian Academy, corresponding fellow
1932 American Association of Museums, member of Council, 1932–34
1933 American Association for the Advancement of Science, member and fellow
1934 American Institute of Architects, Fine Arts Medal, May 16, 1934
1934 British Academy, corresponding fellow
1934 Oxford Society, honorary life membership
1935 Danish Royal Academy, member of historical-philological class

2. He was the author of the following publications (apart from a great number of articles which appeared in scientific journals of Europe and America):
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1894 De Hymnis in Solem sub Rege Amenophide IV Conceptis, (his doctor’s dissertation).
1900 A New Chapter in the Life of Thutmose III
1908 The Battle of Kadesh
1905 Egypt Through the Stereoscope
1906 Ancient Records of Egypt (5 vols.)
1906 The Temples of Lower Nubia
1908 A History of the Ancient Egyptians
1908 The Monuments of Sudanese Nubia
1912 Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt
1914 Outlines of European History (jointly with James Harvey Robinson)
1914 Short Ancient History
1919 Survey of the Ancient World (Japanese edition, 1933)
1920 History of Europe, Ancient and Medieval (with James Harvey Robinson)
1921 General History of Europe (with J. H. Robinson and Smith)
1922 The Oriental Institute—A Beginning and a Program
1924 Oriental Forerunners of Byzantine Painting
1926 The Conquest of Civilization (a revised, somewhat mature library edition of Ancient Times)
1930 The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus (2 vols.)
1933 The Oriental Institute (Vol. XII of The University of Chicago Survey)
1933 The Dawn of Conscience
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The most lasting monument to James Henry Breasted is not the Oriental Institute Building (now named after him) at the University of Chicago, nor the Palestine Museum at Jerusalem, nor the block of granite from the ancient Egyptian quarries at Aswan in Upper Egypt which guards his ashes in the cemetery at Rockford. It is the following group of scientific publications.

The various series of Oriental Institute publications all appear under the imprint of the University of Chicago Press.

The Oriental Institute. By James Henry Breasted. xxiii+455 pages, 207 figures, 2 colored plates, 1 map, 12mo, cloth, special binding.

Oriental Institute Communications (OIC)

Illustrated reports describing for the general reader the progress and the results of Institute activities. Royal 8vo, paper.


No. 2. EXPLORATIONS IN HITTITE ASIA MINOR: A PRELIMINARY REPORT. By H. H. von der Osten (1927). (Out of print.)

No. 3. FIRST REPORT OF THE PREHISTORIC SURVEY EXPEDITION. By K. S. Sandford and W. J. Arkell (1928). xi+52 pages, 29 figures, 1 map.

No. 4. THE EXCAVATION OF ARMAGEDDON. By Clarence S. Fisher (1929). xv+78 pages, 53 figures.


No. 9. NEW LIGHT FROM ARMAGEDDON, SECOND PROVISIONAL REPORT (1927-29) ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT MEIGIDO IN PALESTINE. By P. L. O. Guy, with a chapter on "An Inscribed Scaraboid" by W. E. Staples (1931). ix+68 pages, frontispiece, 61 figures.
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Oriental Institute Publications (OIP)

Scientific presentations of documents and other source materials. Quarto, cloth, except as individually noted.
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Vol. IX. Medinet Habu. II. Later Historical Records of Ramses III. By the Epigraphic Survey (Harold H. Nelson, Field Director) (1932). x+2 pages, 6 figures, 76 plates (7 in colors), large folio, cloth.


Vol. XXIII. Medinet Habu. III. The Calendar, the "Slaughterhouse," and Minor Records of Ramses III. By the Epigraphic Survey (Harold H. Nelson, Field Director) (1934). xvi+2 pages, 5 figures, 62 plates (1 in colors), large folio, cloth.


Part I (Vol. XXVIII). xxii+268 pages, frontispiece, 281 figures, 10 plates (6 in colors).


Part III (Vol. XXX). With contributions by Wilton Marion Krogman and others. xxiv+496 pages, 259 figures, 15 plates (5 in colors), 20 maps, 9 tables.


Vol. XXXV. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak. II. Ramses III's Temple within the Great Inclosure of Amon (Part II) and Ramses III's Temple in the Precinct of Mut. By the Epigraphic Survey (Harold H. Nelson, Field Director) (1936). xi+2 pages, 47 plates, 5 plans, large folio, cloth.
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Vol. XXXIX. The Mastaba of Mereruka. Part II. By the Sakkarah Expedition (Prentice Duell, Field Director) (1938). xiii pages, 116 plates (9 in colors), 7 plans, large folio, cloth.


Vol. LI. Medinet Habu. IV. Festival Scenes of Ramesses III. By the Epigraphic Survey (Harold H. Nelson, Field Director) (1940). xii pages, 57 plates (8 in colors), 1 plan, large folio, cloth.


Vols. LIV–LV. The Excavation of Medinet Habu. III–IV. The Mortuary Temple of Ramesses III. Parts I–II. By Uvo Hölscher (1941—).

Part I (Vol. LIV). xiii+87 pages, 56 figures, 40 plates (1 in colors), folio (30×40 cm.), cloth.

Part II (Vol. LV). (In preparation.)
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Vol. LVII. Nuzi Personal Names. By Ignace J. Gelb, Pierre M. Purves, and Allan A. MacRae.

Vol. LVIII. Pre-Sargonic Temples in the Diyala Region. By Pinhas Delougaz and Seton Lloyd, with chapters by Henri Frankfort and Thorkild Jacobsen. (In press.) With 213 figures, 28 plates, 1 map.


Special Publications

Antient Egyptian Paintings. Selected, copied, and described by Nina M. Davies with the editorial assistance of Alan H. Gardiner (1986). Two large folio volumes, each containing 52 plates carefully copied in color from the originals, and one royal 8vo text volume.

Flights over Ancient Cities of Iran. By Erich F. Schmidt (1940). xxii+104 pages, 119 plates, 6 maps, folio (80×40 cm.), cloth.

Ancient Records

English translations of historical documents of the ancient Near East.


Assyriological Studies (AS)

Researches based chiefly on cuneiform sources. Royal octavo, paper, except as individually noted.

No. 1 Beiträge zum assyrischen Wörterbuch. I. By Bruno Meissner (1931). vi+92 pages.
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Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization (SAOC)

Monographs dealing with various specific phases of the cultures of the ancient Near East. Royal octavo, paper, except as individually noted.


No. 4. Archaeology and the Sumerian Problem. By Henri Frankfort (1932). (Out of print.)

No. 5. A New Inscription of Xerxes from Persepolis. By Ernst Herzfeld (1932). viii+14 pages, 5 figures.
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No. 21. Hittite Hieroglyphs. III. By Ignace J. Gelb. (In preparation.)

No. 22. Hurrians and Subareans. By Ignace J. Gelb. (In preparation.)

No. 23. The Comparative Stratigraphy of Early Iran. By Donald E. McCown (1942). xvi+65 pages, 18 figures, 1 map, 2 tables, 4to, paper.

Joint Publications of the Egypt Exploration Society and the Oriental Institute

The Temple of King Sethos I at Abydos. Copied by Amice M. Calverley, with the assistance of Myrtle F. Broome, and edited by Alan H. Gardiner.

I. The Chapels of Osiris, Isis, and Horus (1933). xi pages, 42 plates (8 in colors), large folio, cloth.


III. The Osiris Complex (1938). xi pages, 65 plates (13 in colors), large folio, cloth.

Joint Publications of the University of Chicago Press and the Oriental Institute

History of Early Iran. By George G. Cameron (1936). xvi+260 pages, 1 map, 5 tables, 12mo, cloth.

A Political History of Parthia. By Neilson C. Debevoise (1938). xliii+309 pages, frontispiece, 1 map, 3 tables, 12mo, cloth.
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Abadan, Persia, 267 f.
Abdullah, king of Transjordan, refused kingdom of Iraq by British, 293
Abetti, director of government observatory at Florence, 350 f.
Abraham, in Egyptian inscription, 124; traditional home of, 269
Abu Roash, pyramid of Dedefre, 255
Abu Simbel, temple of, 166 f.
Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (Institut de France), Breasted elected, 83; excavations in Syria, 257; celebration of Champollion centenary, 324, 325
Agassiz, Alexander Emanuel, 211
Ahmose-Nofretete, queen of Egypt, 256
Air photography for archaeology, 259 f.
Aleppo, 300 f.
Alexandretta, Theodore Roosevelt’s plan for seizure of, 234; Kitchener urged occupation of, 244
Allenby, Edmund H. Hyman, 1st viscount, 243; post-war conditions in Near East 247 ff., 261, 309 f., 312; Palestinian campaign, 249 f., 264, 306 f.; on Egyptian education, 254; approval of new Cairo Museum building, 379
Amenhotep II, king of Egypt, tomb of 161
America, Arab feeling toward, 288–303 passim; King Feisal’s censure of, 303
American Oriental Society, 29
American University, Beirut, 302
Ancient history, writing of, 221 f.
Ancient Records of Egypt, 122, 126, 132 f., 138, 168
Ancient Times, favorable reception, 229–232, 378; relation to travel in Near East, 302, 401; revision, 412
Anderson, Mrs. Elizabeth Milbank, 226 f., 236, 253 n.
Antiquity dealers, 66, 95, 250–255 passim, 275
Arab State of Syria, 201 ff., 303 f.; and British, 282 f., 288; crossed by first Oriental Institute expedition, 288–300; destroyed by French, 318
Arabanaha, 286, 295, 298
Arabs, and Lawrence, 263 ff.; relations with English after World War I, 270–273, 274, 281, 285, 312; feeling toward America, 288–303 passim; reaction to French mandate, 300 f.
Archaeology, relation to geology, 225; large financial support, 1920–1930, 319 f.; benefited by Tutenkhamon discoveries, 374 f.
Ariosto’s villa, model for Breasted home, 217 f.
Armageddon, see Megiddo
Armenia as mandate of United States, 300
Assyria, ancient kingdom of, 277–281
Aswan Dam, 73, 143, 226
Atbara River bridge, 176
Babylon, ruins of ancient, 273 f.
Babylonia, ancient cities of, 268 ff.
Backus, Theodocia, 11 f., 21 f., 36; influence on youthful Breasted, 11, 16, 27 f., 50; encouragement and aid to Breasted, 19, 25, 33, 52; joy in Breasted’s progress, 90 f.; death, 98 ff.
Baghdad, 274 ff.
Balfour Declaration, 312; disturbances following, 318
Banks, Edgar J., 121 f., 131 f.
Basra, British military headquarters, 268 f.
Bell, Gertrude Lowthian, in Iraq, 275 f.; at Peace Conference, 308
Belknap, Chauncey, 383, 384, 389 f.
Berlin, student in, 35; annual review of army, 37 f.; social unrest, 41; Home School for American Girls, 49 ff.
Berlin, University of, 39, 41, 48 f.; research center for oriental languages, 30; Erman, 39 f. See also Dictionary of Egyptian Hieroglyphic Language for, 102, 103, 10, 207 f.
Big Horn Mountains, vacation in, 223
Bisharin, 180 f.
Bismarck, 38
Bismayah expedition, 121 f., 131 f.
Bols, Sir Louis, commander-in-chief of
British forces in Palestine, 306 f.; on Palestine Jewish problem, 308
Bombay, 265 f.
Book of the Dead, 322 f.
Bordighera, vacation in, 215
Bradner, Lester, friendship with, 26 f.;
Berlin University student, 42, 49
Breasted, Charles (brother), 13, 23 f.
Breasted, Charles (father), 5 f., 57; settled in Rockford, Illinois, 8 f.; business venture in Chicago, 9, 10; moved to Downers Grove, 12; salesman, 13, 87 ff.; relation to son, 15 f., 17, 23, 26, 31 ff., 90 ff.; death, 97
Breasted, Charles (son), birth, 101; childhood, 104–107, 114 ff., 127; relations with father, 117, 140 ff., 235, 241 f.; as father’s assistant, 324 f., 354 f., 379 f., 398 f., 411; attitude toward Orientalist’s career, 316 ff.
Breasted, Frances Hart (wife), 50; musician, 50; courtship, 51; marriage, 58 ff.; honeymoon in Egypt, 62, 64, 77; children, 97 ff., 101, 216, 218; European travel, 103, 107; sympathy for needy, 116, 164 f.; death, 411
Breasted, Harriet Garrison (mother), 8 f., 139; marriage, 6; encouragement and aid to son, 22 f., 31 f.; death, 321
Breasted, Imogene Hart (wife), 50, 139, 412
Breasted, James Henry, birth, 9; childhood, 10–13; early education, 10, 11, 13, 14; as bank teller, 14; druggist, 14 ff.; call to ministry, 16 f.; Chicago Theological Seminary, 17–21; decides to become Orientalist, 22; Yale University, 25–29; promise of Egyptian professorship at University of Chicago, 30; University of Berlin, 39 ff.; relations with Erman, 39 f., 42 f., 123 f., 376; vacation in Harz Mountains, 43–48; Doctor’s examination, 52–55; Doctor of Philosophy, 57; marriage to Frances Hart, 59 f.; honeymoon in Egypt, 64 ff.; assembling museum collections, 65 f., 246 f., 250–253, 256 f.; Nile expeditions, 65–78, 155–169, 175–208; first European trip, 80–86; instructor in Egyptology, 92; university extension lecturing, 95 f.; collaborator on Egyptian Dictionary, 102, 108, 109 f., 112 f., 152, 212; copying of Egyptian historical records, 102, 103, 110, 207 f.; influence of classical culture, 108 f., 169–170; Italy, 112 f., 170 ff.; plans for archaeological work in Near East, 117 f., 236, 238 f., 320; offered professorship in German university, 129 f.; books published, 130 f., 168, 219, 394, 403; friendship with George Ellery Hale, 134–137, 224 f., 349 f.; corresponding member Prussian Royal Academy, 210 f.; textbook writing, 221 f., 229–232; Oriental Institute founded, 240; expedition through Near East after World War I, 246–309; expansion of Oriental Institute, 391 f.; degree of D.Litt. honoris causa from Oxford, 324; Tutenkhamon’s tomb, 335–342, 343 f., 361–365; mediation between Carter and Egyptian government, 368–372; Rockefeller offer of new Cairo Museum building, 377, 381 ff.; inaugurated Messenger Lectureship at Cornell, 379; Palestine Archaeological Museum, 400; inaugurated Flexner Lectures at Bryn Mawr, 401; Oriental Institute at height of achievement, 402 f.; last visit to Germany, 405; marriage to Imogene Hart, 412
Breasted, May Garrison (sister), 9
British Museum, 84 f.
Bryan, William Jennings, and Ancient Times, 230
Burton, Ernest DeWitt, 213; president University of Chicago, 352
Byblos, 302
Byzantine Art, 286, 287
Cairo, Egypt, 140 f.
Cairo Egyptian Museum, 64 f.; Maspero’s office, 146 f.; basement magazines, 246, 322; fragments of royal annals, 254; poor building, 374, 388 f.; Rockefeller’s offer of new building, 376–397 passim
Cambridge Ancient History, Breasted’s contribution to, 349
Camel caravan, 203 f.
Candace, queen of Ethiopia, 176
Carnarvon, fifth earl of (George Edward Molyneux Herbert), Breasted’s visit to, 243 f.; excavation in Valley of Kings’ Tombs, 327 ff.; discovery of tomb of Tutenkhamon, 330 f., 332 f.; problems connected with tomb discovery, 345 f.; death, 347 f.
Carnarvon Estate, controversy with Egyptian government, 306–372
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Champollion, centenary of decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphic, 324, 325
Character, Age of, 407
Chicago, Illinois, in 1800's, 87
Chicago Fire (1871), 10
Chicago, University of: Harper first president, 24, 36 f., 92 f.; first chair of Egyptology in America, 30, 86; German scholars’ visit, 125; School of Education, 219 f.; attitude toward World War I, 227; under Judson’s administration, 236 ff.; Rockefeller grants, 288. See also Haskell Oriental Museum; Oriental Exploration Fund; Oriental Institute
Chicago Daily News, 355, 358
Chicago Theological Seminary, 17 ff.
Christian Science Monitor, 355
Claudius Salib, 62 f., 67, 78 f., 148-155
Clayton, Sir Gilbert, 310 f.
Clemenceau, Near Eastern policy of, 248, 261, 308
Colin Texts of Ancient Egypt, 322 ff., 349
Conquest of Civilization, 394 ff.
Copts, 63
Cromer, first earl of, work in Egypt, 60 f.; Breasteds call on, 142 f.
Ctesiphon, New Persian palace at, 275
Cumont, Franz, 83, 287
“Curse” connected with tomb of Tutankhamon, 342 f., 348 f.
Curtiss, Samuel Ives, 17; interest in Breasteds, 19 f., 24, 30
Curzon, Breasteds report to, 313 f.
Cushing, Harvey, Life of Sir William Osker, 251, 384
Daeshur, pyramids of, 80
Damascus, 303 f.
Darrow, Clarence, at Tennessee evolution trial, 230
Davis, Norman de Garis, draftsman on Nile expedition, 173, 176, 181
Dawn of Conscience, 403, 406-410
Dead Sea, 307
Deir el-Bahri, temple of, 159
Der ez-Zor, 290 f.
Dervishes, 188, 202
Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt, 219
Dictionary of Egyptian hieroglyphic language, 52; Breasteds collaboration, 102, 108, 110, 112; Rockefeller funds for completion, 376 f.
Doura, see Salihiyah
Downers Grove, Illinois, Breastads boyhood in, 12 f., 114
Druses, revolt in Syria, 386
Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, 320 f., 325 f., 334, 390 f., 403
Egypt, Breasteds interest in, 29; in 1894, 60 f., 64 ff., 68-80; Prehistoric Survey of, 125, 391, 402; contribution to civilization, 213, 230; economic life in 1919-1920, 255
Egyptian Antiquities Department, in 1894, 76; Maspero, Director-General of, 146; Ordinance concerning removing of stones, 191; attitude toward tomb of Tutankhamon, 346 f., 358, 360 f., 365-372, 373
Egyptian Dictionary Commission, 108, 110, 112
Egyptian history, copying of sources for, 102, 103, 110, 207 f.
Egyptology, Breasteds decision for career in, 20, 30; Berlin research center for, 30; Erman pre-eminent in, 39; in France, 81 f.; in England, 84 f.; first American professorship of, 86, 168; diplomacy and, 145 f., 300
Ellsworth, James W., 349 f.
Enkhosnepaaton, wife of Tutankhamon, 330, 364
Epigraphic work, 322
Erman, Adolf, professor of Egyptology, 39 f.; vacation in Harz Mountains with, 42-47; kindness and understanding, 51 f., 53; examination for Ph.D., 54 f.; influence on Breasteds career, 110, 129; later friendship, 123 f., 210 f.; during World War I, 228 f.; Egyptian Dictionary, 376
Ethiopians, 176 f., 180
Euphrates, Oriental Institute expedition on, 283-297
European travel before 1914, 103-109, 113, 114 f.
Evolution, Tennessee trial for teaching, 230
Eye, King of Egypt, painting in tomb of Tutankhamon, 362
Farrar, Frederic William, 84
Fashoda incident, 145
Feisal, King of Arab Syrian State, 261, 303 f.; and Sheikh Ramadhan, 293; and English, 307 f.; driven out of Syria by French, 318
Flexner, Abraham, secretary General Education Board, 392
Flexner, Bernard, 392
Index

Florence, Italy, Breasted's visits to, 112 f., 349 f.
Ford, Dr. George A., Collection of Phoenician sarcophagi, 393
Fosdick, Raymond Blaine, adviser to John D. Rockefeller, Jr., 374, 376, 380, 400
France, relations with England after World War I, 264
French, in Egyptology, 145 f., 390
French diplomacy, in Sudan, 145 f.; after World War I, 247 ff.; in Near East, 294, 300, 309, 314
Frost, Edwin Brant, 138
Fud, King of Egypt, and Rockefeller offer of New Cairo Museum building, 385, 387 f., 390
Galileo, telescopes of, 350
Gardiner, Alan, 243
Garrison, Electa Walker (grandmother), 5, 7
Garrison, Sarah Elizabeth (aunt), 7 f., 11
Garrison, Thomas (grandfather), owned pasturage on Manhattan Island, 5; removal to Rockford, Illinois, 6; trading instinct of, 6 f.; Colorado adventure, 9, 11
Garstin, Sir William Edmund, friend of Kitchener, 244 f.
Gary, Hampson, 246
Gates, Frederick Taylor, adviser to John D. Rockefeller, 118, 209, 239; Breasted's interview with, 120; decision on importance of Egyptian research, 215 f.; opinion of Ancient Times, 230; opinion on Near Eastern excavation, 375
Gebel Barkal, 188 f., 191, 200
Gem-aton in Nubia, 200
General Education Board, 232, 392
George V, king of England, 352
German academic life, 39 ff., 43-47
German militarism, 37 ff., 41, 127
Germany religion, 48
German scholarship in 1891, 30, 40, 41, 49, 53-57; in 1933, 405
Germany in 1890's, 54 f., 36 ff., 41, 42-48, 58 f.; in early 1900's, 103 f., 128-128; in 1933, 405
Gibbs, Josiah Willard, 211
Gildersleeve, professor of Johns Hopkins University, 354
Ginn and Company, textbooks for, 221 f.
Goodspeed, George Stephen, 134
Gordon, Charles George, at Khartoum, 144, 182, 185 f.
Gouraud, French High Commissioner in Syria, 248 f., 302 311; attempted assassination of, 318
Grasslands, nomads of, 223
Griffith, Francis Llewelyn, 85
Haldane, General, commander-in-chief of British forces in Mesopotamia, 276, 283
Hale, George Ellery, 135 ff.; friendship with Breasted, 135, 224 ff., 319, 392; vacation with Breasted, 349 ff.
Hambro, Major-General Percy, British Quartermaster General in Mesopotamia, 253, 275 f., 281, 300
Harper, Robert Francis, at Yale, 28 f.; Bismayah expedition, 122, 131 f.; head of Oriental Exploration Fund, 212
Hart, Benjamin, 215 f.
Hart, Helen Watkins (mother-in-law), 50
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